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WE SHAPING OF.WESTERN SOCIETY

A Note to the Public Domain Edition

sjkjagaLsgv"..s..tfesternsocLet is a one-semester course in the history of
Hooters cleglIeLtiee developed at the Social. Studies Curriculum Development Center
at Ciraellie issitituto of Technology under a grant from the Department.of Health,
4100(40000 and Welfare. Intended for the first semester of tentIrgrade, it is the
WI* 040040104; course in an integrated and sequential four-year high school social
30441400 estrioulum for able students, the top quarter of a typical high school
210000 IOW course examines the causes and effects of major movement's that have
10110100i the distinctive economic, political, social and ideological characteristics
ltd 'culture.

These materials and the teaching strategies explained the.accompanying.
teacher's Manual ware erigiaally developed during the summer'ef 1964. After a
alai in five etttaborigthigh schools in the fall of that year, they were extensively
revised dale p the swims and SUMWer of 1965 and tried again. Even though teachers
and stedioto toad the revised version superior to the-first draft, the second
SSW ham seled a number of shortcomings in the present version. Limited time
aid limed& prerludse smother revision before placing the materials in the public'
4110440. got* espial= briefly what we believe, to be the major faults of the

.

Iliteriet. Similar analyses accompany all of the courses we.have released.

like Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has decided to release
soeterilats.develeped under itsauspices into the public domain. This. olicy in
me semee todicates tits endorsemeneof HEW. Officials in the Office of Education
at MIN, have examined our work only to determine whether or not the SoCial Studies
Cirriculum Development Center has met the 'terms of its contract. Permission to
release these materials implies only performance; it does not imply either'
approval or disapproval by HEW of the subject emphases or teaching strategies
developed.

Legally all the material developed in theCenter under its contract now
becomes public property. It may be reproduced in any form by anyone for any use,
but it cannot be copyrighted. The reader of the public domain version of The.
EggimaLlitavaLlWda 4111 notice, however,. that a large number of articles
which appeared in the student readings developed by*the Center have not been
included. These articles were originally published elsewhere and were adopted,
sometimes in edited form, with, permission .of the author or publisher for use
only in an experimental edition. The original copyright taken out by the authors
or publishers of these selections remains in force. We cannot give permission to
reproduce this material, nor can we reproduce it ourselves in the public domain
4ersion., In order to make the public domain version as useful as possible for
teachers.and curriaulum experts, me. have indicated briefly the content of each .

copyrighted selection and we have given full bibliographic references so that
others may, read the material in full.

The purpose of an experimental program is to discover the weaknesses of
new instructional materials. as well as their streogthsi On the whole, the Social
Studies Curriculum Development Center it.Cernegie Inititute of Technology has4, found The. Shaping of Western Society to be superior-to-existing world history
programs. TOSt results indicate that the students who have taken this course
perform equally well on nations* standardized:world hiStory tests as a matched
group of students whO took a traditional:world history course. At the same time,
the students in the oxperimentel program seem to have mastered the Mode of inquiry



skills which are an additional objective of the program. This report is not intendedto dwell upon the successes of
ratilhjatag9114eitert.....ociet, however, but tosummarize the deficiencies that the staff of the Social Studies Curriculum Develop-ment Center has found in the materials produced for this course,- A similar briefanalysis of the Teacher's Manual summarizes its weaknesses.=

Since the Shaping of Western Society is a highly selective course' treating onlya few aspects of western history, we have omitted many topics which find theirway into typical world history textbooks. In general, we have not found these. omissions tolite harmful .tothe students' overall undetstanding of the course ofwestern history. One omission has, however,-created great difficulties inexplaining how the western,wotld.got to be the way it is.' The course does notcontain separate unit on the Protestant Reformation, though the effects of theReformation are discuSsid inseveral of the units. This omission has made itdifficult for stodenti to relate.social, political and economic developments inEurope to the theinges in values
that'accompanied.the Protestant Reformation.

In somicaset:not enough *of the historiCal.background of important events has beenincluded-for.a.thorough understanding of the'event110.ti context: One notableelcimOleisthe'reading.on the causes of the firSt:WorldWar. In this reading,.the-stildents are askedto reconstruct the decisionS:of the major European powersin -1914 onthe basis of -very skimpy -information of the .aims indmotives:of theEuropean leaders. Other readings in the course sufferfroa thesaMe defect.
Though we tried.to translateAnt0:SiMple

language those documents which students find.difficult:to read, the course still contains Several readings which even abletenth grade students cannot fully comprehend.: The 'problem arises not so much from..the vocabulary itself but froM the:areheicstylejnOhich many of the documentsare written. Translations-Of several ,of.the:documents into Modern.language. shoOldovercomethis weakness:'

We have found that students have had difficulty relating the separate unitsto:each other.: FOr example, they have, .difficulty understanding that what historianscall the Renaissance happened concurrently with tie growth of nation- states andthe development of scientific thought. and of the market economy.., Since' the unitson the Renaissance, the development of natiori-states in England. and France;: the sci-entific reVolution,anhe development of the market economy follow each other4the studentsseeMAo think that these movements took place oneafter the other.The teacheri'ef this Course:have tried'to explain how these.Units:relite to `eachother. Perhaps a series of chronological charts would help students' to avoidmisunderstandings arising frOM a poor, sense of chronology.

We hope that this public &main version of our work provesfruitfUl to teacherseveryWhere. We .will welcome
comMents-detivedjrom your coeriencevithl,tt. Wehope thatTaHnumbet.of tesehattiwtitettand

publiShers,willHdeirelopthelr ownversions of
thisCourse:for.commerei4.0ale..Only:thte0ghdoOmstoial productioncan the1.104040400410

their:way-iliteelseiro006.40014:thi4lat4n.
_



AN EXPLANATION OF THE .COURSR TOR PARENTS: AND TEACHERS'

Carl Becker,. 'a famous. Apericari.historian, onee.4efined historlt es.: "the'
memory of society.c";..Just As,an .individual: is lost without the .memory of
his personal fie.argued, a ,scigiety:is lost without history. :Without
h4story,' we would im:ymitible CO plice,ourselvee .in.: time and ,space or to. ;See
ourselves in the long .:perspective of the.,past. History links us with our
armestors and provide.' a.way. for our children. to learn .about us.

But, Becker:argued, every men must be his own historian. He believed that
the past did not speak for itself. The facts were there, or at least a
part of thei,, printed on the pages Of books or standing mutely as buildings
or stateas but each person interpreted these facts Zor hisiselt. How he
interpreted. them depended on a number of factors: the selection of facts
available, the.criteria.he used to select facts, the problems he chose to
investigate, and the rules.' of evidence he followed. Hence, to study
.history man must knew-how to interpret the past. Some historians would
even argue that history- is a method of studying the past.

This course is based on the assumption'thet every student should learn to
interpret past events. Not that traditional factual information heti beell
neglected. The pages that follow are filled with the names of some of
the greatest men of the western. world and with the deeds which made then
famous. It also includes information about ordinary people, the namelcrits
millions who have always made up the bulk of society. We have omitted
informatiOn about some subjects studied in many world history coursea' in
order to allow time 'to study a few topics in depth and to learn to interpret
accurately.

The course investigates .some. of the most significant and dramatic 3vente in
,the history of Western, man. Americans are the heirs of traditions N4rn
:thousands. of years ago,, and developed in a. variety of ways in difleat
western nations. .Today these western ideas and institutions have. an
enormous Impact an the non-western world where they are tearing. trcAtional
societies asunder, just as traditional Europe was transformedby thase
same innovations. No. one can understand Contemporary India or Chinn unless
he knotri about the western institutions and -ideas which are helping to
shape them.

This course invites each student to be his own historian. It begins with
a study of the way in which historians interpret the past in order to
introduce students to the principles of historical analysis. Every
succeeding unit takes up one society or one problem in the western tradi-
tion. The first three readings of each unit consist of sourco materials
of various kinds from which students are asked to make an interpretation.
The suirnary essay whiCh follows gives an opportunity to look at interprets-
CiossIk'a.mei light and to.eanneetone unit with another.
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You: will probably fitid..the;.:, thie---course 18.-.quite different frcee,biatory
. .. = ,

courses you have taken in the pest. Ik:the _first place; 'there, will be no
attempt to cover all of history, for that is ai,.imppssible task. %Instead,
you will focus your atton.tionLor-seventeen_ important issues each of .which

_

includes- the Wayiin whi3Oh one. or more western traditions have developed. .

Hence, we will Less aonierned:wklearning--Cmaicimum number of facts than
we will with interpreting Some 'important -historical ,developments. We will
Craft --tome Material that is usually included in tenth grade world history,
such as a study of.the_valor-wars- fought :by mankind in the last 2,000 years.
On the-other:hand, we will include some,miteriat that is not usually covered_

history courses-7a detailed siisdrof the economy of the Middle
Ages, for .examPle.--_.

r

-71rotioal .classes Willie-Wanly four days a week.. On the fifth day students
will come to their classroom where they will work on _special projects designed
tO*UppleMent- the work of the course, On the whole,, the course will be
taught LducUvy.- S_ItudentsLwil_l_be_jexpected, to come to their own conclusions
--Ifrom:the-Materialpresiented, and they wilt be required to fit material from
Suo4isiVe_ileasens .tOgiither..They will_have frequent opportunities to study
the-..teohniques-of.2-historians -through the readings, Many_of_ which have been
specificexlly designed to eMphisiz method. This entire approach to learning
is based upon well4ounded psychological principles supported by abundant.

research data

Students will be given a' short ikailiniitiole esidh week as well as occasional
quizzes to check reading. There_ will be one major research paper written

. during ifielemeiter. A -boole'review-beeed on a boot selected by the student
in an area interest will also be assigned. . There may also be other

s-- Ohort--piverit .iron time- to :time. Credos will be based on examinations papers,
class recitiveionTand oral reports. Since only able students have been admitted
to tit. Course. -we expect most of you to earn, A ot.i..11 on your report cards.

Although this -course has been prepared with great care, It is new and it is
its undoubtedly have made eons errors. Some readings, for

= example; .Iney-lierlto_odiffieult and occasionally a lesson May require more than
.onti.fialf7tour-;._t0 prepare. We ask your cooperation to help us correct any
mistakes We may have made. Let your teacher know What you think of the'read
ings. -. Tell him how long you spend on your -preparations each day and whether
or .,:not the _audio-visual aids help- you learn sore.'

This book is divided into sweaters chapters each Of which deals with an
historical issue that has pusslot historians. Vlach chapk ter is divided into__ _three parts:

. =
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An opening page called,"Stating the Istue" which explatnd
the nature of the, its*: we will be studying. .Read this
statement,earefully and WriteAown' on a piece of notepaper
the mOoe:ciestiOns*ich_yoU will bertryint'to answer
during the four days we spend unit.

Three -lessons Centaiting'iaidingt from sources which provide
the-.04.0r your interpretation.. Read them" carefully,
*ilkittOtotetaround the:OtUdyqUestions and on other issues
'thick:Stem iMportant*0 you.

An.interpretive essay which places the entire subject into
historical perspective. You.,should read this essay to note

significant` about the period we are studying and to
check your interpretations of the evidence against a
scholar's account.

The readings generally follow a common pattern. Each has an introduction to
relate the reading to other parts of the chapter and other units of the course.
The introduction will usually be followed by a series of study questions to
help focus your attontion on the most important issues to study. The rest of
each reading contains the'evidence you will use to make your interpretation.
The interpretive essays do not have study questions.

You are expected to read each day's lesson and to take notes on the reading
before you come to class. You ought to get a looseleaf notebook which can
bold both your homework and your classroom notes.

Noteteking is a vital skill. We suggest that you read and take notes each
evening in the following manner.

Write the lesson number and the title of the readin* at the 1.2e
of a ELM of fir.

Read the Introduction carefulja. Do not take running notes on the
Introduction, but read to discover three things: 1. what the
reading is about,-2. how it fits into the entire chapter, and 3.
what kinds of evidence will be presented. After you have read
the Introduction either jot down in brief form the answers to
these three questions or keep them in your mind as you read.

Read the. Questions: Make a mental note of what you should look
for in the documents to follow.

Skid the first docunant in the isalg& Write down the title ef
the document and the name of the author on your note paper. Read
the first sentence, in each paragraph. When you have, finiehed,
try to state in your own words what the evidence seems to
indicate about the issue being discussed.



Read the doeument carefully and take runnimnotes. Do not read
first and then read again for notes. Do pot, underline or mark the
text in any way. Write down in your notes all evidence which will
help you answer the questions .in the reading. Try to select only
that evidence that bears upon the issue. If you take notes on
everything you will only duplicate the reading itself. As you
write down .the evidence, . pit in parenthesis next to the note what
conclusion the evidence seems to indicate about the questions asked
of you. . Repeat the Process of skimming and taking notes for the
remaining documents.

Co over oLLIr notes, underlinink ku ideas and words. This
procedure is the best way to'begin learning the information in the
lesson.

Try to 'answer the study questions. When you have finished studying
your notes, try to answer the study questions for yourself. Do
.not write out the answers to the questions. You would only be
repeating the information in your notes if you do this. Use this
step to see whether or not you got the important points from the
documents in preparation for class discussion.

Two.other study techniques will be useful. First, keep a vocabulary list in
which you enter all new words and their definitions. This should include
words fron the readings and from class discussion. Second, keep your class
note: and your reading notes together in your notebook so that you can review
for tests without flipping through a mass of paper to find 'material which
goes together.-

.

Your 'teacher. Will help. you if _you have trouble with thie\ netetaking technique;
and will criticise Sur. notes in an individual conference if you request one'..
.Donot:heeitate.toellt: for help on ,this `or -a0. other 'PrOblefakW1404-:#0.,,.belet

you.::during the year. -Renenber that ..,prOkleneare'mOtt .easily.':,*01.4 when
4atch..thess.Sarly.-not:after you are. it academia
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INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY or.HISTORY

Stating the Issue

Today we begin a formal study of history,. Our: first task:is tofit*. out what history is. Is it merely as the dictionary: says
ra"narrati*e of events" or "a systematic, written account of
events, 'perticUlarly of those affecting a nation, institution,
aticr.ice or:arti:::,'.isiiiialty:.ennnected with a phi10.4hiCel explana-
tion. of-:.fcheir denotes"? Is.:iejinitead only "one man's iitterpreta
..tion of the pest," or as Voltaire said, "a .padkof tricks :v splay
an the dead "? 0rA.s' it prit4rily *::loay of thinking, ,a set. of7....

and procedure: fer .Mak4ing InterPiretationst.
. .

7 ,. .. .-. -
The fir.Ot six aseignmente in thia'...contia. have. been designed to
encourage eadh.,etUdent .:.to...WOrkiout:..;:a is own defiraitfon history.
Notice thatf:04yOne..Sh#01.d. arrive at
exactly Underatanding.7.ofthis5.':tertiollistoriana disagree

'..:41;th-eachothatzaboiit .ithe'pitUre
.':hnndrada ;at.*Ot*aoi.jiaya,b*en:-written to ..itteit .te fit** def inte
tiOn of htateCY,*hio .4teryona in the profess ten,. Coul4k

far.;.no,'author;17hei'',reathed this goa.' Whin -:even expert dies =:
gitee,. atudente.,ohOulit'not be sxpecte to reach a consensus:

Nor abould .they-.) expected to understand the nature of .history
n..one-Week!e.:Work. These six assignments merely,,,introduce tie

:toga. and .preoent opportunities. to .develop a ,first-`0PPrviirnattogi
of the* nature Othistorical investigation.. Throughout-the course,.studeas who use this book; will: have fequent oppOrtunitiet. to
*increase their. knowledge about historical ,protedures and il.apply
historicat,:tecbniques.to e great-variety:of. situations.. Only by
successfully applying. the :tools of analysis :can anyone be certain
that he has mastered- the:.

V. will concentrate our study of the nature of'history on a few
''.kriy issues. , What wilt. a historian accept as fact? What determines
belt be categorizes facts-into,groups of related events? Row
dies be develop .and velidete. hesest -How can ha deal witiv-_the,

probio of overcoming 4.'ii , t
- Co; -hie-ei re, life

oamiarioneet Thou anrat ., quo stions_:which isik-01.11:-:.try tfv
aussmitAn Unit I.

.....mawalm=1.110.01101.11rok
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TM NATURE OF HISTORY

A historian who collects information from newspapers or other sources oust
arrange his data. for his readers. His Job is to .decide thee question:it:0'.

wishes to investigate and the arrangement of evidence used to prOv.i.the
point he wishes to make. If he did not arrange evidence, he could only
list facts helter-skelter in,ao pattern whatsoever. No one would Waste
his time reading such .en: account...,

We shall begin our study of history by investigating the problem *of the
arrangement of data. In order to o:oncentrate on this problem without
becoming involved,in a true historical subject, we have chosen data -Which
would not.: usually be considered historical .at all. In class, however,-
we will, be able to.eximine the implications of our conclusions for the
study of history;

:.:SeloW you will 'f ,words;. You-.are. to arrange. theit...
...words ingroups,Of-.things,whichseeM".to belong,:to.:'each-other,fOr :some'

treason. Vet .eximpie we had tree, tiger :and
IrOn'..ote youcciul.C'claseifyl'thestaal animal, vegetabls. and .mineral.": You
can -.probably' ways- to classify these... three.
-terms.- ...14.0",..,.Set000-4 CloseificatiOnS. 'of the eighteen ,--:terMS:,bolom.4s. you
-01.1.0404 .ottilia-hOlfAOUrC004:t0.dlasii4repered-to:discueSmbet-Ifou

,-.
tune pike
condor. ::; eagle
ostrich. sheep
',lion pheasant
black bass, collie dos
elephant- baryacuda

READING it
EVIDENCE AND INFERENCE: PROVING £ HYPOTHESIS

Historians never collect data helteroskelter. > If they did, they wouldtake
notes about everything they-read.- No historian operates in this fashion.
He selects the'dsta he wants to record in his notes and then selects again
from Lis notes theis-pieceli of evidence:'ffects)..that hs will .use pre
his poisit. Every -atesC recess of .,writing al or ,is article
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. .

'tar doss a historian start.to select? ile.us*lXy starts with a nueiticet
What caused World War I? Why did the United States become more democratic
in the 1830's? What was the mostliiportant contribution of the 11001011110. to.
the western heritsget Then he'begine. to do research* reading and collecting
notes about his topic. Before longhe starts to develop a hypothesise
tentative anima to the questioit. /whit gathers more data* be revises his

.

hypothesis; he may abandon, it entirely if he find, enotO evidence against
it. In this case* he 1411.be. terced to deveXopanother hypothesis. to guide
his research. Eventually he...will. eenctude that* the hipothesis, he has
developed 'really explains _the facts.or the. case. He is then ready to write
his conclusions.

This prOCedure sounds far'more,simple than it really is. Where does he
get the idea for his hypothesis in the first place? Row does he decide
when a hypotheeis.has been proved? Row should he arrange his *Violence to
support his explanation,. in.such.a..way -that_ readers wilt agree with hi.?
These' are all queetion4(Which. we will try to..answer during this course.

Today we vtti investigete.the Way. inuhich .zwo historians developed
hypotheses and tried to prove or disprove. them. The article you will read
Owens the. controversy about the Kensington- Rune Stone* a slab marked
with Runic inscriptions .which was discovered- in Minnesota in 1198.. Ile
viii introduce further eiridente about. this stone in class. As you read,
keep the following questions in +minds

Row does the author begin this. article?* Do twat
historians start research in a similar way?

What was the original hypothesis about the authesticity
of the stone? What evidence aide scholars think it
was a forgery?

3. What was the next hypothesis about the stone?. What
evidence prompted a new investigation?Aihy- have any
historians decided that the stone is see eutheistic
relic?

4. An you convinced that the atom; is getiaine?.

VIE RIDDLE or THE IUDIS1110101 stags*

* .1frae Thomas R. Henry, "The Riddle of the Kensington Stone,"....:
in TN SATURDAY EVENING POST* Vol. 221, August 21,. 19489 ..25+..

°fhb, article chronicles the work of -11,101mar Roland to establiiik ells
validity of the Kensington Rune Stone. Roland met the objections
of those who believed the Stone a fraud by extensive linguistic
analysis, consulting the records of the 'Swedish kingdom, and by*
develop ng gsoIo 'Leal ts.
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mum III
HOW UR HISTORIAN ligaIDSS WHAT IS FACT

In Reading it we discovered that historians use facts to validate
hypothesis. V* also learned that: scholers often disagree about what is
feet and.what Is not. SOW'historians accept statement as fact while

k others reject it because of differences in their frames of reference.He studied examples of this generalization in class yesterday.
ilemetiuraii historians have only one source for a statement of fact. In
lost cast*, however, they have two or more sources. Often the sources
'wilt disagree. Mitsui" each author. has his own frame of reference from
witichhe views, an event, he Will select some of the things he sees to
describe. and reject others. Mother eyewitness might make an entirely
different.selection. Yet the historian must rely heavily on eyewitness
accounts to obtain the .evidence he needs to Iralidate a hypothesis.

:Todayle reading gives you an opportunity to decide which facts can be
accepted from two authors who thieves on misty` details. Sup7ose that
ciiiil,isation- on iistrth:had been destroyed by hydrogen war. You have just
landed from liars' tree won't tipeculate &bait. What you look like or how yougot her4.1 You knew. how to reed both rind..Russian because your
'Midget computer setae instant translations. into-Martian. In a iimecapsule
bided on the site of ancient Kev York (or Ityilwit, as Moodie* Dike., playa
lig the archeologist of the future, Called O.:you discover a yellowed

,magaiginio containing an account of a revolutien, pt. a place called Hungary.
In another time capsule on the site Of..ancietit.'MOOcow you discover a .

:fading script of a radio broadcast delicribing: this' same event. The two
'Accounts are all the information you have. -Ai's-historian, Martian. . .variety, it is your task to'deCide what 'the facts' are. Nov would you go
about doing so?

As you.'read these two articies (One actually is. taken from TIM and the
. .

other is a verbatim' account of a broadcast :.from Radio Moscow) think about
the 'following Outlaw:

c.

"

1. which:Aid. these..aCcounts,. if: either, do you accept?
Do YOU.',thisik,eiiik. might be ,right and wrong
in.other..'parts?,:'

.. .
-,. -thic. two .accounts .tgreei. about -anything? i# the

tai 400inits`do *site about 'glee:thing,. are.yow . ,

Witting. g.o; a...fact? lihr or Why. not?

S. What :rte 9.41C0f:. tke issues whithAhe accounts
7. .degide Which, if either, is

correct! :f ,

..,
cm. TOIR. Vol.:;' 424CW

u. a
'.actietiOof
An'.1buigaryle;ctapital:.4:t.

oVe 11,

FIVE 'DAYS or `REIDOWe

n unsay was ailict" uPaiv the' tales of
114..:11ME tella.of. the

eaponitacitk.-atUdent'itiii:*Orker Uprisings
c. account talks. ofthosewho.rebelled

tiriely1:.telisting



REMARKS BROADCAST ON RADIO MOSCOW, NOVEMBER 10, 1956
E. M. Bazarina

(E. M. Bazarina is a Russian news commentator)

We arrived in Hungary on 19 October with other Soviet tourists. We spent
four days touring this beautiful country and were everywhere given a most .

cordial and hearty welcome. On Tuesday, 23 October, on our way to a
theatre we saw crowds of people in the streets of Budapest. They were
lined up in ranks and carried placards, man,' of which bore the inscription
"Long Live Hungary!" ... The students together with members of the
intelligentsia and workers Were demanding the redress of errors and
omissions committed by the Hungarian Government. They were legitimate
demands

On that first evening I saw from the hotel in which we were staying a man.
with a rifle appear on the deserted street. He took up a position.in one
of the drives and, taking careful aim, began shooting out the street lamps.
The lamps went out one by one and darkness enveloped the street. What
prompted the marksman to do this? Just hooliganism? Hardly. I think he
was one of the bright sparks of the reactionary underground who wanted to
create confusion and chaos in the city. Quite soon afterwards there were
flashes of gunfire and sounds of battle and we saw wrecked and burning
buildings in the streets of Budapest, overturned trace -cars and other

vehicles. Firing would die down and then flare up again. Hostile elements
were aiming at paralysing the city's life but the workers of Budapest were
repelling the rebels. Detachments of armed workers tried to restore order
in the streets and prevent looting. In many places, including the area
around our hotel, workers' patrols were posted. 0
One member of our hotel staff, a middle-aged man with grey hair, told us:
"Our workers cannot have had a hand in this looting and rioting. It is
fascism raising its head." And that is what it was. The counter-revolu-
tionary underground was in action in Budapest. Fascist reactionary elements
had arrived there from abroad. The hostile venture was gathering momentum
and the Hungarian Government asked the USSR.:Government for aid. In response
to this request Soviet military units statiOned.in Hungary under the Warsaw
Treaty entered Budapest to help to restore order. The. overwhelming
majority of Hungarians welcomed this move in the hope that life in the city.
would quickly return to normal: I myself saw in one street how the people
were welcoming, the Soviet tanks.

One Hungarian, a member of.the hotel staff, described the following incident
to: us. Firemen-volunteers, absolutely unarmed, were putting out a fire
in one of the public buildings. Suddenly, from a- small house opposite,
shots, were fired by fascist louts who opened fire on the unarmed firemen.
Several of then fell. Our tank was stationed in the street. The tankmen
immediately aimed their gun at the house.where.the bandits were entrenched.
This was sufficient to rake them run.into a side street. Several firemen
ran up to the tank and shook hands with the tankmen. This episode givesa
good testimony of the attitude of the Hungarians towards the Soviet troops.
However, reaction,did not cease its activities. When we walked along
some of the streets we saw that the walla) of houses were thickly covered
with counter revolutionary posters....



. .

When Soviet troops began withdrawing from Budapest an unbridled White Terror
started in the Hungarian capital. We Soviet tourists recall this time
with horror. It is difficult to describe the chaos which reigned in the
city where public 101-41dings were destroyed, shops looted, and where crowds
of armed bandits, obviously fascists, walked along the streets .committing
bestial murders in bread' daylight. I shall never forget'what I'saw with
'my own eyes. I think was on 30 or 31 October. A man in's sports suit
walked along the Lenin Boulevard. 'He might have been one of those:who
tried to restore order in the city. Several armed ruffians wearing
coUnter-revolutinnary tricolours ran up. to him. A horrible inhuman cry
was heard. Al *bole crowd of bandits appeared from somewhere. I was unable
to see what they were doing with their victim, but in a few minutes he was
hanging on a nearby tree with an eye gouger: out and his face slashed with
knives.

Some time ago I read how the fascists in Germany burnt progressive litera-
ture on bonfires. We saw similar things. ...A group of some hooligani
looted and set fire to the House Of Books. Thousands and thousands of

books were smouldering in the muddy street.' We were there, witnesses of
this barbarity. The works of Chekhov, Shakespeare, Tolstoi, Pushkin; and
other famous authors were lying in.the mud, black smoke rising. 4* saw
an old man who lifted a few books, then carefully wiped the mud with his
sleeve, pressed them to his breast and walked slowly away. Many people
did the same.

In the Hotel "Peace" the atmosphere in.those days was extremely tense.
The counteo-revolutionaries tore the red star from the front of the hotel
and trod it underfoot on the pavement. We were told that the Hotel "Peace"
from now on would be called-Hotel "Britannia." The person who told us
about itlooked around and added quietly: "It doesn't matter. It will .

only be temporary."

More: than once we were witnessez.ofacts-which manifested the friendly
attitude of the Hungarians towards the Soviet people. This friendly
attitude was felt by us Soviet people, when we were leaving Budapest
In small groups.of two or three people we made our way along the devastated
streets .towardstheDandbe in:order-to board a Red Cross steamer. We were,
accompanied by a worker a young girl. She led us.from one cross -road
to-another, fearlessly seeking. the safest way. At the pier we heartily
embraced. her...:She said: "Some. one'in-theWest wants us to pull their .,
Chestnuts.out of.the .believethem0dear friendS.-V*.HungariOns
are forsocialism, and weare'with.you.". When. we:were in Czechoslovakia
on our way home,, we.. learned that the countermirevolution'in Hungary was
routed-an&that:life,..wasbecoming-normal.-inthe4ountry. 00.0reat
host NO$4V. We shall not forget that ; Huagarlaa girl who said that the
.11011$4104.0s:weW for 900 tal*aa and that they were with oi.



ROW. THE: HISTORIAN 'ASKS

The past':ihree readings have concerned `,tie way in..vhich hievrians,develOP
-.....ailid:validate..hypoOesies,:With:.faCtUal.eVidente..- But hot" does a histiirlam
-:delielOP a hypothesis- in'. the flint. plaCe?. :And hiii..doed.he.,go about' the .

:-iomPlicatedi and tiMeIcOnsucning prOcese , of ::sear<:ling :.for.-.factil; .suPport
p is hYPOthesest, know for ei4mple, 'that he .:has not overlooked
..404-:really: Vitel.:piiesihaity, a com If he
ibis* the eizOlsnatiOn- he-iiisitried to .4tielop'will certainly fa1V.short

... of
:the trUth.

*Riotorians deel., with. very compticatedileVelopments: involiting:inillions
.

.

....peOpIe and great span* of' time. .RenCe they 'must be..parcicularly*:Careful.
to :develop" Procedures; whiCh mill help them to covet the large number of
possibilities inhereiit in any historical situation. Most histOriahl -work

:"..thraugh..;A .*et Of questions-WhiCh..ofeen.helP to reveal the information which
has a bearing. on an issue. Knewing..whielf question* to oak becostes',a vital
untteri No alisplecheck list can cover. the enormous range .:of hintoricalpOseibilities. Very Motor° must -always be ready to ask new questions,

that he has never asked before, if he expects his frame of ..referenee
to :'eXpant?.. Stilt,'..having a few questions which have proved frUitful.
lihe past: in =04when beginning an historical investigation Often. prevents
4t achalar fiai overlooking a vital point.'

In Readint'l.Z.V,. Gsrl G...GUstayson, a contemporary histOrian, explains his
.procedute-fOr .discOvering the causes of the Protestant Reformation. He
concerned:with .bJth, the dev.etepment of hipotheset..-and Wilith.vioni of uncover
ins facts which dear -90.,.them. .:iThe cause of the Reforlationi. one 'of 'the
most complicated of reqUires 'particular attention
to the rules Of clear :thinking historical:investigations. AsyOu *read,

,.think2..about the following juestione:..
.

.,t 'qUestioas 'did Gnatayson',ask? Why these rather
. .

than some others? *. Do. these: questions give.: you a
clue-about whit types 4of.'4nalytical:.questions are
most fruitful in se, historical :.inquiry?

.:: , :

2. Do you, think that alt historianiwould:compile 'A
lift of questions. very such like GUstaysOn s?.
Why.sair why nOti.

GuStairson s questions he*p his to .dei.frelop an
hypOthests .ittiOUt the cause of.. the. Reformation?
If he ::asked.different. questions, might he :end..up
with a, differiet hypothest.et
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THE CAUSES OF THE REFORMATION *

Prom Carl G. Gustaysor4 A. PREFACE TO HISTORY (ew York: McGraw-
Eiji Book CO., 1955), 5644..

chapter on the methods of the historian, Gustayson indicates
kinds,of:questionvhistOrians should aak,When they investigate

the causes ofsarevent. Among these'questiontiare: what was the:
immediate Cause*.had there been-agitation:for the principlesbefore
the:event* were personalities involved whose strength or weakness _-
helped to determineilie outcome, were there any other, ideas
stimulating the loyalty of a large number of people, how did.
economic.and technological.lorces influence the :outcomet'were
religious forces active, can the event be explained by)weekened or
strengthened institutions; vas the physical environment a factor?

READING V

THE PROBLEM OF MIND SET

In Reading IV we studied the way in which a historian develops a hypothesis
,by asking analytical questions. Gustayson was trying to discover the cause
of the Protestant Reformation. He assumed that a number of factors were
at work; no major historical development is ever caused by only one event
but.by a combination of Many. His questions were designed to reveal whether
or .not some of the more important causes of change in other situations were
Involved in this one. He conceded that all the questions which he listed

: might not be appropriate to every topic and that an alert historian would
'always have to watch for unique causes if he hoped to make an accurate
interpretation.

Asking analytical questions seems to be a simple matter. It is not. EveTy-
, one is conditioned by his culture, by the knowledge, beliefs, customs and
skills he acquires as a member of society. Two men from different cultures
way 9erceive the same events quite differently. What may strike -a man

from one culture as particularly important may seem commonplace and not
worth noting to someone from another society: A, culture can give a
person a "mind set," attitudes toward life which condition the interpreta-
tion he will develop.

The excerpt below illustrates' this point. It was written about the year
1000 AD by a monk in the monastery of St. Benedict at Fleury in France.
This story was part of a two-volume work on the miracles of St. Benedict
for whom the monastery was named. As you read, think about, the following
questions:

What really happened to Herbert? Was he struck by
St. Benedict or did he have a heart attack? Why do
you think so?

Why did Herbert and the Monk think that St. Benedict
had intervened?

What factorg account for thee interpretation of-history
which we find in this excerpt?

k



A WACLE OF THE EARLIEST DAYS OF FEUDALISM*

The castle of SullY,'which is three mites ftami Fleury, was in the possession
of a certain Herbert: ,Our venerable abbot Richard had given this Herbert
as a benefice come. lands that were chUrch property. 1114 Herbert, being by
no means content with theie, by an act of sceAdalous boldness seized the
remaining lands reserved there for the benefit of the monks. So the abbot
and the members of the monastery go all'together to him, asking him to take
to heart the good faith he pledged to them by oath, and to cease occupying
their possessions. Sincehe pays tittle attention to their pleas, they
proceed to. lay the mournful burden of their complaint before King Lothar
and Duke Hugh, but make no progress in those quarters either. Then on
their own they-begin again with the man of bad faith, praying that he take
pity on them and halt his.oppression of them. Since he nonetheless averts
his ears, they come back to his castle. All in all, for practically the
whole period of Lent in that year, they poured forth their prayers of
tribulation to God, amid solemn litanies, beating at the same time two
pieces of brass, in order by the sound to invite the help of all who heard.

Meanwhile that man Herbert, continuing in his evil defiance and daily adding
worse'deeds to his bad behavior, on a certain night set out with some of
his men Into the districtof the Gatinais. And since, according to the

clothing bearing the marks of holy wounds, whose whole covering gleamed
.:14ith:an ethereal brightness as he himself told his men afterwards. And
.therche'lit out a horrible cry, for he was hit between the shoulders by a
staff Which the figure seeme& to have in hand; and then the vision dis-
Appeared before his eyes. The tAdera around him, struck by the horror of
his cry,try solicitously to find out what has happened to him. "Saint
BenediCt;"..he tell them, "just,now standing by me, struck me a powerful
blow,.from which I feel now -severe pain. But you faithful fellow-soldiers,
follow the path back ::and take me_` to my home, and from there hurry to the'
tomb of the glorious saint to demand urgent forgiveness for me." They
followed his orders and took him back to where they had started. Almost
on the threshold.. of his.hote...in the arms of his servants, he.gave up his
soul; his devoted vassals, going to the monks of St. Benedict, reported
what had happened and asked that thOlead body be received for burial. The
monks, although fearful of the indignation of the'abbot, who at the.moment
was by chance absent, agreed and buried the body. Although they in part
were quietly pleased, yet with pious compassion, they did pity the man who
had died, for in the, first flower of his youth he was now deprived of .the
gift of this life and also unable to make up for the wickedness of his ways

* Ttanslated.from the original Latin in Les Miracles de Saint Benoit,
ed. E. de Certain (Paris, 1858), pp. 107.109.
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ftven the language which a seam uses stay.affect his interpret.-
tion events. Each of is:learn" to describe.escribe his World in

.words. Some languages are much richer than others. Languages
:Opted. to a particular environment often.have'a wide choice

of iocords which another tongue lick" entirely. For -example,*
Eikimos have. a number of words for snow, ',,each one with si,
ipeCial 'meaning We have only one, This difference is
languAge tan cause difierane interpretatiOns 'of history and
different desicriptions of the same events.

The !billowing .passage may V make this matter clear. As you
:seta it, think about the following question': .

_How would a Navaho describe a Renaissanie Painting
colorful costume?

Nov would. we describe the same painting or the
same costume in our own Language?

How can language influence our interpretati". of
history?

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE*

From Paul Heide,. ed., LANGUAGE, THOUGHT AND CULTURE, (Ann Arbor,
Michigan, University of Michigan Presi: .1958), 7-8.

This :selection deals with the 'language of the Navaho. Henle points
at that the Navaho language uses the sane wordTfor- green and blue
and-for brawn and grey. : other hand,. the Indian. tribe hai
two words for black._

Jr
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Today few Americans Z.)elieve that miracles happen every
day. This is not a mind set that plays an 'important
part in our interpretation of events. But political
attitudes may. Most Americans and most Russians are

convinced that their own way of life is superior. to any
other. In school they learn an :interpretation of
history that probably conditions the way in which they
perceive. events. The different aititudis some of them
have are clear in the foLlowing short .passages:

,

.

"The history of all hitherto existing society, is the history o
struggles.

class

"Freeman and slave, patrician 'and:plebian,. tord and -Master...
and journeyman, in a word, :oppressor and ''oppreased, stOod-in constant
opposition to one another,;carried on an uninterrupted,;: now hidden,. now
open fight, that: each time ended either in the revolutiOnary.reCOnatitiop.
tion of society at large, or in :the Cowman ruin of tho:contending..claages."-

. .

The Cogisunist Manifest°

"When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people
to dissolve the political .bandsi which have connected them with another,
and to assume among the poWert of the earth. the separate and equal
station tn which the Laws of Nature and Of Nature's God entitle them,
a decent respect to the opinions- of mankind' requirevthat they should
declare the causes which impel these to the separation. -- We hold these
truths to be self-evident, that all men-are creaod equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that'among
these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. -- That to secure
these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just
powers from the consent of the governed, -- That whenever any Form of
Government -becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the
People to altei-or to abolish it, and,to institute new Government, laying
its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form,
as to .them shall Beets most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness."

AlheDeclaration of Independence

* * *

Do you think that a man Who had been taught that the Communist Manifesto
correctly interpreted the nature of the world would be likely to perceive
events in the same ways as a man who believed in the Declaration of
Independence? Might mindsets like these have influenced the two men who
reported events in the Hungarian Revolution about which. you read in
Isadirs III?
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fps*: dos.: voi: hoes studying the limy in which 'historianss:ti amid as you discussed the. readings in
'.01:0414...have....101enidaireloping your own..intsrpretation of the nature
4,akiirgastiga*iona..4 Yf you hars:,1!esiii:ffitoUglitfulii, you should bay,
el- .sr .0flitatOry; and your own conception of

;;

.
4;14'. papit of* Perk thin three bundrod Words

:,tha*ay. which': you. iwOuld. approaCh
'la: 'Want 'to dirtiorigio.th...catise of the Soloist/Ara :revolu

stik As. ',17,4, paper describe.. the! way
let sting the' weds of

.;



SECTION I

SNAPING,04 WESTERN SOCIETY 500 B.C. to 1300 A.D.:
PROM INNOVATION TRADITION

I

Between 500 B.C. and 500 .A.D. societies alkover the world

peeled- through periods.iof great innovation. In Cbitia, ..

Indi ,Africa, .and thelMediterraneant societies were in

constant flUx, developing new values, institutions, social
systems, and tichnologjes. .But.ibOut 500. A.D. all of
these societiesbe3an to lose the innoliative.'spirit and to

eling.to existing folkWays -snd morel. In short, all of
these societies 'slipped into more traditional cultures
in which things were done lairgej4 as:Ththey had heea-in Ate

pasta Western' society, like. thsrest. of the wor1d,'

passed through an innovative phase to a traditional

phase in these -centuries, :act remained 'Wiwi* tradi7;

tional for the nexi eight hundred years. The next

three units in *this book concerns themselves with .tbis.

long stretch of western historY.frosi,p0 B.C. to

1300 A.D.
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. . .UNIT- XI

CREECH 'IN THE GOLDEN AGE

Stating the Issue

*.7

In the fifth* century before Christ, a huge army from the Persian
empire-twice invaded the little peninaule that the inhabitants
called Hellas and.m*call Greece. The two emperors, Darius
and .Xerxes, were confident that hey would quickly subdue the
(Reunified Greek'. The *Persian army did make rapid progress
against the independent cities of northern Greece, but they
were repulsed it 'Athens by the courage of the citisenarmy and
the ingenious strategy of the Athenian leaders. With the
PersianAefeet,Atbenventered an era so brilliant that
historians have called it a golden age.

^ n

V

The golden age :of Athens was the product of many centuries
Of development. Over the years, the Ionian tribes that
Settled the Attic plain on 4hich.Athens stood had shaped.
institutions and a way of rife based on a value system called
humanism. Succeeding generations of western, men have con.
timed to admire the humanist traditions of the golden ago.
L the process, western man hag tended to idealise the Greeks

. and to set their way of life as the measure against which all
sect:ease should be judged. Hundreds Of geierations of scioOl
children have been_ taught to value the things the Greeks
Valued. Greek humanism has, therefore, become the, root of
.1fuCh of the western. value system:

The readings for the next four days focus on elements of the
Greek humanist tradition. As you read, ask yourself, "What
wens the values of the Greeks? .How did 'these values influence
their, ways. of living and their institutions? And as You
study remember to apply t.he methods of historical analysis
you learned in Unit I.

.
;
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READING VII

THE ATHENIAN WAY OF ups

The city in which the, golden age flourished, was situated on the stony plain
''ot.Attita. At" its /argest, Athens never numbered more then.150,000 souls
with another 200000 living 'in'"outlying. areas. Among the 350,000 residents
Were -nearly-1.50;000' slaves, another 50,000 resident foreigneri or metics
who conducted business in"Athenis but were not. citizens., and 150,000 full
citizens of .whom.one-half- were women and not entitled to full participation.
in Athenian life. All of these people; whether stalk- or citizen, made ...,ctre
contribution, to the golden. age, for 'the age produced..e.number of outstanding
'contributions; in 'art, drama; architecture; wart. philoiophy-;:arid politics. .

What'was -the Athenian way of life? Your, reading; for today consists of a
twentieth century historian's attempt to construct theAtheniau.way of lifefrets evailable. sources. Ail William Stearns Davis, .the author 9: es:plains,
it'is an attempt "to describe what. an intelligent person 'Would' see and hear
In ancient Athens if by some legerdemain he were.transported' nto-'..the fourthcentury AtC, and conducted about the city under. oempetent.,,guidanCe." Because

reconatruction, the .reading itself .is, not first...hai3deVidence About-
:Greek life.. But from this reading you .shoUld,be..able,:to:',ileveloP':ik:hyPothesis
about whit values seem to underlie the golden age.

. , .

As l!oss' read. this selection, try to develop a tentative. answer to the question:.
"What values. were the basis of the.golden age?". In succeeding readings you
Will be .presented with primary evidence, with.whichto teat'your hypothesis.

.:Ta.help yeti formulate. your hypothesis, think.: about the following questions:

How. did Athenians pass their. tine. in the Agora? What
do their activities and 'intermits reveal about Greek,
values?

2. What do the buildings in the AgOra reveal about
Athenian values? .

3.' are slaVes? How do Athenians juitify. slavery?
What contributions did slaves make to the "golden
age"? What doe, the.slave system reveal about
Athenian values?

4. What was the purpose of Athenian education?, What
were boys taught, in School? What does Athenian
education reveal about Greek values?

A DAY IN OLD ATHEN4

THE AGORA *

* tFrom William Stearns Davis, A DAY IN OLD ATHENS, (New York:
'Allyn and Bacon, 1914) 16-25 paasim.

These passages fray Davis' book tell of life and times around .the
Agora, including the discussions that go on,.the transactions that
are made,. and the ordinary doings of the Athenians. In additioh,
a passage on the life of slaves and on the education given to
young Athenians is included.
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ATRIPOT* VALUE

The Greeks were the most'Afiterate-Of ancient 'Their probingmind** see44- answe s to Steal a;114,.0.0* 0' expressing theiranswers in ieetry; .pleysan4JOitlosophital. treatises-:',:A&,a .a wealthof literature,' frOli ancient CreeCe remains for.r,:isiodern: readers... This,sreat bodyof writing 'provides the tr4.:40 010..Wit- a host of Greeklife. s.,

, ,

Resting 8':;containSle;smalAsanPling of 'Greek literatUre: Tot even this Small.simple can .proilde Athenians' thought about life, work,death, two., justice, virtue, and beauty. As you learn what the Greeks....
. thought , you shoolt-: di*FoAirt7.what.:::valise* they held .1110t-daar -! that is,
ytiti''.11hOuld.-disoover Wfiet they thought wiis'Ood. And bad, what vas,' worthy or..'..vorthleSi they:*elieved nen should or should not do,

.

In,both:yeur reading.loutlids*.of ,class and your clam., discussion yesterday,
you. divelopit,hypotheiiie about the -major, values of :the Athenians,' Readings$ and sti will provide . evidence which will help :.you to decide whither or not.,your bYpOthisis'about.4Creik vilthist.was aecurata. As you read, keep io Windthe questions which preeede- esickekeerpt atickask yourself whither Or not the
evidence you are gathering supports your hypothesis.

.0,

. ,

'. .

,. ,
The following speech ii,.isedi:by the choruss in siiphoples' plays ANTIGONE*
Sophocles was an Athenia.drinatiit whe,.is,knOwn to titarark schrlers,.aas
the nester of Creek tragedy. ..:; :ANTIGONE '.1... the lest: of .three: plays concerned
with thi4Taig*diee AurroUndiagiiiilyiktiipisse.,Ot *Thebes'," one of the Creek:-,..

'ci;ty...state4 ':..As you read this sedh keep in 'wind' the following quettiOnsi. .2

:, , ..:

,, . . .1- . , : -
1 '

. , . ,
. ,

. , .
.

That is *SoPhacies view of nant':.',Itlbst..iiiplic*:'
Wit' doeS this view have , for, the Iciiitref
pOitical:nstituti:Oeks t;)!ati:ishinild.,.be7.40vilopedl'f:

.., .-,..i::--:.,'!-..t- ,''',..s.-.....,......,.........'-''''.:.
A

gib 1 rOUI S °Oh°e ; ANTIGONt F.. ginchisi-Stattlii*: trans. ;, .011;Sidgwick and-Jackifa, 1959)''.'
This

?,.

fkamou, chtintS2'frSiscit*oc141411 *tic** begiine titoi:.th4. words"Saw asiSne thitts. exist, and *h."' Prowthere. th*r-chortii(littopt ot..ssan potential*: '

, *, ea 3 a
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THE HEROIC VIRTUES

The Greek Bible was the works of Homer. Like the Old Testament, Homer's
tales tell of ancient heroes who were. held up to be models of perfect
(and sometimes imperfect) behavior. Greek school hop read and reread
Homer and were taught to emulate the heroes the bard described. In this
passage, two of Homer's heroes, Achilles and Hector, are about to confront
each other in a fight to the death in the famous Trojan war. The personal

.conflict became inevitable when Hector slew Achilles' dearest friend,
Patroclus, while Achilles was sulking in his' tent. In the pasiago
the two prepare for mortal conflict and tell of their reasons for fighting.'
Aa'you read, keep in mind the following questions:

1. What reasons does each give for going to fight?

2. If you were a Greek school boy, which virtues'
of the two heroes do you think Homer would
want you to emulate?

* From Walter Agard, THE GREEK MIND,' (New York: Van Nottrand,
1957), 96-97.

Two selections from Homer's ILIAD indiCate the'heroic values of
the Greeks. One gives Achilles' reasons for fighting with Victor,
in order to avenge the death of his friendo.Patroclus,Amid.the
other gives the reasons of Hector00:0 lays aside:considerations
of family to protect the honor al:is-city.

HESIOD'S ADVICE ON INVANISLATIDNS

Hesiod was an early Greek poet (ca.. 750 B.C.') whose writings were full
of sage advice about everyday things. In his WORKS AND DAYS he told
stories about the Greek gods and their. relationship to. men which
illustrated the way men should behave.in their day-to-day living. The
following passage sums up some of this advice. Consider the following
questions.

1. That general principle underlies-Hesiod's.advice?

2. What is Hesiod's oidnion.ok many How does it
compare with Sophocles' idea?

3. What implications does .Hiaiod'e advice have for
the development of institutions?

* From Walter Agard, THE GREEK.miND, cit.6. 102.

This selection from Hasiod's WORKS AND DAYS extols the virtues of
a well-regulated life, doing each task at its appointed time.
Hesiod explains that contentment will proceed:fp= always being
careful to take earl 'of the ordinary little thingivin life.



SOME -GREEK APHORISM

One of the *classic ways of leaohing. the young is to give them short state-
meats of principle, or: aphorisms, as guidelines, for theirslives. The Greek
poets wrote many pasiagea Oat later. became aphorisms for young Greeks. The
folloewi> is :a if*apling.

ti

What.patteint of behavior should Creek boys and
girls follow on the basis of these. aphorisms?
... .

What kind of political institutions and social
itriitture would best allowsGreeks to follow
these, rules?

From Walter Agard, THE GREEK HIND, (New York: Von ilostrand,
1957), 106.407.

Thesee aphOrieas. hail the virtues of courage, opportunism, associating.
. with the rich. and well7boin, and nobility.

ARISTOTLE'S CONCEPT or. VIRTUE
1

Aristotle was in Athenian philosopher and student of Plato who lived wben
the golden- age.of Athens began-to vane. He tried to write awn general
principles. of justice,'' virtue, good, and beauty that he had derived friss
studying.men's,. experiences. The following passage reveals his idea of Wines,.
As you;read, consider. these questions.

How does Aristotle define "man"?

Is there any difference between Aristotle's
concept of virtue and Homer's?

* From Walter Agard, T0E GREEK MIND, m. cit., 149.
. .

This famous selection from Aristotle explains the Greek philosopher's
idea of the "mean." Aristotle oxplaios- that a sap ought to do' what be
is able to doe but that he should not-brag about his capabilities.
or be unduly ssodeait &bait tbs..
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UMW IX
TM ATHENIAN CONSTITUTION

Athens was unkuo ita,the ancient world because it gave political power to
''a nisch greater proportion of its inhabitants then did other societies.. TheSepias of the Near Itekt.anot the other Creek City slates reserved politicalleadership to a. minute partici of the "best" men. In contrast, every native
hora'Atbentan male was. alIOwed to participate in his cites political process.NY esatent stamiardt. Athems certainly must be called a democracy. Yet,hitt* than Ulf. thelmbibitants-'0f, Athens were denied any participation inpOliticar.afftise,.''Vemeite, oleives, tad "Weisser*" who resided in Athenswere set all to oats oe Iolt.ofttee.

1:101 solact4044*.0.0404i-:'9.sare 'designed to provide you with evidence for
eimiorittaeditteihs' iatur*.OfAtheiimin. democracy. The first selection is the
dascriptimsi;..mf.ihM,Atheiimi..Constituiion supposedly given by one of Athens'treataist .aa. oration to the Athenito people. Ths
emcee* of the smith Was written: 1*. the Creek histOrise, Tkocydides who,by hia iiiitialt*s..iltirvist blow* tent:of the speech itself and had to:bo *ate* *jilt writ "**Oionatruitioti.of baled as what people had heard.

..

:Heald ..e.election is drama '.filiwa is 'anoalsous lame.; This author's
alai or:the VOrth 0*- Atlionini.,04.0titution it far diffeallit from Pericles'.'dieTi'die two dmilmints take*. toleilier:lis. provide 's foiicty accurate picture
of de Atheata,easstitntisa if the. historical investigation areappliak-ta the *:

,

AS pit owl Ogee eileetions, try io.deitelot.:014,40;13.0) the following
goistiono hoed. as the evidence;-preenated in both .041ectiOus.

1.101o_ are political leaders of Athens?. On what
ate:palitical deeisiais iesditt What is the

role-of .tha -tadiridagt titiseis as..d4fined by the
Atha/flaw conatititicat

.

.1c-the:Jahn*. comatitutiOe coastal:at with
At hear vilaselt Dioai:tise cons prolate'.

;:.,. thik.kilid.Of bilukviiir that is toasistint:with
Athehtla values? Dees the constitution promote.
the kind of society that is consistent with

Vkat = the tripes of reforests of the two
1100. do their frames of reference color

.their tuterpeatitioas: of the Athenitr. constitu-
, tient

do these frames of rot/mance reveal about
tat voiles?
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PERICLES' FUNERAL ORATION *

"Our form of government does not enter into rivalry with the institutions
of others. Wt do not copy our neighbors, but are an example to theM. It is
true that we are called a democracy, for the administration is in the hands
of the many and not of the few. But while the law secures equal justice
to all alike in their private disputes, the claim of excellence is also
recognized; and,when a citizen is in any way distinguished, he is preferred
to the public service, not as a matter of privilege, but as the reward of
merit. Neither is poverty a bar, buta man may benefit his country whatever
be the obscurity of his condition. There is no exclusiveness in our public
life, and in our private intercourse we are not suspicious of one another,
nor angry with our neighbor if he does what he likes; we do not put on sour
looks at him which, though harmless, are not pleasant. While we are thus
unconstrained in our private intercourse, a spirit of reverence pervades
our public acts; we are prevented from doing wrong by respect for the
authorities.and for the laws, having an especial regard to those which are

ordaived for the protection Of the injurid as well as to those unwritten
laws which brims: upon the transgressor of them the reprobation of the general
sentiment.

"And we have*not,fOrgottento provide for our weary spirits many relaxations
from toil; we have regular games and sacrifices throughout the year; our homes
are beautiful and elegant; and the delight which we daily feel in all these
things helps.to banish melancholy. Because of the greatness of Our city the
fruits of the whole earth flew in upon us; so'that we enjoy the goods of other
countries as freely as of our own.

"Then, again, our military training is in many respects superior, to that of
our adversaries. Our city is thrown open to the world, and we never expel
a foreigner or prevent him from seeing or learning anything of which the secret
if revealed to an enemy might profit him. We rely not ulon management. or
trickery, but upon our own hearts and hands. And in the matter of education,
whereas they from early youth.are always undergoing laborious exercises which
are to make them brave, we live at ease, and yet are equally ready to face
the perils which they face. And here is the proof: The Lacedaemonians come
into Attica not by themselves, but with their whole confederacy following;
we go alone into a neighbor's country; and although our opponents are fighting
for their homes and we on a foreign soil, we have seldom any difficulty in
overcoming them. Our enemies have never yet felt our united strength; the
care of a navy divides our attention, and on land we are obliged to send our
own citizens everywhere. 'But they, if they meet and defeat a part of our
army, are as proud as if they had routed us all, and when defeated they
pretend to have been vanquished by us all.

"If then we prefer to meet danger with a light heart but without laborious
training, and Nith a courage-which is gained by habit and not enforced by
law, are we.not greatly the gainers? since we do not anticipate the pain,
although, when the hour comes, we can be as brave as those who never allow
themselves to rest; and thus too our city is equally admirable in peace and

* Tbucydides, THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR, Benjamin Jowett, translation (Bantam
Books, New York: 1960) pp. 11648.
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in war. For we are lovers of the beautiful, yet simple in our tastes, and we
cultivate the mind without loss of manliness. Wealth we employ, note for talk
and ostentation, but when there is a real use for it.' To avow poverty with
us is no disgrace; the true disgrace is in doing nothing to'avott it. in
Athenian citizen does not neglect the state because he takes care of his *own
household; and even those of us who are engaged in businesivhave a very fair
idea of politics. We alone regard a man who takes no interest in public
affairs, not as a harthless, but as a useless character; and if few of us are
originators, we are all sound judges of a policy. The great impediment to
action is, in our opinion, not discussion, but the want of that knowledge .

which Is gained by discussion preparatory to action. For we have a peculiar
power of thinking before we act and of acting 'too, whereas other men are
courageous from ignorance but hesitate upon reflection. And they are surely
to be esteemed the bravest spirits who, having the-clearest sense of both
the pains and pleasures of life, do not on that account shrink froi danger.

In'doing good, againiwe are unlike others; we make our friends by conferring,
not!byreceiving favors. Now he who confers a favor io the firmer friend
because he would fain by kindness keep alive the memory of an obligation; but
the recipientjs colder in his feelings, because he knows that.in requiting
anothereasenerosityte:will not be winning gratitude but only paying a debt.
We alone do good to our neighbors not upon a calculation' of interest, but in
the confidence'of freedom and in ifrank and fearless spirit. To sum tip:
I say. that Athens is the school of Hellas., and that the individual Athenian
in his own.person seems to have the power of adapting hiMself to the most
varied forms of action with the utmost versatility anCgrace. This is no
passing and idle word, but truth and fact;:and the assertion is verified by
the position to which these qualities have raised the state. For in the hour
of trial Athens alone among her contemporaries is superior to the report of
her. No enemy who comes against her is indignant at the reverses which he
erltains at the hands of such a city; no subject complains that his masters
are unworthy of him. And we shall assuredly not be without witnesses;
there are mighty monuments of our power which will make us the wonder of this
and of succeeding ages; we shall not need the praises of Homer or of any
other panegyrist whose poetry may please for the moment, although his
representation of the facts will not bear the light of day. For we have_
compelled every land and every sea to open a. path for our valor, and have.
everywhere planted eternal memorials of Our friendship and of our enmity.
Such is the city for whose sake these men nobly fought and died; they could
not bear the thought that she might be taken from them; and every one of us.:
who survive should gladly toil on her behalf. ."

A CRITIQUE OF. ATHENIAN DEMOCRACY*

* From Pseudo-Xenophon, THE CONSTITUTION OF THE ATHENIANS, Henry G.
Dakyns, trans. in Francis R. B. Godolphin, ed. THE GREEK
HISTORIANS, II, (New York: Random %louse, 1942), 633-43 passim.

In this selection, the "Old Oligarch," as he has come to be known,
satirically criticizes Athenian democracy. He argues that when
everyone can participate in political decision asking mediocrity
becomes the watchword of the day.

1114.. leo .,...-61.111111001101/404.:
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READING x

THE HERITAGE OF GREECE

The golden age of Athens lasted only one hundred years. After the defeat of
the Persiani in 479 B.C. only seventeen years-elapsed before Athens became
embroiled again in war, thietime with another Greek 2ity-state, ;parte.
The long series of wars.that followed left both Athelm, the loser, and Sparta,
the victor, ravished of economic and political vitality. By the middle of
the fourth century, both. cities had been absorbed in the gigantic empire
of Alexander the Great. Yet, within the lifetime of a man and his son, the
Athenian cult.w synthesized the elements of the patt into a glorious ego.
The two of them, father and son, would have seen the building of the Erectheue
and the Parthenon onthe Acropolis; they would have attended the first perform,
ance .of the plays of Aeschylus, SophOcies, Euripedes, and Aristophenes; they
would have heard Pinder, Bacchyli&s, and Simonides recite their own poems;
they would have read the first editions of the histories of Herodotus and
Thucydides; they would haVe listened to the philosophical arguments between
Socrates and his most famous:pupil, Plato; and they would have deliberated
In the Assembly and the Council alive Mundred)with 800 great politicalluiters. as Pericles.
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What the old man and his son would have witnessed wis.the most dramatic
explosion of artistic activity in what is now Europe.. The most memorable
aspect of this cultural explosion was not the quantity of Artietic and lit-
erary works, but their qUality. Its buildings, plays, poems,and'histories
are all excellent. They demonstrate what man zando when he pushes himself
to the limits of his capacities. Hence they:represent.the essence of the
Greek value system. The Greeks believed that man.shOUld live .up to.his
potential, that he should do all that was huManly possible.in every field
of endeavor from war to-philosophy. More than anything else,,thit basic
ethic was responsible for the development of the golden age.

The values. of the Greeks differed greatly fromthelralui systems of people
from the surrounding empires. In-Persiappd EpVpC rulers were revered as
gods. Ordinary men. were. regarded as little More-than:le188, fit ohly:tO.
'carry out the'rulerilod!Swill. The:Greeks*. on the 'Other hand, held that
human beings wereexalted creatures with-retourcet of mind and body capable
of great achievements. ,AllowmehtheJreedom to cultivate these,reeeurCes,
they argued, and'.:they'would prodUce great artistic works* perforM remarkable
physical feats, and'developoutstanding Philosophies. This was purpose
enough in life--to deVelovone's potential to its 'ultimate limit. Life was
to be lived not to serve a god-king but to'- -serve oneself.

11.

When all the peoples around them held sucks lovly view of man, why should
the Greeks have developed a sense.of man's worth; why should they have
recognized the great potential inherent in human beings? The historian Can
only speculate about the answers to this question. Perhaps the Greek view
of man developed from their own experience in developing civilization on the
thin, rocky soil of the Creek peninsula. Merely to get enough to eat required
exhaustive efforts of mind and body. Greece is not a land of fertile soil
such as the Sumerians and Egyptians found in their rich river valleys, Be-
cause the land was poor,.the early Greek settlers had. to Call upon all the
intelligence, strength, and stamina they could muster to make it yield enough
food to survive. Perhaps their ability to meet the challenge posed by poor
natural resources made the Greeks recognize what man could-do if he applied
his mind and strength to the task.

But if meeting the challenge of limited resources were the sole explanation
for the development of Greek culture, then it follows logically that other
men living in similar situations would also have produced great works of art
and literature. We know that many did not. Similar cultural achievements
did not emerge out of Cite Germah forests or the mountainous slopes of Tibet.
The Eskimos, facing an,even more severe limitation of natural resources,
have not developed a great culture. Hence, additional factors must be
involved:in the case of the Greeks.

Perhaps the Greek religion contributed to their exalted view of the human
potential.* In contrast to men of other ancient civilizations, the Greeks
believsd.in gods who were just like men, except that they were more powerful,
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beautiful, skillful, and intelligent.and, of course, immortal. The Greek
gods were inspirations to men; not regulators of men. Most ancient peoples
looke4 upon the gods primarily as punishers of wrongdoers, but the Greeks
regarded their deities as ideals to which men should aspire. To be as
-beautiful as Aphrodite, as powerful as ZcAus, as athletic as Hermes, or as
wise as Pallas Athena was the goal of the true. Greek, though he knew he could
*ever attain their full perfection. Nonetheless, the ideal gave the Greeks
incentive because the ideals defined precisely the potentials of man. The
Greek religion, therefore, held out to its believers goals for which they
were to strive. In so doing, religion challenged the Greeks to develop
every facet of their capaCities to its utmost limit. The historian may
muse, therefore, on the influence of religion in Greek life, and hypothesise
chat the Creek conception of the gods was in part responsible for the high
regard in-which the Greeks held mankind.

The Greeks held an exalted view of man, but they defined the term "man"
narrowly. Greeks and only Greeks might.aspire to perfection, and within
Greek Society itself, only citizens and not slaves or metics could share
the adVantages of thegood.life. As we wonder at 'the glories of ancient
Athens and admire the remarkable outpouring of the human spirit which it
represents, we should also be aware of its economic base--slavery--and its
rationalization-for this institution-a type of primitive racial philosophy.
The Greeks inclUded only their own kind within the definition of man. All
oUtsiders were inferiorbarbarians-- fit only for servitude. Greek society
developedjdeals of human equality for the privileged, but denied. the most
elementary freedoms for the men and women slaved for them.

This unusual combination of values underlay the Greek economic system. Athens
had .to decide what to produce, how to produce it, and how to distribute goods.
Since slaves could raise the crops and do the menial tasks for citizens, the
Pen of ancient Athens were free to devote their epergies.to governing ele
city-and creiting.:grett'works ofArt. Moreover, a deep vein of silver lay
just outside Athens. The'Atheniens'used this silver to trade for wheat and
other foodstuffs from Asia Minor, Italy, and even Southern PLAince. Timber
cut from the Greek hillsides was used to build ships which carried Greek
traders alie4er the Mediterranean.

Because labor was plentiful and cheap, the Greeks felt no tleessity to invest
capital in machinery.. Greek science, unsurpassed anywhere in the world for
the next 2000 years, never produced an Anduttrial.revOlution. Athenians
were great astronomers, great.sculptors* great mathematicians, great archi-
tects, poets, musicians, and dramatists, but.they were., not great. inventors.
of practical machines. Surplui was invested in buildings to glorify both Man
and the gods, not in tools to ease the lot of slaves.

.The way in which goods were disvAbuted_also reflects the value system of
the Greeks. In most ancient' societies, surplus wealth was reserved for a .

tiny elite composed of priests, warriors, and rulers. Wealth went 0'60
powerful, and power was inherited from one's ancestors. In ancient Persia
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and Egypt, a wide gulf yawned between the tiny minority who lived lives of
extreme luxury and the great mass of men who barely eked out a mere sub-
sistence. In Athens, however, a much larger proportion of men shared the
benefits of the economy.

The ordinary Athenian citizen did not have to toil long hours to obtain
enough food to live; slaves did that for him. Hence most Athenian citizens,
and not just a privileged elite, were able to devote their time and energy
to the creation and appreciation of art, the development of philosophy, the
running of government, the cultivation of athletic skills, and the writing
of literary masterpieces. Nowhere else in the ancient world did such a.
large proportion of the community contribute to and partake of the richness
of the culture.

The distribution' of wealth in the Athenian city-state among a large propor-
tion of its inhabitants resulted from and contributed to the Athenian value
system. The value systemiproclaimed.the worth of man and the dignity of
human life. livause of .this attitude, the Athenians did not believe that
wealth was the private preserve of a ruling elite but only one of the
instruments which enabled all citizens to live their lives to the fullest.
The Athenian, freed from exhausting toil, continually extended himself
beyond'his previous accomplishments, and in so doing reinforced the Athenian
faith that man was capable of great wonders.

ThAthenian social structure was also a product of this concept of man.
The Athenians, believing that man should live up to his potential, argued
that an individual achieved social status only after pushing himself to the
limits of his capacities.' Those with great. possibilities who achieved great
things were accorded great respect. Those with limited potential who made'
the best use of their talents were also admired. Those unworthy of respect
were men with great potential who did not achieve anything of merit and .

those with pretenses of being better than they were. Social status in Athens
was earned. Asian did not gain'the respect of his, fellows unl s he had
proven himself. In other societies of the day, social prestigt. was not
aarned, but was prescribed by custom.and tradition. Who deserved respect
and who did not was. generally determined by birth. The son of a .king or a
priest was accorded all respect, rights, and privileges of hid exalted
station while .the.son of a farmer or artisan could only.expect to remain
in his father's position for his entire life.

In contrast, the son of a lowly Athenian citizen, with proper application of
his energies to the cultivation of his talents, could ride in .the social
scale to become one of the most respected men.in.the city: This social
mobility. Wasisomewhat lessened, however, by the fact that a father who could
afford tOlauYthe.best education for. his son was more likely to assure hie:
son's sucCess-than'a fatherwho could not._ NOnetheless;: movement upand
down the .Athenian social' scale was much more latily accomplished thee Lathe
more of Egypt and
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Like social status, political leadership'in Athens depended upon a man's
abilities and achievemehts. In the dynastic empires of the Middle East,
political'leaders were the.sons of former rulers. In Athens, on the other
land, political power was open to .all who could grasp the reins of state
and solve the cities' problems. To become a leader in old Athens the politi-
cian.had to enjoy the favor of a significant .proportion of the city's
citizens. To gaih their endorsement, the leader had to satisfy their demands
and needs. Consequently, politicians rose to power because they were able
to persuade the populace that their programs were beet for the city, and
once in office the leader maintained support by carrying out programs that
benefitted his followers.

The most successful politician of old Athens, Pericles, maintained his
strength by operating a smooth-vonning political machine. Pericles ran the
city of Athens in much the same way that a modern political "boss" would
run the city of Chicago. One of Pericles' favorite techniques to gain
political support was to extend the vote to those who did not have it. Once
they obtained the prize, of course, they would vote for their benefactor in
overwhelming numbers. Since Pericles, as head of the state, was responsible
for All public projects, he controlled the parceling out of jubs. 'He
naturally gave contracts to his political supporters; the Parthenon and
the Erectheum on the Acropolis were built by people who voted for him in
elections.

Although Pericles was much like a modern political boss in the way he gained
power, he was decidedly unlike his twentieth century counterparts in his
personal characteristics. In addition to proving himself to be a capable
political 'leader, Pericles also proved himself to be a superior Greek. As
much as any van of his time, he fulfilled his potential. He was an
excellent.orator, author, warrior, and athlete. Though he was not an
architect or sculptor himself; he was an able judge of art and saw to it that
Athens was enhanced` with the beautiful:temples that now sit in ruins. on the
Acropolis.

Pericles was /Liven political power beca use the Athenian political system
encouraged such men co rise. All citizens were not only allowed, they were
expected to participate in making the political decisions of the day. The
Greeks believed that all citizens of the state were capable of sensible
political decisions. They did not believe). as men of surrounding Civilize
tions did, that order and progress depended upon the wisdom of a small
elite. Ace consequence, all Athenian citizens had a hand in deciding' who
their leaders woUld'be and what policies they Would pursue. A man who could
cultivate popular favor'and live up to the Creek ideals was likely:to rise
in the political systemi. Pericles was such a man, and the results of his --
leadership,are testimony to the `Greek faith that sou is capable of great
accomplishments.

This humanistic faith still lives in western tradition. The'Greciks spread
their way of life throughout thellediterraseau world by establishing colonies
on every shore of the sea. Alexander' the Great -took Greek ideas with hiss

a
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as he conquered the Middle East. And the conquerors of Greece, the Romans,
so admired the values of the people they subdued that they incorporated their
values into their own way of life. Christian philosophers too picked up the
ideas of Hellas and worked them into their theology. At least two of the
gospels, the Gospel of John and the Gospel of Luke, the Greek physician, aresteeped in Greek philosophy: St. Thomas Aciutaas, the Christian philosopher
of a later age, revised Catholic theology on the basis of1his reading
of Aristotle. Renaissance scholars unearthed many of the remains of Creek.
lift in the fifteenth century'and were profoundly influenced by what they
disOovered.

Since the fifteenth century generation upon, generation of western school
boys have been raised on Greek literature. In the nineteenth century a boy's
education was net considered complete unless he had translated from the
original .0reek the works of Homer, Hesiod, Plato, and Aristotle. Modern
philosophers still argOe..-.Oviii the profound meanings of the ancient.Greek
philosophers who-raised ilmist all of the quelitiofts: that concern twentieth
century thinkers. Every World history book contains at least 0114i chapteron the "go/den agt." Many siodern, buildings, especially government buildings,
draw their inspiration from. the architecture found. on the Acropolis. The
,Andient Greek tradition of hananims has become the living tradition of
Western man. Hors than vs knew, we are all Creeks, all the intellectual
hairi.Of .several- generation-of men from a few city states who set ebe.standards fey western inn..
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THE ROMAN EMPIRE

Stating the Issue

When Greece was enjoying-her"golden agel.".,Romewashut.AL.tinYCitystate
built around:siiiewhillivin the middle of:tbit':Italisti;Oeniniuli: The hardy
people who lived intbecity devoted their liVet-tOcultivatitig the lush soil
of the Latium plain. When they were not farming they were fighting against
the tribes who repeatedly invaded their homeland. As the Romans subdued each
tribe they extended their domaiwto.include ever larger portior.of the
peninsula. Finally, they confronted the Greeks themselvel Who had set up
colonies on the southern, toe of the "boot." After4:mhort war, the little
city was master;of all Italy.

The Romans bad conquered the peninsula almost by accident. They bad fought
against, their neighbors to keep them from threatening Rome's security. But
even after,they had subdued all of Italy, the Romans still faced one great .

enemy, the African. city of Carthage. Carthage dominated hundreds of townit
on the shores of the Mediterranean and thereby controlled most of the -.

commerce that plied back and forth on her gentle Waves. The two rivals
eventually became embroiled in a century-long series of wars which-ended
in the complete destruction of-Carthage. At last Rome-found herself master
of the Mediterranean. It was but a short step to bring neighboring lands
into a giant empire.

The government that fashioned the Roman Empire was the Roman Republic. Under
the Republic the most powerful political body was the Senate. The Senate
consisted of the wealthiest and most prestigioui of the Romans. It made the
laws, appointed the executive officers of the Republic, and directed the
administration of the country: In general, the Senate looked to the past for
guidance.' Senate debates often hinged on whctheior not a proposed course
of action would continue the traditions of the Republic. But despite its
cOnservative leanings, the Senators created the Roman Empire, a political
entity unknown to the ancient world.

The Roman Empire was a giant creature, encompassing hundreds of different
tongues and tribes. It included the sophisticated Greeks, the barbaric Gauls,
the oriental Egyptians, and the savage Pelts. The .city of Rome itself was
larger than any other ificieni city; at its zenith it contained about 1,000,000
souls, many of foreign origin.. The central 'government had to' administer all
of these different people spread out:over an area that stretched from Egypt
in the southeast to Britain in the northwest. '

The creation of the Empire created mammoth taiks'end posed virtually
Insoluble problems: Who was to have charge 0 the whole empire? How could
the government see that its orders were carried out? How could the govern-
ment in Rome decide what was good for the people who 'lived in Egypt? How
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could the goyernlent bring about *AO' iii sn,empire.made up of so many
different peoples ?.

These were but a few of the problems that confronted' the Roman Empire. In
Waiving themon.'the government had' to :break withtrldition. Tha.old seat of
P.:,power the Renate, give. lay to the Eliperor. The, small farmer, the basis of

iliameis citizen limy, wait displaced by' huge plantations manned by 'slaves.
-lite old patrician, landobasied class succumbed to a rich merchant class. In

short, thik whole society changed;; the .gairernamint",*i the economy, and the social
atructurli'Were'all'transforied. HOW the itosiafte met tholchaliengit of change

:A.
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READING XI

IN THE DAYS OF CAESAR AUGUSTUS

Rome defeated Carthage in 202 D.C. Following their victory, the Romans
devoted themselves to rounding out their empire. They subdued Gaul, Britain,
Greece, Turkey, the Middle East and North Africa. The acquisition of all
this territory challenged the Republican government. Opportunities for
corruption multiplied as the Senate established provincial governments to
lands which the Romans had conquered. Senators found many ways to enriet
themselves from the fabulous bounty of the empire. The small farmer, the
traditional backbone of the Roman economy, was displaced by the competition
from huge plantations established by opportunistic government officials.
People from every corner of the Empire poured into the city of Rome and
swelled its population. Everywhere the old ways of doing things fell victim
to the challenges of the new Empire.

For the government itself, the most difficult challenge came from the
victorious generals who sought to impose their will on Rome. The Senate,
guilty of great corruption, had enriched itself on the work of the Roman
soldier. The soldiers demanded their slice of the pie, and willingly
followed their generals who promised them land aid riches in return for
their support. Out after another, generals would return from conquering a
new land and work their way Into command of the government. Marius, Sulla,
Pompey, Julius Caesar, and Marc Antony followed each other in succession,
each.defeating his predecessor to gain power. The government of Rome belonged
to the general who had the greatest army and who could keep it loyal by using
his command of the advernment to distribute land and wealth to the soldiers.

This time of troubles lasted one hundred years. No one, it teemed, could,
long remain master of the Roman Empire. Julius Caesar did succeed in
establishing himself as a popular dictator, but he-was assassinated in the

.

Senate chamber by a group of jealous senators. Not until his nephew,
Octavius, had subdued Marc Antony and 'Caesar's murderers did a measure of
orderly government return to Rome.

Row Octavius was able to restore order to Rome is the Object of.this reading.
Upon gaining power, Octavius.chengedAtis.paMe-to Caelar'Augustus (Caesar!.'.:.,
after his uncle,and AutUstus, to indicate that he. was. ruled
the empire as dictator' from. B.C.,-tO 9 A.D. Findinivout:.hoisesar'''.
AugUitue ruled is ncieasyrtslk..: Veryjew officisIre0Oiditemainjr00411
:reign.' In the twentieth ..century we must depend almost entirely..... on casiOn
Augustus' own deicriptionis vulezand the descriptions' of:those,bieteris
WhoAived:during or ehoafter his time. Reading contains various
accounts from these sources. You will have to put sivy0Or historical skills'
to use in order to devel004n explanation of Augustus governed.the'
Empire. ::4m you. read, therefore, kewthe follwing queStiomejlt- roue 41eils
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How did Caesar Augustus organise the .government
of the Empire? How much power did le keep to
himself? How much power did he delegate to
others?

Did Augustus attempt to retain traditions or
did' he attempt to create new governmental

4.machinery, for dealing with new problems?

Which of these accounts of his reign do you
'accept as being the most accurate? How do you

reconcile the conflicting; interpretations
given by the various authors?

Caesar's Account of His Reign *

In order that the Roman world would know what he had
done for it, Caesar Augustus ordered the following
account of his reign to be inscribed on bronze and
placed before his tomb. The following extracts are
what he wished posterity would remember him for.

ify From William Stearns Daviv, READINGS IN ANCIENT HISTORY, II, ROME
AND THE WEST (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1913), 167-171.

.

In this rather egocentric of Augustus' reign, the first Roman
emperor explains that he reformed the civil government of Rome, under-

,

took several successful wars (foreign and civil), paid the Romans huge

4 6,

sums in welfare; payments, built up the .city of Rome, and cleared the
sew* .pirates.

The judgment of Tacitus * *
, . .

.

The following account of Augustus' reign is contained
in the works of the 'great Roman historian, Tacitus,'
who wrote sixty years after the death of Augustus.
,Tacitus,hau been persecuted by another emperor,.

DPreitiark . 66

_ .

fter. thr ydistruction of Brutus and Cassius, Augustus won over the soldiers. ..,..

.....:,...itiehlttitii ..gave :Cheap grain to the people, and restored repose to the realm.
As his,. IAPOrOante..400reased, he concentrated in himself the functions of

It .\,4110:,::*the .magistrates, and the laws. He was wholly unopposed. The
ideit''.arixiti-lfad already fallen in battle and the remaining nobles bad. ,... .

....::1144*-'110=1:4414:".wellth:and position by the revolution. The men of the
:,,.. . :.

-,!'....-:' provinces were pleased because they distrusted- the rivalries of Senate
leaders..il...''.-......-ii .c; 11 ..:'graft which Offictaill'lhad formerly taken. Moreover, the...;. ,...

.. .:,i . .S, ., .. ?. . . ...0' longer protected them because violence, intrigue, and corruption wereno
:

protected
ati hsun*: of the leader* had been born during the

(Oil' Wars and did not know : the :Republic in its .best: days.. 1.Y:' ' , 1
.

''' 4.''. ',z'A'',3.Z:rt, -
.

. '.1 k

l'., .r '

libil
,' ,),"- ,

. :.

.
.

,: .:: ''Z. II 7Cliik itate'-had-:been revolUtionisedr.:ffiati-a :trace. of the old morality was
left. i: Sti4iit'd. of etivaliti,.0eryOne looked to :the .top...:for the cossiands of ..

:.:. the-.,:sovereign..... '.
.. -...: -

'* oli,Tacitusar Iangfiagep simplified and modernized by John M. Good.
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The Judgment of One of Augustus' Generals *

Velleius Paterculus had served in Augustus' imperial
army. He was an enthusiastic supporter of Augustus
and Augustus' Successor, Tiberius. Here he gives
his judgment of the first emperor,

From Velleius Pateraulus, HISTORY OF ROM, II, F. W. Shipley,
trans. (Cambridge, Mass.:, Harvard University Press, 1924),
237-239

Paterculus praises his emperor to the skies. He tells of many of the
things, Augustus himself recounts in his own account, and in addition
paints the emperor as'e rather modest man who was forced to become
the emperor of Rome. Paterculus Indicates that Augustus carried out
important reforms to reduce the power of the magistrates and senators,
whom he thinks had got out of hand.

Suetonius, who wrote the'following selection, devoted
his life to chronicling the lives of the emperors of
Rome. The following is his judgment of Caesar Augusrus.

** From Suetonius,. THE LIVES OF. THE. TWELVE CAESARS, A. Thomson and
T. Forester, trans. in McDermott and Wallace E.

Caldwell, READINGS IN THE HISTORY OF THE ANCIENT WORLD, (New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1951) 410-411.

Suetonius, chronicles the administrative reforms Augustus made,
establishing a formal government for the newly acquired provinces.
Suetonius indicates that Augustus took steps to shore up the
empire where Roman authority was weak; and that he was ableto
restore order to the strife-torn Empire by mdlitary victory and
political sense.
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READING XII

HOW RCM RAH HER EMPIRE

By today's standards the Roman Empire was not extraordinarily large. Its
length and breadth was nearly the same as that ofthe United States. But at
the time of Christ there were no radios, telephones, jet planes, or television
sets to make the administration of large areas relatively easy. Modern
methods of communication mike it possible for decision makers to acquire
quickly the information they need. Moreover, once a decision is made it is
relatively easy to tell the entire nation -even the world--about it through
mass media. If an emergency requires personal attention, a government
official can be whisked to the scene many miles away in a few houri by jet.
plane. Byway of contrast, months passed before the entire Roman Empire
learned of Julius Caesar's assassination, and it took three years for Caesar
Augustus to seek out his rival, Marc Antony, and subdue him.

To add to the burden of adMinistration, the Roman Empire consisted of many
diverse types of peoplea, each with its own customs and mores. To govern
her subject nations. without inciting their anger required special qualities
from the Roman governors.. Keeping everyone happy and at peace was no email
task, especially when one considers that the Roman governors were required
to see that Rome's interests were protected, even if these interests violated
thecustoOsof the subject people. For example, the provinces on the
frontier hid:to resist invasion from outside the empire. The men of subject
nations were required to gtvorup their lives to defend &government that was
500 to 1,000 miles away.,

Rome surmounted these difficulties with remarkable skill. For nearly 200
years after Caeiar Augustus came to power,- the whOle Roman world remained
at peace. Commerce flourished and the economy of the Empire prospered.
The political turbulence that had preceded Augustus' riseto power remaineC
at a minimum. Ili parts of the EMpire were gOverned well and were:
prosperous.

How did Rome accomplish so much when the difficulties were so great?
Reading XII contains some evidence that should help you answer this question.
As you read keel the following questions in mind.

How would Cicero's ideas for governing a pro/ince
solve some of the problems of running an empire?
On what basis does Cicero think Roman governors
should make decisions?

What was the decision-making process in the
Roman Empire? What factors were taken into
consideration? Who ultimately made decisions?

How did the Romans see that their decisions were
carried out? Now did the nomans protect their
interests in the provinces?

Of what use is Pliny's and the Emperor's
correspondence to the historian? What special
problems does the historian have in using such
correspondence? What advantages does the
correspondence give him?
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Cicero on How to R.....unaLlmin*

Marcus Cicero waive Roman statesman who lived at about
the time of Augustus. Ais brother was governor of the
proiiince of Asia (modern Turkey). In this letter he
gives his brother some advice about how to administer
theAffairs.of his domain,

* From Cicero, LETTERS TO HIS BROTHER in Paul MacKendrick, THE ROMAN
MIND AT WORK, (Princeton, N.J.: D. Van Nostrand, 1958) 1C9-110,

Decision Hakim**

The following correspondence between Pliny, the
governor of Eythnia (northern Turkey), and Trejan,
the Roman Emperor (98-117 A.D.) reveals how decisions
were made regarding the administration of the provinces.

** From William Stearns Davis, READINGS IN ANCIENT HISTORY, II, ROME
AND THE WEST,1Bostont Allyn and Bacon, 1913), 215-218.

In these letters between the provincial governor of Nicomedia, Pliny,
and the, Roman Emperor, Trajan, the process of decision making is
revealed. Pliny asks for the emperor's advice on a number: of matJrs,
ranging from the establishment of a volunteer fire company to the
construction of an aqueduct. .Trajan's advice is generally limited
to statements of general policy that should guide 'Pliny's decisions.

Egypt Under Rome **k

The Roman geographer, Stroh°, traveled to all parts of
the Empire and recorded. his findings for posterity.
In the following. selection he describes Egypt under
Roman rule.

*** From William Stearns Davis, gip.. cit 172-173.

Straho describes the administration of Egypt under Caesar Augustus.
Heindicatcs that the governor is appointed by the Emperor, that three
Roman. legions are stationed in Egypt to maintain ordero.and that many .

of the native magistrates haverbeen retained to carry out the administrah.
tion:of the pr. ovinett,
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READING XIII

ROMAN LAW AND CHRISTIAN CITIZENS

The Romans governed their empire well for they approached the problems of
ruling with what.loman philosophers 'called humanitas. Though humanitas
cannot easily be defined, it means respect for human dignity and humanitar
ianism in dealing with people. Perhaps the greatest example of Roman
humanitas; was the' legal aystemi under which Rome administered her empire.
The law-was'created Whin Rcme was a Republic.. As times changed, its
specific-articlea changed, but the underlying principles of Roman law
remained constant throughout the centuries. When the Romans began to govern
their empire, they took their law with them to govern their subject peoples.

Regardless of race, religion or cultural tradition, Roman law applied to all
subjects ecrtally. But late in the first century A.D. the government faced
the challenge of dealing with a new minority group, the Christians. In
general, the Romans were tolerant of all religions and quite willing to
admit the gods of subject peoples to Roman shrines on an equal basis. But
Christians refused to acknowledge the existence of other gods and, more
fmportant, to recognize the emperor as divine. They set themselves apart
small communities where' they shared their earthly goods in common. Unlike
the Jews, they were full of missionary zeal and attempted to convert non
.believers to the new faith. Rumors began to circulate that Christian
groups held secret rites in which atrocities were committed. For example,
their Communion service brought accusai.ions of cannibalism against them.

Because Christians would not submit to Roman authority, they were regarded
as dangerous and subversive, and persecuted from time to time. The persecu-
tions were not continuous, but usually occurred during periods of national
crisis when the government needed scapegoats on whom to blame disasters.
These sporadic persecutf>ons put Roman law to a severe test, as the *elec..
tions in this reading romal. As you read consider these questioner

What does Festus (in the reading from Acts)
indicate was an important right of Roman citizens?

What do Trajan and Hadrian say about the kind of
evidence allowed in Roman courts? Why is this
an important issue?

According to Tacitus, why did Nero persecute the
Christians? What was the attitude of this Roman
historian to the Christians? to their punish-
ment?

Do you think that the evidence from these sources
is sufficiently reliable and drawn from a diverse
enough sampling to lead to valid conclusions?

. What aort of evidence would you seek to make
your, conclusions more reliable?
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I

ACTS Cif THE APOSTLES *

Pt.. 1. $. Poets mot New J..41loodopoodi tress., 11111401111
TRANSLATIOL (Chicago, Ill.: University of Chicago

Press, 1935) 137-138.

This pessase,from "The Acts" tells of Paul's confrontation with the
Prowiliriol *owner, mh has him on trial for charges Made against
hia in'Cleserea. ,Paul demands trial in Rope as a Roman citisen,
and Foetus, recognising that:be is within his rights, grants the
petition.

II

THE ANNALS by Tacitus*

But no routine, efforts, lavish gifts to the populace by the emperor, or
ceremonies to placate heaven, would quell the rumors that the burning of
Rome had been due to imperial order. So to scotch such stories, Nero
falsely named-as cUlprits, and then subjected to the most' extreme punish-
ments, those people hated for their shameful behavior who are commonly
called Christians. The man who gave the sect its name, Chcistus, was
*executed by authority of procurator Pontius Pilate during the time of
emperor Tiberius, but the pernicious superstition was repressed only
temporarily. it broke out again not only in Judea, where this disease
began, but also in Rome itself, where all things from everywhere that are
atrocious and disagreeable come together and become all the fashion.

At first those who confessed to being Christians .were arrested. Then from
information extracted from them a huge number were convicted, not as much
on the charge of setting the fire as simply on the charge of bating the

* Prom' Book 15. Translated by ladvin Fenton.
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human race. And their deaths were embellished by the cruelest mockery, for
they were wrapped in-the skins of wild. beasts and then torn to death by .

dogs, or were nailed to =oases, or were. burned in 'flames, if the day had
ended, to serve_is lamps for the night. Nero provided his -own gardens for
this spectacle and produced a show like a.circus.- He even mingled.with
the crowd, disguised as a charioteer, or stood up in his chariot. And so,
even though these Christians were malefactors who deserved severe punish-.
pant as public examples, general sympathy.. grew up. for.them, :since they

:

seemed punished not to protect the public welfare but-simply to satisfy
the ferocity of one man.

III

PLINYTRAJAN CORRESPONDENCE *

(Letter from Pliny to Trajan) It is with me, sir, an established customHtO
refer to. you all. matters on which I am.in doubt. Who, indeed, is better
able, either, to. direct my scruples or to instruct my ignorance?

I-have never been present at trials of Christians, :and consequently do not
-.know for what reasons, or how far, punishment is usually inflicted or
inquiry made in their case. Nor. have my hesitations been slight; as to
whether any distinction .of age should be made, or persons however tender
in years should be viewed as differing in no respect from the full-grown:
whether,pardon should be accorded to repentance, or he who has-once been
Christian. should gain nothing by, having ceased to be one: whether the very

. profession itself if unattended by crime, or else the crimes necessarily
attaching to the profession, should be made the subject of punishment.

Meanwhile, in the Case of those who have been brought before me in the
character of Christians, my course has been as follows: - I put it to theme
selves whether they were or were not Christians. To such as professed that
they were, I put the inquiry a second and a third time, threatening them
with the supreme penalty. Those who persisted, I ordered to execution.

.

For, indeed, I could not doubt, whatever might be the nature of that which
they professed, that their pertinacity, at any rate, and inflexible
obstinacy, ought to be punished. There were, others afflicted with, like,
madness, with regard to whom, as they were Roman citizens, I made a memor-
andum that they were to be sent for judgment to Rome.' Soon, the very
handling of this matter causing, as often happens) tli4 area of the chargé
to spread, many fresh examples oecurred. An anonymous paper was put forth
containing the names of many persona. Those who denied that they either
were or had been Christians, upon" their calling owthe gods after me, and,
upon their offering wine and incense before your'statues which for this pur-
pose I had ordered to be introduced in company with the images of the gods,
moreover upon their reviling Christ -e none of which things. it is said, can

* From THE LETTERS OF THE YOUNGER PLINY, edited by J. EL'Isewis. London:
'Cagan Paul, Trench p Trubner.and Company, AM.

:%;.
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such as are really and truly Christians be compelled to do - these I deemed
it proper to dismiss. Others named by the informer admitted that they were
Christians, and then shortly afterwards denied it, adding that they had
been Christians, but hid ceased Qv be so, some three years, some many years,
more than one of them as much as twenty years, before. All.these, too, not
only honoured your image and the effigies of the gods, but also reviled
Christ. They affirmed, however, that this had been the sum, whether of
their crime.or their delusion; they.had been in the habit of meeting to-
gether on a stated day, before sunrise, and of offering in turns a form of
invocation to Christ, as to a god; also of binding theMselves by an oath,
not for .any guilty purpose, but not to commit thefts, or robberies, or
adulteries, not to break their word, not to repudiate deposits when called
upon; these ceremonies having been gone through, they had been in the habit
of separating, and again meeting together for the purpose of taking food -
food that is, of an ordinary and innocent kind. They had, however, ceased
from doing even this, after my edict, in which, following your orders; I
had forbidden the existence-of-Fraternities. This made me think it all
the more necessary to inquire, even by torture, of two maid-servants, who
were styled deaconesses, what the truth was. I cou.d discover nothing else
than a vicious and extravagant superstition: consequentl', having adjourned
the inquiry, I have had recourse to your counsels.

(Letter from Trajan to Pliny) You have followed the right mode of procedure,
my dear Secundus,,in investigating the cases of those who had been brought
before you as Christians. For, indeed, it is not possible to establish any
universal rule, possessing as it were a fixed form. These people should
not be searched for; if they are informed against and convicted they should
be punished; yet, so that he who shall deny being a Christian, and shall
make this plain in .action, that is by worshipping our gods, even though
suspecied.on account of ills past conduct, shall obtain pardon by his peni-
tence. Anonymous informations, however, ought not to be allowed a standing
in any kind of.charge; a course which would not only form the worst of
precedents, but which is not in accordance with the spirit of out time.

IV

DECREE OF HADRIAN *

To MinuciucFundanus (proconsul of Asia). I have received a letter written
to me by4Serennius-Granianu8, a most illustrious man, whoM you have
succeeded. It does not seem:rigfit to me to pass over the matter (of the
trials Of Christians) without investigstion, because men can te persecuted
without-Cause and informers can be given too many chances to practice evil
ways. Therefore if witnesses can: support this petition against the

* From, Eusebiuse HISTORY-OF THE. CHRISTIAN CHURCH Sot* IV, Chapter 9.
TraaSlated by Edwin Felton.,

. ,
z.
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Christians and make their case stand up in a court of law, let them have
recourse to this method, but not to mere hearsay evidence. It is quite
proper, if anyone makes an accusation, for you to investigate the matter.
If anyone therefore accuses Christians and shows that they are breaking
the law, pass judgment according to the seriousness of the crime. But,
by Hercules, if anyone accuses ar,ther falsely to do him injury, arrest
the accuser and see to it that yea punish him.

READING XIV

THE ROMAN EMPIRE

If Greece unleashed man's intellectual and artistic powers,itome was built
upon his practical genius. Greece's golden age produced philosophers,
dramatists, and sculptors; Rome's empire fostered engineers, soldiers, and
statesmen. The elegarte of the Parthenon symbolizes the glory of Greece;
the engineering skill required to build the Pantheon dramatizes one of
Rome'S greatest virtues. Together with. Christianity these two diverse
cultures laid the basis for western civilization'.

Creating and governing an empire was a practical problem, and the Romans
solved it with great skill. Workable methods of administration had to be
developed to hold the empire together. Roads, ships, messenger services,
and protected trade routes had to be built to establish the necessary
communications network. A giant e'-my had to be recruited and organized to
maintain peace within the Empire and repulse invasions from without. And
a legal system which recognized at once the unity and the diversity of the
Empire had to be invented. The Romans were eminently qualified to carry
out each of these tasks.

The Roman was a practical man. He was at once a farmer and a soldier.
When Rome was at peace, the Roman cultivated his farm; when Rome was at,
war, he dropped his.plowshare and. took up the sword. Similar types-of:
skills were needed for both occupations. Both required planning; the
farmer.must plan his days for' plowing, sowing, tillingvind harvesting,
and the soldier must plan'hid campaign and his,battle: BOth required the
ability to measure and survey, the farmer his fields'and.the Soldier his
maps:. Iioth'requirecrstronglbodies to do'hird **cal labor.-- Farmer and
soldier needed similar virtues. They hid to'be.persistent in the face of
difficulties, .to.-conserve,scarce-resourceseisisienrto worklong hours ,

at back-breaking' toil, and didieated to duty.' These'skills and =virtues
whick-theltomans had acquired equipPed theni to undertsAethe practical talk.. ,

of fashioning an empire..

Perhaps:.:.tho'gieateat `or:ROMan virtues,:.and the one most necessary for
etiatint'anti.maintaining. an empire, vls .well-developed sense of duty.

a:aans4:'0, du.ty.9: men cannot be persuaded to join_ with others to
fight for=: a, eosetOn.caUse;' they cannot be induced te. put their state above
their .perionai' intarasesi.:thev will .not obey their. leaders When' ordered
to .make. SaCrifice.,..
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The ROisan religion eniouraged tti believers_ to do their duty. The Greek
gods lamed as examples of. what men should aspire to be. Roman gods, however,
were mystical powers who could serve man's purposes if man could pt theik,
on his .side. If a man wished a .good harvest, he bad to perform an elaborate
ceremony and have his entire family join him in prayer to get the appropriate
gods on his .stde., The relationship hetWeen, gods and men was .'a kind of cone .

tract. If man did his duty to the gods, the gods Would. help him. To live
up to the contract - to .do his duty - was the Roman's first Obligation.' Pros .

a sense of duty :. to the gods, it was but a 'short step to a sense of 'duty to
the state. The step' was made all the easier because ROman'..:priesti later
became the Roman political leaders.

The political leaders .. of ancient Rome .Wert.drawn:.from the heads of the most
prominent families. These patricians, , as they were called; were at once.
the priests of the Roman religion, and the members of the Senate, the govern.
ing body that had charge of public affairs. In the early days of .Rome there .1.

was thought to be little differenceAllieWeen'Oublia,affairs'and'religious:
affairs, for the fortunes of theStatei:As-muCh as 'the of. individual
men, depended upon the good will. of the gods. : As #004aSsed,.:the senator-
priests made decisions less and less :n the beats of: principles
and more and more on the basis of utility. More and more the Senator°,
considered what was best for the State, regardless of what the gOds seemed
to want. But the Same sense of duty remained,,andthesons,of those who
had followtd the guidance of the Senate for religious reasons maintained
the tradition their fathers had established. Moreover, the Senatore,theme
selves never forgot that they were serving some purpose larger thin theme.:
selves. Where they .had formerly served the gods, they now served.theState::-.
Where before they had tried to do the gods' will, they later-tried-to
fulfill Rome's, mission.,

In addition to linking priests with secular rulers, the Romans transformed
thetrreligious code into a legal code. The laws defined what men must do
to' m good cLtizen. , Imam:law placed obedience to authority at the top
of the list. The son_mitst obey his father, the Roman must obey hiaArulera.
But if the law demanded obedience to one's superiors; it also demanded
everyone's obedience to the Law, regardless of station or power. A Roman

',.ruler could not arbitrarily deprive a man of his freedom or order him to
.:Jwar.. All 'actions by the government had to be carriediout*Ithin the lew#
Thus, while the.10rdefined the Roman's duty it alsoimOvida,him with
justice. The Roman could be sure that under thejaW:he would be treated
fairly the government could not act against his person or property without
following the: rules set down in the legal code.

The law was the cornerstone'of the republican form of government which won
7oits, her empire. Under the Republic, the Senate was the most powerful
governing body. It 'appointed the magistrates, those sea who administered
the various bureaus of the government and governed the various provinces.
It also appointed '. the consuls, the two executives of the government whose

.tt
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main task was to carry out the wishes of the Senate, in particular, to
lead the army in war. Moreover, it made the laws and declared war. The
Senate was checked, however, by.the Council of Plebs, the governing house
that represented the ordinary classes of Roman society. The Council of
Plebs elected two tribunes (later the number was enlarged) who sat in the
Senate chamber while the members carried on their deliberations.. If the
Senate passed a bill which the Plebs did not like, the tribunes would shout
out "Veto! Veto!" and the bill would be rejected.

The institutions of government grew as much outs of the organization of the
army as out of the religious institutions of early Rome. Forexampte, the
Senate was partly composed of p&iests who had been drawn from the prominent.
families, and partly of the heads'of important families who could afford
the most armor and were most valuable to the army. The Senator's dual role
of military an religious leader made him the. political leader as well.
Those who could not afford much armor made up the infantry and the Council
of Plebs. The best warriors among the Plebs became the tribunes. In the
early days of theltepublic, no business was transacted by the government
unless the army had been called out because generally there,was no business
to.be transacted except to decide upon peace or war. When Rome.had to
decide upon peace or war, the army was assembled, the matter was decided,'
the pnerals of the army - the consuls were elected by the Senate, and
plans were made for conducting the war. In the early years, once the
decision was made, the entire army would troop off to battle, Senators and
Plebs alike. As.Rome's holdings grew and war became more complicated
the Senators.remained behind to carry on the vital tasks, of administration.

The Roman army was the greatest military force of.ancient times. At first
it was made up exclusively of the citizens of the Empire who served in it
because it was their duty. This citizen army generally fought armies whose
soldiers were hired for pay. Soldiers who fight for a paycheck generally
wish to be around. after the battle to collect it, while soldiers who fight
for their homeland are often more ready to die for it. For this reason,
the Roman army had a distinct advantage over most of its opponents. Further-
more, the army was commanded by ingenious leaders who devised new .strategies
and.tactics to outwit their enemies. Most ancient armies were drawn up in
phalanxes, a long row of approximately 500 men. These men were instructed
to keep their ranks closed and to prevent the enemy from breaking through.
While the solid wall of soldiers was a formidable foe it lacked mobility.
It could not be turned easily to meet attacks from the side.

The Romans improved.upon this system to overcome the lack of mobility by
breaking the phalank into maniples of about 200 men each.. Three maniples
.made up a rank, and though the maniples usually fought together, one or two
could break-off to meet. attacks from the side. Further proof of ftme'a
practical military genius was its strategy' on the sea. In the lon3 wars
with Carthagei Rome:faced the most experienced havy, on the Mediterranean.
The. Romans .Were foot soldiers with little knowledge of sea warfare. The
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Romans. solved this problem by making their warships troop carriers. Instead
of ramming their opponent's boat or lobbing flaming torches onto the enemy's
deck, the Romans attached their vessel to the foe's by means of grappling
hooks. The infantry then boarded the enemy ship and fought the same kind

. of battle on the sea that it was accustomed to fight on land.

POT every problem, Rome ,found a practical solution. Her army, her govern-
memt, even her religion were designed to do a useful job. The Romans had
little use' for speculation about the origin of the universe, the nature of
truth, beauty or, justiee, or the difference between the ideal and the real.
They were -practical men who understood that getting' along in.. the world
required practical solutions. Rome's army and government were practical .

Institutions designed to govern a great empire. Rosati law was a practical
solution for keeping men living in harmony with one another. Even the
Roman sense of duty was practical ethic which unified men in a common
cause.

'

Useful as 'Roman institutions 'had been in conquering an 'empire, they proved
unable to maintain it, The simple republican government could manage
affairs when there was only 'Italy to rule, but it was not equipped to handle
the enormous problems of-empire. The citizen army was useful when it was
possible to disband the armed forces after a campaign, but holkiing on to
an empire required a large standing army of professional soldiers to main-
tain order. in the 'captured provinces. Practical as the Romans were, they
changed their _institutions to meet the changed conditions their Empire
brought:,.

To rule: -the Empire, the government had to be'able to act decisively and
COrrectly. These requirements demanded an intricate combination .of central..
ized and decentralized government. Rome could not afford to have the Senate
spend months debating a policy when decitiOnt.t:lad to be rade and transmitted
to all parts of the Empire as quickly as possible. , Hence, the establishment
of policy fru:- the entirc Empire. rested- with 'the.,Enipstior. LegLslative and
general administrative power were centralized in his :person. On the other
hand, local conditions in the giant,:multi-ling4ati empire required specific
measures geared to the particular customs aeCneedo:cf:the province. Rome
gave her local governors great latitude to use their . own good judgment in

. deciding specific measures for their -Province.' the .correspondence between
Silly, and Trajan reveals that Trajau, the Emperor, instructed his provincial
governor on the general policies of his administration but ,left it up to
Pliny to decide how Ltiat.'fiolioy Was to be 'implemented in specific instances..

Some. institutions. -the Reinblievould,aOt be carried over to the Empire.
.others,'COUld;':ind' they made Aignificait.:-contributiona to it. In particular,
Remark': la*Aualtfi*di.:Reste above all ancient cities to govern people of,

differint
4.

rs1181.0n0- races and Customs. .. The law was an Objesti,vo. instrument
that could: once provide unity :;./10.1 uniforii justice throughout the Empire.
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The lair did notask whether a manwas aChristian, an Egyptian, or a Greek;
it applied the same standards Moreover, guarantees of
rights were worked into the inittO inure agiiiiStAinjugit:accusations and
convictions. Occasionally there werelapaea,in the 'application of the law,
as in Nero's persecution of theChristians;-but such lapses were infrequent
and short-lived.

r.

Romesuccessfully governhd her for.:(ivcr threeinindredyears,::a
.

.remarkable achievement in.:daYS',when communications were'crude and. sloW.
But eventually the Empire collapseci.,:partiallybecouiWthi.iisk Of main*:
taming it required:SuCh'great'exertion and Partially becauseof Certain'
weaknesses in Romarrinstitutiona.and character.

The fundamental:virtue that had:enabled Rome to create and goVern'her Empire,
Wad the'RoMan.-Senseof'dOty BeCause'teipmaixecoghizedhat his life
was to be Oevoted,thdomd principle or cause greater than hiMself, he` was
villing%to Put the State.and the Eiiiptie:Abovois selfishjnterestS. But
413 ROMe.;a0quire&her empire she cameintheoptaCt with ideas that were
dAfOicent fropfhersand these ideas began'tbundermine the ::basic ethic.
j'iritthe Romaas came'into,coatact with the Greeks .at the time when' the
Greekahad subscribed to epicureanism.. Epicureans held that the only reward
in,: ife watt,:thhave'livedJt the hilt - to hAsio enjOyedall'thoihthings
that human beings could enjOy.,jianTRomans adopted.this via* with
'liengeance;' irtieir began ..tcrexplore all the human .pleasures, HOge banqUete
were bald in .which the ParticiPants would eat until they were'full,,go into'
-ak,adjacint rOomFand empty .theiisipmachs by.vomitingand then return to
.eatanddrinkSome:Mote..FaMilYbetame'less and less important; the number
.of-diVOrcesroiWth-Such.*laraiing;heightitliat special laws were passed
brthe.emperoWto4unishythoseho'sough0O.breakoff their marriages.
'Romana lootl:their.senseof'duty in the'Self-seekingoUepicureanism.

. . , .
.

Christianity itSo underMihed,the traditionalValUes of the Romans. By
the enC0f:the.second:eentury A.D. aA.D. large'proportion.of Roman subjects
tadembraced'OWtOtianitYi by thebeginning oUthe, fourth century it hid
becoMethe,*ticial religion of :the Empire. The .old Romai! sense of duty
hadHheensecular value.. What was important4aS:to serve the state; the
indkVidual'i4UlfillMent:came_in thitlife by devoting 1.t to Romei mission.*Christianity, on tother hand, preached man achieved fulfillment not
in this life .but.. the next The Christian learned-that'he was to devote
his life to no earthly purpose but to consecrate it to Cod that he might
join Him, in .heaven.. The Christian learnediother words,. that he could
not serve.Cod and CaOsat too.

The eroding of traditional values did much to undermine the Roman Empire.
In addition,'the government of the Empire contained weaknesses which made
it increasingly unable to sustain itself. Foremost among the weaknesses
was the problem of transfenring power. When one Roman eiperor died, there
was no orderly means for 'choosing another in his place. The emperor was not
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elected and he did not have the right to pass his power on to his son. In
the early Empire the emperors picked their successors, and generally all
Rome abided by their wishes. But in later years, ambitious generals fought
with each other for the privileges and responsibilities of governing. Quits
often the contest for the throne erupted into full scale civil war. Rome
was constantly disturbed by violence and disorder.

Rome also suffered severe economic difficulties. The weakened government
found it difficult to keep the Mediterranean Sea free from pirates. COn-
sequently, trade was disrupted. Roman landowners no longer took an active
interest in their farms, and little'by little the harvests began to dwindle.
Occasionally famines plagued parts of the Empire. The weakened economy
further sapped the strength of the central government, and a downward spiral
of both government and economy began.

The final blow came with the invasions.of the Germanic tribes. Pressed
from the East by the Huns and other,marauding peoples, the Goths, Franks,
and Vandals turned on Rome. Originally they sought protection within the
Etonian Empire, but once inside the. Germans turned on their protectors and
began to loot the cities. Rome itself fell prey to the invaders, and the
great city on the Tiber was sacked several times. By the fourth century
the capital of Rome was moved to Constantinople. Thus removed from the
western portions of the Empire, the governmevut could do little to stem the
tide ofthe barbarian invasions. Rome, as a way of life and as a unified
Empire, crumbled and fell.

Though the Empire itself dwindled away, the Romans left the West a, lasting
legacy. That Empire, in controlling all of the Mediterranean area and most
of western Europe, was a .vital force in transmitting the learning and ideas.
of the Middle East to western Europe. Not the least of these ideas were
the humanistic principles of ancient Greece and the religious ideals of
Jesus Christ. And the Romans made their own contribution to the West.
Their concept of law has become the cornerstone of western legal systems.

Thus the distinctive characteristics of western civilisation owe much of
their origin to the great empire that flourished 1500 years ago on the
shores of the Mediterranean Sea.
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UNIT IV

TRADITIONAL SOCIETY IN THE MIDDLE AGES

Stating the Issue

Toward the end of the fourth century A.D., the Roman Empire, already in
decay, began to crumble completely under the attacks of the Germanic tribes.
With the breakdown of the central authority in Rome, the relative peace
and order of the huge empire came to an end, and the once-flourishing
commerce steadily diminished. The Empire slowly broke up into three
distinct parts. To the South and East, the followers of the Moslem
religion carried out a series of holy wars to bring the entire region under
their rule. In the East, church and state were joined together to form
a Christian empire under the Patriarch of Constantinople. In the western
provinces of Gaul, Germany, and Italy, no single central government was
able to establish effective domination of the area.. Europe broke up into
thousands of tiny political units with only nominal unity imposed by the
head of the Roman Church, the Pope.

With the death of the Roman.Empire came the end of the highly innovative.
societies that had dominated the Mediterranean World for centuries. In
the nourse of developing their civilizations, Greece and Rome had invented
new political, economic and social. systems. By the Middle Ages, this
period of dramatic innovation had come to an end. Instead of finding new
ways to do things, medieval men were content to let the past govern them.
Decisions were made to conform as closely as possible to the traditions
of the' society,,

Most areas of the'world, in the non-west as well as the west, have
developed highly innovative societies like those of the Greeks and Romans.
At about the same time that new political, social and economic systems
were being developed by Greece and Rome'in the Mediterranean World, Asian
and African civilizations, like China, InAa and the African kingdom of
the Sudan, were also making great innovations. Like Europe, these areas
slipped into traditional ways between 300 and 600 A.D., but unlike Europe,
they did not recapture the innovative spirit around the fifteenth century.
Within the traditional European society of the Middle Ages, therefore,
were planted the seeds of the modern society which is the ancestor of our
own inventive age.

Unit IV concentrates on the characteristics of the traditional society of
medieval Europe. As you examine the evidence, keep tite following questions
in mind: What were the characteristics of the medieval political,
economic, end social systems? What values appear to underlie the tradi
tional medieval culture? What elements of modern innovative societies.
Can you find in the medieval world?
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READING XV

THE MEDIEVAL POLITICAL SYSTEM

With the breakdoVn of Roman authority in.Europe, the task of ruling Gaul
and the other northern, and western Roman provinces fell to the Franks. Fir
a time the Franks tried to establish a western Christian empire like the
one centered at Constantinople.' by the ninth century, Charlemagne, king
of the Franks, had made an alliance with the Pope in Rome and seemed to
have accomplished the Frankish aim. But the Empire of the West did not
last. Upon Charlemagnestudeath it fell apart at the seams. His three sons
began to squabble over who should dominate. In addition, invasions by
Arabs, Magyars, and Norsemen constantly threatened the Empire. As a result,
political power was dispersed among the large land holders who found it
necessary to protect themselves since the kings could not do so.

Consequ'ently a new political system which modern scholars call feudalism
developed in Europe. In essence, the feudal system was based on private
contracts between large landholders and the soldiers who fought in their
armies. The landholder, or liege lord; would grant a tract of land, known
as a fief, to one of his sole4ers or knights. In return the knight promised
to become the liege lord's vassal, serving him in war as a soldier in the
army, and in peacetime in many different ways. A vassal might divide his
holding up among other soldiers, becoming a liege lord himself. The soldier
would thereby become his vassal. In addition large landholders often
reserved tracts to the church. The land might go to a biihop or it might
be given to a monastery. By the feudal contract, the Bishop or Abbot of
a monastery became a vassal of the liege lord. Either prelate performed
himself the military service required or sent someone else to do it, if
churchmen. could be yodels, they could also be liege lords:. They often
patcaled tracts to knights who would promise them service. At the top.
of the feudal system sat the king, at least theoretically. In fact, the .

only real instrument of power the king possessed were the-personal-feudal
contracts he had with several of the largest landholders and the lands he
owned as his personal domain.

Title to the land meant much more than owning the property; it also meant
power over those who lived on the land. The serfs and artisans who lived
on a liege lord's land were his tenants. Tenancy meant more than paying
rent; it also meant cultivating the lord's land and observing the rules
set down by the lord for governing his fief. For, this reason, holders of
real estate became rulers and as a result, soldiers and churchmen became
the effective political leaders. of the Middle Ages. They made the laws,
saw that they were, administered, and set up their own courts to decide
judicial matters.

The documents and charts which follow illuminate the character of.the feudal
system that developed in Europe during the MiddleAges. As you read
these selections, consider the following questions:
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How did one become a political leader in the
Middle Ages? How does the*election of King Otto
reveal the way in which-leiders'were'chosen?

How were political decisions made in the Middle
Ages? What institutions existed for the making
of decisions? What values influenced the deci-
sions that were made?

What was the role of the individual citizen in
the Middle Ages? How did he gain access to
decision makers?

Do you detect any seeds of innovativevolitical
systems in the Midd?.e Ages?

CHARLEMAGNE'S GOVERNMENT *

'The Emperor Charlemagne ruled most of western Europe at the end
of.the.eighth and the beginning of the ninth centuries. Rii
government made the transition from the.Roman Empire to medieval
.feudalism. The following selections from his capitularies,
or instructions to his subjects, reveal the character of.his
government.

Every.free man who has fourmansi-,
1/
of his own property, or.as a benefice

from any one, shall equip himself and go to the*army,.either with his
lord, if the lord goes, or with his count. He who has three mansi Of hip
own property shall be joined to a man who has one mansus, and shall aid
him so that he may serve for .both. .He who has only two mansi of his own
property shall bejoined to anothet:JOho likewise. has two mansi, and one of
them, with the aid of the other, shall go to the army. He who has only one
mane:us of his own shall be joined to one of three men,who.have>the same and
shall aid him, and the iatter.shali go a1on4t the *hree.,who have aided him
shall remain at home., . .

First, that each one voluntarily shall strive, in accordance with his knows
ledgeand4bil.ityvto live entirely in the ,holy service og.,God in accordance
wit! the precept of: God and in accordance with his Ownipremisc, because the
loritemilOr0 is unable to give Andividuelly the necessary care and
discipline.

Secondly, that no man, eitherthroUgh perjury or any other wile or fraud,

* From James Harvey Robinson, READINGS IN EUROPEAN HISTORY,. I, (Ginn
and Co.., Boston: 1904) pages' 135, 140-41.

it A sanctas contained about 135, acres.
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or on account.of the flattery or gift of any one, shall refuse to give backor dare to abstract orconceal a serf of the lord emperor, or .a district,
or land, or anything that belongs to him; and that no one shall presume,
through perjury or other:wile, to conceal or abstract his fugitive serfsbelonging to the fisco.who.wrongly and fraudulently -claim that they are free.

That no one ahell presume to rob or in any way do injury fraudulently. to the.churches of God, or to widows or orphans or pilgrims; for the lord emperor-
himself, after God and his saints, has *constituted himself their protectorand defender.

That no one shall dare to lay waste a benefice of the lord emperor, orto makQ it his own property.

That no one shall presume to .neglect a summons to war from the lord emperor;and that no one of the counts shall be so preiumptuous as to dare to excuseany one of those whoowe military service, either Oniaccount of relation-ship, or flattery, or gifts from any one.

That no one shalt pret.surie to impede in any way a ban or command of the lordemperor,. or to dally with his work, or to impede or to lessen or in anyway to act contrary to his will or commands. And that no one shall dareto neglect .to pay his dues or tax.

That no one, for any reason, shall make a practice in court of defendinganother unjustly, either from any desire of gain when the cause is weak, orby impeding a just judgment by his skill in reasoning, or by a desire of
oppressing when the cause is weal.

CORONATION OF OTTO I *

The following account of the coronation of Otto I of Germany
reveals the nature of princely power in the Middle Ages by
indicating how Otto became Emperor of the Holy Rouian Empire
(Germany) .

After Hen.enry, the' father of his country and the greatest and best of kings,.had died, ell the'people of the FirillIke and the Saxons chose for their kinghis son Otto, when Henry .had. already designated Is his successor, and theysent out notices of the coronation, which was to .take place at Aachen.
And when all were assembled there, the dukes, and thy. comanders of,.the seildiers and other military leaders retied Otto upon the throne whichwas elected in the portico adjoining the church of Kart the Great, and

.* From Oliver J. Thatcher and Edgar Holmes. MttNeal, A SOURCE BOOK FOR
MEDIEVAL-HISTORY, (Charles Scribner's Sons, New'York: 1905) pages 7345.
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V
all'his enemies, they-madi king accoeding to their custom.. Meanwhile
the arChbishop of ,. ins end,..0e clergy and people awaited..him within thechurch. And when .he .approached.,.the.'archbiPher) me* him,. and went,- with
him to the centre..Of the. church; Olen tu.ri4g to the people . hi
said: "I bristgyOu -Otto, chosen:by Cod; designated by our lord Henry,.and

. .now made king 'by all the 'princes; thischpice:. please:, you, raise your
right hands At this, the' Whole.. people:. raised, their right hands to heaven
and hatZed the neW...ruler with Mighty, Then that:archbishop advanced.
with the king, who was clothed with..a:Ahort: tunic after thc Frankish custom,
-to the alter, on which lay the.royal. insignia, the sword and belt, the
cloak and armlets, the staff with the 'seeptre and diadem. .. .

' , ".' ..

The archbishop,, up to the' altar; took-up the sword and halt and.,
the king, said; "Receive 'this ..sword with :Aid!: you shall-:ttiast out

thei:eneSee ,both:::oganii':aed0;cked christia04.04:riceiVe
yids' it the authority power O. yen by .Codj!tO'r 'all the
Franks for the 'ileogrity:Of, all Christian' pe"Otile." taking..up the cloakerl,ts he put:them On the king-.0fid borders .of thilicloak
tratlietAre, the grotmil you that::yon iiie-'to, be zeal-00 1.6 the
faith.. anCtOlteeP, peace," ;taking, the.sCifitre: and -stiff, he

you shall'Carrect .yO0r,subjects 'with fatherly dia-
. ciptinit.;and,: fostar- the 'seri/Ott 'of* COO and tha- widows and-: orphans. May the

siever.'he lacking.-to YOur:head, that you may be -croWtied here
.and\ in the ,future life' witk;an:;eternal reward." Then the archhishops

Maine Cole. anointed hiM "With..the *sacred oil
and C*Oweed,.hiel 44h gOlden- crown`, and now that the whole coronation
ceremony *PA COepteted,they ,.ledhiM'to. the throne, which he .ascended. The
throne: was betweett :bro.:marble colninsi'.oVtreat beauty and was so
p/Oce'd that :,' he could see iallan*-be. seen by .all.

Te :Deutl'and, the smile, the ;king descended from his throne
,

and proceeded to the palace,: where, he lit'ilmen with-his- bishops, and people
at a marble table _which :sme::irdOrried with:royal- laVithnessVand the dukes

him. ./.0iIbert.,. (hike of.:1,otha*ingia, -Who' held _the _Office. by right,
titie.preparatiOns 'acted as ebambeileln) Eberhard, duke

'of FranConio, ..preiidect, over the "arringesients'for.the king! k table (acted
as. aeneechal)., ilerrian,.du* of Arnulf, duke of

.Bavatiti.'001man44.0.t: 10404 ...Jo ..ch010' the piece -,enprmpment lacted as
fr id , chief: of that Lt,i4oiliii,',.:aecond : the king and

rated ,,$axnii pies-Aiding .agsinst
;attack* 'Of t nt'HenrY,,,Ottoks:hrOther.

.Tarlor;;:pres...xot,s4;sovr....r
1
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THE LIMITS OF T PZIPERai*

Otto I's great-greatf-6andson Henry. /V, became embroiled in
a struggle for poWer with Pope Gregory' VII... When the Pope
had had enough of the-upstart emPecor, It.*e'eXootintunicated him(that is, the .POPe'refused Henry tic sacraments Of the ChInch9Without which, a Christie:a could not be. saved). tpon hearingof this divelopment, the other princes of Gar Many called a'courcil at Oppenheim to decide what to do. An account of
what happened folloWs.

* From F. Duncalf and. A. C. Krey, PARALLEL SOURCE PROBLEMS IN
.

MEDIEVAL HISTORY, (New. York: Harper ant'Brothers, 1912) 56-57.

This account from 'a medieval chre,fiiicle, tells of bow the barons of Germany
forced Henry IV to seek the absolution of tVio Pope. The barons, who were
put out with Henry's high-handedness,' used the excommunication of the
Emperor by Pope Gregory VII to rise in rebellion against hlis. Henry,
seeing that he faced a Considerable force, agreed to their terms, and
sought the Polio out for 'his absolution.

In:. medieVal.times justice was :administered by. many different
author ties,, the ChUrCh., the liege:lord, the lord of a manor,

-.end the -ging.: For :44,tod4lay..Matters.Anvi)lying.:theveasant
pOpulatiOn,-.4s.court bras generally set up; by the owner of the
manor 00.:Whick'the, peaaant:lived. ..-..Selection.A,..below, describes..theproceedingeof one of thee* courte. ".FOr other crimes in

Frit y. *Macon end A. C. Kre*,-. PARALLEL 'SODRCE PROBLEMS. IN MEDIEVAL
,HISTOXY (Harper and Brothers,'Iki*Tork: 1.912).:tiages. 5647.

.
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the community, the Church often administered justice in the
"'Mfr described by selection B, ,below.-

.

A 'Manorial .Court*

Bailiff.

Sir.

Let the prisoners come before us.

That I wit.' sit. Here they are.

Bailiff:

Sir!

For what reason was this man arrested?

Sir, he took a mare from C's field in a manner that is not lawful.

What is your name?

Six, my name is William.
William, you have been brought to this court for the mare which is here
present, which it is alleged you did take larcenously from the field of
C. Now do you plead to thts charge of larceny and all other charges?

Sir, if any man accuses me of larceny or of any Other thing that is against
the peace of the king and his crown, I am ready to defend myself physically
that I am good and lawful.

William, now tell me how you got this mare, for at least you cannot deny
that ihe.waslound'with you and that you did say that she was your own mare.

Sir, I- disavow this mare, and never saw her lntil now.

Then, William,' you -oailt yourself in the hands of the jurors who are the good
folk of this manor, and you swear to them that you did not steal her.

NO sir, for these men have their 'hearts set against me and hate me becauseor this false charge which has been leveled against me.

Do you think, William, that there are any who will bear false witness
against you for hatred of you? No, they_ are .good folk and lawful, but you
may challenge any of them whom you suspect have it in their hearts to
condemk,kou...,But.do what is .right and have God before your eyes and confess
.the truth of this thing and other things that you have done, and do not
give yourself ever to the enticements of the: devil, but confess' the truth
and you will find -us more merciful.

* From P. W. 214Ltland and W. P. Baidon, eds. THE COURT BARON (The deldon
Society, Landon: 1891) pages 630164. Language simplified and modernised*
by John H. 'Good. *- ; *;'
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Air, in Cod's name have pity on me and I will confess to you the truth, and
I will put myself wholly on your lawfulness.

William, by my sense of lawfulness you shall have nought but justice! Say,
therefore, what you will and oonceal nothing.

Sir. my poverty and my great neediness and the enticement of the devil made
me steal this mare, and often have they made me do things I should not
have done.

God pardon you, William, at least you have confessed in this court that
you .have larcenously taken this mare and have done many other ill deeds;
now name some of those who conspired with you, for you must have had help
in these evil deeds.

In truth, sir,.I never had a companion in my evil deeds, save only the devil.

William, do you confeso to anything else?

No, sir.

Bailiff.

Yes Sir.

Take him away and have a priist prepare him for execution.

B.

FORM FOR' ORDEAL BY HOT WATER*

(1) When men are to be tried by the ordeal of hot water, they shall first
come to the church in all humility and kneel while the priest says this
prayer: ,

"Aid, 0 God, those,:who seek thy mercy and pardon those who confess
their sins. . 0 ."

(2) Alter the ptayor, the Priest Shall rise and say.the.mass before all the
men who are to be-tried; and they shall take Part in the'mass

(4) After the mass the priest',shall go to the place were the ordeal is
to be hold, bearing with him, thwboolu.:of-the gospels and a cross. . .

shall deliver the evil spirits from the water before it becomes hot' as

"I exorcise thee, water, in the name of Omiiipotent God, and in the
mama of Jesus Christ, his Son, our Lord, that you:may become. .fibeect from
the power... .and the wiles of the devil; so that* if this man who is about

* TO* OnvorJ. Thatcher and,Idgar.:11...ticNeal, 01., 401.04.
(Language simplifid and modernised by John N. Good)
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to put his hand in you is innocent of the crime of which he is accused, he
may escape all injury through the grace of,omnipotent.dod.
guilty. ...may the power of omnipotent God prove this upon him, so that all.
men may fear:and tremble at the.name of our.Lord Jesus Christ. .

(6) 'Prayer: "Lord Jesus.Christ, ...wo, thy suppliants, beseech thee. .

to make known to us beforikall men thy true and righteous judgment; so,that
this'man who isaccused. . .and who is about to put his hand intothe hot
water, is not guilty of that crime, thou wilt so.guard him that no harm
or injury:shall hoppen.to that hand.

. We again beseech thee to show
us thy:true and righteous judgment,,sothatthis man,.whois accused and
is about to undergo the-ordeal, is guilty, of that crime... Ads guilt way
be made known by thy Power, and may be shown upon his band 0 f"

(12) The *man who is to undergo the ordeal shall say the Lord's pray= and
make the' sign of the crass; then the caldron shall be taken-from the fire,
and the judge shall suspend a stone.on a rope in the water at a. prescribed
depth, and the man shall take the stone out of the water in the name of the
Lord. Then his hand shall be immediately bound up and sealed with the seal
of the judge, and shall remain wrapped for three days, when it.shaWbe
unbound and examined by suitable persons.

READING XVI

THE MEDIEVAL ECONOMY

When the Roman Empire collapsed, the thriving commerce that brought goods
from all corners of thut Mediterranean Sea to every other corner dwindled to
almost nothing. The lack of protection for merchant shippers and the almost
constant warfare among minor princes created an environment in which trade
could not be carried on. As a consequence, each individual economic
community in Europe was thrown back on its own resources to produii all the
necessities of life.

The fundamental productive organization of the Middle Ages was the manor.
. The manor was a self-sufficient community-consisting of the lord, who owned

the land, and the peasants, or villeins, who worked it. The lord was
given the land as a fief by promising to meet his feudal obligations to a
greater lord. Along with the title to the land,'the lord was also given
the right to rule the people who worked on the land. This practice, binding
the agricultural workers of a manor to the owners of the land, began with
the Roman emperor, Justinian, whose famous code of laws forbade the tenants
of an estate to leave the land on which they were born. The code guaranteed
that there would always be farm laborers to cultivate the fields, for sons
of serfs could not leave the estate for the more attractive life ofthe
city. The law also made the serfs Aubject to the landowner so that he could
employ them in production as be though best.
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By the Middle Ages'. the Juitinian code had became tradition. The medieval
landlords, therefore. were secure in the knowledge that serfs or villeins
would always work their land fOr them. This, of course, freed them from
worry over where their next meal would come from to devote their minds and
energies to their basic occupations - fighting and governing. They worried
little about how to make their lands more productive, and, in fact generally
turned this responeibility over to a bailiff or seneschal whose only duty
was to see that the tenants paid their rent. The serfs, of course, were
bound to. the provisioni of .their contracts with their landlord. Each serf
held his land As 'a tenant of the lord and had to do certain'serviees for
the lord to maintain-hit'right to his little plot, bywhieh he fed himself
and his family.

In additton to the manor, which wwls the major productive unit of the ere.
certain towns continued to exist after tha fall of the Empire. The towns
included the industrial units of Elirope,the guilds, which did produce
some articles that found their way into the medieval economy. But since
serfs were bound to the land, the towns could not recruit a large labor
supply and because medieval warfare restricted trade the guilds had a very
small market for their products.

The productive units of the medieval economy were the manor and the guild.
Within these two organizations the three basic economic decisions were made
what to produce, how to produce it, and for whom to pro duce it. The readings
that follow contain some of the evidence which historians have used to
reconstruct the traditional economy of the Middle Ages. As you study the
evidence see if you can determine the answers to the following questions.

1. Who made the decisions About what to produce, how
to produce it,, and for whom? What factors
influenced their decisions?

What values guided the economic decisions of the
medieval world? What values underlay
St. Thomas Aquinas' doctrine regarding the practice.
etlending money for interest? What implications
does St. Thomas Aquinas' doctrine have for the
expansion of the medieval. economy?

Do you detect any seeds.of modern market or
command economies. in the economy of the Middle
Ales?.



VALUES *.

The value system of a society has afrofound influencl.) on
its economy. Whlt is produced, how it is produced, and
the way in which goods are distributed are nearly always
dictated by what the people in a-society deem good or
desirable. For instance, if a.people believe liquor is
evil, few men will produce it.. As in, every facet of their
lives, medieval Europeans looked to the '6urch for guid-
ance in their economic lives. 'The fullest statement cf
the values Propounded by the Church appears in St. Thomas
Aquinas! SUMNATHEOLOGICA,-an.extract from which follows.

From St. ThOmas Aquinas, SUM' THEOLOGICA, PART Ir,'Second Number,
QO LXXVII-LXXVM, translated by the Fathers.of the English
Dominican -Province (London, Bensiger Bros., Inc.,.: 1918) .

327-28, 330-31, 336 -17...

/n\these selections, Aquinas enjoins the Christian against exchanging
goods for profit and against receiving interest for money lent.

..

aft
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Af SERF'S courwrit.
Witt good" in the:medieval world were produced on the manor
by the villeins.or serfs who Werke the land. .860 serf
haO a personal contract with his lord-which-spelled out th".
terms of his tenancy. Generally these Contricts were not
written out, but were rerltmbered as custom. But as the
centuries passed, and lord and serf fOOn&it difficult to
remember whit their respectiOe ancestorshadagreed to

.generations before. the lords of :the Manor" began to keep
accentnt books which spelled out what was to be expected of
each tenant. An example frOM such an account book follows.

They say that John of Cayworth holds one house andthirty acres of land, and
he owes 2s. (shillings) a year at Sister and Michaelmas, and he owes one cock
and two hens at Chrtstmas worth 4

.

And he ought to'harrow for two days' at the sowing at Lent with one man and his
own horse and harrow, the value of the work ia 4d. (pence); and he receives
from the lord on each day three meals worth 3d.; . .

And he ought to carry the manure of the lord for'two days with one cart using
his own two oxen, the work to value 8s., and he receives from the lord three
meals of the above value each day; and co the work is worth 3 d. clear.

And he ought to carry wood from the woods of the lord to the manor house for
two days in summer with one cart and three of his own animals, the price of
'the work is 9d.; and he receives from the lord for each day.three meals of
.the-above price. And ao the work is worth 4d. clear.

And it must be noted that all the aforesaid villeins (serfs) may.not marry
their daughters nor have their sons tonsured (let them become members of the
clergy), non can they cut &On timber growing on the lands they hold, without
the personal approval of the bailiff or servant of the lord, and then for
building and no other purpose.

And after the*Stirof any one of the aforesaid villein' the lord will have
as a herict (a4iymehWthe beat animal that he had; if, however, he had no
*living beast, the lor&Willheye no heriot, as .they say.

The sons cr dauibtet* oUthe aforesaid villeins. will giVe to enter the
SQiding) theAleath of their :ancestors as much as they

gave in rentioityear

* S. B. ScargillBird,
1887), pp. 19.23.

CUSWitALS OF ISAMU ABBEY (The Camden Society,
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HOW TO RUN A MANOR*

The following selection is taken from Walter of Henley's
book on husbandry which was written some time in the
thirteenth century. Walter's book is a peculiar combina-
tion of traditional precepts mixed with quite modern
ideas for farming a laege estate. The book is addressed
to the owners of the manors, that is the noble lords,
and the following is part of what he had to say to them:

This is the treatise on husbandry that a 'good man once made, whose name was
Sir Walter of Henley; and this he made to teach those who have lands and tenants
and may not know all the points of husbandry and tilling the soil from which
great wearth.may come if only those who are ignorant will heed these teachings
and then.carry them out in practice.

The father, having become old. said to his son, "Dear son, live prudently
towards God and the world. W'.th regard to Cod, think often of the passion
and death that JesusChrist suffered for us, and love Him above all things
and fear Him and keep His commandments; with regard to the world, think how
a man,. if his fortunate, little by little accumulates wealth and when he
become prosperous, then little by little he falls ir.co poverty and finally
into wretchedness. Therefore I pray, live within the income which your lands
can provide you yearly and nothing beyond that. If you can improve your lands
then put the surplus into savings so that if your corn fails, or your cattle
die, or a fire should befall you, or some other mishap should.occur, then you
will have something to help you. If you spend in a year the value received from
your lands and any profit you might make in addition, and then one of these
mishaps should befall you, you'have no way to recover except by borrowing, and
he who borrows from another robs himself_ It is said in the proverb, 'Who
provides for the future enjoys himself in the present.' You see some with
great lands and many tenants, and yet are constantly in debt. Why? .I will
tell you. Because,they live without rule or. forethought and spend and waste
more than= their lands pay them each year, and when they have wasted their
goods, they can only live from hand to mouth and are alwaye in want. Further-
more, they can make no ,bargains that shill serve their interests. 0 . .Deir son,be prudent in your doings and be on your guard against the world, which is so
wicked and deceitful.

"Survey your lands and tenements with true and sworn men. First survey your
courts, gardens, dove-houses, and out-buildings, to find out what they ate
worth in yearly income. Then determine how many acres are in your domain and
how, many acres are planted and what they should bit worth in income each year;
and how many acres of pasture, and what they are north each year, and would
that you can sell at without loss and destruction and what it is worth yearly;and how much each tenant holds and what services he must render to hold it.,
and what this is worth yearly. And by the.survoyors find out how much. ,,feat

* From WALTER OF HENLEY'S HUSBANDRY, Elisabeth Lamond, trans. (Longman's
Green, New York: 1890). pp. 3-15, passiM. (Language simplified and
modernised by John H. Good.).
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you can sow on an acre of lona and how much cattle you can have on.each manor.
By this method you can figure out what your lands are worth, yearly, end by
this way you can order your living, as I have said before.

"Some men will tell you that you cannot plough 160 or 180 acres yearly, but I
will Mow that you can. Now you know that fields should be laid out in strips
of 660 feet in length and 66 feet wide. Now in ploughing, go thirty-41w
times around the field to make thelurrows narrower and making sowing easier
and more productive. In plowing in this way you will hive gone nine miles in
ploWing an acre,.and a horse or an ox must be a very poor, animal, indeed,
that cannot gO nine miles in a day. In eliciting one-third of your land to
lie fallow and a due portion to cattle your tenants should easily be able to
plough the remainder of 160 acres. .

"In sowing, do not plough large furrows, but little and close together so that
the seed may fall evenly. . .For if you plOugh large furrows and in harrowing
turn the large furrow on top of the seed, the seed cannot grow. But turning
small furrows on top of a Seed will make it grow. And more seed can grow
and your yearly return shall be the greater."

* * * * * * * * * * * *

THE HATTER'S GUILD *

rots: H. To Riley, MEMORIALS OF LOAN :AND LONDON LIFE IN THE
XIVth, and XVth =rungs -(LondOn: Longman's Green

and Co., ) 239-240.

Thesivordinances of thellatter's Guild.Of London prohibit the selling
4flhats in London. by non-members of theluild, making hats: by night,
and--001iiklis.Othats:In:Londiniby, anyone outside the guild. The-

Oidinanc44/40.4stabligihica.cannittee Of wardens. to oversee the'. .

*it
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THE MEDIEVAL SOCIAL SYSTEM

Like the political and economic systems.of the Middle Agesi-the medievalsocial system was based largely on tradition. The same values that supportedthe: feudal political system and the manorial economy encouraged the structuringof society into distinct: and fairly rigid classes. Those with :power gainedwealth, and wealth and power brought privileges. Not the least of these
privileges was the lord's right to pass power andrealth onto hii children.Inheritance helped-concentrate wealth and power inthe same-fsmiliew genera-tion after generation:

Historians have always been interested in the structure. of society, that 'is,in the way in which the members of a society are grouped, and the manner inwhich groups' relate to one another.. They have developed a number of analytical
questions to help them analyze social groupings. Among these questions are:What were the major groups in a society, and how were they determined? What
privileges and respoisibilities were alsignied to each group? How, and underwhat circulistarcrts, did various grOups, come into. contact with one another?How did one become a member of a particular social group? How did a particularsocial grCup influence the behavior of Its.members?

Reading XVII ciintaina'selections from medieval documents that cast light on.the -geoid systeni of the Middle Ages. As you examine-this evidence, keepthe 'foliating 'queitiOns in mind:

1 On the basis of this evidence, what answers can you
give to the analytical questions in the introduction?

Whit values underlie the organization of medieval
society?

Did the medieval social system contain any possi-
bilities for change?

ORDERS OFSOCIETT*

This' selection from the eleventh Century describes the
Organization of society ad it wai understood, by Adalberon,
the Bishoie of.Laan and an advisor of the French Xing,
HUgh Capet.

.

Pro& Adalberon -.CAIIMEN;AD ROTI1101TIIMAEGEM; .in 'Robert Boutruc e,
SEIONEHRIR -ET' hODALITE (Paris: 1159) 371-312.:

, Adalberon states that society.ie divided into three orders, those wiseay- the elergyi .thosiCwho,:fish.ta..ithoi "nohility,esid.'thola who work.the'landatheopeaSants; " ..'

-16
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THE WARRIOR CLASS: DUTIES AND PRIVILEGES *

The 'foremost political theorist of-the Middle Ages was
John of Salisbury. In this selection he outlines the
duties and privileges of the warrior class.

* From John Dickinson, trans., THE STATESMAN'S BOOK OF JOHN OF
SALISBURY, (New York : .Alfred A. Knopf, 1927) 199-203, man.

In this section of the Statesman's Book, Salisbury explains the role
and privileges of the warrior class, the medieval nobility. Be
explains that they are the fighters who protect Ga''s earthly city
against heathen. For this service to society they are excused from
performing menial services.

THE LIFE OF A NOBLEMAil *

The following selection by Jean Froissart describes how an
unusually prominent, educated and good nobleman livarbis
life In the fourteenth century.

Count Gaston Phoebus de Foix, of whom I am now speaking, was at that time
fifty-nine years old; and I must say, that although I have seen very many
knights, kings, princes, and others, I haVenever seen.any so handsome, either
in .thelorm of his limbs and shape,-or:in countenance, which was fair and
ruddy, with grey and amorous eyes, that gave delight whenever he chose to
express. affection.. He was so perfectly formed, one could not praise him
too much. He loved earnestly the things he ought to love, and hated those
which it was becoming hbi so to hate. He was a prudent knight, full of
enterprisa and wisdom. He had never anymen.of abandoned character with him,
reigned prudently, and was constant in his devotions. There were regular
nocturnals from the Psalter, prayers 'from the rituals to the Virgin, to the
Holy Ghost, and from the burial service. v . .

In such manner did. the count de Foix live., When he quitted his chamber at
midnight for supper, twelve servants bore each a large lighted torch before
him, which were placed near his table and gave a brilliant light to the aiming-
went. The hall was full of knights and. equiresl'and there were plenty of-
tables- laid out for any person who chose to sup. No one spoke to him at his
table, unless he first began A conversation. He Commonly ate-heartily of
-poultry, but only the wings-and. thighs; for in. the daytime he neither. ate
.nor drank much. He had great pleature in hearing Minstrels, as he himself
,vas proficient in the science, and wade his secretaries sing songs, ballads,
-and roundelays. He remained at table. about two hours;.andmas.pleasad When
fanciful dishes were served-up to him, which. having seenilti.immediately sent.
then to the tables of his knights end squires.

Ia short, everything-oonsidered,thoughl had before beeniuseveral courts
of Icings, dukes, princese could, and.noble:ladies.:/..wal. never et one which
pleased so sore, nor was I el/priors delighted with feats of arms, than at
this of. the'coant de Foix. lbwe were knights and squires to be seen twevery
ebasiber, halli,'And court, -goift.backwards ,And-forwarde,.end.teriversing on arms'
and amours. liverythint.honourable*was thereto .be found. -4,

*' Prom Thomas ROISSART'S CHRONICLES OF ENGLAND, MICE NM AVID
THE ADJOINING 001/1421ES, London, 1057, vol. ii, pp. 94.95.
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P01)1$114/.rES 111E. CARO' *

The following extract frear a beak
. by Richard of Bury,

:the BishOp of.''Berh$, .. givoil'en:.;eir.latikCvltv::4of the
clergy., , Re. 'explatni:iihat prOtleges4nOt:responsibilities

fall upon .the..prieete;.;etid,:bish ii.!end explains why-the
clergy. is omitted,. to .t

.

You (the -Clergy):,;are:fa:,,itopien. people* .prieethood, a holy race; youera. a opcutiar,104001*00.0::Antp.04:,,0*,ot.00dt,i.yotaro..priesti andministers 0.W csUsd the listirchureh :ef Cod,-.-laymen..cannotclaim .this'-distinction..:': Ater.. than ,13yee,:.-sing.psalies and hymnsin the Chaiieet.'end,'.:serving.t4-.'elterc..ii4,114ing by the altar, coke the truebody Of .wherein.Cod Aiee,,hottored you not, Only above the laymen,but even. a -tittle higher than:204i* Ofou giite *aid to the poor in
the rtibile'.00O*'crutif*ed..:00e.i,.: required, -4.:christ s stewards that aman bi.:found-fai.01611.1..:Ve*.are,.;$4014410411-:104 the. I.titfo flock, . .and yoUr. ,
sheep.; ere.' bound' te " 'repay.; you, with ;$1,1c . and

4 .

By what right cloyoul. cube thesior:#0te.:,'eud 'reSpot.ssibilities, 0.Priests?
A144101 remeiher; we prey.thet theWliboOtee4hd4ttvileges are bestowed. . .. .

on you. because :yet ha4e'legrpsd; bolt ot0*.reakt..the.11oly Scriptures. In truth,taught by the Sextpeutie,'.:0464re, the ton4thers of wisdom and intellect,
you yourself ascend the; position ..Of teacher, and are called by
Wain, .Rabbi rh oh leans ; 00400 By reading the Scriptures
end the books :you.becOrnet."sietiel*s..in Ote eyes: of laymen, light great lights

the World, .and.posseilii.*S..dignities of the Church according to yourvarious can: read you derive the benefit of clergy, forif yo reed' °bat a single .line yOn::itrit.'groted the right to be heard by church
courts. rather than..bt ti 2' .tor it is written, "Touch not sine
.m-6114:04,444 -:**HiOritilii:kziotind be' whO has rashly touched thin let,him.. b*, this eleitteo. !woo* tbe.wound of a curia.

ry.-muismatt, in James 'tansy Robisiseem.. Melia IN
(Ginn a Co., Minton: 1904), pp. 35940: (Iseigueseligi y I Good. )

17)
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GRANTING A FIEF TO A BISHOP *

The following legal document taken. from France in the eleventh
century cast light on additional privileges and responsibilities
given to bishops.

in the name of- the holy and undivided 'Trinity, Amen. I, Louis, by the grace
of Cod king,of the French,:make known .to all present as well' as to cone, that
at Manta, in our.presence,.Count Henry of Champagne conceded the fief of
Savigny to Bartholomew, bishop of Beauvais, and his successors. And for thatfief the said bishop has lade promise and engagement for one knight, and
Justice aOrrearvice..to Count Henry; and 'ho has alto agreed that the bishops
who shall-,cons after :him will do 3:ikewise. Iwor4ler that this may be under.
stood.,a0C.knOw-to:.posterity, we have caused the present.chstter to-be
corroborated.-. by our -scald

'THE PEASANT MASS**

The following selection from John of Salisbury's STATESMAN'S
BOOK explains the position of the serf and the peasant in
medieval society. In this political treaties* John of
Salisbury. compared the ,Mate with the human body. The
soul, he said, Malt the Church. and the priests,-the head
was the Prince.. the arms were the nights or soldiers,
and the peasants were the feet:

From John Dickinson, tram). THE STATESMAN'S BOOK OF JOAN or
SALISBURY, (New York: Alfred A. Enopfi: 1927) 243-,44, .

=An this selection, John of Salisbury indicates that'the peasant class
perform the greatest of all services in the Commonwealth- the
feediog, sheltering end clothing. of society.. In return, the superiors
of the peasants owo, the peasfate sorvieeo, namely protesting their

'lauds sal Ames
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THE LEGAL RIGHTS OF A SERF *

John.of Salisbury °o description of the peasant's place in
the commonwealth paints an idealized picture of mutual
cooperation between lordand.terf. .In fact, the legal
_status of the.aerfo'nuCh more than Salisbury's theory,
defined the privileges and responsibilities of serfdom..
The following extract, explains this legal. status.

There are many modes by which a Man, lima state of Villenage , may acquire his
freedom. thus if hii Lord, being desirous of emancipating him, releases him,
as well frol all hie-Own claims, as those.of the Lord's Heirs: or, if the Lord
give or sell him to another, for,the purpose of liberating him.. It must, how=
ever, be observed, that no one in a state of Villenage can purchase his freedom
with his own Money; for, in such case, he may, according to the Law and Custom
of the Realm, be again recalled by his li=d to a state of Villenage, all the
Chattels of a Villein-born being understood as so absolutely in the power of
his'Lordi as to preclude the fanner, at least with his own Money, and as against
his Lord, from redeeming himself from Villenage. But, if a stranger with his
own. Money purchase the Villein's freedom, the Villein may for ever after main-
tain his freedom against his Lord, who has sold him. When any one has released
a Villein, from all right which he, or his Heirs, could claim in him, or has
sold him to a stranger, the Villein who has been thus enfranchised may for ever
after dafend his freedom, as well against the Lord Himself, as his Heirs;
whilst he can prove the fact in Court, either by a Charter, or by any other
lawful means, And the question may even be decided by the Duel, if any one
deny, that tEc party has been liberated from his state of Villenaga, and, there
by a proper Witness, who, having both seen and heard the vary fact of Enfranch-
isement, is reedy to prove his freedom in Court.

It should here be remarked, that a man may .enfranchise his Villein -born, so far
as the consequences affect the persons oi himself, or hie Heirs, buvnat as
they apply to others. Because, if.a scan born a Villein,s5ut thus rendered
free, should be produced in Court, to make proof against a stranger, or to
wage his Law, he may be justly precluded, ifAt be objected against him, and
proved in Court, that he was born in a state of Villenage, although his condi-
tion was such that he had been Knighted subsequently to his being enfranchised.
If aiilleite-born peacably remain during a year and a day in any privileged
Toinvaloo that he be received in thiir community or Guild as a Citisen, he
shall from such circumstances be fried from Villenage.

* Ranulf de Glanvill, Tractatus de usam.st consuemlitttiAnliae
v, 5. John Beams, A TRANSLATION OF GLANVILLE, Washington, 1900, pp. 88-90.
Edited by J. H. Beale.

V The French word for serfdom; lijklais the old French word for serf.

2/ I.e., a tam that had franchises by preecripties or Charter.
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READING XVIII

TRADITIONAL EUROPEAN SOCIETY

Many histerians and social scientists distinguish between two general models
.of society: traditional and innovative. In a model traditional society,
political, economic, and social systems would be organized and operated
according to the society's long accepted folkways and mores. .A6 model innova-
tive society, on the other hand, would constantly develop new practices in
its political, economic, and social systems. No society, however, is com-
pletely traditional or completely innovative. All traditional societies
encounter at times circumstances which cause them to change their old ways
of doing things while innovative societies always pattern some of their
institutions and practices on, the proven ways of. the pest.

Since no societies are purely traditional or entirely innovative, we can
probably think about them most accurately if we Imagine each society as
falling in is particular place along a spectrum. Suppose we imagine at one
extreme a society in which all decisions are made according to customs
inherited from the petit. On the other end of the spectrum, we can imagine
a society in which all decio4ons are made as the result of a decision-making
process in which folkways .., -res play no part. We might represent these
situations graphically as fol ows:.

All decisions No decisions
based on
raditi

based on
tradition

Medievil Greeks and
man Romans

Contemporary
'United States

of the three. societies we have studied so far, Greece and Rome occupied
positions near the right hand side of the spectrum, as the illustration
above indicates. Though both had established mores and folkways, both also
developed a hOst'of new patterns, values, institutions and methodi to cope

.

with their changing environment. Still, neither society was as inpovative.-
as modermUnited States. The Greeks developed their htmanistic values, a
sharp break with tradition, and bated their democratic political system and
fluid social structure on those values. The ROmans constantly changed their
institutions to` meet the dandy of their ever-expanding empire.:.Ultimately
they changed much of their valise 'system in response to the new 'creed of
Christianity. These two societies were responsible for some of the first
major innovations in thewestort world. These innovations ultimately became
part of western traditions.

The society of medieval Europe, on the other hand, wus more traditional. Sy
the eighth century after Christ, the innovations of the Greeks, Romans and
Christians hid hardened into traditional values, mores, and folkiays. As a
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result, by the Middle Ages Europeans had established comparatively static
political, social, and economic systems despite the fact that in all three
of these areas marked changes took place over.the centuries.

4'

The political system, though its forms varied from place to place and though
it often changed in minor ways to meet new challenges, was governed largely
by tradition. Leaders were recruited from the same families or social
classes, largely because political power was passed down from father to son.
Judicial decisions were made on the basis.of traditional tests or ordeals.
If accused of a falsehood, a medieval knight had to meet an ordeal by fire.
A fire was set burning and the knight was compelled to walk through it. If
he came out uninjured it was assumed he was telling the truth. On the other
hand, if he was severely burned, the spectators assumed that he had lied.

Administrative decisions were also made largely on the basis of custom. For
example, a knight was required,to serve his lord for only forty day ;, and
forty nights. Afterwards he was free to go home. A decision to go to war
depended partly on the hope of winning before the knight's term of service.
was over. Legislative decisions were rarely, made, for there were only rare
instances when the medieval ruler felt that new laws that applied to all
subjects were needed. Charlemagne, for instance, never made a law that
affected all of his people. Rather he decided what each individual vassal
was supposed to do. It never occurred to him to make a law about vassalage
that would apply to all of his nobles. Even the Magna Charta, the recognized
cornerstone of constitutional government, is not so much a statement of
lofty principles as a catalogue of specific restrictions on what King John
could or could not do.

The medieval economic system was also governed largely by tradition. The
crops produced in Europe had been grown in the same way for centuries from
the same soil that the medieval serf tilled. In an era in which modern
technology adds invention to invention and a newer and better product is am
everyday occurrence, it seems difficult to conceive of an age in which few
new items were produced. But.such was the case in the Middle Ages. For
centuries the sawn products - wheat, millet, beans were cultivated on
European manors: The same articles were produced by the small manufacturers
or artisans armor, leather goods, weapons. .Moreover, these produCts were
produced in roughly the same way. The peasant'used the same type of seeds
that his forefathers had used and he rctsted the planting of his crops in
three separate fields as his ancestors in the Roman. Empire had done. Wealth,
too, was divided about as it had been apportioned for generations. The
Church fathers end the knights received the greater bare while the peasant
received more meager portions. In an economy that dEpended primarily on
agriculture rather than commerce, wealthy men were measured not by how much
money they had in the bank but how much. land, they owned._ The church =eV
the'lord owned the lind while the peasant usually. did not. Since land was
passed from one generation to the next, the same classes retained control.
of what wealth'there was_. .:They controlled the =.olitical-ayatim and hence,
the economy.
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Tradition was also the major basis of the medieval social system. The
various social groups or classes were deeply embedded in European traditions.
The warrior class - the nobles and the religious leaders - the bishops and
abbots had been the dominating classes since the fall of Rome. They gained
stature because they were needed to protect Europeans from attack and to
conduct worship. They maintained their place because they controlled the
political and economic systems. As a result they were given the greatest
privileges in the society: they did not have to do menial labor, they were
given most of the fruits of the land, and they were allowed.great freedom.
But at the same time they bore a heavy responeiblity. The warriors had to
risk their lives to protect European society from marauding Norsemen and
religiously insp1.red Moslems. The clergy had to see that God's will was done
on earth and see that the members of their flock were admitted to the
Kingdom of God.

The less privileged, the.serfs, also bore a heavy burden. They had to see
that the society stayed fed and clothed. Though they lacked many privileges,
they were given certain rights. For example, they were protected by feudal
law and the church from arbitrary action on the part of their lord. Though
the serf was bound to the soil and could not leave it, the lord could not
take his land away without going through prescribed legal channels.

On the whole the society of medieval .Europe was close to the traditional end
of the spectrum. Its political system, its economy, and its social structure
were based primarily upon the ways of the past. Yet this traditional way of
life gave way to our modern innovative society. In their early history the
non-western cultures of, Asia and Africa had also been highly innovative, but
like Europe, they slipped into traditionalism. But while Europe awakened
during the late Middle Ages, the non-western world still clung to their
hardened "cafe'' of custom." Only in the twentieth century have the cultures
of Asia and Africa begun to make giant strides'toward the innovative end of
the spectrum.

The traditional culture of the Middle Ages contained within it the seeds
of our modern innovative society. Tradition, entrenched though'it was,
existed side by side with the creative genius from which our modern world
has sprung. 'What caused Europe to become the first'innovative society of
modern times?: Why was it not..-Chlna or India or Egypt, each with its own
proudheritage, that made the first halting step toward change?

The answers to these questions are not easy'to determine, but a tentative
explanation can be constructed from the evidence. available. The evidence
suggests that seeds of innovation did exist within the traditional society
Of medieval Europe. Change is brought about in two ways.. An invention from
within a society can produce for reaching innovation, or an idea or an
implement diffused from another culture.cen trigger changes. In the medieval
world,'thanges came as a result of both stimuli. Medieval-man. both invented
net. ideas and techniques, and:leatned,,them from other:cultureili



Within the political system a chance for innovation emerged out of competi-
tion for positions of leadership. Three major groups competed for political
power throughout the Middle Ages: the kings, the nobles, and the churchmen.
Each of these groups had different objectives. The kings wished to unify
national states, obtain armies under their own L,antrol, and increase their
revenues and their power. The nobles were anxious inmost cases to reduce
the power of their monarchs mid to gain more control of the political system.
The churchmen, and particularly the Pope, anxious to meet the spiritual
needs of Christians, found themselves so embroiled in politics that they often
sought political power in secular as well as in religious affairs. In the
later Piddle Ages, merchants and petty manufacturers entered the competition
for political power. The contest beamen these four groups of leaders
provided many opportunities for new ideas and new institutions to emerge.

In France, the King emerged triumphant over both the nobles and the Church.
Under attack.from English kings, the French monarchs unified their realms
and broke the power of their nobles. For a time, the French king also won
control of the Pope. On the whole, he managed.throughout the period to
prevent the Pope from winning a key role in secular. affairs in France. In
England, the king emerged as monarch of a unified realm, but the power of the
nobles, represented in Parliament, was never broken and was soon shared with
commoners. These groups,i4ho controlled funds the King needed for his
various enterprises, pressed for changes in all areas of British society.
The church plyed amore important role in the affairs of both the Germanies.
and the Italian states. Here too, however, the competition for political
power opened the way to innovation.

The separation of secular and religious authority in western Europe removed
many of .the religious prohibitions which limited change in other vultures.
When political leaders make religious considerations paramount in their
decision making, they are unlikely'to decide matters on the basis of how
best `to meet changing world conditions.' They are much more likely to make
decisions which will preserve the doctrines of the faith, regardless of
whether or no; the decision meets a practical earthly need. Since the Pope
did not make most of the secular decisions and, since the effective rulers
Would more readily Consider the spetific'earthly needs of the moment, the
chance for innovation was present. .

The opportunity for change became more pronounced in the late Middle Ages.
When the invasions of the Moslems, Magyars, and Norsemen came to a halt,
peasants, priests, and nobles no longer.needed to withdraw into feudal.,
castles. Since medievalmonarchs no longer needed their kingdoms, they had
an opportunity to change the basis of their.power. Medieval kings began to
outfit commoners with tong bows and thereby deVeloped an army diet was
dependent solely upon ihem. The army made up of ordinary citizens was far
more reliable than an army of strong nobles who were independent of the king.
This development paved the way for the emergence of the unified national
state, the characteristic political institution of the modern western world.
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The econoMic SysteM Of the Middle Ages, tweeted as it was in tradition, .also
contained the first -SPrOutio.-of innoVatien.--Beleagured as Europe was with
repeated iniissin'and;eahatati*Otifer6; the thriiing:tradesof the old Roam
Empire ,-never ceased. completely. 'Historians and archeologists have uncovered
evidence that papyrus 'and: spieesi'from .the. eastern end of the Mediterranean
Sea' found their Fay into,WestItit Europe.' Furthermore9 technological innova,
tions-that had been -Stade in the 'steppes of central Asia were diffused to the

:Vest.. Medieval Europeans, trading with the Mien tribes of the steppes,
learned of an improved plough -which more easily broke the sod, the horse
'Collar which allowed horses to dc the work that oxen once had done, the harness
Which made it possible for two horses to work side by side, and the horse
'able which kept the -heroes fit for labor.

And medieval Europeans contributed their on inventions. In the area of
mechanics, westerners developed the crank. Neither the Romans npr the Greeks
had` known of this device. The crank is'essential for changing reciprocal
motion (that is, motion going back aild.forth in a stroiest line): into rotary
'motion. The importance of this ..invention can be seen in the modern automobile.-
The source of power, the piston, -81174;48 by reeipretalf.'slotien, back and forth.
But the wheels of the autoimOile move n rotary motion. The :Crenk:harnessesthe reciprocal motion of the piston to the rOta0.ineti.Ow:of the wheels.
Medieval men also developed new techniques of building. .:TheGothiC:
cathedral, which was the .hallmark lof the could "not liave been bUilt4 wit
out the creation of the pointed arch th4:-theilyithg''butt*edi..

. .

At least as Important as new technology to, change in..tha*iddle Ageewas the
emergence of a new economic institution, the Maritet.±.. Spurred by increasing
trade, the growth of towns, the effect of the Crusade!, and the growth of
unified national states which dissolved barrierfk, te`trade, more and more
economic transactions came to be governed by the lasi..of, Supply aind:deniand.
This development helped to dissolve the traditional bands: which- had held. the .:
medieval economic system together. Men began to pay their dues in whey
rather than in kind. Serfs escaped to the city and became free men.'ifter
they had lived thre* a year. Ownership of land lost its place as the sole
measure of wealth. As a result,' social mobility increased. The market
economy may be one of the most fruitful inventions in the history of sankind.
Its roots extend well baCk into the Middle Ages.

Though the medieval social structure was highly stratified with a place for
everyone, it was possible for a man to change his social status. Most
medieval men were born in a social closa and remained in it throughout their
lives. But some men escaped the class into which they bad been born and
earned their way into another. The most comma route out of the peasant
class was through the church. Anyone in medieval Europe was eligible to
become a priest or a monk by learning the scriptures and the doctrines of the
church. All that was necessary was that the wouldabe clergyman. get an educaft
tion. From the priesthood or the Monastery it was possible for a man to
rise in the hierarchy of the church.



Both the political and the economic system of the later Middle. Agesprovided additional ways -to escape from the position into which a man wastorn. Commoners sometimes were knighted for distinguished- service to theftbirds. Other commoners who had learnedto read and write could rise rapidly:through.-.the crude eivil'IerviCe deiyeloping around Europe's new monarchs.Meich larger numbers of men rose is .step or two up the social ladder by acquire44mg.:Wealth.. through trade or .by escaping from. equines to a town. By the endof. the Hiding Ages :::many fewer,:men,were.destined to live out their lives intheir ..fetherts.setimitleoeitiOn:with:no:chance of escaping from it. A moreflUit..iocisil'syietem spelled the,inevitable-ind'Ote society dominated by aradition thOt each son trotpair father's fOotsteps
.

. .

. .

. .Final? y, the'yerY nitiere.of Arisejamity.-itsell eni' (*Oiled innovation. Unlike-*Ost taligioni,::Christi.anity. did nkt,.lar;sdOon*.,a.hostof-apecific rules toregulatek:.daily ICOnftiCieeniSis and: the other greatof the -world,, contain :scores. -Of specific -'requirements about whattheir-followers-:;_may eat-'and ;wear, where they..May,Uorkwhin they au, t pray,",::ant'v.hen.:.-.they must 'fiet.:';:.SuCh ipecifia..reqUireMente-itgt --every area of.humein;behavior ant makiAnnoVatiot;:e*Ceedingly:':diffttieltit::A3tristienity, with..its::relatirsely few: regulettions,:gaVol. its believere,-Widelatitude in secularof fairs. This; relative' lack of'..regul ation. meant. that Christians were able toeeeperimietit such more:.freely than ;followers' o f other religiens.
Furthermore, the quite`ppen Ar7.ses. The Churchdid persecute And,eveei .fought*arS- ageinst,: those:. itlieliOvet' .to, be heretics.But Anedieval,,,churchm*_*-era..alSO .:resPonsikle ,,fOr..:developieet... the. andsciences the !ay. , successfullYsynthesiscd the

ideas-!pfAristotle)with.:?.Cathetia--:.theologYE'Wheeithewritinge.,of the Greek philosopher were rediseolyered;leythe ye.4.4, The'greatest scientist of---:the:1.1iddle. Ages was Thoughthe Church placed itii,4reatePt trust 'in'the:.reVea-S :Centained.
:in the Holy Scriptures,..;it also'admitted.-reeson:Aa,a egitimetel:lepproach totruth,.:- particularly to truths- about the physical-4a secular-. world.

.Though the Middle Ages was more a traditionelthan ji*::-1,tuiowlye:.society,it still was not 'unchanging. More than any' other society ,:ttrat existed atthe same,-time, -medieval culture was open to..innOvation. TherCharegiSAbatwere lade in these so- called "Dark, AMMO established the-loundatiOn-iti whichoUr'imedern'socieiy itz'bissed.
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SHAPING OrWESTERN SOCIETY 1300 A.D. to 1800 A.D.

FROM TRADITION TO INNOVATION

Zle

In the Middle Ages chant*s did not take 'place at a rapid
rabic. Medieval. society was more traditional than
.innovative; and economic decieions and social
etructuriterc based primarily On the ,proven ways of the
pest. ToWard :tbs seta of the era;. hotiever the pace. of
change .began, to quicken. New political systems began
to emerge, ihe traditional agrarian eionoly began to
sive way to a, more innovative commercial economyi 'and
the social structure gradually became more fluid.
These changes were not pronounced and they were spersrdic.
Changes. taking Place British iOsai were differ*
from the, changes taking place. in Italy. -*Gradually the
rite- otchange' iticriailed.. Out of the 'Middle Ages
developed.. the.-first elements of our modern society which'
*Place's. 'it high'Ormalmi on ada0ability and innovation.- : .

The next eight 'units will provide you with evidence
hr-whiChs".*.le

.
can' these e..f

gas about,
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UNIT V

TIE REHAISSANCS IN ITALY

Stating, the Issue
-?.

. .
The cathedral. dominated :the.mediaval town. Each spire andbuttress swept the eye to the .heavens to emphasise to man
his eventual destiny. The vast interior of the cathedral
was called a nave, a ward which derived from the Latin. forboat. To Medieval men ..tbisilangusge .symbolisod that the
.church.wiii a ship to help .men cross ife* tempestuous seas
to their heavenly reward. .In the Middle-Ages men's lives
focused ,mminly.upon. religion and the hereafter.

In 1492, an Italian mariner named Cristoforo:Volombo launchedthree ,tiny ships on the face of :the broad unknown Atlantic.
Rl goal: was very,auch of this world: the riches of the Indies.
His guide was not theword of Cod but manamadeinstrumeits
and charts. His ships, instead of being symbols like the
nave of the cathedral,. were small wooden sailing vessels
crowded with men and supplies. Columbus was of a new age;
the Renaissance had begun.

. .

What carted this desMitic period. of European history to
develop? The ReintiesanCit covets' several centuries. Itsroots stretch well back into the Middle lige$ when a number

. of forces working together :began to trensform.traditional
society... In this unit_... we will be .concerned With two major
issues,.: the, causes of the Renaissance- and the major character.
istics of Reneiseanta society. As you read, keep the follow.
ing).questions in min& What cooed. the Rinaietance? ,Vhat .

were 'the personal cliarseriristics of typicalIenailince
Men? :What- 414. these,. wen. valmet- low should Sr historian
investigate these,:questieest
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READING Ye ia

THE IMERGraNCE 01? AZ RENAISSANCE

?be Renaissance began in Italy sometime during ,the late Middle Ages. Likeother periods of history, this 'one cnot bo given a precise starting date.
The characteristics of Renaissance society and the activities typical of
Renaissance ran developed slowly and .at different rates of *peed .in differentcities. The excerpts in Reading XIX Present evidence. Alois riey reveal thereasons for the emergence of this.. dramatic period in wetter* history.

. .

.The interpretation which' a student *skis of this tilt of work will result portlyfrom two major causes working together.' Coe will be the se/action ot sourcematerials by the authors of this book. If they chose. "representative" materials,then a student wilt have a chant* to develop as "unbiased" account. If theirselection of materials was unrepresentative, however, the interpretation willbe unrepresentative inturn",, The second will be the frame of reference of thestudent. As ,we have already learned, people oftelS:Perceive events in keeping
With their _language, their' cUlture, or -their opinion' of the nature of history.Study qiestichnepticede,alch eimegpt hal source' itatatils in thin readies.
Keep them issilsisit ow'

GENOA INS 1402

The' docursent which follows is a translation of a letter
written in 1432 by AeneaS Silvius Piccolomini who Ikaterbecame Pope Pius The letter describes the city ofGenoa and tbe life of her citisens.

Nov. would you ciopara- life in Genoa with life
on a medieval manor?

How iiould you. define ..the frame of.reference of
this futurs; Pops/

Olondual/Plirm101171.011

1, From Ferdinand Schevill, THE FIST cutup .07 ITALIAN HUMANISM, New
York: P. S. 'Crofts & Co.: .1928) 51-53.

Piccolasisti begins hie description of Genoa, by stating that it is ra city
with no equal anywhere on 'earth." He goes on to describe. the merchant
activity,. the chareCteristics of the leers and women,. the -custoetc _of the
society, and the..dwellings of
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THE CHRONICLE OF GIOVANNI VULANI (1336-1338)*

Milan, Genoa, Venice and Florence more the four most important
commercial and industrial ccetercin Europe during the late
Middle Ages. Venice never disapperued during the so'called
Dark Ages; the other three declined seriously after the fall
of Rnme but began to revive in the eleventh and twelfth
centuries. Florence had the nast remarkablu'history of all.
Ile a mere ceuturyandagteli she rose to the heights of
economic, political and art tic excellence. the authenticity
of the following account of the city by Giovanni Villani has
been well established.

4...isamosse

What vac the origin of the economic strength
of Fla once?

How large a city was it? What were the people
like? What was tha relationship between the
economic life spa the remainder of the culture?

Ne And after careftl investigation that in this period there were in
Florence about 25,000-men from the ages of fifteen to seventy fit to bear
arms!) all cititens. 0 .From the amount of bread constantly needed for the
city, it was with:Anted that in Florence there were some 90,000 mouths
divided among men, women, and children, as can readily be grasped (from what
we **all say) later; and it was reckoned that in the city there were. already
about 14500 foreigners, transients, and soldiers- not including in the total
the claims who were cletios and cloistered monks and nuns, of whom we shell
speak later. It was reckoned that in this period there were some 80,000 men
in the territory and district.of Florence. From the rector. Who baptised the
iafants eRsince he deposited a black bean for every male baptised in San.
Giovanni and a white bean for female in order to ascertain their nUmber
we find that at period there were from 3,500 to 6,000 baptisms every
year, the Males usually outnumbering the fenales by 300 to 500. We find. that
the boy* and girls learning to read (numbered) from 8,000 to 10,000, the
children. !darning the abacus and algOrLem from 1,000 to 1,200, and these
learning,grammar and logic in four largeachooltfrom 350 to.600.

The workshops Of=the ARZDELLIAlLANA,(guild of wool merchants) were 200 or
sore, and they made from 70,000 to 80,000 pieces of cloth, which were worth
sore than 1,200,000 gold florins. And a .gOod third (of this sul0 remained
is the land as (the reward) of labor, without counting the profit Of the
entrepreneurs. And meta than 30,000 persons liiied.by it. (To be sure) we
find that some thirty years earlier there were 300 workshops or thereabouts;,
and they aide more. than 100,000 pieces of cloth yearly; but these cloths
were. coarser and one half less valuable, because at that time English wool
was sotAmported and they not knomOis they did later,how to work it.

* Translated by Edwin Fenton.
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The MUCK of the MU DI CALIMALA (guild of importers, refinishers, and
sellers of Transalpine cloth), dealing in French and Transalpine cloth, were
some twenty, and they imported ?yearly more than 10,000 pieces of cloth, worth
300,000 gold florins. And all these were sold in Florence, without counting
those which wars reexported from Florence.

The banks of money changers wars about eighty. The gold coins which were
struck amounted to some 330,000 gold, florins and at times 400,000 (yearly).
And as for deniers of four petty each, about 20,000 pounds of them were
struck yearly.

Merchants and mercers were a large number; the shops of shoemakers, slipper
sulkers, and woodenshoe makers were so numerous they could no be counted.
There were sane three hundred persons and wore who went to do business out
of Florence, and (so did) many othermasters in many crafts, and stone and
carpentry nesters.

There were then in Florence 146 bakeries. And from the (amount of the) tax
on grinding and through (information furnished- by) the bakers we find that
the city within the wells needed 140 CIA of grain every day. By this one
can estimate how much was needed yearly,,. not to mention the fact that the
larger part of the rich, noble, snOtelliptowado citizens with their families
spent four months .a year in the country, and, some of them a still longer
period.

(Florence) within the walls -was well built, with many beautiful houses,
and at that period people,kept bUilding with improved techniques to obtain
comfort and richness by importing designs of every kind of improvement.
(They built) pariah churches of friars of every order, and splendid monaster
its. And besides, this, there was no Citizen, whether commoner or magnate,
who had`not built or was not building in the country a large and rich estate
with a very costly mansion and with fine buildingi, much better than those
in the cityzand_in this they all were committing sin, and they were called
crazy on account of their wild expenses. And yet, this was such a wonderful
sight that when foreigners, not accustomed to (cities like) Florence, COW
from abroad, they usually believed that all of the costly buildings and
beautiful palaces which surrounded the city for three idles ware part of
the city in the manner of itominot to mention the costly palaces with towers,
courts, and walled gardens farther distant, which would have been called
castles La any other country. To sum *p, it wee estimated that within a
simians radium around the city, there were we :the* twice as easy Irish and
noble_
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COSIMO DE MEDICI:. ItZliirriSAtt6ii NSPCC *

The Medici of Florence became one of the most notable families
of Europe in the fifteenth'century. The family fortune was
made in trade, manufacturing and,bankingAminning in the
fourteenth century. In 1429, Cosimo de Medici fell heir to
avast store ofweaithi.at the age of forty..-Cosimols.grand
son was Lorenno the magaikicent; among his other descendants
were two popes and two.. queens of France.

Cosimo was a devoted businessman. He increased. the family.
fortunes through loans to the popes and to kings. For
thirty years he was the dominant figure in Florence, -having
complete control, of the city although he. held no. public .

office. A notable patron of the orteo.-Costmo helped to set
the tone whichwas.soom to make Florence famous forever.

1. What was the relationship between wealth and
political power in. fifteenth century Florence?

'What did Cesium use his wealth and political,
power for?

AM,

* From teepaiiiano dà Disticei, THE VESPAitANO 1O:MOIRES; William George and
Emily Waters, trans. (New York: Dial Press, 1926) 213-231. passim.

This selection describes the character of Cosimo de Medici and his activities.
Sisticci devotes his attention to de Medici's attempt to Collect a worthy
library and to. Patronise a number of artists. Re also describes de Medici's
political savvy In ruling Florence.

READING XX

.- AN ARTIST OF THE RENAISSANCE

Donvenuto Cellini--goldsmith, sculptor, lover, brassard,
Writer--has left us id his autobiography one of the best
known works, of the Italian Renaissance. Through his words
we can see much of Renaissance culture come to life.
Cellini lived from 1500 to 1371 it the very .height of the
artistic outpouringfieor which the Renaissance As Bolan
known. The following wistaria are all taken from the
APTOBIOORAFIL
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Who aera:TosilinVit *trona ithi t; iota theyinterested in?'

Whie ware the sauna* of inspirmtion for
Oklaintes artistic 'forks?

What soets of things' interested Callini?Was he a smibtrounded individual? 'Did haseam to cars. about-ihat his 'contimporariest
thought of him? About the judgment ofhistory?

r

,what critaria-dit
it ±dinello' ,statait

lims0ithe-iiMe' -att.:4*LO' '"'-
3

Prom TO Lila OF BENVEIWITO COLIN', (Baltimore, Maryland:. Pen1961) 864438 gesalare, in looks,

The passages from the fsMOUS:Atmatoopina of a ateditsainco artiii tell ofCellist.** commission to design a button for the Pope, to design a coin for
rJlo over t4s rant, of the:,;. attfr!a-

the
$

-

t,

.
Z;, fi ?'
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READING XXI

, THREE RENAISSANCE WRITERS

Most high school stUdenty associate the RenaissatiCe with great painters,
sculptors and architects.. Of course-they are correct. But the Renaissance
should also be:renuabered for:its- great contributions to western thought.
Like.tiany scholars during the Middle Ages, the' men-or the 'Rena...nee redis
covered the great Creek and Roman classicli,'eopied them, and translated
:them into -the- languages of the day. They also wrote great' original °works
which have in turn become classics of their. own...

The lesrne4 men of this period called thew elves humanists from the Word
humanista, a slang term coined by students.. for. teachers of ,grammar,rhetoric
and other humane studies. The humanists were classical scholars. They
.learned Creek, Latin end Arabic in...order- to study the clessici in their
original languages. They begun to ,,write in these languages. and to publish
learned treatises on the works of the ancients.... They also irate poems and
other works in the vernacular.

The, four, excerpts in Reading XXI were written by three. great Renaissance
scholars. :Study.qu--.Zions precede each excerpt. Think about them as you
riled."

TWO ASPECTS OF PETRARCH *

_The-two reading s below represent the work .of.the humanists. .

at its 'best. They are from the pen of Francesco,Petrarre
(1364 t-1374) One of the 'greatest of the humanists..

1. What dmes Petrarch think of the classics?

2: The -poems addressed to Laura now seem far
More significant °to.. literary scholars than
Petrarch's work with the classics. What
attitudes are revealed here? How would you
compare Petrarch's. attitudes with those of
medieval thinkers?

.. .

* From J. H. kobinson.and H. W. Rolfe, FETRARCH, THE FIRST 1/3DERN SCHOLAR AND
MAN OF izinues, (New York: C. P. Putnam & Sons, 1914) IV, 170; and Raymond
Phinias .Stearns, PAGEANT OF EUROPE (New York: Harcourt, Lace and World,
1961) ll. .

:

, . .

The first selection from Petrarch- is one of his letters praising :-a translation.
of Cicero. Petrarch admits unabashed admiration for the great Latin orator.
The second selection is one of the..poet's prone sonnets to Laura.
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THE IDEAL OF THE WELL -ROUNDED MAN

The well rounded man represents the ideal of the Renaissance:
11)ur best portrait of an.ideal Renaissance type was written
.by. Baldassare Castiglione in a book called THE COURTIER,
:published in 1528. In this volume Castiglione revived the
classical ideal of the well-rounded man and combined him
with modern ideas of .the humanities and a liberal education.

1

1. What should an ideal man be able to do?
toe doeti this ideal compare with the ideal
of the Middle Ages?

2. Is the ideal man mainly responsible for
developing his personal qualities or
should he concentrate on service to his
fellowman?

.00.0111MNIMNI~ 11.1,0 WIN

"For'this evening's game let us select someone from the company and give
hiwthajoh ofportriying a perfeCt Courtier, explaining all the conditions
and special qualities that a Courtier must have; if he mentions something
that is not correct, anyone may contradict him."

.Since one cannot spend all his time in every exercise and since repeti
tion is tiresome, we must alWays vary Our life'with vatious'occupations. For
this reason I would have our Courtier sometimes take part in quieter and
more peaceful exercises, and in order to escape envy and to seem agreeable
to everyone, let him do what Others do, yet never departing from praiseworthy
deeds, and governing_himself with that good judgment which will keep him &op
all foolishness; but let him laugh, Joke, banter, frolic and dance, but in
such a way that he shall always appeargenial and discreet, and that everyw
thing he may do or say shall be stamped with grace. ."

"I would have him accomplished is letters, at least in those studies which
are called the humanities, and able to speak and understand not only the
Latin language but also the Greek. 'Let him know. the poets,, and the orators
and the hiitorians. Let him be proficient in writing, verse, and prose
especially in this vulgar tongue of ours; for besides the enjoyment he ;till
find in it, he:will never lack agreeable,ontertainient with the ladies, who
are-usually-fond Of such things. If .other jobs or lack of study prevent
his reaching such perfection, let him be careful to suppress his wont so.'
that others may not laugh at him, and let him show them only to a friend
**oohs can trust: because at least the exercise will enable him to judge
they work- others."

* Prom Baldasairs Castiglione, THE BOOK OF THE COURTIER, translated
by EdWin Fenton.

.
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"My lords, you must know that I am not content with the Courtier unless he
is also a musician, and besides owing abla to understand and read notes,
be must be able to play different instruments. For music Is the:A:est reline-
tion or medicine for the troubled spirit and most becoming and praiieuorthy
in time of leisure and especially stn the courts,.where besides the relief
from boredom that music gives us, may things are done to please the ladle),
whose tender and gentle spirit is easily affected by harmony and filled with
sweetness. Thus, it is no surprise, that in ancient and modern times,
musicians have always been favored and have found refreshing spiritual food

OUSie e

"I wish to discuss another matter,. which I thipk'is very important and
therefore think our Courtier shald not oVerlOok: and this is to know ha
to draw and to know the art of. painting.

Do not be surprised that I want this art, which today seems to be that of
an artisan and not for a gentleman; I remember having read that the ancients,
especially in Greece, had the boys of noble birth study painting in school
as an honorable and necessary thing audit was recognised as the first of
the liberal'arts, while at the same time by public edict, orbidden to slavoo.
Among the Romans, too, it was held in highest honor.

And truly one who does not honor this art seems unreasonable tom, for
this universal fabric that we aeowith the vast heaven so richly adorned
with shining stirs and in the middle the earth circled by seas, varied with
mountains, valleys and rivers and decorated with so many different trees,
beautiful flowers and grasses- may be said to be a greet and noble picture,
composed by' the hand of nature and of God; and whoever is able to imitate
it, aims to me to deserve great praise: not can it be imitated withosit
the knowledge of many things, as he who tries' well knows.

TN PRACTICAL POLITICIAN *

Mineola Machiavelli (1469.1527.) taught the world a lesson
in practical-politics: A Florentinelawyer, he had
traveled widely in the employ of the government.of his
city.' Everywhere be observed pOlitics,as they were
actually practiced. Exiled from his native city in a
change. of administration, he wrote TEE PRINCE, as a
guidebook to a despot in order to try to gain favor
and to' set forth the techniques by which-a prince
might be. able to unite all of.. Italy. Like other .humanists
llachiaallt had read widely, and he drill/may-of his
examples frog the classics as well as from hie keen
observations of categoric* life.

* Prom NjtcOlapachinalli, TO PRINCE; SansPosi'$;;od..,(Plorences,1899) *Ms hate!. trans.,
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411=INNISMINP

How. closely should a prince adhere'to the
moral teachings of the church?

1

What attitudes .of life are revealed in this
.,pasiage?

How would a medieval king react to
Machiavelli's advice?
41.1.14110 W. 4, 61.POPM. 421e.10.1WW, C90110

111
. ./t is a good thing to be considered generous, But if liberality is

not openly diipiaYed for all to see, no one will ever hear about it, and
under these circumstances 'a person would soon become known as a miser. For
this 7eason may men who wish to earn a reputatioL for liberality depend
upon ravish di.-Aays or costly, shows which are easily seen. If-a prince
does this, likely to spend peat of his money on display, and if .he
wishes to tee), his,reputation for liberality'he will have to impose heavy
taxes and do i*erything possible to obtain more funds. This course of
action will make his subjects begin. to hate him; they will. not even respect.
him because he will be poor. His liberality will have injured. many and
benefited only a'few 'f.For these reasons a prince must not worry if be
becomes known as a miser. . . .

"Is it. better to be loved more than feared or feared more than loved?
Ideally,' one ought to be both feared and loved, but it is difficult for the
two sentiments to go together. If one of the two must be oace.ficed, it is
much safer to-be feared than loved. In general men are ungrateful, dis-
honest, cowardly, and covetous. As long as you help them, they will do your
bidding. *Therwill °lifer you their blood, heir goods, their lives, and
their children'when it appears'tharyou will not need to take them up on
the offer. But when you try to collect, they often go Sack on their word.
If a prince has relied saely on the.good faith of others, he will be ruined.
Hen are less afraid to offend a prince they love than one they fear. . .

. conclude, therefore, 4th regard to being feared or loved that men
have control of theirlove but the prince controls fear. The wise prince
will rely on what-he can control and not on what is, in the control of others.
He must be carefut,'haWeiei, not to make men hate him.

"Everyone knoWs.that'At is a good thing for a prince to keep his word and live
a faithful life. The `history of our own tames shows*, however, Oat those
princes who have done-great thingsAlave had little regard for keeping faith.

. .a successfulAirince Must imitate both the foX and the lion, for the lion
cannot protect. himself from traps,and the fox cannot defend himself from
wolves, He must, therefore, be at the same time a' fox to' recognize traps,
and a lion to frighten off wolves. . .-.14,princeought not to keep'his word
when so would go against his best interest, and.when the reasons which
originally motivated him*no longer exist. If men were ill good, this rule
would not be a sound one. 'But.because they are bad and would honor
their word to the prince, he La not bound to keep faith with them.
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". .It is not at all necessary for a prince to have all the good qualities
which; have named, but it is necessary to seem to have them. I will even
go. so far as to say that to actually have these qualities and to be guided
by them always is dangerous, but to appear to possess them is useful. Thus
it is well to seem merciful, faithful, sincere, religious, and also to be
so. But a prince must always be ready to eibreco the opposite qualities
if the occasion demands it. Mar princes particularly are unable to live by
these fine qualities. They are often obliged, in order to maintain their
position, to sc.; against faith, against charity, against humanity, and
against religion. A prince must be ready to shift with the wind as the ups
and downs of fortune dictate. He should not deviate from what is good if
ha can avoid it, but.he should be ready and able to do evil when it is
necessary. .

"I conclude, then, that if fortune varies and men remain fixed in their
ways, they will be successful so long as these ways fit the circumstances
of the moment, but when the times call for other tactics they will fail.
I certainly think that it is better to be impetuous than cautious, for
fortune is a woman, and it is necessary, If you wish to master her, to
conquer her by force. It can be seen that she lets herself be overcome
by the bold rather than by those who proceed coldly.' And therefore, like a
woman, ale is always a friend to the young, because they are less cautious,
more fierce, and master her with greater audacity."

READING XX7,1

THE RENAISSANCE

At the end of the Middle Aps a combination of economic, political and social
clt.nges brought about a great outburst of intellectual and artistic activity.
Historians are unable to precisely identiftthis.period of history which we
call the Renaissance. Some aspects of renaissance life were clear by 1250;
others did not emerge until the sixteenth century. Moreover, the emphasis
in'reninsance life differed from one place to another. The Renaneanfe,
began in Italy where it was essentially secular and spread to northern Europe
where religion played, a more important role. Although the word renaissance
means rebirth and refers to the revival of classical knowledge, there was
Much in it that was entirely new. Everywhere, however, the age of the
Repentance marked the beginnint of:; the transition from:a rural agrarian
economy to an:urban Commercial sectary typical of thelsOdern world. The
development. of such a complicated historical period cannot be explained
easily.

Major historical trends never .result from only onkcause. A number of events
working together helped to bring about the triusch Of Alexander the Great
over the Criekot another Complex groupioUcautes:produced.the fall :of the
Ilkimast*One.:.Sci it was with the Renaissange.,A *At:host of developments
covering, several centuries set.the stage.for theIrOpit outburst of iutellec
teal entartOtic.activity which apt Italy.1101orciapsos in the economy,
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a new political system, .tae, weakening position of the church, the:rediscoveryof the ancient world -- all these factors and many others were. at work. The-chart on the following page lists some of the more important events whichcontributed to the emergence of renaissance society. Study it carefullyto discover the influences.which helped tolshape this new world. As you.study the chart try to determine ho0 these'influences.were related to eachother.

During the Middle Ages economic activity revived most rapidly in the Italiancity-states. This activity created the kind of dynamic urban life whichset the stage for the Renaissance. In fact, vigorous economic activity hadnever ceased in Italy. She had been the center of the Roman world and hercities, particularly Venice, remained the middlemen between Europa and theEast throughout the Middle Ages. The Crusades increased the flow of peopleand trade through the Italian seaports; eventually Genoa, Pisa and Florencejoined Venice as commercial centers. Sailors from those cities developednew ships, drew alaborate charts called portolani to guide them over the
Mediterranean and perfected new navigational instruments. Their sails soonfilled the seas which bordered southern Europe.

Manufacturing and banking developed in the wake' of the trading vessels. Moneybecame the medium of exchange. Italian merchants seeking for goods to ex-change for the apices and luxuries of the East encouraged the developmentof industry including cloth making and shipbuilding. To keep track of theirnew transactions, merchants invented double entry bookkeeping, listing theirassets and liabilities in parallel columns, an accounting technique essentialto modern business practices. To handle this new wealth, some narchadis
eventually became bankers. From all these new economic activities -- trade,manufacturing, and banking a new class of wealthy men no longer dependent
on land ownership for their prosperity emerged.

Large scale.manufacturing developed in the Italian city-states. Raw materialssuch as wool and leather were imported from abroad and the finished. productsfilled the holds of the merchants' ships. For .this reason the merchantsgained control of the manufacture of such goods as leather and cloth. Theyhired workers and paid then wages. This development helped to destroy thehold of the guilds, organisations of independent craftsmen who' owned their
own tools and raw materials and worked in small shops with little oir nohired labor.

Other outlets for capital developed in banking and money lending. Dy themiddle of the thirteenth century, they had become an indispensable part of
Italian economic life. Merchanti wished to pursue their profit makingactivities without interference from political leaders. Cities such asVonice, Florence, Milan and .Siena had gramme large, wealthy and selfftconfident.In the thirteenth century: they were a pert of the Holy Roman Empire which
was ruled by German kings. .:The fact that the Emperor lived in Germany andwas involved in a struggle firepower with the Pope gave the citr;states anopportunity to play off emperor against Church in order to win their ownpolitical freedom. Dy the end of the fifteenth century, all Italy except

111111CMPRIIMMIMIIMILY
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the Ringdom of Naples in the :south was controlled by independent territorial
states. .The map on the following'page shows the major Italian city.states
in the .year 1490.

Most of these now city.states were ruled by despots. The Visconti and Sforsasof Milan and the MAW. of Florence were examples. At first.the cities were
under the control of merchants and nobles. This.rule was challenged in the
thirteenth century by the merchants and bankers who because of their wealth
were eager to direct the affairs of state. Guild masters, shop keepers and
professional men usually supported them slither than either the aristocracy
or the proletariat. The struggle among these various groups resulted in an
ineffectual republican government which gave way to one-man rule. Each despotowed his power wealth and popular support. Most of them became patrons ofthe arts and sciences. The varied interests and intense individualism of the"popular" despots was demonstrated in the works of art which they commissioned
and in their conc.4t.of a many-sided personality.

The rapid development of the city-states destroyed the last traces of feudalism
in Italy. The wealth and political power of merchants attracted feudal lordswho allied themsees with the city-states rather than with the popes and
emperors. Soon, tilt daughters of wealthy merchants began to marry the sons
of. impoverished moles, end the titled but less wealthy nobility acquired
coney. Because farming without capital was not profitable, land gradually
passed. into the hands of werchants.and bankers who lived in the city. Becauseof this development the political authority of the town spread to the surround-
ing countryside. The cities were able to win control of rural areas partly
because of their political and economic position and partly because the Church,
whose power was declining, was no longer able to stand in the way.

The Church, which had been a very powerful organisation in the Middle Ages,
began to lose its hold at the same time that the strength of .the Italian
city-states was growing. During these very years the papal power was also
threatened by the rise of national states, particularly in France and England.
The decline of the Church's power and influence gave the Renaissance a chance
to emerge. Here was a case where the decay of an institution gave dynamic
forces an opportunity to thrust ahead.

For centuries the Papacy had functioned as the spiritual leader of Europe.
During this period, in addition to their spiritual duties, the Popes bad cons)
earned themselves with codifying canon 14114 developing the theory of papal
supremacy and launching the Crusades. When Boniface VIII tried to exert papal.
influence in 1300, however, be was opposed by the Italian city.statea and the
rising national states to the north. Both Boldface's actions and him words
demonstrated the growing weakness of the Church. He pushed 'the claims of
the papacy to. extremes, provoking the rulers of Treace, ,England and the Ray
Rama Empire to clash openly frith him and his suteassors over, questions 'of
temporal and c/elical pasar4%
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The "Babylonian Captivity" and the "Great Schism" which followed were proofthat the Oburah..wae losing. its hold.. The "Babylohian.Ciptivity" was a period
of seventy yeais in Which the popes lived in the south of Trance. This event
came about iohen *henchmen of the French kiig, 'Philip IV, severely manhandled
Pope Boniface, itio died three 'days liter. Philip was able to get a French
pope, Clement V,. elected and 'Clement established. his court at Avignon.. The
papacy lost much: respect during this period.. At Avignon the court was corrupt,extravagant and licentious. Moreover, a French pope who lived in France where
he was dominated by a French king was not recognised elsewhere as the leader
of a universal church.

Nor did the situation which followed increase the prestige of the Church. In1377, an attempt was made to recall the French pope, Gregory XI, and the.
French cardinals who had elected him. This development resulted in a disputed
election. Two popes were elected end two courts, one in Rome and the other
in France were set up. Rich Pope caccommunicated the other and devoted muchof his time and attention to denouncing'his rival as "anti-Christ." This
period, known as the "Great Schism," lasied for 39 years. The division in
religieui authority was finally ended by a series of*councils which created
a third pope before the schism' was ultiMately ended.

The first.couneil, the Council of Pisa, began a series of meetings and a waveof controversy. The Church had to face the problem of whether the council orthe papacy was supreme. While the controversy raged, the popes concentrated
their attention upon financial and.tdminiatrative tasks. They built up their
arms and treasuries and set up highly centralised governments in the Italian
Papal States. Because they became secular rulers, they were soon treated as
simply another force to be dealt with in a worldly way.

The Great Schism was ended at the Council of COnstancein 1414 with the
election of Martin V. The popes gradually recovered their position of powerin tha Church. They could never recover their universal moral control; how.
ever,.nor the political supremacy they once enjoyed. In the meantime, a new

/secular culture had coos into being.'

The Conciliar movement also tried to reform the Church but its attacks weredirected against those who criticised Catholicism rather than at internal
abuses. As a result the members of the Roman Catholic Church in the west
were divided in their allegiance.. Furthermore, scholars called humanists, whohad taken a renewed interest in the ancient world, began to criticise the
institutions of the Church and to question its secular authority. Those who
felt that the Church was no longer fulfilling its spiritual role questioned
whether the worldly activities of the papacy and clergy served the people.
Movements for genuine reform began., led by the Franciscan friars and by wan
each as Savonarola, John Wycliff, Peter Waldo, and John lbs.

In the neantinsp the popes turned to Italian affairs and planned Crusades
aseinetcheretics and Moslems. Many became patrons. of the arts and sciences.,

One or two of the popes, suck as Nicholas V who Mauled the Utica!) library,
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were learned men. Other secularly-oriented popes were Pius II, a hulanist,
Paul II, a lover of art, Alexander VI, who was the father of Caesar and
Lucretia Borgia, and Leo X.

Pattonsge of the arts and sciences in Renaissance Italy came AS the result.of
the new Social and cultural life generated by the economic, political and
religious. changes which we have discussed. The transition from a rural to an
urban life and the accompanying changes to class structure and distribution
of wealth .had a dynamic impact upon the intellectual and aesthetic life of
Renaissance Italy. Wealthy bankers, merchants, and manufacturers commissionedpainters, sculptore, and architects. Educated in Italy's new schools and
having the 'wealth and leisure to indulge their tastes, -the new men of wealth
helped to promote 4 brilliant epoch of.art. So did the new secular clergy
and.the despots who ruled the cities.'

Anew social structure and the intense interest in the arts influenced both
the arts and their creators. The artist had a new role in society. If a
painter, a poet, or a scholar without funds could interest.a wealthy banker,
merchant, duke or clergymanvlie could get money to.sUpport him while he.workede
Re not only received financial aid but often access to libraries, studios
and stimulating company, as well. When the search for works, of art became
'competitive, good artists such as Michelangelo,' Botticelli, Cellini, Raphael
and Titian became men of importance and wealth. The change tn' patronage
from the Church to individuals and the change in the social status of the
artist himself were reflected in the style,' mood, subject matter and techniques
of art.

Each artist strove for unique methods and also tried out new materials. In
'their experiments they studied the human body carafullY in order to render
it more perfectly on canvas. Artists such as Leonscoz De Vinci and Benvenuto
Cellini had a wide range of interests in sciences such 24 physics, astronomy
and %mathematics. Much of their work was derived from Sneak and Roman models.
All these develOpmente can be seen in their painting and sculpture.

The inheritance of the ancients and the inventtveneso of the present created
new forme and ideals in art unique to the Renaissance. Architecture, too,
was influenced by the ancients. Renaissance architects Measured the dimensions
of Roman rubs in the Italian cities, and began to Use:columns arches and
domes, just as the Greeks and Rorans bad. Gothic art was ignored and many
churches and public buildings were built in the "new" style by such men as
Brunelleschi and Alberti. Monumental or free standing sculpture in the manner
of the ancients came into wide use. The pieces which the Renaissance artists
created were left unadorned like these of the Itistorit remainc of Greece and
tole which they saw about .them. Other artistic techniques developed by the
Italian Renaissance artists were the use. of perspective, new spatial relation',
ships:and the wide use of color. The independence of emOresision so valued
by the Renaissance artists contributed greatly to dials work. :



T. Renaissance also" saw an outburst of scholarship by writers who calledthemselves humanists. Inspired by the classics, Dante, trarch, Doccacsio
and * hoot of-other ra began to imitate classic 'models a:

Ped

to write new worksin the venecular the works which they prised the vast fa. their Latta lettersWritten in imitation of sew like-Cieero.ww are little 'gni today but sons-'of their original composition sp 1Petrardt's sonata to Uwe& Doccaccio's
2111 ORCAMRRON, Dames Iii111111 COW, lischiavellVii MINA ww anAininrsally recognised as classics it their on rights thrash all if theI'M son combs themes: individualise secularism, skepticism, asterialiae,and the ideal of the wolitiv:vadadlima. The paistore.ond seelptess
of the Danaissone had any of these sans qualities. *TegetAser the nitersand artistappainted auto,canvas, chiseled ism: scan, ard lettered foto
Pardlawat tie -story .of their 4.1,411 and IlatligeteleS a tWir al..
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Statism .1t. Doug

While dramatic developlants were reshaping the culture of the
/tallest Itesaissaace, equally exciting changes transformed the
political system of Ryland. Feudal practices berms to give
way before the sore waders institutions of the nationstate.
These lastittstloas grew out of a continuing contest for authority
bed the powerful!. nes of medieval Inglendthe ring, the
Nobles, the cmtry gentry and the political and economic leaders
of the tones. The forerunner of 'modern representative institu

Parliamset, developed out of this long struggle.

The creation of Parliament as a functioning and powerful institua,
ties teak place over several CCOUITL41111.. As it finally emerged
is the eighteenth century, Parliament consisted of two Muses.
The isms of Lords represented the old aristocracy, the warriorseverally class of medieval testes& Its members includedtlaeol isacendaste of as who held a title of !nobility in the
*idle ave. Is addition, those who had been elevated to the
swamp by the Slag, as well as the bishops and archbishops oftai Church of liagload were members. The House of Canons
reptasottedl everyeme else is the land. Its sembership was
elected by a smell properties of the population and Consisted
largely of wealthy and powerful man west of whom owned largetracts of lead. °Many tradesmen and peasants did not sit in
the Name of CanielIS is the eighteenth century although a few ofthis eagle vete is as areas of the country.

The readings is this salt contain sass of the documents thatof light ea the owlutlea of Parliament. From these documents
you should be able to construct some hypotheses to answer the
follamelats question* Whet constitutional basis for parliamentary
govern** use established by.liassa Carta? What factors con-tributed to the swath of parliamentary power? What wore thefunctiese Ptieliasest as it evolved during these coaturiest
Um web power did Parliaman have at the end of the seventeenthwasturpt
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READING XXIII

A MILESTONE IN CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT *

* From Edwin Fenton, 32 PROBLEMS IN WORLD HISTORY (Chicago: Scott, Foreseen
and Co., 1964) 88-92.

. .

This entire reading is taken from Edwin Fenton's book of historical problems.
The selections include a chronological chart indicating the high points of
John's reign and a significant portion of the text of the Magna Carta.

READING XXIV

THE DEVELOPMENT OF' PARLIAMENT UNDER EDWARD

Three developments marked the. reign of Edward / (1272-1307). The first was a
series of wars against Wales, Scotland and France. The Welsh wars finally
brought the tough clansmen from the eastern part of the island under the control
of the royal authority. Since Edward's day, the oldest son of the Xing has
always been called the Prince of Wales as a symbol of this development. Edward's
wars against Scotland and France were less successful, however. All three of
these wars placed serious strains on the English treasury and forced Edward
to find new ways to raise money.

The second major development was a codification and centralization of English
law. The medieval belief that law was custom and custom alone had been diN-
appearing throughout the thirteenth century. During Edward's reign, and with
the support Of the small council, a series of comprehensive statutes were
enacted codifying and clarifying the law of the land. These statutes helped
to establish the precedent that central authorities could make law and opened
the way for Parliament to become the major law making institution of the realm
in the future.

Finally Edward's reign saw the development of the institution of parliament.
Simon de Montfort had called together an assembly which included knights and
burgesses as well as members of the nobility and clergy in 1265. In Edward's
reign this practice. became a custom, a custom which helped to establish the

membership of Parliament and eventually led to the development.of the two
houses, the House of Lords and the House of Gasmons.

Reading UN consists of four documents which throw light upon the development
of the parliament under Edward. study questions precede .eash document.
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* From Carl Stephenson and Frederick George Marcham, SOURCES OF ENGLISH.
CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY (New York: Harper and Rot?, 1937) 153-54, 156-57,
159-61, 194-97, passim. '

All of the selections in this reading are drawn.from the documents translated
and edited by Stephenson and Marchamo They include Edward I's summons to
the Parliaments of 1275, 1283 and 1295 (Model parliament) and the Ordinance
of 1311. These letters,indicate.the make-up.of Parliament and in particular
the growing.influence Of the House of Commons.' .

SUMMONS TO THE PARLIAMENT OF 1275*

In 1275 Edward summoned a parliament to meet in London.
The following document was sent to the officials who
were invited to attend.

1. Who had the power to summon a Parliament?

2. What types of people were called? What
officer other than the king is responsibl
for getting people to serve in the
Parliament?

3. What was the purpose of the Parliament/

SUMMONS TO THE PARLIAMENT OF 1283 *

The first major piece of legislation following the parliament of'1275 was the
Statute of Westminster which increased the power of the king by giving him
greater authority in local areas. The Statute was phrased to indicate that
the laws passed came from the king: "These be the acts of King Edward, son
to King Henry, made at Westminster at his first parliament general. . .by
his council (refers to the Ring's council) and by the assent of Archbishops,
bishops. . .earls, barons and the ccamunity of the realm being thither
summoned." There is no hint in these words that the power to legislate Lad
passed from the King to his parliament. However, the members of Parliament
were' anxious to have this power. The Summons to the Parliament of 1283
contains hints of the weapons which parliament' was eventually.to be Able to
use in its struggle for power.

A21,11!fflO:Alefo NUMMI 11110411. .e SNAP .400 GM.

1. Who came to this parliament? Why were they
summated'

I2. What bad the citizens of Londowdens before !

they granted Edward the mOner1Waikedorti
Why de. you think he-assintid-t0.their
demand? licnr.could they oath acceeeto
lecision4akers1
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SIMMONS TO TEE MODEL PARLIAMENT (1295) *

In 1290 Edward I issued the Statute of pia Emoortes, giving
freemen semi additional rights over the lands on 'which theylived. In this -statute he used the following phrase
"The Lord Ring ,in his parliament at Westminster held after/aster in the eighteenth year of his 'reign, at the susses('lion of the magnates of his realm." These words indicate
the increasing influence of parliaant and its growin6role in legislation.

In 1295 Edward summoned a parliament whose composition
set the pattern for the future. The summons to the
parliament indicates several vital developments.

1. Why did Edward call the parliament?

2. Who was summoned? What groups did they
represent?

Are the functions *e parliament implied
in this document 'consistent with the
traditions of Magna. Carta?

IN, To what extent had legislation become a
joint effort of King and Parliament?
Now could citizens gain aCCOSII 'to Liable*
time decision makers?

vfflomillINI ta.....

ORDINANCES OP 1311 '*

o 111

Edward I died in 1307. In 1297 he had confirmed tie charterof liberties drawn up by his father, Henry III, in the
folloWing words: ". .on no account will we henceforth
'take `'.from our :kingdom such .aids, taxes and prizes, .except*
by the common consent of ,the whole kingdom and for the
common benefit of the same kingdom, saving the ancient
aids and prises Aise and accustomed." In 130i he *affirmed
the charter of liberties after Parliament had presentedit tO him for confirmatLon. In return, Parliament gave,hip
a grant of money.' Here again the power of .Parliamant
had been increased by a new practice.

In 1311 Edward U.rejected the provisions of a*document
called the Ordinances -of 1311. They reveal. the new way
in Which Parliament viewed its position in the government.

1. What previous powers of the Wag serf. Alisited
or changed by this doament?

What precedent did Parliament have* for each
of the*changes it ,suggested?

.
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READING XXV

szystrizatini CENTURY CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENTS *

Between the time of Edward I when the model Parliament was it: ironed and the
end of the sixteenth century, the pow.. atm function of parliament changed
slowly and only a very little. It remained 'a body, called only at the.king's
will, with Uncertain legislative powers and more uncertain rights. Documents
from seventeenth century England, however,. meal that a number of ,cbanges
took place which altered the function, and 'powers, of Parliament in dramatic
fashion.

Raiding XXV contains a number of documents' viatpen,..st the end of the. seven-
teenth, century. In previous readings, each document has been .preceded*by a
beadnote to place it in perspectire end give ctues to the document's importance.
In Reading XXV, however, the beathiotes have been purposety.Oritted so that each
student can come to conclusions independently. The following euestifts may
be helpful.

* All .documents in this section are modernised Versions of the original
seventeenth century documents. (Modernisitioi by John M. Good.)
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4. That levying money for or to.the ise.of.the crown, by pretence of
prerogative, without grant.of.pariliment, for longer time, or id other manner
than the same is or shall be granted, is illegal.

S. That it is the right of the subjects to petition the Xis% and all
committients and .prosecutions for such petitioning are illegal.

6. That the raising or keeping a standing army within the kingdom in time
of peace, unless it be with 'cOnssnt of,parliaeent, is against law..

7. That the subjects which are protestant', may hive arms for their defence
suitable to their conditionsoin4_as Allowed:by law.

8. That election of members of parliament ought to.be free.

9. That the freedom of speech, and debates or'proceedings in parliament,.
.ought not to be impeached or questioned in any courtor place out of parliament.

10. That excessive bail ought not to be required, nor excessive` ines
imposedt nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted..

11. That jurors ought to be duly empanelled and returned, and jurors which
pass upon men in trials for high treason ought to bereeholders.

.

12. That all pants and promises of lines and forfeitures of particular
persons before conviction, are illegal and void.

13. And that for redress of all grievances, and for the amending, strengthen.
ins and preserving of the laws, parliaments ought to be held frequently.

II

DECLARATION. OF WILLIAM

It is both certain and. evident to all wen, that the public peace and happiness
of any state or kingdom cannot be preserved when the Laws, Liberties, and
'Customs, established by the lawful authority, are openly transgressed and
annulled. . . .Upon these grounds we cannot restrain ourselves from declaring
that, to our great regret, we see that the King and his Counsellors have
overturned the Religion, Laws, and Liberties of England. Those evil tWunset
lore did invent what they call the sings Dispensing Power by which they
pretend that the. King can refuse to execute laws that have been enacted by
the authority of Xing slid Parliament for the security and happiness of the
subject, and therefore, they have, in fact, overturned those taws. In
particular they have tried to overturn those laws regarding the establishment
of%tho Church of England so that they can introduce the Popish religion
into the realm. .
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We have tried to warn the King of these evil tendencies, but those evil
Counsellors have so twisted our good' intentions that they have Llienated the
Ring more undisore frou us. The last and great Rime* for all those evils
is the calling of i Parliament, for securing the nation against the evil
practices Of those wicked Counsellors; but this cannot be dons so long, as the
King and these evil Counsellors undermine the independence of the Parliament
by peeking it with Members who support their evil intentions and disfranchising
those who oppoie their Popish tendencies. .

Since our dearest and most beloved Consort, the Piincess, Mary (sister of the.
present *King, Janes IT), and likewise ourselves, have so great an interest in
this matter, and a right to succeed James to the. throne Glary being next in
line), 4, .and since the English mitten has always expressed to us a most
particular affection and esteem; we cannot excuse ourselves from espousing
their interests in a matter of such high consequence and from contributing all
the aid that lies within us.for maintaining the Protestant Religion and the
Laws and Liberties of the kingdom and for securing to them the continual
enjoyment of their just Rights. We have heen,asked by a great many.lords,
both spiritual and temporal, and by many gentlemen, and other subjects of all
ranks, to aid than in this cause.

Therefore, we have thought fit to go over to England and carry with us a force
sufficient to defend us from the violence of those Evil Counsellors; and we
have prepared this declaration so that our intentions in these matters will
be full understood. 'Our Expedition is intended for no other purpose but to
have a free and lawful Parliament assembled as soon as is possible.

Since the King's late summoning of the Parliament was contrary to ancient
custom, his charters will be considered as null and void, and likewise, those
magistrates whom he has unjustly turned out shall now resume their normal
posts and duties, and the ancient laws governing the election of members to
Parliament from the boroughs of England shall be reinstated. The members of
Parliament, being thus lawfully chosen, shall sit in full freedom se that the
two houses can prepare such laws as they, together, cont ler necessary for
the protection of the Protestant Religion in England and for the safety of
the realm from evermore falling under arbitrary.government. And we do, ii
the last place, invite and require all persons whatsoever, all the peers of
the realm, both spiritual and temporal, all lords lieutenants, deputy
Lieutenants, and all gentleman, citizens, and commons of all ranks, to come
and assist us, . .so we may prevent all those miseries which follow from
arbitrary government and slavery and 'so that wady set aright all those things
that have overturned the Constitution of the English eovernment.

. Given under our hand and.seal at our court in the Masi*
(Metberlaedo), the 10th day of October, is the year

WILLIAM RENRY, hr nce of Orange.
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/II
THE TRIENNIAL ACT

.

An act for the frequent meeting and 'calling of parliaments. by
the ancient laws and statutes Of this kingdoM, frequent parliaments ought.to
be held; and whereat frequent and new parliaments tend very much to the happy
union and good agreement of the king and people:. .it is hereby declared
and enacted. .that from henceforth a parliament shall be held once every
three years at the least. And be it further enacted that within three years
at the most after the dissolution of this present parliament, the king shall
call for the assembling and holding of another new parliament; and that from
time to time from hereafter the king shall call together a new parliament
within three years after the assembling of any parliament. And be it further
enacted that from henceforth no parliament, whatsoever, shall continue to
sit for longer than three years.

IV

AN INVITATION TO WILLIAM OF ORANGE

To the Dutch Stadtholder, William:

We haie the great satisfaction to find from our special agent #35. .that
your Highness is so ready and willing to give us assistance. We have every
reason.to believe that conditions in England will get worse than they are,
unless you will help us find a remedy that will deliver us; but thotigh these
be ourwishea, yet we do not wish to misguide your councils.in this matter;
so the best advice we can give you is to inform your Highness truly of the
state of things here. in England at this time and of the difficulties we see
before us. The people are so generally dissatisfied with the present conduct
of the Xing's government, in relation to their religion, liberties, and
properties (all of which have been greatly invaded by the King) and they
expel~ things to get worse day by day, that your Highness may be assured that
nineteen out of every twenty Englishmen desire a change. We believe, there-
fore, that the great majority of Englishmen will support you against the

. present government if you ware to land herewith sufficient troops as to
assure, them of protection until a new government can be organised and matters
set in order. We have further reason to.believe thet.the Xing's areY.W.11
not be able to offer you great resistance: since in all likelihood the
officers and men will be divided among themselves, since the soldiers fight.
only for subsistence and since they are greatly repelled by the Popish religion
which the pzesent King has adopted. We believe that great numbers of deserters
would come from them. Besides all this, it would appear that conditions its
England will get worse within the year. TheXing has celled it Parliament
which has been packed with his own supporters (so that only forty of the
present members can, be safely recognised as being against the present trend)
and it is likely 'that Parliament will make changes in the army purging out.

those whom they would call obstriitionist tendeicies.
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These considerations make us believe that this lathe best time'for us to
assure our safety against the present government. If your Highness believes
that you can get here in time and in a condition to give us assistance this
year, we will.not fail to attend your Highness upon your landings and we will
do all.that lies in our power to prepare others to be in readiness within
the bounds of discretion and secrecy this venture requires.

Under guarded secrecy. Agents:

25 24 27 29 31 35 33
Sb Devo Denby Lumley London mussel Sydney

V

THE HEW CORONATION OA=

The archbishop or bishop shall say, "Will you solemnly promise and swear
to govern the people of this kingdom of England, and the dominions thereunto
belonging, according to the statutes in parliament agreed on, and the laws
and customs of the same?" The Wing and Queen shall say, "I solemnly promiseso to do."

READING XXVI

THE GROW= OF PARLIAMENT

The British Parliament is a peculiar mixture of tradition and innovation.
How strange to watch its members, sitting in a Gothic hail reminiscent of
a medieval cathedral, debating the merits of a proposed change in nuclear
policy according to folkways hallowed by centuries of practice! This
combination *f tradition and innovation is the very stuff of which Parliament
is made. It developed out ofiesdieval institutions to preserve the tradif
tional principles of English government while adapting to the forces
which were changing the social mike up of the nation.

No one can set a precise date for the Parliament. In 1250
no such institution existed. By .1350 aim an established organ of govern.
went with recognised rights and responsibilities. During that period,
traditional institutions had been reshaped little by little to create the
ancestor of today's Parliament. What traditional principles and practiced:
went into its founding? What new forces contributed to its development?

The British bad never given their tviAnarch.complete power. In medieval times
a number:of Advisors drawn from the greatest nobles of the realm accompanied
the King: He Usually consulted.. them cowls their **port for new under.
takings. After William the Conqueror's victory over the AngloSansns at
Hastings in 1066, the Kinska,,pconic increased but it did not :became absolute.
Wiiliar blended $01111.111. 'hiudaligii with AnsloSaactin%laws and lorgerarental .

institutions: '.,11e did.not ,the other.
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In the years following the Norman Conquest, William and his descendants
set out to create a stronger and more centralized monarchy. Local nobles
lost the power to raise sizeable armies from among their vassals. William
required each Duke, Count, Baron, and Knight to swear direct, primary
allegiance to the Xing. This practice prevented a Duke from raising an army
to field against his monarch. William also scattered the lands of his
principal vestals around the realm so that no noble could control an entire
area of land and become a threat to the Ring's power.

William and his successors alto began to codify and supplement local laws
to develop a national legal system. William's grandson, Henry II, gathered
a staff of brilliant jurists to draw Up a uniform law code for the entire
kingdom. It was based on the old Anglo-Saxon common law and enforced through
two institutions which the Anglo-Saxons had founded, the jury and the sheriff.
To these ancient institutions, the Norman kings grafted traveling justiceswho enforced the new law codes as they traveled their circuits around the
nation. By the time of Xing John early in the thirteenth century, the Normanmonarchs had developed Europe's most 'consolidated kingdom by adding new
elements to the traditional Anglo-Saxon legal and governmental structure.They never broke completely with the past, however.

When Xing John tried to override the rights which his nobles had held for
centuries, they rebelled against him. John tried to accumulate more and
sore power regardless of whose toes he stepped upon. This policy got him
into trouble with the Pope, with the French king, and most of all with the
English nobles. When he appointed one of his men Archbishop of Canterbury
without the Pope's consent, Bonifacs Inn forced him to change the appoint.
sent and even to swear fealty to Rome. In effect, this development made
John the Pope's vassal. The English King also lost his struggle with Philip
Augustus of France. John had tried to increase the feudal dues collected
freebie French vassals. In league with Philip, these nobles refused to
pay more than their customary dues and denounced their fealty'to John. In
order to get money to fight wars against Philip, John raised the traditional
feudal dues in England and levied taxes without consulting his barons in
the customary fashion. At odds with the Pops, defeated in France, and with
almost no support from anyone who counted in England, John could only
surrender when his barons presented his with the Magna Carta in 1216.

Theiagsa Carta was essentially a feudal document. It listed in detail a
number of rights which Englishmen had inherited over the centuries and
required the King to observe these rights. Most of them had originated in
feudal contracts, but some extended back to AngloSaxon times. Although most
of the provisions of this famous document were concerned with the rights of
the nobility, a few protected the Church, the towns, and the common people
of the realm. Soma provisions were worded to such a way that later genera-
tions. of En8liob000s coming ,across Magna Carta in an attempt to find wadi.
dents for reducing the power of the King, could claim that John had promisednot to tax without consulting the peoples'. representatives. Another clause
seemed to give.subjects the right to revolt if their monarch broke the law.
Ivor since King John placed his seal on Kassa Carta Englishmen have used
it as evidence that now demands were in-teepins wait ancient traditions.
The past has been used to justify innovation.
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The Magna Carta was the last majorAnnOvationthit the nobles, acting alone,
'were able to introduce. Social and economic changes slimly undermined the
positions of the barons. Ardse isle time, two rising classes, the country
gentry and the burgesses,. accumulated more andmore power. The development
of commerce in the late Middle.Agis wee' accompanied' by inflation. As the
price of goods increased* the nobles, silitilepended upon the fixed rents
paid by their tenants, became lets and ltia-wealthy. At the same time,
the gentry and the burgesses who participated in the growing commerce gained
greater and greater wealth. Furthermore?) kings relied increasingly on
paid armies rather .than on the old feudal .rmy made up of vassals. The
king's military strength depended more on the revenues he obtained from taxam
tion and less on independent feudal nobles. The development of cheap
weapons, such as the long bow, which the king could buy for all of his
soldiers accelerated the transition from a feudal to a mercenary army.
These' changes in the economy and its"military science made the nobles less
important and the'gentry and burgesses more important to the king.

The political system reflected thesocial changei that were taking place.
The King, who had before relied mainly upon his nobles for aid and counsel,
begcl to depend more heavily on the wealthy commoners who could supply him
with needed revenues. Sometime during the 'thirteenth century, the English
kings began to consult the gentry and the burgesses befort undertaking
military expeditions. The kings' real purpose was to obtain their consent
in advance for proposed taxes. Xing Sdward I called the first "parliaments";
it was natural for hin to include those commoners from whom he could get enough
money to finance his projects.

These fiist meetings were not parliaments in the modern sense of the term.
The men whom Edward called to meet with him did not consider themselves a
legal governing body. They recognized that the main reason for their meeting
with the Xing was to'grant.himmoney. At first they did not expect to
participate in making legislative or administrative decisions. But commoners
and nobles both recognised that the meeting with the King was a good opportune
ity to lay their grievances before him and petition for redress. The Xing
read these petitions and often did what was asked. In some instances,
however, he refused.

The delegates to the parliaments soon realized that many of their petitions
were similar in nature and would.,stand a better chance of favorable action
if they were presented as one request from the group. Moreover, they knew .

that as a group they could withhold money the Xing requested until their
demands were satisfied. In short; the members of the early Parliaments
began to blackmail the Xing in order to make hii grant their petitions.
Since the delegate's to the Parliament nobles, burgesses* and gentry were
thew Whiest men in the realm and the major source of tax revenues, the
King often gave in to their demanda

By the end of the fourteenth century, Parliament had. become a bargaining
force in the English government. Yet it had little actual power. It met
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only when the King wished to call it. It had no recognized right to make
legislation, though it could exert considerable influence on the King whenhe proposed changes in the laws. In the centuries that followed, ParliamentAchieved more and more power. It became custom that the King could not makenew laws without the Parliament's consent. Parliament gained the rightto impeach the King's ministers and thereby obtained considerable influenceover the monarch's policies. Finally, the members were granted immunityfrom arrest when they were attending Parliament or traveling to and fromits sessions.

Although Parliament had gained considerable power by the seventeenth century,it had not exercised it often. When Elizabeth I, the last of the great
Tudor monarchs, died, her place was taken by her nephew, James of Scotland,who immediately set out to free himself from parliamentary influence. LikeLouis XIV, Jamesibelieved that hings.were given the right to rule by God;
men who Interfered with this right and responsibility were violating Cod'swill. He and his son, Chirlei II, attempted to rdle England without con-sulting Parliament: Charles succeeded for eleven years. Finally an annoying
war iith the Scots forced him to call: Parliament in 1640 when he ran outof funds. The members, bitter and frustrated during the long period of
inactivity, iseediately began to take measures *Watt the King and his
'ministers. They iipeached Charles' most valued councilor, the Earl of
Strafford and began to petition the King for regular Parliaments,. So
severe were the measures proposed that civil war broke out between the:
supporters of the King and the supporters of. Parliament. ,Wthe'endoAue
to the Tailitarii'and political genius of the Puritan, Oliver Cromwell,
Parliament was victorious. The Puritans, to whom Parliament Wes.indebted
for its victory, had chafed for years at the intolerance of the British
Crown toward their sect. They led.a movement OD have Charles exeeutedi.'
And in.1649 the King's head and body, were parted by the headsman's axe.
CromWell and his Puritan friends established a republic with Cromwell as
the executive Officer. But when the Lord Protector died, England had had
enough of the experiment. In 1660 Parliament called Charles I's son to the
throne.. For Englishmen, innovations that proceed too fast and straytoo
far from accepted traditions are unwelcome.

Charles II and his brother, James II, ruled England for-the next twenty -eightyears. When they began to act more and more like their Stuart forebears,
Parliament again became alarmed. To add to Parliament's distress, James II
seemed to be trying to return the Abash Catholic religion to England.
Several members of PerliaMent begin tirscheme4ecretly with the Dutch
StadthOldere William ofOrange who.had married James, sister, Nary, In
1668 James, Who.sew the handWritins'On the wall and realized he had no army
to protect: himself, fled:to Fraoce,to obtain aid from the grand Catholic

.s arch, Louis XIV. In' the meantiMe,Valiailanded.in England with *sizes,
ebti'army. kFlirliiment was called, and promptly elected William and Miry
King and queen.'; Ai* pari'ef the bargain -sgreed.'that'Parlismont bod
the right to make laws and that he would abide by the' laii Of the realm.
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Parliament had become the supreme power in the land. To assure itself of
continued power, Parliament passed the Triennial Act which declared tht
a Parliament could sit only for three years and that a new Parliament must
always be called within three years after the previous one had met.
Parliament also consolidated its right to levy taxes and won some control
over the way the kings spent public money. Again new innovations had
been grafted to established instis.;;vtions.

After the Glorious Revolution of 2686, Parliament became supreme. Its

members introduced and passed balm wiiich became the law of the land. Since
early in the eighteenth century, no K)e-gglish monarch has 'dared to refuse to
sign a bill paised by his Parliament. But Parliament wait too large to
govern the kingdom efficiently. A smaller group was necessary which could
formulate policy for the majority of the legisIlature. Leadership in Parlia-
ment naturally arose from those men who could control the votes. These
leaders soon became a smaller group within the large one. It became practical
for the Mug to appoint his ministers from this small group, for by doing
so the King was assured of 'acting in concert with the wishes of the majority.
When these ministers lost the confidence of the majority, they soon learned
to reaign so..that.members of the Parliament who had popular favor could

carryon the task of governing. Hence; the cabinet system of government,
An''which the:: executive- officers of the nation are also the legislative

leaders, began to develop. in England. The leader of this group of ministers
n.ltimately became the prime minister.

The Major:mitten of national concern during the 'first half of the eighteenth
.century, were a series ,of recurring wars with FranCe over conflicting claims
to overseas *pins. Cabinets generally formed around' factions which were
loyal to one .0f the large, inflSent41. families of England. These factions
-were able to: Maintain control' of the government by two methods. In the first
place; the king was allowed to ...appoint lany..officials to his "household."

Such jobs were eeneraliy only honor try, though,.....they entitled the holders to
handsome salaries. The cabinets. soon acquired,the power of appOinting these
officials with the understanding that they world always vote for Cabinet
policies in Parliament. In the second place, a population shift had taken
place in England as industries grew up in the great midland towns. At the

same time, boroughs which had once been heavily populated became ghost towns.
Yet the representation in Parliament was not reapportioned to follow the
population movement. The ridiculous situation arose whereby a booming
industrial city like Manchester sent no representatives to Parliament while
a borough like Old Saran, which had actually been washed into the English
Channel, continued to send two members. The greet families seized upon
this situation to buy up these ghost towns, called "rotten boroughs" or. to
bribe the few remaining inhabitants to elect their friends to Parliament.

When Gitorge III, famous as America's last Xing, ascended the throne in 1761,
he began a concerted effort to wrest the controls. of Parliament away. from
the great families and concentrate the in his own hands. By 1770 he had
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accomplished his purpose. 'For the next twelve years, he ruled. Englandthrough his puppet minister, Lord North. In the past, Parliament had founda practical way to use traditional forms to limit the power of the King.With the coming of George II/, the process was reversed. He had seised thetraditional sources of power and turned them to his own ends. He was successful in his designs, however, only because the country gentlemen, who madeup the largest bloc of votes in Parliament, had tired of government by thegreat families, and willingly returned power to their monarch.

George III lost the favor of the gentry in the early 1780's when it becameevident that he could not win the war with the,Americau colonies. Lord Northresigned and a new cabinet was brought in to end the war and reduce theKing's influence over Parliament. The new ministry. introduced the firstreform bill in England's history. Witten by Edmund Burke, the reform billreduced the number of honorary jobs that could be given out by the King.One of the most effective levers of parliamentary control was thereby broken.

Burke's reform bill was followed'by a wave of reform spirit. Chief amongthe target' were the over0representation of the unpopulated boroughs andthe lack of representationlor industrial cities. The refors movements alsoadvocated extending the vote to more adult males, for.at this time the votewas generally, iMited to wealthy property. owners, though in eome.areas lessermen had the ballot. The members of Parliament divided sharply on the issuesof reform. Some, including Burke,. were violently opposed to it while others,
including Burke's old ally, Charles James.FoX, wished to continue it further.The coming.of the French Revolution drew the lines between reformers andanti-reformers more sharply. This division over the principle of reform
led.. directly to the formation of the modern ,twoapartyaystem in Parliament.

Modern partiei had not existed in the eighteenth century. Parliament wasdivided into several factions, each. rouped'around one of the great families.
Each faction looked out for its:own interests. OnWrarely did factiops
combine on the basis of an issqe, and these coalitions did,not last:Jens
for there was. no party organization to sustain them. Theissue of.reforn4.on the other hand, bothered England for over forty years.' Eventually thedivision on Parliament intwtwo.groups oVer.this:issuewas. combined withthe organizational structurapf.the old factions to develop the modern
1worparty:system.

In 1832 the party which favored reform achieved a majority in the House ofCommons. Subtle social, intellectual, and.economic forces. had been building
pressure for reform for many years. Factory owners in the Midlands foundthey had no effeittve influence in Parliament because their cities and townswere not represented. Moreover, the philosophical issues raised by the
French Revolution had been picked up by English thinkers who advocated
democratic reforms in pamphlet After pamphlet. Finally, most Englishmen
were distressed because the gentry who controlled Parliament )would not passVital measures. Mese. pressures, combined with shrewd political manipula-tion by the Whig party, ultimately 'Produced the Groat Reform Bill of 1832.
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The Reform Bill proposed to reapportion the House of Commis to base
representation more closely o th distribution of population.. The bill
alto wonld, extend suffrage to less wealthy property owners.. Even though
they had i majority in the Rouse of Cowes, the Whist fond that 'passing
the bill would be difficult. The Mouse of Lords refused: to give in on the
issue. The Whig leader, Bk/ Grey, schooled with 'adorn' of working men's
organiaationar.to put pressure on the Lords by threatening riots and runs
on the Bank of England: Then the wily Grey made the Wig promise to: ereate
new peers to sit in that House of Lords to vote for reform if the upper
house did not give in. Paced with these pressures, the Lords finally
surrendered and passed the measure.

Once the Reform Bill of 1832 was passed, others followed on its heels.
Toward the end of the century, two greet Prime Ministers, Benjamin Disraeli
of the Conservative Party and William Gladstone of the Liberal Party, vied
with each other to extend .the Vote. :::They passed additional reform measurcs
in 1867, 1884 and 1885 that. eniended the franchise to virtually all adult
males and based representation Completely on population distribution. Addiw:
tional legislation requiring the use of a secret ballot was passed in 1872.
By the second decade of the twentieth century even woe* were given the
right to choose membars of the House of Commons. In Still another reform
measure, the Howe of Lords was divested of its veto power in 1911. By this
measure the democratic House of Caissons became the supreme political
authority in Great Britain.

As the highest power in the land, the House of Commons holds both legislative
and executive power. The executive functions are assumed by the cabinet
with the Prime Minister acting as the chief executive. He and his cabinet
are the leaders of the party which holds a majority in, the House. All
members of the Cabinet are also members. of either the House of Comma or
the House of Lords. Their functions are to introduce laws which will imple-
ment their party's program and then see that they are administered. To
aid in the administration of the laws, a large civil service made up of
officials who have no official party connection, maintain bureaus to carry
out the necessary administrative tasks. As long as a party, continues to
have the confidence of the people it continues to Make and execute laws
:vithout.opposition. If it loses an election, the cabinet ministers all
resign and the opposition party takes its place as the government of the
realm. The King or Queen hassno actual power. They preside at ceremonies
and serve as ipabolli for]the nation.

over six centuries Parliament bad evolved little by little from a small
group of king's. advisors to one of the most deisecratic of all representative
tinstitutions in the world. Traditional institutions and principles were
constantly adjusted and readjuited to create. a'more Modern legislature.
William. the Conqueror had combined Norman feudeltim with traditional Anglo-
Sakon'institutions; `the .barOns had .forcedi King John to sign a feudal, document
vhith laid the cornerstione,.:for constitutional government; Edward I

.
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and his successors joined the risiiig,Sentry and burgesses to the alreadypowerful nobility to create. the girst. the seventeenth centutyGlorious - Revolution established -Parliament as supremo without Underliningthe traditional.-monaiihyl:..tba cabinet .a44-iwoopert,y systems slowly evolvedin the Rouse of Canons; and L'atrias- of limited reform bills radually
*111standsd; the',democratio basis, of represiitationo. As Pt' ovtilVet, Parliament

.prsctical-innovattott With traditional, institutions sad principles(OiteXestn,,, that iuriOns body of..senilemen, who sit befOre the tradVitonalo,1104lock chair of ilk,1)40d*goit speaker to .debate. the banes of space :
technology,-EmEnncl**0.1marglig.''
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UNIT VII

THE AMOK .01P ASSOLIITIOM

isALtivALti.s.Lme

Aleginning in the late Middle. Ages, Wrench antfUEnglish kings
.itteMpted 'to create unified.natiOnjestatee under their leader-
ship. By the geventeenth century, both of the royal lines
had. successfully deetroyed most of the traditional, feudal
political system. Both countries had become unified nation
states, but each had developed its own political system.

In England, the king's paver wee shared with the House of
Lords and the House of Commons in &parliamentary form of
government. This representative type of government was the
precursor of modern democracies. In Prance, on the other hand,
the. Cepetian kings succeeded in developing an:absolute monarchy
in which the' king shared ne'significant power with any other
group. ...1Ust.as.the British systemless the ancestor of modern
democrteies, Prance, Under absolute monarchy was the forefather
of modern totalitarian 'governments.

Neither rapresentative'nor absolutist governments necessarily
developed. directly into more modern forms, of course. Never-
theless, seventeenth century governments contained the seeds
out of.Which both modern demeracy and modern totalitarianism
grew.

The development of absolute monarchy in France took place over'
several centurica, just as the growth of Parliament took hun-'
Artois of years. Little by little theirench kings undermined the
position of the great nobles and accumulated more and more power
themselves. By the tine the grandest of 'the French monarchs, Louis
XIV, had ascended the throne, the task of creating the absolutist
state was almost completed: Louis quickly finished the job by
removing all competitors for his power and ruled suprme for more
than sixty years.

This unit, unlike the last which tracad the development of
. Parliament, will not focus on the lens evolution of the absolute
monarchy. Instead, the readings will provide evidence which you
can use to analyse the characteristics of absolute monarchy as
practiced by Louis XIV. How were Udders recruited in an
absolute monarchy? What were their attributes? How were deci-
sions madet Mahal access to the government? What was the role
of ideology in the absolute monarchy? These are the questions
we Shell attempt 'to answer With-ovidecse from Unit
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twits XXVII

An ABSOLUTE MONARCH IV Amoy

The reign of Louis XIV (1643.1715) played a vital role in the evolution of
the modern state.. Louis claimed that as Zing of France he was entitled to
make and carry out all the laws of the realm. His ability to rule Trance
single-handed depended upon a*number of factors. The three selections in
Reading XXVII examine some of these factors. A few study questions precede
each selection.

LOUIS XIV DESCRIBES THE FUNCTIONS OF A ZINO TO HIS SON *

The first selection contains advice which the Wing jotted
down for 'the guidance of his young heir in 1666.

INNIC ANNIZOW

1. -According to. Louis, how should a king make
decisions?

How should he choose his ministers? What'
does his philosophy imply about the recruit-
ment of leader's in an absolute monarchy?

TmerAbings without doubt were absolutely necessary: very hard work on my
part, and a wise choice of persons capable of seconding it.

As for .work, it may be, my son, that you will begin to read these lined at
an age when one is far more in the habit of dreading than loving it, only
too happy to have escaped subjection..to tutors and to have your hours

. regulated no longer, nor. lingthy and prescribed study laid down for you.
(and yet). it is. . .teil whichHone reigns .and for which one reigns.

laid a rule _on myself to work regularly twice every day, and for two or
.three hours each time with .different persons, without counting the hours
which I passed privately -end-.elone,' nor the time 3 was able to give on
particular occasions. to .any:.special affairs that might .arise.. There was
moment when I did ,not permit people to talk to.aa about them, provided
that they were urgent.

I cannot tell you what fruit .I gathered immediately I had taken this resolu-
tion.. I felt myself, as it were uplifted in thought and courage; I found
myself quite another man, and with joy reproached myself for having been
too long unaware *Ult. The first timidity, which a little self-judgment
always produces.and which at the beginning gave as.pain, especially on

* A ZING'S LESSONS IN STATESCRAFT: LOUIS XIV, trans.
(New York, 1906) Volume no pp. 273-277.
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occasions when I had to speak in public, disappeared is no time. The
only thing that I felt then was that I was Ring,'and born to be one. .1
experienced next a delicious feeling, hard to express, and which you will
not know yourself except by tasting it as I have done. For you must not
imagine, my song.that the affairs of State are like some obscure and thorny
path of learning.wheroin the mind strives to raise itself with effort above
its level, more often to arrive at'no conclusion. ..The function of Rings
consists principally in allowing good sense to act, which always acts.
naturally and without effort. . King, however skillful and enlightened
be his ministers, cannot put his.own hand to the work without its effect
being seen. Success, which is aggreable in everything, even in the smatlest
matters, gratifies us in these'as well as in the greatest, and there is nee
satisfaction to equal that of noting every day some progress in glorious
and lofty enterprises, and in the happiness of the people which has been
planned and thought out by oneself. All that is most necessary to this work
is at the same time agreeable; for, in a word, my son, it is to have one's
eyes open to the whole earth; to learn each hour the news concerning every
province and every nation, the secrets of every court, the mood and weaknesses
of each Prince and of every foreign minister; to be well-informed on an
infinite number of matters about which we are supposed to know nothing; to
elicit from our subjects what they hide from us with the greatest care;
to discover interest of those who cceteto use with quite contrary words in
their mouths. I do not know of any other pleasure we would not renounce
for that.

A NOBLE APPRAISES THE CHARACTER OF LOUIS XIV *

The Duke de SaintSimon was a member of one of.tim most
illustrious noble families of France. A close confidant
of the Ring and a keen observer of the life of the Court,
SaintSimon recorded his observations and his conclusions
in the memoirs from which the 'following passages have
boon taken.

11. What were the King's most important personal
attributes? Which characteristics do you think
are essential to being an absolute monarch?
Can a king be absolute without them?

How did Louis choose his subordinates? What
would be the most important attributes of the
decision makers who surrounded Louis at the
court?

* MEMOIRS OF LOUIS XIV AND THE REGENCY, Duke of Saint-Simon, trans.
by Dayle St. John, Vol. 3 (lashinstont M. Walter Dunne, 1901)
359.
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I shall pass over the stormy, period of Louis XIV's minority. At twenty
three years of age he entered the great world as Sing, under the most favor.
able auspices. His ministers were the most skillful in all Europe; his
generals the best; his Court was filled with illustrious and clever men,
formed during the troubles which had followed the death of Louis XIII.

Louis XIV was made for a brilliant Court. In the midst of other men, his
figure,.his courage, his grace, his beauty, his grand mien, even the tone
of his voice and the majestic and natural charm of all his person, distin
guished hiss. till his death as the King Bee, and showed that if he had only
been born a simpleprivate gentleman, he would equally have excelled in
fites, pleasures, and gallantry, and would, have had the greatest success in
love. The intrigues and adventures which early in life he had been engaged
in. . .had exercised an Unfortunate influence upon him: he received those
impressions with which he could never after successfully:struggle. From
this time, intellect, education, nobility of sentiment, and high principle,
in others, became objects of suspicion to him, and soon of hatred. The more
he advanced in years, the more this sentiment was confined in him. H. wished
to reign by himself. His jealousy on till.' point unceasingly became weakness.
He reigned, indeed, in little things; the great he' could never reach: even
in the former, too, be,was often governed. The superior ability of his
early ministers and his early generals soon wearied him. He liked nobody
to be in any way superior to him. 'Thus he chose'his ministers, not for their
knowledge, but for their ignorance; not for their capacity, but for. their
want of it. He liked to form them, as he said; liked to teach them even the
most trifling things. It was the same with his generals. He took credit
to himself for instructing them; wished it to be thought that from his
cabinet be-commanded And'arected all hie armies. Naturally fond of trifles,
he unceasingly occupied himself with the most petty details of his,troops,
his household, his mansions; ifirctld even instruct his cooks, who received,
like novices, lessens they had known by heart for years. This vanity, this
unmeasured and unreasonable love of admiration, was his ruin. His
his generals, his mistresses, his courtiers, soon perceived his weakness.
They praised him with emulation and spoiled him. Praises, or to say truth,
flattery, pleased him toauch an extent,.that the coarsest was.well received,
the vilest even better relished. It was the sole means by which you could
approach him. Those whom he liked owed his affection for them, to their
untiring flatteries. This. is what gave his ministers so much authority, and
the opportunities they had for adulating him, of.attributing everything to
him, and of pretending to learn everything.fromliM. Suppleness, meanness,
an admiring, dependent, cringing mannerabove all, an air of nothingness
were the sole means of pleasing him.

This poison spread. It spread, too, to an incredible extent, in a prince who,
although of intellect beneath mediocrity, was not utterly without sense, and
who had had some experience. Without voice or musical knowledge, he used to
sing, in private, the passages of.the.opemprologowthit were fullest of
his praises. Hswasdrowned in vanity;- and so deeply,-that at his public
suppers=all the Court present, musicians also4he would hum these self-same
praises between his teeth, when the music they were set to was played.

abk..11
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A DAY IN THE MS 01 THS Rlllti

, The attributes of the Xing and the way in which he made
decisions ere revealed in the following passages from the
memoirs of Saintftmon.

41111111,

1. What are the most important characteristics of
the ling ar.4 of his courtiers,

2. How were decisions made How could citizens
gain access to decision makers,

3. What were the strengths and weaknesscs of
absolutist government,

At eight o'clock. the chief valet de ehambre on duty, who alone had slept
in the royal chamber. .awoke the King. The chief physician, the chief
surgeon, and Lae nurse (as long as she lived), entered at the same time.
The latter* kissed the Ring; the others ribbed and often changed his shirt,
because he wao in the habit of sweating a great deal. At the quarter, the
grand chamberlain was called (or, in his absence, the first gentleman of
the chamber), and those who had what was called the grandes enter. The
chamberlain (or chief gentleman) drew back the curtains 'which shad been
closed again, and presented the.holy water from the vase, at the head of
the bed. These gentlemen stayed but a moment, and that was the time to
speak to the Xing, if anyone had anything to.ask of him; in which case the
rest stood aside. Whene.contrary to custom, nobody had aught to say, they
were there but for a few moments. He had opened the curtains and presented
the holy water, presented also a prayer book. ..The same officer gave him
his dressing gown; immediately after, other privileged courtiers entered,
and then everybody, in time to find"the King putting On his shoes and stock'
lime, for he did almost everything himself and with address and grace.
Every other day we saw the Xing shave himself; and he had a little short wig
in which he always appeared, even in bed, and on medicine days. He often
spoke of the chase, and sometimes said-a word to somebody. No toilet table'
was near him; he had simply a minor held before him.

'As soon as he was dressed, he prayed to God, at the side of his bed, where
all the clergy present knelt, the cardinals without cushions, all the laity
remaining standing; and the captain of the guards came to the balustrade
during the prayer, after which the Xing passed into his cabinet.

He found there, or was.followed by all who had the entrie, a very numerous-
company, .for it included everybody in any office. He gave orders to each

.for the day; thus within .a half a quarter of an hour it was known what he

Saint - Simon, ;vs. 3147.
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meant to do; and then all this crowd left directly. . .It was then a good
opportunity for talking with the King; for example, about plans of gardens.
and buildings; and conversation lasted more or less according to the person
engaged in it.

All the Court meantime waited for the King in the gallery, the captain of
the guard being alone in the chamber seated at the door of the cabinet.
During this pause the King gave audiences when he wished .to accore any,
spoke with whoever he might wish to speak secretly to, and gave secret
interviews to foreign ministers. . .They were called "secret" simply to
distinguish them from the uncommon ones by the bedsides.

The King went to mass, where his musicians always sang an anthem. He did
not go below except on grand fates or at ceremonies. While he was going to
anti returning from mass, everybody spoke to him who wished, after apprising
the captain. of the guard, ifthey were not distinguished; and he came and
went by the door of the cabinets into the gallery. During the mass the
ministers assembled in the King's chamber where distinguished people could
go and speak or chat with them. The King amused himself a little upon re
'turning from mass and asked almost immediately for the Council. Then the
morning was finished.

On Sunday, and often on Monday, there was a council of state; on TUesday a
finance council; on Wednesday council of state; on Saturday finance council.
Rarely were two held in one day or any on Thursday or Friday. Once or twice
a month.-tre was a council of dispatches on Monday morning; but the order
that the Secretaries of State took every morning between the King's rising
and his mass, much abridged this kind of business.

Thursday morning was almost always blank. It.was the day for audience that
the King wished to-Weft-often unknown to any- backstair audiences.
On Friday after the mass the King was with his confessor, and the length
of their audiences was limited by nothing, and might last until dinner. At
Fontainebleau on the mornings when there was no Council, the King usually
pissed from mass to Madame de Maintenon's* and so at Trianon and Marty. It
was the time of their tete- a -tete without interruption. Often on the days
when there was no Council the dinner hour was advanced, more or less for
the chase or the promenade. The ordinary hour was one o'clock; if the
Council still lasted, then the dinner waited and nothing was said to the Xing.

Upon leaving the table the King immediately ,entered his cabinet. That was
the' time for distinguished people to speak to him. He stopped at the door
a moment to listen, then entered; very rarely did anyone follow him, never
without asking him for permission to do so; and for this few had the courage.
If followed he placed himself in, the embrasure of the window nearest to the
door of the cabinet, which immediately closed of itself, and Web you were
obliged to Open yourself on quitting tit, gime

* The Ring's mistress.



The King amused himself by feeding his dogs, and remained with them more or
less time, then asked for his wardrobe, changed before the very few dieting,
guished people it pleased the first gentleman of the chamber to admit there,
and immediately, went out by the back stair. into. the court of marble to get
into his coach. From the bottomed that staircase to the coach, anyone
spoke to him who wished. 0

Upon returning home from walks or drives, anybody, as I have said, might
speak to the King from the moment he left his coach till he reached the foot
of his, staircase. Hs changed his dress again, and rested in his cabinet
an, hour or more, then went to Madame de Maintenongs and on the way anyone
who wished might speak to him.

At ten o'clock his supper was served. The captain of the guard announced
this to him. A quarter of an hour after the King came to supper, and from
the antechamber of Madame de 4aintenon to the table again, anyone spoke to
him who wished. This supper was always on a grand scale, the royal house.
hold Watt is, the sons and daughters of France), at table, and a large
number of courtiers and ladies present, sitting or standing. go

After supper the King stood some moments, his back to the balustrade of the
foot of his bad, encircled by ell his Court; then, with bows to the ladies,
passed into his cabinet; where on arriving, he gave his orders. He passed
a little less than an hour there, seated in an armchair, with his legitimate
children and bastards, his grandchildren, legitimate and otherwise, and
their husbands or wives. Monsieur in another armchair; the princesses upon
stool', Monseigneur and all the other princes standing.

The King, wishing to retire, went and fed his dogs; then said good night,
passed into his chamber to the ruelle of his bed, where he said his prayers,
as in the morning, then undressed. He said good night with an inclination
of the head, and while everybody was leaving the room stood at the corner of,
the mentlepiece, where he gave the order to the colonel of the guards alone.
Then commenced what was called the peat coucher, at which only the specially
privileged remained. That was short. They did not leave until hs got into
bed. Uwe * moment to speak to him. .

READING XXVIII

1ERCANTILISM: THE mum: SIDE OF FRENCH ABSOLUTISM

Mercantilism was a popular economic theory all over Europe in the' seventeenth
century. To Jean Baptiste Colbert, the finance minister of Louis XIV, mer-
cantilism meant a wide variety of economic measures whose objective was to
build tip the economic well being of the French state. Colbert thought
primarily in terms of the prosperity of Freace; Louis XIV was mainly interest
ed in the power which would result from economic growth. These two sets of
objectives often came in conflict, particularly when the King wanted his
resources on ware.. Colbert was far too astute, however, to oppose any of
his monarch's policies. "Never as long as you live," he wrote to his' son
who was also in government service, "send out anything in the Xing's name
without his express approval." Nevertheless, Colbertis role as adviser to
the King gave him ecormous influence in French society.
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The documents. which follow illustrate many of the aspects of mercantilism..
and of-its relationship to the politiegl sfsteii of Louis XIV. Study
questions precede each excerpt.

AN EDICT FOR THE :ESTABLISHMENT' OF THE ROYAL TAPESTRY FACTORY,
NOVEMBER, 1667 *

Mercantilist policies affected every aspect .of,French economic life. Among
other. objectives, Colbert Wished to free the French. from reliance upon goods
made abroad, so he.attempted to establish fact:ivies in France itself.

What was the objective of this edict? What does it
reveal about the objectives of Louis' absolute
government?

How detailed are, the regulations? Why?
* Imilmo.,

* From Thomas C. Mendenhall et al., IDEAS ANDINSTITUTIONS IN EUROPEAN
HISTORY 800-1715 (New YorkvHolt, Rinehart and Winston, 1962) 321-333.

Ibis edict from Colbert pets the regulations for the tapestry Works at Gobelin.
Colbert indicates that he hat:hired a number of tapestryMakers whO will reside
at Gobelin, that the entire WOrks shall be owned. by the king, that the administra-
tion of the works shall he under Colbert,: nthat the workers tha live'in the
houses near the factory, that even'.the. breweriei shall be attached to the works
and strictly regulated'by the government.

PLANNING THE !WOMB!: TWO OF COLBERT'S LEITERS *

litany details of ars revealed in then letters which Colbert sent
to his subordinates. The first of the two letters below went to merchants
in Marseilles in 1664. The second was sent to, the Intendants in 1670.
Intendants were administrative officials drawn from the middle classes. Each
one controlled a geographic' area of :France and was directly responsible to
the Xing.

From J.- H. Robinson,- READINGS IN EUROPEAN HISTORY (New York: 1906)
Vole no pages 27940.
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What are the objectives of the council which
Louis describes in his letter to the merchant.?
Now is this council related to absolutism
generally?

What is to be the function of the inspectors
described in the letter to the Intendants?
What do these regulations reveal about en
absolute state?

1. THE PLANNED ECONOMY

A. Letter to the Merchants of Marseilles 1664 -- Very deer and well
beloved: Considering how advantosecus it would bti to this realm to
reestablish its foreign and domestic commerce, .we have resolved to
establish a council particularly devoted to commerce, to be held every
fortnight in our presence, in which all the interests of merchants and the
means conducive to the revival of commerce shall be considered and
determined upon, as well as all that which concerns manufactures.

We also inform you that we ere setting apart, in the expenses of our state,
a million livres each year for the encouragement of manufactures end the
increase of navigation, to say nothing of the considerable sums which vs
cause to be raised to supply the companies of last and West Indies;

That we are working constantly to abolish all thi tolls which are
collected on the navigable rivers;

That there has already been expended more than a million livres for the
repair of the public highways, to which we shell devote also our constant
attention;

That ye will assist by money from our royal treasury all those who wish
to reestablish old manufactures or to undertake new ones;

That we are giving orders to all our ambassadors or residents at the Courts
of the princes, our allies, to make, in our name, all proper efforts to
cause justice to be rendered in all cases involving our merchants, and
to assure for them entire commercial freedom;

That we will comfortably lodge at our court each and every merchant
who has business there during all the ttme that he.shell be obliged to
remain there..
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B. To the Intendants, 1670 * -- The King, desiring to remedy the abuses
which are committed in the. .manufactures of France. . .had the goodness
to have drawn up general regulations and to have them registered in his
presence in his parlement of Paris, August 13,-1669. Ills Majesty has resolved
to send inspectors into all the. provinces of his. kingdom. . .to inform the
judges, the merchants, and the workers of his wishes. . . .That is why, on
the express order-of. his Majesty, we have prepared the Zollowing directive.
. . .Signed, Colbert.

1. The said inspector shall report to Monsieur
His Majesty

9 (intendant) of

2. The said inspector, having received his orders from the intendant, will
betake himself immediately to the nearest manufacturing center and consult
with the mayor and aldermen;. he will ascertain from them if the regulation
for manufactures. has been registered and published. . .

3. There will be established vCommunity roam in the City Hall. . .where
the examiners.can.see, inSpect.and mark the merchandise which will.betaken,
thcire at set times by "the cloth- workers, where they can settle on_theSpot
disputes which might develop because of defects in the said manufa4Oresand.
instil fear (of the in the minds of the said cloth-workertAnd-.
since the merchants have a,particular knowledge of the good'qualityordefeCts
of merchandise, and since it is in their interest that the merchandise be
perfect, it will also be necessary that the aldermen elect:one of-tWmori.
prominent 'merchants to be present at the said.inspectione anC#arkings,

11. The said inspector will assemble all the . .(guild):meitersjp the
community room, and will read the'ssid regulation to them

1.4.0.0.0041; regula-
tion concerning textile manufacture of 1669), explaining tolOOM' article by,
article what they must do to carry it out properly, and-406rmingthim:Oat''..-
if they contravene it that their ruin Will surely folloW,..:;be0aute their goods
will be confiscated and the selvedges torn to bits (causing'Oe cloth to;..
unravel),. .Do not neglect to inform (thelnasters).that:theloodeof-the
same name, kind, and quality must be uniform throughout the kingdowin
length, width, and strength. . . .

18. The said inspector will inform himself. .of all the importantifaire-
which will be held in his department. and will betakettaself there. 6 to-:
inspect the said merchandise, to see whether it has.been.marked.at the place'
of manufacture and meets the quality called for by the regulation;. if not,
to seise and. confiscate it and tear the'selVedge publicly .0n the spot
But as it is-very important not. to distturb the fairs. .this must be carried
out with much piudence on the days and hours most convenient to the .;
sellers and buyers. .

* LETTERS, INSTRUCTION, AND MOUS OP OOLIBIT, ed. by P. Clement
(Paris: 1863) Vol. ti, pp. $32147.
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The Said.tiii*Peetors: will give the *greatest itiCeuragement:.tOT:all
mastera and Clothfweirke*s. AO' most parfeat-possible
in...:order:2'sto strengthen .:the. ;Mantel! :ant'sianofeeturet of Trance and to,.outstrip

.foreign

MA CAU41LN AND FOREIGN ..MEMORANDkOF COLBERT

The40.11.,440.,of Mereintilissi iii..protioUnced effettOnfOreitin policy: cis:well : as .Upen I' the internal affairs` of France., The :grOuP shoit excerpts
Whiah econanitOs: in the relations of

. *ranee and Holland. Lairts. XYi rted the .;:proUd.. Protestant. merchants of the

.:*hr4vini.DUtC4.'septiblie:.:- betteVid that::they were' trying to., arouse Europe:
sigainit hts*:.MoreaVer,7,theix staunch value* flew in the fate:.
of;..4kia..theOi*::,of divine right

,c;:

The'readei mUste ander;stant,One tOpect.of mertantilist .theory in order to
:treat the' .0904Ments',which follow in context. Men believed that the total
asiouniof-40i.00,0; the world was limited. A country could. not expand

inerealtirik.:tts own market independently.' instead it had to.

setae some oUthe:.'extating .Marketa another nation.
. .%. r '

itat':are the objectives of these Memoranda?

How are these memoranda related to the economic side
Of the' absolutist state?

* From C. W. Cole, COLBERT AND A CENTURY OF FRENCH MERCANTILISM, (New York:
1939) II., 436, 472,. 343, 344, 446.

This collectiOn of .Colbert's memorandums and edicts reveals the of
Colbert, lhis instructions to the intendants for overseeing the economy of
their. district, Colbert's theori.of international trade; and the competition
with Holland.

READING XXIX.

DIVINE RIGHT IN THEORY AND PRACTICE

Royal Absolutism was founded Upon the theory o2 divine right. Although
medieval Monarchs had also subscribed to -the belief that God had predestined
'certain 'men to rule and that opposition to them. was opposition to God him-
self, the (iloctrine of Divine Right was not developed in its modern form
until the :seventeenth centuryt.... Divine Right was the ideology behind
absolutisia, :just as the works... of Marx provide an ideology for Commutate.
This ,doetrine .helped the- King :to convince himself that he could do no wrong
and that -all. of his subjects should share his beliefs and practices.

The reading below consists of.thres-excerpts-about the theory of Divine
Right and ths appltcation of such a theory to religion.. Study Aaestions
precede each excerpt.
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BISHOP BOSSUET imaixtoss..DIVINE RICHT THEORY *

Jacques Bossuet was one of France's most prominent churchmen*. He was both
learned scholar and an excellent preacher. In.1670 Louis XIV appointed

him to be tutor, to his son. In order to instruct the heir to the throne
about the position he would inherit on Louis' death, .Bossuet wrote POUTZCS
DRAWN ram. THE VERY WORDS OF THE HOLY. SCRIPTURE, *.work which has become
known as a classic account of Divine Right theory.

1. How do kings get their power? What evidence does
Bossuet give to support hit conclusions.?

2. According to this account, what should a citizen
do if he disagrees with a policy of his monarch's'
What is the function of a citizen living in an
absolutist state?

It'appears from all this that the person of the king is sacred, and that to
attack him in any way is sacrilege. God has the kings anointed by his
prophets with the holy unction in like manner as he has bishops and altars
anointed. But even without the external application in thus being anointed,
they are by their verso office the representatives of the divine majesty
deputed by Providence for the execution of purposes.* .

r

There is something religious in the respect accorded to a prince. The
service of God and the respect for kings are bound together. St. Peter unites
these two duties when he says, "Fear God. Honor the King."

. 7

But kings r although their power comes from on high, as has been said, should
not regard themselves as masters of that power to use it at their .pleasure.

. They mint employ it with fear and self-restraint, as a thing coming.
frog: God, and of which God will demand an account. P

Kings should tremble then as they use the power God has granted than; and .

let them think how horrible is the sacrilege if they use for evil a power
Which COMM from God. We behold kings seated upon the throne of the Lord,
bearing in their hand the sword which God himself has given them. What
profanation, what arrogance, .:for the. unjust .king to sit on God's throne
to render decrees contrary to his laws and to use the sword Which Cod has
put in his, hand for deeds of violence and to slay his children:

The' royal power is absolute.: With the aim of making this ,.trUth hateful and
insufferable many writers ..have 'tried to confound absolute -government with
arbitrAty,government. But no .two,-things...should'hi.'siore.unlike, as we shall
OW when ';Vsi- corns to speak of ''jUstice-

* From Itohliason4
.
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The printe:need-rendei account of bia'atts to ne one. .:ilt counsel., thee to..
keep the king"s toimandment,:end that in regerd'of the oath of Cod. Be not
hasty to go out of hie-sights Stand not on-an eVil-thingor he death what-
soever pleasethhim.' WhereHthe'word of a-king Imo-there:is powervandisho'
may say unto blim, What doest.tbou? Who so keepeth.the commandment shall feel
no evil'thing.:'Withoutlhis absolUte authority the king could neither do
,good nor represil'evil.- It 48:.nectissary that his. power be such that no one
can hope to escape him, aid, finally, the only protection of individuals
against the public authority should be their innocence. This conforms with.
the teaching of St. Paul: "Wilt thou:then not be afraid of the power? Do
that which is good."

I do not call mujesty that pump which surrounds kings or that exterior
magnificence which dazzles the vulgar. That is but the reflection Of majesty
and not majesty itself. Majesty is the Usage of the grandeur of Cod in
the prince.

God is infinite, God is all. The prince, as prince, is not regarded as a
private persons he is a public personale, all the statea in him; the
will of all the people is included in his. AB all perfection and all
strength are .united inCod, so all the power of individuals is united in
the person Of the prince. What grandeur that a single man should embody
so much!

The power of God makes itself felt in a moment from one extremity of the
earth to anothero Royal power works at the same time throughout all the
realm. it holds.all the realm in position, as God holds the earth. Should
God withdraw his hand,' the earth would fall to pieces;.should the king's
authority cease in the realm, ell would be in confusion.

Look at the prince in his cabinet. Thence go out the orders which cause
the magistrates and the captains, the citisens and the soldiers, the
provinces and the armies on land and on sea, to work in concert. Re is
the image of God, who, seated on his, throne high in the heavens, makes all
nature move. .

Finally, let ua put together the things so great and so august which we
have said'abdut royel-autherity Behold'Ain'immonse people united in a
single person; behold this holy power paternal'and.absolute; behold the
secret cause which.governs the wheleiody-Of the state, contained in a single
bead; you set thi *Ago of Cod' in the king, and you have the idea of Toyik
Majesty. Cod is'holineet'Atielf gOOdnets.ittelfi endt0o0Tiv itself. in,
these things lies the majesty of Cod. in the imageOf.thete*things lies
the majesty of the prince.

So great is this ma lsety that it Cannot reside in Prince as in. its
source; it isbotromeCfrimilgodwho'sives-it-tolkim:feethe good of.tha.
people,--firidUns it 'is `good to be chedked.bra4iistior-force.. Something
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of divinity itself La attached to princes. end inspires fear in the. people.
The king,.should,not forget this. "I have saLd "-eand it is Cod who*
speaks,-"I have said :Ye are gods; and Ill ',of you are children of the MostNigh. Hut ye :hell, die, like men, and fall An your authority, and you bear .

on your forehead, a divine imprint. "You are the children of the Most 'High";
It is he. who ,his established your power for., the good . of mankind... But, 0.
gods of flesh and blood,.gods of clay and.-.dust,*.!'ye shall die like.men, and
fall like princes." grandeur separates men. for 'es littl-time, but a common
fall, smokes:Owen 'equal at the end.

.
.

0 kings, exercise your power then boldly, for it is divine and salutary for
human kind, but exercise, it with humility. You are endowed with it from
without. At bottom it leaves. you feeble, it leaves you aortal, it leavesyou sinners, and charges you before God with, a very heavy account.

.

LOU/8 XIV REVUES THE EDICT OF NANTES *

The two excerpts which follow concern the revocation of the Edict of Nantes
in 1685. In 1598, Henry IV, had granted French Protestants the right to
practice° their religion without interference from state or church. The Edict
of Nantes brought the religious wars between French Catholics and French
Protestants* (Huguenots) to an end. En succeeding years, Richelieu,
a minister of Louis XIII; had destroyed the military .ind political privileges
of the Huguenots,but he left them with their civil and religious rights
intact.

The first selection below contains passages from the document in-which th4
Edict of Nantes wig revoked. The second is again taken from the memoirs*
of the Duke de Saint-Simon who describes the consequences of the revocation
in lurid terms. The Madame 'de .Maintenon mentioned by the Duke was'
long7tisso mistress and, his -second wife. These two documents raise the
question of the *effectiveness of royal absolutism. The following question:
apply to .both documents.

What conclusions can you draw from Louis' statement
that most of the Huguenots had already embraced the
Catholic faith? .What conclusion.. from Saint-Mason's4 .

descziption of the King's reaction to the revocation
,

2. Vol does Eaintm8imon explain the king's motives?
How Would you *inlet:a, them? was behind eSe
revocation?: What does your conclusion rival about
absolutism?

3. What does this incident imply about the rights of a
citizen in an ..absolutitt state? ,.How could an .

ligirt"40 liolgueibt14140 Pitied :s!cessa 7to,,thikTlaW:., $.

* Robinson, 22. at. , vol. XI, pp. 287.88.

,:; . $.1
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Louis, by the grace of Cod, king of France, to all present and to collet
greeting:

.

King Henry the Great, our grandfather of glorieui-memory, being desirous
that the peace which be had procured for his Subjects after the grievous
lossas they had sustained' in the course of domestic and loreign wars, should
not bitroubled on account of the R.P.k. (Religion prgteridue riformgev "the'
religion called the Reformed"), ai had happened in the reigns of the kings0
his predecessors, by his edict, granted at Nantes in the month of April,
1598, regulated the procedure to be adopted with regard to those of the said
reliOon, and the places ',pubic!, they might malt for public Worship,
established extraordinary judges to administer justice to them, and, in fine,
provided in particular articles far whatever could be thought necessary for
maintaining the tranqUillity of his kingdom and for diminishing mutual
aversion between the members of the two religions, .so as to put. himself in
a better position to labori.ai be had resolved to .do, for the reunion to
the Church of those who had eolightly withdrawn from it .

God, having at last permitted that our people should enjoy perfect peace,
we. .are able to profit by this truce (which we ourselves have, facilitated),
and devote our whole attention to the weans of accomplishing the designs of
our said grandfathee and father, whioh.we have consistently kept before us
since our succession to the crown.

And now we perceive, with thankful acknowledgment of God's -aid, that our
endeavors have attained their proposed end, inasmuch as the better and the
greater part of our subjects of the said R.P.R. have embraced the Catholic
faith. And since by this fact the execution of the Edict of Nantes and of
all that has ever been ordained in favor of the said MGR. has been
.rendered nugatory, we have determined that we can de nothing better, in
order. wholly to obliterate the memory of the troubles, the confusion, and
the evils which the progress of this false religion has caused 'in this king
dom, and which furnished occasion for the said edict and for so any previous
and subsequent edicts and declarations, than entirely to revoke the said
Idiot of Nantes.

IAINT-EDON DEfiCRIBEE THE !Mita OF .TRE REVOCATION *
. . .

Devoutness was her (Madame de Naintanon's)* strong point; by that she governed
and bfld her place. She found a Xing who believed himself an apostle, be-
cause he had all his life .persecuted heresy, or what was presented to hie
as such.. This iodinated twins witli.what vela she,eould sow the field ,

soot pro2itably. . . ,* ..
.

ol

* SaintSissoa, gip 111., Vol.

.



The profound4gnotanca WwhichHt00140gHhadimen edneateCanCkipt all.

.
.his life, rendered him .frOm_the first.an'easyAirey:to-the jesuitee'Ale be

came evenwore.,towith-years, when lie'grew..devoit;'for.be was devoutvith
the grossest ignpreuei.._,A4ittopl*oate,10.*ak.pointf

In this state it'
was eas to pereuade him that a decistVe-.und:tremendous,blow-struck against
thretestantvwouldgive_hia.namerlmer*,grandeUr-.than.any of his ancestors.
tadptquirect, betides strengthenints:hie. poWer:and increasing. his authority.
Madame de Maintenon was oneof-those Whodidmost to. sake hfi believe this.

The-tevocationohe-Edic.110#414:*ithout the slightest. pretext of .

necessity,-..-and"the various ;proscriptions that followed it, were the fruits
of frightfUl:plot0A:Which 00H-new wife was one of.thechief conspirators;.

.

and which depopulated a quartet-of the realm, ruined ite Commerce, weakened
it in every direCtion, gave.it up for a long time to-the public and avowed:
pillage of. the dragoons, authorisedtorments.and punishments by which so
many innocent people'of hothtfteu.were killed, by thousands; ruined. a:
numerous class; tore in pieces, a world of families;., armed, relatives against
relatives, so as to seize their property and leave them to die of hunger;
banished our manufactures. to foreign lands, wade those lands flourish 'and.
overflow at the expense ofFrance,.and enabled them to build new cities;
gaVe to the world the spectacle .of a prodigious population proscribed, .

stripped, fugitive,. wandering, without crime, and seeking shelter far from
its country; sent to the galleys, nobles. rich. old men, people much esteemed
for their piety, learning, and virtue, people well off, weak, delicate, and
solely on account of religioni.infact, to heap up the measure of horror,
filled, all the realmwith.perjuty and sacrilege, in the midst.of.the echOed
cries of these unfortunate.victims.of error; while so many others sacrificed
their conscience to their. wealth and their repose and.purchased both by
simulated:abjuration, frostvhich7withcut pause they were dragged to adore
what they did not believe, n; and to meek,e the divine body of the Saints
while, remaining persuaded that they ware only eating bread which they ought
to abhor!

The King..receivedfrom all sides news and detaiAl of these persecutions and
of theseconversions.. It was 'by thousands that those who had abjured and
taken'the communion were counted; ten thousand in one place; .six thousand.
in another,--all at once and instantly. The Xing congratulated himself on
his power and hisiiiety.:11e-belieirod himielf to haw: renewed the days of
the preaching of the Apostles, and attributed to himself all the honor. The
bishops wrote panegyrics of himi-the4eauits made the 'pulpit resound with
his praises. 4#411'Prance was filled tithitOtroretd.confusiO4 andIet there
never dais so much triut0h4not joy - -never such prefUsion.OUlaudatiOnstThe
monarch.dotibted-not Of:theeinderity'ef-thie*cioOd'Of:eonviteionel the
converters took good 'care to persuaderhim of it and beatify him beforehand;
pi swallowed their poison in long draughts. Relied never yet believed him-
self so groat in the Oyes of stan; or so advanced in the eyes of Codi in
the reparatien.orhii:eins and of scandals of-0104ife.:4-4-
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In 1643 Louis X11/ became king, of France its °a' boy of five, Re-took complete.
control of the affairs of stets in.1661. For he next half century he
dominated the turopean Polities" did social '1110001. "L'Etat c' eat: mot" (I
am the state), he is 'said-, to have 4boasted in.a particularly expansive Moment.
This phrase catches the spirit of the age in Which .the.modern state:,Was born,
a time when the personal rule of the.King and the .wider interests of the
national state seemed identical.

The seventeenth century ,saw the refinement of -a *Attical system --the
absolute-atatewhoie roots were butted deep.in the history of the fit

teenth-and. Sixteenth :centuries. Criat Britain the mein- who believed in
representative government .waged-a bitter ind.,sneceSsful struggle:' against the
royal power...This struggle shifted .the focui of 'control' from.the King to
an elite group in Parliament; it ,did 'not, however, deareaSe.. the
pOWer of the'OeneralizeCetate.-1 in France both the power of 'the state and
the personal control of -the' monarch grave: throughout the century:.

The modern state differs. -fro* earlier. political units becau0e it is sovereign.
,Sovereignty involims 6upreme:political.power or 'authority. In 'the seven-
teenth century sovereign states.tried to accumulate more power. They sougLit
to ,gain:thit power in. two w by:ways: slang all the resources available to themin order to-obtaineXe1usive control over a certain land area and the people
whoi".'li%ed there out.b10'illafluencing the actions of other states while remaining
independent :Of -their-,control. There were, of'' course, limits to the poster
a state could acc431ate. Internally long established customs and laws
restrained the-pb.iter of the King. Externally the might of other states
stood _in the way,_. But despite these barriers, seventeenth century states
did increase their powers steadily.

To . justify .thir arbitrary actions, 'the monarchs of the seventeenth century
supported the theory of the Divine Right of Kings. An English king, James I,
best stated this theory. "The State? of Monarchic is the supremest thing
upon earth," he announced in 1609. "Kings are justly`called Gods, for that
they exercise a manner or resotblance of Diitine power upon earth." Louis XLV,
however, beat personified die theory in practice.: The Divine Right theory
stressed that the king held his power .directlY frOm God who had chosen him
and his family to rule over a part of mankind in His name. The person of
the king was accordingly,,sacred and an attack on his rule the sale as an
attack on Cod. This theory was the ideological basis for. aibiolutiut rule.

The,-; notion of. the 'Divine Right of Kings was not new. Medieval kings had
itlso, been, considered representatives of Coda on Ogirth.: Much of the straggle,
between Cburoh.atl state in the Middle es had revOlVed around attempts



y, kings to get: popes to accept this point of view. As we have seen, the
lay rulers were victorious'in this struggle. By the seventeenth century
ibeChurc4vProtestcni And Catholic alike, was almost universally, subject
to royal :authority. Divine. Right theory was especially attractive to the
rulers of the day because it raised their prestige and rade serious

,

opposition to their autocratic rule extremely difficult. Only God could
judge the king and His judgments.were likely to be deferred to the 'next
world.

All men in the seventeenth century did not accept the Divine Right theory.,
Even in. France, Divine Right was more a convenient: answer for the .existing
power of.the king than a universally -held conviction -'that God had somehow
or other gone out of His way to endow Louis with,special'authority..The
French crown. had actually, gained'its power in a long struggle with the
nobility.,,ThWatruggle 'reached its climax in the years folloWing the
Protestant Reformation. Louis' grandfather, Henry IV (1589-1610), the
first of the Bourbon family to sit on,the French throne,".had ended a genera-
tion of bloody civil strife in which noble opposition to central -authority
was almost impossible to separite,from religious rebellion.- By the Edict
of Nantes in 1598 Henry IV granted the French Protestants the right to-
practice their own religious worship and to fortify certain towns as a
guarantee of their freedom. These French Protestants were known as Huguenots.
They numbered well over a million in a total French population of some
16,000,000 and comprised a large share of the industrious commercial middle
classes. To religious peace Henry added political peace and administrative
reform. The nobles were pacified,for the time being,-the tax system changed
to encourage economic enterprise, and real progress was made toward the
king's pledge of "a chicken in every Frenchman's pot."

Louis XIII was only a nine year Old boy when he succeeded Henry IV in .1610.
During most of his.reign, Cardinal Richelieu contr011ed the timid and'
Mediocre monarch; Richelieu. began to build up the state and to destroy the
fortifications of the Huguenot towns. He also intervened widely in general
European affairs in, the interest oUFrance. Richelieu and-Louis XIII
died within a few months of each other in 1643 and Louis XIV came to the
throne at the. age of five. Anothet:churchman,,Cardinal Mazarin, became the
chief. minister. Despite troubles with'nobles intent upo6-whittling down
the power of:the drown, Mazarin left a powerful and.unitediountry upon
his death in 1661.

Muria died suddenly and it was generally expected that the young king
the was twenty-three), who until then had shown no interest in affairs of
state, would appoint another chief minister to rule in his name. Instead
Louis summed:the members of the council of state to his apartments and
announced that he would henceforth manage his own affairs. "You will assist
se with your advice; gentlemen, when I ask for it," he told his disappointed
and skeptical lieutenants. "I.order you to sign nothing, not even'a passport,
without my Command." What the courtiers considered a young man's passing
while turned out be the beginning of fiftywthree years of personal rule.
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Louis justified the rule by Divine Right.: "The prince, as prince, is not
to be regarded As a private person: -he is a public personage, All the Atate
is in him; the will of all the. people is included in his.",_LoOis, like
other rulers of his time, regarded the nation as'his personal estate and
its inhabitants as obedient children -evald carry out the royal commands
without question, Divine Right, at the.same time, involved certain
responsibilities on the part of the monarch. Theicing had to live up to
his image.. He had to play the role of God's representative on earthin a
fitting manner, remote but all-seeing,,dignified but giacious, glorious
but just.

Louis XIV filled this rote toverf:iction..-Hewas every inch a king.
wore clothing which emphasized.his regal office, flowing cloaks,.high-heeled
shoes and broad-brimmed hats:WitWwaving ostrich plules. He began the
practice of wearing a wig, not the powdered wig of the eighteenth century
but a massive creation.of dark. fair piled high On,the head-and extending
in rows of curls over the shoulders. His court was-provided the proper back-.

The special uyOol'of this majesty was. the sun, the source of light
and life, which Louis made. his personal emblem.' Flatterers `'cabled. him the

.

"Sun Ring" and he did nothing to.discOurage,thellattery. Instead he delighted..
in surrounding himselfwith.lepresentatione, paintinwand'tapestries of

.

Apollo, the Greek sun god..,Often, curioutly enough, the face of Ap011o-bore
aostriking resemblance to 'Louis XIV. ;J.--

Richelieu and Mazarin hadbroken the independent power,of the French nobility.
Louis went further: he made'it'practically'impossible for then to live apart
from the court. The noble who wished to be.politically,influeniial had to
be near the king who assigned all important political Offices.. The noble
who sought social position could. find it .only arthe.brillient court. The
noble who needed any sort of special favor was dependent, on the king's good .

will. "Out of sight out of mine was the .sorry fate Hof many a great nobleman.
One of Louis' favorite punishments for some minor misdemeanor. was to "exile"
a man to his provincial estate to languish bored with dull country life.

It was important that the nobles haiie access to the king. This accesi was
provided by the development of a rigid court etiquette. The royal day was
carefully scheduled frOm.the moment tie king arose until.. he retired. Certain
nobles ,had the privilege of handingHthe king his washcloth, his trousers,
his wig. Others were marelyAl/owed in:the:bedroom or inene of the
reception. roome. .Specia receptions. called levees, were held daily during
*Lebo:noble could hope for a Word with the monarch. The king*as. always

.

under the public eye of his courtiers, whether at.dinner, at the, palace
thester or on his Afternoon:promenade. Ordinary citizens, howeVerevould
not gain access'to the king at all.

Formality and ceremony were essential to the cult of majesty. The pUblig#,F.
which the daily life of the king was actusillyflot much leoWth40
that which surrounds the American Oreiidential family. Iut:there.was one
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ilignificant:d4fereAce It chiefly Concerned Olft:;111.0.0it between the king'and the 001441.0.1::40k.OL its political power but tOMPOneated::W.atillostunlimited social: prestige !rotEking-f:U/Satemote -froM. the general: public 7

altiteUgh:iesPeCtable 'citizens co uld travel :tio the Palace. and vier the royal
:.family at meals from a visitor's gallery.The palseeitsellAWOvided' an
apt'osetting:fer the attributes of alOof grandeur which were port and
parcel Of absolutism.

Since it was difficult to preserte thitimageOf retierVe4Hand remote"sun Ding" amid' the hurlyburly:ofii-:'1.arge city, his court from
Paris to Versailles, which wastwelve:;wiles outside: the city and had once
been a hunting lodge belonging to 48 father. :;Mere .itithe 1660's the king

...began itbUilding progtaii which 'extended throughout` his'..reign and resulted
in a vast complex E3fmagnificesitpalaca0_,OUrroUnded splendid gardens and
woods. Vertailles became the 0104el 06::WhiCh%60iiittlegi other continental
palaces sere_ based. The liiiingood working gliarters of the king occupied

portion of "the mainbuildiag.libOseetassical facade stretched
out :for over a:Atiattet 'palace 4100 contained great ceremonial
balls of which thetidoeit famous WasCalledthe- Gallery of Mirrors. Actually,
howeveri the WI* Of-the'pelececonsidtedYof hundreds of apartments needed

house the:evevipteeenttourtiers. Gilded furniture, finely-woven
tapestries-and thousands of'paidtingsadorned the rooms.

The very act of building Versailles was an example of Louis' attitude toward
his position 1.07:the nation.' The site lay in a dry, sandy area unsuited to

'.aCcommodateth4largenumberof:46O0le who would have to assemble there.
His engineers adVised tWking.to,thoose a more favorable location. Instead,
two decades of expensiVe expetiMentation produced a network of drainage
canals which brought water from areas a hundred miles away and permitted the
king net:oniy to have his palace at the spot he had ordained but also to
decorate :it with some 1400 fabulous fountains and a "Grand Canal."

1POrmany'at:the:.dourt.OfyiOuiIV life was a constant round of pleasure
804A4itrigue,The'itoblWbeeime social parasites without public responsi-
bilities. Theywereeven-exempt from Ile payment of taxes. For himself,
onthe:other:hand,,theSUing set stringent demands. The central figure
Wthe:-speCtacular world:OfHVersailles was-an extremely hard-working man
whose days were taken up with the details of government and cline endletis
tiring:detands of courtetiquette. Socially he was surrounded by _the
nobility. '-ilotthepraCtiCal matter of administering the government of France,
however, Louis-seleCted able representatives of the middle classes who were
dependeatt- OnWfor. future social and political adVancement and-hence labored
40,..the.royalinterest alone. Political advancement, however, did not bring
wiihAt;e1e4Ation to the social elite. Middle class administrators were never
accepted as:equals at the court.

e government functioned in a framework of ,nosisittees which met frequently..
The king almost always presided. The most important committee was.the



Council of State in which policy was diecussed and advi.Ce given. No vote
was ever taken and only the king could make the final decision. Such deci-
sions ware sent by the royal ministers to provincial officials who were
appointed by the king. These officials, called intendants, bad great power
for they directly represented the royal will. The intendants controlled
other local officials. Such groups ad town councils or provincial organize
Lions of nobility, which claimed special rights .bas6d on tradition and
ancient nharters, were helpless against thei since appeal from their decrees
was ultimately decided by' the-supreme judge, the king himself. The inter-
twining of king and state in this manner succeeded so thoroughly in establish-
ing the authority of the central .government that France has remained a
strongly centralized state to the present. day. Centralized decision-making
'by one individual characterized 'seventeenth century absolutism:

The key to the success of Louis in increasing the power of the 'state at
the expense of feudal elements. lay in the support given to the government
by the growing middle clasSes (French': bourgeoisie). The merchants and
businessmen of France' zecognized the superior efficiency 4.1od. advantages of
centralized governmcnt, -Louis XIV made the most of elicit middle clasa
sentiment. He utilized Abe talents. of tin bourgeoisie in his government and
issued legislation which would profit *the middle cleat,. and at the same time
increase the prosperity, power,. and glory of France. Louis' most notable
bourgeois minister was Jean Baptiste Colbert (1619-1683) Colbert organized
the entire economic life.of France-to serve the interests of the state.
Sew industries were established,'and protected by tariffs: Established
industries were issued specific ik flind rde of quality 'and' Closely inspected.
Enterprises considered important -tt,i the State were. granted monopolies and
subsidies. Internal communications ware greatly improved; .roadsand canals
were built and river channels widened &large. navy was constructed to .

erotect Frenchcormnerce abroad.

An enormous amount of plaming'was required to achieve Colbert's goals.
its name is closely associated with the .concept ofs mercantilism by which a
country attempted to achieve a favorable balance of trade;:; Narrowly' defined,

favorable balance of trade meant more exports than imports achieved by
ening more abroad than one purchased. Colbert saw' that such a balance

could only be secured if French agriculture, and:manufactures.could compete
ith those of other nations, if the French had a' sizeable merchant- marine,
tf internal transportation costs could be decreased, and if French colonies
could be established in India and North Aierica to provide a monopoly of
markets and, source*, of raw materials. All these objectives he achieved
with the active support of ht.; king. And yet they failed. To Louis, fiscal
reform,. mercantilistic planning and even general economic

, prosperity were
all simply means to an end: his personal power and military glory.

The income procured by Colbert's policies was poured, into the glitter ofVersailles and into the creation of ..a modern army and navy. The. French
army numbered 100,000 in peacetime (a tremendous figure tor the seventeenth
century) and reached four tines that number at the height of louts' .vers.
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It was well equipped and superbly trained, the most efficient military force
in Europe. Louis used it steadily; France was engaged in war for more than
half (.1 his reign. Louis'. grand goal was to obtain tha so-called "natural
boundaziesu of France, the Pyrenees Mountains to the south and the Alps
and the Rhine. River to the east and north. Tens of thousands of Italians,
Germans, Belgians and Patch. lived within these areas. Hence most European
nations became involved in war to prevent Fiance from seizing them.

Alarmed at French.expansion, particularly along the Channel coast in
Flanders and Holland, England assumed leadership of the opposition to Louis.
The fighting spread beyond Europe to the British and French colonies in
Asia, the West Indies and North America. Louis XIV lacked a sense of moderam
tionv ambitious and self-infatuated,. he waged war on a scale that eventually
exhausted even his mighty army. The territories he won for France wee
:hardly worth the financial expense, the loss of life, and the economic
depression which resulted.

1474.014of 00 disastrous acts to which uncurbed absolutismrcould lead was
there*OcatiOnef. the Edict of Nantes in 1685. The fact that some million
cif his:::SubjeetS,WereProtestant offended the vanity of the Divine Right
Monarch.' Itistegarding the ,solemn. promises of his grandfather, Henry IV, and
ignoring the economic consequences of persecuting the industrious middle-
class Huguenots, Louis was only intereated.in suppressing a group of subjects
whciWere bold enoughto.differ on a fundamental issue from their auguzcz
master. As a result.hundreda of thousands of Protestants fled the country
and tooklWith thimikills and possessions which France could ill afford to lose.

The last years of Louis' long reign were tragic. Outwardly Versailles was
as magnificent as ever,. and the king had the satisfaction of making good his
grandson's claim to the Spanish throne. But France had been drained of a
great deal of her strength. Taxes had skyrocketed and income had shriveled.
"Whe 'clog was but little regretted," a courtier wrote matter-of-factly of
the. Sun King's death in 1715.. And yet in spite of its.failures the reign
remainaan:'historical landmark :vividly exemplifying the theories and ideals,
the achievements and shortcomings of absolute monarchy.

Royal absolutism was not the sae as modern totalitarianism. Both Hitler
and the .tilers of Epee Soviet Union had at their command a host of techniques
fee, the control of man unavailable to the'Sun'Zing. Modern weapons give
totalitpTi*Jrulers virtually complete-control over their subjects. Who
canretist, z tank with a.pitchfirk?, tOdern methods of communication help
rOlerate)control the minds of men. What is one lone voice raised against
batteries. of; speakers.? Modern economies provide a firm. financial base
.10r.-centralizetipower. How can: the individual raise funds to compete with
ths:StateIf:Louis'hild possessed. the resources of Stalin, he would probably
heft used themHtoattain his' goals, but he did not have them. Modern tech.
0410gywhichcan' produce history's greatept blessings for mankind can also
be used to Ousik, the individual whose development bas been the $011 of western
man since the Golden Age a .Greece.

lit.,04a-
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UNIT VIII

THE BIRTH OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT

Issue

We live today in a.world cf nuclear energy, automation, computers,
space travel, anti-biotics and countless other scientific achieve=.
meats. The work of the scientist profoundly influences our lives.
We can live More comfortably, communicate more efficiently, travel
more quickly, and kill me-e effectively than ever before. Our
scientific skills will' get better at an ever increasingvate.
Only one hundred years ago Americans were crossing the continent

. in the same way the Romans moved about the Mediterranean world
2,000 years before. In the last one hundred years, hot/ever,.
scientific advancement has perfected the railroad, and developed
the automobile, the propeller driven aircraft; the jet plane and
the space rocket. Scientific thought has resulted in tremendous
technological advance which .has given man the potential fot
revolutionizing every aspect of his existence.

Scientific thought has also influenced man's political, social,
and ideological world. Modern man relies on'the scientific motel
for his investigations in areas quite different from thy; physical
world. Social scientists and historians' study society scientific-
ally; business men devise scientific managerent practices;*and
literary scholars scientifically study literature with computers.
Just as scientists worked.to discover natural laws.of the universe.
political theorists worked to discover natural laws of society
**Ito write constitutions based upon them.

In marked contrest.to the ancient and medieval world, the modern
world is scientific. To a. great extent, this scientific context.
derives from the revolution in thought that took place in the
seventeenth century. Modern science owes its heritage to the
first tentative steps taken by those "natural philosophers"
three hundred years ago. The readings that follow are designed
to help you discover the; nature of this new way Of thinking,
the reasons that it developed When andJOhere it did, and the
significance of the revolotion. As you study this unit keep in
mind the following questions: What vat. revolutionary about the
scientific rwvolution? Why did the revolution take place in
Europe in the seventeenth century?' What is the significaws 'of
the revolution for the development Of.yesteva society?
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READING XXXI

MEDIEVAL SCIENCE

Just as the Renaissance, the development of Parliament, and Louis X/V's
absolutism have their beginnings in the Middle Ages, much.of the early
spade work of modern science was done in medieval times. The popular
conception that learning and innovation ceased in the Middle Ages is quite
inaccurate, as Unit IV demonstrated, Ponetheless, the pace of scientific
advance was not nearly so accelerated in the medieval period as it was in
the seventeenth century. Furthermore, the way in which scientific investiga-
tions were carried out in the Middle Ages differed greatly from the methods
of scientists in. the 1600's.

Considering the frequency of discoveries about the physical world' and the
changes in the methods men used to make those discoveries, a revolution in
scientific thought did occUrin the seventeenth century. The dimensions
and character of that revolution can not be adequately understood, however,
without some knowledge of medieval science.

Reading XXXI contains selections that reveal the nature of science in the
Middle Ages. From this reading, you should be able to construct a general
picture of the nature4And scope of medieval scientific knowledge and
methodology: 'Consider the following questions as you read:

.111111111.0r11111111111MMINIIIINVIP

What sort of men were the medieval scientists?
How did they Make their discoveries?

What did medieval mcn consider the best sources
of truth? What were thi supreme' authorities?
What faith did they place. in observation? in
reason?

What was the purpose of scientific knowledge?
Was it used to make life easier and more
wiliforia*Eit Or was At used for other purposes?
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ST. THOMAS AQUINAS ON THE SOURCE OF TRUTH *

In the thirteenth century the churchman St. Thomas Aquinas
combine&the wisdom of the Greeks and sacred doctrine of
the Church into a massive book called the SUM THEOLOGICA.
The first article of this great work deals with the Mired
of truth as he and the medieval scholastics understood it.

* From St. Thomas Aqui:6s, MONA THEOLOGICA,Itronslated by the Fathers
of the Dominican Province (London: Benziger Brothers, 1911) I, 1-2.

This selection reveals simultaneously the method of argument used by Aquinas'
and his' juitificatione of the need for theology to explain things that cannot
be explained by philosophical science.

ARISTOTLE AND MEDIEVAL SCIENCE *

Toward the end of the twelfth century, the writings of
Aristotle, the great Greek philosopher, were rediscovered
and translated into Latin. The respect the medieval mind
had for the ancient Greek is revealed in the following
paragraph written by the Arab, Averras, mho was instrue
mental in introducing western Europe. to Aristotle.

Aristotle was the wisest of the Greeks and COnstituted and completed logic,physics, and metaphysics. / .say that he constituted these sciences, becauieall the works on these subjccts previous to..him do not deserve to be mentionedand were completely eclipsed by his writings:- I say that he pat the finishing
touches on these sciences, because none of those who have succeeded him up
to our time, to wit, during nearly fifteen hundred years, have been able. to
add anything to his writings or find in them any error of any importance.
Now that all this-should be found in one Men is a strange' and miraculous
thing, and this privileged being deserves to be called divine rather than
'humans

* From James Harvey Robinson, READINGS. IN EUROPEAN HISIVRT, (Ginn, and
Company; Boston: 1904) I, 456.

A MEDIEVAL SCiENTIST ON THE BEHAVIOR OF WATER *f.

"'The following selection from an eleventh century scientific
treatise shows bow.a' medieval scientist explained a isatural
phenomenon. *The. selection is particularly' valUable since'
it demonstrates how medieval man explained.his observations.

From M. Muller, ed. QUAESTIONES NATURAL1S, (Minster, 1924).

This selection reveals the medieval method of reasoning.. It is a.dialogue
between Adelard. and his nephew regarding the reagens for salt in set water.
AdeIard, explains it in a circulation of water through underground screamsbetaken the ocean and the sources of rivers.
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A COMPENDIUM OF SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE *

This selection is taken from the massive work of Alexander
of Necks% ON THE NATURES OF THINGS, which was written at
the end'of the twelfth century. Neat* tried to compile
all of the scientific knowledge of the world and indicate
to whet uses this knowledge could be put.

The eagle, ...on accOunt'otits great heat, pixeth very cold stones with
its eggs when it sitteth on them, so that the 'heat shall not destroy them.
In the same way our words, when we speak with undue heat, should later be
tempered with discretion, so that we May conciliate in the end thosewhom.
we offended by the beginning of our speech.

The wren is but a little bird, yet it glories in the number of its progeny.
Who has not wondered to hear a Mote of such volume proceeding from so trilling
a body? The smaller the body, indeed, the greater the sound; it would seen.
By such things we are taught that the virtues of'little things should not be
scorned. . . . They say, moreover, that when the body of the wrenis put
upon the spit end placed before thfts* it need not be turned, for the wren
will 'turn itself, not forgetful of its royal dignity°

The stratagem by which, according to a fabulous story, it gained the royal
power among birds is well known. Tbs birds had agreed among themselves that
the glory of the supremo power should be allotted to the one who should excel
all others *by flying .highest. The wren seised its opportunity and hid itself
under the eagle's wing. When the eagle,.who attains nearest to Jove's gates,
would have claimed the. supremacy among its fellows, the little wren sallied
forth and perching on- tits eagle's heed declared itself the victor. And so
it obtained its name of Regulus (i.e "ruler")..

This fable touches those who enter upon the works of others and presumptously
appropriate the credit due elsewhere/ As the philosopher says, "We are all
like dwarfs standing upon giants' shoulders." We should therefore be careful
to ascribe to our predeceisors.those things which we ought not to claim for
our own glory,' and not follow theoxample of that wrenwhieh, with little
or no effort of its own, claimed to have outdone the eagle.

The sailors, as they sail over the sea, when la cloudy weather they can no
longer profit by, the light of the sun, or when the world is wrapped in the
darkness of night, and they are ignorant whither the ship's course is directed,
touch a needle to the,magnet; the ,needle will then whirl around in a: circle
until, when its motion ceases, :-.its point. if directed to the north.
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READING

THE WORLD OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY SCIENTISTS

Scientific discoveries never take place in a vacuum. Scientists live in aworld which sometimes pramotes and sometimes inhibits their work. En mid-.nineteenth century England, Charles Darwin found tremendous:resistanietohis work from organised religion while in the 1930's Atbert Einstein, findingHitler's Germany 'W.-disposed toward Jewsifeven Jews win were geniuses--.found theUnited States an accommodating environment for his teethematidalmind.

Scientists.must. live in a world that supports and encourages then if theyare to make significant achievements. Soiehow society snit see that theyget -enough money to buy food and must,be willing to accept Ind'admipt tothe changes that the scientist trill bring.
The selections in this reading give you evidence for reconstructing theworld of the seventeenth century scientists. Try to answer the followingquestions from the reading

.1311111MiONONIMIN
111111111111111111111VOSIMIEMO

To What extent did the seventeenth century scientists
find themselves in an intellectual environment that
would accept their findings?

How did the society support the seventeenth century
scientists?

What was the prevailing philosophy of the age that
the scientists were working in? Did this philosophy
'contradict the ifif.eas of the scientists or did it
contain the seeds rt! the now discoveries? Nov did
the scientists attempt to overcome prevailing idles
when this was needed?

he seventeenth centucy was also the 'age of LOUIS UV,
the age of parliamentary ascendancy in Greet Britain,and the end of the Renaissance.' How would these nevem
moats crests conditions which would promote scientific
advancensatt low would they inhibit it?
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The folloWing selection'reireell how Medieval' ai understiod
the organization of the inverse. This passage 'is *taken
from an =Anglo-Saxon treeeise.of the tenth "century;-

On the second day Cod made the. heaveri, .which is called the Moment, which
is visible and corporeal; and Yoe We may never see it, on account of its
great elevation and the thickness of the clouds, and on account of .the weak--
mese of'aur:iyes The heaven 'Inclosesin its bosam'all the world, and it
ever turns about us, swifter than any Mill- wheel, all as deep under this
earth .es it.is above. It is all round and simile and studded with stars. If

TrUlY the sun goes by God's' command between heavei and earth, by -day 'above
and by night under the earth. She*is ever *inning about the Omni anit so
_light shines under the earth by night as it. does above our' heeds by deY*
The sun is very greet as broad .shi is, from what books say, as the whole
compass of the earth; but she *mars' to us very small, because she is very
far from our sight. Everything, the further it "is, the less .it seems.

,;The moon and all the stars receive light 'fret.* the greet sun.' The. sun. is
typical of our Saviour, Christ, who is the sun of righteousness, as the bright
stars are typical of the believer. in Cod's congregation, who shine in 'good
converse. No one of. whim any light of goodness except by the grace
of Christ, lAto is celled' the sun of true righteousness. ...

ROGER BACON us NSTROD

One of the brightest sciattific lights on the medieval
horizon was the churchman User Moon. An rEnglish
friar, Bacon was not c@ntent to accept only the state-
Rents of the Church fathers and ArLitotli as ago swain*
authorities. In thi'f011owing selection The explains how
he went about oyster es.: of the physical world.

Robinson. u. gap, 4414t,

ltducated persons realised all through the Middle Aged that the earth wassphore
cz

%ft* z tram Robert Rolle lintite trans. TM OP WU or ROGER BACON *hits-
:. dilPhisto, linivirsity of Pennsylvania Press, 1928), II, 583.

This selection sets eet'llacenos.eapirical ,rinciplesw. *scow states thatripasenia. i ailt,c. eaas", Only. issiperiese146 he /Os* ll teoil the truth:

10Mallil iirlowerromor
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CAL/LEO'S DIFFICULTIES WITH THE'CHURCH

Galileo. Ga lilei was an Italian scientist who challenged the
propositions of *Aristotle which luid long. been the accepted
ideas of Europeans. The following tiro selections .chronicle
the difficulties he enecsuntered by making' these challenges.

A. A Letter to a Duchess *'

* broom A. E. MCKensie, MAJOR ACIIIi/EMENTS OF. SCIENCE, Oisabridge, England:
1960) II, 8.

In this letter to the Dichosa, Galileo tells of the efforts of the church fathers
to destroy his work. He says that they have used the argument that Ka theories
are contrary to the Bible, but he answers this by stating that the Siblical
passages merely are myths for the "common; herd.".

.

D. Galileo Writes His Patron.**

The -following letter fromGatileo to Cosimo de Medici provides
a clue as to L e,alileo supported himself and was able to
continue his investigation in the -face of opposition.

** From Stillman Drake, DISCOVERIES AND OPINIONS OF GALILEO, (New York,
Doubleday,' 1957) 2425.

In this letter to Cosimo de,Medici Galileo writes of his discoveries and butters
up his patron by promising to. name one of Jupiter's moons after his.

A TIMELY INVENTION ***

The following account chronicles nevi of a new invention
as:it reached Cologne in Germany. The author of the
article is quick to sea the invention', implications.
'What inplicativi do you see for the myriad of the seven-
teenth century scientist?

The sternal God has out of his unfathomable.wisdom brought into eniatence
the laudable art, by which men now print. books, and multiply them so greatly
that every man.mey for himself read or hear read the way of salvation

Item although the art is found at Mains as aforesaid in the manner as it is
now generally used, yet the first prefiguration is found in Holland out of
the Donatus.es.which were in that very (country) printed before that time.
And from and out of them-was taken the beginning of the aforesaid art. And
it it *found leach more masterly and subtilely (sic.) than that tame Tanner
was . and thik longer (it was practiced) the store. skillful At became0.0 0'0
The first inventor of printing was burgher at Mains,-.. and he was born at.

id** "Chronicle of Cologne," 1499, from 41. Z. ItAltiORA, Vol.In DAWN 011P rir0021114 (London: 1901), p. '231:

*1

.
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$trassburg, and named Johan Outenburg. Item from Mainz the aforesaid art
came first of all to Cologne, then to Strassburg, and thereafter to Venice.
The beginting.end Alevelopment of the aforesaid art was told ms' by word of
mouth by the honorable man Master 111riCh Kell of Banau, still, Anno 1490,
a printer at Cologne by whome the aforesaid art came to Cologne..

COPERNICUS DESCRIBES HIS FRAME OF REFERENCE *

The following selection is Copernicus' dedication of his
(EVOLUTIONS OF THE CELESTIAL ORBS. In it he expleine
his intellectual frame of reference frem which he and
the other seventeenth century'scientists'todk off on
their revolution. What is there about his frame of
reference which promoted his scientific endeavors?
What about it could conceivably inhibihis work?

* From A. E. McKenzie, MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS OF SCIENCE, (Ceibridge, England:
1960) 5-6.

This selection is the faious prologue from Copernicus'Aevolutions:of the
Celestial Orbs. In it Copernicus explains that he readhall of the works of the
early aatronamers, II. he was unsatisfied by the complexity of,their system
that he believed Gok. ,ald have designed a simpler system, and that be took ;be
liberty to develop his heliocentric system because the church had. allowed others
before him to tamper with the conception'of the universe.

READING XXXII/.

THE NATURE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THESCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION

What we call the scientific revolution beganin 1543 with the publication of
Copernicus" monumental book about the nature of the solar systeau'llhat.was
revolutionary Abaut,Copernicus' work was not so,much the theory he proposed
but the method% by,,whickhe arrived at his theory:, Copernicus and. Galileo
and the other sixteenth and-seventeenth-century scientists ushered.in:a
brand new warof.looking,attheltorld. Thisnew method; they.. realiied,, would
unleash unlimited potential for controlling and usiwthephysicol'environment.

Ist the readings that follow, thescienticts explain the methods they used
to arrive at their conclusions. may alio give their conception of what these
Amospwaye4of thinking inlisean-to mankind.: As. you read, keep in 4124 the
following questions..

%..:..xerw,""mr11110-.
.

Now would.riudescribe*the methods used, by.,the
scientists of the ,seventeenth and*eigi4eenth
centuries?

What is revolutionary aboUt the ways in which
these men thought.about the physical world?,
lime is their way oUthinking different from
that of ancient and medieval times?.

.

What is their conception, of .ifhat their new
methods will mean for the_ future of mankind?

4. How have these men shaped your- own freak of
reference?

Almommirlimeiwommoolv
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RENE DESCARTES ON METHOD *

mionmalimmimmoromommummiupwommempw91111

Rene Descartes was a French philosopher who was living in
Geneva to escape the difficulties of war when he developed
his theories on bow man might obtain certainty. The follow-
ing selection is his description of that method.

* Fres A. N. McKenzie, MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS OF SCIENCE, (Cambridge, England: 1960)
4748.

Ifs this selection Descartes sets out his rationalist philoioPhy,' including his
skepticism, his analysis of problems, his rationalistic.deductive approach, and
his snap at thoroughness of propositions.

rums BACON ON **

'Prating Bacon was a minister to Queen Elizabeth of England
and was pveloundly impressed by the work of the scientists
of his age. Thy following selection is his description of
how the scientist works. How do his views differ from those
of medieval scientists? from Descartes?

** Pram Sayaos6 P. Stearns, PAGEANT OF EUROPE (New York: Harcourt, Brace and
WM, 1961) 69-70.

This selection reveals Francis Bacon's method of investigation which joins
experience and reason to develop knowledge of how the natural world functions.

SIR ISAAC NEWTON ON maim

Sir Isaac Newton was the greatest of all physical scientists
in terms of his.contribution to knowledge. He formulated laws
concerning motion, gravity, light and energy and'he developed

.4k new branch of mathematics, calculus, to aid him in his work.
(Spinoza, marking' independently aUo developed calculus at
about the MAO time.) Here, he describes the method whereby

'developed his natural laws.

The princioia ***

*** From A' E. McKenzie, MAJOR A!IEVEMENTS OF SCIENCE, (Cambridge, England: 1960) 23.

In .this selection Sir Isaac Newton states that he. begins first with a hypothesis,
rationally developed, and then tests tbishypothesis against Obierved phenomena,
proceeding thm:to the'statiient of-Js general

C
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The OPTICKS *

tiA

* From 'Sir Isaac Newton,' OPTICKS in GREAT-HOOKS OF THE '(Chicago:(Chicago:Encyclopaedia Britanica, 1952) =bit 541; .. . .

In this selection Newton 'further elaborates on the use of experiment to `induce"
general prinaplesi 'of, the operation of the universe,

THE PROMETHEAN VISION OF LEIS! IZ **

Leibnis was one of the seventeenth century scientists who
&missy great changes as a" result of the discoveries of his
.ioiltampoissils. In' this remarkable passage; written in
1675, he predicts what on exposition in the future might
be 4kii.

** From Philip Weiner, Luau sracnott (New York: Scribnets, 1958) 581,493
passim.

In this selection Leibnix imagines a world's fair of the future where all
icientific,and technological discoveries are on display. Leibniz'e exposition
inCludes all the Modern aspects of the world's 'fairs, including a midway where
freaks and artists are a display. r '

READING XXXII/

THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

The'seventeenth century was the age of Louts XIV, the vain French monarch
who kept Europe in turmoil for over two generaitions. It was also the age
of the sciefitific'reiolsition. Everywhere scientists discarded the old
certainties 'Oat the universe -and the. physical world. In terms of lasting
d'ontribetias;e', th modems 'world owes more to the quiet work of. the. seventeenth
Century scientist* than it does to the Pompous strutting* of the !Sun King's,.



Nan. does not pursue,the.quest for knoWledge. of the physical world in' a
vacuum. The social profoundly inflUences the evolition.ot scientlfic
knOwledge.. Science fa not the work of lenely geniuses; it:
activity. 'Therefore, the historY of science must .-intlude'.the entire'''. history
Of the,..agee: .important to know how the "Age of l.ouis $IV", influenced
the .seventeenth psnti*y scientilts.':::..It is also imPortan,..to knew .what
'impact the..scientiSt had On the times -in whit.,: he lived.

Iiideed, the seventeenth;century:didwitneis...a "scientific revolution." The
pace of.' 'diseovery quickened; each decade produced greater. advances in
insight and understanding;than had "vAen.reached '111 the ,Past by centuries
of `hard' work. ; :But: -the. revolution' was The:seventeenth century

.

scientiste initiated the "modern" epoch in astronomy, physis.,' mathematics,
and'medicine. COMparable.,reVolutni in chesiLstry and biology were: -to wait
130 years of sloWgroping for new..ideas and techniquessonie of which maybe traced tco;, the seventeenth- centu0:: Nonetheless this age. gave..us an
inventory of accemiplie eut..tha: is WithoUt. Parallel in any previous ..tima

set the stage for the even more rapid pace -of -Scientific advancementi,in
our-:own day.

The fiew vition--Of nature, God and Sian brought; about in the seventeenth century
,was made ,pOSSibi.e by profound changes taking Place in many Other areas of
IhOught and action. In the. first place, the sixteenth century Eisropeal.
World felt:heir to the learning of antiquity preserved and transmitted by

Secondly, maOners of* the period.had.on, their own.initiative*:carried
:out _'the. evil:ration-of: the glebe by':a. series of voyages. Columbus, de Game,
and dibot .shatiered:i the medieval image ot the finite . world. In addition,
LUther,..CalVin*.Nand:Ewingli':hadsuccessfuily challenged the medinval religious
order. static society that had...arisen on the ruins of the

\,ROmen Impire and which had hen held; together by leudal. authorities ...was

yielding' to:..the heutieless ?physical mid ..intellettual energies..of:a new breed
of man. These, generaions, recovering the aliOst_forgotten Greek hUmanism;
set out to .create e: neW. 'order: no±- iOnger 'based on 'tradition. but on the, .

new ideas of nationalisms-indiVidualiSm,and

Revolution was parts, of th*...hiri:ttige. 0...oe. men ,of the ..sOventeenth
.

century.
.Their economy,, no longer based' uPon.

ifclekflaufficient.rural, le, expanded
rapidly. lthe creative energies.whieh..:produced da Vincir,..14ichelAngets,
-Rabelais, andShakespeare were no longer; ile0t-Up by monasteries, or provincia/
limits.

Already in the sixteenth century, and even before, acute critics of the
traditional sciences had challenged the truth of accepted °Pinion. Further..
more, theexperimental activities of the thirteenth century Franciscan friar,
Roger Bacon, had never been completely forgotten. On Oil' other hand,' the*
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were periods of immense, bigotry and
intolerance. Only a feu people shared in the new learning; only. :minority
of the old elites of church and university. favored the spread 'of:Unorthodox
ideas. This was, after all, the age of the religious wars and ;the :very
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height of the wiithburning mania which swept all of Europe. Furthermoreo
the-most tmportant.humenistslof the epoch were not.too interested in
problems of science and tended to be hostile to its empirical methods.

Despite the forces working aginst scientific advancement, the revolution
began in the late eixteen0 century in the mind of the conservative Roman
churchman, Nicolaus Copernicus. Copernicus had studied the astronomical
system described.by the Alexandrian philosOpher, rtolemy, around 150 A.D.
PtoleMy had 'developed a complicated astronomy based on the theory that the
earth was the center of the universe. ,According to his theory, all of the
planets and stars, the sun mid the moon revolved about the earth which .

remained stationary. But they did not move in simple circles. Rather they
moved by a complicated system of circles within circles, doubling back on
themselves at times, and then reversing their courses.

Copernicus found the ancient astronomy inadequate on several counts. First,
he could not believe that God would have put together such a cumbersome piece
athesvesly clockwork as the Ptolemaic system presupposed. Furthermore, he
knew that some of the calculations derived from Ptolemy's work did not
conform to the observed positions of the heavenly bodies. Inspired, one
might say, by a'belief in the mathematical simplicity of the heavens, the
devout Copernicus studied the records of the heliocentric system advocated
by Aristarchus of Samos in the third century B.C. This astronomer claimed
that the earth had .:a double motion, the daily rotation about an axis, and an
annual orbit around the sun. Copernicus now adopted a modification of this
ants ant system andiorociatmed it to the learned world in a printed volume,
De Revelutionibus Orbium Coelestium in 1543.

The.puWcation of Copernicus' work originally caused hardly a ripple in the
learned.world. But'somd sixteenth century thinkers did react violently.
tntherdenounced Opernicus as a "fool who would overturn all of Astronomy."
Theiniiiniiits were largely indifferent. NAlanchtbon, a leading representative
Of Germe7, humanism, wrote: "The eyes are witness that the heavens revolve
in.thespace.oUtwentygifour hours. .But certainmen either from the love of
noveitorttOeike a display of ingenuity, have concluded that the earth
moyee and4hat neither the eighth sphere nor the sun revolves."

The opposition to Copernicus' scheme was somewhat justified.. Be clung to
the ideithat the planets revolved about the sun in fixed orbits and at.
Uniformepeed. Because of hie adherence to this ancient idea, Copernicus
failed.to predict the location of the heavenly spheres uttb stitch more
reliithOity.than the followers of Ptolemy. 40rthermore, sixteenth century
a00. found it difficult to accept tine notion that .the solid earth was moving
at greekveloCittihrough the heavens.

),e0ite these difficulties; Copernicus' scheme was adopted rapidly by many
0f.,04ejestned men of the_day..The busy printing presses soon spread the.
theOryJKPthe*Oying earth to all corners of Bumps. Nen such as.0tordano
Brinothe heretical Italian philosopher, jumped to its support. Other

:...itstroneatero( conducted their own investigatiOas to validate Copernicus'
hypethaists..,:-:':16-'Dessarki, Tycho Smite celesta sort accurate. observational

-41.-7.nrtrir"."7011.77"-!1!"Pcirr"-4"-""----=:.,



data. Johannes Kepler filled thoUsandS'Of pages mith.calculations based
on Stohe's data and finally decided that the planets id not move withuniform speed or in circular orbits but at varying 'speeds end 'in ellipticalorbits. Galileo's obserVations of the moons of Jupiter (a small solar systemin itself) further confirmed the Copernican_ theory. Neither orthodox
Aristotelian science nor common-Sense observation which "saw" ihe.sun and
aeon "move",eround the earth could Withstand the'evidence that began topileup.

The breakthrough in astronomy was followed by similar advances in.mechanics.
Just.ns'the Aristotelian view of tke universe foil:to:Copernicus' new.version,
Aristotelian mechanics Were'also replaced. Aristotle's ideas about moving
bodies were not based on experiment but on deductions from "first principles."
However, Stevin, Galileo, Descartes, Kepler, Huyghens, and finally Heston,
using a science based upon experiment and expresied 114Hmathematical equations,
destroyed most of the ideas of the Greek philosopher.

In 1586, Simon Stavin, a self-taught military engineer, conducted an
experiment disproving the Aristotelian view that heaVy bodies fall more

.quickly than light ones (an experiment that has been incorrectly attributedto Galilee). "The experiment against Aristotle is this.," wrote Stavin:

"Let-ut take !..wo leaden balls.. one ten times greater in
weight than the other. Allow them to fall together from a
heig!t of thirty feet upOn a board from which 4 sound is
clearly given out and it shall appear that the lighter
does not take ten times longer to fail than the heavier,
but that they fall so equally upon the board that both
noises appear on a single sensation of sound."

Galileo extended this type of experiment. His contribUtion to science in
general and mechanics in particular was his careful working out

. of the
proper relation between theory, experiment and mathematics. With Galileo
we have the "idealised experiment" - one' conducted either with physical.
bodies or in thought alone. The important thing is the'careful exclusion
of all aspects of nature which cannot be reduced to measurable:quintities
and thus expressed in the language of number. He exclUded 411 AWalities.
such as color or warmth, symmetry, final causes, or the Operations of deity,
and angelic intelligences which: revious scientists had often used to'
"explain" the nature of'the world.

A. passionate Copernican, Galilees tupport of the helloCentric system bilged
upon the observations he couductediwith:his imprOved telesCoPei, destroyed
the final props of the Aristotelian- Ptolemaic universe.: His. observation of
the moons of Jupiter,. his discovery of mountains on the -anion and spots.on
the sun, proved that theisarth and the rest of the universe...were probably
very much alike. The. dynamical principles which held together were
-uncovered loy :the -labors -of Kepler, Deacartea 'and Wooten.
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Kepler's discovery that the planets moved in elliptical orbits and thattheir velocity varied in relation to their distance from the sun drove theGerman scientist in search of a.physical cause that produced planetary motion.In beginning this investigation, Kepler, became the first modern physicist.Though he believed that ions viague magnetic emanation' from the sun drovethe plenets in their eternal orbits,' his was a giant step leading toboa Newton's ideas of universal gravitation:

Newton hiiaself said of his achieVementst "If I.have .seen further than others,it is because I have stood on the ihoutders of 'gianta-." And he did. Heeivnthesiaed the work of Emden, Copernicus; Galileo, Kepler, and the 'otherscientists who preceded him and published his findings in a monumental .wOrk,PRINCIPIA. He combined the new physics and the new astronomy to develophis supremo law-athi" law- of untiersal gravitation. This law states thatevery article, in the universe attracts.:: vory Other particle with a forceequal to the product of' their masses and inversely proportional .to the squareof the distance between them. An apple is attracted to the earth, and there.fore falls to the earth when lot go from its twig. But the earth is alsoattracted to 'the apple, and,' indeed, the earth "fails up" to the apple .byan infinAtetimat amount. Their combined masses, multiplied together,deteiminei their_mutualattrectiOn. Of course, their mutual attractionbecomes less and less the awe the apple is moved* away from the earth. Whatis important 'about the law, howeVer, is that it states that elem particle;it the universe is attracted to eve a Other partiClo in the same way. Hencethe same force that mutually attracts earth and apple, attracts earth andmoon, or sun and earth.

Newton's development. of this grand theory, did depend upon the. work of hispredecessors. Galileo had defined the law of freely falling bodies. Humghensbad developed a phyticat and matheaustictl &monist:ration of the law ofientriffigal force, Kepler's latis'defisiing the motions of the !planets addedgrist to Newton's mill. AriniallY", Newton himielf developed his own measuringinstrumentio.*1 new branch' of matheMatics (the' Calculus), and a number ofexperimental procedures to crests the law.

From the genius of ifiwton *Merged the grand outline of the "World Machine"in-which a Great Engineer had established eternal laws forthe governanceof His universe. At the creation he had set the machine in motion to operateforeVer., The mystery that shrouded Gees' universe had been stripped away.Han had' come to understand it and"how it worked..7 .
The scientific revolution'S center' of gravity was lotated in mathematics,mechanics' and astronomy. The union of theta discipline': in celestialisechanite set the style- of the age and indicated .ths course' that the physicalsciences would follow deep into.thenineteenth century. A triMaphant.mechm`anisti&philosophy whose symbol is the.: pendulum 'Clock (developed by Huyghens)was to be .applied to the :study of diverse, phenomena such as heat (tharmomditnamics), electricity, and sagnetisas (electrodynamics), and to influence
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thought in the less developed disciplihel, such as"themistry and biology.
Harvey's description of the circulation:1of the blood and Foyle's study of.
gases all reflect the influence of mechenitel ideas,

The stientific revolution extended its influence beyond the bounds of science
itself. Science is a product of social activity, however towering the

. indtvidual genius 'may be. 44titutiOns for the piomOion of scientific
activity were established during the seventeenth century to encourage the
social role of science. The National ,e,ademy of Science, of which the
1440 Royal SocieWand the French RoyalAtademy were.pioneers, and the
icientifii journaloillieh published the scientist's findings, jerre.created
in this peridd of frenzied activity. These two innovations helped to quicken
the pate Of scientific discovery by permitting the rapid exchange, of scientific
opinion.. They provided forums for the critical scrutiny of new scientific
ideas. ,'Furthermore; neither the academies nor the journals were closed to
the interested nonscientist. in the seventeenth and.eighteehth centuries.
the diarist Samuel Fepys, the poet John Dryden.'the architect Christopher
Wren, and. the philoSoOher JOhn Letke were all members of the Royal. Society.

The directAind indirect impact of the scientific revolution on society at
Large, hOweverr, was, not pronOuoied in the.Seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries. The more intricate ideas were understood only by the small,
well-edUcated minority. Ordinary men went on believing in the evidence of
their senses and.cheriihing the:old4.deal concerning the relationship of
man tO'Cod and God to nature. Scientific. ideas percolated down. to the masses
very slowly.

Yet, although it was restricted to an elite, the impact of scientific innov4,
tionc was.momentous. What historians-call the climate of opinion was
.irreversibly altered. Belief in witchcraftand miracles, or the idea that
email and eclipses were heralds'of disaster,:could not.be held by people
who also accepted the ideas of the new science. The power elites transformed
the.critical skepticism of Descartes, Locke and ;pimae into more humane
legiStatiOn, eventually. abolishing triali for-witchcraft., for example.
Medieval philosophy was not so much directly attacked as it'wes.ignoredvand
eventually forgotten. The philosophers of.the seventeenth and eighteenth'
centnries'incorporated into their world views the elements of a mechanistic
universe worked out:by the scientists

By the middle of the eighteenth century, the Age of the French Enlightenment,
men such as Voltaire. Diderot, D'Alembert, Montesquieu and Immanuel. Kant
had thoroughly absorbed the teachings of the NeNtonfans. Since the great
Newton had distnvered the Lava of, Nature, other and perhaps lesser, men
would seek out the "natural laws" of human society. That this quest leads
directly to the American and French Revo/utions is the most fitting tribute
to the pensiri revolutionaries of: the ,seventeenth. century. Ultimately,
scientific progress know aisoctitediwtl! the. .optinistic ideas of the
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ighteenth. and nineteenth conturtse concerning the inevitability of Wean
progress and the attatinsincof &generalised happiness for all mankind.
listen and /Abitibi* who sosi-elearly sem., the potential of science toliberate winkled from ani l.lik. toil. had their proophopiel vindicatedtsrthe,ninekeenth century with the hernsiosing of all totes of energy. Yet
.0secannot.iscsps potiag the etsaatial.questiont Use science been a
.10.resiotheuati, *giving the secrets of the gods to a potato' mankind, or a

approntieei unable taeontrol, the-abuse of the gifts of intelielitt

.the full-glow,Of the scientific revolUttesi Kau Pascal, one of its..:,:.bitlittet.centrilutora who utsderstoot'nospIetely the lapljeations of the
. actenect uttered ,a ,steeply symbolic try; :offhlise infinite spaces terrifyAle."- And so':it hes rejoined as in the beginning of the-quest der Physical

What is done with it depoindsupon.:01t SOS *eke* OChisiselithic or not ho **Ore th .saia conserda lenatiose :00
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OMIT IX

THE' OBVILOPMENT oft VII MARKET

zbis Issue

scarcity is the basic fact of economic life. Our needs are far greater thanthe resources neOeseary to satiety them. Economic` historians study thi"maysWhich mankind has allocated. hi* resources to answer the three queations
implied by the 'problem-of- scercityt what- to produce, how to produce it and
for whom to produce it. Most. societies have.,auswered thee. questions by
using a mixture 0.4 three; types of.ecoaomic systems, traditional, market andcomaend.

People in traditional societies decide the three lasic questions according
to their folkways and mores. They produce and distribute, the sane goods as
their fathers made using the same timehonored ways, to allocate resources.
In command societies. men with political power answer the three basic questions
for the remainder of the population. They control the resources of the
Society and allocate them as they see fit to reach their goals. In a market
economy, the COMIUMar is sovereign. .1esources are allocated by people with
stoney to spend whose demand for goods motivates producers to asks thew. Men
receive goods roughly 'in proportion to the value Of the economic contribution
they make.

There are no pure economic systems in the real world.. usually *se system
Plays a dominant role in a society while the other two have less important
roles to* play.. lFor. example, Alaskan Eskimos let traditions guide most of
their economic decisions; the United States relies heavily on the market;
in thooSoviet Union.command occupies the most important position. Yet in all
three of these eCOMIlties, tradition, socket and command play case role. In
the United States, for example, men often enter their father's occupation
because of family traditions. More than a third, of the decisions
about the allocation of resources in the United States are made at .the commendof goverment 'rather than by the aarket.

Modern economic systems are blends of various matket and cowhand. -elements..
Those economies have beenin the making for,hundreds of years. The modern
dynamic market grew out of the ,static medieval economy, dominated by aanorial
ism and the.glilday In some countries the development of the market
paralleled the growth- of parliamentary political institutions. Modern command
economies, such. as that of the Soviet Oniony, grew up in nations where.saall
elittia'domitiated- the political proCess. 4' Vi-will'stisdy the:developmeiat Of:
martaid economies later in this course.

Aby the-market. economy 'doWelolv: out of this static- icalialio. kilts's' Of the
Middle .Asest Abet tere:,theAdiaraeteriiitiiii ot's inirket: ecinose'' iii ,rill
be concerned with these two questions in Iteedinigs.35 through 3d.,,
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WADING =Dr

Ili IMPAIR= OE Tit Minn

The medieval economy to mined sows elements of the modern market system,
but as the documents fm Wielding iir indicate, most medieval economic decisionswere made on the basis of traditions. Centuries of gradual change in thepolitical and social swum and in the values of medieval won were requiredbefore a market system ccup, 0111Orp. The documents in Reading XXXI ihedlight on 'some of these changes. They' helped to transform the traditional
Meisel Of the Middle Ages into a system where the basic *epitomic decisions
were made in the Markets. As you read, keep the following questions in Mad.

What changes in values apparenily took place in
these centuries? What caused these changes?
Row would they affect. the traditional medieval
economy?

'Now did the activities of kings promote the
development of a market system? Vby do you
think the kings wished to help merchants and
towns?

Mat changes took place in the social straiten
that would help a market aystem emerge?

low would the changes you studied in units
Vi VU! help promote the emergence of the market?
low are those :changes related to the develop!
Monti described blade rending?

A TOW CHARTER 1155 *

:Although towns were the center of commerce in the Riddle
, Ages, they were hampered by uncertain legal status in
'developing market institutions. For instance, towns
often bad to depend upon the local lord for protection,
and he was often unwilling to help. the following tows
charter illustrates some of the changes that took place
in the legal status of towns that pad them become
thriving centers of commerce.

. . ... .. .

* Prom O. C. Creonniay and D. C. Douglas,' edo., spatzsi HISTORICAL poatiors,
Oxford, Oxford University Press).

.. ,
This- lfitel docupeut gives theleitdonere Inteaptiou-lgoicertein texts and guarantees
the iroSct clitOf., the king and his aid in -0*-1.0114Settee!ef debts.

,);.;....., ....... . . . . ., , .i.. ., .

di
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THE PROTESTANT REFOWIATION AND VALUES fi

-4holkomencCstholic church opposed economic transactions in.4-.,which one person paid interest on 0 loan from another or in
'whigh a seller could set an "unjust prfces Jobe Calvin,
the sixteenth oentnry.ftatiostant rafarisr,toOk &different
losition on this issue. The f011owing selection illustrates
his point, of view,

From Robert Lokschman, THE VARIETIES OF ECONOK/CS, (NoW.Yotk; Meridian*mks, '1962), 69,70.

This selection exposes the values of Calvinist Protestantism, which, in
contrast to the philosophy of. Aquinas, states that one must use Cod's lifts
to pursue his economic interests.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE NATIONAL STATE **

.Louis XIrs final** minister, Jean Baptiste Colbert took
an active hand in the economy of his coUntry. The following
letter (1664) illustrates his policies.

*a From Paul- L. Woes and Robert F Fries, READINGS IN WESTERN CIVILIZATICI
Ow York: Littlefield, Adams and Co., 1956) 61, 110-111.

MO' OMOSOLri Of 7C01bOrt Inariantess the protectiofl'of the King of Prates regard.
1.1W1:$140. transport of 'soOds as Ireel-41 as a subsidy, from the royal for
the Oelohlishment.4f,.manufacturing'firms.

A SERF MAKES A NEW CONTRACT MK HIS LORD 1278 *".

In the WW1* ,Ages- a :Jorge part of the population was botand
to the soil. Serfs were- .required to perform services for
;.the lord,,,of the. manor and to4ive :him ,soave' ().f: the:.prodUce-
frOm their own,.:Mall holdings._ 'Toward: thivend. of the
Middle Ages, helever, lords negotiated new contracts withtheir serfs. The following:.

Let all.i:OW2that we have isanumitted, and liberated, from all yoke-of servitude
William, the son of Richard of Wythington, wham previously we.have held asOur born bondman, with his whole progeny: and all 'hit chattels, s that neithernor our successors:shall be iblie :ti) require .or *idiot any right or claimin the said William, his progenyi 00'his--'ehattelie out th.:1/00:111:11las, withhis whole progony and all his 'ond, quit and withoutdisturbance, exaction, or any :c lair t ear the Mist "iitsta Slims by
reason of any Servitude forever

!?1411;11eiiion. 1904),

:>

:PI 'F'.* .7.
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We will, moreover, and concede that he and ,his heirs shall. hold the :assuages,land, rents, and meadows in WithingtOn whiat his ancestors held from us andour predecessors, by giving and performing the .fine which.. called.'merchet_for giving his daughter in ?ferriage,* and,.tallage from yeer. to .year. accordingto our willthat he shall have and.:hold thete for the. future from. us and oursuccessors freely, quietly, peacefully, and hereditarily,, by paying: to us andour successors yearly 40s. sterling,. at. the four terms of the year, namely:at St. John the Baptist's 'day 10s at Michaelmas 10i., at Christmas 10s.,
.and at Easter 108:1, for all service, exaction, customs and secular demand;saving to us, nevertheless,..attendance at our .0:court:of Castro,every threeweeks, ;wardship, and relief, and outside service of our .lord :the hinge_ Whenthey shall happen.

A COMMENT ON ENGLISH SOCIETY ,1701 *

Daniel Defoe, renowned for his great novel ROBINSON CRUSOE,
was a keen observer of the England in which he lived. In
the following selection,.' taken from:his COMPLETE ENGLISH
TRADESMAN, he notes some of the social changes taking place
in his country.

* From nintoouctzon TO CONTEMPORARY CIVILIZATION, (New York: Columbia
Universiti Press, 1946) I, 680.

In this excerpt Defoe explains that English society admits to social .contact
between tradesmen and nobility...This benefits trade, he says, because each.,eg
theta augmenting the other's incomethe tradesmen with his skills and .the'
noble with his capital.

READING XXXVI

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MARKET - A. CASE STUDY **

From the end of the sixteenth to the beginning of the eighteenth centuries
the mightiest economic power in all' Europe wee*little Holland. The story
of her rise to commercial'predominanct is:an excellent case study in the
development of the modern market .economy.- For Reading XXXVI we turn to. oneof .modern America's greatest economic historians for the story of Holland's
economic. development. As you read this account, keep. the-following questions
in ainL.

Nat factors were responsible for Holland's economic
growth?_ ,analytical questions would you:ask to
help yOu analyse thia ,situation?

What human, natural, and capital resources did
Holland,, have to:draw onT How Aid. she 4euiploy them?

What was produced in Holland? How was it produced?
For whom?

What relationships can you find between the social,
political, and ideological changes noted in Reading
MON and the development of Holland's economy?

** Reference on*page 146.
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** From Herbert Heaton ECONOMIC HISTORY OF Europe (New York: Harper & Bros.,
1948) 274-282.

In this chapter.of tie Wok, Heaton explains the rise of Holland's mercantile
seesaw from fishing fleet, to COaltil trade, to ShiPbuilding, to sea-carrying
trade, to trade end 0Oloniiettott- in the last.

RF.40/1O XXXVII

ADA SMITH: THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE MARKET ECONOMY

In the real world, there` are no pure economic .systems. Traditional systems
have elements .01 the market and elements of command within them. Modern
commandsconomies, like that of the Soviet Union, still permit many economic
decisions to be made in the market or by traditiop. The same generalisations
apply to'systems where most recisions about what to produce, how to produce
it and for whom to produce It. are made by supply and demand in the marketplace.
Pure systems, are at the polos. of a continuum; real economic systems always
lie somewhere between the extremes.

It is possible, however.* co imagine a .pure economic system and to examine
the way in which one Mi3ht operate. Building a model ofa pure system can
help us to understand the way in which economies actually work. Models are
not description") of reality; they are tools to be used for analysis and for
prediction. , The feet that an economist can develop a model indicates that
an advanced stage of economic sophistication has been reached&

Adam Smith's famous boOk 'THE WEALTH Or-NATIONS, published in 1776, remains
the classic model of a purely competitiire economic system. It stands as a
clear indication that the market econony had really shaken off the traditions
Chat fettered men in the Middle Apse But it is important to understand that
Smith was not ,discribing the economy of England in the late eighteenth century..
Instead of describing his tiles,' he wrote about what: he thought an economy
ought to be; His ideas were influenced by the tisies:in which he lived and
can only be OnderstOod, in the 'Context of those One.. °Four aspedis of the
deete#::, are particularly, impatant
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First, we must remember that Smith was attacking the mercantilist regulations
which still governed much of. English economic life. Like.France under Colbert,
the economic minister of Louis XIV, England had passed a host of.mercantilist
regulations. Smith believed that these' rules w6redesigned to help the
producer but that they resulted in higher prices to the consumer. Since Smithbelieved that the welfare of the consumer ought to be the objective of any
economic system, he opposed all mercantilist regulations. His attacks on
government regulations of the economy must be viewed in this light.

Second, Smith was a child of the Enlightenment. Like Sir /saac Newton in
science and John Locke in political thought, he believed in natural laws.If God had made laws to guide the stars through the heavens and to control
the way in which men governed themselves, He must also have made laws to
regulate economic activities. In competitionthe invisible hand which could
bring the best possible goods to the consumer at the lowest possible price- -Smith found the economic parallel of Newton's law of gravitation and Locke's
belief in such natural rights as life, liberty and property.

Third, industry in England in the eighteenth century was predominately small
scale. Many industries approximated the conditions which economists agree
must be met in order for the purely competitive system to operate according
to Smith'smodel. There" were many small firms in each industry. No one figm
was large enough to influence market price. They made identical or easily
substitutable products. And there were no barriers either to entering-or toleaving an industry. Looking about him, Smith could imagine all industries
becoming purely competitive. The birth of mass production and the rise of
the giant corporation, still decades away, were unknown to him. He could notforetell that these developments would make a shambles of the small scale
industry he saw around him.

Finally, with the exception of mercantilist., regulations, few laws governed
English'econamielife. The first factory legislation was passed in 1802,
tWenty-aiX years after. Smith's book, was published. The only significant
welfare-legisiation supported by the sovernment was the poor law. Moreover,the needlor factory legislation .and for laws to protect the poor, aged orinfirm was not appatent in theHlate eighteenth century. Smith',a failure to
support such laws Should not:be taken.. today as evidence that they will under-
mine a sacred economic systim,Stith;wasnot even .describing a syste-, he
was developing a tool fOr analysiaAmd

143880stilireforma based on.this
tool by which he thought the 400060Y of might beimprovedin the late
eightecnth century.

Today's reading is a short excerpt-from THE WEALTH OF NATIONS. Since the.
language is arCheic,'you may wish to read it twice.. Remember the background
of this book as you read: Keep the. following queitions in wind:



What does 61 pubsik 4 lion or THE WALTHAM' NATIONS
reveal about the emetgence of a market oconoil in',
the West? What does Smith have to say aboutift
questions of value which Thema@ Aquinee-and, Calvin,
wrote mbout? About the traditional eConoml.which,
governed the manor and the guilds? ',Whet would give
a was status in a society suth4S- the one &kith
describes?

According to Smith, .fiat should be'theloblettive
of an economic system? Whativalue system: Would
condition Smith to propose these objectives?:

Row did Smith expect to reach. his goals? Was
his system an and in itself or a Means to an end?

THE WEALTH OF. NATIONS

.Consumption is the sole end and purpose of all production; and the interest
of the producer ought to be attended to, only so far 43 it may be necessary
for promoting that of the consumer. The maxim it so Perfectly self-evident,,
that it would be absurd to attempt to prove it. But in the mercantile'
system, the interest of the consumer is almost constantly sacrificed:to*that
of the producer; and it seems to consider production, and not consuiptiO4.
as the ultimate end and object of all industry and commerce.

There is in every society or neighbourhood an ordinary or average rate bOth.
of wages and profit in'every different employment of labour and siock. This
rate is' naturally regulated, as I shall show hereafter, partly` bythe general
circumstances of the society, their riches or poverty,'theirradvafting
stationary, or declining. condition; and partly by the particulernitUre of
each employment*

There is likes/Lee in every society or neighbourhood au ordinary.or, overage .

rate of rent, which is regulated too, as I shall show hereafter,4artly by-
the general circumstances of the society or neighbourhood inVhiCkthe lend
is situated, and partly by the natural or improved fertility-of-the 'land.

These ordinerror Averagiratesommy.be called the naturalleatei of wages,
profits and route at the time and place. in which they Commonly prevail.

When the price of any comodity is neither more. nor less than ihat is suffi-
cient to pay the rent of the land, the wages, of the labour, and-the,profits

10 kW' kith, IIRCIMATIOLO? NATIONS,. ilader!1.14Ti Witten Random 'louse,
tne.,.1937, pages 625, -S$40! .s
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of the stock employed in raising, preparing, and bringing it to market,
according to their. natural rates, the commodity is than. sold- for whaC may.. be
called its natural price.

The commodity ifs. then eold precisely for what it is worth, or fOr what it
really coSt#the4erson.whobrings it to marketvforthough in common languigewhat is called the Prime. cost of any commodity does not comprehend the,profitof the person who ievto sell itagain; yet if-he sells Wate price' which doesnot allow him the ordinary rate of profit in'his.neighbourhoodi he is evidentlya loser by the trade; since:by 'employing his stock in some other way he mighthave madethat profit. His prOfiti:besidis, is his revenue, the proper fund
ef.hisaUbsistence. :As while he,ia'preparing and.: bringing the, goods to market,
he advances to his workmen their wages, Or.their subsistence; so he advances
to hiMself, ire the same manner, his own subsistence, which is.generally suitableto the profit folAichile may reasonably expect from the sale of his goods: 'Unless
';they yield him this protitotherefore, they dO not reparhimmhat they may very.properly be said to have really cost him.

Though the price, therefore, which leaves him this profit, is not always thelowest at which a dealer may sometimes sell his. goods, it is the lowest atwhich he is likely to sell them for anrcoasiderable.timc. at least where thereis perfect liberty or where he may change his trade as often as he pleases:

The actual price at which any commodity is commonly sold is called its marketprice. It' may either' be above, or below; or exactly the same with its naturalprice.

The-marketprice of every particular commodity is regulated by the proportion
betwewthe:10antity which is actually brought to marketpand the demand'of
thOse'whoHere willing to pay the .natural price of the commodity, or the whole

lue..-of the:rent, labour, ,end profit, which must be, paid. in order to bringIt.,thither.:Sech people may be called the effectual. demandert, and their
deinand.tWeffectual demandFaince- it may be sufficient to effectuate the
bringing ofthecommodity'to market. It:is different from the absolute demand.
A:very:poor:man way be -.aid in some sense to have a demand for a coach and six;
hemighelltke:tohave it;' but-his demand is.not an effectual 'demand,- as the
,coMModityCawnever be brought 'to market. in -order to.aatisfy- it.

Ohedthe.quantity of any commodity which is brOught to.marketlalls short ofthe effectual demand, all those. who. are willing to pay the whole value *L the
rent, wages, and profit, Which must be paid in order to bring it thither,
cannot be supplied with the quantity want.- Rather than-want:it,
altogether, some of them will be willing.to give-more. A competition will
immediately begin4mong.them, and,the. market price will rise more or less above
the. natural price, according as either the greatness of the deficiency,, or
the wealth and wanton luxury of the competitors, happen,to animate more Or less
the eagerness of the competition: AmOngcompetitors-of ,equal. wealth and luxurythe same deficiency will.generally occasion. 4110re,,0;,4105.10Ser;;OmPetittokaccording as the acquisition of the comiodit)Oiappenio SW more Orlett
importance. to them. Hence the exorbitant priCe otthe'nedeilirieil'Of life
during the 'blockade of a town in a: famine.

717""7", "7""glirwmPowri



When the quantity brought.to'market.exceede: the effeCtuel demand, it cannot
'be all sold to those who are willing. to.pay the *hole 'value :of the rent, wages

.

and profit which,mustbe paid iworder to bring it thithei. Some part must
be sold to those Who are willing to pay less, and the lint price Which they
giVe for it muit reduce the Price of the whole The market price will sink

.

more:Or.lesi-belouthe natural price, according as the greatness of the excess
inereasetatore dr less thi competition of Cho Sellers, Or accor ing as it
happens to be more or less important to them to get limodiately-rid of the
commodity. The same excels in the importation of perishable, Will :occasion
a muchAreater competition than in that Of durable commodities; in the importstionotOrangeeifor

example, than in that of old iron.

When the quantity brought to market is just sufficient to supply the effectual
deMadtand nomorei the market :price neturallicoles to be either exactly, or
as nearly as can be judged Of, the same with the natural price. The whole
quantity upon hand can indisposed of for this price, and cannot be disposed
of.formore.?-The Competition of the different dealers obliges them all to
accept of this price, but does not oblige them to accept of lets.

,

The quantity of every Commodity brought to market naturally suits itself. to
the effectual demand. the.interest of all those who employ their land,
labour, or stock, in.bringing any commodity to market, that the quantity never
Should the effectual demand; and it is the interest of all other people
that it never should fall short of that demand.

if at any-time it exceeds the effectual demand, some of the component parts
offiti-price must be paid below their natural rate. If it is rent, the interest
of 'the landlords will immediately prompt them to withdraw apart of their land;
and if it iovwsges,or profit, the interest of the labourers in the one case,
and of.' their employere'in the other, will prompt them to withdraw a part of
their labour or stock from this employment. The quantity 'brought to market
will soon bail* more than sufficient to supply the effectual demand. All
the different parts of its price will rise to their natural rate, and the
whole price to its.natural price.

If, on the contrary, the quantity brought to.market.should at any time fall
short, of the effectual demand, some of; the component parts of its price must
rise a4oVe their natural rate. If it Li rent, the interest, of all other
landlords will naturally prompt them to prepare more land for the raising of
this comrodity; if. it is wages or profit, the tnterest:of another labourers
and dealer, will soon prompt them to employ oar.. labourandLotook'in.proparing
and bringing it to market. The quantity brought thither will soon be sufftb
cient to supply the effectual demand. All the different parts of its price
will soon sink to their natural rate, and the whole price to its natural price.

,

The natural price, :thereferevie.vaa ituere,'-tWOoatralprice, to which the
Cprices oell.comeeoilitise arecontinuellr.greP4tatteg. Differentimeidents

..
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may sometimes keep then suspended a good dool.siove it, and comatimes force.them down. even. somewhat below it: Butiwhatevermay,be the.obstacles.whichlhinder themfrom settling in this center of repose and continuance, they areconstantly tending towards it.

The whole quantity of'industry annually employedlin order to bring any commodityto market, naturally suits itself in this manner to the effectual.demand. Itnaturally. aims at bringing always that Precis, quantity thither which may besufficient to supply, and no more than *apply, that:demand.

READING XXXVIIi

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MARKET ECONOMY

The market economy grew slowly out of the political and economic system of
the,Middle Ages. After the fall of Rome in the fifth century, the large-scale
the,Middle

organisation of Europe had collapsed. Thousands of small political
units grew up each with its own ruler. Economic life became localised in turn.People in each small area organised local self...sufficient economies organised-upon d subsistence basis.

A new institution,, the manor, soon dominated economic life. A typical manor
often contaicA thousands of acres controlled bra feudal lord. The lord
protected. the serfs who worked for him and in addition acted as judge, political
administrator, and economic supervisor. hear the center of his lands he built
a castle or manor house and fortified it ft_ protection. Workshops where mencould make clothes or milt grain or press wine clibstered around the castle.
Nearby stretched a patchwork of fields divided into styli's cultivated by serfs.
Usually half or more of the strips belonged to the lord. Serfs'were required
to work their lores land and to make a meteor of payments 'of goods that they
produced on their own plots:

The manor was .not part of a market economy. Most economic decisions were basedupon tradition. For example, the time of the year when crops were planted'Or
harvested was often determined by the date of religious festivals. So were
payments in the form of work or goods made by serf* to their lord. The
remarning economic decisions were usually made at thircommend of the lord. theraao: was :a self-sufficient economic unit which sold only a tiny percentage
of its produce to nearby townsmen. Selling the surplus in town did not play
a central role in the economy of the manor. Unlike modern farmers, the
agriculturalists of the Middle Ages were part of a selfasufficient, subsistence
economy dominated by traditions.

Nor did, economic transactions in the towns which developed in the later
Middle Ages typify a market economy. Small manufacturing centers organised
around :guild grew* in each:town of. any size.* Guildsmen made products
which could-not be manufactured on a manor. Guilds of armorers, masons,
glaziers,. weavers and dyers and:metal workers sprang up.. Each guild was run
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by guild masters, independent- craftsmen who banded,together to lay down rules
for their trade. A number of paidAout4iymen usually: worked for: each master.
Both thefjourneymen aid:the septets were-governed by anslaberate.set of.rules
and customs specifically written Or,each trade.

," t

These .guilda did not resemble modern economic institutions. Their members paid
at least as much attention 0 non- economic as to economic matters. In addi-
tion, their major putpose was not to make money in a competitive market. in-,
stead they tried. to regulate industty so that each craftsman-could Make t.. good
living but could not accumulate enough money to forge ahead of his fellows.
The guilds set wages, hours, primes,- and working conditions. They restricted
competition and ltaited.Wofits. 4ke the manors, the'suilds were part of a
static economic system dominated by:traditional ways of. doing thine.

Throughout the Middle Agea economics remained a subordinate pert.:4410*
Religion dominated the aspirations of man; the church helped toJOI*SCOnoiic
decisions. The, church generally suspected the activities of businessmen.
Churchmen insisted upon t "just price" by which they meant the.cest of producing
an article plus enough money to provide a'"just" living for the artisan. The
church passed laws,, against charging high rates of interest. Like the regulations
of manor and guild, these.cUstoms slowed economi4 progress. Economically the
MiddlcAges ware 'static; the'dead hand of custom ruled the land. '

&gots a market economy could evolve in the West, three essential changes were
required. First, economic life would have to be orgaufted around monetary
transactions. For a market society to exist, almost every task must Sooner or
later have a monetary measure. BLit most transactions on the manor did not
involve money and many of the social services performed by guildsmen.did.not
either. In thesecond place, the organisation of economic activities by tradii-
tion and. by command would have to give way. A. iiiroiL 71c demand for goods and
for labsr inAndustry, agriculture and trade must replace Control by political,
military and religious leaders. Finally, the society would require a new
attitude toward economic-activity. For a market to 'function well, man had to
be free to seek economic gain. A society of status, stemming from political,
military and rellgious leadership.had to give way to a societyAn which rewards
for economic activity were recognised. These three changes began to take
place intim later Middle Ages. -Nith them came the birth of a market economy.

The impetus for change came from a member of directions. One of these was the
traveling merchant Who .first arose during the 8th Cr 9th century. These man.
were usually'of by social Status, often escaped !serfs. Th4 traveled in long
caravans with their horses and Mules. loaded dein withjoods-brought frac
imiensi distances. These traveling merchants first began to weave the web of
economic interdependence and Create theAnsatieble,demand for-goods which
characterise a market economy.

In, the wake Of Itinerant werchantor new towns and cities sprang up. As they
traveled around the countrysides, merchants ,mould stop near a castle or a
burg (town), where: they could:. be protectedePerainent trading posts grew up
around. tbs. walls. .lince tb were .,located .outside, the: town iproper, these
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trading posts were not governed by the ancient customs of the manor or guild.As a result, a separate commercial code of behavior and peat of institutionsdeveloped. Here was innovation and a break with traditional ways of.doingthings. Perhaps a thousand new towns were born in Europe during the thousand
years ef.the Middle Ages. Change was slow but it was also steady and itsinfluence on the-transformation of European economic. life was enormous.

Both traveling merchants and the birth of towns broadened the horizons ofEuropeans and increased their demands for new. goods. The Crusades spurredboth these developments by bringing provincial European leaders abruptlyinto contact with a new dynamic world. The Crusades helped to disrupt thevalue systems of the traditional European nobility. They also helped a numberof capitalists get started by giving them their first economic stake. Slowlythe traditional ways were being undermined.

Another factor working for change was the development of larger politicalunits. A powerful economic society requires a stable and broad political
base. Between. the 10th and 16theeuturies, political power was once again
centralized in EUrope.. The newcontral governments 'abolished local tolls,.issued a standard coinage, develOped standard Weights and measures, and evenpromoted manufacturing.. European. nations financed'voyages of explorationWhich eventually.linked the whole world into one vast market. The discoveriesabroad flooded Europe with gold and silver to form the basis of a new coinage.They also widened the horizons of Europeans and increased the demands for newgoods borne from a1.1 the world in the holds of the new sailing ships.

All of these. changes!"-itinerant merchants, towns, Crusades and the growth of
national statesfWere plainly visible. Changes in attitude were not, and
yetthey'were equally importsnt. .Perhaps the most .vital ones took place inthe church. The medieval church had disapproved of the accumulation of money;passed laws against usury and minimized the importance of life on earth. The
Protestant Reformation of the"sixteenth century brought an essentially differ-ent attitude to worldly work and to money making. Rather than regarding
worldly activity as vain and sinful, Calvinists, for example,' approved of thelift of this world and even looked wit as a kind of index of the worth of aman. The.energetie merchant became a godly man, not an evil one.. Calvinismthus. provided a value system which encouraged the gaining of wealth.

In addition to, endorsing a life. dedicated to gaining wealth, the Calvinists
developed. neieattitudes towards. the use of wealth. Throughout most of theMidge Ages excess money had been used for fighting, fOr lavish display and
for the purchase. ©f consumers goods. But the Calvinists argued that extra
wealth should be used for productive purposes. Instead of spending money for
luxuries,. they spent it to buy new machines and to build new manufacturing
plants..

All the changes which-we have beendescribing.helped to bring about the payment
Of feudal dues in money. In the Middle Ages mostleudal payments had been inkind so many. bushels of wheat, .so manrchitkens. Oradually'these require
manta'were-ahansetintoisoney paymente.:Akmieber of dilutes spurred this vital
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development. The growing urban demand for food brought cash to the countrystile.
At the same,time, _the*nobility looked for increasing stores of 'money to buy
the widenieg. Variety of goods which merchanti *tight to their, minors. So
they,began to"Change.payments in hf toy. fixed cash payments. When came
inflations which 'eventually Undermioed the economic position of *Such of the
nobility. The grandson of, a noble who had fixed rents found that he could
buy only/one-third as numb gooli as his ancestorehad purchased. with the sameamount of money. At ;,the same time,. the merchants and bankers were becoming.richer. ,_ `Credually, the :aocial status of merchants, _bankers and manufacturers
rose as that of the old landed:nobility fell. A social revolution wait in the..making.

Gradually the economic .organizatiOn of Europe was ..being transformed. In the10th century most Europeans seldom used money to..buy ,or sell, goods. *By_ the17th century economic transactions involving. money held the entire ,economytogether. Moreoverc the economic side of life' began to be separated frost thesocial customs with which it had once been,so closely connected. Previously
economic' activity had been tied up with all sorts of political and social
obligations both on. manors and in guilds. As the economy was monetized "labor"
gradually became. divorced ,from social relations and became a. commodity - likewool or iron,,- which could, be bought and.sold on the market.

The nature of, land and capital were also transformed, Formerly people thought
of land as a territory of a great lord, as something which gave him his statusand his subsistence. By the 16th century, an estate which had once been
treasured for political power and status became a property with a market price
available for any number of uses. A new attitude also develtped toward capital.
Where extra funds had once been used for lavish display, they were now used to
produce, further goods. Instead of measuring wealth in castles 'and golden
goblets,, men began to measure wealth in pounds or livres. All these changes
signify that the economic aspect of life was being recognised as something
quite separate from the social or political aspects.

One by-product of the monetisgatien of feudal life was the enclosure movement.
As.early as the 13th century, some landowners began to put fences around theland which had previously been used as pasture for the animals belonging to
li the peasants on the manor. The new enclosed fields were used to graze
shacip because a .rising demand for woolen cloth made this 'enterprise profitable.
The process of enclosures want on in Itngland for more than six centuries. On
the continent it preceeded at a slower pace. Everywhere' it brought landlordswithin the market and it ruthlessly pushed peasants and tenants off the land.
Driven from the country to the new' towns and cities, they eventually' becamepart of the urban labor. force. In this way' the monetization* of feudal life
helped to, develop an essential ingredient of industrialization, a taillessproletariat available to work for wages 'to earn a living.

1

za the Middle Agos*the economic system was run by tradition and by command. Inthe = sides* ever ld, sL ainr method if Controlling society the **rut:. emerged
to r41444e tradieloa'and ealland as the dominant WO in economic .114; Set
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the market is intangible;' it cannot be touched and it cannot be'seen.
Essentially.tbe market is a pattern of soc'til behavior. It is the urge to
obtain the:largest income possible by making the .best bargain in the market

.place.

In a market economy, everything is for sale and the terms of sale are vital
to everyday living. The wages a man gets for selling his labor determine
thelevel etwhich he can liVe: A gOod bargain for a landlord or a capitalist
can spell riches whilea bad one can ruin him. This nett Market orientation
,forced.men to follow their economic self interest. With a drive to maximise
income, it was possible to encourage men to enter or leave various Andustries
by'raiting or lowering the rewards offered. If'the society needed more iron
milli, the market mechanism raised the rewards for land, labor and capital by
making:At-possible tO make high profits. In the same way, by lowering profits
in an industry, society could 6nift resources out of one line of work and
into another. Thus the market provided e tool by which society could allocate.
its resources

The allocation of economic. resources through the market required mobility.
Men who were mobile could not be tied to the land like the serfs in the Middle
Ages. If resources were to be mobile, the guilds could no longer maintain
control over how much tub of its members could ptoduce. Mobility meant that
any job in any industry was now open to-all comers. As a result, competition
appeared. No longer was each industry a protected place where a few guilds-men
could keep others out. Now any worker and any employer could be driven from
his job by a comvodior who could do it more efficiently. Thus competition
provided an essential safeguard to the whole society by assuring everyone that
goods would be produced as efficiently as possible. Thui the market began to
determine.how goods were going to be produced. It also determined what goods
were to be produced. In pre-market economies, either tradition or the commands
of rulers always answered the "what" question. But in the market economy, the
demands of everyone determine what is to be produced. The wants in a society
are expressed 'by Millions of orders placed in the market by everyone who has
money to buy. As these orders enter,the market they affect the price of goods.
In turn, price and consequent:profit determines the allOCation of resources
Which in turn determines what will. be produced. In,this way the market society
catapulted the consumer into a position where he could: determine what goods
would be produced fOr the market. Government, by placing orders, for goods
with money raised by taxes,' did determine to some degree what wassoing.tObe
produced, but for the 'overwhelming majority of economic decisionsthe consumer
becalm soveteign.. Thus a new economic systemHwas born. By,1150 most economic
decisions in,Great Britain Jere being made in the market. Let uri examine the
implications of this statement.

In a free market economy the demands of consumers with money to buy goods
largely:determine what is produced. In an attempt to make profits, :businessmen'
produce the goods and services which consumers want. In order toilette profit,
businessmen produce as efficiently as possible. jf.their profits are large, :
other businessmen will inter the industry in order to share this prosperity
and the resulting competition will lower prices and drive out inefficient.
producers.



The profit motive under competitive pressures such as these largely determinesbow .goods are produced, that is, with what kinds of machinery, how much laborand so'forth. If one employer finds more profitable mix of natural, capitaland human resources, other employers must imitate hi. or be 'driven- out ofbusiness by the pressure of CONIpatitiOVI. In the Smoot/ay business initituttoesdevelop and change. If the corporate tons of managisrat has advantages over "the individual proprietorship, businessmen will 'embrace it.
The market system also determines for whom geode will be produced.draw natural, capital and human resources together to produce' goods. They payout incomes to :workers and .to people who own raw materials and capital. ..NoWmuch they pay to .each depends on the -forces of competition.. .If a skill isscarce, the men who possesses it will ,receive ,a greater reward thin a matt whohas only a skill which he .sharee with many others. A man who owns a scarce
raw 'material such as uranium' will receivsmore that 'a man who owns a'plentiful.one,such as sand.

Markets in which paces rise and fall in relationship to demand link consumerand businessman together. Each seeks to make the best of his own position.
The businessman sets his price as high, as he can so as to Mks as Much profitas possible The consumer pays as little as possible in order to make theincome, ha has .received from labor or from a,-share of rents and profits 80 asfar as possible. 'These tvointeracting-forces set the market price of goodsand assure the best possible goods to the consumer' at the lowest possible price.

Tbe foregoing analysis 'rasa' Upon -severil vital asluiptions. The purl market
mechanism will work well only it three 'issential conditiOns are present.
They are: :

14° There must be a -large onsiberof produces Of identical or
closely substitutable products.

2. No one producer can become large enough to be able to influence
the market price of a product by holding his riot)s off the
market or -by'offering them for sale at any moasnt:-.

."

3. Thera must be freedom of exit and -entry into the industry:
INien the market-economy was deVeloping in the West molt industries met thesethree conditions. linectechnology.was so primitive, most industry was small.
Often waster workmen toiled by themselves or employed only a .very few journey.
man and apprentices. Nowhere could one large manufacturer dominate an entire
industry to the extent tht he could influence market price. The typical
industry, such as the manufacture of woolen cloth, had thousands of independent
entrepreneurs isiolved is it.
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To a marked degree, these men made identical. or closely substitutable products.
one piece of woolen cloth .could easily substitute for another of the sass
length and width. The vast variety of brand names to which we are accustomed
had not yet developed; they are a product of mass production and of. large.
scale advertising. Hence, no san could obtain the advantages of a monopoly
because a host of competitors was always ready to rush in to his business.

Finally, except for certain monopolies established by some of the mercantilist
governments, entry into industries was quite free. Legally, men could start
businesses if they wanted to. Since business was small scale, no enormous
collections of capital were required. Primitive technology and simple forms
of business organisations presented few serious problems to an aspiring *litte
preneur. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries most business in England.
met the prerequisites of a purely competitive economic system.

Even.in these early.daya, however, government continued to make some economic
.decisions. Government.taxedimmmey away from citizens and reallocated it Nit
a number of purposes. Government used it for collective wants such as police
protection and national defense. Government redistributed income by maintain
ing poor houses for families which could not earn enough on the market to

v..sustain life. The purely free market never existed in fact.

Evan as. the. market economy emerged, the industrial revolution picked up speed
in England. As a result of new technology and new business methods, giant
firms large enough to influence the market price of products grew up. Huge
accumulations of capital eventually became necessary in industries such as
steel. With these developnents government once again stepped in to control
economic abuses and to. reallocate a larger and larger share of that national
income.- The forces of tradition played a smaller role with each passing
decade.,

In democratic countries, the reassertion of some command decisions did not
put the economic system right back where it started. In the first place, the
role of tradition is much smaller in the modern world than it was in the
medieval. lint evenisore significant, the command decisions made in western
democracies' today. are controlled ,bv a democratic electorate and not by the
whist.Af autOcritic king or baron. in our world,, eventemmand comes fres,
the people.
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UNIT X

SIINITUNVI COMM MOURN=

Stating the Issue

Serape evolved slowlyfiroe the traditional society of the Middle Ages
to the moremadsrm innovativavociety of today. The creation of
Ritlianaatto. imetgenee of the market economy, the development of
Masan statesi"and even tSm changes in scientific thinking requiredlows of apeAunl cheap. These Osager were often unseen by thepeopteiShe Woe.* this about. Surely no one in Europe realised
that theyisetkis thelprocess of developing a modern, market economyAsa they heed a serf, granted protection to a town, started a
essetal trading enterprise, or revolted against accepted religious
our less of these little *flanges, in and of itself, created
Ohowerket. het each, adding to the changes-that had gone before

'Sod betesies absorbed in the changes that rank later, accumulated
to the peiot.where a new oceeemic system had been 'created.

Chao. is not alloys evolutionary, however. Sometimes men set out
with a ceescious design to remake the world in one fell swoop. Suchsudden seats are called revolutions, One June 20, 1189, the
dopotios to the Wreath Sautes General net in a tennis court to
.4000ar asi oath that they would sot disband until they had created a
now conetitutiei for Proem ly the end of the summer the great
*lines of goVerameet, so carefully and painstakingly constructed
by the freock Lisp from Phillip Augustus to Louis XEY, was
templetely destroyed sad the onetime of a new structure was begun.

asibers of the Istotes General and thousands of other Frenchmen
had deliberately set est to rebuild french society overnight.

Ilby did french en decide to do suddenly what it had taken generations
legltilsowe to accomplish? Whywera they not content to reform the
gevessoopt lastest of establishing MIMS/ one Meat made them

Wok .they had the tight to de way with the old sad erect, the new?
"het wee the iiew seetoty to be like! The earweri to these questionsoto Wit to.. to 1 ersi = *no
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READING XXXIX

THE REVOLUTION IN HEN'S MINDS

The eighteenth century wasva period of intellectual ferment. Not since the
Renaissance had men questioned their fundamental principles with such intensity.
The spring board of.the reexamination of old ideas was the seventeenth century
revolution in science. The natural scientists demonstrated an orderly universe
functioning according to natural laws. Political philosophers then began to
search for natural left governing government and society. The ideal society,
they said, must be one ruled by the laws of nature, much as the universe is
governed by the Law of UniversalGravitation. But what were the natural lawsby which society was organized?

A contemporary of Newton John Locke, explored the idea of natural laws in his
TWO TREATISES OF GOVERNMiNT. Locke believed that man had originally lived in-
a "state of nature" in which he was completely free. In the state of nature
men had enjoyed Certain natural rights, namely, the right to life, liberty
and property. However, these rights were insecure,.for there was no agency to
protect individual men against those who would use their might.to deprive
others of their rights. To remove themselves from this insecure state, men
bad agreed to 'a "social contract" in which they created.a society and.a
government to protect natural rights.

Locke was a political philosopher in the employ of King William, the English
king who had taken power from James II in the Glorious Revolution of 1688.
Locke had tried to justify the revolution by arguing that Jaies II had violated
the natural rights of the English citizenry and in so doing had broken the
contract between the government and its citizens. Locke believed that .the
King had deserved to be deposed because he had broken the contract.

Jean Jacques Rousseau was an eighteenth century philosopher and writer who
also looked for the foundations of society in natural laws. Like LoCke, he
argued that wen had originally lived in a state of nature and that they had
entered into a "social contract" to protect their natural rights. But here
he parted company with Locke. Once people had agreed to a social contract
they gave all #eir rights over tq the control of the community. They agreed,
Rousseau said, to conform to the "general will" of the society. According to
Rousseau the "general will" was a kind of ideal representing what was bast for
the whole community. Rousseau believed that men were essentially good and
that the general will which grew out of their social contract could be trusted
to protect the rights of all. All men in the community participated in the
formation of the,general will, and once it was decided what it was, all men
had to agree to it. There could be no dissent,

Tho ideas of Locke and Rousseau gained wide currency in eighteenth century
*Prance. The intelligentsia discussed their ideas with the nobles and the
bourgeoisie in salons held by the ladies of Paris. In a typical salon the
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guests would gather to listen to and discuss the id#as of the philosophers
over refreshments. .Authors of the day popularised the ideas of Locke and
Rousseau by writing plays, pamphlets; encyclopaedias, and novels. The bum-
geoisie, who had contact with members of all *Octal ranks, passed the ideas
on to the lower classes in the cities. New city dwellers in turn spread them
to those whom they had left behind on the farm. Parish. priests began to speak
of the social contract tp their sermons. By these devious routes, the theories
of Locke and.Roussaau were spread far and wide.

The idea of the social contract had become a club with which to beat the old,
monarchical regime in France.' As Frenchmen listened to the ideas of the
political philosophers they began to question the fundamental principles upon
which absolute monarchy rested. This questioning led directly to the revolu-
tion which destroyed the government of Louis XIV and his successors. The
ideas of Locke and Rousseau Nicene the new theoretical basis for constructing
a new government to take the place of the old. The revolution in men's ninth,
therefore. set the pattern for much of what happened in France after 1789.

As you read these selections, keep the following questions in mind.

1. On, the basis ofliis theoretical principlet, how
would tacks have criticised the governmeniof
Louis XIV? How would Rousseau have criticised it?

What are the natural rights of man according to
Locke? According to Rousseau? How. are theyto
be protected by the social contract according to
.each philosopher?

3. DO you think Locke fairors a democratic or a
totalitarian form of government ?. Which does
ROusseau favor?

.01Pc CIVIL GOVERMENT *

To Understand political power-'aright, we must consider what condition all men
are naturally in, and that is, a state of perfect freedom to do as they wish
and dispose ottheir possesaioes and persons as they think; fit, within the
bounds%Of the law of nature, without asking leave or depending upon the wf,A.
,of easy other ewe.

.

,A state also of cqualitY, in which no one has maripower or authority than
another, there being nothingimore evident than thatcreatures of the same
species and rank borpto the saw: advantages of mature, and-the use of the

. ,

* John Locks, TWD MUMS GrAWSRASITC, Leedom, 1690. Language simplified
and spelling blitUaits ram
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sane faculties, should also be equal to each other without subordination-or.
subjection.

The state ,of nature has a law .of nature to govern-its-and reason, which is
that law, teaches all mankind who will but consult it that, being all equal
and independent, no one ought to harm another in his life, health, liberty,
or possessions; for Men being all the workmanship of one omnipotent and
infinitely vise Maker; all the servants of one'sovercisn'ftster, sent into the
world by .His order and about, Hit business; they are His property, whose work-
manship they are, made to last during.as, not one anther's pleasure. All
nen are natu:-Ally in that state, and remain so till, by-their own 'consents,
they make themselves members of some.political society.

If.man.ip ,%.e state of. nature is. as free as has.been.said, if he is absolute
lord of h. own person and possessions, equal to the greatest and elbject to
nobody, why will he part with his freedom? Why will he give up this empire, .

and subject hiOself to the dominion and control Of any other power? To which
it is obvious to answer, that thowhAn the 'state of mauve be has such a
right, yet the enjoyment of It is.very.uncertain,.and.constantly exposed to
the. invasion of others; for all being kings as much as. he, every man his. equal,
and most'of them.no strict observers of equity and justice, the enjoyment of.
the property, he has in this'state is very unsafe, very insecure; and it is
not without reason that he seeks out and is willing to join in society with
others who are already united,. or have a mind to unite.for the mutual preserve
tion of their lives, liberties and estates, whiCh I.call by the4eneral name
property.

The treat and thief end, therefore,' of men uniting into comreesswealths is the
preservation of their property. .

0 . .since it can never'be supposed to-be the will'ortbe :society that the
legislature should be able to destroy that which everyone hopes to secure by
entering into society, and for which the people submitted themselvei to
legislators of their own making; whenever the legislators try to take away
and destroy the property of the people, or to reduce them to slavery under
arbitrary power, they put themselves into a state of war with the people who
Are thereupon freed from any .further obedience, and are left to' the common
refuge 'which God hath provided for All.men against force and. violence. When-
soever, therefore, the legislature shall break this fundamental rule of'society,
and either by ambitionr fear, folly, or corruption, try to grasp themselves,
or.put into the hands of any other, an absolute power over the lives liberties,
and estates of the people, by this breach of trust theylorfeit the power.the
people had put into their hands.forAuite contrary ends4,and it is the privilege
of people, who have a right to resume their.Originel;liberty, to establish a
new legislature and provide for their own safety and.sscurity. What 3 have
said here concerning the legislature iwgeneral bolds true also for the execum
tive, who having .a-double trust put. in him, both r have.* part.iwthe legislam
ture and to carry out the law, acts.againsti)oth, when he goecabout to .set
up his own arbitrary will as the law of.the society
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To this perhaps it will be said, that the people being ignorant, and always
discontented, to lay the foundation ofjcivirnlient in the Unsteady opinion and
uncertain humour' of the peopie's, is to expose. it to .certain ruin: and no
government will be able long to subsist, if the' people may set up a new
legislature whenever they take offeise'at the oldone. To this I answer,. quite
the contrary. People'are not So easily got out of their old forms, as some
are apt to suggest . .The ilowneoe of the people to quit their old constitu-
tions has, in the many revolutions which have been seen in this.kingdom, in
this and former ages, still kept us to, Ot,' after some interval of fruitless
attempts,.still brought us back again to our old legislature of king, lords,
and commis.

But it will be said, this hypOthesis may lead to irequent rebellion. To which
I answer. ....such revolutions happen not upon every little mismanagement in
public'affairs... .But if a long train of abuses, prevarications and artifices,
all tending the, same way, make'the design visible to the people, they cannot
but feel what they lie under, and See whitheOhey.are going; it is not to be
wondered at. that they chould then rouse themselves,, and endeavor to put the
rule intoAtuch.handl,which may secure- to themithe end for which government was
at first erected.

THE SOCIAL CONTRACT *

I assume, for the sake of argument, that mankind at some time reached a point
when the disadvantages, of remaining in a. state, of nature outweighed,: the
advantagei. 'Under these conditions, the Original state of nature could no
longer endure. The human race would haVe periihed if it had not changed its
ways.

Men, being human, cannot develop new powers. But they can unite and control
the powers they already have. Men in the state of nature could get together,
pooling their strength in a way that would Permit them to meet any challenge.
They had to learn to work together under central direction.

A real concentration of huMan powers'could be.brought about only as the result
of an agreement amOng individual men. But each individual man relies on his
own strength'and his own freedom of action to protect and preserve himself.
How cakhe limit.his Strength and his freedom of action without injuring him-
self and negleCting to care for his own affairs?.

Some fOi4ii'of association tin's; be found' which can rally the whole community
for the protection of the person and property of.each of its citizens in Such
a way thateschman,:because he is a voluntarr member of the assOciation,
ren&rs'Obedience to his own will sn 4 ai.frie.aslie 144i before.-,

".

* Jean Jacques Rousseau, THE SOCIALHOONTRACT, Geneva: Marc - Michel Bousquet,
1776. ,Translated and adapted by Edwin Fenton.
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That is basic problem soi.ved by the social contract.

The provisions of the social contract. are determired, by the nature of theact (of association) in ,such, a way, that..tlie least modification will render
them invalid. Even:though the terms. of.asiociation may never have been
formally accepted in open wearing, they are everywhere the same, d universallyrecogniied. If the social, contract were in any Way broken by anyone, theneach individual could at once' resume' all the rights which were his in thestate of nature. lie would regain'his.4tural.liberty by losing. the libertyof the social contrict"for which he gave up his freedom of action.

The eiesnce.of the -social contract" can be stated sisapi.y: each .individual'surrenders his rights without reservation, all are equal. And because allare equal, it is to everyone's ,interest to make life pleasant for his fellows.
Since all rights have .been surrendered' to the earemanity without reservation,-*'no ane'has. any 'claiim.against. the group. 11. any rights were left to individualsand no one Wairgbiest.authority.to 'deciile between individual rights and the.public good, then each man Welbnid. try to extend the scope' of these rights hehad reserved for 'hiMself. This situation would. amen that 'a state of nature'still existed. rights must be surrendered; 'tiona may be reserved.

The heart of the idea of the social contract may be stated simply: Each of
us places his person and authority .under the suprema,direction of the general
will; and the group receives each individual as an indivisible part of the
whole

In order that the social .contrAct.maynoi be a mers'impty .fermule,, everyone
must underst:and-thit any'.indiVidnal Who Warn to obey the general will emitbe forced, by his lellevis to do `io. This' tar a *ay of saying 'that it may be
necessary to force a man to be free; freedom in this case being obedience

.to the will of all.

READING. XL

CRITICISMS OF THE OLD REGIME

.The old regime of the French monarchy. fell before the Which rocked. . , .France in 1789. Oftionc*ei.crioll, groging4dissept awes 41 classes, a
degenerating economy combined with:indecisive eduLtaistration. biought , on the .stormy upheaval. With the abiol4a monarchy dei'troyed; Frensfilen.ett out .torebuild their government and their society. But What Wei Was it to. take?
What old abuses had tO,,sot What tier institutions and ideals would be erectedi .in thebililecet

1 0 r
Bofors. the revolution swept criticism old'regime had mounted
steadily: This `.criticism attacked the iniustiCeii and the tSeaplitteice thatthe' revolutionists wishii4 to ohoitshi These attacks by cestampararies provide
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Stint for the historian's mill. From them ho can construct conclusions about
what the French revolutionaries wished to change in the old regime and whatbrave new world, they wished to establish in its stead,'

Reading XL contains excerpts from journals, letters, memoirs, and diarieswhich contain:criticisms ofthe French government and society. As you read
these selections, keep the following questions in mind,

1. What aspects of .the old reelme do the critics lash
to change? What radiate do they give for wanting
to change them ?.

What relationshipi can you discover between the
abuses of the old regime and*the absolutist
government of Louis XIV?

.

Do you think any of the critics had read Locke
and Rousseau? What relatiolships can you die-
cover between the ideas of the critics and the
growth of scientific thought, the development
of Parliament, the emergence Of the market
economy, and the ideas of the Renaissance?

What criticisms do the foreign travelers in
Trance level at the old regime? What relation
ship do these criticisms have to their frame
of reference?

AN ENGLISHMAN'S VIEWS OF FRANCE'S ILLS *

From 1785 to 1789, Arthur Young, an Eng144th writer on
.agricultural topics, traveled' through Ft Ace and kept
a journal of what he saw there. lie freely recorded his
.4ipressions and compared .France with his own country.
His journal has become a valuable source of information
concerning the 'ills of France in this period. .

View the cateau. .This edifice is a considerable one, built by the present
duke; begun about twenty years.ago, when he was exiled here during eight years.
And, thanks to that banishment, the :building went nobly; the body of the
house done, and the detached wings almost finished. But as soon as the
sentence was reversed, the duke went to Paris, and has not been here since,
consequan tly 41 now stands still. It is thus that banishment alone will
force thetrench nobility to execute what the English do for pleasure reside
upon and adorn their estates.. Therels one magnificent circumstance, an'
elegant and spacious,theater; it fills, onsathevings.

* Arthur Young, TRAVELS IN PRANCE DURING Ti8 Taal 1787, 1788,.17899.
Miss Bithamdwards, ed (George Bell and Sons, London: 1892) pp. 14154.1
Affts.a.
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October 13, 1787 One opinion pervaded the whole company, that they are on
the eve of some great revolution in the government: That everything points
to it: The confusion Lathe finances is great; with a deficit impossible
to provide for without the statesgeneral of the'kingdom, yet no ideas formed
of what would be the consequences of their meeting: no minister existing,
or to be looked to in or out of power, with such deciiiiie.talents as to
promise any. .remedy. .prince on the throne, with excellent dispositions,
but without the resources of mind that could govern in such a moment without
ministers: a court buried in pleasure and dissipation; and adding to the
distress instead of endeavouring to be placed in a more independent situation,
. .a great ferment amongst all ranks of aim who are eager for some change,
without knowing what to look to,, or to hope for: and a strong leaven of
liberty, increasing every hour since the American revolution; altogether form
a combination of circumstances that promise e're long to ferment into motion,
if some master hand of superior talents, and inflexible courage, is not found
at the helm to guide events, instead of being driven by them.

October 20, 1787 To the tools Hilitaire, established by Louis XV for the
education of 140 youths, the sons of the nobility; such establishments are
equally ridiculous and unjust. To educate the son of a man who cannot afford
the education himself, is a gross injustice, if you do not secure a situation
in life answerable to that education, because nothing but merit ought to give
that security. .You educate the children of men who are well able to give
the education themselvesofou tax the people who cannot afford to educate
their children, in order to ease those who can well afford the burden; and
in such institutions, this is sure to be the case.

"lathing can exceed the complaints made. . under this head. They speak of
dispensation of justice in the manorial courts (courts which were run by
the nobles on their estates, independently of the national government) as
comprising every species of `despotism: the districts indeterminateappeals
endless--irrecencilable'to liberty and prosperityandirrevocably proscribed
in the opinion of the publicinagmenting litigationsfivoring every species
of chicaneruining the partiesnot only by the enormous expenses on the
most petty objects, but by a dreadful loss of. time. The judges commonly
ignorant pretenders, who hold their courts in cabarets (taverns), and are
almost absolutely dependent on the seigneurs (lords, of the !senor or estate),
in consequence of thole -feudal -powers

In passing through.manyirench provinces, I Was struckwith the various and
heavy complaints of the farmers and the little proprietors of the feudal
grievances, with the Weight of which their industry was burdened; but I could
not then conceive of the'Soltiplicity of shackles which kept them poor and
depressed. g undorotoOd it better afterwards frocuthe conversations and'
cC plaints of some- of the ratg:ule Adam (nobles). .and I then' learned
eget the principle rental. of many' estates consisted .ef serviCes4nd 'feudal

.tenuree, by the baneful lnflPenee of 10140 the 40PetrY of the people was
almost exterminat

4-pA
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TM MATURE CI THE mamma
.

Tliadetss de Steel, thii...daugh¢er of Necker, .Lossis
finance minister, published a volume of Considerations
on the Revolution after it was over: She wasg orally antagonistic toward .prefrevolutionary..France,
and here .she tells .what was .to.h.lese* for the carnageof thelloyalution.

The Queen of Trance, Maris 'Antoinette, was one of the most 'amiable and
gracious persons ever to sit on the throne. There was no reason that the
Trench should not continue, to love her, for she had done nothing to lose
their :love... The personal character of the Queen and King were thus worthyOf 'affection; but the :whiten, ,nature of the French government, as the
centuries had made -it, promoted-suck evil that even the virtues' of the mon-
archs disappeared in the vast.number of abuses with which they were surrounded.
Ma people feel the need of political reform, the personal characteristicsof the monarch are not enough to stop the INOMICIIVI for change. An unhappy
chance placed the reign of Louis WE in,* period in which great talents and
great inspirations were necessary to struggle with the spirit of the century,
or to make (*sick- yould,have, been better) a reasonable compromise with that
spirit.

TM COURT **

ReniLouis de Moyer, Marquis d'Argenson, though a noble-
man who "loved both royalty and the people" and though
be had been the King's foreign minister, was particularly
vehement in his, criticism of prarovolutionary Prance during
the reign of Louis XV. Mere, in one of his more virulent
passages, be equerely places the -bleu for France's ills
upon the courtiers at' ,Versailles who surrounded the King
and Queen.

The court!,, The court: In that single word lies ail the nation's misfortunes.
.Thar court has become the national senate. The lowest valet of Versailles
has become e senators the ladies to waiting are part of the government. Ifthey do unt,comnaed. they at least prevent the execution of laws and rSulatwos. Haase of ..therm "illuonce, thus are no longer any laws, regulations,
orr, authorities.. ft will be even worse when it to aquestion of reforms inthe state, and when 'thole reforms are imperative. livery minister trembles
before some valet; and bow muck truer this is when a favorite has great
influence, whoa the master ie too kind and too.weak to deal with those abouthim .

* KM.. di. Steel,
Revolutisin fi'anceits, arts, 1 3 p. 25" Our translation.

** .MarqUise d'Argesson, Memoirs' at iout.nal inidit.- (Faris, 1,37), vol. V.34941. Our translation..
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It is the court that corrupts the iorals of:theviatiew.by its luxury, its
extravagance, its artificial manners, its ignorance,. and its intrigue. All
places, positionsendi vradeit--the gray go.to the courtiers thrOUgh favorit
-ism. here is,nolonger-antattempt to rise by..merit.

f.
.

In the financior:everythiugAt,sold; all the-money orthivprovinces.goes to
Paris never to return; all the people go there to mike fortunes by intrigue.

Justice cannot be administered. with integrityrthelUdges -fear the grandees,
and base their hopes only upon favor. In short the king no longer reigns, and
he disregards-evenlhe virtues that he has:

Those are the,fruits'of the establishment by Louis XIV a capital at
Versailles expressly for the court. He was still poFerful and gave authority
to his .ministers. But these are not supported under Louis XV, who distrusts
this and ,prefers his courtiers and his favorite.. There is,' as result;
anarchy: lavorimani influence; and the poisession of favor ie more important
than'the rights of'authOrity.

All ANBRICAN'S VMS.*

Thomas Jefferson was, in 1789, America's ambassador to
France. Though this account is obviously colored by
Jefferson's own particular American point of view, it
nonetheless is valuable'is a clue for assessing the
blame for France's ills.

Nor should we Wonder ag this pressure (for a 'Constitution) when we consider
the monstroui abUses of power under which this people were ground to water;
when'we Oass'in.review the weight of their 'taxis, and when the inequality
of their distribution; the oppression of the tithes, the tattles, the coma,
the gabelles, the farms and the barriers; the shackles on commerce by moms's-
Olies; on industry-by guilds and' corporations; on the freedom of Conscience,
of thoUght.and of spaeoh; on the freedom of the press by censorship, and.cf
theperson by legjvicLALitchif; the'cruelty of the criminal code generally;

,.the atrocities of the reek; the venality of judges and their putiality to
the rich; the Monopoly of military bettors by the rich; the qUeen; the princes
and thO 000m-tho-prodistlitios of pensions; and the irldhose'luxury;
Wotan.. morality of the clergy. SUrely under 'such. a put of misruld
and Oppression;,a'peopIe: Slight justly 'press for thorough `retaliation, and
even might.disMoOnt-.theit.roughshOd riders; and .leave them to walk on their
own legs.

* Tholes Jefferson,. AUTOBIOGRAPHY, My York 1856), Vol. I, p. 86.
liaut de cachet, was a warrant for arrest. The king or * noble q,ould
Upswept,- the person world tilOi put' priOw. without.
a trial. ,
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A LIST,OF GRIEVANCES *

Men Louis XVI called the Estates Gmneral in,1789 he
asked the various election districts to.draw up a list
of their grievances and suggested. reforms. The follow-
ing selection from one of these-Helhiers" as they were
called, gives further evidence of what changes the
French people wanted to make in their government.

The deputies of the cc one of this city wilt be instructed to present
their desires for the suppression Of the existing estates of the provinceand the drawing up of a new constitution with free and equal rcpresentation. And to accomplish this a general assembly of the three orders
will be requested. The deputies are to protest against the'constitution
of the preset regime.

3. A declaration of the right. of man and the citizen.

4. Liberty of the press and the security of publications.

5... Abolition of liters. de cachet, and every arbitrary act prejudicial to
the liberty of the elitism.

13. An the' reassessment of taxes all those harmful to commerce and
industry most be done sway with.-

14. Freedom of perppival lease holders to free themselves from 'feudal
obligations whichlfsigh heavily VIP= thoskby means of m payment of

.compensation to their lords.

READ/116 XL/

LIADIRSHIP IR THS PRINCE REVOLUTION

A casual student of history might get the impression thin revolutions are dis
orderly, spontaneous affairs without direction or leadership. The violence and
sadden:test of change together with the demolition of .66 old rules and institu
ties do*make revolutioms chaotic events. °j :,Despite tho,coefution, leaders rise
and maintain power as 'they do in more normal. timer to try., to direct the
revolutica.,to a fruitful conclusion. .

A Study Of political leadership in,a revolutionary ,situations'therefOte canserve as on :excellent **biotic for underitandiag .thri revolution as a whole:
Studying how Iiaders,gain.:aid rmaintain suppor reveals the shifting bases,of
ppver in the upheaval. --SxaMiniag their backgrOunlivretieals the socialcioveients

#i'voWTT
ere Goo

'tate
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of the revolution. An investigation into the programs of the leaders will
shed light on the new principles that are being promoted.

Reading XLI consists of four short biographies of French revolutionary leaders.
These biographies can be usedto develop some hypotheses about what directions
the French Revolution took. As you read, therefore, *consider the following
questions..

L

.

1. What analytical questions would you atk to analyse
leadership in the Trench Revolution?

.What kind of man were the four leaders? What
similarities do you notice in the way they
achieved power? In their social backgrounds?
In their programs?

3. What hypotheses could you develop about the
political and social changes attempted b the
Revolution from these biographies? How would
you go about validating these hypotheses?

4. What relationships can you, discover between the
leadership patterns of the French-Revolution and
the criticisms of the old regime ?.

THE .REVOLUTIONARY LEADERS

A. Le Comte de Mirabeau (1749-1791)

Honors Gabriel Requeti, le Comte de Mirabeau, was born of noble parents. His
great-grandfather, some sixty years before his birth, had purchased the noble
titie with money his ancestors. had made*in a very successful merchant enterprise
in Marseilles. Hirabeaues father disliked his son for the young count was
disfigured at ageAhree:by smallpox. As heir to his*father's title, however,
Mirabeau was educated eta military school in Paris and was later married to
a wealthy heiress. His father had.him imprisoned on.a le. ttre de cachet after
he had written a book denouncing despotism. He escapatfromprison,however,
tO'Switterland and then Holland.where again he was apprehended on a lettms
and put in prison. He had been sentenced to die for having fled his earlier
imprisonment. He was released in 1782, however, in spite of the fact that he
wrote,* book criticising the:French.constitution avbeing.inflexible. He took
pare in a law case and -his .denunciation of "'remit officials once more forced
kiwi into exile. thic.time in England where he became .acquainted with English
eibliccIficials and the Englisk,cabinet form of 'government. He later, sent
:.his. mistress:rigo.obtain a job for him in, the trench foreign office, and he would
.have had it `hit iii'nOt 'written. inlintimievertaent pamphlet. He was invited. to
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be a member of the Assembly of Notables in 1787, and hoped to be elected its
secretary. An ill-timed pamPhIii-onci-again *ruined his chances. When the
Estates General was summoned he tried to obtain a seat in the Second Estate
or noble house. He was rebuffed, however,.so he ram for the Third Estate and
von a slat.

In the first stages of the revolution, Mirabeau swiftly became one of the
acknowledged leaders of the Wational Assembly. He kneW what he wanted-a.
government modeled on that of England with the rich landoliners and, merchants
in. the saddle -ind he was ehavefore able to appear unconfused amidst the
confusion. When the Itingtv104 to regain the confidence of the Third Estate
by proposing a series of refotasMitabeau rallied the deputies to press on with
thorevolution with a- short-spetth:reminding them that the-Xing should take
orders from them, not the reverse.

Mirabeau proposed and was put on a committee to draft a new constitutiOk.... Be
wanted to' set up a workable government on which the foundations of liberty '-
could be based.' He hoped to create a-eabinatsystem with the .ministers of
governmenteleeted from the legislature, as in England. But the theorists
favoting separation of poweri'were in control in the committee and Mirabeau
could not win them to his point:.of view. The theorisers spent more time dig-
cussing their abstract ideas of liberty than laying the basic groundwork in a
practical constitution. He then turned to the King and tried to convince him
to Aupport alministerial systeM with Wirabel4 as prime minister. But the King
would have none of it. .Mirabeau then attempted to 'perivadothe National Assembly
tcvappoint him and other-notable men in Prance as ministers, but it refused. He
tried to ally with lefeYette who controlled the national guard, but the latter
lacked the courage. With his strength Sapped &foto-his:great exertions and
a rather loose life in his' yOuth, Nirabeaudild in 1791.

RobeteinElCLEMILEEL

Robespierre, son of a trial lawyer, beta notably. undistinguished career before
the revolution. His father left home after his mother-died, and he was raised
by various relatives. 'He wenttO college in Paris where he learned the doetrines
of Rousseau and became a fanatid-advoeate of them. Upon graduating from college
he returned tohis smalt.home town of Arraslopractice law. -Howes appointed
criminaljudge in the church court of .his diocese but soon resigned for he
opposed the death sentence.. Thereafter he became a moderately successful trial
lawyer. He joined a literary Society in his home town and-naigrespected.there
as a fine orator and writer. ay virtue of his'mritine ability he was elected
as a deputy to. the Estates General.

wholeheartedly supported the creation .of the NatiOnal Asselbly out of the
ThiaBstate and spoke in its behalf. As imembir of thi National Assembly he
did not patticipite in the drawing up of the new constitution. In fact, he
earned the, hatred of many of the deputies for his inflammatory speeches for
radical meatures. Rebuffed by his colleagues,. lhe turned telmdeingspeeches'
to the Parisians. He joined the *obis Club aitheeepe 004 of its availed
leader:O. He go. von the confidence of the larigiasie thisit they declared his one
of two wincorreptible patriots* of the revOlutient
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When the National Assembly disbanded in 1791, Robespierre became public
prosecutor of Paris. He.Tosigned from this post to publish a journal,. The
pefense of the Constitution, in which he attacked the government for its warpolicy. His writings were instrumental in. getting the Paris nob to overtbrge
the King, though he took no active part in. the actual act. After the insurrec-
tion he joined the Paris Commune, which had organised and led the ouster of
the Xing. The leaders of the Paris Comma" welcomed him, not because they
liked.him or favored his pelicies, but because of his reputation with the Peri-sians. and his influenceln thelacobin Club. which had branches all over France.
Through him, the. commune leaders hoped to control the whole country.

RObespierre was elected a deputy to the Convention from Paris, and upon taking
his seat was almost immediately attacked by the moderate Girondin Party for
his extreme views.' The Girondins feared him because of the great influence
he had in Paris. The dispute between Robespierre and the Girondins reached
a head over the execution of the King, and when Robespierrela position for
executing the monarchcerried the day, a number of influential members of the
Convention rallied to his side. With the support Of the Jacobin Club and the
Paris Commune he was instrumental in having the Girondin Party disbanded.aad
its members arrested and executed. The. Terror had begun.

Robespierre was elected a member_Of the COmmittee of Public Safety. The
majority of the members had little use for his ideas. They saw the Terror as
a means of protecting the country in time of war whileRobespierre saw it as
a means to.adOance French society on the road.to a Rousseauisn Utopia. Working
for the same methods, however, the. Others ran the. Terror while Robespierre
justified it with his,eloguent.speeches in the Convention. .In.june of 1794,
to bring about the fulfillment of his ideas, Robespierre:lied the pace of the
Terror stepped up after he had rallied the Parisiansto his support. The
Committee had to go along or face the possibility Of another Paris uprising. .

In six weeks 1,285 victims were sliced by the guillotine's blade. But resist-
ance to ROespierre"o policies was growing. He rettred'for a month to think
out his position. In the.miantime he was bitterly attacked in the Convention.
He returned to the Convention on July..26 to announce his policy, but he was
assailed by his opponents:withcries of "Crush the, tyrant." He was arrested,
rescued by the COmmulte, but eventually apprehended' and guillotined on July 28,
1794.

.0. Abbe Sie.th.r.ilatata

Emmanuel Joseph.Sioyas was born of substantial bourgeois parents in southern
France. His parents were determined to make him a priest, though Sieyas wished
instead to be a soldier. Mayas *weak child, however, so his parents' wishes
prevailed. He entered the Sorbonne, in Paris, to obtain his theological educetion,

but while there became interested in the philosophy of JoLa Locke, the
English philosopher,and spent more time learning it than theology; Upon his
graduation from the Sorbonne be entered the Church and became a high official
in. the diocese of Chartres. Hisvcarier Was typical of proiincial Oargymen.
respected labia diocese .but little known. in the rest of the country. He wrote
one work entitled Essay on Priiilese in'which he decried .the eystem of privilege
which made the nObles.parasitea of the econmmi, of Prance.

L.
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HA was catapulted.to national prominence in 1788 with the publication Who IsD.....klagfteJ,, "What is the Third Estate?" the pamphlet asked. It answered,
"Everything." "What has it been hitherto in the political order?" it goes one"Nothing." "What does it wish to become? Something." Sieyas proceeded to.
suggest that. the Third Estate should declare itself the national assembly and
legislate a change ** the constitution with or without the nobles, depending
upon whether cc not they chose to join the commoners. This pamphlet became
the Third Estate's manifesto of revolution.

When the Estates General met in Nay of 1789, Staple proposed a motion embodying
the ideas he had suggested in his. pamphlet. The motion carried and the revoluLion began. Ha was elected as a member of the committee to draft the constitue
tion and made his cost significant contribution in the reform of local govern-sent. But he began to lose influence in the National Assembly as more determined
men pressed their ideas more forcefully. At this point, Sieyis' career went
into a long eclipse for he had neither the taste nor the will to fight for his
ideas against the determined band of patriots who had seised control of the
revolution.

Sley4s emerged again in 1795 as a nember of the Convention who helped draft the
constitution of that year. But he opposed the system of directors which was
established as the executive power and rather than urge the Convention to adopt
his ideas he quit in disgust. He was appointed ambassador to Prussia by the
Directory. As the government fell into greater confusion,. lost more support,
and, got into deeper financial diificulte, Sieyas saw the opportunity to over-
throw the regime and establish a constitution embodying his ideas. He returned
to France in. 1798, was elected a Director and immediately began to scheme to

.overthrow the government. He hoped to establish a government which, as he put
it, "would have confidence from below and authority from above." Re Joined
with Napoleon Bonaparte who had returned from Egypt and togetherAhey seised'
control of the government. Reyes wrote the constitution which was to be the
basis of the.new regime and submitted it to Napoleon. Bonaparte thereupon
altered it to suit his wishes. Sieyas retired to the Senate where he became
an advocate of Napoleon's policies. In 1805 he retired irons- active political
life and lived to the ripe old age of eighty-eight. He died peacefully in 1836.

D. NaealsMAgageattALLEWELLL

Napoleon was born in Corsica shortly after that inland was acquired by France
fro' an Italian state. .His father was of noble birth but practiced law.. Be-
cause Corsi*a 'had not been French for long the Bonaparte family had not become
embroiled ip'French politics. Napoleon's father took him to. Paris. where he put
him in the Ecole tillitaire. He graduated a competent artillery. officer schooled
in the latest technique0 of warfare. When his father died.in 1785 Napoleon was
daSignated head of the family even though he was the second son. Napoleon
served garrison duty until the revolution came when he returned to Corsica to
see to family ,,affairs. There he found hi older. brother. Joseph deeply involved
in the iiasocratic Party. Napoleon greeted the revoluion both, ardently and
with dispassion. Re was. not very concerned with' the refill's,' of the NationalAssembly bit die did 'join the. Jacobin club. . .
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During the first years of. the revolution he served garrison duty in southern
France and was promoted to lieutenant when the army was reorganized. During
this period.he wrote a short essay affirming the principles of Rousseau, When
the war came his growing zeal for the revolution earned him a promotion to cap.tain. He wrote a pamphlet asserting the need for Jacobin type centralization
of the government. He gained some renown as the officer who figured most
heavily in the recapture of Toulon from the counter-revolutionary army and was
promoted to general of the brigade. In February of 1794 he was given command
of the artillery in Italy. During the Reign of Terror he war in Italy inspect.
ing fortifications. During this times his career was at low ebb after his rapid
rise. There were no opportunities in Italy, for the general was a coward and
refused to attack; the fall of the Jacobins put him on the wrong side in
politics; and his financial situation grew worse and worse.

When a Paris mob marched on the Convention in protest to the new Constitution
of 1795, Napoleon, who happened to be in Paris, was given the job of defending
the government. He ingeniously dispersed the mob by firing a load of "grape'
shot" or bits and pieces of metal out of a cannon as the crowd marched up a
narrow street. Napoleon had saved the Convention. As a reward he was given
command of the army in Italy and here he once more put the government in his
debt. He fought the war and won it by living off the land, thus avoiding a
serious drain on the French treasury. Not only did he not cost eul government
anything, but he sent home money which filled the coffers of the rAmblic.
Without government interference, he concluded the peace of Campo-Formis which

.

eliminated Austrian influence in Italy and established little republics which
would be subservient to France. Once again he saved the.government from
toppling by dispatching his aide, Augereau, to carry out a coup d'itat, to
rescue it.

Napoleon was then put in charge of making plans for the invasion of England.
Believing a channel invasion to be hopeless, he schemed to cut off England's
trade to India, and Set off for Egypt with an army to accomplish this goal.
Mile in Egypt he learned that the government in France was. about to fall so
he hurried home, lesuLng his army behind, to intrigue.his way.to:power. He
arrived almost to late--the crisis had-passed. But in. league with Abbe Sieyes
and acme other influential Frenchmen he seized power by a amp dqtat in 1799.

Once in power he began to act quickly and decisively. He centralized control
of the French government, first with the constitution which gave him tremendous
personal authority and second by appointint personally the governors of the 85'
departments. This immediately reduced the confusion which had marked the
revolution. from the start. Napoleon proclaimed a new currency to replace the
worthless money which had been established in.the revolution. He revised the
tau code which removed the injustices. H btAlt up the treasury of the govern.
mentand thereby Made lending agencies less apprehensive about loaning the
government money. In-the first three years of his rule he ended .tie *tar' which
hstbeen going on for ten years, successfully completed an agreement with the
Pope who had been against the revolution since 1794 and began work on a Series
of law codes which simplified and stabilized'the work of.the revolution.
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Napoleon was made Emperor of the French in 1803 and in 1806 began his _questto **tend the revolution and his authority to the.rest of Europe. He wasspectacularly successful, gaining control of Italy, the. western Germania',and he even gained influence in Prussia and Austria.- He invaded Russia in1812 bu' was defeated there by the harsh winter and the skillful generalshipof the commander of the Russian forces. This ultimately led to his finaldefeat in 1814 and he was exiled to Elba in the Mediterranean Sea. He returnedfor 100 days in 1815, but was defeated at Waterloo by the English Duke of.Wellington. This time ths,Europeen powers sent him far off, to the Island ofSt. Helena off the coast of Soith America, where he died in 1821 dictatinghis semoires.

READING 3134/

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION AND THE WESTERN TRADITION

The French Revolution was one of thoce movements which-crystallized in oneevent the elements of the past and the energies of the future. It was like achemical reaction, in whieh.the 'various substances inherited frog the past .were thrown together, reacted with each other, And were passed. on to posterityin modified form. The French Revolution was, at once, the product of and theproducer of western traditions. It was shaped by those traditions, it *aeonImodated the forces for change within them,, and regurgitated them into thenineteenth century to shape the events to come.

Theirench,Revolution was not the only revolution in the eighteenth century,.indeed, it. was not.even the first, The English coloniits in Aierica took steptin 1776 to sever their relations with mother country. The resulting up-heaval brought on a movement to rework the structure of government and societyin both England and America. Similar. outbreaks occurred in Holland, Poland,Switzerland 81%4 Italy. None of theme revolts, however, prGduced great changes.Most of them only eliminated aspects of traditional society that had remainedthrough.the centuries.

The break: down of the traditional medieval. society had been slew and painful.Here and-there remnants of the old ways remainectin a new age. Though theReniissanCe hatturnetUmen's concerns earthward, religion' continued to be apotentforce. in men's,lives. For many men, obtaining salvation after deathwas still more important than creating heaven on earth.. Though'science hadestablished a new authOrity for: truthi.the minds of len were still heavilyinfluenced by superstition. The emergence of 'the market economy had still notswept away many of the traditional customs of manor and guild. The develOpmentof representative institutions of government had still not-removed the concentra-tion of power in.comparatively few hands.

Inlerge measure, the revolutions of the eighteenth senturi, ailed at desiroyingthe traditional:order_once:andlor all. Yet they also*tempted to retain theelements of tbevestern tradition. :The Greek belief in the great potential ofman, the Roaaa.concipt of the .ruts of Maw, and thez4hristian belief in the



equality of men before God were all.tobe incorporated in the new.societies.
The changes in the political, economic, and social aystemiCware to be consolidated and freed from their medieval trappings.

All the revolutions of the eighteenth century attempted to finish thework ofcenturies of change. All over Europe men tried to scrap the remains of tradi-tional society and build modern political, economic, and social systems. Butthe French Revolution captured the spirit of the times more completely than anyof,the others. France had inherited all of the problems resulting from thetension between the traditional society and the forces for change, and it wasthe task of her revolution to solve them.

The Revolution inherited the problems arising from the Protestant Reformation.Bitter conflict had marked all of Europe since the Protestant revolt, andFrance was no exception. Henry IV. had renounced his Protestant faith when hebecame King, but by the Edict of Nantes.he granted religious toleration to theHuguenots, as the French Protestants were called. Louis XIV had repealed thisEdict and violently suppressed the Protestants. Religious toleration becameone of the key demands of the philosophers of the Enlightenment. In one ofits earliest acts, the National Assembly granted religious freedom to all people.
. .The Renaissance contributed to the climate in which the Revolution took placeby transmittiwthe classical traditions of Greet:, and Rome. Perhaps a more-important contribution, however, was the intellectual atmosphere, the Renaissanceencouraged by turning Europeans' attention to problems of this world. The sameattitude which encouraged Columbus to seek a new route to the Orient or Coper-nicus a more.accurate picture of the universe or Cellini a more beautiful workof art encouraged the French to seek a better order for society. From theRenaissance and its child, the Enlightenment, came a new optimism- -a belief

.that man could be perfected by perfecting his society. Armed with this confideonce the revolutionists took that task upon themselves.

The new science gave the revolutionists die tool with which they believed theycould perfect .society. Science postulated the idea-that man's reason wasenough to solve the most intricate problem. By using reason man had discovered
the natural laws which, governed the workings of the universe. As man learnedabout Nature and learned that Nature was good, he logically assumed that reasoncould also discover. the natural lava by which society might be organized andthat this,soctety would also be good. Heeding the advice of the philosopherswho hid gone before, the revolUtionists consciously attempted.to create asociety based on natural law which gave men natural rights.'

The development of the market economy released economic and social forces whichalso had to be accommodated within the revolution. 'The market economy spurreda rise in the general prosperity of Franis. This new prosperity gave men hopefor a brighter future of more goods and less misery. When the promise did,not
materialize or was back by depression, the expectations of then were unful-filled and they resented the disappointment.. They turned against the societywhich would deny them what they believed their due. HAnd, they had ampl: Justifi-cation for turning against the French government, fOr'the old regtmelied
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established Complicated and Opressive set of commercial laws which hadburdened the economy.' Guild restrictions, customs dUtiesvand state monopolieshad al-kept the French economy from realizing its full potential.. Enterprisingbusinesimon were forever facing restrictions which,liMitedtheir freedom toinvest in prefitable ventures while the.laws and regulations.encouraged mento put their money into buying offices, titles, and tax immunity, none of whichwould produce economic growth. The revolution attempted to do away with thesebarriers to eccinomievelOpment by.simplifying the commercial laws andencouraging needed investment.

The economic revolution also gave rise to new social classes which became
increasingly important in the society. By and large, however, these socialclasses were excluded from the enjoyment of political Power antisocial prestige.The merchants and the'bankers invested heavily in the economy and the fruitsof their investment increased the welli!beins. of the entire societY. Nonethelessthey Were denied the rewards of status' and"plwer they felt was their right.Still another class was being fashioned by the new economy - an urban working
class. A society-bUilt upon feudal privilege and land ownership could accom-modate the nrban worker even less well than it could make room for the business-.matCwho, at'leadt, had wealth to compensate for his grievances. Meanwhile, ascommerce became a more tmportant sourceof wealth, the nobility, which derivedits wealth from land ownership, became less and less important in the economic
system. .Howelier,,the nobles retained the social prestige accorded them byancient feudal privileges. The revolution was in large part an attempt to bringthe social and pOlitical structure into line with the new economic and class
realities.' Most of the revolutionists were bourgeois, or, middle class, in
origin, and they directed the revolution to favor their class. The proletariat.,or urban working.class; was still not large enough to be powerful, yet it madeits first attempt at reorganizing:sOciety to suit its wishes in the revolution.Needle's:to say, though the revolution went a long way toward facing up to theeconomic and social realities that ited Come'with the development of the market
economy; large Orobleme still remained after,the revolutionary fervor ebbed away.

IA the centuries before the revolution France, along with other countries ofEurope, had established a. new idea of community- -the nation state. Nader theleadership of powerful monarchs who fashioned the nation states, the old defini-tions of. community - the manor; the town, or the, ,Christian empire - began to
lose their holding power. A.n40 loyalty7-joyalty to the state as embodied in
the monarch--began to supplant the old loyalties. The French Revolution inherit-ed,thit trend and modified:it btdefiningtheittate not, aithe dominion of theMenarCh but as the association of free And equal brother". The nation, milli.
tatty upholding the ideals of libeity, equality and fraternity came to command
the intense patriotism of theIrench people.

The nation states had been constructed at the expense of the nobility and theChurch, both of which had competed with the Kings, for the loyalty of the people.In order to reduce the authority of the *aristocracy and the Church, the Kingshad had to increase their own. The development of authoritarian regimes took
place 411 over Europe* but"fiow.hare more than in the-France of Louis XLV. Louiscompleted the centraliietioA^Of power hagnO by his predecessors so that by the
end of hi" reign he' controlled the Church, the. nobility, the local governments,
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and, in large measure, the very lives of the French,peopte. The revolution,
after reversing this trend temporarily, continued the movement toward.author
itarian, centralized government. The Committee of Public Safety and Napoleon
Bonaparte extended and enlarged their power far beyond what Louis 'ay ever
dreamed was possible. Only additional wars and revolutions restored democracy
to France.

At the same time the revolution also inherited the opposite trend of western
civilization - the development of democratic institutions which had begun in
Athens. These ideas had been given new force by she Renaissance and the
ReforMation, particularly in Calvin's Institutes of the Christian Eglisisa.
The Anglo-SaXon countries ef"England and the United States had contributed
greatly to the development of democratic institutions. in the political revalue
tient, of the seventeenth And eighteenth.centuries. The French Revolution
adopted the principle of A. representative government which was responsible to
the people. Government by the consent of the governed was one of the cardinal
principles of the Declaration off the hts of Man and the Citizen; Every

.

French 'government since 1789 has paid at least nodding homage to,the principle.

That two apparently contradicting ideas such as authoritarian and democratic.
institutions should be accommodated within the some movement might at first
seem impossible. But upon closer examination it is apparent that the authority
of the Committee of Public Safety and Napoleon sprang from the democratic
principles. They were, in fact, "democratic tyrants." Their authority was
derived from what ReUeseau called the "General Will." In both cases the people
willingly gave the dictators their authority, throUgh a legal election, by
consenting to submit willingly to their wishes.

Similarly the revolution inherited the disparate ideas of inequality and equality..
Inequality between men had been an accepted feet of life since civilization
began. The Priests and, rulers who elevated themselves over the common herd in
ancient civilizations had set the pattern. ,Even in democratic Athens only a
minority of the people enjoyed equal rights, foreigners, Women and slaves being
excluded from the full protection of the law's. Rome had begun as a society of
Classes -- patricians and plebs- -and the extension of the Opt!". created a new
distinction between Roman citizens and non-citizens,.. The feudal social structure
of the Middle Ages gave privilegesto the nobility and denied basic human
dignity to the serfs and peasants. Even the demOcratWreligion of Calvin
separated men.into two groups--the elect of Cod and the `non- elect. At the same
time a belief that men were equal and should,be treated equally was a strong
COunter'CUrrent in western civilization. The Greeks, while recognizing differe
.ances between themselves And .foreigners, alSo reccignited that .all.men were alike
in drat they weradifferent,from boosts and gods. .The.philosophers'of Rome
also accepted this principle. The Christian religion was baied'On the belief
that all men were children of God, and were thereby equal in Ilia eyes..

. .
. .

The ;ranch RevolutiOn perpetuated both trona. By classiOing Frenehmen_either
as citizens or active citizen', according to the-anount ef.taXes therpaid, the
revolutionists made men unequal.. At the same time the rave/titian:guaranteed
to all men. equal treatment in the.courts.,efja0 and granted their certain bas4
rights of life, liberty' and property.' In racantilifig the two tten40:04.French
Revolution established a'newl,a4islor inequality Which, In fac4 made men more
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equal., That is, the French Revolution abolished the notion that certain men
should be born into positions of privilege while other men should not. Ken
were born: ea,_, u;1, the revolutionists claimed, and should be given equal rights
and privilege' from birth. But some awn, they said, would make better use of
their opportunities then others and would contribute more to society. These
men, they held, should be given more privileged treatment by the society and
should be allowed * larger role in running society's affairs.

The Revolution in France had tried to accommodate. the forces for change that
had been building for centuries. Though the Revolution itself was a sudden
act, attempting to destroy and rebuild overnight, it would never have been
Possible without the long centuries of change that had preceded it. Without
aRspgiosance, the min of the Revolution would not have felt compelled to make
their earthly life better. Without the growth .of Parliament, the revolution-
aries would have had no model for establishing a workable representative system
of government. Without thc; growth of the market, there would have been no class
of men alienated from the cultural and political life of the nation. Without
the development of science, the Revolution would not have had a tool for
reconstructing society.' And without the absolutism of Louis XIV thin would
have been no nation state and no old regime to change.

With all of these changes taking place bit by bit, why was there a need for a
sudden change.- revolutionary change? France had only partially accommodated
the forces for change within its social, political, and economic system. As
a result a great tenlion developed between the new and the old. The old regime
refused to give way rapidly enough before evolutionary change. Frenchmen,
Who wore anxious to complete the destruction of the traditional society, felt
compelled to wreck it with one blow.

When the blow fell, all Europe shuddered. Old regimes in all corners of the
continent hastily made preparations to defend themselves. Even England, the
most liberal of all nations, violated its own declaration of rights to suppress
the radical elements-in.society who wished to hasten the advance toward
democracy. But the blow was too strong. The old regimes were able to ward it
off only for. a time.' Napoleon's troops, marching across all the boundaries of
Europe, spread the doctrine of "Libor* Egaliti, Fraterniti." These. words
became the great rallying cry for the next century. One by one the governments
of Europe fell,, strickenly :thee might of the keiolution. The last to tumble
crumbled awaybefore a handful of Bolsheviks in Russia in 1917.
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UNIT XI.

ECONOMIC GROWTH, Itt,EIGHTEENni CENTURY BRITAIN

Stating the Issue
^

English society began to change rapidly, ,in: thceighteenth century. It did not
change everywhere, nor was everyOne involved, but by the end of century a
considerable proportion oUthi,English people lived quite different lives from
those of their grandparents. Where a man in .1700 may have.foLlowed his ox

. through the field of a manor, his descendant tended a spinning machine in a
new factory powered ,by steal near: the banks of.a river. The quaint country
cottage gave way to the grimy. tenement, the rhythm. of the seasons to the de-
sands of the time clock. But the most dramatic change of all was in England's
productive. capacity.:.. 'Bv.t.he end-,of.the century,. the nation produced thirty

:,times,:ao much cloth each, year; as she had at its beginning. Similar rapid
strides, Oaractarised,changea in other industries,,,as well.

What qauseCthis dramatic growA in England's economy? This is a vital ques
tion to men of the..twentieth century, particularly, in' the underdeveloped lands
where men are engaged in a pell-mell race to keep productiirity ahead of rapidly
growing populations. :The British example may. provide Asians and Africans with
some of the answere-to.their present.problems.. At least it can provide students
with analytical tools they. can .use. to investigate economte growth in' the con-
temporary world.. No problem is more crucial.to our 'future, for: upon.its
tion depends. the living .standards of billions of 'people and perhaps the future
of freedom itself.

Unit XI provides you with evidence for determining what caused economic
. growth in eighteenth, century ilritain. Instead of developing. hypotheses in

clime discussion is we have .in the 'past,- each student will write an independent
research paper based in the 'material . provided =' in the unit. In the pages that
follow.you,'141 l find,:excerpts from fcnumber'.of eighteenth century sources as
well as ,Pissages from rthe ttfork:of .twentieth century historians and economists
and tables 'containing -statistics.

The unit has two-main purposes: The, first is to leach each student about, the
complex factors which *purr NI economic growth in Great.Britain in the eighteenth
century.' The second is to introduce him to the techniques of writing research
papers. In the introduction to the unit you will find directions for doipg
researchtand, for writing your results in preper. style. Once you learn tithee
techniqUei;'Usint-iontrollidliateriali'sualflis. these provided here, 'you should .

ba able to apply thesi to independent research in a libriery:'

0
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DIRECTIONS PORA.REEEARCR PAPER

The purpose of this paper is twefoldr first, to teach baste research tech-
niques, and second, to provide an opportUnity, to study in ,depth some aspects
of economic growth in eighteenth century England. '

You are,to attack or defend the following statement, using as evidence only
the material provided:

"Thstakeoff..iwthe economy Of Greatilritati in:theAsighteenth:centUry.;was
ceused,brthe rapid growth of cotioh-textile-industry."

On the pages that follow you will find taken'frot'a number of sources.
Most of pages are facsimiles of the original Woks. All of the pages bear
the same numbers that.appeared.in the original volume in which the extract4
was published. When you take notes and:make footnotes you should refer to, the
original title of the book (this is generally'fbund'ona title page beginning
'the selection) and the page numbers of the published 'volute:

At the end of the. paper you should include a bibliography, or a list. of the
sources you consulted in the course of your research. The bibliography should
be arranged alphabetically according to the last name of the author. Each
source be listed in the following manner.

Ashton, Thomas S., An Economic Wigton?, of England; The Eighteenth:.
Century, (New York, 1954)

Bibliographies for historical research papers should be subdivided according
'to the tripes of sources used. In the excerpts that. follow you will find two
-kinds of material: primary sources, or those books, letters, diaries, and
other, works-witten during the period under inVestigation and secondary
sources, or those articles and books 'written by 'scholars who lived after the
period in question: Secondary sources can be further categorized according'
to whether or not the evidence appeared in a book or in a journal article.
When you write your bibliography you should.classify,your,sources'acCording
to this,schene'. For example:

I PRIMARY SOURCES

'Defoe, Daniel, A Tom through, the Whole Island 91, 2wg Britain
(London, 1963).

Young, Arthur, The Farmer's,
Z. thutura :he East of England,

(London, 1771)

U. SECONDARY SOURCES

A. Books

Ashton, Theme S., Al Economic History, of
Century, (New York, 1954)

Beaton,' Serbert, Ljnitcor History, abase,

Eggemb The Limhte stn h.

, (New York,. 1948)
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I. JOUrsial Article.
f

ROStfAr V /1/0 "The Take0Off into Self .Sustained Growth," in
Tha ;testate journal, *LEVI, March: 1956.

Take'taotes on 4 x 6 or S x 8 file cards or pieces of paper. At the top rights,
band corner of each card indiCate the subject with which the notes on thatDo not 4nc1ude, material about more then one .subject on one card.'Mere is a sample cards

.

T;

. " r''..,..111".1,........,....,
.- ,

,
i .43enslooluell111011P

Asbton,-Econasti kosk, 20 . English Class Strutture

. (20), ;lenglish society had a class structure.with many Tulip.
Auseta,hat.fewpeople between nobles and peasants. Not
e0 in Eng.: Nobles, squires, freeholders and farmerssseigid together where the classes met. Landed .familieshad sons who engaged -in trade.. Many bankers later boughtfarms. Class gradations made rungs in a ladder. People.far down ladder laitated those above them and .struggled to

y-clitab. "They were the product,of centuries of history - a
fact that bar itzt .been sufficiently appreciated by those,
who, looking at English progress in technology and wealth
'lightly, assume that similar results can be obtained-with'
equal speed...in coimunities of undifferentiatod peasants
today:"

(Thii"104411,strueture Would speed econom$c growth by
helping tO.-iaake people ambitious and hard .working.)

111:ML,

A few words of explanation may help you to understand this system of note
taking:

1. The heading in the upper right-hand corner of 'the note card indicates
the topic with which the note is concerned. Take information on only
one topic on a note card. As soon as you find information about
another subject, use another card. This procedure will help you to
organise your cards for writing the paper when your research is -

finished# You may find information about class structure in severalplowes. ti you do so you will have several -note cards about this
..,; topic th 70074. collection. You can then place ?these together andmake Isp your *tad about the..relationshiti'of Class structure and

economic graft when you begin to.writc,
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2. The source from which the information-came'le indicated in the upperleft-hand corner. -Every note that you take should indicate the,author of the article, a brief
, title of the article, 'end the pageOn which the information was fo2ed.'2,This: information ir in abbreviated fora to save time. full bibliographii...iinformation goes on aseparate .3 x 5 bibliography card.

341. The number in parentheses at the beginning of the note indicates thepage number from which the note was taken: tf part of a note comesfrom a second page, enter that page number in parentheses in thetext of your note. Only when you know the exact page from which anote was taken can you footnote your piper acturately.

4. Separate by brackets your own 114.mm:a draws from the evidence inyour notes. You will often have bright ideas as you read, and youshould note these, dOwnliamediately, but only if you mark them off,by brackets or by sOiskothe.-diiiici, can you be when youwrite what ideas are:yours-end. which have been.'taken from a source.
4. Direct quotation. are enclosed within quotation larks. Other iiiformation is paraphrased, that is, it is written in the words of the'person taking the note, not in the words of the original.

You will also .need a bibliography card for each source which you use:

Ashton9 T. S., Economic History: of England,:jairatissk Century, (New York, 1954). ,

4111wElliallImmonloslowastirarnimo.
When you have taken .notes on all the material, in this unit, arrange the notecards according to subject headings. Than arrange the notes within each sub-ject beading in * logical order. Prom this arrangement, iiike'aii:Ontline ofyour in*. paw. 'You're then's-S*0 to .4E:gin to writs. ',t.
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Remember that history is away of reading end writing and that all history is
interpretation. lkii-hwe been given a subject for the paper and you must tike
a stand upon the topic. You may agree entirely with the statement, disagree
with it entirely or take some position within these extremes. In any case you
must be able to support your position with specific evidence from the reading.

Footnote three types of information:

1. all direct quotations enclosed within quotation marks.
2. opinions or matters of interpretation which you have taken from an

author.
3. factual inforcition which is not common knovledge.

Use the-following footnote form:

For the first reference to an article:

1. T. S. Ashton, ANLEconomiciplumultEneland: Thl;inhteenth
(Bra York, 1934), 20.

2. Ashton, Itemsdusllistorv0 22.

Footnotes should be numbered consecutively throughout the entire paper.

You will spend at least four days on this project working both in class and
at hems. Is class your teacher will help you in individual conferences if
yea encounter any problems. Write the first draft of your paper uaing every
other line its order to make revision easier. Your final draft must be in
ink or typewritten: love aspic margins so that your teacher can comment
freely.

ft
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ECONOMIC QOM IN EIGHTEENTH CENT! ItY BRITAIN

INTRODUCTZON

The economic transformation of England in the late eighteenth century wasapparent to contemporary Englishmen. No one could ignore the rapid growth of
population or fail to see those new masses crowding into old cities'.and ruingfactory towns. Travelers noticed the dramatic changes which were transforming
agriculture. The new-fashioned whit of machines assailed the ears of the
visitor to the overcrowded and unsanitary streets of factor? towns. Acrossthe land turnpikes and canals emphasize(' to all that a new day was at Land.

About a century later, in the early 1880rs, the alder Arnold Toynbee popularizedthe term, "Industrial Revolution," in a series of lectures at Oxford University.The population increase, agricultural reform, widespread industrial invention,and factory economy seemed. truly revolutionary to him. As Toynbee saw it,
induitrialism burst about the year 1760 upon a country essentially unchangedfor centuries. England had been' transformed almost overnight from a paradiseof simple.husbandmen living happy and useful lives into an industrial hell,its workers sentenced to stoke the fiery furnaces of the new age. Britainhad suddenly to grapple with distinctly different social, economic and politicalproblems. ,

By the late 1920's, however, a number of historians had begun to question
each aspect of the Toynbe* thesis. Some scholars pointed to changes in waysof production as early as the sixteenth century; others argued that manyindustries had continued to employ crude hand methods well into the nineteenhundreds. A number of the alleged evil effects of the new industrial worldwere shown to have been present for centuries in English rural communities;
others were traced to governmental policy or the lack of scientific information.Textbook writers began to place the term, Industrial Revolution, within
quotation marks to.itldicate their skepticism of its accuracy.

Emphasis shifted gradually from interest in revolutionary change to a study ofthe entire process of "economic growth," a term which economists since. the
Second World War have applied to the process by which static, agricultural
economies transform themselves into dynamic, industrial societies. Discussionsof economic growth fill the daily press, and congressmen devotillourt ofdebate to the topic. Scholars from all over the world halie contributed to
these discussions and have built up a vast literatumconeerning,economic.
development. In recent years they have begun to :.devise. theories of economicgrowth. Perhaps the best known of these has beeA koposedly Walt Whitman
Rostov, Professor of History and Economics at the HaisachuSetti Institute ofTechnology and a State Department official under the Kennedy administration.In each case of growth, Rostow argues that five diitinct Stages ere: evident:

1. litinditiluaSocet, a stage lasting for maircenturies in
Which mechanisms of production are based upon:priPeliniudan
science, tochnology, and attitudes.
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The Preconditions for Take-Ofloa stage of slow change over a long
period, often a century or move, during which' preliminary conditions
for industrialization are established.

3. The Take-Off, a stage lasting two or three decades,-during which the
process of industrialization sharply quickens.

13201123,12Agsmalb-a stage of sustained progress for a long
period, during.which modern teChnology is extended over all major
industry.

The Age of High Mass Consum ption, a stage where productive energies
are shifted away from capital goods toward durable goods and services

for the consumer.

The third of.tnese periods, the '"take-off," is central to the hypothesis. For
two or three decades society increases the rate of investmetLt in new plants
and equipment. Then; when these additional factories and tools are fully
manned, per capita production increases rapidly. Usually factory owners make
large profits. which they reinvest in their business for new plants and equip-
ment. This process of building new plants, making large profits, building,
additional plants, and still further increasing the store of capital through.
reinvestment of profits--and all this within a short time .period- -helped to

make the take-off period in England appear revolutiJnary to-scholars a century
later.

In this transformation period, small social and economic groups must have the
desire and the ability to take advantage of opportunities for economic develop- .

ment; they must introduce new ,techniques of production. For a real "take-off,"
society must be ready to respond to the possibilities for change. 'Hence, sari
Rostow, political, social, and economic institutions must be organized in
such a manner that they promote, rather than retard, economic development.
Banks, or in. some cases the government, must be prepared to mobilize capital
for investment purposes, and people with excess funds must be willing to invest
them in industry.. Farmers must stand ready to embrace new techniques in order
to feed the growing army of-factory hands. The government may actively promote
growth by investing in canals or turnpikes, or it may merely provide a frame,
work of legislation, such as patent laws or enclosure acts, which will
encourage new enterprise.

Rostow's theoretical structure evolved from studies of the process of economic

growth in many countries at.many time periods. No two countries have developed
in exactly the same way.. In some nations, major changes in political and
social structure and in cultural values had to precede industrialization: in
othere where population was less. rooted in traditional ways, such far-reaching
transformation: were unnecessary. .Differences in natural and social resources,
in the industries which triggered take-offs, and In.many other factors made
the course of economic growth differ from one nation to the next. Deipite

these substantial variations in patterns of growth, the model whiCh Professor
Rostov had developed, is useful.as en analytical tool with which to examine any
economy.



e z8th century

From T. S. Ashton, AN ECONOMIC HISTORY OF ENGLAND: THE 18th atiffURY
(New York: Barnes and NcAle, 1954) 20-22.

This excerpt from Ashton explains the demographic, changes in 18th centu
Enslaud, YDotably the reasons -behind the raAd increase in population and
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7tilititi4A it '61 the Firf foinied-A Dcfign of enaking a Canal

froni, Wortley Bridge rte Manchcfice,. in the county of Lancafter, for the
carrying ihithlf his coals t which not being' 1311.01yfor his own,' but alto
for Bcnefit,,.an Ad or Parliam ient.paircd n Anno 1759,
tO:Oable. # i n to .undertake this` Work, with all the 'proper' Claufes for fc-

'curing the AdVa4tages that' had been:, .prOpofed to the Community. Atter .

the..Cinal was aanallt wit* thought pradicable to carry it over
upon.. Arches,' and . fo over Trafford Mofs to Longford

Bridge, :Which made another Ad peccary ;. and fuch a LaW being ob-
tailic4,_ this, (kupendOlis Work was carried into ellbaual. Execration s. The
Ifaluc of this Mode of Navigation came from thence to be better under-
flood, and the very extenfive Ufes to which it Might be applied werc,nore
cicarly. comprehended. Yt confiquence of thcfc Difcoveries it was deter-
Mined .carry, the Duke of Bridgewater's Canal over the Rivers Merfcy
and. Bolland, ,and to continue it to that Part of the River Merfcy, over-
igainft. thelienip Stones, in the County of Chefter, where that 'River is

navivlble, and the Paflagc confequently open to Liverpool. The
rowers rcquift to for the Performance of this made a Third All necetrary,
Which, upon the Petition of the Inhabitants of the Country through which
thc, pro find: was to pars, and who were to be benefited by it, was

Obtained, thi Duke taking lii)on himfelf the whole Ex pence, and
Withotit de landing any Augmentation of Tonagc

. ,
. Tuts. .

I
c'iVe owe .many dour national Benefits to happy Experiments, and the tnfequences that it.

have.uneXpcile.dly.follimcd. them ; and . we might have owed more, if all our Artilts- had been
cutkiWid.with Mr. Brindlers Sagacity...and their Patrons with the Perteverance and publick Spirit
Of.the Dake.Of, Bridgewater.. The original Scheme of the Canal was, to carry it from Wortley
Qo Salfor&ncar Mancini*, both on the fame Side of the River lrwcll, as the Firlt Mt of ar.: .

when'this Dcfign was changed, and the Second Aft obtained for carrying
the Carial'Ovic-the.lthreiloy Barton Bridlie, which implied a Nudity of raifing the low, round
totrefene the Level; and to carry the Canal over Roads, and in a Variety of. Dircilions, it was
by the Nook hi the:Country generally concluded impralicable. But when, by Refources equally
fin and extraordlqary, thiS was and the Canal piocceded in ',spite of all Obfiruitiont,
they changed. their .SetnituctitS, and rightly concloded,- that by a. due Application of Skill, La.
Wt. and a Canal might bt can led on through evay Old of So51, to any Extent, and
'Without pogo.: of tneadng any infiirmovntable %Rade. *.

140if:peroficg:tbbsAct, it will appear,'Ythattin grtoting:- Powers to his Grace, thee.Leek:
tare kept:publiek Utility in View and pito/idol. that au the benefits proporcal by thia new Na.

iation lionl&be:efteEtually fetts;cd.. WI& Regard is paid --to prliate-Propeity,. proper Means
whined:* .fpeCOY PetiflOA: in cafe of -any:Difputesc and. Which,..defervea particular, Notice; the
rOinpiedonitif:thevirotit.4 limited-46 i'lhert that;TwO thonfand Ton of
,4-,;1 3, *cot, annually by) Lind *Carriage-- froln-:UvOpOol 10-.Mancheflarif at `the. Rate of between

tray shafts per Toni- tbit, to the, Amount of at .!tali Three ti oufand Pounds
044he-,Ditinft Canal they mud be tarried. for Six Shillings, Freight and Tonago

adeit..thret isith11/41:*.for Siitrhiuldreel The Fsia...10ad;ofihfr Canal parliog in
.c.)41.!tbOutlitiOditt.Altrilieliiii Cheth*.amlitheritAinfli iia.icitaticaidibrothertandhe'clui!linIdaists:

tbrottitiliSty lead.
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264 the POLITICAL SURVEY
. .

: Tins unexpeded Extenfion of the Canal, which, from a Thing ()P.O.
vate .Crinvemence,, was noir. become a Work , of to much public% Utility
both to Lancathire and .thelhire, very naturally excited a Spirit of Emulam.
tion in. the inhabittnts of the, adjacent Counties; the trading and manufao
luring Part of Which -etpecially .faw iha. Importance of this new Water.
Carnage, they felt their (nisi Wants, and, after. mature Confidcration, con.
ceived they might in the lime Way he relieved. This, upon due.Delibem
ration, produced an Application to Parliament for, the Powers .the judged

.pecell'aly for ciittinip a navigalAe Canal 'tinal Wildon Bridge in Derbythire,
to rim liVellward inta. Stalfordibire,..and then proceeding. North to join
the Duke's Canal at Preiton Bridie,:and to terminate therewith by tailing
into the Merfey at Runcorn Gap in. Cheihire U. An Ad accordingly
,paried fox 4111 Purpofe Ann() Domini 1766; and the very fame Year, lö
prevalent Avas the nefire of promoting there Inland .Navigations, that an

likewife palThd.for :he making another Canal from between Bewdley
sand Talon Brook in, Worcefterthire to Haywood. Mill in StafFordfhirc. By
the Canals a Conjuntiun will be cffcetcd between the Severn and the
Trent, and of both with the Merfey, to that contequently- a Communica.;
:ion will be opened 'between the Ports, of Briitololeiverpool, and w.

A Scheme

Materials for mending puha& Roads, are exempted from Twine. There Circumilauces (hew
fame of the Advantages accruing to the Publick from this new NavigatiOn. .

u One cannot xpea clearer Evidence, in Confirmation of what bath btenadvanced, as to the :
Facility of Introducing any national Improvements into this Country at Kermit, than the con
getting and undertaking this (commonly Riled'. Earl Cower%) Canal. It concerns immediately
the Three Counties of Derby, .Stalcord, and Cheiler, opens *a Communication with Laccalhire,
and may, though remotely, influence the Trade of .other Counties. It vai fcvcral Years in Con'
templation, anti, afteurepeated Surveys, Two of the Aka ,Tudges declared, that no Traa of
Land in this Kingdomk was fitter for inland Navigation; that it could not be any-where to

Or fo convenient for eflablifhing a Communication between the EMI and Weft Seat. It
was efreititally to anfwer all and each of tittle important Ends, that it was rcfalved .to begin in .
the open ,Navigation of the Trent, and. to terminate in like Manner in the Tide.way of the Mer
fey. Sy this means the Canal. Is *trailed more than Om hundred Miles, and carried through
a Diverlity Of Soils with Incredible Labour. ft is Nil Mr.- Whitney undertakes to pin-chafe mhz
Landve.onarna Locks, make Towing: Paths, and. urea Bridges; at Seven hundred,. Pounds
Milc to Marl; Caine, where the piercing a Mile through a Hill will demand Ten thoufand Pound/.
mind a Thoufand Pounds a Mile will be required 'fur ther.en of 'the Canal.. T4king therefore into
our View the important :.PurForts to be obtained, the great ,Exicnt of the Work, and the immenfo
Expence which mit ;attend *emu:gado of he ono may reafottablY hope what bath been Paid above
will be fully Janine& ,

w It is. faid in the TeXti that the Spirit Of Enlkdation which
: produced what ia called Earl

Gower's -COW was natural as hiving been long the Subje&of 'Speculation, and whith. the Duke's
Pntlertkiting tally proved might ; be, 11 properly fupportetli leifurcly CM-tied' into Execution. But
the Reftilutkn of joining to tilisionly latendcd..Cistal,' another of Extent,. frons, the Sc.
Tern, was fingtslar and cn;raurdinary; a irueleatore of that Magatminity and Spirit of Enter.
Ole which are elfiattial to the Englifit Nation and 40 which &manypat 'rldngs:inshe Ouife
of. thiti:Work havo been -jay- They:. filar -difilnelp Aitt Motsvesets-Which thiS exterAret
Atnd otpcofivi pefigil was andataion,ffityjudgell treatshe -.Alatrittoirthe Subfcilbera It Avatiltilt

S
vlgotoufly

.r
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A Scheme that would .have been thought; and...perhaps WoUld have been
found :impradticable. in theprteeding"CentUty, and which; all its.. Circeni
&nevi conflated,. --molt appear aftonithing -to our -.P.ollerity. 'Theta pro,
digious Works, now in a. Train of Execution,. llie* that we ought not to
.detpait of Things of great national Utility, though they . may long dwell
in the Minds, or only ..float upon the Tongues of -Men. It proves that a
tingle vigorous Attempt will do Mtich. more than the molt tenons or even .

the moit.conclufive.Arguipents. For _Fads Ipeak to the Sonia and to the.
Feelings. of Mankind, as well as to their. Reafori. As Coon . therefore as it
appeared, that an 'eat), and cOmmodiOuS .Patraige tould be opened betvieen
Manchefter. and. .Liverpook all 'Diffidence . and all Difficulties.
Surveys were immediately dire &d-; and,. as to' on .as., they were perfetcd,
Subtcoptions chearfullt followed, the.NolAlity.. and. Gentry exprefling the
warrneit Zeal in. Tirquingtheit..private Property for the publick Service.
But then this Zeal eras..- according to Knowledge; they were clearly cons-
vinced:of the Utility of the Undertaking ; -and. they taw, without tuffering
any Uneaflnefe, that Time, Labour, and Ex once, muit.; purchafe them
Thole Benefits this new Navigation -wa.s to billow; and therefore what in
Dayi diets Induitry, .lets ComMercial Spirit,: and, let- us add, lets Opu-
lence,. would have been held infuptrable ObiticIes, did. not at all deter
them from pinfuing fo great and. kglorions 4.13040...

WHAT.- the actual Advantages, that- will. 1.)e deiived: from .there Canals
when.. finithed,.may be, 1.riiilie.---andgxperience ; but
upon. What.. safoliable ,L4t4tationS they .have....1:,een ..to ACadily as well as
flrenuoully fupported, is incambtint upon me to..1:.reporti. in order to juftify.,
the.Pains taken n-aboio Ahem in this Work It is a vat Tract of Country

through

vignroully carried On t mid *they clearly comprehended 'all the Confecptences that would attend
its hcingcompleted..,* Thct therefore very.. prudently contrived .to lore no Time in beginning a'
Canal el Communicatkm, by which they might participate in, all thefe.Advantages, and at the.
fame Time, to this free latereourfe between -Liverpool, blanchcfler, and Hull, add an open Na.'
vigationtbrough-.Staffordlhire and -Worcefierfhire, by* the .Severnoo the opulent Port-of .11rifiol.

a Incfpett to Inland Navigation., they are intirely artificial, whereas Rivers made navigable are
only fo in part.. Foe this Won

and
former are more expofiver amounting fometimei tc upwards

of a Thoufand Pounds a Mile; and therefore great circumfpakion is requigte in the Choice of the
GroUnds thrOugh which they are to pats. It is alkdgcd in their Favour, that they are carried on
more (Pray, by which becOmes the PaOlge (*ter that they are free from Currentsi exempt from
FloOdii,.are not impededby Shallows', which tenders .the Navigation more regular and certain ;that
liver Locks: re requitite-t: amt. that the Ground for them may.* more properly chofen, by which
Debyls:avoidck and that. gorfee,.Oraw Boats on them with .EXpedition,. and with. Eafe.'.. In re-
IPA to what Eart.Gower's.,Canal; it it propofed,. that it Mall be Twelve Feet wideat Sot-
tom, in inoti.Placet.Thtee .Fiet;:arthe.-Fordi- no more than Thirty..Inthekdeep.:-. The Boats .
.SereatyPeolli.lnength,:$1; In .Bread*: and -draw tacar Thirty .Juches.W.ettov Theta
avilleattsbotteTwetity Tait sears fitillituatd; ;904 Adidas The Rudder, to fall with

'Vol,. -]I. M m .either,

_77711P0F7 _11 __-_-47,7777.711:11=111!Er.
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through, which they are to pafsoind not barely. one,.or two, inn' (awl
Counties that are to hare the Benefit of them,. with this remarkable Cir
eurnitance in their Favour, that 'in no Part of this noble Bland could fuch
a Communication be of. more Ufe, the Number confidered larks, and
,many of them iwanufaduring Towns, .in its Vicinity,. All Kink-of Pro.
vifions, 1;ut more efpecially Grain, will by their means be rendered cheaper,
and kept to a moire equal Price. For by furnifhing Manure from great
Diitances at a low Rate, and giving a quick Carriage even to remote Mar:.
kets, the Canal Will excite an alive Spirit of Cultivation; and .the Certainty
of obtaining a fpcedy Supply at a finall 'Expence will render an unrcafona.
ble Rife of Corn, where it has been in Times paft frequently and fatally
experienced, for the future in a grcit incafUre.impradicable. Many bulky,
but at the fame time very uftful Commodities, fuch as Flint, Free, Lime,
Mill, Grinding, and Pairing Stones, Marl, Slite,'Coai. different Kinds,
Marble; Alabafter, Iron Ore, will find a much caller. and cheaper Paffage,-
.and of courfe reach many more and thole too. better. Markets, than they can
be carded to, circumstanced as they are at prefent.

FRIMENT Additions will probably be made to theta natural Riches
frr:sn the Difcoveries that mutt arise from, the cutting through a Variety of
Soils in the Progrefs of this great Work, tome Inftances of which have oc.
curred the Staples of. thefe &mai Counties may be car.
ried.farthvr, in greater .Quantities, and. be notwithftanding afforded at lower
Rao, such as Timber from different Parts of Laneafhire, the Salt and Cheefe

either End foramoll. As to Equipage, a Man, a Boy, and a noire, are to belong to each Boat;
and is the c'suall will be lopped only with Water fulficient for the Navigation, held up by Leeks,
and Without Stream, the Horfe will without Difficulty draw a Boat, and eceafionally Two or Three
of them. Fawn this Savant, the real Advantages which will attend this new Mode of Convey-
ance, more etpeciatly .,or heavy,, cumbrous, surd yet cheap Commodities,. is fufficiently apparent.

The Account of there Canals in the Text will . not 'convey a proper Idea of their Utility,
without taking in the Fallibility and Facility of their 'Extenfion, upon which it in a great met.
Pure depends. In order to comprehend this clearly,"we mutt recollea the grand. Canal of China,
the noble* Model of Inland Navigation in the World. The-priniary °We& of that is, canneitiog
Cantem with the Capital; but what renders it of univerfal Benefit are the Cues made into? it from

. every City and great Town. Our Canals, ,.as defcrilied in the Texr,:!lliew that their primary Ob.
of opening arnland navigable Communication between Brined, 'Liverpool, and Hull, fo long

%rated and fo little expelled but Forty Years ego, will, when they (hall 'be completed, be abfo
Iniely attained. A Thing no doubt of very figat and national Importance, which will, notwith
!landing. be in ,Value.very muds enhanced by the Canals joining: there from numerous trade
log and manufakauring Tains, tome of which are mentioned above, allof them !landing in need of
fuch it Conveyance to one or mom of thee Ports, and which mull receive infinite Benefit by fo
cheap, .fo eary, cammodioug, fir certain, . and . fp-. regular a Corrcfpondence with each Other.
With: .great Reek* . therefore,. have the Gentlemen. of. Stifordfldre called 'their. C11214
TliiiNto In Ando; to the numerous Branchmt that are expeiled,710 fpring from it, Bat, be.
Sidtia.:there.: may we itl..MtitIont pretending tofee.fat hato Futurity, conjeiture that this .Spirit
of *roving. by Wood. Canals ,10111proad Into festal oilier- Parts of this Nand!

of
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of Cileihire; Earthen-ware from StaCord(bire, .:14inerous Artielei from Biro
mingbam,, and all the various ManufadtUrie.frOm Mancheiter and other
Places, wiil be relieved from a Vaiiety, of Impediments under which they
have hitherto, laboured... Raw Materials of every Sort will be conveyed
with much more Earc and Expedition. to.. the feveral ToWns where they.
arc wrought up, and, when manufactured, will With like Facility be.carried
to the Ports from which they are ufually (hipped, either Coaft-ways to dif-
ferent Parts of :this, Or into other Countries. Thus Agriculture, Maim...
fah tures dciineflic Trade, foreign Commerce, and every Species of In.,:
dutiry fubrervient to all there, will be evidently and in a high Degree pro-
moteu by i this Inland Navigation, to fay nothing of the Numbers who will
live and be comfortably.rublifted.by. it. It .muit however be aclintmleged,
that tome Objedtions have been made againit, and tome Sulepicions rug.
gefted, as to Inconveniencies with which it may be attended It is but
Juftice to °Verve,_ that there are in their Nature far more incertaine and at
the fame time of much lets Confequenee, than the Benefits that have been
before Rated, nor would it be at all impollible to find Remedies for theiri,
even if they Ihould happen.

the Profecution of thole numerous Improvements that have been:
made in. the Two laft Centuries, new Inftruments and a van Variety of
Machines became necethry, and many fuck have been invented, which have

.a.A lhort.View of the moll conliderable of there-01401mi:
'

and the Adams Own 11 them,
feem requifite to the riming this important Objett in a proper Point of Light. It is rim: cut.;
Ming there Canals, and thereby dividing cultivated Lands, as welt as in other rerpees,..ii an :12.1my
to private Property. To this it might be anfwered, th3t under alt 'Goternments pitman: ititeveg
mutt give Way to publick Utility. But more &dilatory Anrwers in this Care may be Oren. .

Private Inter& is here confulted in the very Moline ptirrited 'for promoting publick Utility. A
Scull; of this produced. the Petitions. on which it is founded, and the Subfcriptions, by'which it
mull be promoted. Men ire not apt to mistake their own Interells, and never Omni
in hurling them. Betides, Commfations are provided, and every Limitation on the Powers 'in-
fected in the Ail% that could be deviled, to prevent-Grievances in this Particular. !t is alleged,

. that by this very Cutting much Land is walled and defiroyed. Let us fee how far this is frahnikl.
A Mile of Canal takes up an Acre and an Half; a Canal of an Hundred Miles, One hundred and
Fifty Acres, which is leis than a' Wter ,of a Mile fquare. It is believed it will very much di-
minith Lind Carriage. To thore who think. the. Nation friers by our keeping tea limy Hodes,
this ,will'appear an Advantage; thole Whti think other vii may doubt as to the Fa& Thy wilt
own, that'll) the Fitt Inflame, Land Carriage between Places feared on Canals Will be dimi,
Mita.; but es the Trade of there Places will be increared, the Land Carriage from thole to
nut fated on Canals mull wreak with it s in what Prisportion, Time only can determine.. if
is remelted, it may interfere with River Navigation: But. this can happen but (eldom. and only
by being cheaper, which is an Advantage to the Pub"iek. It is not however linpotlible that Meant "?
may be found to improve fame of there River NavigatiOns, fo as to *event this jncoivenience..
Lailly, it is apprehended theft Inland Navigat!ncis may tire the'COaR.Trade. The Event,. may
prove the very:reveal, beeitufe by them greater (ht.andties of CoMmtidities be Conveyed to.. .

the SeaPorts. and of conrfe they old be lent to ronagoC000tdess which Oahiclearo our Can.
. toefeds.01 CatitWriktO &taut Pans of own.

M oz a . . beca..
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:been here and elfewhcre -employed with fo much Succefs, as to talk the
charadter of our Artitts to the gelatefi. Height, over all Europe. Our Inv-
Oleinents in Agricultve are not more ingenious in their -Conftru4ion, than
Aron& neat, and accurate in their.. Execution, coas.to be admired- and imi-
tated by 'Fore3gners, .where-ever that Science, of fuck general Utility, is
encouraged and el/wiled 4.* What is now Ailed- the new Hufbandry, and
which. has exercifed the Thoughts and Pens of the ableft Authors, abroad,
was the Invention of a pratliCaIVartnerhere. In regard to Carriages alba,.
we.atleaft equal other. Nations in the Beauty, Lightnefs, and Convenience
'of tome, in the Strength,. Utility, and fkilful 'Contrivance of others, fuited
for all the Purpofes. in which they can be ufed either for Plcafttic.or Profit.
In 'regard to thofe Machines which :ad by circular- Motion, it is thought
the Dutch excel in force Kind of Wind Mills; but in reference to thole'.
moved by Water,... for preparing Metals which .arc to be ufed in. different
Manufactures, as well as in filch as arc ufed in thole. Manufactures of dif.
ferent Sorts, we fucceed better than molt .of cur Neighbours by their own
Confeffion b. In the feveral curious and arduous Contrivances rcquifite
the Management of Mines, we have little Radon- to envy them, though
thee are alloWed to be Thing's in their own Nature of the utmoIt. Diffi-
culty,- and where there is the greateft Ncccflity for abridging Labour,. which

$ As there are a great Variety of Soils in this Country, fo very diff;:rent' Ploughs have been.Invented, fuited to this Difference in Soils, which hash been of general Utility in flufbandry, and
is one great Reafon why, in proportion to its Extent, we have in this Kingdom more cultivatedLand than in any .other Part of Europe. On this Account, feveral of them derive their Names..
from 'the Pikes when they are mon in Ufe, filch as the Coichefier, Lincolnfisire, and Suffix.Ploughs, as alto the Caxton or -Trenching Plough drawn by Twenty ilorfes. But the molt Com.
mon are the Dray, Single and Double-wheeled Ploughs, and the ikinrCoultered Plough, aecurately
defcribed and highly commended by the celebrated Tull. The rime may be raid of our Harrows,.
Hoes, Spades for feveral Ages, &c. Yet are we 11311 much Ilion of abfolute Perfetlion, fince thewortlitAuthor of the Effays.on Hufbandry gives Defcriptions and Figures of towel infiruments.

. which !nightie introduced from other Countries, and Tome old ones, which, having been inad-;vertently difufed, &terve therefore to be revived. The ingenious Mr. Young, in his excellentFarmers Letters, delivers his Thoughts on the fame Subjeli with equal intelligence and public!

. Spirit. .

b As Metals arc mate the Staple Commodities of this Country, no Skill or Ms have been.
fpared in contriving and improving Machines for reducing them into; Fos ms fit for Zale And Ufe..Of thefe we may reckon the-Stamping Mill for.Tin Ore, the Forging Mills for =king large Iron.Aare, the Slitting Mills for diyiding thefe ; :Brats Battery Works Plate and Flatting Mills for thefiner Mails Gold and Silver and. other Wire Mills, and many more. Yee. thee, great shah
ingenious,. thect expentive PICCIS Of Mechanikno are only preparatory to.Manufatures of difrerent
Kind;, in ever$ no of. which very many and veil, curious bittehinea dire employed with filch Effeet, 'that *lusty* the fioetivid mot: ufefutThings arc made; .btitare alto made in fo Mort a.Sp*, vith, ftidt Pa a =dn loch tiantitieso as rendes!. shot; t. the' Pi& Hand exceedingly.dusts, vs4grik rsives s fames -13obaktaeo to Muldiudet- of Indations and Merlons' Work.

is
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sn moll: other Cafes Is unpopular :with use., The Dexterity filewn
cling ,Machines to a Variety of Intentions, . will& have been Introduced in
many new Undertakings, that, might otherwife have proved impradicable,
does great 'Honour: as well to this.Country, as to the 'precut: Age.

IN nothing bath this.been more Confpicuous, than In the laft.mentioned
of our Improvements, that is, the navigable Canals, which 'have been
chiefly concluded by one original Genius, fo, fertile in Resources, that ltr-
tlwrto' no Obitacles, however formidable, have put a Stop to his Degigni.
Ile was prepared for his Operations above, by his' Knowledge in .condu4tmg
thole- under Ground, in the Coal. Mines at Worilcy, fo that. the Difficulties
which occurred in the Progrefs of the Canal, though they appeared new,
or rather were fo in the Sight of others, were not beheld in the fame"Light
by.him ; for his Acquaintance with the MeChanic Powers, and what Ex.

..perience had taught him of their Effeds, produced a Confidence which
was held for Temerity till the .Event (hewed it was well founded d. But
his Works being publickly carried. on, their Principles were quickly under. .
flood, his Refourccs became known, and he readily contributing both his....

.4 The PrOfit of Mines depends in.:* great meafure on the Expence of working them. in propor.don to the Value of the Metal. If. no Engines. were ht Ufe, more Men mull be employed ; but
then, from the great Charge attending this, a few, and thole only the richeft, could be wrought.
But, as Things now fland, Engines-diminifiting much of the Labour, many more Mines are .worked, and of courfe mare People fublifi by them. For the railing Ores out of the Pits, Win.laXer, Cranes, and Hock Engine's are employed. For railing and carrying off Water, they have
in the Tin Mines in Cornwall (fee Borlafes Natural Hiflory, p, 1419.175) abundance of Contrip
TAMS, the Whim, the Ragg and Chain, the .%Vater Wheel and Hobbs ; but the belt, molt elfec.
teal, and therefore.ufed in .Mines of every Kind, is the Steam or Fite Engine: This, by conti-
nual Improvements, is now brought. to fuck Perfellion, that, though a very complicated Machine,
it in a great meafure regulates itfclf. It would'be Wiens, if not endlefs, to mention the feveral
Inventions to anfwer. different Purples,. and to remedy particular Inconveniences which arc to be
met with in almA every confiderable Mine in there Kingdoms.

In the Coal Mines which extend very far under the Hills at Worilcy, he had prailifed many
of there Methods afterwards transferred to the. Canal. For alter .bringing the Coals from the
Places where they were. hewn in little Waggons, envying a Ton each, eafily paled by a Mawdown an inclined Plain to a flat Stage,, he auks. them, to be lhot from thence into Boat!, on

fubterranean Canal of Water railed out of the Mine, with a Rail on each Hand, by the Helpof which a Man draws rwo Six, or More of them, each of the Burthen of Seven- Tons, more
than a Mile to the Mouth of the ivlinc; and, being there received into a capacious Stone Refervoir,.
fronfthence is conveyed, carrying the Boats with it, into the open Canal tiw, goes to Mancheller.
The vaulted Roof of this fubterraneous Canal is fupported in Tome Places by a Brick Arch, but
is in molt &Rained by the natural Rock throrgh which it is cut. In the fowl Operations re.
quifite to 'the Cutting and entailing the Coals, this great Difciple of Nature bath (hewn his Sapgachy in a Multitude of new invented or much improved 'Machines,. fuch. as portable Cranes for
removing of Soma, an Oudot Mill which gives Motion to a Wheel :Eight. Yards in. Circum.Sauce, betides driving Thrce.Pair of Stones fo grinding, Corn, and a Boulting Mill' of
carious Conftrualon, (gives alio for Making Mortar. Add to all this, his having,'taught a new,
Method Of making a Fire Engine, 14-which. Two. Thirds of the Expence is diminithed
five hundred. Pounds) by Making Cylinders of Peal bileadof CO Metal, sad Chains of Wood,.
%thicken found to safwer better dam *ad:Iron. i

Advice
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Ji/ivice and his /anima, we f:A3 them extended under his Direition with
equal Spirit and Success There is little Doubt to be made, that whenever
.thefe great Works than be completed, and. theii Confequences evidently dill
played, they will be imitated in many Places. As little Reafon is there to
qualjono. hat though this,. .like moft new Undertakings, appeared fingular .

. and furprifing, yet, *hen thoroughly inveftigated, it'. May badifcovered, that
. .thefe^Water Conveyances el or at loft fome.of the new Machines tap!**

about them, are =Table of being applied to other advantageous Ends, efpe-
in fo inquifitive and enterpriling an Age as this, when every Attempt

to promote publick Utility is not only Cure of meeting with favourable
Notice, but likewife, in proportion as it -appears to be pradicibli, of En-
.couragetnent and Support.

WI Tx all thek pregnant Advantages, them cannot furcly be the leaft
Doubt made,. that we have from the

Advantages,
of the relent Cen-

ury rendered this noble Country much better it was, old brought
large Qaantiticeof Land, which is the belt Proof of national Improvement,
into Cultivation. At that Period, if we may credit the heft Judges, it was

. omputed that One Quarter of it was ahnoit abfolutely .waile, and near Half
...as Muds more but in a little better Condition r. If this Kingdom was then

in that State, the other two were cectainly in a, much viol*, though all
.of thems'even then, in a State of Improvement,. in comparifon to what
t hey had been in the ourib of the. preccding century, during which how-
,ever' confider able. Eftbrts had been made. Of the Truth of all 'this, there
ivanted not tufficient Evidence to convince any candid and confederate In-
Auirer. From the rune Kind of Evidence, that is, . from the Income and

e" 'it is nbt improbable, that by the Help or (rich Canals running -on the Sides of Bills,- and
.thereb.Yleterccpung the Waters a Springs which dircharge on the lower Grounds, confidenble
VorftiOf ,marshy Lands mien be eonvel cud into fina.Mradows. By. diverting fuch Springs, and

Tome' liOnerderable Iltretams into, (nth Canals, 'priflibly n Remedy might be found for that .

VelicieneY''Of. Water,' which is 'the chief Conic -1:f the .Ditlitithks Occurring. in 'Rivera rendered
.navigable by Art, or alma the Number of Locks in_thent might by this means be dimiitithed.
The Jundlion of navigabkr Rivets by the Intervention of fuck Canals bath been long elleemtd
qtrialcable, and one may with a 1)egree of Probability conjellure, that in no great Space e Time
Tomething of this Kind will be undertaken, for. the Expediency of which many Raton might
be offered. .

f In the. Computations by Mr. King, referred to ht the Text, the Number of Acres ht Engbnd
is fixed at Thirtpnine Millions, and no more than Twentrone Millions allowed for both Arable
and Palure,Lands. Half .a Million is aligned for High Roads. Footpaths, and deters Walks:.
Ten Mallon: for Heaths,. Moors,Ind barren Lands,, valued at '1'tielvc Pence an Acre ; and Three
)Zillions. 'more for Forells, Ards, an4 Corm:ons. ThIS Gentleman had great Oppeounitics of
snaking and or corodpog.bii cmcolotions,..by having recouric to-,the Publiek *daunts of Hearth
Money and Other. TA:Xe*, 'no longer fublift. Davenant, and. other political Wri *.

tens, resfon upon his Computations, imd .:11semi:as far as they could difeern to be Art
*godlier* and exalt -toe ebb mull be ondergabl whit a.Dagree,of Latitude, aaist;:dra Saul.
jirS blot to be hoped for is fuck Colopotadom

basis
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COAL-EXPORT

The coal-mincs' in the neighbourhood
Newcastle. are so Irminirous ,that they ::may
be regarded as., not only one of the immense
magazines of England, but also as the
of a profitable foreign. casnMerce.

'Vessels loaded with coal, for. London and
different parts of Europe, sail daily from
this port, Ind, so to say, every hour of the
day. Besides this commerce, the navigation
which results from working these mines,
gives an incalculable advantage to the navy,
by. forming a' great nursery of seamen. In
lime- of war, more than a thousand coal
vessels can be . armed, and do consider'able
injury to the enemy's commerce.

In this practical school of navigation arc
to be found men inured to every danger.
The celebrated Cook began. his, naval career,
aka sailor, on board of a Newcastle collier ;
and his capable and active genius, soon raised
biin to be skipper. kle afterwards purchased
a bip 011 his own account; on occasions of
danger he knew so well how, as it were, to
master the elements, that though yet young,
he acquired 'a . great teputation. among his
Wisher sear nien: His high qualities everatu-'
ally obtained for hid so completely ihe

NEWCASTLE

confidence of the English government, hat
tlfi wonderful navigator sailed three times

f.teunii.AW world ,L enriching geography,
;nattiral history, and navigation, with the
greatest iliscoveries. The modest house in
which he was born, in the neighbourhood of
Newcastle, is preserved with veneration.

The coal-mistes,- in the neighbourhood of
Newcastle, are situated in so . fortunate a
position that the soil which c_overs them yields
fine pasture that supports herds of horses.
Under this fertile soil there is found a sand-
stone, of excellent quality for grind - stones.
This second richness of the earth forms
another extensive object of. trade for the
industry of the inhabitants of Newcastle :

these stones have so great a reputation,
that . they are exported to all the pats
in &trope.

The first mine I visited belongs to a

private individual ; it is situated about two
miles' from the town, and requires' one
hundred men to work it ; thirty for the work
aboveground, andseventy in ;lie pit : twenty
horses live in this profound' abyss, and drag

coal through the subtcrrancan passages

to the 'pit-bottont s 'four. outside :work the
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machine which raises the àol, and lamp more

are C1410°Yed in auxilisq,11: hours.
The following is the,Oder of dimncral

substances, as they appear in...descending- to.
the

Vegetable sOil, of good googly . . .
Beds of rounded pieces of limestone And sand.

&tope 4, . is
Grey clay, more or' los pure . e i6
Hard quartzose sandstone, with Rakes of mka 2$
Very hard black clay, somewhat bituminous,

Intermixed with some specks of mica. . 26
Black clay, mote bituminous, and portly indent-

*able I Whei4 the lamina;of this clay, which
separate with fadlity, are examined , with
attention, some prints of ferns appear, but
Alley arit-ocarcely dirotatible a 18

, UM"

. Total 102
,

At thivdepth of one hmulresLansliwo_feet
the coal is found. The seam is live feet
thick in some .places, and, varies in others;

but in genera! it is easily wrought, and much
orit is brought up in large blocks. This last
circumaance is of eoliisiderable adimintage, as
such pieces are always easily transported, and
arebesides well suited for-chamber-fires; which
*keilhis kind of goal sill 'at a higher price.

When the bed of black and ,bituminous
"017.4 PaCtratcdp 0.1*.!*if is coundeadhOnt.

$38 N8WCA1g11.8

tO it ;. but this is not always' the case, for
there are other mines in the .neighbourhood
where-the roof is of sandstone, which in the
points of contact is mixid.with the coal to the
thickness of -two or three inches; the lau. r
imbedded in the sandstone, in the form of
splinters which, when attentively examined,
have the appearance of wood.

This mine has a large ateam-eogine for
pumping out the water, and at die. same time
working a ventilator to purify the air.

The winding machine which raises the
coal from the pit is convenient, and easily
worked by. two stout horses. The buckets,
in. which the coal is brought up, ire not of
wood, but of osier, strongly made, and having
an iron handle. They contain at least twelve
hundred pounds of coal each; and as the one
ascends C the other descends, one of these
baskets arrives at the mouth of the pit every
four minutes. It is received by a singe man
who while it is yet suspended, Oates it upon.
a 'truck drawn by one horse. *He then,
unhooks the Natty puts an empty one in ,

Its place* and pushes the 'ruck to si place
somewhat raised at .a short distance, where

siat the Unita on the hudced

I*

;± + 't!'
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above a kind of tilted ; the dust passes through

the open spaces and falls below, while the'
large pieces of coal reolling down the inclined

ph e, fall upon the 'ground in heaps on the
ottside of the shcd. Waggons, which I am
*bout to describe, hen take it up, and carry
it. to wharfs on the river-side.

It might be expected that the land transport
of such an immense -amount of coal would
require numberless horses and men, which
would involve immense expense. BLit art
has surmounted this dilliculty in the follow-.
ins manner.

Roods which have an almost insensible
inclination are formed with the greattat tare,
and prolonged to the plat` where the vessels
are toadied. The length of these roads ist
ofien more than several miles.

-ilia first operation being finished, two
parallel lieu'um traced along the rood, at the
exact distinct which separates the wheels of
the waggons. Lop of hard W0011 WC dial
laid along these two parallel lines and firmly
fixed in the earth with pins.

The upperssurface of these lop is carefully
r kind of moulding. which is well

04 projects upwards. The thaw

140 NEWCASTLE

nets of this elevated ledge must correspond'
with the width of thc groove in the waggon
Wheels, which arc made of east-iron, and
hollowed in the manner of a Metal pulley.

These wheels arc completely cast in one
piece, in a mould from which the rim comes

out hollowed. This largo groove is- several .

inches deep, and of a proportional width I.
so that the wheel exactly encases the pro-
jecting part of the log, from which it cannot
slide in any direction. As the moulding is
well greased and is also' polished by.continual

friction, four-wheeled wagons, containing
eight thouaand weight of coal each, move
along the. inclined plane, by the laws of
gravity, and proceed as it were by magic one
after . another, until they reach the Tyne..
Arrived there., a strongly and artistically
made wooden. frame. prolongs the road for
severil fathoms at such a height above the
water as to permit vessels to pass below it.-
on lowering their mists.. A man. stationed
on the litatfonn opens a had!, whence a
large ooden hopper descends towardsi the
vessel, the hatches of which are open. When
die- waggon. COWS to *Atop in 'the plat-.
fora it stops,its bottom opens, and
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all the coal runs in a moment through the
hopper into the vessel. The waggon being
emptied, returns by a second road parallel to
the first. Other waggons follow the. same
course .after having been in this manner re
lieved of their contents ; and in a short time
the vessel is -loaded. A. few horses suffice to
bring back the empty waggons to the pit,
and they soon return with a new freight of
coal. This contrivance as expeditious as it
is ,economical, soon repays the cost of con-
Structing such roads.

have here given but a rapid sketch of
these: extraordinary. roads, which arc -varied
in several, ways. It would require me to
enter into details which might prove too
long, and ill-suited to the nature of this
work. were I to describe all the ingenious
meant which art and industry have employed
in working. wonder; of this kind. Where
local eireinnstakes have permitted, the weight
of Vie %load, and the :sieceleratett movement
have been **net! in .such a manner, that
files 01040d-waggOns run, down the inclined
phine.and at the 'same time cause .the empty
Wag*, ;raiscerid without the assistance of
h 'aiother road parallel to the first;

142 IITSVCASTLE

The great economy produced by these in-
genious contrivances, which save the employ-
ment. of men and 'horses; enables the English
to sell the coal. which they. export in such
abundance *to. all our ports. one the ocean and
the Mediterranean, at a. price lower than that
of our own mines, in all cases where we
have to bring it only three or four leagues
by land. Marseilles affords an example in
point. This town, which consumes immense
quantities of fuel in its great soap mann-

. factories; is 'within four or five leagues of
abundant coal-mines. This Coal is . indeed
of an inferior quality, but it is nevertheless
used with advantage in the furnaces of
soap - works.. .Would any one believe that
the coal of England, which is t=llent,
lasts double the time, and gives double the
heat, when sold duty free in the port of
Manieillesiis cheaper than the former. Such
instances as this, ought doubtless to give us
vets. important lcaons

1U :industry Of, the .inhabitauts of New-
castle is so active, that accustomed to apply
it to every thing, they have even hinted to
profit py0tosovhiels..:iRl'inv, the- quality
of7thi:4011,'7'hut:::,.-AvhickIk;f6und, is 'vet
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a. Suppose you take the other. northern road, namely, by

St.. Albans, Donstable, I lockky, NeWport I'agnel, Northampton,
I.eicester, and Nottingham, or Darby: On this road, after youare pitied itunstabk, .which, as in the -eber way, is about 3o;
Miles, you enter the deep clays, .which ak.so surprisingly soft,that it is iierfectly. frightful to travellers, and it has been the
wonder of .foreignerishoW; considering the great numbers of
earriagei which areftontistually .passiet with heavy loads, thoseways have. been made..practicable,' indeed the great number of
horses every year kill'd by the excess of laliour in, those heavywaysbias bectraucka charge to the country, that new building
Of:Causeways,* the Romans did of old, seems to me to be a
much easier expellee: Fromllorkley toNorthsuiptms, thence to
Ifarbarough, and, Lei and thence to the very hank of
Trent these terra& clays tine; at Nottingham you arc rased
them, and the fOrest of Sherwood yields a hard and pleasant
Mad fan 3o miles together.

'36 .Take the same road as it leads to Coventry, and freer., .

thence to West Chester, the 'deep days reach through all the*iris. of Iltiekhill, Veiny and Stony Stratford, ,oircester
,.)Javentry, Rill Morton, or punchurch, Coveptiry,
and even to Birmingham, for very near (lo miles.

4. If we take the road to Worcester, it is the same'through
the vale ot. Aylesbury to Buckingham, and westward to Banbury;
Keynton, and the vale of Hvesham, where the clays reach, 'with
some intermissionsi.even to the bank of Severn, as they. do
more ,northernly quite. to .West Chester.

The NAM of my taking' notice of. this, badness Of the roads,
thralls 'all the midland :counties, is this; that as these are
countns.which drive a very great, trade with the city of London,
awl with one .mm004 perhaps the greateit of 'any- counties
is &Oast; as thatitte tunietuenceithe carnage is exceedinggreet alsOihritalt t and wrier of the northern counties
Necessarily_ so the roads had, been'
plowed so ,:ind materials'. have limn in some plates so
difficult to be for repair of the` roads, that all. the surveyors
fates baser beeriablit do trothivg; nap the .c.Vhole country
litiskot been We WiOakthem; that n to say, at Wei a burthen
ton great .for the Poor latiners; for in Angland it is the tenant,
wit the lavollord that. thiOuriiyorsif thelitaways.

eh, ,406,417,\* 00/4 taiar..
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before the Parliament; and the consequence has been, that
turnpikes or .tollibars have been set up aim the sever"l great roads
of England-" beginning at London, pand roceeilin; throe almost
all those dirty deep roads,ein the midi:goal counties especially;
et which turnpikes all cassia*, droves of vatic, and travegers
on horseback, fire obliged to. pay an easy toll; that is to say, a
horse a penny, a coact. tine pence :a cart four pence, at some
tie pence to eight pace, a waggon six hence, seine a shilling,
.and the like; cattle pay by the score, or by the bead, in some
.placti more,* some less; but in no place is it thought a burthcii
that ever I met with, the benefit of a good road abundantly
makingAiendi for that little charge the trovelkni are put to
at the 4*

Several of; 'hoe :turnpikes and tolls bail been set up of late
years* and great-pitigress'hadk-licen made in mending the most
difficult Wars,' Ind.:that'within& suites% as well

mending
a

pleat in this account :.; nd,thil els 'one 'reason for taking notice
of it in this Imanneq for, es the-inempri f the Romansi which
is. so justly famouii is preserved in nothing more visible to
common observation, than remains of those noble caus-
ways and highWays, which **tick made through an parts of the
kingdom,. and. which were.'found' .needful, even then, when
there was not the fiVe hundredtb part of the commerce and
carriage that = is now: lio-sv. muds more valuable must these
.new .arks be, thoe-nothing, to compare with those of Romans,
for the firmiteav,and duration of their work?

Tlu causwaYsand roads,.or strectways of the Romans, were
perfect: solid buildings, thcloundatimis were laid so deep, and
the materials sae good, however far they were obliged to fetch
ahem, that *they had been vaulted-and 'arched, they could not

. haVe.been snore solids have teen.the.bettom of them dug up
in ,severa ces, %V WM. o isery in 4 ones,401 I Ulm I n .t n?

'stones, hard gravel, solid. hartelay, and several other :Oita of
.eartk laid in: layers, like the vein3 e: oar in a mine; a laying of .

clay ',of binding quality, ',then flints:tones, then chalk,
then, Upon the.:autili',7*4th -ballast at gfp'Cli 'till the whole
work has Iseewsaied_siii or eight foot from the-bottom; then it
has 'criiier'd.. With a .crom or ,wisios !FAO in the. middle,
gently sloping to the sides, that the. um might ruf) off every
way, and not soak into the work: This I. have seen as .iair and
Ann, after" baying:stookas we may Conclude; ; lit least its at
ado *M dueiss it it bad becalms& but before...
7. And Abaci-alto' Iscdpiatd *it
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and Vs to give a clear view of this-important case, that we have
given this account of them.

The benefit of these turnpikes appears new to be so great,
and the people in all places begin to be so sensible Wit, that it
is incredible-what effect it has already had upon trade in' the
countries where is more cempleatly finisledi even the carriage
of goodo,is abated in sonic places, 6d. per hundred weight,. Al
sonic places tad.. per hundied,which is abundantly more advan
age to commerce, than the charge paid amounts to, and yet:

; at the same time the expence is paid by the carriers too, who
make the abatement; so, that the benefit ni abating the .rate'of
*tinge is wholly and simply the tradesniens, not the earriers.:.s.

*Yet- the advantage. is evident to the carriers.. alstis another"
way; for,. is was °buried befOre, they cam more weight

. with the same number of horses, nor ere their herses4b hard
,work d and fatigued with . their' labour as they were before; in
*wk::11 one particular 'tis -lir the carOers,,, they

Venn their work slat more ease, and; the masters are: at
s expence. .

The advantage. to all **kinds of travelling Pomit here
-such as the safety. and ease to gentlemen' travelling. iip.:..to
London on all occasions, whetherto the Win, or to Parliament .1,
to *Vona, or oil any other. ;accessary occasion, '
Small part of time benefit of these new rnethodS..

Alio the riding post, tot the ordinary:carrying 'of *the
mails, or for the gentlemen . riding post, when their occasiOns'
require speed; 1. say;,.the. riding pest is .made extreapily
safe,and4ileasant, by thiialteration of Alie .

I mention so often. the safety of travelling. on Ithii occasion,
obserti+ii h&c, the ;.tomiiiissioners ter 'these

repairs of the highways have order'4 and 40. ,daily -order;
..abundance- abridges to be repair'd and en1401, and'new ones
-bui14-mrhere they. find occasion: which not only serveiti'airry'.
the Witter off, Avitereit otherwise often, spreads, and 'lies as it
were, datimfd up upon tale: road, anal, spoils thesway;htit MICR:
it ins' es sometimes by sudden rains to a dangerous 'heiglittforit'
is to be observ'd, that there is more hazard, and more Dies list,'
in 0,4;4, or rattempting tO pass little brooks' and streams,
Which are mad by sudden, showers of rain, and where';. pas.
seams expect no stoppage; than in passing great- 'Owl% . Where
the danger es known, and: therefore more carefully minded. .

111 many of these .itams thoommisokoscri 'ha* built kip
and mantandalbridgm for tht benefit of tray/U*6os is mid

.
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Aready, and in ether places have built sluices to stop, and %Ted
'Anne's to carry oil the water, where they used to swell into

1 highway: We have two of these -slimes near London, in
tike road duo' Tottenham IlighCrost and Edonton, by *bills
she waters in those places. which have sometimes been dangerous,
are now Carrell oil, and die roadittar'd; and as for bridges
f have been told, that the several commissioners, in the respec-
tive districts where they. are coneern'il, have already built
above. three hundred new ones, where there were none before,
or where the former were small and insufficient to carry the
traveller .sife over the waters.

°
Many of these are Within a few

',:miles of Londcn, for example, Olt the great road
from Loellon to Edgeworth, from London to Enfield, from
:London to St. Albans, anti, as before, from London to Croydon,
'where they ate very plain to he seen, and to Which I refer.

And for fartherconfirmation of what I have advaned above,
namely, that we may expect, according to this good beginning:,
that the roads in most parts of England will in a few years be
fully repaied, and rester d to the same good condition, (or
perhaps whetter, than) they were in during the R win govern-
mint, we may take noticeohat there are no less than twelve
'Dills, or Petitions for Bilis, depending before the Parliament,
at this time sitting, for the repair of the roads, in several remote
parts 'of England, or for the lengthening the time allow'd in
former Acts; some of which, besides those hereafter mentioned,
give nihopcsohat the grants, when 'obtaied, will be very *di
.nuinagM, and the country people greatly encouraed by them
in "their commerce; for there is no doubt to be nude, but that
the inland trade of England has been greatly obstumeted by the
exceedinthadness of thereat&

A particular example of this, 11 have mantion'd already, via:
the bringing of 'fat cattle, ',titian), theep to London as the
winter; from the remoter counties of Leicester and Lincoln,
where they are tied; by width the country grasiere ere oblig'd
to sell their stocks on, at the httet east of the summer, Nun*
septpmberand October, when they sell cheap, and the hadbers
and (*meta' near London engross them, and keeping them Nal
Wernher and January, sell them, the' not an ounce fatteg than.
lolore, for an advrned price, to the citizens of London; whom
were the roads' made good and parrodie, the city woad be
seev'd With mums almost as cheap in the winter on is the
sumank or the of the advance wag bet, the psalms of
Lein eitsr and
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MR FARMER)* roun
. . :

he tows a bulk& ; once tried 6 peeks,.
but.it was the wort crop he had. Thcfe
4Wvope!are all gar, rao could not !r gauac

4 Pccellent..
Turnips, 4 C. Z

f4

.
.

annouoli UNCIAND.
. ,

4 .

point, in which islnite peculiar,. is.tIic
raking togctIser. all he Imes .that fall in
lies ; he iniploys women In this
nets, t4y load the ;carts', with large fans ;

is whole AxErnte tOf raking, loading,
carting, 4e. is.. 6d.:** load. I3c annually

.colle4tA.°400 loads ;, they are crud about .

Atte yard, and . the cattle tread them ; into
-one general hard :cake, which, receiving
the. ...tin's,. and :Arine%all .winter, ..conyerts
into : s ;rich,: a manure as inn! .i.n..theworld.
ilifthefe exertions .oficxeellent managethent

I490 'uploads of dung I
. made. by

. deo, it 119rfes
.,14 ).'aung catdc ,40
era Waned the winter ttrough,. alto 20

11*?? .on ,bay, "vithlibt:rty of run-
ning and out to the park at .plcafitre, in.
all ips head prcattlo-- but twine reckoned,
we Should Ont. AO them more than Ss,
.which is kids' pie head. A. great

9antity; .tonlidering tyat bodes fun
t at pleafure. Mr. Bettor: carts. there

spit loads &nulls pa .011*W:spot, pre-
*layers, of pond. inudp",- ditch earth,

,14714h.

Voir

AP!'e
OW,:.4 .

S !if)o 6 .

.9 eto 0

acre r a; ,s .1.4. .3
1.4 not think tliat 'cairn's* !tudsalidry

:.admits Any, thing more profitable
We ought to Attend :particularly to the

) nigement that aunts tuch. noblO:criipii; it
confifts chiefly in a very fpiiita, c5induet
ftefpeEting manna*. .'"*-

Be' is principally folicitous- toralie
-quantities Of. fnran-yird' as the,the.
shespeft and Nadiclt method isf imprcr'eing
Sfarra. y. For this purpae he flacks all his

atlomet. ready to he confuied 1s the
lards-s4ge-chops-hia,,Ibibbles, 2s acres,: itltd

item in fir Iltstiphe clears she i .

fOrn.17704es,
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is thrown. on (Isto,atn1 then more layers
of .earths'ate.; Irrthis-W4k, he is attcuthfe
to keep tlie'cArts Off the heaps they Omot
&wit their lock by the fitIci. and men arc
044y (packwit. Ire
followF this: .toctIg4 to preyent, .the, carts
driviri!on'ttii.tho'-.1fiatir4. lia:thinks

.

prefs row.' much; ..and ::therebyr.prom

.veat the fetitientiOn*hicis: rots the c_ am.
:tad ; and

as found from long ekt)criencei. + that, this .

W111:4Winore 'benefit-von agiven.
nth orlfind,thenthetiimgakise wand be

to Mud) *reciter degree, than tfic
citpcnces.' T1e-ML4,4 the

t,}0o loads of du-sig with 00o or tank..
&c. .-4414; .0.0000.1y, :20,0o The
,quantity or Oio'Conspok- after being Wc11
tniiteetoitetheri7.... th t > 4404 -.oh an
taii4 is ` <z 2 1 evert OtIsetyear.,

llelidestbisi.gatoal t cin which is pato
eit01166 he ,.attendi.. to ?oilset

'Of hi 6144 i

1.111161Am ENGLAND. tts
Vongbiligs was:. partly .fid off by

*kattlei and 'what remained Olougised in the
. . end of yht", and alter two airrings more,

Wheat town.: the crop was s quarters an

EFfrriseyita NO. 2.
to ordinary. pallure was broken itp and

;Wed with*peare the crop s quarters an
oe; the old turf was to rotten that Mr.

C.

r intended, wheat ; .but being proented,
se wed it with, bucks-uiseat, t bulhel art

4'; after' which he rowed wheat, and had
quarters anAcCeo This *s, (=ceded by
roil** and h was laid down With

among the tollowing.barley.
L 0

'E'xicrinimit s.
Soap allies he has Atfed *gra, Ian%

144 .fucceh, that land. :let at so
kaittnied'witlk loads an ,acre, .was

.

ituck-wlicAt he has fa*. On .a#11riing
rorivitheak alter

S.

. f9tney4

CM to ,a, guinea All MC rClit.

Eatedmeniei

.."'"Anirhilis he tried one6 for . manure,.

ltamnig them with dung. A large q?antity
!***16rated into tit heaps' *sick* turned

this :till
.up7in°rnsedi
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LETTER. XIV.

S "than prefently .leave N. ft. *, k
will not be itnproper to gilt? a flight

review of thelmf4andry which has. rendered
4me of this county fo famous in the

twining iorld.
ePtointintout

the praaces
whckhave fuci.ded fo nobly here,, may
perhaps be of fo ma tire Ito other countries
.poirelred of Ow fame advantages.. but m,

-.knowing in the art to ufl thcm.
From 40 to 60 years ago, all the.north

an and, weftern, and a part of the caftan
traits of the county, were !beep-walks; let.
fo low as from Cf. to. is. 61. and 21. an
acre. Muck of it was in this condition
only 30, years ago.. The mat. hpprora
ittnis have. been ,made- by me*. of the
following circumfianc*..
Ftkrie. By incloring withatit4iliauce of

parliamege, : `,,t.
Ihtcottrh tpirltig sure of marle and

clay. ."

.7in on. By the Intioduaitin of an '.oteel
dent eau* enrols.

II

-sriptouGli ENGLAND. ISi
POURTI14, lly the culture of punk* wen

hand-hoed. .

Firm. By the cilium of clover and ray-
grafi. .

8* XT111. Iiy landlords granting long lodis.
SgVENT111. By &sec:angry being divided

.chiellyinto lame farms.
In this repipitubdon, have inferted no

.7- article that is included in another. Take
any one from the fcven, and she improve-
anent of Nita would never have exiftede
The importance of diem all will. appear
fulficiently evident from a Mort cxamina.
lion.

THE INCLOSURg
Provided open lands are inclofcd, it k

net of very great confiquesice by What
ineans:k WAS *Caned ; but the fait is, that
parliamentary inclofures ire fcarccly cvcr

'..fo completeand general as in Wolk ; and
bow if they, ..when numbers are to
avec to the fame nicaturet. Had the inclo-
flue of this' county been %ries of parlia
:Nests ouch attk low 1094f.kne, bite os

companion title 'what it done. The
goat ditrsolty. and Attention ski wadi

1. 4 bay
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not been marteder4rhat founciation of, their
hufbandry h.a preramtive for all &Ova
manhrings ; they takethe greater effrik
from followingan abfiorbent earth, laft
"(it is Arta) the longtv r but that I !beat
doubt.

THE COURSE OF GROWL.'

After the Left managed inclortire, and
the 'mat fpiritcd coindua in marling, Rill, .

tjte whole (needs of the undertaking
pads on this point No fortune will be
male in MO& by farming, iinlefs a jiniii
cious courfc of crops be purfued. The
which has !leen chiefly *kited* bt .

!Voila fanners
s. Turnips
2. Barley
3:Clover; or 'clover and ray7gra4
+ Wheat.

. Some of them, depending on their foils
being richer than their` neighbours (fir
inftance, all the way from .f by
down through the Fly hundreds) vrili
flats crop of pa& or barley afar the
whiai; but it is bad hufbandrr, ond has
,nit been followe4 by chafe inen;wir baie
made forma* 10 the

213
. .

tHROUGE ENGLAND. tbd
take up more of your time ()skit point which
isfelf-evident. Had the Norfolk landlords
conduaed themfelves on Gich narrow phi-
tiptop their elites, which are railed five,
fist, and tenfold, would yet have:inn
fitalowlikh

LARGE FARMS.
If the preceding articles arc properly tog

Mewed, it will at once be apparent that thi
.ball farmers could cffea limb great things
ai have beat done' in ifvfolk. lnclofing,
marling, and keeping a flock of Map large
"tough for folding, belong 'abfolutely and
ettdulively to great farmers. None of them
could be &died by finall ones --nor fuvh as
ate called middling ones in other countries.

Ihould it be forgotten, that the heft
Aufbandrit In ifirfilh is that of the iargeft
tanners. You mull go to a Doh,. a Melleti.

clkittors &Niro I Cam to fee Mild:
Isufbantiry. . You will not among them
intthe Aolen crops that are too often met

. .1isido among the little occupiers or an Itun-.
Ailied a year, in the anti part of the
county. ...Great farms have been the foul 'of

evPrafoi:/llil. culture: kik dicatinto tenures
hi . of
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an hundred pounds a year, you will
md nothing but beggars and weeds. in the.
,14)10 county. The rick 'man

Lyry

liuml rich and clean.

There are the principles of .1Yorfolk huf-
,bandry, which have advanced the agricul-
ture of the great& part of that county to a

much greater height than, is antwhere to
,'be; met with over an equal extent of coun-
Ary than in the next place venture
Oightly,' to mentign iiiw...pistictski:',
:which the .Nodalk farmers arc cleticiCirp

INN& are never band4iocd.
2-,11,heat,, though weedy, the faun.
34 13eaniv the bgtote every %vitae, except in

u: marsh la nd.

der regular eitopping of iltibblcs 'for.
littering the farm-Yards its is very int-

praitifed.
AteadoWs and,0atural paattivi:manq
in as ..overdra manner as T,,anypa

'.:*e kingdom. -1
6. breed of ghee? eIntemptible...
1.:That or) orles vOtindilferent

V R of '414*-4 10.0 110.
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An ESSAY on the PRINCIPLES
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eggs:Won 'antrTillage.

Lk

bikini to Introduce

ttlito D. of
wal..ftesiv

Tbertedick,:at Lentivilli be tncres and die
Wilt !Ate= leaned,.

widt-

AtilletpIOC UPI! SO fir 1 sad Cut:: of the Ialtruments
.-,:vasplOyal in it::

ETHR 0 TULL,. .

Siiiiboree Zerldhire.

s It D E1 T iati, very artfully.Conceal.
tAiVlith pdivia, .

AtiOW PREFACE irt theEDIT4tish,..sisikaixito at..0stektlidIn Act111CULTUSit.
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One )Are; thus the. fame that is too little fur the one,
is two much for thcOther ; 'tis all mere Chancework,
and they pin their whole Trull in goad Gtoiinci, Filch
much Dung, to cover their Errors.

Tim great& Quantity of Seed I ever heard of to
tirially fown, is in Wilifith.e, where I am inform-

.ed by the Owners theolelves, that on fame ' forts of
land . they low Eight Buthels of Bailei to an Acre t
fo that if it produce Four quarters to an Acre, there
arc butFourGrains forOnc that is (own, and kali:cry
Poor bank, tho' .a good Crop t khii is 'On Land
plowed once, and then double.dung'd, the Seed ..

only harrow'd into the (talc and hard Ground (0),
like not Two Buthcls of the Eight will' enter it to
grow; and I have heard, that in a dry Summer an Acre
of this (caret produces Four Bull 4 at Harvest.

But in Drilling, Seed lies all the fame jolt Depth,
none deeper, noriliallower, than the reit ; a no
Danger of the Accidents of burying, or being un.
covered, and therefore no Allowance. mutt be made
for .them ; but Allowance muff c made for other .
eidents where-the fort of Seed is liable to them ; (rich

Grub, Fly, Worm, Fro%
Next, when a Man unexperipc'd in this Method

has proved the Goodncfs of his Seed, and Depth to
t it at, he ought to calculate what Number. of

it Buthel, or other Meafure. or Weight; . con.'
uins : For one Buthcl, or one Pound of fma)l Secs)4
may contain double' the Number of --Seeds, of a
Whet, Or a.Pound, of large Seed of the fame Species.

This Calculation is made by weighing an Ounce,
and counting the Number of Seeds therein ; then.
weighing a BLOW of it, and multiplying,thelitin.
bet of Seeds of the Ounce, by the Number of Ounces'

(a) State Ground is that which has lain -loose coofiderablo
doc after Plowing; before it b fowls, coltrary to that which!

. is fowls inonediatcly after pima I he SW 1j t i s saat elly wit
.
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of the Bullies 'Weight ; the .Product will thew the
Number of Seeds. of a Bawl. near enough : Then,
.by .the Rule of Three, 'apportion them to the fquare
Feet of an Acre; or cite it may be clone, by divide.
Ins the. Seeds of the Bulhel by the fquarc Feet of
an Acre; the Quotient will give the Number of
Seeds tor 't Vert Foot: Alto confider how near you
intend to plant the Rows, and Whether Single, Double,
Vali,' or Quadruole ; for tlic kore Rows, the more
,Seed be required, (a).
, Examine what is the Produce of one middlefiz'd
Plant of the Annual, but the Produce of the belt
antliargeft -of the perennial Sort ; Wade that by
Hoeing will be brought to its utmost Perfedion :
Proportion the Seed of both to the reafonable Pro.
duet ; and, when Nis worth while, adjult the Plants to
their competent Number with the Hand-hoc, after
act are tip; and prlant Perennials generally in fin le
;Rows : Ittly, Plant fume Rows of the Annual
thicker-thin others, '.,which will loon give. you Expo.
:riencc (better than any other Rule) to know the exalt
Quantity of Seed to drill.

TheDinanets of the Rows arc one of the molt
material Points, wherein we find many apparent
'.Objationsagainft the Truth ; of which tho' full Ex-
perience be the molt infallible Proof, yet the
World is by falfe Notions fo prejudiced against wide
PpiceS between Rows, that unlefathefe common (and
I with I Could fay, only vulgar)..Objcaions be rut

..ititfi.teed, perhaps nobody will venture fo far out of

.1k.he''Old Road, as is necellitry to gain the Experience;
...*ithout it be filth as have few it.

h pant is the Swam

.0) TM narrow Spaces (furatofe Seven inches) bettkixttouble,
Treble, or %samle Rows, Inc Double having One, the Treb!*
Two, and the %simple Three of them, arc called Partitiath

. wide Son (Cupp* of star Five Feet) betwixt any Two
Of there DanW, Table, Or %sly!, Rorer, is

betwixt
on

I
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Amid as thick all over the Land, as Amy* in. the-
bed Rows, there might be produc'd, at once, many
of the, greateft Crops of Corn that ever grew.

But Since Plants .thrive,. and make their Produce,
in proportion to the.119urifitment they Piave, within
thc'.Ground, not to the ROOM they have to Shand
upon it, one vtry narrow Row, may contain more
Plants than a wide Interval :can nourifh, 'and bring to.

. their full Perfeition, by all the Art. that can_ be ufed
and 'tis impoffible a Crop Mould be loft for want of
roots to Hand above the Ground, tho' it were lets
than a Tenth-part of the Surface (a). .

. In wide Intervals there ;IS another Advantage. of
Hoeing, I mean Horkhoeing. (the other being more
like Scratching and Scraping than Hoeing): There ii
room for many Hoeing: (i), muff not come

very
(a) .Mr. Ifegkes calculates, that Crop of Wheat ofThirtyQuarters to an. Acre, each Ear has two Inches* and a Half ofSurfaces by which Nis evident, that ..there wou'cl be room formany fuck prodigious Crops co Oadd on.
And a fluickAedge, fiandirg bgtween two Arabic Ground.,

one Fop: broad Et Bottom, and Eighteen Feet in Levb,will. aeFourteen Year', Growth, produce more of the fame fort of Wood,
Efllneen.Feet rquere of a Coppice will produce in the Limetime, the Soil of both being of zqual Goodnefi.

This leans to be the fame Cafe with our he'd Rows; theCoppice, if kwere to be cut in the rid! Years, would yield per.baps Ten times as much Wood, as the Hedge; but many ofthe Shoots of the Coppice conftand) die every. Year, for.want of
Nouriihment, until. the Coppice is it to be cies andthen hs !'todua is much lefs than that of the Hedy, whereParton has not been -over.fiock'd to fedi it degree as the Coppice.'Aire, has been; and therefore brims hr Crop of .Wood toAvesta Partilitm than file Coppice-Yr-cod, which hal Eighteendimes the Sirface of Ground to land to: The &ageless the Be... mitt of Haan& as oft as the Land ,fit ther fide of it is *BM i

. bat the Coppice, like the farm to* wants that Benefit.,,ri) *ay Maio; bat if it amid be a&cd bow wally, Stetmay take Csiesseti'skilo 19- lioeins .the Vince, ais. gownarta qteritaa i Seri wi Ailaisalat *.OrOr taw OW*me
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very near the Bodies of tome. annual Plants, except
whilft they are young; but, in narrow Intervals, this
cannot be avoided at every.ITheing: "Tis true, that
in thc Taft H

9oeinrs even on 'the middle of a large
Interval, many the Roots may be broken off by
the floc-plough, at fume confidcrabie Digo= from
the Bodies; but yet this is no Damage, for they fend
out a greater Numtcr of Roots than before ; as in
the Mint, in Chap. I. appears.

. In wide Isitenrals, thole Roots arc broken off only
where they are Paean; for tho' they are capable of
running out to more titan the Length of the external
Parts of a Plant ; yet ids 'not smeary they fhould
always do fo ; if they can have tuff:dent Food nearer
to the Bodies (a) of the Plants.

And there IICW young, mukiply'd Rots are
fuller of Udell deaths than the older ones; which
makes it no Wimder, that Plants fhotdd thrive fafter
by having tome of their Roots broken off by the
Hoc ; for as Roots do not enter every Pore of the
Farth, but mite great Part of the Pafture, which is
kit uncxhanfted, fo when new Roots ftrike out from
the broken Parts* of the old, they meet with that Pa-
!lure, which their Predeceffors mired, betides that
new Paiture which the Floe talks" for them; and
thofe Roots which the Hoe pulls out without breaking,
&kris, flits pr.4$i Isffmaa tarvadate, Sri istelsrue nab
mom jsejhJ i.. lab. 4. Cap. 5.

Neither is it altogether the tromber officiates that determines
the Degrets of rilveration For, Once well done, is Twice
done g and the oftener the bend; lithe Erma be not exceMvc.

Poor [.and, be it never Os light, Gioia have the moll Boeings;
beau& Plants, rceeivin very !WV. Nouriffmtent from ae
:natural Falurrof fuck Lare6, require the more artificial PaduaA. fable IL
t (a) All she Mould k never fo near to the Bodies of Plasm

VI when the Row lands oil a high Siam Ridge, ..licit the
sane of thi...foterval iseft hero of Saith, at the lad Maass
for diem .all the Wild may be bat about a Kit, or o Foot arm
.b.df, Mao fans the Body of eitclatiaot of ern* Row.

spa

0
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any t if wider, too much Earth will lore the %milt of
the HorFAMe.

The 'totter the Soil is, the more ,Puiveration will
Ix. needing to it,

When a great Searon.of Wheat is drilrd, it cannot .

egpeeed that muck of it can be plowed dry, ,rho'
it is advantageous when there happens an Opportunity
for doing it but.4y long ExiierienCe 1. find, that in
molt of my Lands it does very well, when plowed in
a moderate Temper or iVloifture;

It may not be amifi 'to hatrow it once after it is
drilrd, which will,, in tome. triedure, difappoint die
Rooks; befides covering the Wheat, if, perchance,
my fhould*mifi being covered by the Drill-harrow.

But dick, and all Harrows that go on a kik% both',
Wore and after it is drill'd, thong be very light, and
Wetted to ether in the common manner.; tatcept
that the Pole mutt be, fattened toeaclillarrow in Two
Places; which keeps them both as Levd, as if they
were One finp,le Harrow Otherwife the -Ridges
would be' too 1444) at the Top, and On Partitions
would lie highe than the. Rows, and "fame of
their Earth would be apt to fall on the. Rows when
k is Hand-hotd, . . .

By means of this.lcvel Harrowing, there. is left an
open Furrow in the Middle of tlic Interval, .which
much facilitates the PK Horfe.hoeing.

But when, after a. Crop is taken dr, the Ridges
ire plowed twice, as they may be where the one Par-
titionlath been well Hand-had; .'tis better to har-
row the firft-madelitidgei in the common manner ; be.
cafe then fume of the Fine' Earth, that is :has rOw'd
down, will read; tothc-Middleofthe InterVal1Where- .
on the Ridges arc to b niade forDrilling: Or ii there
fhould be time for plowing thrice,-, the Rielgiv of the
Putt and .Second Plowings, are to harroW'd 1-0 she
column S11I1Uler

Tito
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.

:The Harrowing of Hikes mull 'never be croft-
Vlayts lirMS they arc to be made level forCrofsphnv.
ing, in order to lay out the Ridges of a Breadth dinir-
Cat to What they werc.of Wore.

. .

NVhen you week the Ridges arc too high, bar.
row diem lower by the dekrtbed'manner of Hallow.
inj; fult with die heavy klartows for hairowing out
the Stubble, and then with light ones, r which may be
often, fur making. the Earth on the Ridges the finer
for hrillino, without throwing much of it down ;
frecoent Harrowing% in this manner, not being in u
rious like too much Harrowing on len{ Ground,
which is fomctimcs tAden as hard as the Highway
by the' Cattie that draw the Harrows ; for in liar.
rowing dick. Ridges, the &ME draws the Two I

and.alWays treads in the Furrow between them,
where theft is none or very little Mould to tread
on.

The Price of .landhocinis of there double Rows isa Poly for Thitty. Perches in Length of Row, Which
amounts to between Eighteen and Nineteen Pence for
an Acre.

I Mould 'ray, that. in Handhoeing the Earth mull
never be turned cowards the Wheat; for, if it were, it
might crufh. it when young ; neither could the 'Par-
don" be clean. hoed.
' The- Haml-hoes for hoeing the Teineh Partition, have.-their Edges Seven hicks long ; they arc about

Four Inches deep from. the Handle; if they were
deeper, they would be too weak ; for. .they mutt he
thin, 'and well heeled. The Labourers pay for them,
and:kcep:them in Order, for thiii Ufe. .

.Thera Hoes mutt not cut out any Part of the
7 Two Rows, nor be drawn through theme as the Four-
inch Hoes to:Intim% may through the treble.Rows.If I ant taxed with Levity in changing my treble

. Rows for dOuble ones, it will ;At appear to be done
:tea !sudden. In p. 13a. I advired the Trial Of both.

Sorts:
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torti: And now, upon fuller Experience, I dint
the double .Rows mud: preferable to the treble,
efpecially for Wheat.

'What Gentlemen faw the middle. Row on low
Ridges to much inferior to the -outride Rfo..s, they
were convinced of the EfreEt of deep I firing ; fur
they fuel, there was no other Reafon for this fee vi-
fible a Dfference, 0...xot the outride ROws landing '
nearer to the pulvo -4'd Intervals than the is iddk
Row did.

And *hen on high Ridges the middle Row was
neady or quite as good as one of die one:de:Rows I
was not convinced, that they were not diminithed by
the middle Row, as much as the Produce of it
amounted to : And this I now And to be the Cafe ;
for Four Rowi of Oats, without a middle Row, pro-
duced fomewhat more than the fame Number that bad
a middk Row ; Two of which treble Rows were
taken on one Sidle, and Two on the other, Side of
the double Rows, purRofely to make an unexceii-
cionahle Trial. And: it .14 as far as "can judge, the
fame in Wheat.

'Ti; true, I began niy Uotreocing &k ale firft
with doOk-Rows ; but then they Were different to
what they are now ; for the.firft had their Partition
uneven, being the parting Space, whereby-it was ids
proper for Hand&hocing, which than 'feldom %did,
except for abfolutc Neceffity, as to eleanfe. .our Pop.
pies, and the like.. The Inttrvals. alts wektoo
row for conftant annual Crops.

By all there Three Methods I have had very go. cnI
Crops I but as this. I now deferibels the Weft, and is'
(as it ought to. be) the belt; penblills. it as fuel,
Without Partiality to' my own Optmons ; for I. thiaik
it lefs dithonOurabk to expofe my Errors, when I
chance to dem% them, than to'cOkCal theM And
as I Am at nothing but ninths- I cannot, witli any
Satisfaction to my fa, (unser. any tiling of my. own

PROP MTV; PP . km*
seeftIpii sir zertilivere
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knowinAly to &apes tit is its the loft contrary
to it.

I have a Piece of Five or Six Acres of Land
which I annually plant with boiling Peak, in the
very Lune manner as Wheat ; except that the Second

,. Marc-hoeing (which is the hail) throws the Earth to
far upon the I'eafc as to make the Two Rows bicome
One. There Peafe. cannot he planted until after the
25th of Mord, ; cafe Two llorfe-haings might not
be fuflicient. The fame Drill that plants Wheat plants
Parc ; only fomctimcs we change the Spindle for
one that has its Notches a little bigger.

I drill no more Barley, becaufe 'cis. not proper to
be followed by a Crop of Wheat without a Fallow;
for Come of the. thatteed Barley will live over the

..'Winter, and. mix with the Wheat in the Rows, and
can force poflibly be thence timely taken out, its
hilt Stalk and Blade being difficult to diftinduillt from
the Wheat; and this is a great Damage to the Side in
the Market; and for the Attic Reafon *I plant no
more Oats.

The Firft Hoeing is perform'd by turning a Fur-
row from the flew.

We arc not to exalt as to the Weather in the Firit
Boeing; for if the Earth be pet, the Hoe- plough
may go nearer to the Row, without burying the
Wheat; and the Froft of the Winter will pulverize
that Part of the (a) Furrow, which is to be thrown to
the Wheat in the Spring, altho' it was ho'd wet.

NeicsiC7 is it Maary to be very Mid as
but it mutt never be till the Wheat has more than
One Blade; and it may be Coon enough,. when it has
Four or live Leaves fo that it done before (1),
or in the Beginning of Winter.

The
(al The Word Furrow lignincs the Earth that is thrown out,

as well as the Trench front .whence it is throws by the Plough..
( ) :Dull( doeWheat is. planted !try late it may not be Ive-

.Etlott kw: the Winter is pall nor is there Arch a Nudity of
boolus
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The arnica Fault you ran commit bp Ilotinz, is

the lira time, when the. Minim? is tut n'd from the
Row, not to go near enough to. it, nor deep enough.
YOU cannot then go too near it, tinkfi you plow it
-:out, or bury it With Mould, .and do not uncover it ;
nor too deep, unkfi you go below the Staple of the .

Ground.
Servants arc apt to hoe too far'from the Rows,

going backwards and forwards; in the Middle of the
withoutcoming nearthe Rows : Inks

Sift of the Benefit *of II-oeing,. and is very injurious
to the pretest Crop, and alfo to the Two fucceeding
Crops; for then there Peficieney of puke-
ied Earth; antinobody can fuppore, _that. the hied

Earth can be of any Benefit to*the Rows, before the
Roots' reach Into it and when 'Os far on; few ofthe
Roots reachait at all; and tho.fe that do reach, came
t_here too late to brine; the Plants to their full Ferree-
tion Therefore, if the Firll, Furrow was not near .

enough,. nor deep enough, plow .a Second Furrow
at the Bottom or the former,which will go deeper
than the Firk anti, the Earth more ; betides
taking array from the Rows .ruch unonciv'd Ground,
which thc Fist Plowing may. OM* have mired.
Ifthis.ctsn't be conveniently done foots after the Fist
Hoeing, :do it before the Ridge is tumid back in the

.

Alwayi leave the Furrows' turn'd up, :to make
0) Ridges in the Middle of Intervals during the

Al

Winter ;

hodng the late- anted before the vcot hal Ate CAW as.dicre
the ,eadridoetal for th: liAter ploptcd, the !kilo :time

the Rorthiss to fnbade, and volt.
By Wittier we do not mean only Months that *r

Ili fo freehand, but silo fuck other Months Ski have,
Yu* Is them, as 7aftmary, Forma% sea fweetioses the

Agesejez of Merck
Tito! dee wig In die tAkhtle of thi !mews''s* ihoda, for

west of foliciat.14641, .sw otherwifo, be too low to give Sbel
11 s" tee.,
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Tables from R. S. Horn, ede, inscuskiliM11. fait nMITTS (New .Yorks
Oxford University Frees, 1957) 508; 1. Gras end ileariatte Larson,
CASE8 :Ii 40111tICOUSOSISS89)111.STOBY York: Appleton, Century,
Crofts, 1939) 199; and Arthur, You:Issas 8141/ITIES OF 11CONCITIC
PROGRESS, (London: CaabipilSe:Onive:fai .?r400,, 1959), 142, 145.

These table, sive statistics of population in Busload between 1760 and 1801,
. tbe production of steam engines by Itou/ton and Watt between 1787 and:1801,
the industries buying steam ensinet fzos~ o41 a Watt, /775-1809, British
exPortils 1730°18000 British 404Puti od Pit tia.:11204796,, and ports of
new sotto:. 172144800. Also patents sreated, 1733f1793*.
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Over a period Of six. alked 46,0, wastern.lturope emerged
from its medieval cocas:, as a highly innovative and complex
ilaCiity; The 'tail**. Xessiessince bad jalped reshape . Itoropsan
!ale* by sicslting huienisst and individual/ism' The rise. of
ParltaMint, and 'the creation of absOlutist oak's in- Trance
had- iteirelopeitt nave leris OE'polititar organisation. The
scientific revolution sitern man the most. eff icient
tool yet conceived to bring aboutrapid, change. the scientific
MOW. og-the market "Cower spurred great
.changes is living standirds.:. industrial; latelleCtial,
potiticali.aad Social ievol*iie.qaicketied. the pace of Change

the,'stsittemeth-dentury*, Traditional ways of doing thisgs
nce nO"lesiger.sufflakeit. . Modern ale found himeelf adrift

on a.turbisibent sea of cheap.' low- to make dectsions in such
a world? In what can ism find permanent value?' These are
the .problems thet,confrost::$fees worlAl These are the

Of Tema istit's in'
..
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UNIT XII

NATMg

Stating the Issue

",e -

_Today most men.give their primary. allegiance to nation state.. The
:natiOn is the'major-politicaL Amelia, and, econanic Unit' of group

organisation. Men are.ruled by.national. goverrunents. They identify
themselves as citizens of a country. The consider themselves French,
Italian;* German, or Meriden even when tho0 Ire living in a' foreign

Imlay To a:greater:or- lesser: degree- meet nations:: try- to make them.
selves a self-sufficient. economic unit. Trade flows freely within
-'the nation; between natio...Many barriers interrupt it.

The nation has not always played such a central role in human life.
The loyalties' of men have been given to other forint of group

organisation. The Creek city state commanded *man's-greatest
loyalty.. The Roman Empire included Goths, Egyptians, -Greeks,
/Wiens, Africans' ant dozen. of other ethnic groups.. 'During the

Middle Ages the loyalties of men were, divided between their lord,
their church, and their family.... During the Italian Renaissance;
sin°s loyalties were once again foCuied On-the city .state..Only
in the modern world has nationalism as we knewit,emerged as an
almost, universal. Phenomenon. .

But what. is the nation,, and why does it have this holding.power
on the loyalties of men? What is nationalism? No diction!?
definition Can answer these questions fUlly. Like* other gen4ral

words, such as democracy,. 'socialism, or communism, the leaning
of nationalism hae varied according to time and place. What
nationalism meant to sixteenth century Englishman is.not the
Sine ao inlet it leant* caitary'ItiiIian or twentieth
century German.

This unit focuses on the changing definition of nationalism in
particular, and the problem of making an historical definitltin
in general. As you 'study the evidence in readings 47 through
50, ask yourself, what ways do these **triters express their
nationalism? What is their definition of the nation? What is the
purpose of the nation? 7iIhy does the nation command such. loyalty?

'Is there any.pneral dafinitiOn of nationalism that accounts for
its varyint forms and expressions?..
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READING nvir
,NATIOHALIS14:0TUDOR ENGLAND

The idea of nationalism first developed. in.England, the first modern country
. to become, a true, nation.statcc.PoWerful,monarchs had subdued the independent
local barons and .reduced- the,,influence ,Of" the Pope in England's religious
affairs. The kings had also .forged-strong, links between themselves and the
coarsen 'people through; the rich: merchants and titled country, gentlemen. With
the growth, of Parliament, England. was alto the 'first nation. to give :co
a significant voice in,nutking:politica decisions.

English nationalism bloomed during the sunny reigns of the Tudor kings and
(Moyle. - Before the first :Tudor nonarch, Henry int, came to; the* throne, the
Wend nation had been plagued with rivalry between two 'families who competed
fin the right to rule .England. Henry Tudor finally emerged as the only manstrong enough' to appeast-bOth factions. .Upon his accession to therthr01109no' immediately began, to accumulate more and more power at the expenime. ofthe nobility. His policies were continued by his son, Henry VIII, .who also
broke the hold of the Roman Catholic church on Egnlish religious affairs.
Fo/lowing Henry VIIVa,reign, the boywking, Edward VI, and his halfesister,.Mary, were Unable or unwilling to continue the movement toward the creation
of a strong, independent national monarchy. Mary's successor, Elisabeth,
Ocked.up ,the pieces.. under her benevolent rule; the English monarchy pined
israiter etature' and England won a dominant position in the affairs of theworld.

Tudor, period in England wmis.an era or intense national feeling. Loyaltyto the. nation went hand in glove with the attempts of the Tudor monarchs to
.:,creete a unified, strong nation. In fact, it is doubtful that the Tudors

tiave been.** successful bud it not been for the development of national*ride among their Countrymen. The Tudor kings and queens used Inglishaenos:net .oral feeling to,help create their. strong monarchy,. while at the same :
e, their efforts to Imild the .nationostate encouraged tha development oftionalism in their subjects. 2

..,The following selections bear testimony to the growth ,of nationalism ini Ea

lad taring the reigns of the Tudor monarchs. As you read, consider the
14Oiiing questions..

lin what institutions or persons did English
nationalism depend?
lu'vhat aspects of their country and their
'ainnttryys activities did Tudor 'Englishmen take
pride?

w, id you compare the patriotism of. Tudor
Inglithmen with your own sense of pattiotism?;
What purposes do you think Shakeepeare hid 'in-
weed loben. be wroto ;10%1 V and 114cbard II?

4r
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ENGLAND .CHALLIINGS'S!THE POPE'S AUTHORITY *

In. 1533, Renry VIII attempted to obtain an annulisent of
his marriage to Katharine of Aragon, but was frustrated
by the Pope's -refusal to grant it. Rather than give in
to .thee Pork's wishes, Henry called his Parliament and
,found its meMbers willing anti ready to bring about a
break with the Holy See. In the following declaration,
the Parliament explained why .they were willing to
support Henry.

..$111, your obedient and faithful subjects, members of the House of Gammons,
most humbly beseech your most Royal .majestyss

That, your subjects. of this, your Realm...have been...greatly decayed and
7-1wPoverished by the intolerable taxes imposed'by the Bishop of Ross, called
,:the Popo.

That these taxes have been'collected even outside the laws and customs of
this realm.

That the pope has not only been to blame for this usurpation, but also is
to blame for abusing and tricking your subjects into believing that he has
full power to over-ride all humane laws and customs of this your Realm, and
any other realm the and his predeceisors have for many years derogated the
English srlim and the Royal. authority, contrary to right and to conscience)....

And in this, your Grace's Realm, we recognize- no superior under God except
...your Grace, and we recognize no laws except those that have been made within
.this Rea1si for its continued prosperity, and the people of this realm have
bound-themselves by long use and custom to the laws made by our owe mama

. and' the sufferance of your Grace and your predecessors, and we refuse to obey
the laws of a foreign prince, potentate, or prelate.

It stands' to' good reason that by all laws of the Realm, pent Grace out your
Parliament have the. authority. to maul all law Redo by foreiseeso and to mdte
laws that will be. convenient for the wealth of your Realm.

Because it is seen that the states Meaty, aupertetity. topetitima setber
ity of the Royal Crown of this Rods to a desayodi by bbd soreeeemble 1111111

uncharitable uourpatiese prortteed by tbo boos Sao Me Wows the people
of this Realm are thereby floyoreoliohof. is Si tberegie*

For the' homer of Alwliffritst OM oil ail Oho broder tem. s allesitesthat you beer oat hos IOW* hal aOr *kb *kW* OS Oki INS* IMO. tee sir
jests, that to person el promill. Sit 0111, vim Sods Oat -lamodiedib
any ',Les to the Soo ON liiiiiea

* An Mt for
statutes
Third (Imalloa.
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WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. AIR. ) THE "SCISFEER9D tar
William Shaitespearefrs Aare were .perforssed' before large
London audiences. The patrons of the Globe Theater. is

..-.k4zablecies..,4ay -included men and women of all classes.

sale of the most Populsr.:of _Shakespeare's works were
those recapturing the history of Inglead4 Three
extract. from;:two-,of..these plays fellow.

From 1.1amta, Mt 3, Scene 1.
Acs he prepares, to take on .the Trench at Agiseamit,
Henry exhorts his troops:

Ones more unto the breach, deer friends, once more=
Or close the wall up with our Snicliih dead.
In peace, there's nothing'io becomes a man
Ai modest stillness and humility:.
But when the blast of War blows in our ears,
Then imitate the -action of the tiger;
Stiffen the sinews, summon.up the blood,
'Disguise fair nature with'hard-favoured rage:
Then lend the eye's terrible aiipect;

Let it pry through' the' Pertage of the head,
Like the brass cannon; let the brow oeerwhils it,
As fearfully as doth, a` 'gal rock
Oserhang and jutty his Confounded base,
Swilled with' the wild and wasteful. ocean.
Now set the teeth and.stratch- the nostril wide,
-Hold hard the breath, end bend.up every spirit
Tolhis full height. On, on, you noblest Ingliskl,
Itihose blood is felt from fathers ;'of var4roof;
Fathers, that* ilk* so 'many Alexander.,
Have, in theie parts,' from mores till Oven . ought.
And sheathed their swords'' for leek Oriuseats
Be copy now to men of grosser-blood, . .

And teach them bow to war!

And yout.good yeomen,
Whose limbs were made in E!gland; show us hire

'The mettle of your pastare; let tie swear.
That you are worth your breeding; which I don*Itst.;
For there is none of yon so Sean and base,
That bath not noble lustre in Your eyes.
I see you stand like greyhounds An the slips,
Straining upon the start. -''The games 'foots
*Polio/ your spirit; and upen,.this chatrgs
Cry "God for ikrty! lawn-. and SOW Gesirge!".

f
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non .Act 4, Scene 3.
New* is about to load his nen into the battle of"
Asineeurt. To `rally than, to says:

Hy filar sowed:
If is are imdied to 411s# vit..are : ;

S e do ova motto loses :sad if to live.
Ito fewer sees the groater..abare of bar.
God's still; I pray theo:viiiii not one iron sore.
Sy Jove, t ea sot coveiesi far
ler -ear* t vibe &tit feed eyon.ny Cot*:
It *nu a sot if asie goreento voart
Sarli.'ootrori Okivass**.dwil..:Sog is ay des*ie*:.:.

-let ..if it be l eta :to:covet beseur,,I 011 wet offeidiris aiaar slice.
,. a., ID

,
.

Ibit..dloy.le called the tout of Crlejion:
elhatioutlivta::ebte day. *at came safe boal.k

Viii stood tiptee isood,";'
.44 **at; his at tbe...nela t f Crloptos.,',*.

s tkiit.-011011 seciltits:Atay# Sok-16m old
i it yelialy: IS the vtiggill toast hisCioeightiote.::
AO say, ribeeTUM le.telst 4164414.91,

stsotarie.!;imod show his Semi."
Oozy "Thus wow* I soy.*

v. fel .:.v. 14407 tor!. Wad 40.4 :11'016611:
*#44; that obeli* his Solid ieltb.:

::/inithsesi be SW **(kr to* v41.4- '"
shalt' yogi

. .

SO ssatpliase40 11...1011.:44* 0.4ed ,,
1 wok HO; their Imre sot 011114.1;
bold theiti .411,0

CO$
air

. *OOP
lb *a WPM Sable ,OPilielli,1111*

. . -

Ira* Act It 40.00.1..
Its * sidiliorqszv *Wood says:, , %

' 4

104/1t; *Si UAW; t so tr l'sic
f. solooty# this 'seat of Neu,

40444siell.1**.;
us WA* Ilato(to for *mill

Cittfeatioe sad tli d of wee,
Iet this little world,

ion* *um sot the ollvir sea,
tba effio,,o of a wall

of is to a home
east y of loos **pier lasts,

11460111 plOte this ear*, this nabs..
..11Sisstio
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STEPHEN GOSS0i1 SCORNS ,ONDON FASHIONi. twr-

Stephen Gosson was a contemporary of William Shakespeare.'
,14. one of London's foremost playwritos, he became dis-
../tirbed at the types of costuMes in which the Englishmen
of his day indulged. He wrote a scathing attack on the
fashions of the day in a work called THE SCX001. OF ABUSE,
a selectibn from which follows.

God bath now blessed Eikeliind, with a Queen, in virtue excellent, in power
migloty, in slog renowned, in government politic, in possession rich, break-
ing her foes with the, bent of, her brow, ruling her subjects with shaking her

Walter Raleigh, '1A Report of the Truth of the Vight about the Isles
of Mores," 'taken. from C. Vok. colby, 511LECTIO1S MUM THE somas W UGLIER
HISTORY (iondOns Longman*, 'Green, 1911) And adapted. and simplified by
T. R. .Tomlinson.

** From Staphen Gooiest THE SOMME OF AMISS, Edward Albers ed. (London,
1069) wale, mot, striating modernised sasd. simplified by John
11.-GOod.).
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hand, Waving debate by diligent foresight, filling her chests with fruit*
,

of 'peace, ministering justice by order of law, reforming abuses with great'.
retard. lint we unworthy servants of .so milde a mistress, unnatural
children of so .good a mother,.unthankful subjects of.so loiring a prince,
wound herOya114eort by abusing her leniency, and stir Jupiter to anger*
to send us:i*stroke that shall devour us. How often bath her majesty with
the 'Orawe advise of her honourablt. councell, set dawn the' limits of apparel.
to every degree, and how soon again bath the pride of our hearts overflown
the limits? How many times bath access to theaters been restrained, and
how boldly again have we re-enttred? ,

QUEEN ELISABETH'S LAST SPEECH *

In 1601, after Parliament had bestowed. great honors upon
her, Elizabeth made a speech to the members, a small
extract from which follows:

Though God bath raised me high, yet this I count the glory of my crown,
,.

,

,
-, that I have reigned with your loves. . . . It is not my desire to live or

reign longer than my life and reign shall be for your good. And though
you have had, and may have, many mightier and wiser princes sitting in this,:,
seat, yet you never had, nor shall have, any that will love you better.

READING XLVIII

NINETEENTH CENTURY NATIONALISM IN ITALY

During the first half of the nineteenth century, the ideas of the French
Revolution were still fresh in the minds of Europeans. The Telentless march
of Napoleon's troops across all Europe spread the principles of libertg,
&gelid, and fraternite far and wide. Napoleon's defeat was followed.by a
European congress of heads of state. The kings and princes tried to turn
the clock back to the world they had known before the revolution. They remade
the map of Europe and re-established the toppled thrones' of the old monarchies.
But they-Could not make Europeans forget the ideas Napoleon's troops had left
in their mike.

The most motivating ideas of the revolution were the liberal principles of
equality and liberty and the idea of patriotism. Europeans everyWhere longed
to establish republics of free and equal, patriotic citizens. Nowhere did
the spirit of the revolution capture the minds and hearts of men as it did
in Italy. During the first half of the nineteenth century the peninsula
seethed with rebellious iovemcats trying-to incorporate.th, ideals of the
revolutiomAm the Italian political system.

* Quoted in 0. T. ilindoff, TUDOR 113101.6110 (Penguin Books, Baltimore: 1950), 306.
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The Congress of Vienna in 1815 h'ad seen to it that the ideas of the French
Revolution'would not-be expressed.in Italian institutions. The peninsula
was divided into ten different states. Two of then Were directly controlled
by the AustrimEmperory and at least threeothers were ruled by the
imperoes relattves.. Ona of the was ruled by the Pope and another
by the Bourbon relatives,of the king of Spain. Only the Kingdom of:Urdinin
was ruled bra natiVey'Italiiii royal aimily. In the words of the Aistrian
Premier, Clemens von Metternich, ."Itaiy.was just a geographic expression.!'

The Italy and its subordination'tO foreign states was intolerable
to Italians who had been infected with the ideas of the revolution. To them,
the despotic governments of foreign,princei and the divisionsof:their

..country ,presented one and the.leame4roblesai they bent all of their efforts
toward Aghting this wrong to their homeland.

t.

The selections in Reading 58 are taken from representative *Italian patriots
of nineteenth.eentuiy. As you ready:keep the follyaing questions
in !dad: .%

-:,-

How(does each ,Triter define the nation? What does
each beliere is *so important about making a unified
nation out of Italy?.

How do the ideas. ofthe Italian patriots compare
with those of. Bolingbrgie? with PriCe? Do they
have any, ideas in. common? On.what ideas might.
they disagree?

Do the Italian patriots agree with each other?
In, what ideas do they disagree? That ideas do
they share in'common?

Wh&t ideas of the French Revolution are ,embodied
in the ideal of the Italian patriots?

CIUSSAPPR MAZZINI AND "YOUNG ITAIX" *

One of the mast ardent of all /talien.petrioti.was
Cluieppe 44xliti. 11e-feu:Wed a society called ...Young
Italy" wheee purpose was tOlurther Italian independ
ince and unity. visionary *chases failed, in-the
endyinstAis:constawigitation for Italian unity ism
planted netiOnelion:firely in Italian sands:

1Prou LIFE AND WRITINGS* AWEPII)AZZIlll" ,,,LondOnt 1890)90412p...sin.
4
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"Young Italy is a broiherhood of Italianii who believe in a law of proeren
and tax, and are convinced that Italy la destined to- become one nation -
convinced also that she possesses; sufficient strength within herself to
become one; and-thatthe'ill sucCestrof her former efforts is to be *attributed
not to the Weakness, but to the misdirection' of the:revolutionary elements

- that the secret'of force constaney and unity of effort.
'. They loin this: Association in-the'firm intent of consecrating both *thought

and action 'tor the great tick of reconstituting Italy as one independent
sovereign nation of free men And equals. . .

The eim of, the Association is revolution; but its labors will be essentially
educational, both' before and after the day*of revolution;.'and it therefore
declares the *principles upon which the national education should be conducted
and from which Alone, Italy maY.hopcior,safity and regeneration. . . ..

Young Italy,is,reoublican,and unitarian.

Republican-rbecause theoretically every,nation is destined, by the law of. ,

God and humanity, to form a free and equal community of brothers; and the
,

republican is the only form of government that insures this future.

Because all true sove.eignty,resides essentially in the nation, the sole
progressive and continuous interpreter of the supreme moral law. . . .

:,Young Italy is republican, beCause practically there are no monarchical ele-
aents*in Italy.* We have no powerful and respected aristocracy to take; the
iriteriediate place betwecan the throne and the people; we have no dynasty of
Italian princes possessing any tradition of either glory or important services
rendered to. the development of the nation and commanding the affection and
sympathy of the various states.

Because'our Italian tradition is essentially republican; our 'great memories
are republican; the whole 'history of our national progress is reparican;
whereas the introduction of monarchy. amongst us was coeval with our decay,
and consummated' ourruin by its constant servility to the foreigner, and

..entagonism, to the people, as well as to the unity of the nation.

Because", the Populations of the various Italian' states' would cheerfully
unite in the name of .a principle which could give no umbrage to local ambi-
tion,' they won/4'41%ot willingly submit to.be governed by a man - the offspring
of one Of those states; and.their several pretensions Would-necessarily
teed to federalism. # .

Because, before you can induce a whole people to rise, is necessary to
place before them an aim, appealing directly and in an intelligible manner
to their own advantage; and their. own rights.

Young Italy is Unitarian -

Because,,without unity; there is no.true nation.
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locirsuse, without unity there is no roll strength; and /taly, surrounded

as oho is by powerful, united, and jealoue nati000, has need of strength

befoge all things. 4)

Illations 1 unity, as understood by. Young Italy, .does not tvaply the despotism

:of' any, but the association and concord of al?". The life..inherent in each

locality is.sacsed. Young Italy woutd have the adminietrative organisation

OsiSnod Upolve broad bests, of religious, respect for the liberty of sub
COMIRMO, but the political organisation, destined to represent the nation
in Europe, should be one and, central.

;unity of religious belief, and unity of social.pact; without unity
of civil.,political, and penal legislation, there is no true nation.

VINCENZO CIO3ERTI: UNITY UNDER Tait POPE6*

.Vittconso Cioberti wag a Roman Catholic priest' who became
deeply involved in the movements for .Italian unity and
lidependence. 'In the following.selection he presents
..his :plan for unification:

4* .Frogg Thozas C. Mendenhall et al.,,THE QUEST FOR A PRINCIPLE OF AUTHORITY

IN EUROPE. (Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1948) 11,180.

tk4oberti argues, in thie selection, for the unification of Italy under the

10hOrity of athe Popo. Gioberti Claimithai the Pope it the natural ruler,

Ortbe is symbolic of the one common bond ofall Italians, 'their religion.

CAMILLO CAVOUR: UNITY UNDER NATIVE PRINCES **

Count Cavour was.., rite Prime Minister 'of. the 1;Iagdom of Sardinia.

Us headO4 a liberal perliamentary. form of edgovernment abas upon

the English Model. In this,'selection be other. hio`'reasons,

for wanting to unite', /till.

** From Thomas C. Maildenhall, et al.;- QUEST FOR A Pikdi3ICIPLE OF AUTHORITY

=ROM' 1715SESENT (New Uri:: 'Melt, Rinehert and Winston, 1948) 183.

" a: ..,
oPr2iiriu . ;'Achat 9t,,nat01,161401;,S necessary

eS5ofy a, jies.
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READING XLIX

NINETEENTH CENTURY NATIONALISM IN.GERMANT

Liberal, nationalistic rcv.olutions broke out in every major European country
in 1848. The peoples of Austria,' Geriany; Italy, and France, remembering the
principles of the French Revolution, tried to 'revive the ideas of liberty9
equality, and fraternity in those countries where the reactionary governments

. had endeavored to *min them. The revolutionary ideas had beenfrustrated
by the Congress of Vienna in 1815. Germans aud Italians who wanted a united
fatherland and the subject peoples of Austria who wished to free themselves
from the Emperor's rule had to surrender to the might of old regimes. La
1848, these groups* tried to-makii their.dreams come true through revolution,
but the established order was still too strong, and ones again their =Wm
tions were shattered.

During the 1848 uprising a group of scholars, professional men, and authors
met in Frankfurt to draw up a constitution foe a united Germany. They hoped
to unite the 180 independent states of Germany under a constitutional mon-
archy, headed by the King of Prussia. The members of the Frankfurt Assembly
submitted their proposal to the Prussian Monarch, hoping he would accept it
and use his power to bring all of .the German states under one roof. But
the king was unwilling Co accept the 'limitations on his power which the
Frankfurt Assembly had Written into the constitution. The dream of a united
fatherlandfaded into obscurity.

The nationalist spirit did not fade, however, and the hope of a united nation
was kept alive in the pamphlets. and books written by German scholars and
agitators. The. King of Prussia himself .pureued a policy of uniting the
country on his own terms. In this,task he was aided by the brilliant
dirlomacy and intrigue of hisgifted Chancellor, Otto von Bismarck.. Unity
was finally achieved in 1871 after Prussia- had taught Wars. with Denmark,
Austria and France: The Prusiian,monarchy, had forged the nation for which
many Germans had so ardently hoped.

The realisation of their aim promoted even greater nationalistic sentiment
in the people of Germany. Patriotic writers outdid themselves in praising
the virtues of 'the fatherland. The dream of a united Germany had come true,
but there were dreams unfulfilled. Germany still had to win her "place in
the sun" as the Emperor Kaiser Wilhelm put it.

The docnsonts in this reading represent the development of German nationalism .

in the three stages defin,q1 above. The first selection is taken the
works of Wilhelm von Humboldt, a German nationalist who wrote heot* 1848.
The second ceases from the writings of the architect of German unification,
Otto von. Bismarck. The final selection is taken from the works of Heinrich
von Treitschke who wrote after unification had been achieved. As you read,
keep the following questions is mind:
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v, 1. , 40-. - -

110

Wow did German ,nittionalisu evolve? Hai did the
,principles' of -nationsliiio change over the years?

What ideai `do the three nationalists agree upon?
On obit.- do they disagree?

What ideas does each of the nationalists share .

with the English and 7,talian patriotic %Titers?

What is the German definition of the nation?
Ilow does each of the Carman nationalists define
the purpose of the nation? What does each believe
to be the benefit of the nation to the individual?

Vor011111M111WNlimMNI1111111.,

iwkTICULTINI Wait 1814: Mum vat sow *.

Hunboldt-ws,F(.1tai'ister of education in Prussia when
*pigeon Ws* on lte march :}gin .Concerned about
whit1fould bappea t4;-;Cc,,tii.:;44 after Napoleon's ,defeate,
he drafted the follow**g memorandum in 1813 ,to indicate
the directions messier*, to "bring about Carom unktio

* Pros Thomas C. Kindenhalt it gip, QUEST RIR A PRINCIPLE Pr AUTRORlYt IN
RUROPS.(Sev Yost: Rolt, 'Rinehart aid Winston, 1948) 207.

tn this istacties Wtlhals v.ce lbabOldt,,iirgues that:the only.way.to induce
Germans to unite is inidar-a cease csaititution that. pOriidoii far liberal
principles.
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NATIONALISM ATTU 1848: OTTO VON B1SMAR6C

Bismarck was the Irosi Chancellor who ultimately achieved
unificatioa. thi f011owing selection he spells out
the conditions Under which he believed Germany could'
be unified.

to order that Germen patriotism should be active and effective, it needs as
a rule to hang on the peg of dependence upon a dynasty; independent of dyn-.
asty it rarely comes to the rising point, though in theory. it. daily does. so,
iti parliameit, in the press,, in, public Meeting; in practice the German needs
either attachment to a dynasty or the goad of anger, hurrying him into actions
the latter phenomenon, however, by its own nature is not permanent. It is
as a .Prussian, a Hanoverian, a Wurtemberger, a Bavarian or a Hessian, rather
than as a German, that he is disposed to give unequivocal proof of patriot-
ism; and in the lower orders and the parliamentary groups it will be long
'before it is otherwise. We cannot say that the Hanoverian, Hessian, and
other dynastieawere at any special pains to win the affections of their
subjects; but nevertheless the German patriotism of their subjects is
essentially, conditioned by their attachment to the dynasty after which they
call themselves. The German's love of Fatherland has neod of a prince
on whOrA.it can concentrate' its attachment., Suppose that all the- German
dynasties were suddenly depOsed;, there would then be no likelihood that .

German national sentiment would suffice to hold all Germans together from
.the point of view of international law amid the friction of European politics,
even in the form of federated Hansa towns and imperial village..cemmunes. The
Germans would fall -a prey_ to more closely welded nations if they once lost
the tie' which resides in the princes' sense of community of rank.

The prepOnderatite. of _dynastic attachment, and the use of a dynasty as the
indispensable cement to hold together a definite portion of the nation calling
itself /ay the name of the dynasty is specifie peculiarity of the Gertsan

int. The particular nationalities, which along us have shaped themselves
owe* bases of dynastic family and possession, include in most cases hetet.*
sem* amts, whose cohesion rests neither on identity of stock nor on
similarity of historical 'development, but exclusively on the fact of acme (is
meet ,cases inestionablO acquisition by thedynasty.

*1Pron Otto 4011 Bismarck, MO VON. NISNARCK, THS NAN AND TO STATISM,
-trans-A .1. 'latter %sedans 1891)` Y, 315-334 gad*
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NATIONALISOK.."fElturammom aszaucsvoimmanat*
Heinrich von Treitschke (1834.1896) was a noted German
historian and ardent nationalist. In his writings he
glorified the heroes and patriots.whohad achieved the
unification of the German state.

* From Heinrich Treischke, SELECTIONS FROM LECTURES ON POLITICS (London:
Gowena Gray, 1914) 8-25.

In these excerpts Tteischke paints A picture of the militant nation state
which prosiotes.and protects the integrity and uniqueness of the nation's
'peoples.

READING L

THE WANING OF NATIONALISM

Nationalism is one of the most powerful forces affecting modern society.
People everywhere think of. themselves as citizens of a nation-state. The
nntionstate.gives them a historical past and a tradition with which they
ccl identify,themselves. It also outIinesthe pattern of the future. Both
the Soviet dream of a classless. society and the American promise of a "Great
Society" demonstrate this aspect of.nationalism.

Tbe.daily.existence of people is continually related to the nation-state.. The
agencies of government record and regulate their existence through birth
registration, draft Cards,.and social welfare.recoids. They are taxed by
the nation - state, and through universal suffrage they impose their own taxes.
Through nationalism a collectionof individuals develop a sense of group
consciousness: This consciousness creates a feeling of loyalty which directs
theAmergies.ofthe people to fulfill the tasks that the nation-state sets for
itself. Nationalism serves,as:a means to:destroy the barrieri which separate
people,as It can also be used to accomplish the objectives of
the state. NMch.of'the power exercised by modern governments can be explained
breationAlisms

Group consciousness is not a modern phenomenon. In primitive aocieties the
development of the family as the primary social unit fostered principles of
group.loyalty. As the family became' the clan and the'clAn,'the tribe, group
loyally remained a continuing characteristic of society. Nor is group
loyalty *western phenoMenon. Throughout the history of the non-western
world one can find striking examples: the Chinete.family, the Indian village,
the loyalty inspired by the Prophet Mohammed's religion of Islam. Yet
historians generally agree that nationalism As 'we know it is both a modern
ends western institution. It draWs upon and creates groUp loyalty, but
the existence of group loyalty'does. not necessarily imply the existence of
a sense of nationalism. Nationalism takes aspeople beyond loyalty to a
family, a village, a church, or a universal, ideal. The Spartan family,
willing to sacrifice the life of its children to tho interests of the.city
State' were loyal citizens but they remeineCSpart444'notOrsek." The
medieval craftsmen who labored to erect the. magnificent cathedrals of Europe

mrv..11a, r AMP. . ter. .11111101Pak,
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were proof of that age's loyalty to God and the Church, but the cathedrals
were universal places of worship, not national. The high sense of individual.
issilihickcharacterized the Italian Renaissance helped prevent Italian cities
from unifying in the sixteenth century. Thus nationalism, while it draws
upon and creates group loyalty, did not become a truly powerful and influen-
tial force in history until it achieved a virtual monopoly on the varying
loyalties of men.

Men's loyalties were divided among several institutions in the ancient and
medieval world. The "nationalism" of the Greeks attempted to create loyalty.
to the city-state. The highest civic honor in these states was the status
of citizens. The Greek citizen was a' patriot, but since only.a very small
percentage of the people were actually citizens, the base of loyalty was
extremely narrow. *Rome followed the Greek pattern of government by city.
state with. a. narrow foundation of citizenship. The later Empire awarded
universal citizenship, yet loyalty to the imperial concept wad inspired
primariliby the maintenance' of peace.

Early feudal Europe was dominated by the conquering barbarian tribes. A
tribal loyalty existede'but the nomadic character of the barbarian peoples
made it difficult for them to construct the physical,' geOgraphic base which
might have aided in the growth of a sense of nationalism. In addition, their
political backwardness made it impossible for them to develop the social and
political institutions which might have spread the idea of nationalism.

Medieval Europe offers the best example of conflicting loyalties. In theory,
medieval men owed loyalty both 'to their secular ruler and to the Church. In
theory there-was no'clivided loyalty since Church and State insisted that no
conflict existed between them. In practice, however, every aspect of
medieval society indicated the existence of divided loyalties. Many people
spent their entire lives on the feudal manor. Their loyalty was.to their
immediate ruler, the feudal noble, not to the monarch. The feudal oath
provided a bond of loyalty, between the kings and the nobility. Yet the
nobility, often jealous of their privileges, could not be described as ideal
citizens of the' state. The medieval Church was in a particularly peculiar
posislon. Christianity had a 'religious monopoly in western Europe. The
Church had been the only recognized authority during the early feudal periods
and ,now that Europe was emerging from that chaotic periodv. it was unwilling
to give up its secular' power. In a 'series of bitter struggles, the Church
pitted its 'resources'against the secular rulers, calling for Crusades against
them and threatening them with-excommunication and eternal damnation. The
Church failed in its efforts to maintain its secular power, but the peoples
of Europe, both noble and non- noble, were forced to take sides. The very
universalism of the.Church made.it anti- nationalist. In its struggle to
assert *ocular poikir,.it acted as a barrier, to the. development of national
sentiments.
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Dynastic nationalism, typified by England under the Tudor monarchs, is more
closely related to modern nationalism. By means of dynastic marriages,
inheritance, and especially warfare, the feudal monarchs slowly consolidated
their territories and extended their political power and prestige. We have
emphasised the importance of group.loyalties in the development of national.
ism. The political events of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuriesthe
consolidation of territory-cc anot fully explain the growth of this early
form of modern nationalism. The Protestant Revolt ended the ideal of a
universal Christian state. ra those sections of Europe where the Reforms
Lion was successful, loyalty vac transferred from Rome to the new Church.
Many of these new Protestant chmtic became national churches. Protected
by the secular rider, new churches in, EnglandvScotlando.the Cermanies, and
elsewhere added the. weight of their moral authority to the state's political
authority. Not all of Europe was won over to Protestantism: Yet even in
those lands which remained loyal to Rome, the secular monerch often secured
significant extensions'of power 40 a reward for continued. loyalty. The old
conflict .betwsln king and popewas submerged by the papacy's new need for
support against Protestantism. This is especially true of France and Spain.

Other forces aided in the development of dynastic nationalism. A commercial
revolution had occurred partly as a result of the Crusaders' attempt to free
the Holy Land.. Improvements in agriculture, the growth of population, and
continued increases in commerce during the twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries changed the economic andsocial character of Europe.. Town life
began to replace the manor; the growth of commerce created a new class, the
middle class. Enterprising merchants found that the medieval church's
restrictions on wealth were a a barrier to greater prosperity. Perhaps of
greater importance, they.sew the lawlessness of the feudal system, its
irregular taxes and. its continual warfare as harmful to the conduct of bust.
ness. The merchants found it easy to support the feudal kings. in their wars
against the Church and the nobility.

The desire for economic gain shattered old loyalties and formed new ones.
The relationship between the kings and the businessmen was further established
as the monarchs realised the .value of a prosperous state. A partnership was
formed between the state and its economic interests. Mercantilism, as this
partnership was called, was thought to be beneficial to.both parties. That
it proved uotto be did not hinder the growth of nationalism. A new loyalty
had been created. For the upper Classes.of western Europe the concept of
the cation "had become a reality.

Dynastic nationalism contained two of the central characteristics of modern
nationalism the strong centralized state and the- support of a group who
had risen above other loyalties. However, it lacked the support of all the
people. On the remaining manors and villages of agricultural Europe, the
masses remained loyal to their local lord,, their church, and their province.

These local loyalties remained powerful until the close of the eighteenth
2centunticluring that century a-powerful intellectual movement called the
Enlightenment attempted twisters European society. The men Of the Enlighten.

JJ: sent oubjoeteCevOry existing institution to the test of reason. Maar
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institutions failed the test. In the eighteenth century, absolute monarchy
and aristocratic privilege were major targets of revolutions. Localism,
particularly in France, was also a target. The revolutionaries destroyed
many of the provincial institutions of French society and completed the
nationalization of the French Church. French radicals later gave the right
to vote to all French citizen*, end passed legislation making military
service the duty of all loyal Frenchmen. Modern nationalisnisad begun.

A powerful state, based on the principle that all people were citizens and
that all citizens were equal before the law, developed a sense of group
consciousness in French society: Victorious French armies' spread the revolu-
tion across the European continent. French law streamlined the inefficient
institutioni.of Europess'Old or6r. Libertti and egalite were offered the'
people of Europe, but the republican idea of fraterniti became the despotism.
of Napoleonic Empire., French lave might have benefitted Spain, Italy, the
Lowcountriesw. and theGermanies, but the.cost was high. .It was paid for
in the loss of sovereignity, ruinous taxes, and forced service in the armies
of France..

The statcamen who attempted to bring order to European society following the
collapse of the Napoleonit Empire believed that the recent tars which had
turned Europe into a battleground were caused by liberalism and nationalism.
They were determined to prevent these forces from breaking.out again. Be-
tween 1815 to 1848, reaction set in. Butlorces were at work which the .

statesmen were unable to,controI. It 'has been suggested earlier that dynastic
nationalism was aided by the.development of the middle class and the sub-
iequent loyalty Which that:class gave to the New Monarch. This situation
:partially came about because of a.dramatic shift in'the economic pattern of
European society. Similarly, new economic forces tgme at work in the late
eighteenth'and nineteenth'centuriesas well.' The Industrial Re4OlutiOn
substantially changed European life. In the states of western Europe, it
brought about the growth of cities, the .Mass movement of population, and
class mobility. The uprooted masses of Europe were forced to search for a
new base of Loyalty. lieligious:faith'was shaken by the.new philosophy of
materialism. The urban centers of Europe were impersonal and offered little
comfort to th40ispossessed'iural masses. The , 'principle of class solidarity
expressed by Merl Marx made little impression.. The nation alone remained as
a focal point for the loyalty of the European people.

For a time it was hoped that nattonalismaight still be joined with the
principles of liberalism, that the ideals of the early retrench Revolution
might become a reality. The high-water nark of the liberal-nationalist tide
was the revolutiOnary year of 1848. The almost universal failure of these
revolutionsto construct a Europe based on the principles of men like Mazzini
was a-aterious blow to liberation. Nationalism, however; continuedi tole a
powerful force.

104.1ate nineteenth century can be called the,"Ase of Nationalism." Success..

int unification movements occurred tOhe Oftmanies and in italy. Nationalist

.
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uprisings periodically occurred in eastern Europe as ethnic minority groups
attempted to break the pattern of multi-lingual empires and end domination
by an alien cultural and religious state.

This brief summary of the history of nationalism in the western tradition
has been designed to show that the roots of contemporary nationalism can be
found in earlier times. You should No aware that many compliix and interacting
forces combined to produce natienalLsm. The selection from Shakespeare
indicates that the literature of a country may be used to inspire a feeling
of patriotism. A thoughtful:student will be able to suggest Similar example
from the history of the United States. Historians often play an important
role, for their treatment of a nation's history is often critical. Economic
changes not only affect the prosperity of a nation; their effects can destroy
old loyalties and help develop 'new ones. Finally, the development of poll...
tical.institutions are important. The power which the modern state exercises
has been gained by taking power from other Institutions in society. As local:
and provincial governments became less important and as religion lost its
ability to mold and direct the energies of men, the state filled the power
vacuum. Conscious of its power, it carefully. .cultivated the principle of
loyalty.

The influence of nationalism is tremendous. Many historians have suggested
that it has replaced orthodox religion as the major faith of men. The cow
parisoa is striking. For example, nationalism forces the individual to.
associate himself with other individuals in a common loyalty and action.
This association is not instinctivev it is an abstract. ideal which has been
carefully cultivated. Like religion, nationalism is developed through
symbols. In exploring the religio0 parallel, one can suggest that the
national flag replaces the .Christian cross and the national anthem becomes
the foremost hymn of the new religion. The hundreds of thousands of Americans
who visit Washington, D.C.,..are in a way, making a pilgrimage to our national
shrine., where one feels a closeness with the American heritage while visaing
the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier and the Shrines to Lincoln and Jefferson.
The heroes of a nation's history become the saints of the new religion. The
medieval Church claimed that all people born into medieval society were

.

automatically members of the ChUrch; membership today in the national state
system is equally compulsory.

Nationalism has also proved to be as intolerant of noncomformists as the
religions of the past. Men have been asked to.sacrifice their lives, their
property, and their sacred honor. The two wars of our .own century offer
.proof of this statement, and we "Ask :.not. what your country Can do for you;
ask what you. can do for your country." Nat:onalism has shown itself to be
powerful enough to direct tha intellect and the emotions of the world's
peoples, developing in them a sense of their own national uniqueness'.
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UNIT XIII

THE FIRST WORLD WAR: A PROBLEM IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Stating the Issue

The modern world teeters on a precarious balance between war and peace.

A minor 'decision made in:any of the world capitals can tip the scales,

toward world peace or total annihilation. Maintaining the precious

equilibrium is the major problem of international relations. Some

system is necessary to assure. that the decisions made by one nation

will n4 lead to war. In the last two hundred years, two methods of

maintaining the peace have been tried. Both have. failed. In the

nineteenth century, European statesmen attempted to create a .balance

of power between the rival nations of .their continent so that none

them would' venture. into war. The peace of Europe lasted nearly one.

hundred years, but the unification of Italy and Germany Coupled with

the weakening of the Austrian Empire destroyed thebalance and all

,Europe went, to war in. 1914. .After the:First. World War, European and

American statesmen tried to develop a system of collective security

. through an international organization, The .League of Nations, but it

also failed to keep the peace.

Maintaining the peace has become a more difficult problem in modern

times'chiefly because of the growth of nationalism. Once the question

of war or peace was the private concern of rulers and generals,. Now

the decision tt 3o to war rests more heavily on the wishes of .a

nation's citizenry. Once wars involved relatively small armies and

rarely involved'the citizens of the belligerent nations. The two

world wars of the twentieth century have proven that those days are

gone for good. Wars have become democratic, calling all the sons

and daughters of the::. fatherland to participate in some way. No

nation, even thOse-.thatsdid not actively participate in the fighting,

escaped the 'consequences of the First and Second World liars. Any

future war threatens.toi.sMother mankind,in a radioactive cloud. Yet

nationalist fervor may impel decision. makers to forget the consequences

that will affect all mankind in favor of nationalivic aims and ideals.

Unit XIII concentrates on the first great war of our century. In 1914

European utatesMen made decisihs that plunged the entire world into

war. The war was more deadly and involved more.people than any pram,

vious war ip history. -In 1919, anew group of leaders tried to pick

up the pieces and establish peace on .8 more lasting basis. What were

the decisions that led to the First World War? Why did European
decision. makers decide as they did? Why was.the.First'World War so

horrible? How did world leaders try to create a Europe which would

remain at peace after the war?' These are'the queitiens that have

puzzled historians since:the holocaust flared up in 1914. They are

the questions with which, this unit is copcernqd.
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READING .LI

TEE NATURE .or MODERN WARFARE

Over the centuries the Waging of 'war has 'changed more than any other human
activity. In the Middle Ages men opposed each other with swords and maces
as they rode upon horseback over greett.pasturet. In the Secend World War
Ignited States bombers dropped a relatiVely imall boalvwhich blotted out
millions of lives of an enemy they, had never seen.

Warfare, like any human activity, reflects the conditions and values of
the age. The individualist Greeks fiXight battles in which each soldier sought
his own-individual Opponent awl. trief: to master him in a man to man struggle;

. The du*ifill:Romans fought battles in which each man was merely one of hugs
number, .fighting 'together, as a single unit.

Modern. warfare' also reflects the conditions of the age. The French Revolu
tient the development of science and technology, the growth of nationalism,
the development of giant industries lurie all left their mark on the way
Modern; men fight Wars. Reading LI presents- evidence with which you can col
struct ths relationships between the techniques. of warfare and the changes
that have Olken place in the Modern world. As you read, keep the following
imestiont in mind.

. What is modern warfare like? What makes it the
kind of warfare it is?

What. makes 'soldiers, fight in the face of the
terrible conditions of modern warfare?

What is the role of- the home front in fighting
the war?

What are the relationships between the way
.modern wars are fought and 'the development of
nationalisml the growth of industry? the legacy
of the French Revolution? the developments of
science and technology?.

FRANCE. IN THE. EARLY MONTHS OF THE WAR *

The first selection is tak.;a from,an American woman, Edith
Wharton, who was living in' France when the war broke out.
These are her observations of France during the first days
of the war.

* Irmo Edith Wharton, FIGHTING FRANCE, (New York: Charles Scribner.,
915) 7.22 passim.

In these selections Edith Wharton explains the mood of France in the early
months of the war, pointing out that at first the mood oS Frenchman changed
from national spirit to reconciliation with the discomforts war had brought.
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A GERMAN SOLDIER OFF TO WAR *

The following seleCtion. is a letter written by a German soldier
to his Patents in which he chronicles his first experiences in .

the war. The young man, a law student before the war Interrupted
his life, died. four days after the letter was. completed.

* FrOm A. F. Wedd, GERMAN STUDENTE-16i LETTERS, (London: Methuen and ,CO. ,

Ltd, 1929) 1.4 maw&

Thin latter, from eGerman youth, chronicles the state of Mind of the soldier

Wor.10' War The yoOth: begins with a great sense of national ,feeliMg,'' and

*nu 40 tette* Were he 41.01;. cursing the horrors- of War':''

NEWS: 7HE FALL OF ANTWERP **

e text selection is taken froni the had paragraphs of several
newspaperi in the early months' of 'Ehe,war. Thesis paragraphs show

something about the nature, of communication in war time.

** From Louis L. Snyder, HISTORIC DOCUMENTS OF WORLD WAR I, (New York:
D. Van Nostrand, 1958) 138.

:Several selections from newspapers indicate the propaganda techniques used in
World Vol I. 'From a comparatively mild story about the fall of Antwer0, the
Allied,Orese manufactures a news story that fabricates great bestiality on
the past of the Coviins,

THL WAR AND LITERATURE

The next. two ielectione. are taken from literature: which grew

out of the war. The first is frpie a novel by a German -youth
who described lifi:ie the trenches it he knew it. The second
is a poem .Which 4110., of

, a ges'itieck:

ins IN THE TRENCHES ***.

*** From Erich Maria Remarque, ALL ,QUIET ON TUE WESTERN FRONT, A. W. Wheen,
trans. (Boston: Little Brown, 1929) 104-115 pink.

This passage from' the famous novel which paints the horrors 'of war in vivid
hues, deals with life in the .trenches under artillery attack, and the attack
of German soldiers against a line of British trenches.

GAS ATTACK ****

From Wilfred Owen, "Dulce et Decorum Est," in THE POEMS OF WILFRED WEN,
Edmund Standen, ed., (London: Chatto and Windus, 1946)..

This poem sets out in vivid detail the horrible experience of a gas attack.
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Z. .4

HEADING LLI

THE DECISIONS THAT LED TO WAR

Wars 49- nut- begin because, imParaaalki Causes' inevitably lead to the clash of

arms. Someone wit decide to go to '110X beforewars Whatever the condi
tions acting upon those decision makers, whatever the forces of history, they
ultimately must Make a choice =which will either bring about war or will not.

nit reading concerns the decisions of the summer of 1914 in order that you

night understand the mcoss .of decision making in international relations

that. broUsiit.,/bout, thet hOlOcaust readyou about Reading

This reading is a bit different toe others you have had in this course.
Section / deals with the general. conditions of pre-war Europe to explain the
environment in which the decisions w0e. made. Section II chronicles the deci-
ai*Wmade' by:titeVariOUS'poWert intWsumMit.Of.1914 when the war broke out.
Ho eVet; you will Ootiee.that,at the end of each page, one of theism powers
Wabout to Wake -a ,decision but the deasiOn-is-not-reVetled.- This is dohs on
pnrpose'so that =will have to decide what that nation would do. YOU shabld
determine what alternative courses of action are: open to this country at this
time and then determine what would be the consequences of choosing each
alternatiire. .114ving,done thisvevaluate the Consequences and decide what you
Mould dO we*,:liouthemantaking.the decition. The decision actually made will

be revealed on,the next page, but 'do-nOt lOok at it until.you have made your
decision. Theill'-compare your deCision'Oithrthe one actually Blade to try and

discover what differences there'might belmtween the way you look at things

and the way Europeawleaders_in.1914:loOked at things.
, .
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SECTION I

,Pre -War Eurook

Had.you been living in Europe. et the beginning of the twentieth century you
probably would have been optimistic about the future of mankind. The continent
had not experienced a general war since 1815-and had not had any war of major
significance since.the Franco- Prussian War of ,1871. In 1899 the leaders of
Europe had come together at The Hague in the Netherlands and had discussed
ways of abolishing war altogether.

Yet peaceful.Europeoas.rife.with tentions.which could explode in war at any
moment. The greatest of these tensions was that produced by the subject
peoples of AustringaUngary-ftechs, Slovaks, Poles, Ruthenian., Rumanians,
Bulgarians, Serbs, Croats.Slovenes, Italians-- who. ardently desired to be .

included in their own nationo. The Serbs'were especially impassioned about
this issue. special organisation called the Narodna Odbrana was established
by the Serbian government to agitate for a "greater Serbia" which would include
the Serbs' cel7tive brothers in Austria. '.

A second source of tension was the competition between.the great powers of
Great Britain, Prance,Aermany, Russia, and Austria-Hungary for hegemony 1/
in particular areas of 'Europe and'for colonies in other parts of the world.

AMitch of this competition centered in the Balkan states 'where Austria was
attempting to' expand her holdings -at the expense of the Turke who controlled
each of the aritand the little Balkan states.which had become independent of
Turkish control.. Germany also had an interest in this area of the world.
Russia considered itself the protector of the Slaiic peoples of.the.Balkan
Area since they all belonged to the same language group. Russia also deiired
control of the struts leading.from'the Slick Sea.in order to obtain a warm
water Outlet:for'ttadt. The upshot of these-competisWdesirei was heightened
.tensioivin the "Balkan.Tinderbdx.".

1/ hegemony- doMinance over a group of nations
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In western Europe, tensions built up between France and Great Britain on the
one hand and Germany on.the other. France had lost the territories of Alsace
and Lorraine as a result of her defeat in the Franco-Prussian War. German
control of these territories was a concrete reminder of the humiliation France
had suffered. Bitter hatred of the Germans and a desire for revenge was
preached in French schools, newspapers. and books. Great Britain had also
grown apprehensive of Germany's increasing might. .In particular Englishmen
were concerned about Germany's aim to build' ,a navy as great as Britain's
and Germany's efforts to increase her colonial empire.

The great powers of Europe, fearful that these tensions might lead to war,
sought. security, in ever bigger armies and a system of alliances. Germany and
Austria developed an alliance in 1882 in which they vowed to.defend each other
in case of attack from either Russia or France. They later added Italy,
making this thl "Triple Alliance. ", France, fearing and hating Germany, set
up an alliance with Russia, who feared and hated Austria, in 1892. Later, two
agreements between Great Britain and France and Great Britain and Russia
Involved the island nation in the same alliance. These three powers were
called the "Triple Entente."

The alliance system was designed to preserve the peace. The great powers
wanted to make themselves so powerful through these alliances that no one
would risk attacking them. In the early twentieth century, this system of
maintaining peace was severely tested by a series of crises. In 1905 and 1911,
Kaiser Wilhelm, the emperor of Germany, tried to dislodge Fratice from dominating
Morocco. On both occasions war nearly broke out, but Germany wow unable to
gain support from her allies because they did not feel, supporting Germany was
in their best interests.. In 1908 and 1913 the Balkan powder keg almost blew
up. In 1908, Austria annexed two provinces in the Balkans. Thiginearly
resulted in war with Russia, but Russia backed down because she could not get
support from her allies, England and France. In.1913, the little Balkan
states wor a war against Turkey'and expanded their control over territories

. that Austria did not want them to have. Austria intervened in the affair, and
Russia leaped to the defense of the Balkan states. Again war was narrowly
averted because Rustia could not get support.

OS

In 1914, the least serious of these crises did develop into war. A young
Serbian member of the Narodna Odbrana assassinated the heir to the Austrian
throne. The heir was not even respected by the royal family, but still the
incident developed into a general war involving nearly every European nation.
How this came about is still .a major mystery to historians. A careful examina-
tion of the decisions made -by the great powers in the summer of 1914 may' shed
light on why the assassination developed into a great and terrible war.

After you have gone through the decision making process, try to answer the
. following questions.

1. Why did each nation make the decisions it did?

2. How did these decisions bring about the war?

3. Why is it important to know who made the decisions?
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SECTION.

DECISION HAKIM

The Chain 'of,. events. begawOnravoiing.: soon after the Archduke had been
The' question on overyoissfe . l ps was "What.- will. Austria, dor.about

the.aisliastalitionr-%-Aikstria kat to, da'aide- among several. attrnatives.

(The fOlfowingfOrm is suggested as a. means of making your decisions.
..

First,,:.ikote::the: alternatives apint,trk the,coantry as .indicated below.
is -and-thanw' trace out the: probable ConsetPiOnces.1.

AUTERNATIVIV. =SEQUENCES:

Would probably. briiig- in. Russia on

:Serbia's side:
.

Odds for victory about even.

:Declarewar on Eerbia;,

'Do. nothing except perhaps
send strong .reprimand
note.

3. .Benct, ultimatum demanding...

conditions that would
stop Serbian. menace.

Declare war in the event
Of. airman support.

Austria would toss face backing down
against weaker powar. Would lose
chance to' dispense with Serbian
menace' once and for all.

Serbia. probably wont& not comply
with conditions, but would start.
war, possibly bringing in ROssia.
Odds even for victory.

Would make odds better for victory
but might also bring in Russia's
allies.

Austria decided to' first seek support from her ally before making any move
against Serbia.. Accordingly, an ambassador was dispatched to Berlin with
a note to the German Kaiser Wilhelm from Frans Joseph, asking the German
emperor's support so that "Serbia. .(can be) eliminated as a political
factor in the Balkans." The decisionwas now up to the' Kaiser. Ns could
either: support Austria or withhold support.

WHAT ALTERNATIVE WOULD YOU CHOOSE WERE. IOU THE KAISER? (follow the form
Of the toramplo above in slaking your decision)
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DECISION WI WI
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ALTERNATIVE

:Declare war on Serbia;,

'No. nothing except perhaps
send strong zeprimant
note.

.Senct, ultimatum domains,
conditions that would
stop Serbian. =nacos

Declare war in the event
Of. airman support.

=SEQUENCES,

Would probably. bring in. Russia on
,Serbia's
Odds for victory about oxen.

Austria would loss face backing down
against weaker powar. Would lose
chance: to' dispel; with SOrbian
Menace' once and for all.

,

Serbia. probably would not comply
with conditions, bUt would start.
war, possibly bringing in Russia.
Odds even for victory.

Would make odds better for victory
but might also bring in. Russia's
allies.

Austria decided to' first seek support from her ally before making any move
against Serbia. Accordingly, an ambassador was dispatched to Berlin with
a note to the German Kaiser Wilhelm from Frans Joseph, asking the German
emperor's support so that "Serbia. .(san be) eliminated as a political
factor in the Balkans." The dscisionwas now up to the' Kaiser. Hs could
eithot support Austria or withhold support.

WHAT ALTERNATIVE WOULD YOU CHOOSE WERE YOU THZ KAISER? (follow the form
of the taramplo above in slaking your decision)
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Events began to move aore regisity.,at,,thismRint. The French Horeign.r..
nLter assurad,igliikkia. tit his .eoPPQ ,4t-fisgs -tIAT,-;20 °q.t.'s!sisidaya the Srbtan reply to the u1timat vu received in Insane.

rs0-Palie/4411411-.7.44110silidth._Awisiiv,a.fLevi.lthor,accepted all but the last two petits the ultiasatum..,:Austries
reSpiouse to the 'Serb's reply 'was made graphically clear when' the.
MAO Ambassador to Vianna itelagrAphe44,,,tk.e fo4owing,. mots, to Ai*
prime:iiiiitAtteT Arey,_,An London: .

; *, I

"Serbian reply to the .akulktro!THungarian4emanda,As.,00t,5pnpidered,,,
satisfaitorit'atid the Austro-Muniariin minister has. left Belgrade."

War betweenlarbia..,and Austxliac was 41,tavAahl4..t. Fhat was not.,
inevitable other European Ostiois would join in. In
order to prevent this from occurring, the British Prime Minister,
Lord Grey, sent out a message on July 26 to all. European powers
asking that they nest in London for a conference "which would prevent
complications."

IF YOU WERE THE GERMAN, RUSSIAN, AND FRENCH PRINZ MINISTERS, WOULD
TOO Acorn OR REJECT THIS INVITATION? WWI



The Toi#r **/ifid that hes heea:declared on a Weak'
beg,. you a.the.Oema oirfriendship to do"whai yOu eta

to 400:yonr. 41k;_ftop.: too far." The Kaiser then.stat back another;'.
telegram stating.:" ;,:ea*inteonSidar Anstria's.:40on against Serbia an
ignoble war..:\.*. 4, I think a `direct 'understanding betWien your goiretiment
and Vienna possible. iay government is continuing exerttOna to:promet,
it. Of course, military measures on the part of Russia.'.' .woaid.
precipitate a calamity which we both wish to avoid."

.

. It was apparent that the two cousins could not agree to keep each other
out of the' conflict. The question now was.whather or not the conflict
could be isorated" to Eastern Europe.' Germany.imccordingIY asked Franca;
whether or not' ,she would stay neutral in the war, since.' if France did
not deeide'to'remain uncommitted- the'German:battle plan called for an
attack on *ranee first.- France, of coursa, did not 'know thaethis was
the reason why her neutrality. was .crucial. to Gerivany. Nonethelesi,
she was faced with the decision of whether or. not to get In or eta out.

IF YOU WERE THE TRENCH PRIME MINISTER, WHAT WOW) YOU DECIDE?
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France's reply .to Germany was that she would'"d0 that Whichlier interests
dictated." What those interests. were was indicated by a note to the
Russian Prime Minister on the same day (August 1) that Pratte would "act
in concertl4th Russia." .The Germans-toOk the French reply to mean
exactly 'that and 7:00. on August. tdeclared war on'Ruesia,'and.begin
,mobilising her troops againstFrance:' On AUgust 2, Germany invaded
Belgium to attack France, and this brought England.into'the war, for
it was a cardinal prinCiple of English foreign Policy that Belgium
should always remain neutral in order that no powerful country was
across the English Channel.

One month and five days after the unfortunate heir to the Austrian
throne was assassinated, therefore,- all Europe was at war.

READING LIII

TREATY OF VERSAILLES: TO MAINTAIN THE PEACE

.When the First World War ended in .1918, the kings' men of Europe had to. put
Humpty-Dumpty back together again. The war had been so terrible that
western leaders were bound and determined that the "Great Wir," as, they
Called it, ,would never be repeated. The goal was clear, but the methods
of accoiplishing it were hotly debated.

.Nearly all European leaders had their own program for achieving lasting
peaCe. This reading concentrates on only two of time programs--those of
Woodrow Wilson, President of'the United States, and Georges Clemenceau,
Premier of France. Both were at the Paris Peace Conference which'drafted
-the Treaty of'Versailles, and both'were members of the "Big. Three" (England;
Francs; and the United StatesYwho determined what kind of a treaty it
itiouldte: Following these two ideas are sections of the treaty itself
which indicate what the leaders at Paris finally decided.

As you read, keep in mind the following questions:

1. What assumptions does each have about the cause of
the First World War? Which of them do you, think
is more correct?

In what ways would each of the men attempt to pre-
serve the peace? Now are these ideas related to the
causes of the war?

3a Which of the two leaders' ideas. is most embodied in
the Versailles Treaty? Why do you'think his idea'
prevailed over the other?
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CLEMENCEAU'S PROPOSAL *

* Prom Alexander Baltzy and AL William Salomone, READINGS IN TWENTIETH
'CENTURY EUROPEAN HISTORY, (New York: Aplleton7COntury-Crofts, 1950)
87.88.

.

This .selection comes from Clemenceao's reply to the British memorandum
concerning the territorial adjustments in Europe. In the note, Clemeacaaa
states that the French must be given adequate guarantees against further
German invasion, and that this means reducing the territory of Cerium.

WILSON'S PROPOSAL *

We entered this war because violations of right had occurred which touched
us to the quick and made the life of our own people impossible unless they
were corrected and the world secure once and for all against their recurrence.
What we demand in this war, therefore, is nothing peculiar to ourselves. It
is that the world be made fit and safe to live in; and particularly that it
be made safe for every peace-loving nation which, like our own, wishes to
live its own life, determine its. own institutiona, be assured of justice and

'fair dealing by the otheepeoples of the world as against forest and selfish
aggression.' All the peoples of the world are in effect partners in this
interest, and for our OVA part we see very clearly that unless justice be
dons to others it will, not be done to us. The programme of .the world's

peace, therefore, is our programme: and as we see it, is this:

INF!..

I. Open covenants of peace, openly arrive at, after which there shall

be no private international understandings of any kind, but diplomacy shall

proceed always frankly and in the public view.
AI. Absolute freodom of navigation upon the seas, outsCs territorial

Waters, alike in peace and in war, except as the seas may be closed in duge
or in, part, by international, action for the enforcement of international

covenants.

* Conaressional Record. 65th Congress, 2nd Session, pp,. .680481.

r .
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III. The removal, so far as possible, of all economic barriers and the
establishment' of an equality of trade conditions among all the nations
consenting'to the peace and associating themselves of.its maintenance.

IV. Adequate guarantees given ad taken that national armaments will

be reduced to the-lovest point consistent with domestic safety.
V. A free, open-minded, and absolutely impartial adjustment of all

colonial claims, based upon a strict observance of the principle that.in
determining all such questions of sovereignty the interests of the populations
concerned must holie equal weight with the equitable claims ofthe government
whose title is to be determined.

VI. The evacuation of all Russian territory and such a settlement of
all questions affeCting Russia as will:secure the best and freest cooperation
of the other nations of the world in Obtaining for her an unhampered and
unembarrassed opportunity for the independent determination of her own
political development and national policy, and assure her of a. sincere welcome.
into the society of free. nations under institutionsiof her own choosing; and,

more than a welcome, assistance. also of every kind that she may needand may
herself desire. The treatment accorded Russia by her sifter nations in the
months to come will be the acid test of their good of their comprehen-
sion of her needs as distinguished fromktheir own interests, and of their' .

intelligent and unselfish sympathy.
VII. .Belgium the whole world will agree, must be evacuated and restored,

without any attempt to limit the sovereignty. which she enjoys in common with
all other free nations. NO other single act will serve to restore confidence
among the .nations in the laws which theY'have themselves set and. determined

for the government of their relations with one another. Without this healing

act, the whole structure and validity of international lemis forever impaired.

VIII. All French territory should be freed and the invaded portions
restored, and the wrong done to Trance by. Prussia in 1871 in the matter of

Alsace - Lorraine, which hat .unsettled the peace of the world for nearly fifty
years, should be righted, in order that peace may once more be made secure

in the interest of all.
IX. Al readjustment of the frontiers of Italy should be effected 'along

clearly recognizable lines of nationalityee
X. The peoples of Austria-Hungary, whose place among the nations we wish

to See safeguarded and assured, should be accorded the freest opportunity

of autonomous development.
XI.' Rumania, Serbia, and Montenegro should be evacuated; occupied

territories restored; Serbia atcorded frei access to the sea; and the rela-

tions of the several Balkan states to one another determined by friendly
counsel along historically established lines of allegiance and nationality;
and international guarantees of the'political and economic independence and

territorial integrity of the several Balkan states should be entered into..
XII. The Turkish portions of the present Ottoman -Empire should be

assured a secure sovereignty, but the other nationalities which are now under
Turkish rule should be assured an undoubted security of life and an absolutely

unmolested opportunity of autonomous development, and the Dardanelles should

be permanently opened as a free passage to the ships-and commerce of all

nations under international guarantees.

0

ii
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X.14. An Independent Polish state should be erected which should'
include the territories inhabited by indisputably Polish populations, which
should be assured a free and secure access to the sea, and whose political
and economic independence and territorial integrity should be guaranteed by ,.

international covenant.
XIV. A general aseociation of nations mum: be formed under specific

covenants for the purpose of affording mutual guaranteeQ of political
independence and territorial integrity to great and small states-alike. .

We have spoken now, surely, in terms too concrete to admit of any further
doubt or question. An evident principle runs through the whole programme I
have outlined. It is the principle of justice to all peoples and nationalities,
and their right to live on equal terms of liberty and safety with one another,
*ether they be strong or weak. Unless this principle be made its foundation,
.no part of the structure of.internationai justice can stand.

°A;k1E TREATY OF VERSAILLES *

Article 42. Germany is forbidden to maintain or construct any forti-
fications either on the left bank of the Rhine or on the right bank to.the
west of a line drawn 50 kilometers to the East of the Rhine. . . .

Article 45. As compensation:for the destruction of the coalm4aines in
the north of France.and as part payment towards the total reparation due from
Germany for the damage resulting .from the war, Germany cedes to France in
full and absolute possession, with exclusive rights of exploitation, unencum-
bered and free from all debts and charges Of any kind,'the coal-mines
situated in the Saar Basin. . .

Article 49. Germany renounces in lavour of the League of Nations, in
the capacity of trustee, the government of the territory defined above.

At the end of fifteen years. front the coming into force of the present
Treaty theinhabitanta of said territory shall be called upon to indicate .

the sovereignty under which they-desire to be placed. . . .

(Article 51, preface.) The High Contracting Parties, recognizing the
moral obligation to redress the wrong done by GorMany in 1871 both to the
rights of .France and to the wishes of the population of Alsace.and Lorraine,
which were separated from their country in spite of the solemn protest. of
their representatives at the Assembly of Bordeaux, agree upon the following
Articles.

Article 51. The territories which were ceded to Germany in accordance'
with the Preliminariesof Peace signed at.Versailles on February 26, 1871, and
the Treaty of Fiankfort of kay 10, 1571, are restored to French sovereignty
as from the date of the armistice of November 11, 1918.

The provisions of the Treaties astabliihing the delimitation of tie'
frontieis before 1871 shall be restored: . .

Article.80. Germany acknowledges and: wili'respect strictly the
independence of Austria, within the frontiers %%Leh may be fiXed in a Treaty
between'that State and the PrinCiOal Allied and Associated Powers; she epees
that this independence shall be inalienable,. incept !filth tha consent of the
Council of the League of Nations:

THE. TREATY OF VERSAILLES:AND'AFTER,Vashingtons Iftiteditatqs Government
Printing Office,'1947.
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Article 81. Germany, in conformity with the action already taken by
the Allied and Associated Powers; recognizes the CoMplete independence of the
Czecho-Slovak State which will include the autonomous territory of the
Ruthenians to the south of the Carpathians. Germany hereby recognizes the
frontiers.of this State as determined by the Principal Allied and Associated
Powers and the other interested states. . .

Article 87. Germany, in conformity with the action already taken by
the Allied and Associated Powers, recognizes the complete independence of.
Poland. . .

Article 89. Poland undertakes to accord freedom of transit to persons,.
goods, vessels, carriages, wagons std mails in transit between East Prussia
and the rest of Germany over Polish territory. . .

Article 119. Germany renounces in favour of the Principal Allied and
Associated Powers all her rights And titles over her oversee possessions... .

Article 159: The German.milltaryforces shall be demobilized and
reduced es prescribed hereinafter.

Article 160.' By a date which must not be later than March 31, 1920,
the German Army must not comprise more than seven divisions of infantry and
three divisiona of cavalry,

After that date the total number of effectives in the Army of the
States .constituting Germany must. not exceed one hundred thousand men, including
officers and establishments of depots. The Army shall be devoted exclusively
to the maintenance of order within the territory and to the control of the
frontiers.

The total effective strength of officers, including the personnel of
staffs, whatever their composition, must not exceed four thousand. . .

Article 198. The armed forces of Germany must not include any military
or naval air forces. . .

Article 231. The Allied and Associated Governments affirm and Germany
accepts the responsibility of Germany And her Allies for causing all the loss
and damage to ulAah the Allied and Associated Governments and their nationals
have been subjected as a consequence of the war imposed upon them by the
aggression of Germany and her allies.

Article 232. The Allied and Associated Governments recognize that the
resources of Germany are not adequate, after taking into account permanent
diminutiwis of such resources which will result from other provisions of the
present Treaty, to make complete reparation for all such loss and damage.

The Allied and Associated Governments, however, require, and Germany
undertakes, that she will make compensation for all damage done to the
civilian population of the Allied and Associated Powers and to their property
during the period of the belligerency of each as an Allied or Associated
Power against Germany. . . .

Article 233.. The amount of the above damage for which compensation
is to be made by Germany shall.be determined by an inter-Allied Commission. ...

This tOmmissioWshall consider the claims and give to the German
Government .eAunt opportunity to be beard.

Article 428. ,As. a guarantee for.the execution of the present Treaty
by Germany, tIWGerman territory aitUated to .the west of the Rhine,-together
with the bridgeheads, will be oCcupied.by'Allied and Associated troops for a
period of fifteen years from the coming into force of the present Treaty.
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READIWG LIV

BALANCE OF POWER AND COLLECTIVE SECURITY:

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS SINCE 1815

Three great wars have fatefully influenced the 1h:curse of international rela-

tions during the past two hunCred years. ihe first of these wars lasted for

a generation and vas essentially a series of coalitions against France follow-

ing the outbreak of the French Revolution in 1789 and the subsequent dictator-

ship of Napoleon Bonaparte. The second lasted for four years (1914-1918) and

has become known as the World War since most of the nations of the world

eventually became involved. The third, the Second World War (1939-1945) came

by its title even more rightfully since it was a truly global struggle in

which the fighting stretched from the' leutian Islands of Alaska to.the

deserts of Africa and from the British Isles'to Australia.

Each of these struggles was on a. grand scale. Each required the formation of

an.alliance composed of many nations to defeat a powerful opponent. Each was,

in part, an ideological struggle between authoritarian and liberal forces.

Yet, at the same time, each was fundamentally an attempt to maintain the

balance of power and prevent power from being monopolized by any one nation

quite apart from ideological considerations. In each case the.aggrensor--

Napoleon, the Kaiser, Hitlerwas defeated. The policies followed to preserve

the hardwwon peace were, however, very different. The defeat of Napoleon was

followed by a century of balance of power politics; the defeat of Imperial

Germany, on the contrary, introduced the new concept of collective security

to the world. We live ourselves -in the wake of the defeat of Nazism. What

are the principles of international relations today? A review of the policies

followed after the first two wars is indispensible if we are to attempt to

answer that question. :

Napoleon had succeeded in subduing most of Europe by follouing an ancient and

simple maxim: divide and conquer. Thiele still the most .effective way to .

victory by those who-plan aggression. Not until 1813, after Napoleon's

disastrous campaign in.Russia, did the great nations of Europe finally unite

against him. Previously each had pursued his own interests. at the expense

of the interests.of other nations: The perils of this kind of foreign policy

were-brought home to the 'allies when, heaving defeated the French, they began

to squabble about the spoils of war. Napoleon immediately made use of the

opportunity to'escape from his exile on the island of Elba and return to

France. Only by hastily patching up their differences in the 'face of this

threit.were the allies able to defeat the French EMperor conclusively at

Waterloo in'june 1815.

This experience 'de the need Lor a united front against aggression abundantly

clear. Just as clear was the fact that general agreement had to be 3chieved

.among the Great Powers if'peace were to-be preserved in the future. The

diplomats who met at the peace conference in Vienna, however, were caught in

a dilemma which faces all makers of policy: how does one safeguard the

essential interests of one's own country without disturbing the vital interests

of another?
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This dilemma generated great difficulty at Vienna. Tsar Alexander I of Russia
correctly believed that his armies-had played the key tole in defeating
Napoleon. He posed as the liberator of Europe. and. at the same time realistit=
ally demanded payment for his military efforts by the annexation of Poland.
Russian expansion.alarmed Great Britain. This was the period of rapid economic
growth in Engand. Russian power in Central Europe and the Mediterranean
directly challenged her commercial interests and her lines of communication
with India. RuSsia was supported at Congress by Prussia who wished to
become the doled ant power in Germany. Prussia was willing, for example, to
give to Russia c rtain Prussian territories inhabited by Poles in return for
the right to ann x the German-speaking Kingdom of Saxony which lay between
her and Austria. The addition of Saxony would create a solid 'central German
state.

The interests of the fourth Great Power, Austria, were opposed to both Russian
and Prussian obje times. As Prince Metternich, the long-time foreign minister
put its nothing c uld be gained by replacing the."colossus of the. West" by
the "colossus of he East"--that is, for. Russia to take the place of France.
Austria was located in the middle of Europe and was always directly threatened
when any of the other continental nations became too pOwerful. Metternich,
therefore, opposedlthe ambitions of Tsar Alexander and set himself against
the forces of nationalism in Germany (and Italy) whichwould have redultad
in the creation of\a strong German (and Italian) state: Austria's central
podition made a po icy of balance of power extremely sensible; Metternich
accordingly made u e of all his powers of persuasion to achieve it. He made
common cause with he British even though parliamentary government was detested
by the autocratic Apstrians. He insisted that France, in spite of the history
of the last decadesi, be given her rightful place as one of.the European
"Great Powers."

The decisions at Vienna, then, were largely in conformity with the interests
of Austria and Great Britain. Russia received only part of Poland; a national
Germany was not set up; France was treated as an equal and not a scapegoat.
The principle of nationality was disregarded: Austria, for example, added
Italians and more'Slays to her already d2verse population.. Prussia did not
get all of Saxony but was given the Rhineland instead.- This served the dual
purpose.of.preventing a strengthining.of her core territory and at the same
time erecting a barrier-to possible future French attempts at expansion.
Metternich used the deep fear of revolution which was probably the strongest
common factor among the powers assembled at Vienna to divert Russian and
Prussian hostility and to counteract the influence.of Great Britain.

The peace settlement was based on three leading principles: legitimacy, that
is a return'tO past conditions wherever possible; compensation, or what we
have described as a balance of power, by which each nation received some
reward for its effort in.the common cause; conservatism, which signified
opposition to liberalism, nationalism and change in general. In order to
preserve the status quo in the years to come a most valuable (and revolu-
tionary, if such a term may be associated with the Congress of Vienna!)
decision was made: the Powers agreed to meet periodically to.review the
state of affairs in Europe. Thus was born the Concert of Europe, the first
rudimentary collective security organization.
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In one way the Vienna peace settlement was gratifyingly successful: Europe.
avoided another seneril Oar for a whole century. This was primarily so,.
however, not because of collective security but because no one nation was
strong enough, or believed itself strong enough, to upset the balance of
power. The conferences which for a whit ,e met aliost every year to examine
controversial political questions soon broke down on the liberal-conservative
issue. As the kingdoms of Central and Eastern Europe intensified their
demands for their own nation, Great Britain, and later France, recogrtzed that
social and political change was inevitable and must be accommodated rather
than repressed. These differences notwithstanding, general balance among the
nations of Europe remained. What wars there were, were waged on a limited
scale: Britain7and France refusing to permit Russian expansion into the Balkan
area and the Mediterranean (Crimean War 1854); France attacking Austria in
the name of Italian unity (1859); Prussia following suit to create a German
state and fighting first Austria (1866) and then France (1870).

Even the emergence of Geimany as the most powerful European state did not
destroy the balance of power..The German leader, Otto von Bismarck, was as
strong a supporter of the Concert of Europe as were the men of Vienna.
Bismarck was lenient with Austria after its defeat. He could have added the
German- speaking Austrians to the new Empire but preferred to preserve Austria
as a bulwark against Russia. He pursued conservative policies which were
approved by Russia on the one hand, while keeping on the best of relations
with Great Britain by not interfering in matters vital to the English. Mean-
while he encouraged the French to expand their colonial interests in areas
where they would be sure to antagonize the British and Italians. To further
presetve the balance of Europe Bismarck made a number of defensive alliances
whose purpose it was to prevent a possible French-dominated alliance against
Germany to recover the losses suffered in 1870.

All this obviously shifted the balance of power in Germany's favor. Eventually,
however, the French were able to build up an alliance system of their own.
By 1914 France, Russia and Great Britain faced Germany, Austria and Italy.
The balance of power which had worked effectively for a hundred years had
become so precariously matched that a Alight event was sufficient to tumble
the world into catastrophe. Moreover, perhaps the most significant aspect
of the First World War was the fact that the Great Powers of Europe proved
unable to end the fighting by themselves either by military victory or
negotiation and had to depend on an outsider, the United States, to bring
irtO a conclusion. . When the war was over, Europe had lost the leadership
of the world which she had held for several tundra l years. In.the final
test--in the War that the policy was supposed to avoid-- balance of power
politics had been found wanting.

Or so at Least it appeated to President Woodrow Wilson of the United States,
now the most powerful nation in the world. Wilson was the foremost spokesmar.
for a new principle of international relations under which the nations of the
world would league together to guarantee peace in the future.. The President
really Conceived of a "Concert of the World,"which he called the League of
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Nati)ns, to which all peace-loving nations. would belong and take common action

against aggression. The central idea of Collective security is that aggressive

war is a crime against all mankind and that it is therefore the duty of all

states to join together in preventing it. The fact that the great majority

of states would be pledged to act in this way would serve to make any would-be ems,

aggressor think-twice before he acted. Collective security, therefore, goes. L,

beyond the special interests of individual states; it depends heavily on the

.weight of world public opinion to prevent' armed action.

The Covenant (Charter) of the League of Nations.became the first section of

the peace treaty with Germany. The Covenant was long and detailed, but there.

were certain key provisions. Each metber'undertook. to respect the independence

of all the others and join in preserving them against aggression. All bound

.themselves to submit serious disputes to peaceful settlement and in no case

to resort to war until the actions of the Leigue.had.had time to work out

such a settlement: All members promised. to join in common action against any
nation. which went to war. in violation of these promises. This action was to

take the form first of economic sanctions "the breaking off of commercial

relations) and finally, if this.did not work, of military force.

In theory the principle-of collective security offered :an effective means of

avoiding war; in practice it did not work very well. there were several

reasons for this, principally the fact that the. nations of the world were not
yet ready to abandon their special interests in the name of a World coranunity.
There is no better proof of this than., the United States itself. . The American

Senate refused to ratify.* the Treaty of Versailles. because it.contained the

League. Covenant. The Senate opposed the Covenant 'On the gioends- that American
independence would be .affectedby League 'membership; . the sitnation. could arise

in -which the United States might have to take action conttary.to: its national
iniereits simply because' a majority of the League members. had voted, in a

certain way.

No other nation really championed the cause of collective security. France

had accepted the League only because of the inkiistence of President Wilson
(and the overWheLming rower of the United States at the end of the-wari
French statesmen were convinced that balance .of power was -a more realistic way
of ptaserving the peace, and they soon established a new system of alliances

aimed at isolating Germany. Great Britain, for its part, was no more anxious
to prejudice its power of independent action than warthe United States. Both

Great Britain and France paid lip service to League principles, but in matters

in which their special interests were concerned, they preferred to follow

their own Convictions. . .

The League, therefore, operated under certain disadvantages. In the first.

place it way base4 on amisapprehension. It was really not a closely -knit

.
organism with .a common goal but rather a group of nations' who worked together

only to the extent that League objectives served their own purposes. in the (:)

second place, even if these nations. agreed, on a common Objective; the League
.scarcely represented the power of the world, a basic assumption underlying
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the principle.of collective security. In addition to the United States,
neither Soviet Russia nor Germany, the potentially most powerful European
states; were members.. And, finally4.the Covenant of the League suffered under
the grave disadvantage of being part of the harsh Treaty of Versailles. When
League members spoke of preserving the peace they-meant the peace established
by that treaty which in contrast to the Treaty of Vienna did not attempt-to
compromise among victors and vanquished.. Thus many important Countries found
it.difficult to view the Leave of Nations as the instrument of impartial
justice for which it was intended.but tether as a special weapon to preserve
existing conditions.

In spite of these disadvantages the League functioned relatively well in the
first decade Of its existence. Unfortunately the reasons for its success
were more negative than positive! A power vacuum existed in the world: the
United States, refused to accept the responsibility of leadership which its
new power brought with it and remained stubbornly aloof from world affairs;
Russia wrestled with the internal problems of establishing Communism;
Germany was rocked by the economic and political .consequences of the war.
WhatAisputes arose were minor and. rapidly tettttd. As soon as the League
challenged the actions of a major power, as it did in the Case of Japan's
'invasion.of Manchuria in 1931, its inability to muzzle aggression effectively
was quickly apparent. Despite League censure, Japan proceeded to, occupy
the huge Chinese province and.setit.up'as a. puppet state.

The lesson oflienchuria was not lost on-the:aggressors. In thejolloWing
years the Italian dictator Mussolini conquered the helpless'African kingdom
Ethiopia without:effective opposition from the League The .German dictator
Hitler broke the provisions of.the Treaty :of Versailles. one by one and
finally annexed Austria and portions of Ciechoslovakia to Germany.. The. League
remained ineffectual. This does not mean that the:principles of collective
security were unworkable; it simply points out that they were unrealistic at
the time. Collective security rests on the ultimate willingness to use force
to counter aggression. This-willingness.did not exiat:in the.1930's. .Theso
Were the years following the great economic depression, and:the average
Citizen was more interested in lowering taxes and gaining increased social
welfare benefits than in making personal Sacrifices and perhaps even having
to fight for distant causes in distant parts of the world." PubliC:opinion,.
in the democracies considered that the:League eould'stOp aggression without
Understanding that the League had ho forces of its own to do it, but had to
rely on the armies and navies of Greailtritaia and Prance.: And this the
ilemOcratic voters made clear in election after.election they did not want to
do. They did n want theii-countrY.tErgo to war. .Por most pepple the concept
of collective security remained misleading. While it seemed to premise peace
without fighting, it.really:said'that peace was so.preciout that all nations
had to be willing'to fight for:it,4hat.the.Common gOil was greater than the
individual interest, and'in fact thattWbest-interests of the individual
were part 'of a greater common goal.:.:11bither'thisis true or not remained an
open question... At any rate itlfesnOt Oideiettiod in the 1030's, and it is
probable that it is not underete0 today.

-
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The aggressions of Hitler.eventually drove the democracies to wart not out
of a sense of collective security but because. their special interests were
being challenged to the point where theitImusit either fight or be destroyed.
The alliance forged against the Nazis wascomposed of a curious assortment of
states whose chief bond was their need to defeat Hitler. :Their objective
accomplished, the divergency of their objectilies quickly appeared. Soviet

Russia wanted security from attack, security to be gained by.adding territory
to the homeland and occupying large areas of Europe. She also wanted to
spread communist ideas wherever possible. to hasten the inevitable Marxist
victory. The .United States believed that the tine had finally come when
democracy could be established all over the world. There was little doubt

'in American minds that, given a free choice, men would hasten to adopt the
benefits of the democratic way of life. Great Britain, on the other hand,
shattered by two devastating wars in thirty years, wanted only to preserve
what assets of the past were left her.

Russia wanted a doeuant voice in world affairs. The United States sought
to strengthen the brotherhood of man. Britain desired the establishment of
some sort of balance to offset the twogiant powers which had emerged to
dominate the world. Each found a partial answer to its objectives in the
United Nations Organization which was formed in 1945 to take the. place of
the defunct League of Nations. The drafters of the UN tried to be more
realistic than their predecessors had been. The recognized that some nations
are more powerful than others. Five such nations--the United States, Soviet
Union,. Britain, France and Nationalist China (now relegated to the island
of Taiwan)--were given veto power over issues which would affect their.national
interests; adversely. The drafters fulfilled the need for teeth to back up
collective security, by authorizing the calling of a UN force for such purpose.
They acknowledged that a "United Nations" must be composed of all nations by
'gradually admitting almOst every Country in the.world:to membership. And
yet, in spite of these improvements, it is doubtful whether collective
security has worked much More effectively in the twenty years following the
Second War thin it did in a similar time period following the first.

The difficulty seems to'-.be'that the basic interests of the United States and
Russia are so deeply opposed that it is impossible for the two to work toward
common objectives; through means of collective security. The single exception'

is a common dread of the consequences; of nuclear 'warfare. We live,
ingly,.in an era in which foreign policy is conducted by alternating doses
of collective security and balance.of power politics. United Nations action
is applied effectively in cases in Which the United States and Soviet Russia
wish to avoid.personal involvement, chiefly because the settlement of the
issue by.a third party is in the mutual interest of both Examples of this;

are the UN intervention.in the Sue$ crisis:in 1956 and in the Congo in,1960.
But in most cases the danger of nuclear 'destruction is so appalling that the
two Great. Powers prefer to keep.the power of decision in their own hands.
While exploiting the potentials of thelfnited Nations to the utmost, they
have instituted what is in effect a. Wince of Power balance, organizing
bands of allies, drawing linet.denOting;special.interests and being ready
to compromise delicate issues in the bops of maintaining peaCe. s.
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UNIT XIV

THE DEVELOPMENT OF TOTAITARIAN/SM IN RUSSIA

iilLWILABLIENA

Most of the forces that had slowly transformed. turopemmthe Renaissance,
the development of parliamentary institutions, the growth of the
market econony,.the revolution in scientific thought, the democratic
revolutions of the eighteenth and nineteenth centurypassed Russia
by'. Russia was the easternmoit outpost of western civilisation; she
had absorbed relatively few of the changes that had modernized other
European nations,

As a resuL:,. Russia was out of place in twentieth century Europe. Her
government was ol&fathioned And inefficient. It was headed by a Tsar
and a bureaucracy.which preferred to retain traditional patterns of
government ratherthin share their power with others, Her economy
remained primarily agricultural. Although industry began to grow more
rapidly after 1890, it could not produce the heavy industrial goods
essential to a modern nation, Finally, her social structure remained
rigid and unbalanced. Essentially unchanged for centuries, it had
more in common with the West of 1600. than of 1900.

The First World War dealt the death blow to this weakened old regime.
When the giant Russian army suffered defeat after defeat, Russians
realised that the Tsar's governjmSnt could not even defend the country.
A year.of revolution in 1917 demolished the.old society.. With the
triumph of the Russian Bolsheviks in'October of that year, a concerted
effort was begun to bring lussia.intothe twentieth century by totalim
tarian methods. The government, the economy, and the social structure
were all.to be modernised by force.

Russia's totalitarian regime is based on the communist principles of
Karl Marx. The Bolsheviks believe that there must be no private
property nor class_ distinctions in a.twentieth century nation. They
believe that a "dictatorship of the proletariat," as conceived by
Marx, will be necessary to achieve these ends.-

But Russia's totalitarian regime bas its roots in the history of. Tsarist
'Russia, as well NoAlitter how herd they try, the Communists cannot
completely throw off the centuries of tradition that preceded their
seizure of power. In 'facto the- velues-:and the practices of the old
regime support the. new one.

.

Unit XIV investigates the roots of totalitarianism in Russia. As you
study the evidence in the following pages, ask yourself,. "What aspects
of Tsarist Russia have the Communists absorbed in their regime?" "Row
have the ideas of Marx, Xenia mat.o0ie*..Cossiunists shaped the decisions
of tht totalitarian state?" itfii it ail, :fit have the Communists
succeeded in changing.Russian'air.a

s.
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READING LV

TUB ROOTS OF TOTALITARIARSM--IMPERTAL RUSSIA

Imperial Russia was the last outpost of the medieval world. Until the :

middle of the nineteenth century, a titled nobility controlled nearly all
the land and the lives of of serfs. Even when the serfs were freed
in 1861, the privileges of tank' still divided Russian society between a
.very rich aristocracy and a very poor )easant class. Only a tiny middle
class had developed to press for reforms in government and the market place.
Russia was still ruled by an autocratic Tsar and her economy still was based
on the agriculture of the manor. The Tsar's decisions, given when he triad
to reform the social, political, or economic system of the country, were
usually designed to keep things the way they had always been.

The Communists seized power in 1917 to wipe out this past and to accelerate
the development of a more modern soci3ty in Russia.. But like all regimes,
the Communists have found that they cannot ignore the past altogether. The
establishment of a communist state in Russia has been conditioned by the
peculiar legacy of Imperial Russia. Russia's totalitarian state is different
from orbs? totalitarianism. chiefly because Russia's history is so different:

What was Imperial Russia like? An Englishman named David Mackenzie Wallace
made several long trips to Tsarist. Russia in the late nineteenth century.
Fromhis journal it is possible to develop a vivid picture of Russia in the
time of the Tsars. Such a picture will help us to understand the nature
of the modern Russian political and economic systems. As you read these
salectiom from Wallace's journal, keep the following questions in minds

What were the values of nineteenth century Russians
as revealed in Russian family life?

What was the nature of Russian autocracy? Now did
it resemble or differ from the autocracy of
Louis XIV? Bow does it resemble or differ from
modern totalitarianism.?

Bow was the Russian economy orgactzed? Who made
the 'decisions? What factors governed economic
decision-making?
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AN ENGLISHMAN'S VIEW OF minsman CENTURY RUSSIA*

Ivan's household was a good specimen of the peasant family of the

old type. Previous to the Emancipation in 1864 there were many households
of this kind, containing the representatives of:three generations. All the

members, young and old, liv^d together in petriarchallashion under the

direction and authority of the Head of the. House, calked usually nags,
that is to say, the Administrator; or, in some districts, BolshAk, which

means literally "the Big One." Generally speaking, this important position

was occupied by the grandfather, or, if he was dead, by the eldest brother,

but this rule was not very strictly Observed. If, for instance, tilt grand-

father became infirm, or if the eldest brother was incapacitated by disorderly

habits or other cause, the place of authority was taken by some other member- -
it might be by a woman--who was a good manager: and possessed the greatest

moral influence.

The House, with its appurtenances, the cattle, the agricultural implements,
the grain and other products,.the money gained Iron the sale of these
products -in a word, the house and nearly everything it containedwas the
joint-property of the family. Hence, nothing was bought or sold by any
member- -not even by the Big One himself, unless he possessed an unusual
amount of authority--without the express or tacit consent of the other grow
up males, and all the money that was earned was put into the common purse.

When one of the sons left home to work elsewhere,. he vu expected to bring
or send home all his earnings, except what he required for food, lodgings,

and other pecessamexpenses; and if be understood the word "necessary" in

too lax a. sense, he bed to listen to very plainpspoken reproaches when he

returned. During his absence, which might last for a whole year or several
years, his wife and children remained in the house as before, and the money
which he earned was probably devoted to the payment of the family taxes.

The peasant household of the old type is thus a primitive labor association,

of which the members have all things in Gomm, and it is not a little
remarkable that the peasant conceives it as such rather than as a family.

This is shown by the customary terminolOgy and by the law of inheritance.
The Head of the Household is not called by any word corresponding to Fetter-

families, but is termed, as have said, ithosain or AdNinistrator a word
that is applied equally to a farmer, a shopkeeper, or this head of an
industrial undertaking, a n d d o e s not at *all Convey t h e i d e a of blood-relation

ship. . .

IvanOfka may be takea as .a fair opacities of the 'villages in the northern
half of the country, and a brief description of its inhabitants will convey
a tolerably correct notion Of the northern pessastry is general.

* From Sir Donald liackensie Wallace, ROMA, ('L oadom, 1877) "408 nail,
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Nearly the whole of the female population, and about one-half of the male
inhabitants,. are .habitually. engaged An cultivating the Communal land, which
campriseg about aft), thousand: acres Ofa light Sandy soil; The arable part
of this land is (divided into three large fields, each of which is cut up
into long narrow strips:. The first field* is* reserved for the winter grain--
that .is to say, rye, which 'forms; in the shape of black bread, the principal
food of the peasantry; In; the second are raised..oats for the horses, and
buckwheat, which is largelY,gsed.fOr :food: The third. lies' fallow, and is
used in. the .sumther a paeturagi fore the cattle.

iAll the villagers.in this part of'the. country divide:the arable land in this.
weya in order to suit the triennial rotation of crops. This triennial system
is extremely eagle. The field which 'is used this year for raising winter
grain will be used next year for raisin slimmer grain, and in the following
year will lie fallow. Before' being sown with /inter grain it 'ought to
receive a certain amount of manure. Every family possesses in each of the
two fields under cultivation one or more of the long, narrow strips or belts
into which they are divided.

On St. Georgee 23rd,. the cattle. are brought out' for the first
time and. SPrinkled.with holy water by the prieit. The cattle of the 'Russian
peasantry are never, very fat, but at. this period of the year their appearance
is truly lamentable. 'During the winter they save been cooped.up in small
unventilated cow-houses, and fed alinost exclusively on 'straw; now, when they
are released from their imprisonment, they look like the ghosts of their
former emaciated selites.. All are lean and weak, 'many are lame, and some
cannot rite to their feet Without' assistance;

Meanwhile the peasants are iinpatient ,to begin the field labor., An old pro-
verb which they all know sari: "Sol in mud aad you will be a prince;" and
they allays act in adcordaike with this dictate of traditional wisdom. 14e

Soon ae it is Passible *i0;plow they begin to prepare the land for the summer
grain, and this. .labor occupies.thent probably, till the end of May. Then comes
the work of carting out.'#annre and preparing the fallow field for the winter
grain, which will last 'probably' till ,about Si. Peter's Day (June 29th), when
the hay-making generally begins. After the haymaking .comes the harvest,
by far the busiest tine Of the year. Tram the middle of July -- especially
fres St. Elijah'i Day '.(July *20th), when the saint is usually heard rumbling
along the heavens in his chariot of firs-- until -the end of August, the .

.peasent may Work day and night, and yet he will find that he his barely time
to get all 'hie work dons. In little more than a month he has to, reapfand
stick his grain- -o oats, and whatevei else he may have sown either in
spring or in the preceding autumn- -and' to sow the winter:rain for next year.
TO .add to his troubles, it sometimes happens that the rye and the oats ripen
Silliest 'simultaneously, and his'poeition is then still more difficult- than
usual. .

The peasant family ef,the old type is, as vs hive just seen, a kind of
primitive assentatioe4 inliatehtbilm:rbeichave nearly all things.in
* om Thi village nay be-romillily.diseilibed as a prilittive association

a:larser seals. -7
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Between these two social units there are way points of analogy. In both

there is a principal personage, who is in a certain sense ruler within,

and representative as regards the outside world: in the one case called

Ihozain, or Head of the Houuehold, and in the other Starosta, or Village

Elder. In boththe authority of the ruler is limited; in the one case by the

adult members of the family, and in the other by the heads of households.

In both there is a certain amount of common property: in the one ease the

house and nearly all that it contains, snd.in the other the arable land and

pasturage. In both cases there is a certain amount of common responsibility:

in the one case for all of the debts, and in the other for all the taxes and

Communal obligations. And both are protected to a certain extent against

the ordinary legalconsequences of insolvency, for the family cannot be

deprived of its house or necessary agricultural implements, and the Commune

cannot be deprived of its land, by impoTtunate creditors.

On the other hand, there are many important points of contrast. The Commune

is, of course, much larger than the family, and the mutual relations of its

members are by no means so closely interwoven. The members of a family all

farm together, and those of them who earn money from other sources are

expected to put their savings into the common purse; whilstthe househeAs
composing a Commune farm independently, and pay into the common treasury

only a certain fixed cum.

From these brief remarks the reader will at once perceive that a Russian
village is something very different. from a village in our sense of the term,

and that the villagers are bound together 1,), ties quite unknown 'to the

English rural population. A family .living in an English village has little

reason to take an interest in the affairs of its neighbors. The isolation
of the individual families may not be quite perfect, for man, being a social

animal, takes, and ought to take, a. certain interest in the affairs of those

around him, and this social duty is sometimes fulfilled by the weaker sex

with more zeal than is absolutely indispensable for the public welfare; but
families may live for many years in the same village without ever becoming

conscious of common interests. So long as the Jones family do not commit any
culpable breach of pane order, such as putting obstructions on the highway

or habitually setting the.lr house on fire, their neighbor Brown takes

probably no interest in their affairs, ind has no ground for interfeeng with

their perfect liberty of action. Jones may bc.a drunkard and hopelessly
insolvent, and he may some night decamp clandestinely with hi whole family
and never more be beard of; but all these things do not affect the interests
Of Brown, unless he has been imprudent enough to entertain with the delinquent
more than simply neighborly relations. Howe amongst the families composing
a Russian village, such a state of isolation is 'impossible. The Heads of

Households must often meet together and consult in the Village Assembly, and

their daily occupations must be influenced by the Communal decrees. They
cannot begin to maw the hay or plow tbe fallow field until the Village

Assembly has passed a resolution on the subject. If a peasant becomes a
drunkard, or takes some equally eiticiont means to become insolvent, every
family in the village has a right to complain, not merely in the interests
Of public morality, but from selfish motives, because all the families are
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collectively responsible for his taxes. For the same reason no peasant can

permanently leave the village without the consent of the Commune, and this

consent will not be granted if all his actual and fututs liabilities ere not

met. If a peasant wishes to do away for 0 short time, in order to work else-

where, he must obtain a written permission, which serves him as a passport

during his absence; and he away be recalled at any moment by a Communal decree.

In reality he is rarely recalled so long as he sends home regularly the full

amount of his taxes -- including tile.dues which he has to pay for the temporary

passport--but sometimes the Commune uses the power of recall for the purpose

of txtorting money from the iibsentmembe3.

In order to understand the Russian village system, the reader must bear in

mind these two importano. facts: the arable land and the pasturage belong

not to the indivichm, Amses,*but to the Commune, and all the households are

collectively and individual4 responsible for.the entire sum which the Commune

has to pay annually into the Imperial Treasury

In its present form the Russian administration seems at first sight a very

imposing edifice. At the top of the pyramid stands the Emperor, "the auto-

cratic monarch" as Peter the Great described him, "who has to give an

account of h fta to no one on earth, but has a power and authority to rale

his states and Adds as a Christian sovereign according to his own will and

judgment." Immediately below the Emperor we see the Council of State, the

Committee of Ministers, and the Senate, which represent respectively the

legislative, the administrative, and the judicial power. An Englishman

glancing over the first volume of the Code might imagine that the Council of

State is a kind of parliament, sad.the Committee of Ministers a ministry in

our sense of the term, but in reality both institutions are simply incarna-

tions of the autocratic power. Though the Council is intrusted by law with

many important functions --such as examining and criticising the annual budget,

declaring war, concluding peace, and performing other important duties--it

has merely a consultative character, and the Emperor is not in any way bound

by its decisions. The Committee is not at all a ministry as we understand

the.word. The ministers are all directly and individually responsible to

the Emperor, and. therefore the Committee has no common responsibility or other

cohesive force. As to the Senate, it has descended from its high estate.

It was originally intrusted with the supreme power during the absence or

minority of the monarch, end was intended to exercise a controlling influence

in all sections of the administration, but now its activity is restricted

to judicial matters, and it is little more than a supreme court of appeal.

Over each province is placed a. Governor, who is assisted in his duties by

a Vice-Governor and.a'small council. According to the legislation of

Catherine II, which still appears in the Code and has only been partially

repealed, the Governor is termed "the stemird of the province," and is

intrusted, with so many and such delicate duties, that in order to obtain

men qualified for the post, it would be necessary to realise the great
Empress's design of creating,, by eduCition, "a new race of people." Down to

very recent times the Governors'undirstood the'terai "stewards" in a very
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literal sense, and ruled in a most arbitrary, high - handed style, often

exercising an important influence on the.civil and criminal tribunals.

These extensive and vaguely-defined powers have now been very much curtailed, .

partly by positive legislation, and partly by increased publicity and

improved means of cowunication.

Independent of the Governor, who is the local representative of the. Ministry

of the Interior, are a number of resident officials, who represent the other

ministries, and each of them has a bureau, with the requisite number of

assistants, secretaries, and scribes.

.When we examine the complicated formalities and labryrinthine procedure

by which the administration is controlled, our first impression is that

administrative abuses 'gust be almost impossible. Every possible act of

every official seems to have been foreseen, and every possible outlet from

the narrow path of honesty seems to have been carefully walled up. As the

English reader has probably no conception of formal procedure in a highly

centralised bureaucracy, let me give an instance by way of illustration.

In the residence of a Governor-General one of the stoves is in need of

repairs. An ordinary mortal may assume that a man with the rank of Governor-

General may be trusted to expend a few shillings conscientiously, and that

consequently his Excellency will at once order the repairs to be made. and

the payment to be put down among the petty expenses. To the bureaucratic

mind the case appears in a very different light. All possible contingencies

must be carefully provided for. As a Governor-General may possibly be
possessed with amnia for making useless alterations, the necessity of the

repairs ought to be verified; and as wisdom and honesty are more likely to

reside in an assembly than in an individual, it is well to intrust the veri-

fication to a council. A council of three or four members accordingly
certifies that the repairs are necessary. This is pretty strong Authority,

but it is not enco.ugh. Councils are composed of mere human beings,. liable

to error and subject to be intimidated by the Governor -General. It is pru-

dent, therefore, to demand that the decision of the council be confirmed

by. the Procureur, who is directly subordinated to the Minister of Justice.

When this double confirmation has been obtained, an architect examines the

stove, and makes an estimate. But it would be dangerous to give carte .blanche

to an architect, and therefore the estimate has to be confirmed, first by

the aforesaid council and afterwards by the Procureur. When all these
formalities- -which require sixteen days and ten sheets of.paperhave been
duly observed, his Excellency is informed that the contemplated repairs will

cost two roubles and forty kopektpr aboUt five shillings of our money.

Even here the formalities do not stop, for the Government must have the

assurance that the architect who made the estimate and superintended the
repairs has not been guilty of negligence.. A second architect is therefore

sent to examine the work, and his report, like the estimate, requires to be

confirmed by thecouncil and the Procureur. The whole.correspondence lasts
thirty days, and requires no less than thirty sheets of paper! Had the

person who desired the repairs been not a CovarnorCeneral but an ordinary
AlOrtal, it is impossible to say bow long the procedure might have lasted.

AftittimaroMONOWNWOMMtlit,mot*
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READING LVI

THE ROOTS OF TOTALITARIANISM -KIST IDEOLOGY

On the night of April 15, 19179 a sealed train sped on its way from Switzer-
land to Petrograd, the capital of Russia, tarrying the prophet of the
Communist Revolution, Nikolai Lenin. The Germans had dispatched Lenin to
bring even greater confusion.to,theirlRussian'enemies who were caught, up in
the chaos of revolution. Only a month. before a revolution had toppled the
old Tsarist regime and had established a parliamentary government; The new
government inherited the difficulties of fighting the First World War and
relieving a severe economic crisis. When the apostle of Harz arrived at the
Finland Station in Petrograd, he proclaimed that he had come to complete the
revolution. The workers would rule, Lenin said, and Russia would be given
peace, the workers would be given bread, and the peasants would be given land. ,

Seven months later Lenin and his followers seized control of the government
and set out to fulfill their promises.

The Russian Bolsheviks who took power in November, 1917, were guided by the
revolutionary ideology of Karl Marx. Their aim, they said, was to wrest
control of the means of production from the bourgeoisie and to place it in
the hands of the people. Their method, they proclaimed, would be to seise
control of the government in the name of the proletariat and use the power of
the state to achieve their aims.

How the Russian Bolstilviks planned to use the government to create a cemmiust
society is the subject of Reading LVI. The selections that follow are taken
from the prinouncements of Lenin and other Russian revolutionary leaders. As
you read the selections, keep the following questions in mind.

1. What were the aims of the Communists? What kind of
society were they trying to create?

How. did the Communists wish to change the patterns
of the old Tiarist society? Were there any elements
of the "old regime" that they wish to retain?

What Methods did the Cbmmunists intend to use to
accomplish their

Have Communist aims and methodi changed since Lenin's
time? Are the icicles of Lenin and Trotsky different
from the ideas of.Ehrushchev?
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THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO *

The basic ideas of Communism were set down by Karl Mars and
Friedrich Engels in a little pamphlet written in 1848. The
Manifesto deals with many subjects--history, economics,
political science and philosophy. The selection that follows
explains Marx's and Engels' idea of the state.

We have seen above that the.first step in the revolution by the working class
is to raise the proletariat to the position of the ruling class; to win the
battle of democracy.

The proletariat will use its political-supremacy to wrest, by degrees, all
capital from the bourgeoisie; to centralize all instruments of production in.
the hands of the state, i.e., of the proletariat organized as the ruling class;
and to increase the total of productive forces as rapidly as possible. . . .

These measures will, of course, be different in different countries.

Nevertheless in the most advanced countries the following will be pretty
generally applicable:

1. Abolition of property in land and application of all rents of land
to public purposes.

2. A heavy progressive or graduated income tax.
3. Abolition of all right of inheritance.
4. Confiscation of the property of all emigrants and rebels.
5. Centralization of credit in the hands of the state, by means of a

national bank with state capital and an exclusive monopoly.
6. Centralization of the means of communication and transport in the

hands of the state.
7. Extension of factories and instruments of production owned by the

state; the bringing into cultivation of waste.lands, and the improvement of
the soil generally in accordance with a common plan..

8. Equal liability of all to labor. Establishment of industrial armies,
especially for agriculture.

9. Combination of agriculture with manufacturing industries: gradual
abolition of the distinction between town and country, by a more equable
distribution of the population over the country.

10. Free education for all children in public. schools. Abolition of
children's factory labor in its present form. Combination of education with
industrial production, etc., etc.

When, in the course of development, class distinctions have disappeared and all
production has been concentrated in the hands of a vast association of the
whole nation, the public power will lose its political character. Political
power, properly so called, is merely the organized power of one class for
oppressing another. If the proletariat during its contest with the bourgeoisie
is compelled, by the force of circumstances, to organise itself as a class, if,
by means of a revolution, it makes itself the ruling class, and, .as such,
sweeps away by force the old conditions Of production then it will, along with
these conditions, have swept away the conditions for the existence of class
antagonisms, and of classes generally, sawn]. thereby have Abolished its own
supremacy as a class.

* Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, MAMIE= OF T1 CCNWIIST PARTY, (Chicago,
1888). .
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LENIN ON THE NATURE OF THE STATE *

Niko lei Lenin was the greatest .apoitle of Xi= in ussia. He
contributed so much to_Communist theory that modern r,ommunists
refer to the! doctrine 113 Ziarxista-Leninism. -The following
selection presents Lenin's theory"on the-state.

* From Robert V. Daniels, A DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF COMMUNISM, (New York:

Random House, 1960) 101-102.
. .. .

In this selection from hiS writings, Lenin exileins. Oat the victory for conmunism
will be won first by the vanguard aihe prOletariat;). te. Communist Party, in a

well organized xevolution.

-TROTSKY' ON' TERROR **

-Leos Trotsky was second only 'to Lenin in guiding the 1917
revolution that brought the Communists to power. A brilliant
orator, he was responsible -for Whipping up enthusiasm for the

Comraunist take - over.. In the *election below, Trotsky explains

the purposes ofusing tort* in the revolution.

From Leon Trotsky; TPRORISMAND betiONIS14 (Ann Arbor: University of

Michigan Press, 1961) 57-50.

1. thicselectien Trotsky argues that terrorism is *necessary to bring to heel

the dissiaeit capitalists,.ete:.:who light oppose. the revolution.

STALIN ON THE ROLLS OF TR PARTY

Josef Stalin succeeded Lenin as .the head of the Communist Party
and Premier of 'the Soviet* Union. After fighting off competition,

frail Trottky and other rivals,hi'accumulated *AMMO power and

ruled Russia with an iron hand for twenty-five years. The
following short selection givea, his- views. on the role of the

Party in the state.
.

*** From Sidney. Rook, WORLD COINUNISli (Ptinceiton, N.J. :. D. Van Hosts/Ina Co.,

Inc., 1962) 23.

In this excerpt Josef Stalin states that since in the land of the dictatorship

of the proletariat no political or organizational questions are decided withzut
directions from the Party, it could be said that'ths dictatorship of the
proletariat is in essence the dictatorthip of its vanguard, the*Party.
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ERMSHCHEVAND,TWE.20ThpARTT:CONGREps*

The *twentieth Congress of q!e.corgeountit.Potiy met in MO8e0il

in 1961. At the meeting Mikita_Khrushchev, then leader of

the Party and Premier of the Soviet Union, had the' following

new program drawn up.

* From "The Program of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union," in Dan N.

Jacobs, ed., THE NEW COMMUNIST MANIFESTO (Evanston, Illinois: Row,

Peterson and Co., 1962) 220-245 Law&

In this statement of policy, the former Russian chief of state explains that

Communism is aiming for the classless society, but that the dictatorship of

the proletariat most continue to insure economic growth to provide the necessary

conditions.

jammapoLni

THE WORLD or TUB SOVIET CITIZEN

Russian citizens live in a world where the decision-making power is held by.
a small elite. TN:citizen doel have the-right,to vote; in fact, he may get
in trouble if he fails to tura up at the polls. But the real power in the
society rests in the.Communist Party. The elected legislature is a mere
rubber stamp called together to approve what has already been decided. 1Nren.

much: of the private life of the Soviit-eitizen is controlled from above.. The
Party decides that prOgrams will be broadcast over the radio, what news,
articles will be carried in the presti.and what movies, plays and dance' will
be performed. - .

. _

Nhat,Its%it like to live in such a society? Citizens of a western democracy
. . . _

cannot appreciate how the daily lives of Soviet citizens are affected by the

decisions of the tiny elite who rule Russia. Yet it is the fundamental fact
of the Sovieteitizen's. existence that his rulersleakeminy of the decisions,:
that are.reserVed.to the individual in the United States... The Soviet leaders
believe, that they most make most of the decisions because they believe it is
the only way to SUMO out ihe,telnants:of therTsarilt regime and create a
communist society.

.r

S
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To what extant has the totalitarian regime changed the lives of Soviet
citizens? To what extent do Russians cling to the imperial past? To what
extent have the old habits of. the Russians helped the Communist leaders

establish their totalitarian regime? These questions must be answered if we

are to appreciate the world of, the Soviet citizen. Fortunately, much more
information regarding life in the Soviet Union has become available in recent
years. Western journalists have been allowed to visit Russia and to report
to their homelands what they' have found there. Reading LVII contains excerpts
fromene such report from Soviet Russia. Klaus Mehnert, the authOr of the
Selections on the following pages, was born. in Russia. He left there at the
time of the revolution but has returned, on visits several times in recent
years as a. iePorter for a German neispapet. As you read the following selec
tic)* frock' Mehnert's book, keep the follaing. questions in mind.

1. What decisions do Soviet leaders make for their
citizens that ordinary' citizens.' in the United Statsi
are allOwed to sake for themselves?

2. To whit extent .46i Mehnert's observations.reveal that
the Columnists have been able to achieve the goals
they have set for theiseives?

To what extent has the life Of the ordinary Soviet
citizen changed from the kind of life he led when
Wallace visited Russia?

To. what extent have the *Communist leaders built their
regime on the foundations of the Tsarist regime? To
what extent have they bUilt their society on the
basis of Communist ideology?

How .would you describe Mehnert's frail 'of reference?
Row would it affect hid reporting?

SOVIET MAN AMD.RIS .WORLD *

* ,From 'Klaus. Mehnert, SOVIET MAN RIS.WORLD (New York: Frederick A.
Praeger, 1961)>- 31- 38,-78 -81, 1834849.190-193 passim.

. Mehnert describes the attitude and motives. of the Russians and malaise* their
'origins inFthe society, of the Tsars and the ideals of _the ..Coimunists..



READING LVIIY

TOTALITARIANISM IN TO SOVIET UNION
4

The Soviet Union rushed headlong into the twentieth century. Under the regime

of the tsars Russia had fallen further and further behind her western European
neighbors. By 1914 she had only begunto develop.the kind of giant industrial

establishment which England, Germany and France had built. Her antiquated
system of'government.could neither rule her well internally nor cope with the

increasingly complex problems of an interdependent world. Her social structure
resembled a seventeenth century monarchy, more than a.twentieth century nation.
After the Bolsheviks seized power in. 1917,-they.had to accomplish in a few
decades what it had taken western Europe centuries to achieve. The Communist

elite modernized with a vengeance. Within the lifetime of one man, the Soviet
Union played a major. role in the defeat. of Bitter, became the second greatest
industrial nation on earth, opened positions of power and prestige to the
massof her citizens, spread her ideology to almost a billion people living
without her borders, and orbited a man in space.

A tiny political elite guided the Soviet Union toward these stupendous achieve-
ments. The members of this elite, which controls the Communist Party and
through the - Party, the formal Soviet government, makes all the key decisions
for the nation. They e"tablish the laws snd choose men to administer them.
They allocate human, capital, and natural resources to produce the goods which
they desire and to distribute them among the needs they think most important.
They even decide what plays are to be produced, what works of literature are
to be'published, what news is to go out over the airways, and what paintings
are to be displayed in museums. The SoViet leaders have used this great power
to catch up with the West. And they 'have done it at great cost in human
suffering: a cost which hat been ber4e by citizens both in the Soviet Union
andin the satellite nations which she has conquered.

Westerners consistently ask why Soviet citizen' are willing to be ruled in
this manner. Scholars have sUggested a number of answers. For example, there
is no doubt that typical Soviet citizens take great' pride in the achievements
Of their new nation and Are willing to hear the costs of making them.
Russians have also benefited from the consistent rise in the standard of
living, and'even though it remaini far lover than. American standards they are
grateful for theipMEis theirleaderelmainada. In addition, ,Soviet citizens
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believe that sacrifices made for a few years to increase the total of capital
goods will enable the society to produce huge quantities of consumer goods
in the future.

We must not overlook, hoVever,. the role .which Russia's past has played in
deteimining her present. Russia's nineteenth century political, economic,
social, and ideological life conditioned her people to accept modern total-
itarianism. Comiunist leaders after 1917 were able to draw on accepted
patterns of behavioeto support their own absolute rule. The ordinary Russian
citizen had learned from centuries of autocracy that he must obey his rulers.
He had learned from his leaders that.there is but one "Truth" and that he must
belielie in it. He had learned that it is Russia's mission to bring this
truth to the rest of the world. And he had learned that his role in the
proCass was to devote his life to the good of the entire community so that
Russia's mission might be achieved: Habits and beliefs such as these made
the construction of a totalitarian regime in Russia relatively easy.

Russians have known only autocratic political systems. Since the thirteenth
century, when the oriental Tartars swept across the Russian steppes and
established an autocratic empire, Russia has been subjected to one authori-
tarian ruler after another. The "Tartar Yoke" was thrown off in the sizteentk
and seventeenth centuries but it was replaced by the autocracy of the tsars.
When finally thetsars were overthrown in 1917, they were replaced by the.
*totalitarian regime of the Soviet commissars.

The Russian tradition of submission to authority, has roots thrust deep into
Soviet soil. The roots grow deepest in the Russian conception of the family.
The Russian father was an 'autocrat in his home. No one.could question his
authority. Family members believekthat any decision the father made was
made for the good of the family andits members: A father must be stern in
order to demonstrate his love for his children. How else could.he assure
that his sons and daughters will hew close to the path of righteousness?
If a father loves his children, he must see that thergrow'up as free from sin
as possible.

The ordinary Russian respected his tsar as he did his father. The tsar's
responsibilities for the Russian nation reaembled the father's responsibilities
for his family. In fact,*the tsar was known to Russians as "the Little Father".
Row this concept determined the relationship between tsar and peasant in the
nineteenth centuryWas noted in the journal of a German traveler, Baron von
Raxthausen.

The common Russian entertains no.slavisho but simply a child-
like, fear and veneration for the Czar; he loves him with
devoted tenderness. Hetecomes a soldier reluctantly, but,
once a soldier, he has no feeling of vindictiveness for the
coercion eierciseduponbdm, and serves the. Czar with utmost
fidelity. :..Whatever the Emperor commands must be done; the
Russian cannot conceive the impossibility of its execution; .0. 1/

1/ Baron von Haxthausen, THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE, ITS PEOPLE, INSTITUTIONS AND
RESOURCES, in Warren B. Walsh, READINGS IN RUSSIAN HISTORY, (Syracuse
University Press, Syracuse, ILIG, 1963), II, 351.
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The authority given to the tsar vu further buttressed by the Russian religion.
Russian. Christianity descended from the traditions of the Rasters Orthodox

Church. Unlike Roman Catholicism, which placed religious and secular leader-
ship in different: Mods, Eastern Orthodoxy did not support the separation of
church and state. The head of the state vas also to be the head of the
Church. Accordingly, the tsar was not only responsible for the secular
problems of his'people, but also for their sitvation.' As head of the Church,
his political commands carried the weight of religious dogma. TO oppose
that vas to oppose the Church - to oppose the will of Cod, Himself.

Russians submitted willingly to the commands of the tsar. On the whole, they
were unaccustomed to the idea that several competing sets of standards could
be tolerated in a society. InAtead they embraced one °Truthr the truth of
orthodox Christianity. Russians never developed a tolorstce for ideas that
deviated from those of their religious authorities. Western churches have
consistently questioned their beliefs and practices. The Russian Church,
however, never conceded that new ideas could be introduced into its dogma.
Consequently, Russians believed that there was but one "Truth" and that the
tsar and his religious advisers knew it.

BecaUse they believed that they alone possessed the true Christianity,
Russians accepted emission to bring this truth'to the rest of the world.
Russia had a great destiny, said the nineteenth century author, 00$01. In a
passage in which he compared Russia to a speeding troika, or sleigh drawn
by three horses, Cogollwrote,

Russia of mine, are you not also speeding like a troika which
nothing can overtake? Is not the road smoking beneath your
wheels, and are not the bridges thundering as you cross them,
everything left behind, while the spectators, struck with
portent, stop to wonder whether you be not a thunderbolt
launched from heaven? What does that awe- inspiring progress
of yours foretell? What is the unlnown force which lies
within your mysterious steeds?

'Surely the winds themselves most abide in the manes, and
every vein in their bodies most be an ear stretched to catch
the celestial message which bids them, with gold girded
breasts, and hoofs which barely touch the earth as they
gallop, fly forward on a mission of Cod? 21

The belief that Russia possessed the one true Christianity and that it was her
mission to bring it to the rest of the world, fostered the idea that the
individual Russian should devote his life t.the good .of the group. To carry
out her mission, Russia needed every,citisee to subordinate his life to the
task. The individual Russian had no identity.and no purpose outside the

V Nicholas Oogol, Dead gaga, in Hess Kohn, ed., BASIC HISTORY OP MODERN
RUSSIA, Van Nostrand, Princeton, 114., 1957, 1929-130.
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community that fooled his world. The typical Russian lived on a peasant
commune, or sir, as it was known in Russia. The wore At means not only
commune but also "world." To a very great extent, the air was the Russian
peasant's world. As westerners identify themselves by their last names, the
Russian peasant identified himself by his Ia. Outside the ea he was lost;
may from base, the peasant bad no purpose, no roots, no idea of where he
belonged.

Imperial litissia left, its mark on the Russian mind. The Soviet citizen was
accustomed to submitting to authority. Re had come to accept the idea that
there was one orthodox set of beliefs to which he must subscribe. 3e had
accepted the .Lelief that Russia bad a *Lesion to the world and that he must
be part of that 'mission. Re had grown up in the belief that the group was
more important than the individual, for die group gave a man identity and .

purpose. The ordinary Russian never developed a sense of individual freedom
in western terms. Freedom was not the opportunity to choose between elterna-
elves; rather it was freedom from having to choose. The Russian need not
bother about the hard decisi ons. in life. They would be.made for him by his
superiors, able to choose the correct alternative because they alone knew
the "Truth" which must "guide their decision.

The totalitarian rulers in Moscow have made good use of the Russian habits of
mind. The Communist leaders have substituted their authority, their orthodoxy,
their sense of sissies, .their sense of community for the old.Russian notions.
Rather than the authority of 'the tsar, the Russian submits to the authority
of the commissar. Rather than the orthodoxy of Russian Orthodox Christianity,
the Soviet citizen subscribes to the beliefs of Marxism-Leninism. Rather thaw
the mission of Cod, the individual Russian now devotes his life to the world
revolution of Communismi. Rather than identifying themselves with the Wm,
Soviet men and women identify with their Party, their factory, or their
collective farm.

But the ingrained habits of the Russians are not responsible alone for the
establishment of .0 totalitarian state in .the Soviet Union. Western political
thought also played a role. The Cossmaist prophet, Karl Marx, stated that
before the ultimate goal of a classless society was reached, a dictatorship
of the proletariat would be necessary to destroy bourgeois society. Marx
believed that western parliamentary governments were actually instruments of
bourgeois oppression. 'Just as the bourgeoisie oppressed the working class
through their ownership of the means of production, they created the parlia-
wintery state to allow thou to keep the proletariat in its place. To reverse
this terrible injustice, Marx said the proletariat would have to seize control
of the sachlnes and factories and the political system as well. A period of
dictatorship of the proletariat would follow during which the workers would
convert or exterminate bourgeois oppressors and thereby pave the way to the
establishment of a communist 'society in which the state would no longer be
necessary.

Lenin extended Marx's conception of the dictatorship of the proletariat to the
dictatorship of the Party. Lenin said that the entire working class could



not direct the development of a new order because so many. workers and peasants
were filled with bourgeois. ideals. Onlya handful: ofIneecould have the
dedication, the knowledge, and the ruthlessness to:implement the measures
necessary for changing the old order.. According to,Lenin a hard core of
revolutionary leaders would'beize the government in es name of the prolate:w
tat and begin the construction of a socialist society. They would begin by
confiscating all of the privately owned factories and farms from their owners.
These would be turned over to the state. The former bourgeois owners Woulei
be compelled to work. for the state or be liquidated. DireCting this process,
would be the worker's elite, the Communist Party.. According to communist.
theory, when the process was completed and all remnants of bourgeois society
eliminated, a new classless. society would 'be created and there would no,
longer be any need for a state apparatus to oppress one class or another.,
The state could then,'in the words of the''Communist prophets, "wither away."

This goal has definitely not been met in Soviet Russia.. Nor is there much
evidence that the RUssiens.have progressed toward the classless society. In
fact, the state has grown more powerful rather than weaker.. Instead of
giving up its position to the people, the totalitarian elite has actually
accumulated more and more power in its own'hands.

The. elite has used this power to modernize-the economy. -The entire economic
system is planned by'a.central committee which decides each year what goods
'to produce, how to produce them, and how to distribute them.. The planning
committees take general guidelines from Party officials and turn them into
concrete proposals.' During the entire period since 1917,:the emphasis has
been on the production ofCapital goods - the factories, transportation
systems, and twat essential to theimoduction.of other goods.' Additional
capital goods are absolutely essential to rapid economic:growth, for only by
supplying each worker with. more tools'can his productivity per hour increase.
But at the same time, the standard of .living has been edging steadily upwards.
Every student of the. Soviet Union admits that the typical citizen has more of
the world's goods today than he did in 1914.

Economic progress has not been steady. After the Bolsheiyiks made peace with
GerMany.during Worldlier I, they tried to Communize the economy in one fell
swoop. But factory'lproihIcticmt broke dowev'end peasants began to refuse to

produce for the cities'sinCe they got nothing in return. Consequently. the New

Economic Policy was laufthed in 1921 under which Russia returned partially'to
.a system of private ownership and Production for profit. Prosperity returned
to the countryside becautie peasanti worked hard on their own plots of land,
and, the production in'industry (106i:wed Oda& Then in 1928 Stalin launched
the first of the Fivit'Fear Plaits 'under which the regime pressed farmers into
collectives and'once again. brought industry firmly under state control.
Literally millions of wealthy peasants, celledltUlaks, were killed for their
opposition to these policies. 'an fact theiRuisianilave never solved _their
agricultural problems. Fifty per cent of their'lebor force still tills the
soil. In the United States, less than fifteen per cent 'of the labor force
are farmers.
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World War II set Russia back anew. Much of the war was fought on Russian soil.
Millions of her young-men and women fell before the Nazi rifles and billions
of rubles in property were destroyed. After the war, Russia regained part
of this loss through commandeering material from the lands she conquered, but
most of her recovery came from her Gen resources. The new Five Year Plans
called for ever-increasing productivity. Although the economy has often
fallen short of the goals set, by the regime, the gains are still impressive.

Russia still continues to.111 far behind the West in the standard of living
of its citizens. The standard of living doss not go up more quickly because
of the goals of the regime. Anxious to catch the West and convinced that the
West would destroy her if given the chance, the Soviet Union has invested
very heavily in armaments and in new factories. The arms bring her a measure
of security. The factories provide goods to supply the armed forces and
additional capital goods to build still more mills and factories. Although
the members of the elite who control this vast system invite criticism of
details about the way in which it is run, tbcy will not permit attacks on the
principles of their policies* In the modern Soviet Union, as in the times of
the tsars, the people accept, they.do not initiate or criticize basic policies.

Of course, Soviet citizens do vote; in fact, they are required to cast
ballots. But they do not elect the effective decision makers. The men fog
whoa they vote, members of the Supreme Soviet, are in reality only rubber
stamps. The members of the Politbureau of the Communist Party make the key
decisions which the Supreme Soviet inevitably endorses, usually by a unanimous
vote. Unlike the United States, elections in the Soviet Union are designed
to demonstrate support for the regime rather than to seek guidance from
citizens for future action. Today Soviet citizens file past the tomb of Lenin,
praising him just as they once praised "The Little Father of All the Russias."

The Soviet social system is now more open to talent than it ever was in the
time of the tsars. Free public education is provided for everyone with
competitive examinations determining which men and women go on to secondary
schools and colleges. Those who survive this rigorous competition end up with
the best paying jobs and frequently with admission to the Communist Party
whose members make up the elite of the Soviet Union. The old elite of rich
noble landowners has thus been replaced by a new-one of scientists, engineers,
generals, politicians and scholars. But while the old elite was recruited
in the nurseries of the nobles, the new one comes from the schools. Still the
Russian people accept the idea of an elite governing class just as they once
acceped the position of the nobility.

Thus the contemporary Soviet Union is a peculiar blend of the old authoritarian
traditions of Mother Russia and the new philosophy. of Marxist-Leninism. Rooted
in the Russian past, totalitarianism in the Soviet Union has received grafts
from the West. A unique totalitarian state with these two eleients blended
together has emerged. How much it will change in the next few decades may well
play a vital role in the future of the'free world.
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UNIT XV

ADOLF HITLER AND THE NAZI REICH

Stating the. Issue

In 1933 a funny little man :lith a broom like mustache and a droop
ing forelock became chancellor of Germany. He and his Nazi cronies
established a totalitarian regime which heaped indignity, death,
and destruction on the German people and their European neighbors
fog: twelve years thereafter, The ovens at Buchenwald, the gas
chambers at Auschwitz, and the ruins of the bombedout cathedral
at Coventry still stand as testimony to the scourge a Adolf
Hitler and his Nazi Reich.

The twelve years that Hitler ruled Germany and threatened the
survival of western civilization stand out as one of the most
barbarous episodes in the history of Europe. Never before had
any one man used the powe:1 of the state sc ruthlessly to degrade
human lifer- The Hitler era was so ghastly. that westerners wish
they coup blot it out from their memory. The whole period seems
to have been a monstrous mistake, as 'if for a brief moment the
humanistic ideals of western society were forgotten in favor of the
rantings of a demented little man.

Yet Hitler's Nazism was the ugly and deformed child of western
Civilization. The Fuehrer combined the samo genes that created
humane western democracies to produce his monstrous off-spring.
What were these elements of western civilisation, and how did
Hitler combine them? What were the characteristics of the .

German people who supported Hitler? Why did they support him?
Nov were the ideals of Nazism translated. into practice? These
are the questions* we must answer to understand how Nazism 11.1411

born. They are the-18666s vpse.shiab this unit focuses.
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READING LIX

THE GERMAN PEOPLE AND THE NAZIS

In 1929 a world-wide depression struck all of the industrialized countries of
the western world. Unemployment rose to staggering .heights and production
fell to new lows. In its wake, the depression brought suffering upon inillices.
The peopled of every vestern nation sought some remedy for their distress. In
the United States .and.England the. government was given broader powers to deal
with economic problems. In .France the voters turned from one panacea .to

...::ariether,' hoping:to .find At...sO/ution. In Germany, the people vested power in
Adolf Hitler.

But%why Hitler? .:Other nations did,,uot turn to totalitarian dictators in the
1930's.*L. Certainly:part of the answer can be explained by Ritter's intrigues
in the government-and his use of the storm troopers to terrorize his opposition.
But part of. the explanation must also be sought in the will of the German
people themselves, .for over 17,000,000 of than voted for Adolf Hitler in the
elections of 1932 and1933. Who supported.Ritler and why?

Reading LIZ- provides you,.with evideace to.answer this question. It begins with
', a brief history. Of ,Germany from 1919 to 1933. Next come three party programs

written during the 1930....s. These three programs repretent the appeals of three
.parties to the German pe.hple. They are followed by case studies of represent

iative Germans. Although these case studies are fiction n that noe of the
people, ever lived,, they are based upoO facts. Each case represents what is
known about various types. of .people who lived in Germany in the 1930's. Your
teacher will ask .each- of you to read one of the case studies. As you study
the party platforms and your case study, keep the following questions in mind:

.

1. How do the three parties differ in their programs for
Germany? Which has the more extreme program?

-Which one of the parties would the person in your

1

case study support? Why would he support that party?

1
3. What can you learn about the general conditions in

.

1 Germany prior to 1930 Irma these case studies?
1

THE WEIMAR REPUBLIC AND THE RISE CIF HITLER

'After centuries of autocracy, -the Geraan.nation founded a Republic in 1919.,
The republican constitution written at Weimar skillfully combined elements of
the parliamentary systems of western Europe and the independent executive of
the United -States.' With this excellent constitution the future of the German

.rePublie 'looked-. promising. -.But the new democracy was doomed to failure.



In the first place the republican government signed the peace treaty at

Versailles. Since Germans believed that the treaty placed unjust burdens and
imposed ruthless punitive measures on Germany, the new government won the
opposition of many elements in Zeman society at the very start. At the same
time those who had been responsZle for losing the war, the Raiser's Lovernmsnt
and military ,,eaders, escaped my of the blame. Hence, to many Germans the
glories of the Fatherland were associated with'the autocratic government of
the Emperor and the efficient military machine of the:generals, while ethe
lowest ebb of the nation was associated with the WeimarRepublic.

Secondly, the new government was plagued with mtny groups which wished to over-

throw it immediately. German'communists wished to establish the same kind of
regime that had been developed in the Soviet Union while right wing groups
wished to re-establish the old monarchy. These groups started several minor
rebellions against the government, among them .the first attempt of Adolf
Hitler's National Socialist German Worker's Party to overthrow the government
by force. With so many enemies, the Republic's future was very uncertain.

Third, even the friends of the Republic contributed to its downfall. Those
who supported the Republic did not group themselves into two or three parties
each appealing to a large group in the German population. Rather they separated

into many parties,each with its own program. Consequently, no one party was
ever able to achieve a majozity in the German parliament, the Reichstag. With
so meny groups .cometing for political power, the government was very unstable..

Coalitions of parties had to be formed in order to carry on the process of
governing. Whenever a minor disagreement arose between the parties of the
coalition, the government would fall and a new government with new policies
would have to be formed.

Germany also had great economic difficulties. In 1922 rampant inflation almost
ruined the Germa economy. At or point it took a bushel basket of money to
buy a bushel of potatoes. The value of currency declined to such an extent
that the weekly salary of many Germans was worth only the price of one street
car ride. Germany recovered from this currency debacle, but was continually
plagued with demand* of the World War I allies tbet she pay the reparations
payments assessed in the Versailles Treaty.

Despite these difficulties, Germany seemed well on the road to stable govern-
ment and a prospering economi.in the late 1920's. Able men such as Gustav
Stresemann were-able to weather Germany's political and economic storms and
the war hero, Faul von Hindenberg, was able to acquire more respect for the
new government when he became its president. During the last years.. of the

1920's the German economy began to prosper, government crises began to lessen,
and German life returned toward emcee normaroutine.

Then came the blow. In 1930 a world wide depression shook all of &trope and
the United States. The German goverpment was rocked to its unstable found'
tions. It was unable to deal effectively with the increasing economic distress.
Adolf Hitler's Masi party, which had never amounted to sack during the 1920's,
suddenly got a new lease on life.
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Hitler had used his period of relative obscurity to prepare well for the time
when he would-be able.to.,work his way into power. He had developed a private
army for the ,Hatitonat Socialist Party by recruiting hOodltims into"an 'organize-
tion known as tho Storm Troopers. All over Germany he had,istablished local
party organizations which could spread Nazi propaganda and recruit members.
He had.developed .a "cabinet", Within the party, organisation so that when the
chance` `came to take power he would. have .men preparld to. Carry Out the admin.-

,istration of the government. .

Hic.iler's,,Opportunity;came.in 1932. His Nast party won the most seats. in the
Reichstag inan election. that year. The German leaders had to deal with him
.if .-they were to .form an effective government. For .a, while they tried to work
around him by .forming a coalition Of all the other parties; When this fotiled
Presielent-Hindenterg celled for a neweliction. The 14413/.11 lost seats in the
:elett4rn,' but ,they.still rematined,the most powerful party in the Reichstag.
Hindianberg-Was.then:persuaded.to call upon Hitler to be Chancellor, thinking
that the other Political leaders could control his. Thii assumption proved
to_be wrong, for.Hitier called for.new elections in March, .1933. Using the
Power,of the. government he terrorized tisvopposition, 'burning newspapers and
Wrecking radio stations. As a final stroke he burned-the Reichstag building
and blamed the -cc:nfligration on the CommUnista. In the election the Nazis
received a .majority of ,the seats,tn,the Reichstag.. Iumediately the Nuts
gave dictatorial power to their Foetus and time march toward a totalitarian
regime.was.begun.
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PARTY A

We are committed to the overthrow of the presently existing, oppressive
bourgeois republic. and all- of its imperialistic,--capitalistic. economic Inid
ocial:institutions. The party fervors:

1 The abolition of 'private property and the development of
the conson productive mschioery for the common good of the plunge..

2. The establiehment of land reform programs which will
nationalise the usage of laid for the common good of all the
people. The state will own, run, and maintain the productive
forces of agriculture.

3. The ownership by the people through its apncy,' the state,
of all the industrial productive forces of the nation in order.
that they might benefit all *the people rather than the capitalists.

4. Organisation of the government under worker's councils to
replace the *oppressive bourgeois regime.

5. A foreign policy devoted toward bringing about more
harmonious relations between Germany and her natural ally
against capitalism, Russia.

To the German people: The cause of your misery is the oppressive domina-
tion of international capitalism which seeks to exploit the labor of the
worker, especially the German wo;ker, in order that the capitalists sight
enrich themselves. Germans, smite to rid yourselves of this terrible burden.
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PARTY B

This party Wishes to establish in Germany a. democratic republic and to allow
Gensany.to take its place among. the free governments of Burope.

1. The Party declares that it is committed, to supporting the
. present German Republic, . in 'order that the principles of freedom
anddemocracywill -continue in the councils of the German Govern-*
sent and that justice. will .,/ive in the hearts of our German countrymen.

2: The Party states that it will honor all of Germany's obligations,
political and financial, in order. that Germany's honor and respect
will not be decreased in the *eyes of the world,

3.. The Party sets as one of its major goals the establishment of
a mors equitable arrangement of paying reparations in order that
future payments will not beharmful. to.the Germany economy as *a
whole. But the Party accepts Germany's responsibility for.paying
the reparations.

4. To stimulate.emplo3rment, the Party will seek to create more..

jobs by undertaking an extensive program of public works.

`5, To aid the personal burden of German workers who are not
employed,- the Party will establish an unemployment insurance
program which Will provide the necesiities of life for the us-

' emPloyed for a six month period.,
. .

6. To aid farmers, the Party will grant...eubsidies to holders of
..". small farms in order that they mill not.. Cattail production in a

period of falling prices.

7. To ease the tax burdens of all germane, the Party will attempt
to take Significant economic.aeasure&so that government spending
will not be wasteful in its operation. One such cut in expenditure
mightwell be in military appropriations.

6. The Party believes in the right of those who disagree with it
to speak and write on those issues without interference.



This program is declared to be inalteiable. The leaders have no intention,

once the aims announced in it have been achieved, of setting up fresh ones,

merely in order to increase the discontent of the masses artificially, and

so ensure the continued existence of the party. .

1. We demand the union of all Germans, including. those In Austria,
to form a` Greet Germany.

2. We demand the abolition of the Treaty of Versailles.

3. We demand that the State shall make as its first duty, the promo-
tion otthe industry and livelihood of the citizens of the State. Tf

it is not possible to nourish the entire population of the State, non-

oftizens of the State, that is those withoUt German blood (Jews). must

be excluded from this protection of the State. They will not be allowed
to pursue certain occupations, nor to live from the honest industry

of the German people.

'4. We demand therefore: the abOlition of all incomes not earned
by work, namely income from interest and dividends.

5. We demand the confiscation of all profits made by war-profiteers.

6.' We demand a fundamental reorganisation and reorientation of the

'government which hitherto has remained subservient to the demands of

Germany's enemies.

7. We demand the formation Of a large national army, provided for
by universal military conscription.

8. We demand the maintenance of production levels by state decree.

9. We demand the stabilisation of the currency by state decree.

W. The state: shall see to the raising of the standard of health in
the nation by protecting mothers and infants, prohibiting child labor,
increasing bodily efficiency by obligatory-gymnastics and sports.

11. That all the foregoing requirements may be realited, iwe.demand the
.creation of a strong central power, especially a strong executive
power, based upon the Party's leaderchip principle.

We believe that our nation can only achieve permanent health from within on
the priaciple: The common interest before self.
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Hermann Struts is a lieutenant in the German Army. He bad been a lieutenant
in World War I. and had fought on the Western Front. He came from a long line
of military officers, he had gone to the German Military Academy, and he was
proud of the German military heritage'. He was proud from hie personal point
of view, since family had been part of that tradition, and from a general. point
of view, in that Germany had Always boasted a fins army which had accomplished
many things for Germany's ,well-being. The reason Hermann hasn't been promoted
in over ten years is because the German Army was made quite small by the terms
of the Treaty of Versailles, and since there were fewer promotions. In the
olden days, Hermann probably would have been at least a captain by now, be-
cause he was a good and resourceful officer, and in all likelihood he probably
:would have been a major. 'He was resentful, too, of the fact that Germany, under
the Versailles Treaty, was forced to give up her military tradition. He believed that this had done' irreparable barn to Germany's honor, and to his honor
as a soldier. He felt that the present government should not have signed the
treaty, and, that the German Amy should have been allowed to resist the
treaty. If only the government had given the army the go-ahead to do so,'
Germany, and he would not be in the position they now found themselves.

CASE #2

Otto Hausmann works in an automobile factory in Berlin. His trade union has
been very active in working toward and achieving better working conditions and
higher .wages. The union hasn't been as successful as Otto would 'like because
of the terrible conditions of inflation after the war. Otto believes that
the union will continue to fight for his rights and that with continued peace
will come prosperity. 'People will then be buying more cars and peaceful rela-
lions with other countries, will Allow for an export trade since everybody
knows that German cars are superior.. Otto rather enjoys his position in the
union. He is a group leader elected by his fellow workers. The group leaders
meet often and discuss the various problems. Sometimes they meet with factory
officials. Otto doesn't think this has accomplished a great deal for the
workers but he likes to be consulted and to feel he has some say in the factory.
Some of the members in the trade union have some rather stragge ideas about
the trade unions taking over the goVernment; this bothers Otto; he thinks that,

. the government has enough to .worry about with all the agitators around. If
the government didn't have to ,be so .concerned with its position it could do
more for the workers.

CASE #3

Eric vora Ronheim was the chief ticeautive of the German firm which made brakes,
pistOns, and other parts for Cerium automobiles. He Was extremely concerned
Over the present economic situation, in 4ermany.'.. Less production meant less
profit_ for his company. Of counts; she felt, if Germany had not been treated
the way 'she had at Versaillies An4 if:Abi'wero allowed to produce goods for
her own consumption without the herdsmen* tax that vie 'imposed by the present. .
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government in order to payoff the reparationa the Allies bad demanded, then.
perhaps things would be a bWbetter. ,,AS it was, Aerlany still had to pay
the reparations aid could not because' Germany was in A depression. One of
the reasons Germany was in a deptestitiel4ledIelieved, was 'because Germans
had been so heavily taxedtwpaY for- rAteretions that they did not have enough
money tobuy GermattiOods, atkhenCe'thereWasiess demand in Germany for
German goods. Since the:other countries' were depressions,'too, there now
was no foreign market -for And even' if Germany were to come out
of the depression, .Eric felt, it Would dolittle good, since the increased
income would only go to paying:off.thesa reparations. Eric was worried about
another menace, AM,: namely the large number. of Communists in Germany who
wished to set up the same kind of:government4n Germany that Russia had. Of
course if this were to happen, he and his kind would receive no mercy from the
ungrateful Workers who were employed in his factories.. Then again, this would
mean becoming subservient to Geriany's old enemy, Rut**.

CASE #4

Frau Anna Self, an elderly grandmother dotes on her twelve grandchildren. She
would have had many more, she feels's, if her two eldest boys had not been killed
in the last war. Although of course her oldest daughter is a nun and two mere
of her ten children died in infancy. Al devout Catholic and ploud of her
Bavarian heritage, Anna is concerned about the "young whipper snappers" who
parade about the streets with guns and talk "war talk." Anna thinks that the
Church should have more influence over the people today. Germany is going
through bad times and sometimes Anna has trouble getting enough money to feed
her retired husband and herself, let alone a visiting grandchild. She
remembers when dairy products to make the .old Bavarian dishes were plentiful,
but no more. The last war, heathens and *moral men in government helped to
bring this sorry state about. The emphasis on industrialisation and "new-
fangled things" bothers her.

CASE #5

Wilhelm Schultz ii a peasant who works with his father on their farm in East
Prussia. His uncle, who lives just a few miles away now, lived in the area
of East Prussia that was made into Poland (Polish Corridor) by the Verlaine,
Treaty. Wilhelm gets reports about how the Poles mistreat the Germans from
his uncle. Wilhelm's grandfather lives in Berlins. not tee far away, but yet
his family never goes to see him because it means they have to cross part of
Poland to get there and the travel restrictions make it difficult to go.
Wilhelm, whose schooling had taught him great love for the German heroes like.
Siegfried, was ,very dismayed when he learned that the government had signed
the peace treaty which had put'mat*Sermanse.like his uncle, under the rule
of:the Poles. Then again, he saw people who went against the basic Prussian
values he had been taught in school, rise to respected positions in government.
lle saw in them.a distpact.and distasteful lack of moral discipline--they were .

often drunk and caroused a 'treat deal. ibis'was not the way Prussians should
behave, he thought. Of course, be and his father were audios that times were
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hard. Berlin had once been the great market for the produce of his father's
farm, but now it ma impossible to ship goods to Verna, because they had to
cross the. Polish Corridor. Of course the depression did not m-ke things any
easier. And then the Communists, who were not too far away in Russia, had been
a constant threat to Wilhelmand his father because they advocated the end of
private property. Wilhelm and his father were prgnd of the land they worked,
they were proud to call it their own land --it seamed to give them anadded
dignity; And.the Communists wanted to take that away from them- -the last
thing in the world which-seemed to offer any kind'of reward. ,And they were just
across'the border!

CASE #6

Wolfgang von Kohler is a prominent attorney who attended the University of
Bonn, majored in the liberal arts and has a strong sense of the value of
German cultural, literary, and historical traditions. He believes that the
great gifts of the German people to western civilization have been ignored.
He would like very Much to see the newly created German democratic republic
leadthe way to a.democraLic Europe. In the Republic, he believes, should be
united all the German democratic traditions. What upsets him are the rather
unfortunate, methods oftenused by the Weimar Republic in repressing the parties
of the extreme left more. cruelly than those of the extreme right. However,
Wolfgang's sense of justice is more outraged by the deprecatory attitude
accorded to the German.Republic by the allies, particularly by the French.
He, and other like him who believe in Germany and human dignity, would show
the others countries that the German example once agaitiwould lead that of her
contemporaries.

CASE #7

Henirich Munchen was the owner of a small grocery store in Munich. For years
his father, and then he, had run this little store, and.for years it made just
enough extra money that his father could put a little money away for him to
go to the university. Since he chose not to go to the university, the money
stayed in the bank. But he saw a use for it. He had two boys, both very
brilliant.. One wanted to.be a doctor, and the other wanted to bean engineer.
The money would be put to good use--it would pay for their education. That
is, the money his father had saved, and the money he had saved by making
sacrifices. The store was a'nice little business for the family. But in 1927,
inflation had hit Germany because the German government had kept printing more
and more money to pay off the reparations. Since the money was not backed up
by anything economically solid, it had become worth less and less. TOo weeks
before his oldest son, Friederick, was to go to the university, the bank had
called him and told him that his savings were now worth about enough to buy
three postage stamps. The bank asked him if he wanted the stamps, or should
they just discontinue his account. This was quite a blow to the old man but
it was even more of a blow to his sons, who had been counting on going to
college. Though Heinrich was philosophical about such things, his sons asked
him what kind of faith could one put is a system which ruined a man. What good

4.
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was hard work and saving if the result of such. efforts was completely wiped
out by external uueeen force* over which- one. bad no control? And now; in
1930, there seemed to be little that could be done to regain the losses,
since people were not making a lot of minty, and therefore could not buy.as
many groceries as they had before. Again this was due to no fault of Heinrich,
and his sons could not 'understand why they should place their faith in the
old system .which had brought these tragedies upon their father and them.
Moreover, the competition from the big department stores and chain stores
made it extremely difficult for Heinrich to compete for customers.

READING LX

NAZISM IN THEORY

The Communist regime in the. Soviet Union (draws its ideology from the.West.
Karl..Marx and Friedrich Engels were both Germans- schooled in the philosophical
though; of ainetesnth century Europe. Their basic assumptions came from the
scientific., thought and the romantic ideas of. the previous two centuries. They
were also influenced by the impact of the industrial revolution on the lives
of workers and by a belief in bringing about' changeby armed revolt which
came from the French Revolution.. Modern commute= is a western ideology just
as modern democracy has its roots esnk firmly into western soil.

But %lila of Noised BMWS ideology seems to deny the major values and
ideals of western civilisation which we have been studying in this course. He

'was certainly not the direct heir of the humanism of the Greeks. He violated
many of the legal principles of the Roman Empire. TM teachings of Christiana
ity, the emphasis on individualism which sprang from the Renaissance, the urge
toward world peaCe-all these western ideas and many others were foreign to
his thought.

We must remember, however, that the West has presented many faces to the world.
We tend to identify the West with the ideals and institutions that America
bolds dear. Many Americans deny that.communism has roots in the Vest. Yet
it has. Its leOntli in..some places touch the. same.sources as the roots of demo-
cracy; in others, they grow from quite different origins within western
traditions.

Reading LX Concentrates on the matter of the origins of Nazi ideology. The
selections that follow contain some of the major ideas. that guided Ritler's
Third'Heich. As you read, consider the following questions.

.41... dal*
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What are iiitler's ideas about the nation and nationalism?
Are these ideas similar to or different from the ideas of
earlier German:nationalists?

What ,are the .basic elements of Nasi political theory oc
explained by Hitler and Huber? Is there any relationship
between their ideas and. the ideat of earlier political
philosophers, such :as Rousseau, Locke, or loasuet?

What .are the basic assumptions that Hitler makes about
race? Rae would a nation's social structure be organised
according to these principles ?.

What are Hitler's ideas on foreign policy? How do they
relate to the conditions imposed upon Germany by the
Versailles Treaty?

HITLER ON RACE AND NATIONALITY *

Adolf Hitler did not invent racism. The racial ideas expressed
-. in the following paragraphs were derived from the works of two
nineteenth: century philosophers., Gobineau .and Houston Stuart
Chamberlain. These w.110 71,an wrote .long books elaborating the
theory that the progress of history depended upon the superior
races of mankind, and 'that the most superior race was the Aryan
race, orthat race that lived .in northern Europe.

* Prom Adolf Hitler, HUN KANN, Ralph Mannheim, trans. (Roston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1943) 383-84, 394, 642 passim. .

In these aeleCtionii, Hitler explains his theory of the folkish state. Re
states that the highest concern of the state is the preservatiom of those
racial elements that made it great.

thin ON THE 2312 OP THE PARTY Is*

Hitler was the leader :of: the :National *Socialist German -Worker's .

Party which was the..only party allowed 'to -exist after he achieved
Power. In the followin peak* be explains the role it is to
play in creating the folkish state.

to* Proiii Adolf Hitler, 14Y NEWARDER, .Reoul de Roussy de Sales, ed. (low York:
Reynal ..1941): '290.-293 peseta,.

In this selection Hitler argues that the leadership of Germany should be given
over to the Nazis for they .are the most racially pure, tbo most courageous: and
the most na4onalistic
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ALFRED ROSF2i8ERG ON RACE AND NATIONALITY *

Though Hitler proclaimed the Nasiliacist views tothe Ceram
people in his speeches and books, the major source of the
ideas regarding Race and: nationilitY was the pen of Alfred
Rosenberg, a Nazi writer.

* From Raymond E. Murphy et al., READINGS ON FASCISM AND NATIONAL 'SOCIALISM,
(Denver: University of Colorado Press) 72.

Rosenberg argues that nationality is dependent upon the strong race predominating,
hence the racial strains in Germany musCremain pure.

=ST HUBER ON THE FORM PRINCIPLE **

The leading political scientist of the Nui,Retch was Ernst
Rudolph Huber who, in the following selection, explains the
basic leadership principles of the Nazi ideology.

** From Raymond Z. Murphy, fa., 74-75.

Huber argues that the will of the people is embodied in one man, the P'uehrer,

sad therefore, Genies. Rust give. unquestioning obedience to him.

READING

MIMI IN PRACTICE

lit lees opportunity to put Isis theories into practice cane in 1933. By a
combination of intrigue, terror and popular support, the head of the Nisi
Party became the bead of the Germs nation. littler and his Masi cohorts

isnsdiately created a totalitarian state and started the programs that trans

latod ideals Auto reality.

Ties initial efforts of the Nazis did such to create order out of the chaos
into which Germany bad fallen. Um Hitler achieved power 6,000,000 Sermons
were unemployed. Within a year almost everyone was back at work The old
unstable government was replaced with a very efficient, highly organised
machine that was capable of asking decisions quickly. Hitler's reassertion

of Germany's power in internatitkIal relations .gave Aso to great national pride.

1st the Carson people bad to buy the new stability, prosperity and pride at a
tremendous price. They bad to accept the translation into practice of the
Masi ideology. Reading LRI contains documents that provide a partial chronicle
of what Nazi rule meant in Germany and Europa. As you read, consider the
foliages questions:

1. Nov did Hitler establish the Masi state? kat is the
relationship between the Masi state and Nast political
theory?

2. What did litter do about race? Are these practices the
logical consequence of.the theories on race?

3. Now did Hitler treat the nations of Europe? Does this
treatment follow logically from Nast ideology/
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ESTABLISHMENT OF TIE MI REIM *

"Decree of the Reich's President for the Protection of the People and State"
(February 28, 1933)

In virtue of paragraph 2, Artle.48, of the German Constitution, the following
is decreed as a defensive measure against Communist acts of violence, endanger.
jug the state:

Art.,I. Sections 114, 115, 117, 118, 123,124, and 153 of the Constitution
of the Jerson Reich are suspended until further notice. Thus, .restrictions on
personal liberty, on the right of free expression of opinion, inoluding freedom
of the press, on the right of assembly'and.the right of association, and

. .

* From Raymond P. Stearns, PAGEANT OF MOPE (New York: navelworts, Brace,
1947) 812-813.

This selection gives the of several acts denying basic freedoms, creating
the one-party itate the elevation of, the national socialist Getman worker's
party to the position of ruler ogitheleiah.

RACE. TliE0k 1:11 PRACTICE **
.

** From Raymond P. Stearns, oo. 315-816. 973, 974.

These famous decrees :.(Nuremberg Laws) virtually outlaw the Jewish people.
They fOtbid marriages with Jevs, the right of Jaws to protection of the Nazi
Reiali, and 'the right to citizenship it Germany. . .

Y TES 111111AUSOWELON ***

*** Fredr Leon, Polio:My, :HARVEST OF NATE (Syracuse, New York: Syracuse University
Press, 1954) 194-96.

This reading graphically desetibmis the erscution of thousands of Jews in a
gas chamber. .
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THE NAZIS AND THE WAR *

The following selection is taken from the indictment of the,
Allied War Crimes Commission that tried the Nazi: leaders
after the SeCond World War. The indictment specifies what
the Nazis did when they moved into a conquered nation.

PLUNDER OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PROPERTY

The Defendants ruthlessly exploited the people and the material resources of
the countries they occupied, in order to* strengthen the Nazi war machine, to
depopulate and impoverish the rest of Europe, to enrich themselves and their
adherents, and to promote German economic supremacy over Europe.'

The Defendants engaged in the following acts and practices, among others:

2. They Seized raw materials and industrial machinery in all of the occupied
countries, removed them to Germany and used them in the interest of the German
war effort and the German economy.

1. They degraded the standard of life of the people of occupied countries
and caused starvation, by stripping occupied countries of foodstuffs for
removal to Germany.

5. They
occupied
labor in
tions of

* From U.

established comprehensive controls over the economies of all
countries and directed thiar resources, their production and
the interests of the Glum war economy, depriving the local
the products of essential indultries. .

S. Department of. State, TRIAL OF WAR CRIMINALS,. (Washington,

of the
their
papule-

1945).
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8. In further development of theix.plan*of Criminai_exploitation, they
destroyed industrial cities, cultural monuments, scientific institutions,
and property of all typs..in the occupied territOries.to eliminate the

possibility of competition with Germaiy.

The Germans approached monurientS*.0.4ittwe(,:dear:te the Soviet people, with .

special hatred. They broke up. t*.istfite ttie.siet :Pushkin inAikhailovskoye,
desecrating'his grave, and destroi0g.thkneighboring villages and the
Svyatogormonastery.,

They destroyed the estate and museum of Leo Tolstoy, "Yasnaya Polyena" and
desecracad the grave of the great writer. They destroyed in Klin the Museum .

of Tachaikovsky. and in Penaty, the museum of the painter Repin and many others.

The S&A conspirators destroyed 1,6.70 'Greek Orthodox Churches, .237 Roman
Catholic Churches,.67 Chapels, 532 Synagogues, etc. . e

The overall value of the mar!xial loss which the U.S.S.R. has borne, is
computed to be .679,000,00,000 rubles, in state prices of. 1941.

Follwing the German occupation of Czechoslovakia on 15 March 1939.the
defendants seized and stole large stocks of rawmaterials, copper, tin, iron,
cotton, and food; caused to be taken to GerMany large amounts of railway rolling
stock, and many engines, Carriages, steam vessels and trolley buses; plundered
libraries, laboratories, and art museums of'books, pictures, objects of art,
scientific. apparatus and furniture; stole all gold reserves and foreign ex-
change of Czechoslovakia, including 23,000 kilograms of gold of a nominal
value of L5,265,000; fraudulently acquired control and' thereafter looted the
Czech banks and many Czech industrial enterprises; and otherwise stole, looted
and misappropriated Czechoslovak public and private property. The total sum
of defendants' economic spoliation of Czechoslovakia from 1938 to 1945 is
estimated at 200,000,000,000 Czechoslovak. crowns. .

GERMANIZATION OF OCCUPIED TERRITORIES

In certain occupied territories purportedly annexed to Germany the defendants
methodically and pursuant to plan endeavored to assimilate those territories
politically, culturally, socially and aconomically into the German Reich. The
defendants endeavored to obliterate the former national character of these
territories. In pursuance of these plans and endeavors, the defendants
forcibly deported inhabitants who were. predominantly non-German and introduced
thousands of German colonists.

In the Department of the Upper Rhine, the Lower Rhine and the Moselle, the
methods of Germanization were those of annexation.followed by conscription.

1. From the month-of August, 19402 officitJ, who refused to take the oath
of allegiance to the Reich were - expelled.. On Sept-amber 21st expulsions and
deportation of populations began and on November 22nd, 1940, more than 70,000
Lorrainers or Alsacians were Ariven into the South zone of France. From
July 311, 1941, onwards, more than 100,000 persons were deported into' the



Eastern regions of the Reich or to Poland. All the property of the deportees
or expelled persons was confiscated. At the same time, 80,000 Germans coming
from the Saar or from Westphalia were installed in Lorraine and 2,000 farms
belonging to French people.were transferred to Germans.

2. From 2nd January, 1942, al/ the young people of the Departments of the
Upper Rhine and the Lower Rhine, aged from 10 to 18 years, were incorporated
in the Hitler Youth. The same thing. was done in the Moselle from 4th. August,

1942. From 1940.all the French schools were closed, their staffs expelled,
and the German school system was introduced in the three departments.

3. On the 28th September, 1940, an order applicable to the Department of the
Moselle ordained the Germanization of all the surnames and christian names
which were French in form. The same thing was done from the 15th January,
943, in the Departments of the Jpper Rhine and the Lower Rhine.

4. Two orders frcm the 23rd to 24th August, 1942, imposed by force German
nationality on French citizens. . . .

READING LXII

FASCISM: DENIAL OR FULFILLMENT OF WESTERN TRADITIONS?

The horrifying specter of Hitler's Reich threatened the very heart of western
civilization. The relentless march of the Fuehrer's armies menaced the
security of the liberal democracies. In addition, the attraction of Europeans
to totalitarian ideas nearly undermined the value system on which democracy
was based. Every western country--indeed, nearly every country in the world-
included groups which wished to establish either Communist or Nazi societies
An their country. Even though the Liberal democraciesprevailed in the great

iwar against fascist totalitarianism, the totalitarian idea has not been purged
from the world. Communist totalitarianism still attracts millions of people
while fascist totalitarianists.has by no means disappeared.

Totalitarianismwhether it be of the left in Communism or of the right in
Nizism--seems*completely alien to western traditions. Westerners pride them-
selves in their democratic institutions which give freedom and equality to MU.
The humanist traditions of.ancient Greece reinforced by the Christian ideal of
brotherly love have implanted humanitarian ethics in western hearts. The
democratic market economy aims .at material well-being for all men. Nationalist
feelings in western nations have given men a sense of common purpose with their'
fellow citizens in sharing and promoting the humanist- democratic ideals.
Totalitarianism seems to deny all this.

The Communists and the Fascists have rejected democratic institutions for
autocratic dictatorships. ,They have denied men freedom as they forced them
to meet the needs of the state. They have rejected the principle of equality
by elevating party members over ordinary citizens and the "master race" over .

"inferior" strains. They have seized command of the economy to make it meet
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their needs rather than fill the needs of all people. They have used nation-
alism to set citizen against citizen in,the accomplishment of their goals.
Most horrible of all, they have degraded millions of humeri beings in concentra-
tion camps, Siberian exiles,.and mass. murders. Put if totalitarianism emerged
in the West, does it.not have.rootsplanted deep in the soil of western
traditions?

Nazi.totnlitarianism grew from seeds sown in the French Revolution. Hitler's
Fuehrer principle had its antecedents in Rousseau's idea of the General Wiil.
Hitler stressed the idea that he and he alone could give the Germans leader-
ship to achieve their destiny. He would embody the will of the German race
and carry it to its ultimate mission. Likewise, Hitler wawa "democratfr
tyrant" as Napoleon had been. At every .stage of his career throngs of German
people rallied to his support and willingly gave him control of their separate
destinies..

From the nineteenth century emerged the concept of nationalism which gave
emotional support to Hitler's claim to leadership. The Germane were a proud
people degraded by emir loss in the First World War. Hitler made them
proud again by ste:ding up to their former conquerors. He, appealed to their
national pride and asked them to give their lives to him that they might
fulfill Germany's historic mission. The Germans responded to the call. Their
intense nationalistic feeling WI3 translated into unwavering support for
their' Fuehrer.

Hitler's dictatorship also had its roots in the autocratic systems of the
western heritage. Louis XIV and Napoleon both aimed at total control of their
nations, just as Hitler did. The autocrats maintained their power because
they accomplished what the nation wanted. In Germany, the autocratic tradi-
tion was strong. Autocrats had achieved German aims. The Icings of Prussia,
Frederick William and Frederick the Great, had expanded Prussian territory.
The autocratic statesmanBismarck, had successfully unified Germany. On
the other hand, liberal democrats had failed the nation. The liberals at the
Frankfort Assembly' of 1848 had attempted to unify Germany under a constitu-
tional monarchy and failed,. Similarly, the democratic Weimar Republic of
the 1920's had signed wharves to Germans the disgraceful Versailles treaty
and had allowed Germany to,deteriorate into chaos and weakness. To Germans,
the autocratic tradition had been a greater force for achieving national
objectives than the democratic tradition.

Hitler's racist ideas also had their origins in western thought. Even though
the West is responsible for introducing modern ideals of equality to the
.world, a strong undercurrent of ideas justifying inequality runs through the
western heritage. The idea that there is a natural aristocracy based upon
birth,end breeding has peraisted in all western societies. Certain men are
elevated.above.others merely because they were privileged to be born to the
right parents --pan Athenian citizen rather than a foreign-born merchant, a
Roman patrician; ratherthan *slave, * medieval nobleman rather than a serf,
an English industrial4stet'ether thin a factory worker. In Hitler's Germany,
One was privilege#W born *o.nonmJewish parents.



The Nazis believed that the Aryan race was far superior to all other races
of mankind. They believed that the Aryans-.-or the Germans--were responsible
for all the major aavancements of civilization: The'great.corrupters of
civilirltion, on the other hand, were the.Jews. The idea that the Germane
were a superior race and the Jews inferior has hid a long history in Geimany.
Tacitus, the Roman historian,liret described the. Germans as a blond, blue-
eyed people who had exceptional strength and skill. In medieval literature,
the Jew was always painted as the great enemy of Christian civilization.

Hitler derived his racist ideas from:the nineteenth century thinkers Count
Joseph Arthur de Gobineau and Houston Stuart Chamberlain. Both Gobineau and
Chamberlain claimed that theyhad presented scientific evidence demonstrating
that the Aryans were a superior race and that the Jews were inferior. Though
neither Gobineau nor ChaMberlain was a.Geriaan, their ideas were picked up
and spread throughout Germany by.the great romantic composer, Richard Wagner.
Wagner popularized the myth that Germans were a superior race in his colossal
Operas. Many Germans were prepared for Hitler, therefore, when he enunciated
his_racial doctrine from the Nazi pulpit..

Though these seeds of Nazi totalitarianism had been sown in western soil,
their growth into Hitler's Reich was not inevitable. The anxiety of Germans
in the 1920's was required to bring fascism into full bloom. Germany in the
1920's was a nation in social, economic and political chaos. Germany's
Weimar Constitution which was established at the end of the First World War
was discredited from the start. The constitution had been shaped by the same
men who accepted Germany's inglorious defeat and the despicable (to Germans)
.ternis of the Versailles Treaty. Almost immediately groups were formed to
overthrow the constitution by force. Hitler's National Socialist German
Workers' Party was one of these groups. He and his followers had attempted
.a putsch in 1922 and failed. Others tried the same forceful method of
overthrow.

Though the Constitution provided a measureof stability and the government
was able to survive the various attempts against it, chaos reigned in politi-
cal circles. At least twenty-seven different parties competed for control
of the Reichstag, the German parliament, with the result that no one party
ever obtained a clear majority. Loose coalitions were formed between the
parties to carry on the task of governing, but they would fall apart at
the slightest disagreement. This political atmosphere intensified the old
conflicts between various regions in Germany and between workers and capital-
ists. As a result, Germans longed for the days when orderly government
would return to their land.

At the same time 'that different ministries were comtngand going in the govern-
ment, wild fluctuations disrupted the nation's economy. In 1922 such hyper-
inflation of German currency occurred that it tooka bushel-basket full of
money to buy a bushel of potatoes.. After this currency\defikas Germany
slowly but surely began to rebuild hereconomy until; in 1929, her credit
running out and her markets drying up, Germany,joined the rest of the world
in general economic collapse. By 1932 nearly 6,000,000 workers, were unemploy-
ed, and* the deficit in the budget mounted to $400,000,000.
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Into this atmosphere of instability and blight stepped Hitler, armed with
hie Nazi doctrine. Because the doctrine was grounded in elements of the
German past--intense nationalism, confidence in autocrats, Rousseauian ideals,
and racist beliefs--Hitler appeared to be within the western. tradition. This
was no alien "crackpot" attempting to completely alter the course of history.
Hitler sincerely believed himself to be .the fulfillment of western ideals.
He believed he was the agent who would create the ultimate utopian society
toward which western civilization had been heading for centuries.

Hitler's rise to power was the result of careful preparation. He had system-
atically fashioned his party during the 1920's to make it ready to seize
power when the opportunity came. The party organization closely paralleled
the organization of the Geiman state. Hitler created a party cabinet which
contained all the ministries of the German cabinet, such as the ministries
of agriculture, justice, economy, interior, labor, and so on. .lie had also

created two new posts to be included in the government when he took over--
the minister of ezineering, culture and race, and the minister of propaganda.
Not only did Hitler have all the civilian organs of'the government in his
party organization but he had a military force as well. The Nazis recruited
street ruffians and army veterans into a powerful military organization called
the S.A. (Sturmabteilmale or storm troopers). This band of hoodlums main-
tained party discipline by beating up recalcitrant members. They also pro-
tected Nazi meetings, and terrorized those who actively opposed the party.
From. he most loyal members of the S.A. Hitler created his personal bodyguard,
the S.S. (Schutzstaffel)..

After the unsuccessful putsch in 1922, Hitler resolved not to take over the
government by force but to infiltrate it by constitutional means. As the
chaos intensified in Germany, more and more Germans turned to the Nazis for
answers to their nation'sproblems. Gradually Hitler's representation in
the Reichstag increased to the-point where any party which wished power had
to cooperate with the Nazis to obtain a majority. Hitler was finally called
to become Chancellor in 1933. '114 immediately set out to destroy the republic
and create the Nazi state.

In the guise of legality he destroyed the Weimar Constitution. Article 48
of the Constitution /tilted that the President could pass laws by decree if
granted that power by the Reichstag. He could suspend civil liberties and
use the military to carry out his program. Hitler had this power extended
to the chancellor by the enabling act of March 24, 1933, and used his newly
won power to completely eliminate the opposition.

Once in power, Hitler governed by brutality and, terror. He systematically
eliminated all those who would oppose him within and without his party by
murders and violent assaults. First to go were the leaders of the storm
troopers who might challenge his leadership. They were all murdered shortly
after he gained control of the government in what was called "the night of
the long kntves." Next, newspapers and radio stations.that might mount
opposition to him were destroyed. Then religious leaders were carted off to
concentration caps. Politicians.who would not cooperate with the government
found themselves captured and hauled away. Teachers and professors my3terious
ly."disappeared."
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Free from opposition, Hitler began' the Construction of his totalitarian
regime. Anything and everything 'was cOntrelled by the Nazi party in the
government. Painters could not paint, writers could not write, architects
could not design without the consent of the government. Sports were nation
alized and run by the Nazis. Midis and plays *became state mechanisms of
propaganda. Even courtship and marriage** controlled by the government,
as was raising of a family..: It became the citizen's-duty to create offspring. .rfor the state.

A very small elite was able to impose this total Control on Germany, ,primarily
because technological advances had made, it possible. The radio provided
a huge audience for Hitler's voice. At anyone moment he could talk to every
German citizen merely by standing before a microphone connected to the air
waves of the radio network. Hitler's voice was made for radio. He was one
of themost spell-binding orators in history. On any day that Hitler went
on the air to address the nation, the streets, of normally busy cities. Would
be deserted as German citizens sat by their radios to hear the words of the
Fuehrer.

Modern communications also made it possible for Hitler and his Nazi elite
to get information easily. A mere phone call 'would suffice to tell the
Fuehrer that a problem needed attending to. Hitler could also use modern
communications to tell his party workers what they .should do: With such
rapid communications facilities it was. possible for Hitler to concentrate'
all of the decision making power in his own hands, for he did..not have to
wait days to get the information he needed for making a decision and wait
still more days to make his wishes known to the German people.

As Hitler gained total control over Germany he set outto gain total control
over Europe and the world.. He violated the terms of the Versailles Treaty
by building up his military force beyond the maximum limits set by the treaty.
He militarized the Rhineland area in disobedience to the peace terms, and he
got away with it. The former allied powers were either unwilling or unable
to oppose him. Again, in complete violation of the treaty terms he completed
the union of Austria and Germany in Match of 1938. In September, 1938, he
obtained ,possession of the western part of Czechoslovakia by out-maneuvering
the Prime Minister of England and the Premier of France. The rest of Czech-
oslovakia was grabbed off by Hungary and Poland. Then in September, 1939,
Hitler unleashed his blitzkrial or lightning Ear on Poland. At this point
England and France resolved to stand in his way'. But they put up no attentive .opposition and within the year he had conquered and laid claim to Denmark,
Norway, Holland, and Luxembourg. He concluded an alliance with Stalin to
gain' time, and then invaded France.

. .

Within six months, France, id.ch luktio.vaiiantly withstood the German armies
for three years in World. War It fell under the might of Hitler's Wermacht
or war machine. .Hitler then Aurned.on Russia and penetrated deep into her
interior. He began' to.:bomb Great iritilik..syetematically to prepare for an
invasion og the island nation. Ho Bout troops to North Africa under the

. t.
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command of the brilliant General Rommel to hit at Great Britain's supply

route through the Suez Canal.

In fighting the war Hitler and the. Nazis subjected the people of Germany and

the conquered nations to cruelty and degradation. Millions of Frenchmen,

Danes, Belgiansr Poles, and'Norwegians were uprooted from their homeland,

brought to Germany, and forced to work in labor camps and German factories.

Hitler was determined to see that the rest of Europe served the "master race."

The cruelest measure of all was the herding of millions of Europe's Jews into

.concentration camps of Buchenwald, Auschwitz and Dachau. There they suffered
the gravest indignities; families were separated, the men and women going

into separate barracks where they were forced to live and sleep in tiny

pigeonholes like so many pieces of mail. Ultimately 'Axe Jews were subjected

to mass extermination in the gas chambers and furnaces of the concentration

camps. In all, 6,000,000 European Jews perished in Hitler's holocaust.

Not until 1942, at the battles of Stalingrad in Russia and El Alamein in

Egypt, was the relentless march of Hitler's armies halted. Not until 1944

did Allied forces invade Hitler's fortress of Europe and not until 1945 was

his Reich destroyed. Hitler committed suicide in a bunker in Berlin in

April of 1945, but only after he had flooded the subways of Berlin where

women, children and wounded were housed to protect them from the Allied

Bombings. Hitler was determined that if he should perish, so should Germany.

So the little dictator died, and with him the Nazi state, leaving the world

to puzzle how such a thing could have came to pass. Did Hitler's Reich

have its roots in the western tradition? Most certainly it did. The

Rousseauian concept of the general will combined with the aristocratic and

autocratic traditions of Europe in. general and Germany in particular gave

rise to the "democratic tyrant" that was Hitler. This tyranny festered and

fed upon the intense nationalism of the Germans. The combination may have

been frightful, it may have been extreme, but it was western nonetheless.
Totalitarianism is *western invention.
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UNIT XVI.

THE DEVELOPMENT OrEQUALITY IN THE WEST

ftegagAillauta

Everywhere lathe modern world mankind clamors for equality. In
the Uhion.of South Africa a smallgroup of white women maintain a
vigil of silence against their government's policy of Apartheid.
to the southern United States and in our northern cities masses
of Negroes march, sit, and demonstrate for equal rights. In India

-.-Millions of untouchables protest their lowly position in society.
Like nationalism, the idea of equality generates impassioned
speeches, emotional pamphlets, and the willingness to sacrifice

\ oneself for a cause. Like nationalism, the idea of equality has
seized the hearts and minds of men. And like nationalism, the
Idea of equality is extremely difficult to define.

The struggle.forequality:began in earnest with the democratic
revolutions of.the eighteenth century.. The American D_ eclaration
of ,Independence, and the French Declaration of the Rights, of Man
and the Citizen were the first formal statements of equality by
revolutionaries. Though the surge for equality has taken place
,itt Modern times, the idea of equality is as old as western
civilization's Hebrew-Christian and Graeco-Roman origins.- Social,
political and economic arrangements, however, denied the principles
Of:eqUalit in :practice." The medieval social system divided men
into.threeunequal classes; absolute monarchies, like Louis XIV's,
denied equal participation in political affairs; and the distribuf
tion of income according to class lines also made men unequal.

Many of the eocial, economic and political barriers to equality
have been destroyed in the last two centuries, but, at the same
time, new challenges to the concept have arisen. The pursuit of
workable institutional arrangements to achieve equality has proven
to be an eluiive chase. This unit is concerned with that pursuit;
it deals with such questions as "What is meant by equality?"
"What justifications.hsveleen given for the principle of equality?"
"What challenges to the*realization of equality hew arisen in the
modern world?".and "What:sOciale. political, and. economic arrange-
meats have western nations divisetto create equality?"
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READING LXIII .

THE IDEA, OF EQUALITY IN THE WEST

The belief in equality is not, automatic. Most civilizations in the past
have not accepted the idea that all men are equal. .The Chinese sage,
Confatius, stated that there are two classes'of.men - the superior, intel-
lectual rulers and the inferior, stupid ruled. The ancient Greeks coosidered
themselves superior to foreigners - bs*barians, they called them. Men of the
Middle Ages accepted as the natural course of human affairs that.there were
three classes of men - nobles, clergy, and commoners, none of them equal to
the others. Primitive societies have generally held that older men are super.
for to younger men and that. men are superior. to women. Indian civilization has
divided men from men by an elaborate caste system. Virtually all civilizations,
until.one hundred years age, had masters and slaves.

Delipite repeated insistence thatmen are not equal, prophets, philosophers,
politicians, and scientists in the West have asserted over and over again
the idea of equality. 'Their justifications of equality have varied according
to time and place as have their definitions. Throughout the ages, however, .

they have pleaded through pamphlets, books and speeches for institutions and
social structures that recognize all men are equal. Only in the past
two hundred years,' however, tai western civilization taken the prophets of
equality seriously. Only in 4ie.past two hundred years have peoples attempted.
to create societies that recognize the. equality of men.

Reading LXIII presents some of the arguments western men have offered in the
cause of equality.. As you read these excerpts, consider the following
qUestioni.

1. What do the writers mean by the idea that all men
are equal? Do they believe all men are the same?
Do they-mean that all men should be treated alike?

,

Do all of the writers agree On the same. definition
of equality?

3. How does each.writer justify.his conception of
equality? Can you group the justifications of
equality into two or three groups?

4e What institutional, social, and economic arrange-
ments would each writer favor to briig about the
irealization of equality in practice?
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EPICTETUS: THE GREEK VIEW *

Epictetus was a Greek Stoic philosopher who lived in the first
century.A.D.

He that has grasped how the World is ruled, has learned that this community

which consists of God and men, is the foremost and mightiest and most compre-
hensive of all communitloa. That from God have .descended the seed- of life,
not to my father only acid father's father, but to all things that are born and

grow upon the earth, aud in an especial manner to those endowed with Reason

(for by Reason man is conjoined with God) why should not such a one call
.himself a citizen of the weld? Why should he not call himself a son of God?

Should he fear anything that come to pass in the world of men? Shall kinship
with Caesar, or any other of the great at Rome, be enough to hedge men around
with safety and consideration, without i thought of apprehension: while to have

Cod for our Maker, and Father, and Einsman,.shall.not this set us free.from
sorrows' and fears?

THE CHRISTIAN IDEA **

The following selection is from the words of. Christ, as recorded
in the Gospel of Matthew.

When the Son of man shall come in his glory, and all
then shall he sit upon the throne of his glory: And
ed all nations: and he shall separate them One from
divideth his sheep from the goats: And be shall set
hand, but-the goats on the left.

Thenishall the Ming say unto them on his right hand,

Comet-ye:.bleased:of my Father,:
Inherit theicingdomprepared foryoU from the
For:I_was hungtYand ye'say.e.Se meat:
I.Was thirsty, and ye gave me, drink:
rwaS-a strangeri.and ye took me in:
Naked, and ye:clothed me: .

I was sick,'4nd ye visited me:
I was in prison, and. ye came unto me.

the holy angels with him,
before him shall be gather -.
another, as a Shepherd,
the sheep on his right

foundation of the world:

Then shall the righteous answer him, saying,

Lord, when saw we thee hungry, and fed thee?
or_ thirsty, and gave thee drink?
When saw we thee a stranger, and took thee in?
or naked, and clothed thee?
Or when saw we thee sick, or in prison, and came unto thee?

And the King shall answer and say unto them., Verily I say unto you,
Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren,
ye'have done it unto me.

THE SAYINGS. OF VICTIMS, tr. by Hastings CrossLye, in the Harvard Classics
(Collier and Sonollew York: 1909), 121-122. .

***Gospel according to St. Matthew, -ch. 25; verses 31-40. (Dartmouth Bible.
translation)

. %.
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THE ROMAN VIEW *

Cicero, who wrote this selection, was a Roman politician and
philosopher in the first century B.C.

That animal which we call man, endowed with foresight and quick intelligence,
complex, keen, possessing memory, full of'reasoh and prudence, has been given
a certain distinguished status by the supreme God who created him; for he is
the only one among so many different kinds.and varieties of living beings who
has a share in reason. and thought, Ithile all the rest are deprived of it But
what is more divine, I will'not :say in man only, but in all heaven 'and earth,
than reason? . . . Hence we must' now conceive of this whole universe as one .

commonwealth of which both gods and men-are members.

. .And so, however we may define 'man, a single. definition will apply to all.
This is a sufficient proof that there is no difference, in kind between. man
and man; for if there were, one definition could not be applicable to 'allimen;
and indeed reason, which alone raises us above the level of the beasts, is
certainly common to us all. . . And speech, the mind's interpreter, though
differing in the choice of words, agrees in the sentiments expressed. In fact,
there is no human being of any race who, if he finds a guide, cannot attain
to virtue.

THE DECLARATION OF. INDCPENDENCE

The Declaration was written by Thomas Jefferson and adopted by
the 2nd Continental Congress in the summer of 1776.

We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that
they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among
these are lifeoliberty, and the pursuit of happiness. That, to secure these
rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from
the consent of the governed.

THE DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS OF MAN AND THE CITIZEN

This declaration was adopted by the French National Assembly in
August .of 1789 as the basic principles'upon which the ***volution
was Ito be based.

Article I. Men are born and remain free and equal in rights. Social distinc
tions canbe founded upon comMon.utility:

II. The aim of all political association. is the conservation of the natural
rights of man. These rights: are liberty, property, secmity, and resistance
to oppression.`.

III. Law is the expression of the general will. All citizens have the right
to assist personally, orby representativesi. in its formation. . . .All citizens,
being equal in the sight of the law, are equally admissible to all dignities, .

places, and public employments according to their capacity, andwithout distinc
tions other. then their virtue and talents...'./..

* Prom Cicero, THE REPUBLIC AND THE TANS, At'. CO V. %yet.
(New York, C. P. .Putnam: 1928).

'~44410411111040fTs
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THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO *

The Manifesto was written by Karl Marx andFriedrich Engels to
state the philosophy of Communion. It remains the basic docu-
ment of the Communist movements`

The history.ot'all hitherto existing societies is the history o4 class struggles.
Freeman' and slave, patrician and.plebien, lord and serf,sUildmaster and
journeyman, in a word, oppressor and oppressed, stood, Lb constant opposition
to one another.

Our epoch (is) the epoch of the bourgeOusie. . .Society as a whole is more
and more-splitting up into two great hostile camps. . .Bourgeoisie (the
capitalist class) and Proletariat (the urban working class). .The
bourgeoisie haS at last, since the establishment of modern industry and of the
world-market,'.. Conquered for itself, in the modern representative state,
-exclusive sway.:. 0 .The bourgeoisie. . .has left no other connection between
Man and;man-than naked self-interest, than callous "cash payment."..

The immediate aim of the Communists is. . .formation of the proletariat into
class,:overthrow o the bourgeois of supremacy, conquest of political power

by the proletariat. The distinguishing feature of Communism is not the
abolition of property generally, but the abolition of bourgeois property. But
modern bourgeois private property is the final and most complete expression of
the system. that is based on class antagonism, on the exploitation of the
many by the few. In this sense, the theory of'the Comiunists may be summed
up in'a single sentence: Abolition of private property I Communism de=
prives no man of the power to appropriate the products of society; all that it
does is to deprive him of the power to subjugate the labour of others by
means of such appropriation. . . .

The proletariat. . . will (sweep). away the conditions for the existence
of class antagonism, and of ,classes generally, In place of the old
bourgeois society, with its classes and class antagonisms, we shall have an
association in which the free development of each .is the condition for the
free development of all.

* From CAPITAL, THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO, AND OTHER WRITINGS BY. KARL MARX,.
Max Eastman, ed. (Modern Library: 1932), 320-343 passim.

AN ANTHROPOLOGIST'S VIEW **

The following selectiot.: was .written by an eminent American
anthropologist, Ashley Montagu, wholes devoted much of his
professional life to the study of race.

** From Ashley Montagu, WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT "RACE," (Anti- Defamation League of
B'nai B'rith) 15-16, 39.

In this selection the noted anthropologist, Ashley Montagu, argues that there is
no scientific evidence to indicate that one race is superior to another.
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READING LXIV .

NINETEENTH CENTURY CHALLENGES TO THE IDEA OF EQUALITY

The French Revolution raised the banner of equality and set it flying over
western civilization... Every0here, men who had.been accustomed to living An
highly stratified societies with rigid, class distinctions, began to'clamor
for equal rights. It was,tho law of nature.and nature's, god, they said, that
all men should live. in societies.where the institutions made it posz!lle to
enjoy equal rights.

Though the principles of-the French Revolution had become a mighty force in
nineteenth century Europe and America, other social forces were also at work.
New forces, such as the industrial Revolution, and old forces, such as the
tenacity with which men clung to old ideas and values, complicated the develop -
tent of institutions which reckoned with the idea of equality.

Reading LXIV provides you with some evidence for assessing the impact of these
old and new forces on the idea of equality. As you read these selections, keep
the following questions in mind.

1. What were the barriers to the development of equality
in western nations?

2. What were the sources of the barriers to equality in
the. nineteenth century?

3c What could be done to tear down the barriers to equality?

VOTING AND REPRESENTATION IN LOUIS PHILIPPE'S FRANCE *

King Louis Philippe of France came to the throne by revolution.
The French forcibly removed the reactionary Bourbon King, CharIaLX
in,1830 (the descendants of Louis XVI were restored to the French
throne after the fall of Napoleon). The France of Louis Philippe
was a constitutional monarchy. The Ring's power was checked by a
Chamber of Deputies, who was elected in the manner prescribed by
the following extract from the election-law.

Title I

1. Every Frenchman enjoying civil and political rights, fully twenty-five.
years of age, and paying 200 francs of direct taxes is an elector, if he ful-
fills the conditions fixed by the present law. . 6

Title V

59. No one shall be eligible t' (sit in) the Chamber of Deputies, if, at the
day of his election, he is not third' years of age, and if he does not pay 500
francs of direct taxes, . . .

67. The deputies receive neither salary nor expense money.

* F. 14. Anderson, THE CONSTITUTION AND OTHER SELECT DOCUMENTS ILLUSTRATIVE
OF THE HISTORY OF FRANCE, 1789-1907, CR. W. Wilson, Minneglolis: 1908)
513 -14.
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FRANCOIS GUIIZOT DEFENDS THE ELECTION LAW *

Francois Guizot was the leader of the bourgeois Chamber of
Derities that sat under the reign. of Louis Philippe. In the
following speech he defended the electoral priaciples of thL,
,regime.

* From Thomas C. Mendenhall et al., QUEST FOR A PRINCIPLE OF AUTHORITY IN
EUROPE, 1715-PRESEN, (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1948) 150.

In this speech Guizot argues that Unless a man has money he is not deserving
of the right. to vete. Guizot explains that wealth is the mark of ability,
and hence will insure only able men voting.

AMERICA'S PECULIAR INSTITUTION **

In the nineteenth century, the United States, though independent,
was an extension of European civilization. A large proportion of
the American population had been born in Europe, and every
American (save the Indians and Negroes) was a descendant of
European ancestors. In the new land, these Europeans fashioned
new institutions, among.them the one described in the following
selection by Frederick Law Olmsted who traveled through the South
in the early 1850'3.

. I am now about to describe what I judge' to be the most profitable estate.
that I visited. It was situated upon a tributary of the. Misassippi, and
accessible only by oz-casional steamboats; even this mode of communication being
frequently interrupted at low stages of the rivers. The slaves upon it formed
about one twentieth of the whole population of the county, in which the blacks

.
** From Frederick Law Olmsted THE COTTON UNGDCN (New York: Mason Brothers,

1861) 193-234 passim.
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considerably outnumber the whites. At fie time of my visit, the owner was
sojourning upon,it, with his family and'several invited guests, but his usual
residence was upon a small plantation, of little productive value, situated
in &neighbourhood somewhat noted'for the luxury and hospitality of its citi-
zens, and having a daily mail, and direct railroad and telegraphic communica-
tion with New York. This. was, if I am not mistaken, his second visit in five
years.

The property consisted of four adjoining plantations, each with its own negro-
cabins, stables, and overseer, and each worked to a great extent independently
of the others, but all contributing their crop to one gin-house and warehouse,
and ,all tnider the general Superintendence of a bailiff or manager, who con-
stantly resided upon the estate, and in the absence of the owner, had vice-
,regal power over the overseers, controlling, so far as he thought fit, the
economy of all the plantations.

Each overseer regulated the hours of work on his own plantation. I saw the
negroes at work before sunrise and after sunset. At about eight eclock they
were allowed to stop for breakfast, and again about noon, to dine. The length
of these rests was at the discretion of the overseer or drivers, usually, I
should say, from half an hour to an hour. There was no rule.

The number of hands directed by each overseer was considerably over one hundred.
'The manager thought it would be better economy go have a white man over every
fifty hands, but the difficulty of obtaining trustworthy overseers prevented
it. Three of those he then had were the best he had ever. known. He described
the great majority as being passionate, careless, inefficient men, generally
intemperate, and totally unfitted for the duties of the position. The best
overseers, ordinarily, are young men, the sons of small planters, who take up
the business temporarily, as a means of acquiring a little capital with which
to purchase negroes for themselves. .

The whip was evidently in constant use, however. There were no rules on the
subject; that I learned; the overseers and drivers punished the negroes when-'
ever they deemed it necessary, and in such manner, and with such severity, as
they thought. fit

I happened to see the severest corporeal punishment of a negro that I. witnessed
at the South while visiting this estate. am manner of the overseer who
inflicted the punishment, and his subsequent conversation within about it,
indicated that it was by worsens unusual in severity.

"Was it necessary to punish her so severely?"

"Oh yes, sir," (laughing again.) "If I hadn't, she would have done the same
thing again tomorrow, and half the people on the plantation would have followed
her example. Oh, you've no idea how. lazy' these niggers are; you Northern
people don't know anything about it. They'd never do any work at all if they
were not afraid of being whipped." ..
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THE CONDITION OF THE WORKING CLASS IN ENGLAND *

The coming of industrialization to England helped create such
conditions as those described in this excerpt from the testi-
mony given before a parliamentary. committee in the .1830's.

Have you ever been employed in a factory? - Yes.
At what age did you first go to work in one? - Eight.
How long did you continue in that occupation? - Four years.
Will you state the hours of labour at the period when you first went

to the factory, in ordinary times? - From 6 in the morning to 8 at night.
Fourteen hours? - Yes.
With what intervals for refry :"-went and rest? - An hour at noon.
When trade was brisk what were your houri? - From 5 in the morning to

9 in the evening.
Sixteen hours? - Yes.
How far did you live from the mill? - About two miles.
Was there any time allowed for you to get your breakfast in the mill?

- No.
Did you take it before you left your home? - Generally.
During those long hours of labour could you be punctual; how did you

awake? - I seldom did awake spontaneously; I was most generally awoke or
lifted out of bed, sometimes asleep, by my parents.

Were you always in time? - Po.
What was the consequence if you had been too late? - I was most

commonly beaten.
Severely? - Very severely, I thought.
In those mills is chastisement towards the latter part of the day

going on perpetually? - Perpetually.
So that you can hardly be in a mill Without hearing constant crying? -

Never an hour, I believe.
Do you think that if the overlooker were naturally a. humane person it

would be still foOd necessary for him to beat the children, in order to keep
up their attention and vigilance at the termination of those extraordinary
days of labour? - Yes; the machine turns off a regular quantity of cardings,
and of course they must keep as regularly to their work the whole of the day;
they must keep with the machine, and therefore however humane the Blubber may
be, as he must keep up with the machine or be found fault with, he spurs the
children to keep up also by various 'Means but that which he commonly resorts
to is to strap them when they become.drowsy.

At the time when you were beaten for not keeping up with your work,
were you anxious to have done it if you.possibly could? - Yes; the dread of
being beaten if we could not keep up 'with our work was a sufficient impulse
to keep us to it if we could. . .

* From "Report of Committee on Factory Childrenlo Zabour,". in PARLIAMENTARY
PAPERS, 1531-32, XV, 95-97.
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SOCIAL CLASSES IN NINETEENTH CENTURY RUSSIA *

In eastern Europe, the largest of all European .0:>ates was also
the most backward. The changes that had Swept Europa for, three
hundred years never came to Russia. An Englir& traveler, Sir
poptild lltee; made the following observations in the 1850's.

* From Warren B. Walsh, READINGS IN RUSSIAN HISTORY .(Syracuse, N.Y.:
Syracuse University press,' 1963) 434-435.

In this selection Donald Wallace, a traveler in nineteenth century Russia,
indicates. the classes into which Russians are legally divided.

EUROPEAN IMPERIALIST IDEAS **

In the late 1800's Europeans made a mad scramble for colonies
in the non-western world. The following poem by Rudyard
Kipling indicates the attitude of Europeans to the native
populations of the areas they colonized.

Rudyard Kipling, "The. White Man's Burden," in VERSE (New York:
Doubleday and Co., 1940) 321-123.

.

In this famous poem, Kipling calls upon Europeans to civilize the uncivilized
peoples of Asia and Africa.
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READING LXV

THE DEVELOPMENT OF EQUALITY INCUR BRITAIN

Since the French Revolution western nations have extended equality to a marked
degree. Nowhere has this expansion been more dramatic than iv Great Britain.
From a class-ridden society in 1800, England has so changed its institutional
framework and developed social welfare.legiilation that it is meta the most
democratii countries in the modern world.

The expansion of equality in England,as in other lands, has taken.place in
two ways. In the first place, equal treatment has been extended to more human
beings. Whereas only wealthy commoners enjoyed equal rights with titled
.nobility in the early nineteenth century, virtually every man in modern England
is entitled to many of the same rights. In the second place, equal treatment
has been extended to more areas of human activity. One, hundred years ago
few men believed that all men were entitled to the same health care. Today,
England boasts a national health service which provides free medical care to
all people.

While equality has been expanded.in almost every western nation in the last
two hundred years, the'achievement of equal rights has not come about in the
same way in each country. In some nations, such as the United States, a civil
war was necessary to expand equality to more people and to more areas of human
life. In other nations, notably Russia, totalitarian governments have forced
out the inequalities of old regimes. England, on the other hand; represents
the achievement of equality through gradual change over a long period of time.

Reading LXV concentrates on two major issues. Part I is devoted to the expansi
sion of equality into more areas of human activity. Part II presents a case
study which illustrates how this expansion. was achieved. As you study the
chronology presented in Part I, consider the following questions:

INEMINk AIWIMMINIMINW

1. Into what areas of human activity has equality been
extended?

Now.has the definition of equality.changed over two
hundred years in England?

By what methods has equality been expanded?
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PART I

A CHRONOLOGY 'OF- THE EXPANSION OF EQUALITY IN ENGLAND: 1800-1948

1801 Health and Morals of Apprentices Act: forbade the hiring of children
for work in the cotton mills until they were nine years old, restricted .

their working day to twelve hours, and prohibited their working it night.

1807 --Slave trade was abolidhed.

1824 Repeal of the Combination Acts, passed during.the French Revolution,
which forbade working men to organize into unions or political clubs.

1828 - A new "Corn Law" was passed which reduced the duty on wheat when the
price was high in England and raised it when the price was low.

1828 Repeal of the Test Act which required that every public official had to
subscribe to the Anglican religiOn.

1828 Catholic emancipation law gave Catholics the right to vote and sit in
Parliament, provided they took an oath denying that the Pope had any
right to interfere in British affairs.

1832 The Great Reform Bill set one standard for voting and apportioned the
seats in Parliament more nearly on the basis ol population.

1833 - Abolition of slavery in the British colonies.

1833 - Factory Act forbade employment of children under nine years, prohibited
children between 9 and 13 from working more.than 48 hours per week or
nine in a single day, prohibited those between 13 and 18 years old from
working more than 69 hours a week or twelve in a single day. Children

under 13 were required to,ave two days of schooling per week.

/845 All export duties abolished and many duties reduced or eliminated on
imports to encourage free trade.

1846 - Repeal of the Corn Law which set the import duty on wheat very low,
abolithed the import duties on all other food stuffs,, and on many
manufactured items.

1858 - Abolished all property requirements as a qualification for being a member

of Parliament.

1858 - Removal of restrictions on Jewish participation. in politics.

1867 - Second Reform Bill extended the suffrage to most of the adult males in
England.

1869 - Disestablishment Act provided that the Irish.no longer need pay taxes.
to support the Anglican Church.

1870 - Education Bill provided that all .boroughs and towns had to provide
primary education for all children© The ioveroment financed schools

where there were none, but allowed private and denominational schools
to provide the .comMunity's education in those paleee.where.they were

doing a good job.

1872 - Adoption of the Australian or Secret Ballot.
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1875 - Public Health Act and Artisans' Dwelling Act set minimum standards
of sanitation facilities and housing.

1880 - Employer's Liability Act granted compensation to workers for injuries
that were not their own fault.

1884 - Franchise. Bill extended the vote to virtually all adult males.

1885 - Redistribution Bill stated that Parliament would always be apportioned
equally according to the population - all election districts were to
be as nearly equal in size as possible.

1902- Education Act extended government control and financing t...4703V all schools.
Every school, whether 'denominational or non-denominational was required
to meet certain otandards established by government school committees.
The Act markedly increased the number of secondary schools.

1906 - Workingmen's Compensation Act made employers liable for compensation
for all workmen making less than 1250 annually.

1909 - Old Age Pension Law provided a pension for poor people over.the age of 70.

1911 - Parliament Bill deprived the House of Lords of veto power over a money
bill.

1911 A progressive income tax levied, taxing wealthy men at a higher rate
than poor men. The Act placed heavy taxes on inheritance andincome
derived from dividends.

1911 - National Insurance Act Provided health insurance and unemployMent
insurance for the working population.

1912. A minimum wage law was passed, setting a minimum standard for wages.

1914 - Al Same Rule Bill for Ireland gave the Irish their own legislature.

1918 - Universal suffrage introduced all men over twenty -one. and ell women
over thirty were allowed to vote.

1923 - British Dominions (Canada, Australia, Union of South Afrida) were allowed
to make their own treaties with foreign powers.

1928.- Franchise for women extended to include all over 21.

1946 - Bank of England brought under public ownership.

1946 Coal mines were brought under public ownership.

1946 - National Insurance Bill extended coverage to more people.

1946 National Health Service Act made free medical Care.availabla to everyone.

.1947 - Transportation systems and electric power companies brought under. .

public ownership.

1947 - Independence granted to India

1948.- National Service Act brought'about the first peacetime conscription of
all young men.
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'PART II

THE PASSAGE OF THE GREAT REFORM BILL: A CASE STUDY IN EXPANDING EQUALITY

In 1830, England was the envy of all European liberals. No European nation
owned such a long tradition of representative government, in no other country
did the commoner have as much voice in political decision making. Yet, by the
standards of modern democracy, England's reputation was undeserved. In the
first place, the suffrage was restricted to a very small proportion of England's
population.' Generally, only substantial property owners 'could vote, but there
were boroughs where the franchise was given to nearly all adult males. The
absence of a universal standard for voting rights itself.created inequality; a
poor man in southeastern England might have the vote, while a man of similar
station 'in northern England would not. In the second place, most of England's
population lived in northern cities such as Manchester, Leeds and Bristol,
while former thriving boroughs in southern. England had become virtual ghost
towns. 'Yet representation in the House of Commons had not been changed as the
population shifted so that Old Dunwich, which had been washed into .the sea sent
two members to Parliament, while Manchester, a city of 130,000 people sent none.

Clearly, England was not the model of an equalitarian society. Many English-
men, imbued with the ideas of the French Revolution, recognized this fact and
set out to reform the election. laws. They wished to base representation in
Commons on population distribution and establish a universal standard for the
franchise. The effect of this legislation was to equalize participation in
political affairs. No longer would it be possible to discriminate against
people. because of where they lived - northerners were to have the same rights
As southerners.

But the advocates of reform.had some powerful enemies. Many members of Parlia-
ment had bought their seats by buying up one of the decayed boroughs of south-
ern England. To take away their seats would be the same, as taking away some
of their property without compensating them for it. Moreover, the established
representation in Parliament favored those who owned landed property over those
who owned commercial or industrial property. The great landowners obviously
were not anxious to give up their domination of British politics. Most
importantly, those who opposed reform made up the majority of members in the
House of Commons until 1830, while those who favored reform were mostly outside
the legislature.

In 1830, however, the Whig Party which had been unsuccessfully agitating for
reform for almost fifty years became the majority party in the House. The
Party was determined to pass a reform measure. Yet they still faced strong
opposition in the House of Commons and overwhelming odds in the House of Lords.
Yet they were able to pass the Great-Reform Bill of 1832 over the objections
of their enemies. How the Whigs were able to bring off this.feat is a classic
story in the history Of reform. The following extracts from .letters, journals,
and parliamentary'debates indicate what forces helped bring about the passage
of the Great Reform Bill. As you read these selections, keep the following
questions in mind:
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1. What do the letters and debates reveal about the
pressures for reform that were exerted upon the
members of Parliament ?' To what pressures do the
members act?

2. What factors made the majority of the House of
Commons and the House.of Lords decide upon passage
of the reform bill?

From George Gordon. Andrews, PARLIAMENTARY REFORM IN ENGLAND (New York:
F. S. Crofts & .Co., 1927).

This reading consists of a series of letteis between various members of
Parliament regarding the passage of the reformbill of 1832. They indicate
the pressures that eventually led to the passage of the bills.

READING .LYNI

EQUALITY IN THE WESTERN TRADITION

The idea of equality has meant different.things to people at different times
.and places. To the citizen of Athens or Sparta it meant the equality of all
citizens of that city-state, but not of foreigners or slaves. To the person
living in the highly stratified society. oflmedieval Europe,, it had essentially
a religious meaning: the equality. of all men. in theeyes of Godvand' to the
author of the DeClar449n9f WepeOdenceequalitywas-sodething rooted
the very order of nature, ad thatflthe:lawt.;of:NatUre'and Natures God
both bore .witneluvtoJta* existence,

Though the conception of aqUality has differed:from time to time and from
ploca:Wplace,-the proponenWof,eqUalityhave alwaysbaSed their:argument
on one. fundamental assumption: that the essential thingmea have in common,
their basic human nature, is Infinitely.more importantthan the things Which
separataand divide them.. being. a man. is. more idportadt:than whether one is
a Fre1c)man or a German or a:primillvelottentot. For tegardlesS:Of the .

cultures and languagesand:backgrounds .in Which'theyAiffet, all .men are at
one.in the possession of common human*perionces::of*Wth,and.death, the
physical needs of hunger and thirst, affection for one's friend:3 and family,
sorrow over the loss of loved ones. .Mati,and he alone among the animals,
has the ability to see the humor in things. and ivawate of the inevitability
of death and the relative shortness of life, When these things fire considered,
the differences in intelleCtual or physioil.eapacity ot.training are as nothing.
by comparison....

What is demanded of society by the idea of equality is thet every. person.
.should 'be treated wIththedtgOity that belongs to hid as a human Wog; :How
this will he expressed in socia/..and4olitiOal arrangements will differ:from
one.society.to another, depandingam thik degree italth and tha friedOm frdia-

r",111IFFIT5frwirffiffi,
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danger and economic need the society possesses. But wherever any man becomes
merely the tool or instrument for another man's gratification'or accumulation
of wealth or power or glorification, there the idea of equality has been
denied.

The West was the first civilization to develop a philosophic concept of the
idea of human equality. The Greek belief in the-dignity of man coupled with
the concept of citizenship in the Greek city- state is one source of the idea.
The Hebrew religious tradition which. condemned the luxury and idolatry of the
Israelites in Palestine is also.one of the roots of the modern idea, The
Greek and Roman Stoic philosophers developed the idea that all men in the
great Empires of Alexander the Great and Rome were linked by their common
ability to reason. This one common denominator; they.said, was=much more
important than the different institutions under which they lived or the
different languages they spoke. Jesus Christ also implicitly championed
the idea of*equality by preaching that entrance into God's kingdom depended.
in large measure upon how well one has treated the poor and the outcast
during his earthly life. Early in its history, therefore, the West had fully
developed the idea of equality. .

Equality was only rarely recognized in social structure and institutions in
the ancient world. Only in the equality of citizenship in the Greek city-
state and the general applicability of Roman law to all members of the Empire
was the ideal recognized. Nonetheless, the tradition remained strong through-
.out the Middle Ages, and with the development of science in the modern world
a new justification of equality was developed. Rational philosophers like
John 'Locke postulated the idea that men were equal in the state of nature.
It naturally followed, therefore, that they should be granted equal rights by
organized society. In the twentieth century, anthropologists have devoted .

many hours to.the scientific study of racial differences and have reiterated
the old idea that the differences between men are as nothing when compared to
the things they have in common. Throughout its history, therefore, western
civilizatim has bred a strong belief in the idea of equality. Institutions,
or the systematic patterns in which nen organize their 'social relationships,

.

however, are never simply the result of ideas. They are the result of the
combined influence of many different factors: economic needs, political
power, and class interests within a society, and war and invasion coming from
without. When a society based upon democratic equality goes to war, it drafts
large numbers of its citizens into the army. The principle of organization
in any army capable of winning battles, is the subordination of the lower
ranks to the higher and the replacement of democratic discussion by orders.
The whole basis of success in modern war lies in the commitment of large
numbers of men to the achievement of military objectives by their officers,
with no opportunity for the men to participate in the decision making process.
Consequently; the institutional structure under which a large part of the
population lives in time of war is anything but equalitarian:

At a much earlier period, the pressure of external material forces upon a
society's institutions may be seen in the effects of the repeated barbarian
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and Viking invasions during.the late*Roman Empire .and the early Middle Ages.
As a result of these invasions, Europe suffered under. the gross inequality
of the feudal system and the social superiority.of the warrior class in the
social structure. And this development took place at the very time that the
Roman Empire and later Western Europe were being converted.to Christianity
with its religious ideals of equality of all men. before God. It is true that
these ideals were ultimately not without= nfluence on medieval insLitutions,
as the creation of the medieval city communes bears witness. But throughout.

a great part of its history,.medieval Europe was a field of conflict between
the forces making for human equality and those supporting a sharply stratified
social system.

It is only at certain times, therefore, under particularly fortunate circum-'
stances, that ideals find full opportunity to mould the institutional structure
of a society. Consequently, when we examine the history of the idea of human
equality in Western culture, we must remain aware of this interplay of factors
of a strikingly different nature in the formation of a culture's institutions,
and not be disillusioned if the idea shows less power to Change the structure
of society than we might expect from consideration of ideals alone. So long
as the ideal exists and is held tenaciously by a dedicated group of men in
some.part of the society, its opportunity for social influence and eventual
change of institutions remains real. It is only when the ideal itself is
abandoned or'replaced by another ideal of a completely different kind, that
the opportunity for its realization dies.

The continuing tension between the idea of equality and the institutions of
Western society may be seen at many. different periods of Western history,
but for purposes of closer examination we shall focus our Attention on three
of these: the Middle Ages, the.Age.of Democraticleiberalism in the 18th and
19th centuries, and the contemporary period of conflict between democracy
and totalitarianism.

The early Middle Ages began with the development of a rigid class structure.
In agrarian Europe. this meant a sharp distinction betweenthose of noble
birth, who did the fighting and defense against aggression, *and the villeins
or serfs, who were considered to be suited only for the ignoble labor of
tilling the soil. However,. the institution of serfdom, with all the'abuses

. tt-i which it was subject, did mark an advance on the slavery which had
prevailed in the ancient world. Moreover, the development in the power of .

the clergy, some of whose members were drawn from the lower class, served to
check the power of the nobility and to subject their actions to a moral
judgment based on a higher law than that of military might.

However, the greatest opportunity for a. realization of the idea of equality
occurred with the creation. of the miedieval communes. Liberated by their
charter from the power of the feudal lord of the countryside, the 'inhabitants
of the commune were free to make a fresh beginning. 'Participating in the
common work of building the city,. making it a center for productive enterprisev

, IrralprrIC!,r.VIR444,44,,,,.!1.7.4,.774.114401.7,4-41.1.rwfrrr4T44 sT A
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building the cathedral as a symbol of its edidatiOn-to the Christian faith,
and Manning'the.city Walls in time of 'attack, all Combined tolproducea kinC
of rough equality among the citizens. The later-Middle'Ages apvthe-gradual
decline of this equalityr-as'the richer merchants of the cities expanded:
their business. so greatly that they could no longer be kept subject to.tho
guild. regulations, which had been set up to maintain fair play and equal
juitice Ile*weci-one guild 'member and another, and between producer and
consumer.

The next outstanding expression of the idea 'of human equality 14 to ,be:found.
in the 18th'century in the political and social thought of the Enlightenment.
The -ideas of the Enlightenment inspired the American and French Revolutions4-
and throughout the 19th century served as the basisfor demOcratic-and
socialigt protests against the old otder.

:

The most politically effective formulation of the Enlightenment, idea of human.
equality came about in the latter half Of the 18th century, when Rousseau
in FranCe and Jefferson in AmericeWrote their famous statements on the tighte
of man. However, wHileRousseau's work was a powerful force for eliminating
the privileges of the atIstocraty, tie attempt to Eecure the absolute equality
of all citizens led him to Subordinate completely 'the rights of the.indiVidual
to the power of the cOMmunity, even though he termed his community _a demo-
cratic.ont.. In this way Rousseau's concept of equality laid the -foundation
for the tyranny of the latet.phasei.ofthe French Revolution. And it has
contributed moss importantly to the logic f* which fundamental human rights
are suppressed in the so-Called "people'S republics" of today. ' ,.

The Jeffersonian Concept of equality was much more respectful of the tights
of the individual. It was:built into the framework of the American. government
through the First Ten AmendMents to the Constitution. The Bill of.lights,
as these Amendments are called, le based on the principle of placing specific
limitations on the power of the State to interfere with human liberties, and
thUs differs sharply 'from RoUtieau's concept of equaIAty. -.

The 19th.tenturYwitnessed'two powerful challenges to the idea of human
equality. One of these,aroselroft.the increasing value of Negro slavery to
the cotton-producing economy of the South.' The other, also 'economic in
origin, derived from the degradation of the worker brought about by the
psddstrialltevolution and the early growth of the factory system:. Although
the challenge of slavery to the idea of human equality was. finally resolved
through a civil war which threatened to tear the nation apart, in a sense
the issue atill.reMainsan American dilemma. For the full elimination of
the heritage of slavery from the status of the American Negro yet remains
to beecltis7ed

0 ifhe other'dondition,iepreienting an affront to human dignity, the degradation: ..

thelidU esttial worker' the early factories and' mines, was very gradually
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of work and eliminated some of. the worst conditions under which work was
carried on. Moreover, throligh the increasing influence of the labor movement,
as well as through social iamniAnce, the workers began to secure a greater
share in the profits which their !leek has helped to produce.

However, before these changes had,taken place, the. revolutionary protest of
Marxian Commnnism arose against capitalism. This ideology wanted to sweep
awaynot only the capitalist system in economics, but also the system of
democratic liberalism in government, which it blamed for allowing capitalism
to develoO. Through,its adoption by Lenin in Rutsia and Mao Tse-tung in China
toform, the.basis for new revolutionary regimes', Communism his become the.
MOstI)OWerful threat. to freedom and equality which'the Western world faces
todaY. .Yor CommOnism, which makes equality its.one absolute goal through
the creation of a classless society, divorces equality from freedom and
justice in order to attain that goal.. And yet by en'irony of the historical

. process, the dismissal of!freedom as a mere "bourgeois" prejudice has led to
the'establishment of a new privileged .ClasS in the form of the Communist
buriaucracy whose power is more absolute than any before known in.history.

While Marxist Communism.is the greatest external threat to liberal democracy
in the.seventh decade of the 20th century, it is essentially a movement that
had itsorigins in the 'industrial conditions of the 19th. Fascism, on the
other hand, arose in the world of the.20th century and' made its appeal to
those classes who had seen their sotAal position destroyed by the catastrophe
of Wbrld War I. And unlike Marxisi, it .turns away completely from the ideals
of the Enlightenment, which it regards as a source of weakness and social
disunity.

ighilellarxismdenies the human rights of those whbm it denounces as exploiters
and uses the-power of the State to crush all opposttioa to its policies, it
at least claims to be making use of these measures in oraer.to.secure the
'rights of the''working C4816 But Fasciim, and especially its culmination. in
Nazisin, unashamedly rejects the whole idea of.human equality and bases its
ideology upOn the right of the "superior" race to rule the "inferior" ones.

But in a deeper sense the whole drift or tendency of all these totalitarian
ideologies is to create a mass society in which, all individuals become puppets
to be manipulated at the will of the party or the dictator. There is to be
no indtvidual taste or preference or difference of opinion allowed to survive:
all must be leveled with a steamroller of government suppression. And to add
to the effectiveness of government control over the individual, the resources
of modern psychology and the behavioral sciences can be employed toreach .

the inner recessesof his mind and his emotions.

But the same tendencies to the.creation of a homogenized society are.not
absent from the free world. Hera also the means for manipulation *of human
beings are carefully studied and tested, and then made uwe of on a grand scale

9



through 'the media of sn. The lonely crowd. of other-directedindividuals is skillfully made tc r,espond te'the latest signals it receivesof whet is the currently approved:fialihion..0-meneers and in morals. And thecreation of mass demand for the products of industry. through Modern advartis-leads to * stenderdikation of taste in. which equality becomes facelorisuniformity.- .finder such circumstencit4 i_ s .it 'poIsible for the individualto survive as a vital humenpersOn or-must he Oe merged in a mass societyin:which his only Significance that of another, statistic a.computingsachinel,
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THE DIFFUSION OF THE WEST

Diffulionmeans the spreading of cultural traits from one group to
another. It occurs whenever different cultuies come in contact
with one. another. All peoples of all times and places have borrowed
fzom others. The blending of new, foreign ideas, institutions, and
practices with old ones generates a constantly changing society.

The diffusion of culture has been going on since man first walked
this planet, The civilizations of the Middle East developed largely
because of the constant exchange of ideas between the various
groups that moved through the region. The Roman conquerors imposed
their way of life on the peoples of western Europe to such an
extent that the traditions of Rome persist to the present day. On
the other hand, conquering Rome also found itself borrowing heavily
from Greek culture after it had subdued that peninsula. In short,
cpltural diffusion is not a one-way street--the conquerors are not
the only ones who spread their ideas; they also learn from the
conquered.

The diffusing of ideas into a society will meet with great resist-
. since, however, if the new ideas promise a profound'change in the

way-of life of the host culture. The Indians of the American
plains borroOed.the horse and the rifle from the conquering' white,
man because these tools made them more efficient hunters of the
buffalo. But they strongly resisted accepting the white man's
plow and his settled way of life because agriculture would have
undermined the native culture completely. Resistance to foreign
ideas is even more pronounced in ancient civilisations with a long .

tradition of culture behind them. The Hindus of India, for example,
were subject to Meslem-lule for a number of centuries, but the
great majority,of the Indian people remained Min& in their religion
and customs rather than accept the beliefs of the invader.

In the twentieth century, western culture has been diffused through-
out the world. Western ideas, institutions, and customs have pushed
their wayinto obscure villages and teeming metropolitan centers
whose people are the heirs of established cultural traditions
reaching back thousands of years. This process has resulted in.pro-
found changes in the way of life of most of the people of the world.
No one can understand our age without knowing about the impact of
the west onother people. Readings. LEVU through-LXX will deal
with this impact, focusing around three questions: What aspects of
western culture have been introduced to the non-western world? How
has western culture been.transferred elsewhere? And what hes heon
the effect of.the diffusion of the-West upon the remainder of the
world and upon the West itself?'
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'READING LXVII

THE DIFFUSION OF THE WEST IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

Untit the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, most diffusion between world
cultures flowed from East to West. The nor-western cultures that westerners
visitee in the late Middle Ages were far more ildvanced than Propean society.
The crusaders of the eleventh, twelfth and. thirteenth centuries discovered
that the Arabs had made great advances in mathematics and science, and
Marco Pau found that China was a well governed. empire with a highly developed
technology© In fact, these initial contacts with the non - western world stimu-
lated much of the innovation that has characterized tlettern history from the_
thirteenth century to the present day,

By the eighteenth century, however, the tables bad turned. TheMest had
learned so well from the East that it had developed.a civilization far cupe!.
rior to illon.western lands in technology and political and economic organiza-
tion. AsEurope advanced technologically, economically, and politically she
began to dominate-other-areas of the world. Awave of colonization in the
eighteenth century established European control of the western hemisphere,
most,of India, Southeast Asia, and South Africa. By the end of the nineteenth
century the West had come into contact ,with every land on earth and had domi-
nated most of them. Diffusion had reversed itself--it now flowed from West
to East.

t

How the West established contact with non-western peoples. and what influence
it had on the cultures Of Asia and Africa is thesubject of Reading LXVII.
As you read the selections that follow, consider the following-questions.

In what ways did the West establish.contact with
non- western peoples?

What changes did western contact bring to non.
western cultures?

What aspects of the West did the peoples of Asia
and Africa reject?

What is the relationship between how the West
established contact with the non-West and what
aspects of western culturwthe peoples of the
mon-western-world accepted?

THE WHITE MAN .COMES TO AN AFRICAN VILLAGE

The following two accounts are taken from the stories
of two Africans who were.present when the first white
man came to theirvillige. Selection A is the story

-of Baba, a. woman of the Hansatribeof northern
Nigeria. The Hausa 'people hadvfor many yearsabeen
dominated by .a.more will.e tribe, the Fulani.

,
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Selection B is-taken from the autobiography of an African
prince- who lived in.:the Guinean village of Dubricka` when the

first white men came.

SELECTION A: THE STORY OF BABA *

. .

From Mary- F. Smith, BABA KARO:4000: Faber :and. Faber, 1954) 66 -68.

;

This selection givea?.0W0c011ec4ons.:Of.anattve African the coming
of ihe white. Man and,.the,s4Sequenereliiiien of.the,African tribithat had
kept Baba's tribe,insiavery.

..

SELECTION B: THE STJRY OF PRINCE HOD= **

** From Prince Modupe, I WAS A SAVAGE (New York: Harcourt,- Brace and World,
1957) 62-72.

This selection tells of how the white missionary came to the prince's village
and tricked the,natives into a primitive faith in 'Christianity by appealing
co their fears and superstitions..

A LETTER FRONT A CHINESE STUDENT *iwe

Not always did the westerner come to non-western lands.
Often peoples of the non- western countries would go to
Europe or the United. States to'study in western universi-
ties. The following letter home from one such student
indicates the type of things non-westerners learned when
studying abroad.

From Ssu -yu. Teng and John King Fairbank CHINA'S RESPONSE TO THE WEST
(New York: AZileneum,* 1963) 95-97.

This letterfrom a .Chinese student tells of what he learned in universities
in France and England. Generally, he talks of the political systems of the
two countries.

READING LXVIII

THE VALUES OF NON- WESTERN LEADERS IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

Since the end of the First World War; the West has bean retreating from the
non-western world. Where. once European countries held colonies, new nations
are taking their place on the.map. The former British colonies in India and
Africa have been replaced by newly independent nations, each trying to make
its way in the modern world. The old Preach, German, and American empires
have also nearly disappeared.

Though the western nations have turned their empires over to the native popu
lotions, their influence still remains. In every former British colony one
can find political institutions and educational systems copied'directly from
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the former masters. French is still"the'national languige in France's old.

colonies. Factories 'built by American indue;.liiial firms' still fors the nucleus

of industrial enterprise in the Phillipines and other-former colonies of the

United States.

What influence does. the Wet 'still exerton non-western nations in the twenti-

eth century? Reading LXVIII providee some evidence. for answering this question..

The reading contains statements made by three prominent non- western leaders of

the twentieth century. As you read these statements, analyze the frames of

reference of these leaders to determine how the West has shaped their values..

In analyzing their statements, keep the following qtiestions in mind.

,..

1. What values underlie the statements of these

non-western leaders? Which of these values
can you-trace to western origins?

What aspecti of the western world do these
leaders seem willing to accept? Which ones do

they reject?

Do the non-westerners interpret the western
ideas in the same way that westerners have?

JAWAHARLAL NEHRU *

Jawaharlal Nehru was one of the leaders of the
movement that eventually brought India her inde-
pendence in 1947. From the 'date of independence
until 1963, he was Primed Minister of India and
the most respected Asian leader in the world.
The following selection was written before inde-
pendence in a British jail. Nehru had been sent
there because he had agitated for Indian inde-
pendence.

* From Jawaharlal Nehru, TOWARD FREEDOM (New York: John Day Co., 1941) 266-267.

In this selection the late Prime Einiiter of India states that Indians have
learned much from the West, but they must be careful not to swallow everything,
in particular the values of the West. At the same time he argues that India
ought to accept the' Western system of socialism.
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SUN. .YAT-SEN

..As leader .of the. Chinese Nationalist Party,, or
KuomIntallg, tria was impikietit
in establishing the new state"ifter
revolution. A1.2,..averthrOw.the lief "member-of
the old Chinese' dynasties. .EdUcated'in the West,
*Dr. Sun tried, to ,11.end:.both,;itridftionel. Chinese
ideas and western ideas in his new gOvornme4.
He died in 1924 without completing his plant-
for a modern. China.

* -From Sun Yat-Son, SAN MIN CHU I.,...(Shanghai, China: China Committee,
Institute of Pacific Relations, 1927) 98, 145-146.

.

.Dr.;.. Suit Tat-Sen says that China should.. be. quiCk grasp the technolOiical
advances. of..the Western: civilization but root ..its materialistiC values, religion,
or social system. .

; .

.

TOM MBOYA *

Tom Mboya .has. been one of the most outspoken African
leaders for ndependence... Even though be is very
young, .he has become one .of the most respected. voices
of the new.generation of. Africans .who,:will guide their
newly independent nations. Mboya was baptized in the
Roman Catholic. Church, and .att.endedschools and .

/Ages ,run by the .Church .native Kenya.
Before becoming active in politics he.Wal a leading
figure in the Kenya labor movement.

** From James Duffy'aid-Robert.MAnners, eds.., AFRICA SPEARS (Princeton,
D. Van Nostrand, 1961) 16-27.

In this selection Mboya argues: that .Africans must -be allowed to develop independ-
ently, now that ther'have.learned of idemocracy, from the western nations.

.." f.

,
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READING LXIX

A TURKISH VILLAGE:- A CASE" STUDY IN DIYFUS/ON

The contact between West and non-Wedt has resulted in tremendous change

for traditional societies. All the institutions 'of the government, the

economy, and the social structure have been altered. But what effect

has the diffusion of the West had on individuals? Haw have the broad

changes in non-western societies altered the Ilves of those who live

in the sleepy villages that dot the countryside of India, china, Africa,

and the Middle East?

Reading LXIX is a case study of a village in Turkey where the introduction

of western technology has disrupted the old, traditional way of life. The

case is divided into two parts. The first section is drawn from the notes

of a Turkish official who interviewed the inhabitants of Balgat, a village

just outside Ankara, the capital of Turkey, in 1950. The second section

is drawn from the interviews conducted by Daniel Lerner, an American Soci-

ologist, 'in 1954. Lerner became interested in the little village after he

had read the notes of the Turkish official.. With these as a guide, he

traveled to Balgat to find out what had happened to the village and its,

inhabitants, His findings dramatically illustrate what happens to people

when western ideas and inventions are diffused to a traditional people.

As you read Lerner's report, keep the folloWing questions in mind.

1
1. What ideas and inventions from the West were

diffused to Ba lgat? How were they diffused?

What changes were Created in Balgat's social

political, 'and economic systems as a result'

of. the. diffusion?

'How had the values and attitudes of the

people changed as a reault.of the diffusion

from the West?

What aspects of. the village society were left

unchanged .after diffusion had taken. place?.

BALGAT IN 1950 *

* Prom Daniel Lerner, THE PASSING OF TRADITIONAL. SOCIETY, (New York:

tlacraillan CO., 1958) 22-41 pass*.

Lerner tells the story of the.change in the onslues of Turkish villagers between

1950 and 1954 because of the introduction of western technology and a road.
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READING LEX

THE DIFFUSION OF THE 7NST

Cultures develop in two ways: by invention and by diffusion. Invention
means the creation of something entirely new: an electric light bulb,
a parliamentary system of government, a public school system, or a new
idea about the nature. of man. Diffusion means spreading something which
has already been invented from one culture to another. Taking Britain's
parliamentary system of government to India is.one example of diffusion.
There are literally millions of others.

Both invention and diffusion are .taking place in the modern world at a
far more rapid pace than ever before in the history of'man. Each year
inventors all over the world take out thousands of patents. Each one
marks a new invention, usually in the technical field. These inventions
spread rapidly around the world because modern nations are linked together
by transportation and communication networks which continue to shmeten time
and space. By far the overwhelming majority of inventions have been made
by westerners, by Europeans and Americans. Because the West is technically
and politically advanced, much of the diffusion in the modern world takes
place from the West to the developing countries of Asia, Africa, and Latin
America. In fact, the diffusion of the West may be the most important move-
ment of the twentieth century.

Diffusion from one culture to another' has been taking place since the begin-
ning.of iivilimation in the fertile river valleys. At first diffusion took
place only between regional neighbors, the peOples of the Upper Tigris end
Euphrates Valleys giving to and taking from their peoples in the South.
Gradually an civilisations expanded, diffusion 'took place over longer dis-
tances. The ancient Greeks found the Mediterranean Sea an avenue of commerce
and ideas, spreading their etvilization from one end of the Sea to the other.
The Macedonian conqueror, Alexander the Great, spread Greek ideas eastward
as he forged his giant empire ,in the Middle East.' Later the Roman army
Conquered the remnants of Alexander's empire, carrying Roman ideas and
institutions with it and transferring Greek values.to northein and western
Europe in return..

Until the late Middle Ages most diffusion had taken place within, limited
geographical. regions: The river valleys and the Mediterranean Sea had
furnished natural highways.forlhe apread.oVidaas and institutions. Conse-
quently great civilisations in'Chin*, tidies North And South America,. Africa
and Europe had grown up relatively ignorant of one another. In the Middle
Agesp.however, diffusion 'begin io leap across geographical barriers.
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At first, most diffusion was from East to,West. The agricultural revolution
of the late Middle Ages employed the stirrup, the horse collar and a heavy
wheeled plough, all of. which were imported from theSteppes of Russia.
Gunpowder, as we all know, was originally a'Chinese invention. So were the
silks which the Crusaders were so anxious'to import intalure0e. The Cru-
sades also re-established Western contact. with Alexander's old empire where
the works of Plato, Aristotle, Euclid and Pythagorai had been. preserved by
the Arabs. But beginning at about the time, of the Renaissande, the flow of
diffusion shifted, with the current from West to East increasing in strength
and volume. Although the Weet continued to receive ideas from Eastern lands
throughout modern times, the impact of 1. J. 'Nest upon the East as.been
immeasurably greater than the reverse. The history of colonization, aplora-
tion, and the-conquest of underdeveloped.lande by Western nations.all'indi-
cate the direction in which influence has been flowing.

Almost every aspect of Western society-has been.transplanted to other areas
of,the world. Perhaps the most obvious examples lie in the field of tech-
nology. Eighteenth Century Britain underwent a vast transformation in ways
of producing goods, a transformation.Which spread rapidly to' the rest of
Europe and to America. Today theie original techniques for making steel, for
carrying it across vast areas On railroadd and steamships, for producing
mounting Winona of yards of cotton cloth and for all the Other technical
wonders of our age have been reproduced everywhere in the non - western world.
Except for a few isolated pockets in the wilds of.the Amazon and at the heads
of African rivers, virtually every human, being alive has been touched by
Western technology. In its wake .has coMe a revolution in the way men live
and in their hopes for the future.

The West has also exported its institutions. Western democracy, imitating
the United Statei and Great Britain, has sprung up in the wake of colonists
and conquering armies all over Africa and Asia. Today judges in Ghana wear
white wigs In imitation of their predecessors from Great Britain, and. the.
ParliaMent Of Ghana is organized much like the British House of Commons.
Just as much of the British Empire used England as an example, the Philippine.
Islands modeled its government after. the United States. In addition to politi-
cal institutions, western designs .for business Management, the organization of
universities, and even family patterno have followed western citizens to the
rest of the world.

Western ideologies have also made an impact everywhere. The idea of equality
has, recently become an almost universal leeire of mankind. Born in its present
form in the West, and carried in the hearts of men across all the world's
oceans, the ideal of equality, and the democratic institutions which protect
and stimulate it, appealed to men everywhere. So do the ideologies of Com-
munism. Originally developed by Karl Marx in Western Europe and spread by
men like Lenin to twentieth century Russia, these ideas have since been car-
ried to China 'and to much of the remainder of Asia, Africa and Latin America.
We sometimes forget that the idea of Communion is just as western as the demo-.
cratic ideas which are its rivali. Both have been diffused from the West to
the'remainder of the world.'
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Finally, the values of western man have spread rapidly. For example, men every-
where.have developed a common desire for more of the world'd goods. They
have also learned to value.a rational decision making process of the sort
which lies at the heart of the scientific method. As western literature has
been read more widely in the non-western world, the western point of view
about family, religion, and the nature of man have taken root elsewhere.
Thus the world is becoming more and more westernized.

During the last five centuties, the West has exported its innovative ways
to.the rest of the world. ;Until recently most societies of Asia and Africa
have been. clamped in.the grip of tradition. Earlier in their,historiev,
China, India,,.Sub4aharan Africa, and the Middle East had all gone through
highly.innovative'periOds. But by the time of the Italian Renaissance,
just as medieval Europe wasiitrringonce mores they had. begun to change
more slawly4nd.eVentually.moved more and 'more toward the traditional end
of the spectrum.

The new and vigorous West soon dominated more traditional areas of the world.
Western tachnology And Jocial organizations p-lved,Powerful enough to win
dominance. Traditional patterns of behavior could not. hold out before them.
Today virtually every area of the non-western world is. rushing to develop the
technology, institutions, social patterns; and value systems that will allow
them to adjust their traditional cultures to the demands of the modern world.

Western culture hac been diffused in a variety of ways: One of the moat
obvious is by conquest.. During the sixteenth and seventeenth., centuries
England, France, Spain, Portugal, and the.Netherlands conquered most of
North and .South America as well as India. After 1870, 'all :of Africa, and
much of the remainder of Asia felt,. under western sway. Conquering armies
and the traders who followed in their wake diffused westerft ideas and
institutions 'throughout the land they ..took.

Other non-western areas received an infusion of western culture through
colonization. Europeans colonized all of.Australia,. taking the English
language and English institutions with them. ISimilar0, the Dutch colo-
nixed South Africa, to be followed two centurieg later,by the British. Once
again European ideas spread in their wake. The entire society of the United
States grew out of Europe. The original colonistsswere.primarily English, and
brought English ideas and institutions with them. They were followed by mil-
lions of immigrants who diffused somewhat Different ideas from their own
cultures into American life. The great variety of foods one can buy in any
American city demonstrates one diverse influence of European diffusion on
our daily lives.

The West has also been diffused by trade. Conquerors, colonists and western
merchants all began to set up a network of trade lines,throughout.the world.
Over these trade routes moved bicycles, clothing, alarm clocks, books, cameras
and all the other products of western factories. Back came products from the
non-west in return :" tea, spices; rubber, paintings, and philosophy. Soon
the West and the non-west became intertwined so much that no one could ever
again separate them entirely.%
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Education, both formal and informal, has also helped to spread western ideas
and institutions. Thousands of leaders from non-western countries have
studied in western scholia and colleges both in their own lands and in Europe
and. America. They have read western books and learned western ideas from

.them. Today movies, television shows, and radio broadcasts originating in
the West have an enormous impact on the non-western world. In all these
ways the West is shaping the minds of men elsewhere.

What happens when a modern western culture with an advanced technology' and a
sophisticated political and social system comes in contact with a land whose
traditional ways remain in force? Clearly there is no one answer. 'Moat
Osisesof culture contact lie between the end points of a continuum. On one
end of the continuum lies a complete rejection of western ways. This is
essentially what happened to the American Indians who refused to adopt the
Ways of the white men.except for his horses and guns. The Hottentots in
South Africa had a similar experience and were. exterminated as a result.
On the other end of the scale is an almost complete adoption of the new way
of life. Although no people has ever completely rejected its own past, the
Japanese awe near this end of the.scale. They quickly adopted many western
institutions and made themselves into a western-style nation within a century.
Hest.nations'lie between these two extremes. They have adopted some ideas
and rejected others.; changing their own culture in the process. .

What happens when one culture meets another depends upon a number of factors.
One of these is the size of the group involved.. "Hottentots in South Africa
lived in tiny tribes whose life was centered around water holes. They had
no large-scale political Organizations to pull them together. Hence, they
were easily'exterminated when the Butch, with an advanced technology, took
over the water boles. On the other hand, millions of people lived in China.
Europeans were abie'only to.establish a tiny foothold on the Chinese main'
land; eventually the Chinese were able to push them out entirely.

Another significant factor is the way in which two cultures come in contact.
A conquered people sometimes must accept ways of life they would not adopt
willingly., Wars may have a similar result. Tribes such as the Bantu in
South Africa who fought fiercely for their lands against white invaders,
were not likely to accept their European institutions willingly. On the
other hand, non-western people who are anxious to gain the benefit of
technology and find that they have a valuable commodity to trade, may find
the procesa'of diffusion mutually advantageous to both sides. Japan is a
case of this sort.

Geographic snvironment'also plays a'role in the process of diffusion. It
is extremely' difficult to transplant European civilization to the Arctic or
Antarctic continents simply because the basis of the civilisation in sari.,
culture cannot lie sustained there. Similarly, Europeans have a difficult
time reconstructing their life in .sub- tropical areas or in the middle of
the desert.. The)? had aL much easier time one the North American ,continent
where the physical environment was quite similar to that which they had
*noun at home. Environment at least is always a factor to be considered.

.So are the points of coniact between one culture and another. It is easier
to promote diffusion froin one society to a second if the two societies have
a few things in common." But if they are entirely different - radically
different political institutions, ways of making a living, family struc-
Aires, values, religion then' the members of the two societies have a
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greater chance of becoming enemies and of failing to adopt from one group
to the other. One reason why the white colonists drove the Indians before
their rifles across the western plains was that the two cultures European.
and Indian - had virtually nothing in common and hence could not get along
side by side. Points of cultural contact helped build a bridge between
one person and another.

No matter how it is diffused, western culture brings problems to people
in non-western lands. Living happily for many centuries in a way of life
they admire, non-western people have suddenly been forced to cope with a
whole series of traumatic changes. They have been asked to leave their
small patches of riceland to work in factories. They have been asked to
drop the organisation of their extended families, in which relatives three
and four generations removed are housed under the same roof, to embrace the
smaller western nuclear family of father, mother and children. Their reli-
gions have been challenged by Christian missionaries. Their princes have
been overthrown by western conquercirs. Their values hava been undermined
and their political institutions overthrown. The very tools they have used
for centuries have been replaced by new ones. Out of all these changes
much good and considerable evil has resulted,

The good is obvious. Rapidly rising standards of living in many parts of the
world testify to the abundance which the West has diffused to other parts
of the world. The use of western medicines has helped to wipe out malaria
over much of the Far Cast and to conquer other diseases everywhere. Western
ideas of justice have overthrown what seem to us like barbarous criminal codes
in some countries. Western conquest has sometimes ended tribal wars which
have kept whole territories of the world in constant conflict and endangered
the lives of millions of people.

But with the good has come a mixture of bad. People do not like to be uprooted
from traditional ways and they often resent the forces which force them to
shift.from one way of life to another. In some places the West has exported
extreme nationalism which encourages poor Arabic and Asiatic nations to plunge
huge parts of their resources into the development of an atomic bomb. The
West has 8190 exported totalitarianism both of the left and the right and
the techniques and arms by which totalitarianism can be fastened upon helpless
people. Western institutions, techniques and ideas have also undermined long
established family ties and thrown whole systems of values into conflict.
Many non-western people doubt that the cost of western ideas has been worth
the gain they brought.

But for good or evil, diffusion is with us to stay. The world constantly
grows closer together. The costumes men wear look more and more alikee The
music they hear, the movies they look at, and the automobiles which they drive
become more and more similar. Men across the world live more similarly today
than they ever had in the past. Eventually, if we do not kill ourselves,
with hydrogen warfare, we may become, in a cultural sense, one world. But in
the meantime the diffusion of ideas, institutions, technology and values is
certain to disrupt mankind and to challenge him. &Jewell we meet that chat*
lenge may well, determine whether or not mankind will survive on earth.
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mamas S MANUAL: THE SHAPING OF WESTERN SOCIETY

A Notg.to the. Public Damain.Edition

The Teacher's Manual which follows, accompanies the Materiels designed for a
course called ......lii21,..,.1z...loTheSifWesternioCiett developed at Carnegie Ustitute

of Technology's Social Studies Curriculum Development Center under a grant from
the United States'Office of Education. The Manual contains' a statement of the
objectives and philosophy of the entire. series of courses for Able students in
grades nine through twelve, daily lesson plans, scripts of tapes, masters for
transparencies, esscy and objecttOe examinations, copies Of class handouts and
supplementary exercises:.. All of '.this materisl,.except for items already copy-.
righted, is in, the public domain and may be duplicated and used by anyone for
any purpose. :However, none of the material May be, copyrighted.

Like the student materials which the Manual. accompanies, the teaching strategies
and learning aids in the Manual have a number of shortcomings. We were trying
to give teachers maximum aid by indicating in detail one way to use each reading
in the course. Like the-student materials, the lesson plans were written in 1964
and.revised.in /965. Since a number of new readings were included in the revised
edition, the lesson plans which accompany them are also new and untested. ftwevers.
the bulk of lesson plans in this course are either plans that taught well the
first time they were tried or are modifications of the original lesson plans'
based upon teachers' experiences with the materials.

The reader of this Manual and the manuals for Comparative Political Systeme and
CWaparative Economic Systems will note that the staff of the Center devised a
'new lesson plan format for The Shaping of Western Society,. After a statement
of the objectives for each lesson, the teaching strategies are explained in two
columns. A description of teacher and student activities for the lesson appears
in the left-hand column; in the right-hand column, the relationship between the
teacher and student activities and the objectives of the lesson is explained.
We have found that this style of lesson plan allowa teachers to be more flexible
in their teaching. They have found that they can change the order ot the
strategies, develop modifications of the strategies suggested or develop entirely
'new strategies once. they understand one way of achieving the objectives.

Despite this improvement in the style of the Manual, a number of shortcomings
still remain. Even though we have made an attempt to spell out cognitive skill
objectives in greater detail, we have not adequately described how the students
will behave when they have mastered the Objective: ihe teachers who have taught
Delipitestern Society have found it difficult to gaugetheir students'
progress toward mastery of the skill objectives, since they do not know what
behavior they should look for.

Although the general rationale of our sequence of courses includes affective
development, nowhere. in this manual have we stated the affective objectives that
Asuld be realized in this course. Certain procedural objectives, such as will
ingness to listen and willingness to respond in class discussion, are implicit
in our teaching strategies. let we have not indicated in the'lHanual that these
are important objectives of the course. Further, many of the readings in the
course encourage a student to compare his values with theme of men who livein
other times and places. Hence, we implicitly have.tried to.enecurage the student
to reflect upon his own value system: Nonetheless, we have not stated in the'

tUaliavhat progress we hope students will make toward the daelopmentaf thir
.own .value systems course.



We have also failed to state general objettives for each unit of study.
Consequently; many of* the tescbers who have taught The S4 itam, at Western .
-,Society .have become confused as to bow each unit fits auto the general objectives
for the course. As, result the Students !live also failed to make the progress
toward our,'general objectivei that we hoPed they would.

a IP

inal .have not 'spelled out in 'enough* detail bow Thspeaintat.Western
Societx builds.upon the two courses that precede it in the sequence.. Though
the lesson plans try to indicate to teachers the analytical questions and mode
ef. inquiry skills the Students thould'be able tO employ as a result'of having
taken rat aratitiLlsa=tla

.

ntems and steal; we still
have:.nOt .indicated, to teachers who may be..unfan411.agr.with,theseCtWo courses .
what the -Students have learned And what they ,shOuld be able.to-de. -Moreover,
we have not spelled out how The Societ the
courses that come later in the sequence. The-dangers of these :omissions. to a
sequential, prove* should be obvio00,

,Despite these deficiencies, teachers *who have 4 used the Manual* have found it
helpful. They hive indicated that the 'ideal- contained -in the Ilesson-planS
have stimulated them to :try new 'approaches' with "these materialS and with more
Caisventional'aatertals*:' The staff of the 'Center viii appridiate the Contents
of .colleagues who .use this We .hope that,teacheraiAinthOrl
publishers will all benefit from azilsin it:

,.
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A HIGH SCHOOL SOCIAL STUDIES PROGRAM FOR ABLE STUDENTS

Carnegie Institute of Technology

INTRODUCTION Tel THE Tgailizass MANUALS

Background

During the past six years, Carnegie Institute of Technology has undertaken. a
number of ventures for the development of curriculum and teaching strategies
for high 'school students. Almost fifty Carnegie Tech faculty members have been
involved. They have worked in six subject areas: the social studies, English,
the natural sciences, mathematics, modern foreign languages, and the fine arts.
Each project has been a cooperative effort,'sponsored jointly by Carnegie Tech
and public schools in Pittsburgh and Allegheny County. The organisation of
the Social Studies Curriculum Developmedt.Center'at Carnegie Tech typifies
these joint ventures.

The Social Studies CUrriculum Development Center was founded in May, 1963, by
a grant of $250,000' from the Cooperative Research Branch of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. HEW has since made two supplementary grants.
The first 022000) brought twelve teacher-scholars from secondary stnoole and
colleges to the Tech campus for six weeks during the summer of 1964 to help
develop materials for use in tenth grade courses and to study techniques for
curriculum development. The second 090,000) came in September,, 1965, to
finance the development of a full audio-visual component to the project courses.

Under the,terms of these three grants, the Curriculum Development Center has
agreed to develop and test an entirely new curriculum for able students in
grades nine, through twelve. From its inception,. the Project has, been a joint
endeavor of Carnegie Tech. and the PittsburghPUblic'Schools. Two co directors,
oncfrom Tech and one from the Schools, have equal authority for, planning and
carrying out the project. Teams of writers aid:teachers from the two institu-
tions develop materials, try them out in the schools, revise them, and give
them a second trial. They also develop teaching strategies and instruments
toe evaluate the success. of their work. The Project_will be completed in
October, 1967.

By able students we mean the top twenty or twentrfiva percent of a typical high
school graduating class. American schools have long neglected the opeciaU
needs of this particular group of students. Our materials and teaching
strategies-have-been designed specifically to fOlpthis gap. But.preliminary
trials of our courses with average 'students the Pittsburgh Schools have
convinced us that both the materials and teaching strategies are adaptable to
this muchAerger groUP by lowering the reading level epOropriately. Hence,.
we believe that the ways of phrasing objectives, 'the tYpesW.materials,
the range, of teaching strategies and the sorts of-eialuating instruments we
have emploied maybe useful as Zdellute all social studiei teacher. s. At the
same elms, we acknowledge that the? particular products of 00 present endeavor
are designed 'specifically for the top *inter of Meriden 'students:
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Vklectives

The staff of the Center has established four groups of objectival. for the entire
sequence of four courses. Two of these groups of objectives we shire with all
*th mt. teachers in the schools: with instructors in English, science, mathem
magics, the arts and so forth. The remaining two groups are specifk to social
studies teachers. Let us first explore the general objectives.,

le, The develo ment of co 'Lave skills essential to critical thinkin:

Every teacher in all subjects in the schools should strive to develop
the cognitive skills of his students. 'These skills have been carefully
analyzed' and ringed in their vider-of.difficulty in the welt-known TAXONOMY OF
EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES: THE COGNITIVE, DOMAIN, edited by Benjamin Bloom and
others. 1/ The major categories int'Alde the.abilityto'comprehend, to apply,
to analyze, to: synthesize, and to evaluate. Blames TAXONOMY also contains
sample evaluating instruments by which teachers can determine whether or not
their students have mastered each skill.

We have developed material,s and teaching strategies.designed to assist the
student to master theft skills. We do not, however, claim for the social
studies the sole raw.. 4ility for teaching them. On the contrary, we believe
that every teacher in all subjects has an equal responsibility to teach for
these objectives. As for our contribution to these general objectives, we have
specified for emphasis in each daily lesson plan one or more of the skills

'-drawn from the Bloom TAXONOMY. we have also developed a number of objective
test items as well as some essay questions specifically designed to determine
how well svdents era progressing towards the mastery of cognitive skills.

Although Bloom bus arranged cognitive skills in the order of their complexity,
we have found it difficult for students to master the easiest before the more
complex ones are Introduced. We have, however, been able to establish a rough
progression from simple to complex over a three-year period. In our ninth
grade work we concentrate on teaching the two simplest skills, comprehension
and application. In the tenth grade we concentrate on' the middle range,
analysis and synthesis, and in the eleventh grade we focus our attention on
the most difficult of all, evaluation. Our twelfth grade course reviews the
entire range of skills and calls upon students to nig them in different
contexts.

2. The development of affective ob ectives

The second group of objectives which social , studies teachers share
with instructors, in other disciplines lie in the affeutive domain. Stating
these objectives succinctly and in a way acceptable to all Partikas in. secondary
education hat long been one of the most troublesome aspect* of curriculum. . .

.4aVulouocutf Part of the difficulty lief in the sulissuPtiou that only social
studios teachers wars responsible for 'hot is. generally called 'rcitiseashiP
trenite or "civic education.", In these terms most authorities include the
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development of a set of attitudes toward individuals and groups, a way of
arriving at decisions through a rational decision-making process, a personal
value'system in accordance with a democratic credo, and a body of information
about society and government which can serve esthe basis for.a rational
decision-making proCess in personal and civic affairs. Only one of these -
knowledge of content about gdvernment.and'society - is exclusively the province
of social studies teachers. The other three.- attitudes, decision-making, and
values - should be shared by all teachers in the schools.

Within the affective domain fall the whole cluster of attitudes and values which
are such an integral part of the process of developing good citizens. They . .

have been carefullyanalyzed and arranged in ascending order of complexity
in the TAXONOMY. OF EDUCATIONAL' OBJECTIVES: THE.AFFECTiVE DOMAIN, edited by.
Krathwohl,Bloom and Metall. 2/ Like the TAXONOMY devoted to the cognitive
domain, this volume lists affettive objectives and gives examples of types of
questions designed to determine whether. or not they have been reached by work
in the clasoroom.

The lower ranges of the affective. objectives, receiving and responding; must
,s.e taught primarily by. the way in which a'clase is .conducted. Bence, teachers
must utilize a variety of teaching techniques.and ways of grouping students
in order to reach. them. The higher order of effective objectives involving
the development of a value system and of se. integrated. personal philosophy of
life comes from both the way a clas1 is conducted' and from the content which
students read and discuss in class.

We have not attemptecito select a particular value.sylitem or a particular
philosophy to teach to our students.. In a pluralistic society, each student
should have an. opportunity to develop a. system of values and a personal .

philosophy suited to:his own conception of AmeriOan life.. TO contribute to
opportunities to develop such values and philosophies,. we consistently raise
a number of questions designed to induce students to reflect upon their develop-
ing value systems. By the end of hia-senioc year, each student. who has worked
through the material conscientiously shoild-be able to describe'his own value
system and his petsonalphilosophy in a coherent and disciplined fashion and
to consider intelligently -the role of values in both public and private decision:.
making. 3 /He would not, however,. be expected to :;hare the values or the philo-
sophy of the staff of the Curriculum Center which has designed the sequence*
of courses.

We have attempted to teach the full range.of affective objectives contained.
in the KratinfohlTAXONONY in the four years of courses designed by the Center.
Both the ways in which class is conducted and the .content chosen for examination
have bee0 determined partly by strategies we hive devised to reach these ge61s.
A number of objective and essay examination questions test student attainment
of affective objeciiims. It has not ,been,practical to concentrate first on
the'mesteryof the lower_ order of Objectives to the exclusion of the higher ones.
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Instead, both the behavioral attitudes and the development of a coherent
personal philosophy receive emphasii year after year.

3. lisilg..joiLesiy.......,Itherituirofhistoryit.tdthe social sciences

Unlike attaining skills and affective objectives, which are the
responsibility of all teachers in all subjects in the schools, the use 'of the
mode of inquiry of history and the social sciences lies exclusively within the
province of the social studies teacher. Other teachers have parallel responsi-
bilities: the scientist to teach scientific method, the English teacher to
teach techniques for analyzing literature, the mathematician to teach the
deductive processes on which mathematics is founded. .Although all scientific
disciplines approach knowledge with similar assumptions and techniques, the
method of the social sciences has peculiarities which make it distinctive.A/
Students can master it only with repeated, practice.

We draw a sharp distinction betwee* knowledge of the method of history and the
social sciences and the ability to,use that method. Knowledge of the method
implies only the ability to repeat from memory the steps in a method of inquiry
or to recognize the method when it is described. On the ()thew hand, use of
the method of inquiry implies the ability to isolate a problem, to carry on
a scholarly investigation, and to write the result with no help whatsoever from
teachers or fellow students. In ether words, students can use the mode of
inquiry of history and the social sciences only when they are able to make a
completely independent and free investigation.

We stress,the use of the mode of inquiry because it forms an essential part
of training for-continued work in history and the social sciences and for
intelligent part!Aipation in AmeriCan society. In his personal life, his work,
and his ree as a citizen a student graduated from school or college is required
to make up his mind about innumerable issues. Most of his decisions require
the use of a disciplined decision-making process such as that which lies at
the heart of the method of Mitory and social sciences.

In traditional high school curricula, 'social, science method is taught - if.at
all .6 implicitly. Students read articles or,books and hear.lectures which
employ social science methodology, but they are not exposed consciously to
materials designed specifically to teach the steps of. social science. method.

-Meice, they learn them imperfectly and are frequently unable to use them:as
tools for independent thinking.

_ .

lo-overcome this handicap we have designed a number of lessons in each of our_

courses for the- specific purpose of teaching one or more aspects of historical
or social Scientific inquiry. For example, the first Six lessons of the tenth
grade course in the Shaping of Western Society explore the way* in which
.histetigini interpret the past. Amber Of other lessons in each course have
similar objectiVes. In addition, learning one or more aspects of method forms

. a.subsidiary objective Of a large number of lessons whose primary objective
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may be mastery ot content, development of a cognitive skill, or an affective
goal. ,We test mastery of the .mode of ,inquiry' of the histm:an by assigning .

independent research papers which require students to make investigations
without help from their, teachers. .

! .

As part of the mode of inquiry of history. and social sciences; we help
students to learn the structure of these disciplines. 5/ In recent literature.
the weed."structure" has been used with a variety of meanings. Some scholars,
for example, suggest that a structure is a collection of generalizations. Two
typical generalizations might be: "Feople migrate when they ire hungry," and
"Modern revolutions. are led by educated .people." For these workers the
structure ot a discipline is the entire set of generalizations which can be
derived from the.discipline.through.,4mpirical.investigation.

Other. researchers identify the structure of a discipline with a collection of
its major concepts. By a concept they mean a category, that .is, a .range of
different events or things which are treated similarly. 7or example, different
uprisings can be placed together in a category called revolution. By this
meaning the idea of a concept is primarily definitional in character. Learning
the structure of the discipline, then, is learning its major concepts.

Rather than a group of generalizations or a group of.concepts, we define.the
structure of history andthe social sciences as a battery of analytical ques-
tions which can be used to order factual evidence. Defining structure as
analytical questions, rather than as generalizations, is not a mere quibble.
Generalklations have about them a tone of finality because they are stated in
.declarative sentences that vote cloture on debate. Analytical questions,
however, are the tools of inquiry..' Unlike statements, analytical questions
suggest the possibility of relationships among facts and generalizations; they
do not insist that a relationship is always present. For us teaching the
structure ofhistory and the social sciences involves two processes: the first
consists of helping students to learn and use a number of analytical questions .

which have proved useful to historians and social scientists in the past; the
second consists of helping students to learn how to generate analytical
questions for themselves.

Defining structure as analytical questions implies that there is no single
correct structure. Moreover, throughout his life a scholar's conception of
structure will change. As he lemma more, he will ask new analytical questions
suggested to him by the research of others. He will also improve his own
ability to let an unexplained fact generate a new analytical question, giving
him fresh insights into his data. In this sense the structure of the discipline
is an integral part of its mode of inquiry. The excellent historian can be
distinguished from the hack in part by the quality and quantity of analytical
questions which he puts to his data.

Throughout the four years of the curriculum we have endeavored to help students
learn a number of analytical questions .drawn from the social science disciplines
and to develop skills in asking their own analytical questions. .Although there
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are.thousands.of questions appropriote.to investigation in social science
. research, we have.tried.to..organigweach-,CoUriie around a few key analytical

constructs. The course in,CoMparativelkonoMic Systemt,-foO.nstance,
revolves around four major issues: :what goods and.,servides"ShoUld be produced?,
how should goods and services be prOducedt, for yhot*shOuld goods and services
be produced?, and what relationship existerbetWeen a:society's.value system
'and thtmay,it: which it answers the previous three questions? Only in the
.broadese:and-mOstgeneral sense do:theie four.questions.define_the structure.
of economics. They indicate the major issues involved in the essential economic

;problem, the .problem of scarcity,. but theyare only the sketchiest guide to
an. attempt to understand the problem. Eachiargeanalyticatquestion, such
as thesei.implieS a series of sub-qUestiOna, each of -which helps to ,organize .

data.. Yet beginning, to study with s imail,listof 'major Lialytical*categorias
in.mind.proves.moSt helpful to students.--It.is these major analytical cate-
gories, the sub-questions they. imply,. and the ability to ask one's own ,ques-

7tioni which-ye-define as the structure Of history and the social sciences.

Aelpart,of the mode of inquiry, analytical: questions prove most useful in the
process of-deviloping.hypotheses. The:facts.never speak for themselves.. They
are ordered by each student in accordance with his own frame.oUrefarence.
A host of fruitful analytical questions increases the bounds of that frame of
reterence*and multiplies manylold the likelihood of fruEtful hypothesis.
We increase-ourstore of usefUlAnoWledge in both our- personal and professional
lives by developing and validating new hypotheses. Bence the study of the
structure of history and the social sciences should, form a vital part of the
education of every young American.

-

4. Knowled eof.401ected facts-and eneralizations from history and the
social sciences.

Like the ability to use the mode of inquiry of history and the social
sciences, YAowledge of the content Of these disciplines is an exclusive obliga-
tion Of social-studiet teachers. The staff of the curriculum Development
center haitc-tried to face squarely the difficult problem :f establishing
criteria for the selection of content. In some ways what We 'teach has been
determined by our other. three Objectives: knowledge of cognitive skill*,
.affective objectives, and the. ability to use the mode of inquiry. But vs Could
.reach those goals, using facts and4eneralizations,fron any past. society. Hence
we were forced to establish three additional criteria for the selection of
conteni..61 .

Our first supplementary criterion is the interest of. 'tho child. Over and over
again in one course after another, we have tried to tie our selection of content
to issues which' are of vital concern to intelligent adolescents growing up in
'American society. One such concern, for .example, is the way in which young
people allocate.their own time among a number of competing demands. By asking
thensto keep a careful record of the wily in.which their time is Spent for
several dayi andthenAo roam the cost, in tarme.of giving; up some.of these

. .
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activities, to .devote a' few. hours each week. politics, wezbrin&the-issue.
of political activity within theconteXt of a child's average day. We alsotry to raise a number of ethical and'moral,problems,:each in its own social,
setting, which' press upon modern young people. In so doing we are striving
for affective goals .-,the.development of a ceherent:value system and a personalphilosophy,- using as our starting *Ant the kinds of issues about valise and ,philosophy which trouble young people 'today.-

We also .let some of the problems of contemporary society guide the selectionof content. We chocne to study economic:growth in Great Britain partly because
economic growth is such a vital matter in the entire underdeveloped world.We look at the impact of modern technologrupon traditional cultures for asimilar reason. All over the world today Cultures.are in rapid transition
because Western ideas and Western technology are.transforting them. If studentsare to understand their modern world they should have an opportunity to study
its, major problems, and to "look' at the way other societies have met similarproblems in the past.

Finally, we have chosen some contentareae,to assure knowledge of a small
corpus of knowledge. about society which any educated American living 'in the
mid - twentieth. century should have Our curriculum has been designed for able
students, most of whoa' will'go tocollege.: In the soclaty in which they li'e
and will live in the future, intelligent people share a pool of.inforeatl.on.They. all have reado.or should have read,,, Pericles' Funeral Oration. 'They allknow the meaning.of the term "Machiavellian." They are acquainted with theworks of Shakespeare and Petrarch and Bismarck. Whenever possible, we have
seleCted readings which touch upon the lives or works of outstaneling men
from all over the world in order to.help our students build up the corpus'of
knowledge common to intelligent people everywhere.

Teaching Strategies

Objectives imply teaching strategies. Scholars have accumulated plenty of
evidence to indicate that students at the end of a course know just as manyfacts and generalitations it they have attended lectures and read textbooks
as they do if they have participated in small discussion, groups, 7/ If the
major objective is to teach quantities of facts and generalizations, then
expository teaching.to large groups seems to be the most efficient method.
On.the other band, if we .wish to determine whether or notstudents can use
the mode of inquiry independently. of their teacher, we must launch'them on a
historical investigation entirely on their own. .

Because our objectives are diverse, we have been unable to. mploy any single
teaching strategy to the exclusion of others: Instead we have used a whole
'range of strategies from "pure" exposition to "pure" discovery methods. Anumber of readings scattered throughout all four years of the curriculum arenarrative and expository in form. They tell students about the structureAt
American governmental institutions 'and contrast them with Russian governmental

' .
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forms. They Summarize a century or two of European history as succinctly aspossible. Similarly, many slide tapes have been designed to convey a maximumquantity of information .through both sight and sound!' Expository techniques,since, they are efficient. and' sparing Of time, seem by any standard the bestway to provide students with factual information which they must master.

Expository techniques, however, are not suitable to many of our objectives.For example, a number of our affective objectives require discussiontechniquesto be used in the clatsroom. A teacher Cannot knowwhen.every student in a .large lecture class is listening attentively or responding willingly to whatthe lecturer is saying. A discussion class provide'. far greater .opportunitiesfor a. teacher to assess these affective pelt. Similarly, a teacher canassess the ability with whidh:students Use the cognitive skills which Bloomhas:classified through gauging their-centributions.to discussion. classes. Ina discussion class students can be called Upon tO analyst or synthesize orextrapolate using material .which they may mot.have seen before.

But if we art to give each individual student a chance. to utilize the skillsand abilities. hich he has been learning,.:Iwe.must. give him opportunity forindividual work. Hence we frequently ask-students during discussion. classesto pause for four or five minutes to writo,an'hypothesis or draw together-0
synthesizes7a conclusion from scattered evidence. .In the eleventh grade coursewe consistently ask studenta.twcome to class,prepared.to ask four or fiveanalytical queitions drawn from. the-ninth ani tenth grade .courses'which areuseful in the analysis of fresh material. Independent research papers alsocall'fOr.each student-to work on his own.: Only when he.tan work independentlyis a student a free investigator* .Only4ree inveetigetion will yield independ-ent judgment. Teaching strategies must build this Andependence..1/.

Materials

Both objectives and teaching strategies imply mcvarietY.of materials. We haveprovided materials of a very wide range from expository articles and slidetapes on one end to discovery exercises which present only data from whichstudents can build hypotheses on the other. This range of materials is.impor-tent not only to accomplish specific. objectives but also to break. 'the deadlymonotony of:teaehing technique which characterizes se mini social stediesclassrooME,

Most of the courses in our sequence' are built entirely from individual readings,each of which.beginswith an introduction and several study questions. In onlyone course - the eleventh grade Advanced Placeient American History course -do we utilize a conventional text. Even here we have chosen the shortestexcellent collegetext whichWe.tould.find in Order to encourage students todeVelop their own skill in interpreting. the past. EMI% reading, however, hisbeen chosen.with-great.CaretObe-certaiitthat it to an overall
understanding of the subject.withVbichAt is concerned....
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The types of. material in each bOok of teadings Vary Widely. As we have already
indicated, a few readings are simple expositions, designed for efficient learning

7 of.informs4on.indispensahle to .either aspects of the:cOurse. Other readings
may contain a biography of a person typical of a.partiCular period or develop
went, a group of: charts or tablet oontaining.Statistical information from which.
generalizations can be draWn,-an analytical article written by a historian
or social scientist, or any ofanunber of other sorts of materials, This
great variety interests Students intrinsically` and provides them with essential
opportunities'to.learn how to thfienormous.renge of materials which
they will be reading for the reef; of their

We frequently supplement reading done as hoieWark in preparation for class
discussionwith two additional ilorts:of material's: class handouts and audio-
visual-aids. .14 a clasi handout we mesn'a.mimeatraphed page or two of informs...*
tion used:to focus clais discussion. Occasionally this information consists
of a discOvery exercise. For example, we have printed'eight quotations from
writers who lived in the UnitedStatis in the 1830's from which students are
asked to make hypotheses about the nature of Jacksonian democracy. We have
also mimeographed ten tables about the American economy during the 1920's from
which students are asked to develap*.an interpretation of the cause of the
depression.* Both of these sets ofmaterials an4 many. others them build
upon homework assignments *donein the readings book and contribute to the
development of skills and abilities as well as to objectives in the affective
domain by .the way in which they handled in class. ..

A complete kit of audio-visual equipment supplements this written material.
In each course we have a number of tapes,.: slide tapes,.single concept filmstrips,
and transparencies for the overhead projector. In each case we have.tried to
use an atidio-visual aid only Often a particular point can be .madi better with
sight or sound or a combination of the:wOhan it can with the printed word.
Like class.handoUts, and like. a variety of printed;teaching materials, audio-
visual aids break.the' monotony of .typical classroowprocedure. 'They can also
present some types of data far.mote efficiently and with greater intellectual

:

impact than. they Can be prasentedln any.other way.

The Cumulative Sequence

The four -year sequence of courses had been planned so that the student will
be required to employ the skills and knowledge.aCquited in one course in .

succeeding years. Each course has been designed to build upon the previous
ones, developing the intellectual skills And using the structure of the discipw
line for further :investigations,. The overall effect of four years Of study

.

is the cumulative development of a more and more sophitticated frame .of
reference, drawing upon an .ever- increasing store of experience..

The content for the four years, has been carefully chosen to obtain this cumula-
tive effect. The first course in the sequence, designed for the ninth grade,
is called COmparative Political Systems. It compares a primitive government



of American Plains Indians. with the contemporary governments of the United
States and the.Soidet.Union. In each instance we examine the nature of leader-
ship, decision-making, the Vole ofthe individual Citizen and the ideological
foundation of the'political,structure. The course in. Comparative Economic
Sytteme, designed for the, second. semester of the ninth grade, colorizes a
traditionareconOmyWith a aystieWheremestAecisiens aremade in the market
(the United, States) and a systemwhere moiltdecisions.are made by command. (the
Soviet.,Union). For each system. we focus upon the way in which the basic
economic questions.- what, howand for whom -'ire answered. We also examine
the relationshipletween the base Sociity's*Value.aystel and the way in which
it answers the beak economic questions.

The course designed foi the first semester of: tenth grade is Called The Shaping
of Westein Society. It tonal:its Of seventeen units, each focused.upon a major
problemOf historical interpretation.* ThroUghtlut the year we are interested
in the problem of change over time. Hence, students investigate:changes in
four areaS..of western aodiety:'pOlitics, the.00nomic.system, the social_
organiSation, and 'Patterns:of thoughto' .TwO-of theta themes thaw directly upon
the structure. of political science and 'economics which students have studied
duting the freshman year. The other twei.tetChed.upOn'briefly in ninth gtade,
are developed fully for:the first time in this course.

Studies in the NonaWestern World, disigned for'StudentS in the second semester
of tenth grade, has' been Organized areundlourunitst:Sou*AfriCa, China,
India and.Brazil.. In each unit students study the traditional culture before
the impact of the West, examine .the ways, in Oichverticular Western ideas
and institutions were diffUsed to the society. And enalyze One major contemporary
problem. !Or China we study the Oroblemilof totaliltarianism, drawing on key
threads fremthe political science course. and from the first semester of the
tenth grade. For India, econamic.growth and development ii the key issue.
Here students use the structure from the course in Comparative Economic Systems
and from several units in the first semester of tenth grade. The South Wican
unit emphasizes the ptoblems'of apartheid.* It contrasts the theme of equality
against inequality which was introduced in:the*Shaping of Western Society.
The study of Brazil encompasses Many.theMes from the first semester and raises
baSic questions about the contempotary:popUlation explosion.

The eleventh grade Advanced Placement.Amarican HiStory course has four major
themes: the developient of the American economic system, the growth of the
'American political syStesi, the changing American social structure; and the
reflection-Of, these developments'inHtheimerican intelleCtual tradition.

. Througheut the course stUdents use analytical :questions they have learned in
ninth and tenth grade*. 14014 theseAuestions providetboth4'review and a
device for deepening a studeati*uederstamdies thweetsh using information in

.

a new context.
. .

. .

The development of the skills and abilities identified by Blool ih the
TAXONOMY OW EDUCATIONAL OBJECTWSS'ha* also'bein arransed.ii cumulative and
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sequential order. Although it is impossible to develop one's skill fully before
. è more difficult one is begun, we have attempted in each of the first threeyears of the sequence to concentrate upon skills in roughly sequential order.

Similarly, but with less chance of success, we have tried to concentrate ourattention in the affectivs1 domain in an ascending order of difficulty over the
four .years of the curriculum.

In each succeeding year of their work, students are thrown more and non ontheir own to pursue independent investigations. The first year's course' in Comparative Political and Economic Systems is tightly structured to teach
essential skills, a node* of inquiry, and a battery of analytical questions
drawn from political science and economics. because students are expected to
use this new knowledge' and skills in the tenth grade, the course is less tightly
organised. The eleventh grade course encourages vies greater freedom for each
student and involves a larger number of discovery exercises and assignments
in which students are tck:bring.aeely.tical questions to bear upon the data pramsented in their reading. Thus the cumulative sequence has been designed to
prepare an .evaluating device by which the teacher can judge roughly the degree
to which students have mastered material.

I

In order to teach a course late in the sequence, teachers should know what their
students have learned in:earlier'years.' The best way for a teacher to put him.*self in the student's.shOe.S.is to tead..theileterild, written for the previous
courses.. tiniest he does .0o-.-muOh.of,;.tiii..effeet of O. sequential and ,cumlative.curriculum may be lost.

. .:".

leniaM"" Materials

. . ,Most high school semesters are eighteen weeks long.' We have provided readings
in each course for from :fifteen to 'seventeen weeks. This procedure encourageseach teacher to develop materials for **additional week or two:on_his. own orto use one or more of the supplementerY-prOjecte developed by our staff. Most
creative teachers want to include work about some topics in .which they arespecialists. This sort of flexibility has been provided by including csmiller.

. quantity of reading materiil"..than is usu1 in typical highy !school courses.
-

Each week's work has been organised around ;four readings, leaving the fifth
'day of each week free. It can be Utilised in 4 variety of ways. Since a
battery ot short axaitinat4us haii-been provided, many teachers may choose touse part of the fifth,:.daitor examinations. Others may wish to discuss current .

. events. In addition; we have provided with each Course: suggested supplementary
readings or exercises ehick :the ..students can do independently for their fifth
assignment each week. During the first ...master of ninth grade, students mayread from a large Collection of articles from current periodicals which can
be provided inexpensively in the libraryt,,,tFOT the economics course they do
a number of exercises derived primarily from newspapers. In the first semester
of tenth grade they:learn...to usw..the library, to write a book: review, and todo acontrolled research. paper.,:.th.,ths Second semester of that year.they read'
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and review two novels and write an independent rsearch 'paper in the library.
A 'substantial outside reading, program, drawn from recent literature in American
history, hes been provided fez. the eleventh grade Advanced Placement. course.

Evaluation,

A complete battery: of objective, and essay tests has been provided for U. of
the *ounces in the .Sequence. Th. testing program has been closer coordinated
with the objectives. Short Objectivequissee check the. recall of factual'
information and are designed mostly as policing devices to asks certain that
students read their assignments regularly. Objective examinations usually
covering about two week's work have been destined primarily to check knowledge
of structure, the development of skills and abilities, certain affective
objectives and the knowledge of content. driven from two or more readings. assay
tests, usually also covering two, week's work, assess the ability of a student
to *write history and the social sciences 'effectively and to use the skills and
abilities as well as the mode of inquiry which he has learned.

Two additional types, of evaluation require brief colments. The independeat
research papers which a student writhe are the primary evaluating instruments
which determine Whether or not he can use the historian's method of inquiry
well. Only when he can do an independent investigation has he really learned
this .vital art. The other major evaluatink'devici available to teachers is
the degree of skills which students sham in' class discussions. The constant
interplay between teacher and. students in small groups often enables a teacher
to assess the ability with which his students can utilise the skills they have
been taught. Teachers should nover overlook the vital contribution of class
.discussions as .evaluating devices:

Maximum Teacher Aids..

Like the new curriculum projects in Methasettes and the sciences, the four
courses in this* sequence:will be accompanied by maximum aide to :the teachers.
This *elaborate explanation' Of what we are doing is the first such aid but it
dies not meet the full obligations of curriculum developers to teachers. Only
model daily lesson plans. can do so.

This series of courses ia'substantiallydifferent from those that fall within
the experience of Most teachers. The objectives are different, the teaching
'strategies are different, the materials are different, even the grouping of .

. students i& different. Because so many variables have been changed, the
designers of the course feel obliged to indicate to teachers' at least one way
in which to handle this new context for teaching. We do not intend that lesson
plans shoulZ be restrictive. Quite the contrary. Teachers should depart .

substantially" from lesson plans or ignore them completely when they decide to
Work toward other objectives with particular materials. As designers of
materials, noiever, we have felt obliged to itilicate'*one tested way of :reaching
specified objectiiet with a Particulatteachtng strategy, 'dot of materials, ..
and 'grouping of students called upon for ,a day's work..

110
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. The teacher's manual which follows this inttroductiOt contains .a.model lesson
:plan for each day 4-the school year. .Any..Oroative teacher could develop .a

number of alternative ways to handle the. sseliatterial: let either the saw
objectives or for other one

a
s whiCh .hu'utight consider ikpropriate..' But begin!"

min g' teachers or .teachers who :are embrooing- quite ;different Materials and
:teaching 'strategies for the first this *fun nod model -lesson' gang :extremely
useful, particularly in the midst of their b0Sy'icadimic 'schedule.. 'Hence:ell
teachers. are invited to use the teacher's Manual as .they see lit. The alters,-
tives range tram following it precisely dtrby day to ignoring it cOmpletely.'
Milt people will fall along a cipptinum:sosteutere 'batmen these two extremes.
liven teachers who wish, to go: their Ma. fray optirely may find.. it halliful, to
look at lesson .plans. from tile to tbs., partly as a reminder about the reletion
ships of objectives materials;:: and teachincetrategy` end partly as a possible.
source for nem' ideas

_

Conclusion .

We encourage ariticisa.of our overall philosophy, of the materials we have
developed, and of our teaching- strategies... The Cinter has already benefited
considerably from the Oiesettte,.of teachers who have tried out our courses .

in tel. fors.. --;to'joia.,this dialogue. .
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Tech Social Studies -Curriculum Development Center are available through
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In March, 1966, Holt will publish a social studies methods volume (Edwin
Fenton, TEACHING THE 'NEW SOCIAL STUDIES IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS: AN INDUGYLVE
APPROACH) based upon teaching strategies used in the Tech Center.



A WORD 411101rt TUBB LESSON PLANS

As you wilt quickly notice, the style of our lesson plans has been
evolvieg, and you have in this collection the latent of the permutations. What
we hope we have accomplished is a teacher's manual that will he of greater aid
to you as you plan your own classroom strategy to achieve the objectives of
each lesson.

At the top of each page, casein the past, the subjest and skill objectives
for each lesson plan are Balser. You will find that we have written theue in
considerable detail. You should notice, in particular, that the'ekill ajectivea
go beyond Bloom's aimple statements to tell you enactly what is to be interpretee,,
extrapolated, applied, analyzed, nynthesiaed or evaluated and in what terms. We
have adopted this approach so that you can more easily evaluate whether-or not
your students actually` do employ these skills during the course of the lesson,
and, tn fadtvbegin to change their cosaitive behavior as a result.

As to the section on procedures, you will notice that each Leeson plan
has been written in two columns. The left hand column Wes a brief description
of what the teacher should do, whet questions ':he should ask, or what directions
he should give to the studenf..9. The right hand column trios to explain each
questionor teaching activity in term of how the strategy is related to the
objectives.e the lesson and in terms of what student behavior is desired or
anticipated. The questions and suggested activities have essentially two aims.
Primarily they are designed to stimulate burning: Secondly they are sometimes
'designed to help the teacher find out 'whether or not his students haie learned
the concepts or the skills that are stated/in the objectives. In rare cases they
serve the double function of stimulating ae activity or thought process that will
help the student learn and also give the teacher evidence pod which he can
base his evaluation of the student's progress.

In using the lesson plans for preparing for class, the teacher should
concentrate on how the teaching strategies' suggested are designed to teach the
objectives set for the lesson. In many cases the i-eeeher might find that
Another strategy might reach the objectives more surely and efficiently. In
these cases the teacher should feet free to depart gITAM the strategies. suggested.
by the lesson plan and develop his own ideas of procedure. In no case.ahould
they lesson plan be regarded as the. basic rock .upon which the project is founded.
They have been written. the way they have-to'suegest to teachers what kinds of
inductive teaching strategies might be employed in achieving the objectives
of-each lesson and, in a larger contextr the entire. course.

One final note. Youwill also.note.that the writers have made conscious
attempts tolrary the classroom' activities within each lemma and from day to
day. ,These AttePts have been made to accomplish two purposes. The first,
and moat obvious, Xs-to break down the.monotony that proceeds from one entire
class period devoted to one kind of activity. The second purpose is to give
the 'students ample opportunity to write into their notes what-they learn as
they go along. Thii notation process is at the heart of inductive teaching,

. for when the. student makes a-discovery oa his own he Should' be encouraged to
articulate that discovery in his own words.



COURSE itATIONALIS

for

THE SHAPING OP WWI= SOCIETY

IhtSht.1,113.1Wttears gstejay is the .third semester course in a four year
sequence of .high school social studies. courses for able students. It has been
designed to follow two one-sezdester ninth grade courses. InSigaratiye

rstinas and Comparative Economic Systems which 'the social studies curriculumTemarollment centtrIt tlulre of Technology'has also developed. Sheer
Shaskta of Western Societ, deals with selected topics in the history of Europe
ram the craTiTiFf peri to the twentieth century. The course builds upon

the cognitive skills and substantive knowledge which the students have acquired
in the two nitith grade courses.' .

In the ninth grade the students were taught to ask some basic analytical
questions asked by political scientists and economists. In Sitsessign,..Politiciil
S stems they were taught to ask "Who are the leaders and how are they recrilit?"--

at. actors influence decision making. in. the political arena?" What is the
role of the individual in the political system?" and "What 'is the role of ideology
in the political systerd". In arative Economic S stems the students were taught
to ask "How is it decided what goods servicerto pr ce?" "Mow is it decided
how to produce these goods and services ?" and "Eow is it decided for whom to
produce them?" The .students who take The Shaping of Western Societ will find
these questions. extremely useful as they study the poll...CCM an OCOallOade history
of the West. Several units have been included in this course to reinforce the
use of these questions.

The ninth grade courses also introduce the students to three types of politi
cal systems--traditional, democratic and totalitarian--and three types of economic
Lsystanstraditional, market and command. The Shads of Western Society builds
upon this conceptual framework by concentratiniMe procesielstively
traditional society of medieval Europe was transformed into a more 'innovative

_society* 'For examples several units of the course are devoted to the breaking
&ma of the traditional political system of the ?addle Ages and the development
of more.. innovative democratic and totalitarian systems*

In ..,ari...211.,..ve Politicallatemms and Cam native Economic Systems the .a.ku->
dents also develop several cognitive skil s. o the cogn tive skills
outlined in tenjamin Bloom's Ttn....cmtron of Educational Ob actives receive some
attantions .the two courses concentrate mainly on skills of ana psis* The tenth
.grade course is designed to reinforce these skills*

. The objectives of The Shaping of Western Society have been designed to build
upon' the knowledge and skills introduced at the ninth grade level. The four mail
objectives of the course are:

I). To see that the student knows and can apply the historian's mode of
inquiry to construct and test hypotheses with historical evidence*

.2) To see that the student knots and comprehends how western society
changed from a relatively traditional society in the Middle Ages to
various forms of more innovative 'octet:in; and to see that the
student comprehends what problems the development of a more innova-
tive society has crated. for modern min.



Shaping of Western Society Course Rationale (2)

3) To develop the studen'a ability to synthesize.
4) To see that the student knows and can apply four analytical questions

for analyzing the social structure of a community, namely: "What are
the social groups in the community' and how are they determined?" "What
are the privileges sad. responsibilities of each group?" "How does one
astn admittance to emch 67:alp?" and "Mow,.ind under what circumstances,
do members of the vawious groups come into 'contact with one another?"

These four objectives have determined the selection of content for this course.
Unit I acquaints the student with.eliments of-the historian's mode of incuiry.
The student will then be called upon to use.these techniques.throughout the
remainder of the course. To_ furthe this objecttve the readings generally con-
tain selections from primary sources. In order to comprehend what these sources
reveal about the history of the West, the student will have. to apply the his-
torian's techniques for developing and testing hypotheses. In learning to use
the historian's mode of inquiry; the'student wilt acquire more than a mere know-
ledge of what happened in the past; he will also learn how to think historically.
The ability to think historically must not be reserved only to professional his-
torians. Mt. "Everyman" must be able to think historically as 'wet. Mt. "Every-
man" ought to' be able to develop hypotheses about human experience from frag-
mentary evidence; It:. "iveryman" ought to know how to test these hypotheses with
evidence; Mt. "Everyman" ought to be able to distinguish between relevant and
irrelevant data; Mr. "Everyman" ought to be.able to use the perspective of time
in making qualitative judgments about the importance of events and conditions
in the past; Mt. "Everyman ought to be able to determine the reliability of
evidence; .and Ur. "Everymae" ought to be able 'to draw relationships and make
comparisons betty en two .or more aspects.of recorded human experience. In short,
the ability to think histortulty makes ire. Everyman capable of learning, and
profiting from the experiences og men who have lived in other times and places.

The second objective stated above has largely determined what aspects of
western history will be studied in this course. Units two through four intro-
duce the students to the classical innovative societies of Greece and Rome and
the more traditional society of the Middle Ages: The next eight units concentrate'
on the various changes that transformed traditional western -society into our
modern innovative society. The final six units deal with some of the ways
modera man has tried to cope. with the problems of innovativeiociety. Each of
the units is designed to last one week. Bach'unit Contains four readings. The
first three readings consist largely of selections from.primary sources. The
final reading is a summary essay written by the staff of the curriculum develop-
ment as ter.

t

The passing from traditional to innovative society is only one of a number
of themes that might be chosen for a course in the history of western civilize.,
tion. We have dacidoel upon this theme, however, because we believe that it is
a convenient way of giving the student a perspective-of how his society fits
into the history of mankind. Hopefully he will learn that his innovative
society developed from a. traditional' culture, quite unlike his own, by's stow,
arduous, and often painful process. Knowing hrw difficult the long procese of
change has been in the West, he villbe better equipped to compare the experi-
ences of non-vestern peoples with the experiences of his forebearo. He should
then be able to comprehend the difficulties non4mistern oocietLea face in the
twentieth century-es they attempt to comprect the sine hundred year 'experience
of the West into a few decades. Mimi' with this frame of reference, the stu-
dent should be nble'to undeistand and :appreciate the problemt that change
imposes upon the human condition.

The readings in this course have been constructed to help students syn-
thesise hypotheses from several pieces of evidence. Building upon the skills



Shaping of Western Society Course Rationale (3) .

of analysts developed by the ninth grade courses, thejslus oat Mae= oftinchopes* to carry the student one more step up the heirarchy 4-f-cognitive skills
outlined by Sloan* s Tsrjamn... Most of the readings in this course consist of
caul selections from primary sources. The student must develop skill in
.synthesising explanations from various pieces of evidence in order to construct
hypotheses from these readings.

Finally, the:content of several units has been determined by our fourthobjective.

Raiding XVIl ("The 144ieval.Social System") introduces the student to the
questions for analyzing the social' structure of a. comatunity Re will be called
upon repeatedly throughOut the 'course to use. these analytical questions when
examining' the social .structure og other societies. This battery of analytical
(Nutt two will b added to those onetime developed InSmeLatize 11algsval
Attce.,,mts and Co.,...astraim Economic* IfYaftton $y the time the student has finished
the third semester in the .seqvanni, therefore, he wilt have been "taught to ask
.questions ebb* will he/p him. analyse any social, political, or economic system.

Raving completed his study of.1141ftplAg of Western Socic the student
wilt hopefully have added several new components to the tee actual equipment
he began fashioning in the two ninth grade courses. Re should have developed
the ability to think historically, he should have acquired a new perspective
for studying 'human affair's, he should have developed the ability to synthemise
explanations ..from several, .pieces of evidence, and he should have learned bowto ask a new set of analytical questions for examining the social structure of
a community.. This new imtitlectual, armor will help him in the courses to comeas he applies his knowledge and skills to the study of nonwestern peoples and
the .history of the Waited States. As is continues to use his new armor we
hops be Mill become so accustomed to 1* that Is viii set abed. it. when be estersadult Ilk.
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Shaping of .Westeva Society

' TSE UT= OF HISTORY .

Subject Objectives:

Skil/ Objectives:

Material::: Reading ft
Transparencies la,

lasses Plan, Reading

To know that the classification of in is

a functifIn.of a person's frame of reference.
.20 know that a person's frame Of reference is a
product of his entire Ufa experience.

Analysis.of °laments 0:10)0 To know that a
.classification.scheme grows out of unstated
..assueptions about the wort&
Derivation Of a set of abstract rolationOhips
TO develop.hypotheses about the frame of reference
leading to three classificatioa achemos in the'
lesson.

le, and 2.

MMWOMMWORMA....0,

What ammo going to be.doins.in 'Get the students to state the problem Lc:volved in
the first'six days of the course,,in the first unit of work. The students abou/d
accoroingto the introductory realise that they are trying to find out how the
'.pavagvaphs? historian proceeds so that for ihe rest ol'the

course.they wilt have a method for dieciplieed

020VP WORM: Divide the class'
into as many groups as are
manageable and ask each grout, to"
decide three of the eighteen.. ..:.-

creatures in the reading...
After a few minutes, have each
group report on the categories
they chose.

ii,,hat* do all of your categories

have in. common?

Pa0,12CT TfatilthAROCUS la, b,
These are my 'classifications..
twat do my categories have is
cement?.

. Rom are they diffIrreat from
yours?

inquiry into the past.

this exercise Witt mike clear the students* otta
frame. of referenceIhatItilt be contrasted mit%
'the teacher's frame of reference as =vested in
the transpareaiLes which follow. ,The students
will probably make biological ctassificattons
for the eighteen terns.

she students should realise cwt their ct2sci!Lea
_times stem frets the biological sciences. This
frame of:reference cam Doter be contracted with
the liegOistic frame of =foveae° of. the'teacher.

.

- .
. .

This exercise is designed to got, the students
to contriattheirclassigeition Scheme with

teacher
.

Once the teacher is satisfied that the students

see the WW1 a beth schemes of classification,
Should introduce .the term FRAME OF UBFERSOC2

etudeets should be aaked'to define. .

should indicate thaCthe two ctossification
discUssed stemmed from different frames

=brace*

114TRODUCI TRIlis

reference.-,

What does frimi Of raferese
to do 4.0..10440?'

. Students should. see that different frames of.
bunco mill determine the historian's elessifi-

+sw o1 Berl. 641004 ems. Influence
tit histoey.



PROJECT.-TRANStARENCT 2
Have students clissifythe'names
of -the political leaders.
'Where did you get your: frame of
reference to classify these men?.

This ;exercise. will show cudents that their
education partially determines their frame of
reference. They should recognize that their
.iichems of classification cams from what they

. 'learned in the ninth grade course in
.comparative political system:

The aim of this *motion is to.get the
students to2,eee that everything in one's
background influences one's frame of :

-rawellesis:co'AvSrsation, family, school,
experience, church and so on. After the
.students hive suggested *several sources,
the .teacher may wish to ask,. "Is there any!.

.thing'in your ,pait experience that has not
fielPed shape your frame of reference?"

Students .neci to".recognize that historical
interpretation depends upon .the.historian,s
frame of reference. Nis .classification of
facts *and his selection of facts depend
upon the may in Which' he. Views tea world:

Wby do you think we have been
learning about .frame of referente
in a history course?
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SUPPLIGIANTAW AsSTANKOT 0: .

USING THE USURP' THE CARO CATALOGUE

The library ls to the htstorieo what the laboratory is to the scientist. The
library contains most of the veseerch tools thet the historian uses in invehti
eating any given question. Effective use of the tools in the library requires
inowledge of what each toot .ran do and repeated practice with it.: This:suppiew
aentery assignment and the five to follow are designed to teach you whet aids
esist is the libtary4 whet their uses are, end how to use them.

Poritoost as the research aids in the library is the card .catalogue of books.
Every library contains a file esbitet which houses tlieusendS of three by five
:gads. :very Nisok in the library is catalogued on at least three of these
rard*. One card gives the author's MOO at.the top, as sword is heeded by the
title of the book...end still another has the subject:of the bodk liseed at the
top (sooattoes there say he several- "subject eerde" for one book). The
historian -MAU this card catalogue 6* s. variety of tasks, Ibis supplementary

assignment has been designed to introduce you to these functions, Using mac
the cord catalogue, see if you van:find.the.ansWers to the following questions.
):-.r some Of these .questions you will not b* able tolind answers. The questions

which cannot be answered have beennurpnsely included no that you will.find
out the limitattons of the .card catalogue as well as its uses. If your cannot

it:id the answer, write ''Cannot-be answered by the cerd catalogue" in the VNICI!

provided. After you have Answered the five questions, write '41 short sUomary
of the uses of the toed catalogue in the spa ca'

I. tiske a list of at least five books about ancient Athens that are contelned
in your library.

(authet) (title)
u

(Place &Aosta of Pobliration

ONNOXIMMINMINIIROMPONIIIIIIIIIWA.011011111111111111111.1111t

.1111.0411MOLIIIMPIIIII0000111111MMOVIPP

moicommemer,wwwwwisiverogrowormisasvammeammer. ,

AIMIANglienr-00110.111111P.011104.11.1g1~00.11111111.1.11/11101.601.11111111111~IIIIIIIVIOMOONSINIONISMOMMINIIMISW

2. Wet was the most tmportant book written abhut the causes of the. Prench
ge-vOlut ion?

1. lkar what eel) cumber imild you find allgt7/17:177;7711767;7715
deal with the *Move; lemolayT

titieh of the following tie° books would bik most useful to dieding.out
about the causes 0 the first World tier?

llerhata ?whams. TUX CONS at AUG= . Pan Noorehead, GA .L

irtst keg TM MD= AT AXON by James Hichener about?

asesoorwaresernisaaro

DI t.shet use is the eard retelczue to. the historian".
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Shaping of Western Society Lesson Plan, Reading 2

EVIDENCE AND INFERENCE: PROVING A HYPOVISSIS.

Subject Objectives:

Skill Objectives:-

To know that historians develop hypotheses as
starting points for investigations.

To know that historians support and revise hypo-
theses with factual: evidence derived from dc.curgei..
and artifacts.

Analysis of elements (4:10. To know the diffett,
between a fact and an hyporttesis.

Analysis of relationships (4:20). To deters:LEA
when evidence supports an hypothesis.

Dinivaition of a 'set of abstract relationohips:
(5:30).. TO develop hypotheses about the Kensinjtzi.
Stone.

Materials': Readies 2
Recording by ittoodore "Digging the heads" from
"An Actor's Holiday".
Student Readout: "The Stone is a Fraud" encerpte.d !rem
American X, 3 (April, 1959), 101-104._ _

What did we decide in (vaster-
day's class ?.

V141114101111111110KZ .11111111.11111011111111111111111EralliP11001 orommassorsasems.

Nave students summsrize the findings of the
previous lesson and develop. the relationship
between frame Of reference sad the histo::iauls
Rode of inquiry.

. .

What .was the major issue that This question, should fix in the student's mind
this article dealt wield the basic methodological proble' &alt.. with La

the neat's. The students sight respond that..

the author was trying to. proire that thd IZensingto41
Stone was authentic. The teacher should then ask,
for a definition of the .problem in more tmnerat
terms: historians try to valilate hypothesis.

Have a student read the first historians begin investigations with questions.
paragraph. . This procedural "matter should be discussed.
How did the. historian begin,

What war the next stop?

=TROD= TERM hypothesis

historians next "develop tentative answers to choir.
questions. The students wil1.perhaps anwer te,tirt
the next step was to find information to -answer
the. question, biat the teacher should indicate, by
having tl'oi students carefully analyze the steps : L.
the article, thIlt a tentative.answer to .the
Ina assmed and .then information to corroborate
that answer was sought.

When the students have realised that the htstorial.;
begat with'a tentative answer, the teacher should
introduce thttierm hypothesis- and ask the studs:mg
to define it..

JIM
40 ,1

r"" ....L. 1r 315..Evea'7.,;2



Reading 2, continued:

What hypothesis did the author The hypothesis that the stone was a fraud.
discuss first In *he article2

What e-Adence did ho give for the students to give the specific pieces of
this hypothesis?. 'evidence used to support this hypotkosis cad Liz L

' it on the board.
.1 `

What hypothesis did he discuss That the stone, was a genuine relic.
next?

!taw did he support this second Ho showed that some of the original evidence
hypothesis?. used to "prove" that the stone was a for3ery was. .

t` inaccurate. He also cited new evidence not p;:e-
vionsly discussed. Get the students to give all
of thie.dvidence and list it on the board.

how do historians validate
hypotheses?

The two previous exercises illustrate that histo.:.
ta rt? search for facts with which to support hypo-
theses. Ask questions in soverl ways to be sun
that students know this conclusion.

Do you think he proved the hypo- Host of the students should reel that the stones
authenticity was validated. This will set up
the recording which should throw some doubts in
their mind.

.thesis?

PIM RECORDING: "Digging the
Weans:" *.

What do you think the memo
of this bit of fun is fot us?

The .tape pokes. fun at historians and archoolog.isu
who build up elaborate hypotheses on the basic .of.

few fragments of evidence: the Oast:Lon. is de-
signed. to. see if, the students comprehend this
Sint.

.

Wow how many think the atom ie-.:;- Many students should now have some doubts about
.authentic? the stones authenticity.

PASS OUT liANDOVT: "The Stone it.: This handout argues that the stone is a lake.
a Fraud."

How does this atiator.prove the
other hypotholist

Can wet ever be certain.'that. a
hypothesis .E5 proven beyond a
shadow ot a doubt?
Caiiwe be time certain- as we
Collect more -*Widens*?

l.

*".*

The studenti should re.alisti from the hen'lo&c
its author uses facts to support hlts hypatness,
but that ho also =tines the fre of roferente
of the historice who believed the stone it real.

.!

question is designed to alert students to
idea that no historical hypothesis ca L ever be

.:.toispletely validated. We can be sore cc:tain of
their accuracy, however, as we collect.aisre
aids:ice.



oar =nu soapy
,DIGGII10:21111 WARS

Prom a recording by Theodore' niteli Ildttra #175, and based upon
an article by lobsyr.Wathan.

'Readies 2
Copyrighted Materials

In this humorous monolbisgue.11iketassumei ,the role of an araheologist is the
year 3000 who-interprets'. the hisiery.oUtiliii,Untted States as thebuis of
fragments of build aStfacts

grin; 'Cise.oi the Kensington Rune Stone, in
1959) Its,

.

, 04

In .this article, tfahlgren systeMetic
.

offers evidence to repudiate the
claims oadei'by Mahar Koland , the-authenticity of the

.". Kansingtoirlisnis Stoner..

y
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Shaping °Ilkeston Society Lesson Plan, Reading 3

Subject 'Objectives:

Objectives:

1,.

Tat RISTORIA1,1404S IS#11.4, FACT

NAterials: Reading 3.
Transparency 3

- am1110110.

. -;

, To know thoW)OtorianS 40tarmine what is factually
by lieekikig:OirrolkOriitriife atiatooleata from

people with different frames' of reference and by
analr iAng.thevalidity \of. statements through both

. exteraat, 84 Syi#Onte:

Analysis of Oxidant's: 0:10: To tccognisil
unstated assumptions and, to distinguish between
statements of fact, generalisations based cm
facts and hypotheses.

.

Ail:sly:ft of relationships: (4:20..10 determine
*ether factual evidence supports a particular

u

Evaluating in terms of interact evideace: (60.0)'.
To know by the use of internal evidence Nether
the facts reported in a document should be

-:accopi;ed as accurate.

Met have we learned about how
hiotorians work from our pre-
vious:*two lessons?

;rem bilge you say it ioutd seem
important for historians to get
facts from evidence La order to
support their hypotheses. As
historians front Ns-'t3, where did
you get your facts? .

.

Students should oummarize what they have Learned
so far.

This question challenges students to draw
connection between the first two lesions twat
this one. Students.should realise that they
are dependent upon documents or artifacts th4t
are reserved from the past for the facts they
obteine

OXOttly NOM: divide the 'Olean into envo a student record the state:coats on he
groups and ask each group to select blackboard.
.three facts in generalizations from
the two documents'. Wave a studeat.
from-each group report to the entire
class.

Why did you decide that these vox*
ACcurSte statements?

PROJadT TRATISPARENCY 3
Are these statements accurate ?'
Where dict`I get then?
Igo did i. soloot facts..tibont.
the United States and the:Sny
Uniett?

The goal of this question is to get the students
to establish general criteria for: true statements.
They probably will decide that statements are more
probable when accounts from two differeat frames
of reference agree on. something.

'This transparency include° facts that con be
inferred from internal evidence in the documents.
/boy arc facts abciut the United State*: and the

. The exercise is oat up to show students
ow they eau learn* information about.authors from

foal evidence in a docunent.



Reading 3 tinned
.

Row can a. do id.' what statements Studinte should agree that statements are probably
are accurate we read records 'accurate when two people with diffnrent frames of
free the past? *: reference apse about. something. They should also

. . agree that we can infer information about the
authors of articles and the kinds of cocieties in
which. they /iv* from documents. For example, the
existence. of -these Opera Suplies that the Mitcd.
States end the Soviet deafen had several character-

. istici in common: their people were literate, they
'had highly developed technologies, and they had
devel,oped different ideologies.

Suppose I had only one account, . This question is included to extend the students
ho) would-i dote what is . ..thinkins beyond the criteria aiready established.
fact, -than? They should suggest other ways of determtning the

accuracy of statements, namely the analyols of the
' language of, the document to diateratIne objectivity,

Clete a look at.tha. refOreace to Soviet teaks in
the last sentence of 'the socond paragraph can servet

as an example of haw writers' can reveal their frame
of reference-by the way they write). Tho teacher
and studentormay wish to suggest 'other criteria,
such as the pratimity of the author to the event.*

Vint crlterlia have we as
lished., for &tiding.**
or.not. a statement is

was ho an .eyewitness or wasn't he?

' . S.tudenis should be enisouraied.to oummarise the
.criterie deeteeil upon in the days lession. The
Witcher should see that each student gets the

. criteria writtei down La kis notes.



MOP

Ot. Pa I, .444 F
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O

Both Russia sand the Urn i teal States
had advanced technolog i es
Both Russia and . the ted States
had a sense of htstory
Both Russia and the Can ited States
were concerned about 'the events in
ffungary;0.'

I



Shaping' of nesters Society

K

HOW Tat ILISTOSTAN ASKS ANALYTICAL QUESTIOiS. .

To know the. kinds. of analytical. questions which
historians ask.

Leis= ?tans :Reading 4

Subject Objectives:-

Skill Objectives:

:Materials: ding 4

What have wo lc:pried, so far.'
about how the histOrias works?

Whet did you learn' about how °--
the kiatbrian works from this
reading?

Do you think the questions
Gustayson asks are important?

WM= =CUM Sinue yon .

seat to agree that the questions
Gustayson asks are important,
letssieo if you can remember
them. Write them all on a
shoot of paper. What questions .

do you have?

What answers does Gustayson
give to these questions?,

To know that the questions which a particular
historian Asks are a function:411s frame of
reference.

Derivation of a sat of abstract relationships (5:30
To be Able to develop a hypothesis through the Use
of analytical quesCons.

.Again the class should begin With an attempt to
summarise that has 'been /earned and relate it to
the major issuo.of the unit.

Tholurpose of this question is to see if the
students understood the major methodological
point of tho.readiag-nnamely, that the hietociaa
aski analytical questions in the course of his
investigation.

Thesis' is to get thq students to commit them-
solies to the position that Gustayson :lake Ivor-
tent questions in order .to set up the writios
exercise.

Let the students write down the questions to ace
hauntingly they can remember from Gustavootee list.
Rave the students report what they wrote down and
have the other students write down the ones

. they
missed.. Have them write all nine of Gustayson's
questions into their notes.

Go. through the questions one by oua and find out
.what answers Gustayson found to his questions.
This will provide the basis for answering the
next question in the lesson plan.

Why do you think GUstaysOn The students should look at the answers to develop
asked theae particular questions? a general reason for asking such questions. They

ghould see that the questions are designed to pro.
Yids direction to the. investigation4nd keep the
Islamism fromoverlodking data.

41""MikkOldt. 4 144." dir **001010010 .4110040t It"; * ,11041401011. t.iiiiii-1411110M.;010011101100111110.- 4101, ow44.6,-



. Reading 4 .continued.

Can. you. thick of . othei
questions you'd:gilt ask?.
Would you ask'alttheso '-

:. questions for every twist
action?. .

torenother
event. P

Where did Gustayson-got those
'test:ions?
7Would a professor-at the, Val.
vanity of Moscow.aik,the safq
questions?

then how., .do .70u kaov Y0011F.,
as:cing the "right". quest

Y.

y

.4.
ri
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irt

f
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: t

V
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These two questions aim to get the students to
ds top their. ova;queltionarlor studyinivan

Aivent in the pact. students apply their
additidaal OodtUdakid OdataUson's questions
to *Thither event, -such as the American 8.32volutiop

tut-Vivi/ War, they should -,recognize the hap
t:quotrions give to histeirical Levestisatisras,pk.

Even if the. question proves to be unfruitAgs
...itudente, should realise that it was Lope:neat to
esk 'it anyway to make sure nothing is ovelookel.

, ;7- . 7 .7

;Students should see that the questions the histor-
s asks are,a product of his, frame of 'reference.

-

tudeatt should ice *that no one can identify
Oit uright" questiena, but that schols1.;,

1 .7.?'.':c4r4 identify a number ofcnalytical.questions
'" teen Useful, to,'.,invectiactors in tbe.past..

.shouid also recognise the usefulness of a
asen-list of questions to be used as a starting

latlor investigetiAms.=
I $

4r.
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3r uA1i.
4$p rtc- j
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Shaping. of Western Society Lesson Plan, Reading 5

um T sursaim inns am kat *ma
Subject Objectives:

Shill Objectives:

Mterials: Reading S
Transparency 4.

- TO know that ahistorinn's frame of reference is
a product. of his culture.

To knov that a frame of reference. can be so
that it can prevent accurate rcp4rtivi; or iatCr-
pretation.of.events..

Analysis of elements: (4:10). To be able to
recognise unstated assumptions.

Analysis ok relationships: (4:20. To to able to
determine whether or not cvidenewsupports an
hypothesise.

ftaluating in terns of interest evidence: (0:10).
,.To bo able to assess the degree to which the etatc
manta in an article are factually accurate.

What is'history?

. MUM ASSIGN=

IMO= TaAWSPARPCY: Tell
students. to write down the first
thing that comes to their mind.
After a short .time ask the... .

students to tell. the class whet
they Dow.

'Why. do you .suppose you each
saw different things?'

What special.problemn for
historians do you think this
La plot test reveals'

This question is again for purposes of getting
the student to summarize that he has ?carted,
and also to.get him this hing about the avaiSazeaL
chat is due tomorrow. The teacher might ash the
students to write e! paragraph In ansucr to the

The student's aasignmeni is reading am in their
book. Answer any questions they might have.

The transparency is 412 ink h1044 Which can be
interpreted several ways,. The point to be acne
with.tkiff exercise is that what people see is a
function of their frame of reference, at the
following question indicates.

The students, by this time, should be veil cuure
that frame of reference conditions most of the
'activities of historical investigation, end their
responses should indicate this conclusion.

The students should see two points: first, that
historians themselves see the world differently
from each other and this colors their interprets-
time; and second, that eyewitness reports will
see different happenings in. an event, and will
report only Aat they are ready to sae.'



Heading S continued.

. Lot's tura our attention to
the reading. Idiot was the
Story that was told in the
first section of the reading?.
iiho was its author?

Do you believe the Monk's *story?
Why did the Hoak believe Herbert
was atricken by .Sti,Benedict?
Why don't you believe the Monk?
Can you prove dm Monk was wrong?
Dow should you treat this pLece
of evidence?

alar,CUR: Have the class describe
a student's clothing in Navajo.

.hat problem does this exorcise
reveal for the historian?

,,Xow let's look at the last section
of the reading. now Weald personi:
die 'believed in each a. the twa.
idea; of tan and revolution.cinteri;
prig the fiungarina

lbe aim hero .should be to get the stueenzs to
MOM* the story exactly as the monk told it,
so that the elements of -the.. 's .1ra= of
reference are clear to the class.

This series of questions is, designed to illuninatn'
the problem of using evidence tchich'comas from
another culture where the writer's frate of
reference influenced his interpretatiort or dealer-qv!
ties of events. The fourth question in the eerie.:
should 'indicate to the students that they also haven,.
a mind-set about how things happen, and the teschcf',,
should encourage' the students to compare their

. frame.of reference with the monks. no students
should also be aware that a man's entire culture
influences his frame of reference.

Problems of interpretation also arise out -4
translating from one language to another.
Steam*. written in one 14nSune might be disto:
ted when it to teenslated into another one.

This exorcise La designed to show the students LI

that a person's values color his interpretation
of history. Hence, investigators shoule be
aware of what their values are .so that they will
be able to recognize their role in forming inter-
pretations.

Row can the historian deal with . .Vaderlyiag assumptions such as these always color
evidence that contains unstated the interpretation of the past.
valua iesumptions?





Shaping of Western Society

NM IS surram

Subject Objectives:

Skill Objectives:

Materials: Transposes:a

Lesson Kan, Reading 6

To know
that the historian's mode of inquiry will affect
the validity of his investigation.

Analysis of Etenants: (4.10) dualyze the
buss of the historians mode of inquiry.
Judgments in to of lb :tuna Criteria: (6.20)
to aware a sample piece of research with
prevLottsly estakiisked criteria.

72ANSVARENCi:

Does this paper cantata all this
elements of the historian's node
of inquiry?

4



INVESTIGATING THE CAUSES
OF.THE

RUSSIAN REVOLUTION

When presented with a historical
problem I must formulate a method o-F
attack in order to solve it most efti-
ciently. Since I know very little about
the Russian Revolution, there are certain
steps I must take to find out what caused
it.

First,, must gather some information
from accounts written by other historians
to help me decide the possible causes of
the revolution. 1 will read the accounts
of at least two historians to make sure I

approaph the problem from more than one
frame of reference. i will keep in mind
that I have a frame of reference of my own,
derived from my cultural and educational
background, that will also influence how
interpret the causes of the event.

Having read the accounts of historians,
1 will develop my own hypothesis. Keeping
in mind that most complicated events are
caused by a variety of causes, my hypothe-
sis might be: "The combination.of political
weakness, economic distress, and social dis-
content under the Tsars caused the Russian
Revolution."



My next step will be to test my hypo-
thesis. I will begin my test by asking
some analytical questions that will guide
me to data. Some of the questions I might
ask would be:

1. Was the Tsarist government weak?
2. Was there widespread economic

distress?
3. Was there a great deal of social

discontent?
4. Were there any individuals who

were pushing for revolution?
5. Were there any new ideas that

would promote a revolution?
6. Were there any previous attempts

at revolution?
Using these questions as a guide I will
look for evidence that will help me answer
them. I will use mostly primary sources
as evidence, that isx public records,
diaries, letters,. newspperst and other
things written at the time of the revolution. ,

If I use eyewitness accounts of the
Revolution I shall try to determine what
statements are accurate statements of facts
and what statements are not accurate. 1

shall try to gather eyewitness accounts from
more than two frames of referencet and cross-r1
check their statements. i shall apply other0-1
tests for accuracyt such as apparent will-
ingness to tell the truth l, the use of



loaded language and opportunity to tell
the truth.

After completing my investigation
will either modify my hypothesis or accept
it as being relatively more accurate than
before I. had begun my investigation.

By following the steps of forming a
hypothesis,, asking analytical questions
and seeking evidence and always keeping in
mind the problems of mind set, I should be

eable to determine what caused Russian
Revolution



Shaping of Western Society Lesson Plan, *goading 7

The Athenian Way of Life
,

Subject Objectives: To know that the Atheataas valued full develop-
sent of all humanlotentielo, that the Athenians
believed man was..aapeble of .appreciating 'scatty,a
itisplayligphysidal. strength and grace, using hiplk
Lento/ powers for understanding: his woad Zi1:1
political decisions.

Sill Objectives: flerivatioa,..of Abstract Relations (5.30) rICVC7.0-

a hypothesis 'about Atheniaa values..

Materials: Rending VII.
Tape: "Coiling !of. Age 14 Athens"

IMINNOMMI0100.00.1111......MialIMINION.0~1.110.110111101.11.SallageNalleandelMONOMMISMAINNIMNIMANNIOM~INJIMM1161/1111P110
What are we trying to find out from This question designed to make students aware
this readiag? of the purpose of the reading and to remind them

that historical investigation begins win questii)

Aba-this ,naie, "what were the values of the goldea
age?"0.-- . after which a' hypothesis is formed.

Begin the diOcussion by a ckina chat a Gee% .man
might do, on an average day. to get: to the L:ea that
be dome not work. Physical labor befits or.ty the
slave. A citizea Ls concernea with having adovatoL
leisure time for the purpose of political ar
sophicat discussion and public cervices T7...cn ash

illicit Athenian education reveals about C4eeit value s.
Lead the class to an underetanding that tetters,
music, and gymnaetics teach appreciation for
knowledge, beauty. and strength.

Li

Play Tape in two sections asking From the first section the class should bo cbto to
after each
Athenians values. emphasis placed on each individual' a "amouating to

uhat it reveals about. determine -the position of women in society ,a t4ead

,something." .The second section indicates the sakea;:
laid on beauty (buying the brooch), strangah
(Winning at games), and knowledge for its own mite
as well as its applicability (geometry)*

UlETIM =RCM Ask each This should take no longer than a feuLminutes
stwallat to write a hypothesis for . The remaining time can then be spent discussing
the original. question, what are what steps should bo taken next.
Greek values?.

Met does Davis' reconstruction
of Athenian life mad activitlem..
reveal about Athenian values?



SHAPING OF .WESTERN 'SOCIETY Reading. 7

7S1ide Tape, "Coming of Age in Athens" is from "Greek Meets Greek," a
recording in Walter Coldschmidtes.Tat WATS Or WOAD, Sories
(Urbana, Illinois, UnLversity of Illinois, 'Rational Association' of Educational
Broadcasters).

\
Tilts is the script of a' playlet about life in ancient Athens, The conversation
among che'actOrs.indicates .the v lug Of the Greeks.



supplementary Assignment $2

USA LISkARY: REAM $ MIRE

Whet the card catalogue is to books, TEM READER'S WIDE TO PERIODICAL LITERATOnt
is to segesines ond journals.. MOnever, the card Catalogue lists only thous
bookethet are on theAlibrary''sheWes;, thelECAM'S OUIDi. lists articles in
almost ail maga:sines published in'thellnited States end sows foreign countries,
regardless of whether or not the library subscribes co those as or note
1RE. RUM'S 00/011 lists articles that have appeared In me;ov pertodicaie
ace:cording to sublect and according to author., This useful reference to magazine
articles is OUblished woothly, quarterly, and by years. Most. Itbrories hive
the hL' yearly %intorno* on their roferaore shelves. for purpoaea of this osstgn
Avant,. you will used to consult only those big volumes. Again, some of the
questions that follow cannot be answered eo that you will learn that the.
REAM'S OMB cennot do as well as what it con doe. After havive answered the
fiviAupstions, write the short summary called for at the end of the ossignmeote

le What articles were written in 1960 about secheologicsa discoveries
concerning ancient Isms? (List five)

Wine of article) "'""...47.4177rile of zegestne (Osa"of pu'Airailop)

2. WW1 wore book rkvetou of Alan Moorehead's Tlit RUSSIAN liEVOLUTION7

itvaulCz 050
lair Oahe owAromasegewmasumaftliornewalWrolevedilmirliMploorremerwwww.eminpaommiNiewommr allsor.~.....10.6amptehreusepoiroawygror e.ggrawers.

le Watt megazines published batmen) 19 .mud 196 coNtsine4 artivlem about
..101ius one see

11011141044~1111W11~1100o4.004imINNINNI1e41.0/~41/1.1~4.11111111111~011110011Mt4.40100WOMPOINPWWO OVIMPAPIMPOPMP9011,110111P~Mo ...mrsonaesva

.oemisimirtcnammillielimilsed~mos

efidwomi *csairlisetmunliiwaillowlobassentwoos.~10b4hilmahoommo artoMbisrokomalimoolimmlip...wommommopor operarsompowelawabloillweargoomelommism.was. ~Pao

Houven), Jifferont into:more% bone of the deafens and fall af the Boman
empire were published-tn magosinee between 1950 and 102?

111111Wartlilm6411.111.111morINIORsoiNisoro

Moe cumgesine' published b4twsen 1946 and Ma would be the most use to
41014MC4 ofAufnenstion on ROM44 histerf to teer= of thy, to of slaw*
levered to that subject':

111Mmusimar.Vismillilimis.101111110=041111.11MIPPINgamiledIPONIMMIMINVu;IMAION0111110.0

i3 s bat Or' is !NE RUM'S CielDI to, ao historian?



Snap:. ::;; of Weatern Society

MINIM VALUES

kik:cc: Objectives:

Vsiectivca:

Lessee nano Readies 8

TO know that primary =urge matezict is of ::4: 44o
for provias a hypothesis that the

4iimary source° in reading 8 substantiate the
hypothesis derived from reading 7, but that they
ilso sweat modifications of ito

Analysis of relationships: (4.20) - to away=
the relationship between the evidence La =ding
MIX and the hypothesis formed on the basic of
reading VU.

MOND:ants: Itcsdiag VIXID "Athenian values";
SIidea of Greek Scuiptureand
architecture.

7.Asouvwko.avr. oda*
oartgasuormiliwinisulelniOluewarninaimaNyeallapiwamormailseAmwmulymmorrammoveloomullinswvcsomarmozwirmwourairmalimirsos, asma

6cvcral students to read the, In doing this try to reach a conacn...us; do :lot
Lspeethcaca thcy wrote yesterday. °pond too much time. A stup:At hypot%esis al.4ht

be: "To be worthwhile, a Greet =at have a %sea
mind and a strong body end he must use tllose
qualities in appreciatiu: batuty, understeneling
his world, and mains politics/ decisions.

co:I:cider today's reading The purposa for thin question is to introduce the
ttlet:71 pod evidence for proviag. etudcats to primary aowom tutorial. as oppocd

hypathesis to secondary sources such as yester4ayes reaiins.
At thin point, limit the definition of prizary
eourco too "uritteo caterials produced at the
time of the era or event under study." Exsaptes
might be diaries, newspapers, eyewitness eceouctob
documonts, etc.

0,42.

!t11;' 43x: 14.vide the class into
flye ;rave, each to deal with one
o: tLe .1cctions in the reading.

n:zrizt: While doing this
C.I.ICVjs with he class the values.
they represent.

Tell each group to study its xlmary sou cc zecti'
with an eye to diecoveriog what virtue it salaud
and whether it validates, Deifies, or contradict .

the hypothesis. A reporter must.bu selected from
each group. Dtre are some eupected responses:
Sophectes: tau is capable of anything (suy;prts:,
Somers glory is gained by fighting for friirAda
and city (modifies)
Denied: moderatioa and hard work are Loporiumt

(modifies)
Aphorisms:

Aristotle:

human potential is developed th:ori3h
courege, hard uork, seLf improva6lent

aatvirtuee (supports and vo4iC.23)
virtue lies not In mediocrity but in
moderation, that to being sstieLed
with no store or less than your capa-
bitZties; "the golden Mall"

fetal tures

1 The Discus Thrower - 12%ysicat strength
02 Hermes beauty and perfection of the human

body. 'GO& are anthropomorphic.
031 Sculpture by Potycloitcs - beauty of body

lies in belanced propoTtion.



Shaping of Western Soclety
Lesson Plan, Reading 8 (Oontiined)...1,,

..4! :+'

;

Zs this evidence as good'atthe
ovidonce ws looked at earlier?
Has cur hypothesis been vaim
dated?

110001W
w public life is of more importance

:than private life
N 'Parthenon w a. clean line, symetricyl

structure, rhythmic repetition
b. the masauline Doric, geometric

and matbematical proportion .6 Erecthewn - the feminire Ionic, graceful and
asywetric

.. This question. should expand upon the definition
of primary sources. in or4er to include artifacts.At'this *paint, Alex. free discussion while steer-Lug the class toward modifiCation and refinementof the hypothesis



sitalm OF ItISTERN-SOCIETT. Lesson 8

A series of seven pictures' showing Creek sculpture and architecture.

1. Ile :Discus ThrOWer.

2. Ilermo

3. 'A Gree4 -statue shovilm-.01Wpropert ens of The Golden Mean
4. The Acropolio-

5. a. The Parthenoi

b. Thejiroportiosaof the.polden;M*An as' expressed in the Parthenon

Ate Porch Of the Maidens osilbeHlitoctheum

, .



estern Society

B.;;.lect Objectives:

Skill Objectives:

Vbteriels:

.

Lesgoq;.Plack ,Reading 9

TEICAMDISNIAN CONSTITUTION

:! "
To know that Athenian democracy reflects atheniun
values. Because-man-is capable, he has the
ability to govern himself; that terms like
democracy must be defined within their hiatorical
,f;ameworki-iqe.,, Athenian democracy as opposed
to modern American democracy.

11.

Analysis of relationships: (4.20) relationship
between values and institutisas
4cdgmadtla Cirms-of eiteraal criteria: (6.10)
comparison-r the Athenian and/a:erica% political
system.

Pandinz Mt, "The Athenian Constitution"
Iland4uP

Mat anclytic questions .would you The class learned these questions in the 9th
ask in order to begin Lnvestigas grade course in political systems. They are:
Ling a political system? 1. Who are the leaders and how are they recrui-

ted?
2. Haw are decisions made?
34 What is the role of the iadividual?
4. What is the role of ideology?
These questions, just as other materials, should
be included in the .studentse notes.

mota max: Divide the class
into four committee:. Each
committee should work on out
qUestion and then report back to
the group.

ii oat PL.33 out handout and
sztdeats chat relationship

Ta.:cididesg admission has to the
conIlusions they_ Nava reached.

To work effectively, each committee must have its
attention directed toward analysing the frames of
reference of Pericles and the Old Oligarch, seekLu;;
corroborative evidence.
Suggested answers in order are:
1. Leaders arc able citizens who enter public

!Iservice because of their merit. (Olivarcb .

does not discuss this)
2. Decisions are made by the people. (bath.

authors agree)
3. The:individen1 participates in governaent

directly. (both authors agree: but axe in con
flict as to the wisdom of such a policy)

4. Because man is capab/e he is obviously suited
for political decision making. (the values
discussed yesterday attest to Pericles point
of view. Tice o.d Oligarch disagrees).

The teacher should get the students to reuember
the tests for establishing truth, as devetoped
in Lesson #3, in particular "Opportunity :o Tali
the Truth."

Does the Athenian political system Yes, in the sense that it reflects the leportauce
reflect.the value system? of man as a reasonable and ultimately worthwhile

creature.



.a....itairAL.1'

Vaapitz of Western Society

if.c..;son Plano Beading 9 (continued)

..

..._...11._

eaLs scam liko.a:-deMocracy..:. pare the student is trico:raged to sec
difOrence between his fraze of raiz:ei:ce
thc.slatter of.defining denceracy and that al' CA
At4eniata-6.:.Apply the same snnlytic quraltiotie
the American .pot tical system to find points of
comparison, and contract.
Itatempless

Athenian citizens participated directly in
government wherttas krbetican citizens partic
pate.isidiroctly through representaciveso

Citisens are only a small pert of the
population in Athens !;hereas practically
.all isaericans are or can easily become
eitisense



4

Handout, Reading IX

tut Dinetcuielus OF. manna ACcuRAcr. .

In his history of the Peloponnesian. Wars, Thucydides admits the following
difficulties in recording *patched.

.
. .

As to the speeches which were made either before or during the
-war, it was hard forlme, and for others who reported them to me,
to recollect the exact tiOids. .I have therefore puc into the mouth
of each speaker the sentiments proper-to the occasion, expressed
as I thought he would be likely to express. them, While at the
same time I endeavored, as nearly as I could, to give the general
purport of what was actually said. Of the events of the war I
have not ventured to speak'from any chance information, nor

.

according to any notion of my own; I have described nothing but
what I either saw myself, or learned from others of whom I made
the most careful and particular inquiry. The task was a laborious
one, because eyewitnesses of the same occurrences gave different
accounts of them, as they remembered or were interested in the
actions of one side or the other. And very likely the strictly
historical character of my narrative may be disappointing to the
ear. But.if he who desires to have before his eyes a true
picture of the events which have happened, and of the like events
which may be expected to happen hereafter in the order of human
things, shall pronounce what I have written to be useful, then
I shall be satiated, My history is an everlasting possession,
not,a prize composition which is heard and forgotten.



1).:43 o2 Ifitaste241 Society-
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Object.ivez

,..cc tive-
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TO know the extant to fultich
ishaped modern values.
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end betioft
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SHAPING OF.WiSTERN.SOCIETir gtingreamPlatioa.
DO NOT WRITE ON THIS ummintot sot e iota SHEET HAS BEEN
PROVIDED.

.4

This objective examination willzlitiCtienty minutes. It consists
of twenty-five questions ;. Per each question, choose the best of
the tour .suggested answers: After yea:decide which answer isbest,.
.mark.an X thrOugh.the letter on4he.aniwer sheet. Give only one
answer to each question; no credit v441..fiCSAViin,for.multipl,...
answers.

1,

Example:. Question sheet Answer Sheet
ChiCago is's' 10 A X C
A.. state. C. country
B. citi MI. R. continent

If you do not know the Anstier to a qUestiOn, go on Co:the-next one,
and then return to questions you have left blank. If you are able
to.eltminate one of the four auggestWanswers as certainly wrong,
it will pay you to guess among the ethet three.

guestiona,i.through 3 refer to the following quotation:
"The Persians, therefore, when they saw the Greeks coming
on at speed, made ready to receive them, although it seemed
to them that the Athenians were bereft of their senses, and
bent upon their own destruction; for they saw a mere hani,
ful of men coming on at a run without either horsement or
'archers. Such was the opinion of the barbarians; but the
Athenians in close array tell upon them, and fought in a
manner worthy of being recorded."

Which of the following accurately describes the frame of
reference of the author of the above quotation?
A. He was an objective, eyewitness observers

rots. He was an Athenian.
°IC. He was a Persian.
D. 'He was a nineteenth century historian,

-

Given the quotation above, which of the following statements
would you accept as a statement of fact?
A. The Persians thought the Athenians had gone insane.
B. The Athenians fought well and bravely.
C. Only a small number of Greeks fought in the battle

01. The Greeks thought the Persians were barbarians.

Which of the following hypotheses could you justify on the
basis of this quotation.
A. The Persians were terrible fighters.

re. The Greeks valued courage
C. The Athenians were insane.
D. The Athenians won the battle.



SWS Objective Examination #1

Questions 4 through 7 refer to the following classification
sihemes.

.

I. The Odyssey Antigone
Huckleberry Finn West Side Story
Peyton Place My Fair Lady

/I. The Odyssey Hacklebevry Finn Peyton Place
Antigone West Side Story

My. Fair Lady

III. The Odyssey
Antigone
Huckleberry Finn.
West Side Story
My Fair Lady

Peyton Place

IV. Antigone .Huckleberty Finn My Fair Lady The Odyssey Peyton West
Place Side

Story

Which of the above classification schemes might be chosen by
a librarian?
A. I B. II C. III 0. IV

5. Which of the above clkviification schemes night be chosen by
a history teacher?
A. I or.11. II C. III D. T44

6. Which of the above classification schemes might be chosen by
a minister or priest?
A. I B. II C. III O. IV

7. Which of the above classification schemes might be chosen by
an English teacher interested in the various types of literature?

gA. I B. I/ C. III D. IV

8. Which of the following statements best characterises Carl
Gustayson's frame of reference?
A. Events are caused by class antagonisms.
B. Events are caused by religious factors.

IOC. Events are caused by multiple factors.
D. Events are caused by economic factors.

9. Which of the following is a hypothesis about the Civil Rights
movement in America?
A. The Civil Rights Law of 1964 makes it illegal to refuse

service to Negroes in restaurants engaged in interstate commerce.
B. Negroes comprise more than 90% of the student body in several

high schools in cities such as New York, Washington, D.C.,
Pittsburgh, and St. Louis.

C. Lack of an articulate leadership has been the cause for post-
pone ment of the Negroes' bid for.equality until recently .

D. RiotimaLin Nova shntoslioulmOkeu out in Los Angeles,.
New TOM, Pnisaceipnra ana socnester, POI4



SWS- Objective Examination 111

Quosti9o8APt4roughltrefoc to th440110Fiugluotatign:
"More than anything else,.theGreek belief that man should
live up to his potential, 044responsible for the developai
went of the golden age,"

1 , .

10. Which of the following Sources world provide-the best evidence
for justifying the hypothesis stated above?
A.. A World history 'text book.

B.:: &collection of plays by Sophocles.
C. An article in the American Historical Review.
D. A bolk about ancient Greece.

11.. Which of the following statements provides evidence for
justifying the hypothesis stated above? .

A. The Greeks believed that they were superior to the
"barbarians" who surrounded them.

B. Many plays were produced in the theater of Dionysius.
C. Aristotle said,. "Virtue...involves making a choice lying

in a mean between two extremes.."
D. Pericles, the politician who had the Parthenon built, said,

"We are lovers of the beautiful. We recognize excellence
in men.and their.works.

12. Which of the following questions would you ask-to begin an ,

investigation of the hypothesis stated above?
A. . What has been the effect. Of.greeh thought on the-western

world?
B. Why did the Greeks develop an appreciation' of beauty?
C. What were the values of Athenian dramatists, sculptors,

and.politiciapst
.

D.. When did the golden age develop?

13. Which of the following aspects. of hietorical investiption is
influenced_ by the historian's frame of reference?
A. the analytieal,questions.heAsks.,
B. the (luta he decides to use.

VC. the evidence available to him.
Da -the hypotheses. he makes.,

14a. Which of the following statements best characterizes the g4ndset
of a twentieth century scientist ?.
A. If my government.says so, it must. be true.
3. If the Bible says's°, it.must40e.true.

P" If reason and evidence say so, it must be true.
D. If a.philosopher says.sov it must*, true. .

15. What, was, .t44.4Mtpitekvollilosophy. of

A.:,Material-,poosessioos are of,000tmost-imPortonee to happiness.
Nothingl.in.excess, everything inaoderation

7C.,,.Resignatioo to,earthlydiOconfortbrtogs spiritual. rewards
later.

. 1,

, Denial of.. al VOkarthlY; ,PlOaCOVISA41 required of the, good.
wan. ;.!



$WS Objective Examination #1 4

gvestions,16 through 17 refer to the following statements:
I. "Both the Russian aid the American accounts agree that

there were tanks in Budapest during the Hungarian
. revolution.".

/I. "The Russian and the American 'ccounts disagree on
whether or not young people in Hunotry were anti-
Russian,'but the American account has been supported
by most of the people who ..1e4 from Hungary during
"he Revolution."

III. "The Russian writer was an eyewitness to the looting
that went on in Budapest during the revolution."

1V. "The statement in thn American account that Soviet
tasks massacred the rioters was based on the reports
of anti-communist agitators in Hingary."

16. Which of the following statements is least likely to be a
true statement of fact based on the above quotations?
A. There were tanks in Hungary 'during the revolution.
B. Young people in Hungary were anti- Russian.
C. Looting went on during the revolution.

Soviet tanks massacred the revolutionaries in
Hungary.

17. Which of the following statements is most likely to be a
,4true statement of fact, based upon the above quotations?
alkt, There were tanks in Hungary during the revolution.

B. Young people in Hungary were anti-Russian.
C. Looting went on during the revolution.
D. Soviet tanks massacred the revolutionaries in

Hungary.

18. Which of the following statements best explains the values upon
which Athenian democracy was based?
A. Athenians believed that one man was incapable of providing

good leadership.
3M. Athenians believed that all men were reasonable enoughto

4k.) rule themselves.
C. Athenians believed that ell men were equal to each other

in their abilities.
D. Athenians believed that only an elite could govern effectivity.

19. The Greeks developed the value system they did for all of the
following reasons EXCEPT:
A. Greek citizens were freed from manual labor by slavery.
B. The Greeks believed that their gods were inspirations to

men rather than punishers of men.
C. Greece's natural resources were poor and thus made survival

a challenge.
1(14 ,Greeks were more intelligent than other ancient peoples.



SWS - Objective EXamittatien.41.

Questions 20 throUgh 21' refer to'' the following' statements.
I. The Greek's.. high regard for humawnotential stemmed, in

part, from the geographic onditions of their civilization:.
II. The soil of Gteecejs rocky ante thin.'

MI. Several mountain. ranges run across the peninsula:-
IV. In meeting the challenge of thete rugged conditions, the

Greeks. developed a sense of man's unliMited potential.

20. Which of.the. above statements are hypeeeies?
A. I only . C. I anct.///' only.

B. I and II only 41D. '1 and IV fray.

21. Which of the above statements are .statements of fact.
A. II only..

. C. II and
,

IV only.
rolB. II and III only. D. 'II/ and IV only.

22. Which of the following statements reflicti Greek humanism most
accurately?
A. Man is an animal;separated from other Animals-only by his

ability to think and speak.
B. Man is beautiful and a continuing source of pride to his

Creator.
C. Man is a sinner by nature and incapable of any perfect act.
. Man is worthwhile and an admirable being if.he develops

4.4 all his potential.

23. Which of the foliOwing'statements best cha "acterizes the difference
between Pericles and Ate 010.0ligarch?

The Old Oligarch believes that beauty is its own.excuse for
being and Pericles uses it fer.politiCal purposes.
The Old Oligarch believes that only:an elite could direct
the government. and Pericles disagrees.
The 'Old Oligarch believes that Pericles-is a-poor leader.
The Old Oligarch epitomizes Greek values and Pericles
..does,not.

,A,

OB.

C.

D.

24. On
A.

C.

D.

what fact do.Pericles and the 010 Oligarch agree?
that Athens is a democracy.
that.Athens is threatened by direct citizen participation
in government.
that. Athens has a good constitution.
that Athens should iisprove:her.military fortifications.

25... ..Which of the following .occupations WOUid an *Athenian father
LEAST like,his son to follow?.
A. An _architect.

B. An athlete.
tiC. A moneylender.

D. A politician.



,-.;:laping a Western Society

IV TaS BATS Or CAESAR AUGUSTUS

Wetiveo:

3,41.71 Ob4-c%ives.

..- . ...ft... olooinammornespuisgrell

i;

Leeson Plani aeaa:1, 1

To kmow that primary sources present ... . -..
of the ,reign of AuguStus

To know that Augustus ceLzralined
executive powers is his own hands uhilc
trcditional institutions so as to give Lle
once of having changed little

To know that Augustus made extensive' LuI;:oveuar.z.s

in public works.

Judgments in Terms of External Criteviz,: f(6.2:i)
to. evaluate the sources of laformatiim saaardii:z
Augustus' s resign.

Derivation of Abstract Dolationa: - to
.develop a generalisation about August:up': acc:,.;.-

plichments.

Analysis of Relationshioss (4.205 - ta caslyse
relationship between the generalization about
Augustus's reign sad the evidence.

Ile,le.ing li, "In the Days of
Ccezar Augustus"
Vaiversity Prints

.4evelopment of a huge
ant problems faced the

,.;.1c..-=at in 11;me? .

Have each
tal:e a rainnte or two to
hypothcgis indicating .

:tuziustus did to solve :these
probl=0.

010111.1110111111111,1111110111101M.11.111011110PSOMMIRIIIIIMMINIAMINNYB.OPr..11PAII GIII/Re 011111110111 ttC,ML11"...",= 1

This question is designed to direct c s at1..:.
to the issues organizing the whole uait,
students should-consult the introeuctior. and tae
"Stating The !eau*" to discover the follamiaa
problems:
Who was to have charge of the. whote empire?
llow could the government eee that orders mrel
carried out?
How could the government decide m:lit as best
foreign peoples under its rule?
How could the government bring c;b:mit. nutty ia
extensive empire?

'

at%,*

After several hypotheses have been reed aloud,
begin examining the written evidence as the
students how the authors assess Augustus,

Augustus himself:
quelled enemies and eutended the empire
restored ancestral customs

built public buildings and temples
Tacitus:

With gifts and-grain Augustus bribed soldic:17z
and people. Thus he was able to concantratc
all governments/ powers in his own hoods withoi:1

. opposition..
leterculues

Augustus brought peace and stability bythct:..,



Shaping of Western Society
Lesson Plan, Reading. 11 (continued).

IMIVERSITY PRINS:
Do the prints give any more
evidence of Augustus' policies?

re'

the old traditUonal form of the republic

Suetonius:
Augustus held the Empire &egether by promoting
good foreign relations, having military* protec-
tion for all areas and establishing a good
intelligence mechanism.

G93 - aqueduct conducted water to the city
MG236 - Baths - health and social functions
MG235 - Theater - cheap entertainment for masses
MO55 Market Ball - for sales as well as a legal

and social center
MG230 - Apartment }louse - public housing

After looking at the above prints, ask the studeuts
what the purpose of the construction was in order
to see that it formed the link between Emperor and
public'thas making him a popular figure.

A343, 342, 344,-33So-334r:335: after seeing the
subjects of these prints the class should be
able. CO ietainize'thesras the'Emperor's propaganda
tools.since they promote public awareness of his
good.works.,' :

Ca the basis of these primaty Depending on how well developed the student Iv/po-
seur= is our hypothesis vali- theses were to begin with, the evideuce should
dated? -support and modify them. Try to reach concensus

by developing a class hypothesis. A sample wigli;
be:

."Caesar Augustus met the challenge of adainistertn
an extensive empire by consolidating. governmental
'power in his own hands. Be then maintained a
'popular image based on public improvement progrm
and outward preservation of traditional practices.

. .

Do thevrimary sources present. ,The purpose of this question is to remind the
an accurate view of the Emperor? .stadents that. theut4orshave.various framas of

reference.,, Alithougkeech:regards,Augustus as sue -
easeful, it is for differing reasons and Tacitue

. .doei not even regard his success as being valuablr)
to the Empire.



MIAPS:DIG OF WISTERWSOCZETT Lesson 11

Frca The University Prints, (Cambridge, Mass.)

This is a collection of .prints 'showing the architecture and sculpture
in Rome. The prints include:picture'. at such Roman buildings as -the
Pantheon, the Forum of Hadrian; and .the VOliseurs, and sculpture such as
Trajanis coluin and a:.statue of Augustus..,.



SUPPLEMENTARY ASSIGNMENT #3

USING THE LIBRARY: ENCYCLOPEDIAS

The encyclopedia is one'of the mbst frequently used: references in any library.
At the same time,, it is often over. used. ,Iinowipg the,uses And the limitations
of encyclopedias is essential; therefore,' if the Student wishes .to' avoid
trying to use the;enCyclopedia favfunctionm it cannot rierforM. This exercise
is designed to acquaint the student with. what the encyclopedia can do well
and what it cannot do well. Again, some of the following qUestions cannot
be answered. For the exercise you should consult only:,

THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA

COMPTON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA.

WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA

COLLIER'S ENCYCLOPEDIA

1. What articles in the ENCYCLOPAEDIA, BRITANNICA would you consult to
find out about the Roman emperors?

2. What are some of the standard histories of the Peloponnesian War?

i. How does the WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA justify the hypothesis that.
Roman .civilization deClined .because of internal decay?

4. When did Augustus beCome Emperor of Rome?

5. What hypothesis could you make about why Julius Caesar was assassinated
on the basis of evidence given in COLLIER'S ENCYCLOPEDIA or ENCYCLOPEDIA
AMERICANA?

Of what use is an encyclopedia to a historian?



Shainae; of iiestzrn Society

11014 ROHS RAN HER Me=

SubSece Oklertiv:e.ct

Plan, Reading 12

. .

To know that the Roman runpur.or set broze
,savorameatal policy which was then :Impleoziated
by ..th', . prqvincisl.gqw9apr :i.ccardirez, to the
particular problem's, va/tiol; and iistitutioaa
of the local Orean

To know.that the success of Ronan govezament
is making .balenced deeision* so. atm. local
could be served as long as the umity of. the
was not soorifieed.

Araalyais. of Elements: (4.10) - to ana/34.0 ass.;..gp-
tiono underlying' decision-talking in the Roman
Empire.

12 "Ijow aca6 Ban ner Etspircu
Transparencies:

.)jeccxvt.tat

-4matinoriellinglal.111111.1110.111141

3 the 'a:4/ ltheSiS +Attult f.v.dicate about
7.3s hez atol's?

111"7-111'

CICCri.0S ad ice tO hiS
:7re Llicv,.; ral.zu; 'w ale",. va4mues

decisions .is
lx! 1 -A7i.,fincas?

Atlf... the 'taws'
of the Zimire votTltd have
dee: daeicion-tusking

31stet; are the SUbj0CtS of the
1.tcli:ii Pliny writes to Trajan?
14117 does he mita about such asun
da4a matters?

re there Any geperal patternAtv,,.
Ira the:?Operor wants and *tor;
z'ae able to do ?.:

.411,11110.011111111111MMINPAIM21111salr.1011111IraWN 0111111101a

his question series as a review. of yesterday's
lesson as yeti as an IntrothIction to th deciaien
making process. It rotidadu atudenta ttaLa ordezly
government was the result DI strona central caltr
plea skillful use of the mi:Litary and cr.meiderl'e.
public works. The tS2Cit*I" ohould aalphasiee tit
idea _that the Epporor had full control, of the

.goverament.

Cicero indicates that &A hoLast.., impartial.
ceascientiouas ethical goveraor 'multi have a
model react because his jue:ipents ziotad not be
w..gado for personal gain.

trqnsperenties.sra desixuad ?%id.f.tr. nat
the empixa was he and that cam:mit:I:tile:I. was
difficult at best, The tennher hie the
.class matte some hypothesis tie to how Cats mai
affect the amornt of freadon alicxod gaveleaor.-

An the class 1510,14tiOUS the various topics -
aqueducts, fire brigades, etc. - all.ou your
questioning to develop the idea that the

''Emperor's concern for his rcalat extended to even
the mat WNW sattar on day level.

.The Etsperor alltwa tie :warner a great deal of
latitude. Ns can do whatever he wishes as long
as the &vire is aot endsugared by loss of raokey
(building a gymnasia and baths), or by suhvor-
Simi (the. Ms brigade).





Shaping of Western Society

. Subject Objectives*

ROM LAW AM CHRYST2AN CITUENS

tesson Ppm, Reading 13

To know that Roman law protected Citizens even in
time o . crisis

To-know that four independent documents, each
written. from a different point of view, point to
the sem conclusion and are probably a firm basks
for meting a sound interpretation in history..

Skill Oblectivew; Derivation of Abstract Rmlationsc 0.4,2N*4 general
imition about how Roman law protelted Roman c4tizol.
Analysis of ftletionshipas (4.20) !to aoalyse the
telationship between hypothesis and evidence.:

Meterisloz _Reading 13, "Reiman WO and Christian Citizens" .
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Shaping of western Society
Lesson Ham, Reading 13 (continued)

Do you think the evidence drain Mete IL3 no reason to believe that any of the 110---from -these sources. is reliable? sources ere lying, since it would net be to tlik,
benefit to do so. Some weld, have voasen to ba
against the Empires but are not. Further, the
selections are written during different periods
of tins, yet all point to the sans conclusion.
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Shaping of Western .Society

T MAN EMPIRE

Lesson Plan Reading 14

St:is:oat Objectives: To know that; the Roman Empire was created by ai
owed its success to the practical geniva of ma...,
whereas the Greek civilization Ws founded upett
artistic and intellectual endeavor

Objectives: Analysis of Elements: 0010) to rectoguize the
elements of Roman practicality and useful achittlae-
sent versus the Credit loin of knowledge for its
own sake

1.fir Reading :Mr "the Roman Empire"
MOIIIIobtaMill6 ma411111.111111^1.111111111111.0

. .4,STER TWENTY MUMS 'SEAT SIM

ac: I2311 values differ frog Allow tlui discussion to continua for the re.4adirler
-mimes of t.le Greeks? of 00 period. The assay gives many examples (a

the practical nature of the entire Roams eivili:sa-
tics. The class should be able to duo on theiv
knowledge of Greek culture to make this comparisca.



5:he Shaping of Western Society Essay Test #1

INSTRUCTIONS TO =AMR: Please writs: this azamivatiou on the board.

Write an essay in which you justigior attack the following hypothesis.

"The major reason why the MOM were so successful is main their
large empire was because they were sopractical."
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Shaping of Western Society

1 E MRD/EVAL POLITICAL STURM

Subject Objectives:

Skill Objectives:

Lesson Plan Reading 15

TO know that the medieval political system was
.a traditional one as enforced by the Church,
but that it contained the seeds of innovation.

Analysis of Stemmata: (4.10) to analyse the
structure of the medieval political aystem.
Derivation of Abstract Relations: (5.LC) - to
generalise about the values underlying the
medieval political system.

ay.:xi:U:16z needing 3 I, "The Medieval Political Syatem"
Uandont, "A Diagram of the Feudal System", "Genealogy of Englisb 114aavc4J1

Ire

1111.1.11.11111111111111111111141111111111111MINIIMIMOIMONIMINIMAIIIMMNINIMMIONIMMINIONIM11111101

Vaat are the analytic questions
used to determine the political
atructu= of a society?

ataIDOUT: Itave the clam; study A
3nd then S, eech for about a
minute. After each, ask how doe
oro get to be a loader?

Mat does the reading on the
Corenetioa of Otto add to your
understand/4g of who the leaders
are?

llow were decisions made is the
medieval political aystoot

.e40011 ^

Here the class again has the opportunitl to revim;
the four questions concerning /eaderahip,
decision-making, and the role of indivilaals

. and ideology.

As the points are brought cut in discustion, list
theta on the

chalk
board.

Diaerem of the Feudal System imiicates thet
teadership is based on fighting cnd landLielding;
the liege lords having given fie2s to their vas-
sals then receive a military service IL return.
Vassals meet also perform other services as well.OnsAny,of Etalajlas: positions a leaZer-
ship are inherited.

This reading toodifies the idea that leatersbip
is strictly inherited because it.pointa out
that the leader sal/ must be elected; therefures
ho must have the support of the landholiena ire
his kingdom. The teacher might show how this
made of recruitment contrasts with that of the
Greeks.

This is a two part question in the sense Chat
decisions had to be made on both the executive
end judicial levels. Get at the idea ttat
decisions were based largely on traditicn.
Essuum "Charlemagne's Govorameilt"
The Ibparor decides: how military service is
deterrinod, that God must be served, thtt the
Emperor must not be disobeyed. Tradition
largely dictates decision making.

"The Limits of the Smperor"
The king's decision must be in harmony zith the
Pope's ideas .and they muat be supported 'oy his
vassals. This allows for some innovatice.

telt "The Kanorial Court", and "Fora for
a/ by Mat Water" point f_mt that judicial

decisions were made through trials; one a primi-
tive version of modern court trials, the other a
traditionl ordeal.



Leeson Plan Reading 15 (continued)

there gay at to the method
of recruitiag leaders or making
acts:Loa* that might permit the
evolution of a different moans for
doing both?

'hie is a difficult quastioa. Et .3 ccusidcf--

ably easier, houever, i2 you go bac% over the
points listed on the board asking the 4.7.a,:e

which ones coutaiR the seeds of ioiaovai;iw..
Sample: inherited leadordhip would 4;a
the person of the leader, whereas pap4eix.: ;AI).
port could became the entire basis 1c.:Zuz-

ehip recruitment. The need for vassal cu:p::.
when dociaione were made also Left tjie uaj c-wcA4
for changes. The trial alloys the cam tc, Ls
determined by the facts rather 'than by tradi-
tional tests.

What is the role of the. Individual Th5s question requires the class ta ia:cr
in the medtoval political structure? all the readings-that the individual is not

particular significance in that his 1i.7e is
cheap and his value lies in his uillia;;aess to
Obey. Charlemagne implies and the selt:ctions
on justice substantiate the idea that any in-
fraction or nonconformity is dealt i i hareLly.

This is both an analytic and a sumaery question.
As the students Look bach over the ca 1121 it

becomes apparent that doing the right Ilios
most important to medieval. man. ?Ore.:IA.4., that

which was right cad good was generalLy delinz-
&ted by the Church or someone ministazta is
Its mom.

Mat was the role of ideology in
the zedieval political eystem?



SUPPLEMENTARY ASSIGNMENT #4

USE OF THE LIBRARY: ATLASES

If the historian is to investigate what happened in the past he must often
find out where things happened in order to place the event in its proper
setting. The use of the atlas is one skill that must be learned early in
the historian's training. Supplementary Assignment #4 is designed to intro-
duce the student to these.skills. Again, some of the questions below **snot
be answered by reference to an atlas. In doing this exercise you should
consult Snot

RAND McNALLY ATLAS OF WORLD HISTORY

SHEPHARD'S HISTORICAL ATLAS

THE TIMES ATLAS OF THE WORLD

GOODE'S ATLAS

HAMMOND'S WORLD ATLAS

1. What problems might Russia have in defending her western border?

2. What was the most irc
(1337-1453)

:t battle of the Hundred Year's War?

3. What cittes were on the trade route between Paris and Hamburg during
the Middle Ages?

What happened to the.political boundaries of Spain between 910 and 1492?

5. What territorial disputes might have engaged the Xing of France and
the King of England between 1154 and 1184?

Of what use are atlases to the historian?

'At
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Handout B With Reading 15

GENEALOGY OF ENGLISH ONARCHS 1066-1327

The following genealogical chart casts light on how one became a king in the
Middle Ages. (Kings are indicated by capital letters. The dates of their
reigns are in parentheses.)

WILLIAM I
(rhe Conqueror, defeated Harold at
Battle of Hastings and took crown)

(1066-1087)
loWila.vmdis...11,410.41111.M.,411.11.111,4M

--Matilda of Flanders

Robert WILLIAM II HENRY I--- Matilda of Adele tephen of

(1087-1100) (1100-1135) Scotland. Blois

r-
Henry

Geoffrey
of Anjou

STEPHEN
(1135-1154)

HENRY II Eleanor of Aquitaine

RICHARD I. Geoffrey JO Isabella of

(1189 -1199) (1199-1216) Angouleme

BURY III
(1216-1272)

Richard of Cornwallleanor cI
Provence

Margaret EdmundEleanor of (1) EDWARD / 2) Margaret of
Castile (1272-1307) France (married

Alexander III
of Scotland)

of Thomas EdmundJoan. Margaret Elizabeth EDWARD
(1307-1327) Francs
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C:2!ei:ttve3:

V4jectives:

7. e
41. fts 4.100 40. Reediag XVI,

THE MEDIEVAL ECONOMY

Lesson Plan Reading 16

To know that the medievsl economy ma & treat-
tional one based on Christian values.

Analysis of Elements: 0,10) - to caslyse the
structure of themnAieval economy
Derivation of Abstct.lct Relations (5.30) - to
genera/ice about the values underlying the
medieval economy.

"The I idieval Economy"

401/11111111011111111

Lre the analytic questione used
enc:rnine the cry La which economic

4:Lcisions are made?

Ulte the Coast.= about what to
produce, hew to produce it, and for

ILZTS7G ELIECSSZ: use the topic
=Tom Viedicval period had a treat.*
tional economy."

Is there say room for innovation in

this structure

The eta= learned these questic:Is Ica year
in the course oa Comparctive Zgaiwc.ic Svstems.
now is it decideds
1. What goods and services skell be evlduced:
2. How goods aad services te::411 be produced?
3. For whim goods and services shall be

produced?

This question will obvioLsly he.ee to Lc br.Yzen
down Co that it is ancwered in terms of how
the decisions were rade and what the desisioas

1. What: the annar wauxd the thiaL3 t%at
had atweys beea prc:Leed fusectttalls saL4

accessary coasuatr l'A,A)441 gox t'ae

AM.
Bow: the a1le4atior. of productive :!ectors
(labor, nmturat resorrcec, capLtel. aco:z2
was determined by tradition, Drag ;:he

awe° atteatioa to "4 Sarin; Conts.ict"
his duties are enui=:.ted and he is tied
to the land. Vote a1.so ° ' ow to Eve a

Eh or" which indicatcc the three field
method of crop rotation.

3. Porlikmm: goods and services uere ?re-
duced to meet the economic uants of zhe
lord and the manor. Sce also "Sle 2ettceo
Guild" and its restrictions on trrude 612-
side the city.

Allow five to ten minutes for this emezeice.
Direct the class to write one (I) parag.xaph
using at least three pieces oE specific evi-
dence to prove that it vas a traditional
economy. This exercise checks on note-takin4
and aids in building skills for writing ecsay
examinationa. The teacher ehould try to sea
as many paragraphs as possible and have zeveval
read aloud:

Very little. Only, Waiter of Realcky in "Mau

to Run a Manor" shown any sign of.deporting
.



lasoson Plan toadies 16 Omit

Illy is plate no CO= fot
What ilwevamta it?

from tradition because he advocates a more
Utilitarian wathod of plowing. %be. vary
,existence of towns is meaningful toot
although the serfe inability to move about
freely la somewhat Ilrohibitivie to developing
a mobile labor force.

Again the students should amebae ttitzt
Church oriented values ocmacuic czpan-
gift impossible. According to !Leanest el)*
Church frowned on profit expectation sad
usury both of which are necessary to provide
capital for isereseteg production and carryiL4
ea trade.



Shelling of Wasters Society

:az Objectives:,

0 al;" Cee. iVeneft* go&

ISE ISDISVAI. SOCIAL SYS=

Lesson ?Ian
.Iteading 17

To knau that tiro :medieval :metal strut:La= t.:a
highly stratified and static, thous h embe4Cod
in tradition., it doss contain possibilitin 24z
.Change,

Analysis of laraleatz; (4.10) - analyze the
various strata of the medieval social triture.
Derivation of AbstracrItelatiees: (.30
generalise about the values uaderlyis;s* eac:21
system. .

Iteading,XVII,. "The Medieval :social System"
Ilancloat: Chart? 1tAtio).yet3 of Medieval Social Classes"

L'1.14 questions are used
tt elt..tcami.oe Low social: classes
aro:. =pulsed?

Voile .diseessing the
tiors ;:o :.hero questions 1u

ot&as =above fill in their

01.11110.11.160.4111:1111111001:10111P,INIMISIIIMMie....mmo...

Drcaw attention to the introduction to this re:443.nit,
1. What are the major groups and how are 11.4;y

determined?
2. Mat privieges end responsibilities d.w,,s tc.411

group have 's'

3. Bow and when de, various groups come la cuaLact
with one another?

4. Bow does the social group influence ric be-
havior of its members?

nrel2 MSMW RE323 NSIZILITIES

!ltacirm fief° Five service
Education: only ones who road
trial only in church courts
.Conduct worship

3

clergy

1Paas ue:.~.1th & power down to
tu:ure generations. Protect

Et-JJ1111.1.. people; excused fres work;
tt;:a..-r:o1;) IT lead ignorance of law; not

permitted to be in poverty

Pest & clotiariomety; rItrams
tected by courts and law;

."1.1-1/1::::" codiA not piozhaes freedom;
ira.) be released or obtain

serfs ifraddom by spending a year
hati a day in a Clartered
i; '1010

ctunas st) ES a
wins= man

SILARE....... tagsamartsconruaatohave re- those bile
ligictus re educate

socialise
with
nobility.
CDC fa I int: Gairilarl
with any membership
only heal-, (ascribed
nobs deal -R status)
lags with i
"un free"

ViaiirTiwer
tle con-
tact with
upper
classes

coat:eta llasraed stags'

=raVall===.112C.
Malt PAY :1Mbe 't :lb re -n

an. 4114,. ,.;:aaliaiCs %, Of4A. wildh

0" Mr" 1":.4

kamoluavaaramtnewerge www.

Azamtc4 at/Att.:0cl,
ot aulwertotity
Zupected yczerettoii

ern fate"
embership
ascribed
status)

life; accoa;,:::az.ed to
giving oreonn;
assumed atitude of
superior its;

it

a

0

auvatopau
of inferiority;
p:fobably fcerfal a
easily manipulated 11



Shaping of tolstern Satiety
Lesson Pimp Read .rig 17 (oontinue0

',Does there seem to be may opportunity
for greater class fluidity?

Why do you Suppose the social
sYstas is structured in this way

4

Yes. There veze peasants who entered the
Clergy by learning to read and thus gained
clerical privileges.- It would seems there-
fore, that increased eduaation might be a
key to greeter mobility. The fact, taro,
that under certain circumstances e strf
might be freed is signific4nt0

The.Chul:cb, main, is the crux of ae iszoo.
Voceuse the Church controlled the political
and economic systems, its clergymen natural:1y
had the greatest privileges is society. The
nobility with its bsOkground of protecting
society (the warrior class) were also mem&
status. Churchmen and nobles would certftinly
be reluctant to make changes which would only
be threats to their own security.
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THE SHAPING OF WESTERN SOCIETY Paper Assignment for Unit IV
"Traditional Society in the

Middle Ages"

During the next two days you are to write a paper outside of class in which
you develop and defend a hypothesis about the Middle Ages. You may develop
any hypothesis you wish, but remember that most hypotheses define the relation-
ships between conditions and events in the past. For instance, a hypothesis
about Rome might be.the statement you defended or attacked in the essay test
fez. Unit III. As you recall you were asked to justify or attack the statement,
"The major reason why the Romans were so successful in running their large empire
was becfnise they were so practical." This hypothesis defines the relationship

. between the Roman character (their practicality) and their accomplishments (the
running of their large empire). To defend this statement you would have to
present convincing evidence that the Romans)were practical people and that
they applied this practical genius to the administ.ation of their empire. For
example, you might use the Pliny-Trojan correspondence as an example of. how
the Romans concerned themselves with practical problems and worked out a practical
scheme for making decisions about these problems.

For this assignment you are to develop your own-hypothesis. You might choose
to define any number of relationships between values, political institutions,
economic institutions, and social structure. Once you have established your
hypothesis you must defend it with.: cific evidence,, You should use the
great quantity of primary sources that are containedin the unit on the Middle
Ages. You should avoid, in so far as possible, using statements from the
summary essay at the end of the unit, though some of the facts mentioned in
the essay may be of some use to you.

When you write your paper be sure to state your hypothesis in the Soatsentence
of the first paragraph. Then proceed to defend it in the rest of your paper.



r. 1i;, of Western Society

ihr.64.iiiA *Actives:

tA;ectivez;

Lassos Plea loading a

IBS URINAL CaTaZDRAL

To know that the medieval cethedral iz
"physical repeceatztien of the eArgelice44
religion played durlitug tLe 114;;;:.

Derivation of Abstract Eeletions 04:43 t
develop a coodceion about the role of Casa
from the photosessay.

.

Photo Essay, ,""The Medieval. Cathedral"
Reading WM

81110111PPW11101 4 illi,111 I 1 w 41011110111111111111111111MNINPUIllt iambs...sr

MELISSEs Divide the
into four, amps, giving

e....-11.1 r. set of photos:vbs.. Ask
V.1^.= flud out what the pictures
:gal the viewer about the Middle
Azes. -

pictures tell us about
ae,Bs.:::date Agcal

Allow about fifteen minutes for this cazzeiza,,

In general class discussion durLaz tic &a.14«4::0".:

of the varieda develop tim follow tass of
underatandingos

The Cathedral is the carte:: G..? zatzt Lift; iw
to larger than all the otlicx is
located in the center of tetra, ea I I.. c:tm
be on a hill so it can .be scan ::-ca
distance.

II.. The Cathedral is aue-tespiriaz; it L: cc
architectural. stasterAcce, is azah.tc.ty
decorated, and the lefty spires stretch
heavenward drawing the eye sad the sNirit
with thew

III. The Cathedral is a teacher; it or 7,-.1:0
sculpture educates the tovnopeopto La
Biblical and Church history throuLlt de«
platten° of Bible storiea or eita: tiv:s of
the =tits and martyr°, thus IneV.1:1:12
proper values.

Vis The Cathedral is a history book; fara'a
the decoration caveats the Vilrift43 trades
of the town or glorifies the politLeal
leaders of the time.



SZ14211:3 or VarrilaN SWIM Lesson ii
Photo Suayt tZ 1=DVNAT. CATE:DM

This Vaoto eesay consists of a number of pictures which stiould be divided intofour basic c oiss. They .are as follows
1. 1 picture or series of pictures portrait* a Medieval cathedral

v.: the largest building in a Medieval town (most lougarangs views
412 medieval cities accomplish 010..

2. picture or series of pictures which show the Cathedral as a giant,
imposing edifice filled with grandeur.

aeries of *lowboy pictures depicting religious statuary on the
Cathedral.

4. j series of closaaup pictures depicting representations of the
peasants' life as shown in religious statuary ix the Cathedral.



Shaping of Western Society

MOWS OP THE RENAISSANCE

Subject Objectives:

Skill Objectives:

Leeson Plan, Reading 19
. w. V

To know that the Renaissance can be charac-:
tertied as a change of values; namely, that

*."'''.' men exalted humanisri and that theydeveloped
.more concern for secular. affairs.

2) To know that the Renaissance values developed

in wurban.environmant because the cities
were commercial :centers end therefore had
CeiCentrated weddrand:tiopulation and pro-

,tvided the,free exchange of ideas..

Deriiition Of-Abstract Relitionshipi 5.30 -
to develop an hypothesis about what changes had
taken place in ktaly and why they took place.

Eaterials: ReadinitEMZI
.

"Tim Smergence of the Renbissancen

Procedures:

WRITSEG EXERCISE: Divide class into
three groups. Tell students that
thcy are medieval serfs, just off
the manor. Rave students in each
group write a letter home in *ids
they tell what strikes them most
about:

a-Genoa (Group 1)
b- Florence (Group 2)

c-Cosimo de Medici (Group 3).

What changes have taken place?

Why did the changes take place?

Allot ten minutes for this exercise. After
the students have written their paragraphs,
call upon at least one student frog each group
to read his paragraph.

Get at the first subject objective. Students
should see:
aProcess of urbaniection..
b -The growth of a merchant class.
c-Revtval of classics.
&Values of Latin and Greek.
e-Seculars interests.
Mile new position of women in society.

A

Lead the students to see relationships between
the Various elements of the Renaissance and
how each might help the others. e.g. The
development of capital through merchant enter-
price .gave some people the Where-with-all tift,

patronise the fine arts by givintartists al&
monetary rewards.

Encourage the students to have definitions in
their notebooks of the following terms:
Renalassace
Secularism
Patronage

Humanism
Classicism
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004 We 1,044374 STAXSAA0 UthTORVAL

246r ref4renct section vt s Milky'sss contain:: sevoret volunive dcvotc4 oily
to history.: Those reier*nces genes«ily tonteio 4 large quantity. of informs-
tiou op hivtarical seibjects without very:melt ALC4m0 to intiLtpret the locts.
AM such, moss Aistorical retsteree worikAl esv very useful to 4U WtiArissi,
Pon Seal", lu two. furthermore, some of the Tetreute 44104 ete
Meld AditV4 Ns one teLitd of task then them are no *theirs., Tht eserpta. k.ati
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Shaping of Nester:: Society Lesson Plan, Reading 20

AN ARTIST OF THE RENAISSANCE ..- .

Subject Objectives:
...-

To know that Renaissance art and artiste were
Concerned with mania earthly qualities rather
than his soul. ..

Skill Objettiiis:

To know: that itenaisisance artiste and patrons
were -cok:terned.with secular Comforts rather than
dStOatiai.,: : ..

. .

To tn'ow that Renaissance artists were 'extraately

individuatistia'aid egocentric.

Analysis Of Elements .0420) - to analyze and
'..eOmpare the elements of medieval and Renaissance
err

on of Abstract rotations (5.30) -4 To
develop the relationships between Renaissance are
and the behavior'.of a Renaissance artist and the

. .

valueki of the period.

Materials: Reading XX An Artist of the Renaissance."
Slides: Madonna Enthroned, Holy Family,

' Hercules, David.
ArMINIVICIF

Procedures:

7

-:SL/DES: (Madonna Enthroned, Use the studentas adjectives to develop an idea
Holy Family). Write dew: one ' of the differences between medieval and Renaissance r
adjective which you think. aide- art. The students should recognize that the L

quately destribes each painting. :,- Renaissance...painting (by Michelangelo) shows
, anatomy, background, beauty in the human form, r

in short it emphasizes the human qualities of the ii
Holy ,Family. The medieval painting does not show
any of the aspects of Renaissance painting-de.
earthly :human qualities do not show, individual fl
diger/aces are not shown (everyone looks just iil

alike, including. the Baby Jesuit who looks like a
little old man), .and there is no background. I

ii
What .changes in values do you Work toward the generalization that. the Renaissance
think these two paintings:repro- focused on manes earthly enure rather than his
seat?:. ." sacred' nature... Introduce the term humanism.

'Remind students that they have studied another
"humanistic' society. They Should remember the
Greek Values. . 1,ra

Do you think Cellixii reflects Get the students: to analyze the Cellini reading
the same values as the Michelangelo. for his "fwaiiis of reference." ire them select
painting? 'specific:et4camples. of his humanistic outlook.

What other aspects of Celtinits . Here the Students should develop generalizations
frame of reference strikes you? ,about,Ciellini's: egocentrism, his concern for

.,.: 'ocular enjoyment. . .,. -:



Shaping of Western Society

Reading.20 (continued)

SLIM: (Hercules) This is
Bandinelles sculptors that
Cellini *attacks in his auto-
biography. Mit criteria doss
be use to criticise the statue?

'MU (David) Would
think this is a good*.sculptert?

Have a student read the criticism of the liercvle:
statue found on page 110 of the student readings.
Stork toward the generalisation that Cellir,1 thin:
the Sculpture is bad because it dons not follow
human proportions or human movement. in short,
the students should see that the isrAdinello
sculptor* is not nhuainistic."

Have the students apply the 6tame criteria derivei
from the Hercules slide to Salo statue of David.
',my should age that Ceninf would think this
sculpture worthy of praise since it represents
the epitome of senlimess.



SHAPING OF WESTERd SOCIETIr. Lesson 20

Two pictures demaastrating the differinces batmen Medieval and Renaissance
painting.

1. Holy Family, an altar piece.:'
2. Michelangelo's Holy Family.

Two pictures demonstrating the difference between Medieval and Renaissance
sculpture.

1. Bandinello's Hercules
2. Michelangelo's statue .0 David..

If
/0



Shaping of Western Society

Tai 1111111SSAER lamas
.Subject Objectives:

Skill Objectives:

Materials: r 0:4148 XX%
114;.de Tape:

irmialum..roprolawroltuffAMM0MAZIIIIInv

Lesson Pisa, Reading 21

To know that Renaissance men valued beauty, tha
they exalted classical virtues, that they value
theism of many facets, and that they were con-
cerned with practical political problems rather
than the ultimate goats of the state.

Analysis of elements (4.10) - To analyze the
elements of the frame of reference of the
Renaissance writers. Production of a unique
communication (5.30) - To develop a hypothesis
about the significant changes in. the lanais's=

"Three Renaissance Writers"
"The Renaissance Spirit"

CROUP WORK: Divide class into
three groups. Rave each group the adjectives that the pomp agrees upon.
select adjectives which describe

a. The ideal woman according
to tetrarch (Group 1)

b. The ideal courtier according
to Castiglione (Group 2)

c. The ideal Prince according to
Machiavelli (Group 3)

Have each group appoint a "secretary" to list

DISCUSSIOS: Rave groups report.
that 'did Renaissance men value?

SLIDE TAPS: "The Renaissance
Spirit" Show the slide tape.
Ask students what values are
emphasized.

ISM ASSZOMMIST: Pass out
essay assignment.

Working from the student's list of adjectives,
develop a generalization about the values of
Renaissance man. The students should come to
the conclusion that the Regaissance valued the
"humanness" of man, their many sided personali-
ties, their beauty. The students should see
that Renaissance men were more concerned about
secular affairs (Machiavelli) than about sacred
objectival.

Let the discussion of the slide-tape center
around the ideas derived from the preceding
exercise. Ask if there are any other values
brought out in the slide tape that are not
included in the readings.

Tell the students that they will have the next
.class period to write their essays. They may
not write thew overnight, but they should plan

Telithe students that they Wilt ,be
-allowed to use their notes, but not the reading
If time permits, heft the students begin writ
their first paragraph which should state their



'SHAPING OF WESTERN SOCIETY

The Slide-Tape; The Renaitsance Spirit

1. Painting of an Italian city diming the Renaissance

2. Painting of ihe'canals of Venice

30 Photograph of a Renaisvance home

4. Picture of a statue of Lorenzo de Medici

5. Painting of a Renaissance nobleman

6. Picture of a Renaissance aristocratic lady

7. Picture of a Renaissance aristocratic lady

8. The Cathedral in Florence

9. -The Rape of the Sabine Women

10.... St. Francis of Assiti praying

11. Painting of a Renaissance battle

12. Picture of a Renaissance man and woman

13. A gorgeous Renaissance babe

14. Painting of a young Renaissance nobleman'

15. Painting of Renaissance musicians .

16. Photograph of a Ceilini salt cellar

17. Photograph of the ruins .of the Roman Forum

18. 'Painting of a Renaissance astronomer

19. Painting of a crowded canal in Venice

20.' Painting of the Pope receiving artists

, 21., Painting of a RenaissanCe.Cardinal

22. Paintingof Leonardo di Vinci

23. Painting of a Renaissance Cardinal

-24. Painting of e Renaissance Pope

25. PictUre of an old man and his gitandson

26. Pointing of the dead Christ'

27. Painting of Lorenzo de Medici as one of the Magi

28. Lionirdo di Vinci's anatomical sketches

29. Di Vino Last Supper

30. Michelangelo' ie Sistine Chapel
or

31 Paintini of :Sts, Auguiftine . 36. Madonna and Child

Mead ofitsiOugdaland 37. Michelangelo's Pieta

Reading 21
I

33. Michelangelo's Moses

34. The Birth of Venus

35. Michelangelo's David

.
:
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Slide Tape #1 THE RENAISSANCE SPIRIT

Outfou ld that you were with me:" wrote Aeneas Picco lomini to his friend in

Austria. "You would see a city which has no equal anywhere on earth." C) 'light

at the shore arise the most magnificent palaces, heaven scaling, built of

marble, decorated with columns and often too with sculptures. Under them runs

an arcade for the length of a thousand steps where every conceivable object is

for sale. CD The houses are so large and distinguished that a king or a .

prince might be content with any one of then. For they are all of royal

magnificence. :4Now as to the life and customs of the population) the

men are substantial, well - grown, and impressive, carry themselves proudly and

are in fact proud. They are a gifted folk, not likely to be found inferior

to any other people in the quality of .their mind. Ahoy dress nobly and_

elegantly. ( As for their women, they let them do as they please, for rather

may it betaid that the women wield the scepter than the other way about.

® Their dresses *are .luxu.riouso loaded with gold and silver trimmings and with

jewels. On their fingers sparkle emeralds and diamonds supplied by India and

Persia." V!) The young man, sac; was later tobecons Pius Ii, was caught up in

the spirit of the Renaissance city.

But what was this spirit? (9) Was it an age of pleasure? ir0) Was it an

age of faith? (ii) An age of violence? (ipAu age of romance? -malt vu all

thuse things and many more.

It was an age that loved beauty(l3) beaUtiful wosn64), handsome. , men

beautiful music 61) and exquisite ornaments (1-D. It was an age that loved

2the classical world,62) the scientific world,. 9J the business world, and

the world of art.

The artists captured the spirit of the Renaissance in their painting and

sculpture.' Their portraits captured the 21, ride of Renaissance men, (-2D

their intensity, 2.@ their piety, their dignity, c.) and even their

ugliness. The Renaissance artists developed new techniques to better portray



Slide tapsz The Iftatelleleve Spirit' 2-
.

the world as they se* L. They learned" to.drfri perspecti to fill
lu backgrou nd k:F.); they studied initial* theyMcperimentatliith color

(saastiatis with unfortuniiii result

Most of all, the artists learned to (*tare friary aspect. of the human

condition. Nan's.ratioaalit his lustfulness his grandeur, e
the place olio's% the'stienstb41 sibs. The ltenalirsance artist.

evinced the joy *of birti

soastioss with itriktng success). C



tape: The Renaissance Spirit ad- (Revised)

the world as they saw it. They learned to draw in perspective to

fill in background , they studied anatomy

With color 29 (sometimes Filth 'unfortunate results

striking .success).

they experimented

, sometimes with

Most of all, the artists iearned,to Capture every aspect of the human

-condition Man.'s rationality, his tustfulness

the giace of Nomen, the strength of men

captured the joy of birth

, his grandeur

The Renaissance artist

and the sorrow of death



Shaping of Restore Society Class assay ssipment, Reading 21

Questions

"The Renaissance. was the first step toward the development of an
innovative society in &trope."

Agree or &Nigro.. State you ' hypothesis and justify with evidence
from the documents that you itave read and the .paintings and sculpture
you.kave seen in class.



Shaping of Western Society

TES USUSSAWal

Lesson Plan, Medics 22

0 Administer writing of class essay. See that the students do not use their readings.

but tell them they may use notes. The paper should be graded on the basis of how

well they substantiste their hypothesis.. Allow full period for writing.
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A MIMI= Ia COWST1TUZZONAL GOVIRSNIXT

Subject objgegiiredt

Shill Objectives:

Naterials:

gtd StddIrthitt tts011egask Carta limited the pavers
of the Smallish monarch and restored baronial
strength.

Judgments in Terms of External Criteria: (6010) -
to compare the original intention of the Esgaa Car4E.
with the significance it later acquired.

needing XXIII
"A Milestone in Constitutional Goverment"

OPEN END DISCIMEOEs Ask the
class which clause of the
Wages Carta they think is most .

important and luky.

What hypothesis can you develop
about the cianificance of the
Magna Carta?

If the document.limits the power
of the monarch, why did John sign
it?

141111111111111111NP11111111111111111101111MMOINIONDO.Ift gamy.*

This discussion should continue for at least twenty
minutes. The teacher should encourage intra-class
conversation, entering in pzimsrily to sake sure
students justify their_ visas. The question, of
courses assumes that the class understands the
subject of each clause. It also gets at the skill
objective in the sense that students will probably
justify importance in terms of criteria outside
the document's frame of reference.

Work toward consensus on a hypothesis like:
"The Magna Carta limits the powers of the :sing
by restricting his ability to tat and punish
indiscriminately." You may expect argument here
from :a small but probably vocal faction which will
insist that the docuteat in the foundation of
democracy and civil liberties.

Thin can be handled or the hypothesis refiaed uJ
pointing out that limitation of the Eines power
necessitates the eatension of someone else's power.
These receivers were the barons who were simply
getting back strength they had once had. Lie had
no choice. Besides being at a distince nuAerical
disadvantage at Runnymede, the circumstances of
John's reign must be considered. Draw the Class;'
attention to the chart on p. 126 which indicates
the problem areas of his administration. Could
he afford to withhold his signature?



S'IrPLIMITAItT. ASSICIESIIT E6

USIII3 Mg STAWARDIESLIMIS

*very library contains several standard referetice works that cannot bs
cleecified as encyclopedias, bittories1 references* or atlases. These
reference Works include everything from books of capsule biographies, such

TAUPS gra I A.4311ICA, to lists of statistics* such as CM STATISTIC%
ABSTRACT. Each individual velum* has. its.avn uses. This exercise is *wiped
to introduce you to the various uses of five of thole references. You IWO
to write a short smeary of what uses **eh of the followtng reference works
teouid have to an historian. To do this yo to.flip through sash
of the volumes contionsd*to get some. Idea of what klud of infoisatioa it
contains. Then .write your .sumstary in a sentence or too.

1. CUAlifigt'S SIOC*AlltICAT. DICT/011AIT

liCIRLD AINNIAC

STKCESHAN'S

STATISTICAL ASSIRACI

DICTIONART fit A10111/CAlt 31.03110111
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Tax osnumin Q PAIwalin ONDIR EDWARD I

Subject Objectives:. To know that Parliament, and specifically. the Rouse of
Oossone, began to play an'ever increasing role in political
decision making during the reign og Edward .

To know: that the Rouse of *commons increased strength ctamied
from the need of the Ring to obtain More revenue and the
is:creasing Sealtk,:of., the bitighers.

Skill Objectivess 'Derivation of Abstract Relationt'. (5.30) to develop a
hypothesis about the relationship between the increasing
strength of the Rouse of fkkamonifs'and the increased need
of the Ring for revenue.

NATISITALS: Readies 24.
Transparency Sat: "Pastors Affecting the Growth of Parliament"

01111.111111W

Cm the bit of the readings, what
hypothesis would yes lake regarding
the development of he limiest?

Rona TRAIRA121101 As
Project without Gyula/. Ask, "What
does this transparency indicate?"
Project overlay. Ask, "Why did
the Um; seed more revenas?

NNW'

Work toward the hypothesis that the
constitution of Parliament was changing
that is, the king was calling upon tempo
people for burghers) more end more.
Work toward the idea that the king was
calling them to obtain grants to fight
his wars (see second paragraph under
summons to parliament of 1783). Also
work toward the hypothesis that the
strength of Parliament was increasing,
that the Parliament was seeking to
obtain more power namely power over
appointment and power over the king's
military expeditions. The Parliament
was also seeking independence by proposing
that it most independently of the king's
summons. Several secondary questions may
have to be asked to get at the hypothesis.
These might include: Who was Invited to
Parliament? (notice that clergy and
nobles and commoners are summed) For what
purpose was Parliament called? What
did they do there? What were the important
matters on which the king-des:red advice?
Did he want only advice, or something
more? What did Parliament want? Did
they have any chance of getting tt?

This transparency reveals that the king
is depending less and less on old
sources of revenue (chiefly feudal dues)
to get his money. Ho relies nose and
more on new sources, in particular those
obtained Eras trade and Parliament. The
-ovritloy reveals that the cost of war is
becalming sore enpeosive2 hence he must
tap new sources of IMMO.



PROJECT TRANSPARENCY 1:
Cover left side of transparency..
Ask, "What does this reveal about
Edward's need for revenue?"
Uncover left side. Ask, "Where
does be get this revenue?"

What effect would this have on
Parliament?

PP.O.TECt TRAWSPARENCIr

Weep overlay off. Ask, "What
happens to Parliament during this
period?"
Project overlay. Ask, "What
does this reveal about why Commons

.

gains strength?"

Why do you think Par linnet* began to
. gain strength in this period?

Lesson Plan, Beading 24, page 2

This transparency reveals that the king
needs more revenue to fight his wars,
reinforcing transparency A. The left
side sheen that the major portion of
big stoney caws from parliamentary
subsidies.. It indicates in particular
that the king's n sources of revenue
are dependent largely on the generosity
of Parliament.

This question is designed to have the
. students realize that Parliament,
in becoming the major source of revenue
for the king, also gains more leverage
in the process.

The students should realise that the
House of Commons is gaining in strength.
$y the time Edward I's reign ends they
are being called every time Parliament
meets. The overlay indicates that the
wealth of commoners is increasing and
therefore they are an important source
Of revenue for the king.

Get at a general summery of the data and
bow it is related. The students should
develop the hypothesis' that the increasing
wealth of the commoners and the increasing
needs for revenue gave Parliament leverage
for obtaining more power.
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Shaping of Western Society Lesson Plea Reading 25

SEVENTERIITil CRUM CONSTITUCLOWAL DUMP/ =

. Subject Objectives:

Skill Objectives:

To know that Parliament became independent of
monarchical *mitre' by meaas of a mild revolution
which resulted in the king's subjectivity to the
law.

Analysis of Elements (4.10) - to analyze the 1

changes on which seventeenth century constitu-
tional developments are based.

Materialo: Reading XXV
" Seventeenth Century Constitutional Developments"

caossamarimmormadosissim clearis nionowni.

GLUM DISCOVERY ENZRCIESZ: Ask The purpose of this question is to clarify the
the class that changes have talon matter of what happened by examining each of
place according to the readings: the source readings.

. I The Bill ok RI:feats: James II ubdicatc4; zany
of the king's former powers became illegal;
rights of members of parliament and of accused
persons were established.

Oft

I/ Declaration of William: William and Nary
'decided to go to England for the purpose of'
reassembling a lawful Parliament and twotecting
Protestantism from a threat to its exit:tome.

III The Triennial Acts A aew Parliament is to be
asvembled every three years.

DP An Invitation to William of Orange: William
was invited to England becauaa of dissatisfac-
tion with the policies of the Zing.

The New Coronation Oltb: The Sing and Queen
shall govern England according to the taws of
Parliament.

Why did.these changes take place? The students Should work toward the conclusion
that a revolution forced the changes in the
Constitution.

In what chronological order were
these documents written?

Allow the class to develop its own reasoning,
making sure that students justify their views
on why a reading is first, second, etc. She
correct order is : IV, II a /017, III.

Ow

Considering the things that hap- ',The purpose of this exercise is to force the
paned, what effect would all this students to succinctly cuemarize thair discussion
have On the acv monarchs? a well as hypothesiae.about the significance of

the change. A sample statement might be:
"Because they were invited by Parliament to become
the rulers of England. Milian and Mary were



lassos Plan leading 25 tconti nued)

forced to accept a change is status: may,
that munch* wore subject ..ito the law.. Thus
the power structure shifts -from a narrow to a

seelk wider base. Is this not oae of the foundai
ties* of desseratie severassatt



Shapirig of Weetern.lociety..

112;siorpior PARLIAMENT

Sukta:t Objectives

.Ski:.1 Objectives:

Lesion Plan, Reading 26

To know that Parliament evolved its strength

slowly and inuovativaly out of a body of

Nritieh customs and documents.

Andysis of Elements: (4.10) to analyse the

changes out of srhich Parliamentary strength grey.

Matctriales .Rending ."The Growth of Parliament"

woombera..
ADMISTER TWREITT mans aus.ctrvit sum

Why 1.1 the growth of Parliament
roC:zi.-cd to as an evolutionary

raesal: than &revolutionary
pregetas? F.

This question gets at the glow growth of
Parliament, making it clear that this wan not a

quick change that took place. The teacher should

set students to dpecribe the change in terms of

tutees's. in the strength Oftho Rouse of Comma.
If time permit!, ask hoW the British constitution

differs from the Asraricen constitution to focus

on the trawrittem tradition versus the written
document as the fOundation of the law.



SHAPING OF WESTERN SOCIETY Objective Examination #2
Readings 19.26-

DO NOT WRITE ON THIS EXAMINATION SHEET. AN 'ANSWER SHUT MS BEEN
PROVIDED.

This objective examination will last twenty minutes. It consists of
twenty-five questions. For each question, choose the best of the four
suggested answers. After you decide which answer is best, mark an X
through the letter on the answer sheet. Give only one answer to each
question; no credit will be given for multiple answers.

Example: Question Sheet Answer sheet
1. Chicago is a 1. A )( C D

A. state C. country
B. city D. continent

If you do not know the answer to a question, go on to the next one, and
then return to. questions you have left blank. If you are able to eliminate
one of the four suggested answers as certainly wrong, it will pay you to
guess among the other three.

Questions 1 through 4 are based on Roman Numerals below.
I The Glorious Revolution

II The Hague Carta
III Nineteenth Century legislation
IV The Reign of Edward

1. When was the franchise extended to include almost all males over 21?
A. I B. /I $CIC. III D. IV

2. When was the principle established that the Kin could not interfere
with the liberties of his subjects?
A. I cp. II C. III D. IV

3. When did Parliament become superior to the Zing?
VAL I B. II C. III D. IV

4. When did Parliament begin to control the purse?
A. I B. II C. /II D. IV

3. Which of the following statements from the Magna Carta would you
choose to justify the bypothesit: "The Magna Carta established

4the principle that the King was subject to the rule of law."
A. "No freeman shall be captured or imprisoned...nor will the

ling go against him...except by lawful judgment of his peers.".
B. "The barons shall elect twenty-five barons of the kingdom."
C. "Civil lawsuits...shall be held in some definite place..."
D. "The city of London shall have all its ancient liberties..:"



SW8 Objective Examination #2

questions4 through 8 refer to the following quotations:
SPEAKER I: "I heartily joined Christopher.COlumbus. I

believed'that if there was the slightest chance
to find a short route to the worldly riches of
the Orient, then the risk was worth taking."

SPIAKERII:: Michelangelo. is the greatest. artist of our time.
His careful attention to anatomy, and the graceful
poses of his subjects testify to the dignity' and
grace of man."

SPEAKER III: "I.hope that I can be like Leonardo da Vinci, for
he is truly unique. I want to be sure evil-roue
recognizes my work as my own in the same way that
everyone know: the particular style of Leonardo."

SPEAKER /Vi "Our age is different from the Middle Ages for once .

again we have discovered, through our careful reading
of the classics, that man is worth something and is
capable of doing great things. We are not fearful of
heaven or hell; we are concerned that our life on earth
will be worthwhile."

6. Which of the following hypotheses could be derived from all of the
evidence given above?
A. The Renaissance was a greater era than the Middle Ages for it

rediscovered the classics.
B. Renaissance man believed that he lived in a new era--an era

where the dignity, worth, and unique qualities of the individual
-woos recognized.
Stimulated by his reading of the classics, Renaissance man cams
to believe that since each individual life had its own unique
worthiness, a man's lifetime should be devoted to acquiring
earthly pleasures, and fulfilling his individual potential.

D. Renaissance an cams to believe that great art expresses the
dignity of man.

7. Which of the speakers above has secular values?
A. I only. B. IV only. 4114 I and /V only. D. II, III and

IV only.

S. Which of the speakers above expresses the values of humanism?
A. I. II Co III D. IV

9. Which of the following questions would you ask to begin validating
the hypothesis, "The Xing of England began to lose voter when . .

Parliament became stronger."
A. What revolutions took place in England between 1295 and 1788?
L Who were the king's advisers when Parliament revolted in 1788?

110. Whit acts of Parliament limiting the Ring's power were forced
uliOn the English Kings by Parliament?

D. Why did commons begin attending more meetings of Parliament
in Edward I's time?



SWS Objective Examination i2 3

Questions 10 through 12 refer to the following facts:
I. Edward I called 30 Parliaments between 1275 and 1286. fie

called 34 Parliaments between 1290 and 1310.
IX. 36.1% otall of Edward I's income for the years of his reign

came from subsidies granted by Parliament.
III. During the first 23 years otEdward I's reign, England carried

on major military campaigns, costing a total of 215,000 pounds;
during the last 12 years of his reign, England carried on 3
campaigns, costing a total of 440,000 pounds.

IV. At the beginning of Edward I's reign, Commons attended only
one out of every four parliaments called; at the end, the
commons attended every Parliament called.

V. Production of woolen cloth and raw wool rose 25% between 1276 and 1310.

10. Which of the facts given above would you choose to defend the
hypothesis: "Commons attended Parliament more frequently toward
the end of Edward's reign because they were obtaining the increased
revenue needed to finance increasing military costs."
A. I and III only.
B. 7I, III and IV only.

O. Ea, IV and V only.
. D. I, III, IV and V only.

11. Which of the following statements CANNOT be justified by thn evidence
given above because not enough evidence is provided?

ilk. The nobility began to lose power in this period.
S. The Commons began to gain power in this period.
C. Parliament was an important source of revenue for the Xing.
D. Edward called fewer Parliaments at the end of his reign than

he did in the beginning.

12. The evidence above can help answer all of the following questions
EXCEPT:
A. Whet factors influenced the growth of Parliament during the

reign of Edward I?
S. What was the role of Commons in political decision making

during the reign of Edward I?
C. To what extent did Parliament contribute to the income of.

the '!Zing?

. Row much of the ring's revenue was based upon taxes on wool?

13. All of the following describe the well-rounded Renaissance man
EXCEPT:
A. being a successful businessman.

116 being most concerned with spiritual salvation.
C. having a sense of humor.
D. honoring and patronizing the arts.

14. In which of the following locations were the values of the Italian
Renaissance fostered?
A. the manor of a nobleman..
D. the manufacturing centers of Italian cities.
C. the cottage of a serf.

ileD. the townhouse of an Italian merchant.



SUS Objective Examination #2 4

Questions 15 through 17 refer to the following statements.
I. Sentence #2 provides substantial evidence to confirm the

accuracy of sentence #1.
II. Sentence #2 tends to confirm the accuracy of sentence #1,

but more evidence is needed to be certain.
III. Sentence #2 provides substantial evidence that sentence #1

is incorrect.
IV. Sentence #2 neither proves nor disproves sentence #1. The

two sentences are unrelated.

15. Which of the above statements accurately describes the relationship
between the following two sentences?
#1 - "Renaissance artists rejected religious concerns in favor of

classical concerns."
#2 "Michelangelo painted 'The Holy Family,' Leinardo da Vinci

painted 'The Last Supper' and Raphael painted 'The School
of Athens.'"
A. I D. 'II jr. III D. IV

16. Which of the statements above accurately describes the relationship
between the following two sentences?
#1 "Cellini often received the patronace of nobles and clergymen

to carry on his artistic endeavors."
#2 "In his autobiography Cellini tells of how he persuaded the

Pope to make h9.m superintendent of the dies, a job that paid
six gold crowns a month."

1;46. I B. II C. III D. IV

17. Which of the statements above best describes the relationship between
the following two sentences.
#1 - "Renaissance man was more concerned about worldly affairs than

spiritual affairs."
#2 "Michelangelo's sculpture accurately reflects the anatomy of

the huMan body."
A. / *B. II C. III D. IV

18. The Woe Carta can best be described as :.
A. ' democratic document guaranteeing equal rights to all.
B. :a document written by a strong king to control the nobility.

C. a feudal document designed primarily to protect the rights of

the nobility.
D. a feudal document designed primarily to protect the rights of

townspeople and clergy.

19. Wealthy men during the Renaissance spent their money in all of the
following ways EXCEPT: .

A. 'fn building fine homes for themselves to live i104
its_ investing to expand their capital goods.

4. in providing funds for the'relief of the poor.
in supporting struggling artists and musicians.



SWS Objective Examination #2

20. All of the following facts would help substantiate the hypothesis,
"The revolution of VDU established the superiority of the English
Parliament over the King," EXCEPT:
A. The coronation oath of William and Mary, the monarchs who came

to the throne as a result of the revolution, stated that the
king agreed to govern England "according to the statutes in
Parliament agreed on...."

B. By the Triennial Act passed during the revolution, the Xing
was required to call a new Parliament every three years.

C. The Bill of Rights, passed elazing tlia revolution, states that
"the suspending of laws by Cols !dog without consent of Parlise
sent is illegal...."
In his letter to the revolutionary leaders, William stated
"The King and his Counsellors have overturned the religion,
Laws and Liberties of England."

21. All of the following are characteristics of Renaissance painting
EXCEPT:
A. Anatomical accuracy. %C. Flat backgrounds.
B. Earthly settings. D. Many colors.

22. Machiavelli believed that the chief aim of the Prince should be:
A. To see that his subjects are moral. .

B. To see that his subjects are happy.
C. To see that his subjects attain salvation.

101,1D. To see that his subjects do not overthrow him.

23. Cellini criticized Bendinello's sculpture of Hercules on the grounds
that:

JitAi it did not accurately reflect human proportions.
B. it was bigger than life size.
C. it was constructed from poor materials. --

D. it was too ornately decorated.

24. England's Parliament became a legislative body as a result of:
A. the gradual development of a representative government.
B. the increased power of the House of Commons.

*C. the kings' need for grants of money.
D. the principles of the Bill of Rights.

25. The Renaissance began in Italy for all of the following reasons EXCEPT:
A. Italy's harsh climate spurred men to works of creative beauty.
B. Italy's central Mediterranean location made her easily accessible to

the cultures of 'the Middle East, Greece, Western Europe, an6
Worth Africa.
%man and Greek ruins existed on the peninsula.
Trade continued. to flourish in Italy during the Middle Apo.
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AN ABSOLUTE MONARCH IN ACTION

To know:Subject Objectives':

.Skill Objectives:

Lesson Plan Reading 27

that the nature of absolute monarchy is that ,zs:
a sphere; its revolutions are controlled by its
axis, the king. He to the ultimate auth2rit:70

that absolute monarchy requires a kinL like
Louis Xliti who is willing to devote his existence
to running the government.

Analysis of Elements: (4.10) to characterize
Louis XIV in terms of the qualitico that make
him an absolute monarch.
Analysis of Retationships: (4.2O - to a=alyze
the relationship between the mon (Louis XIV)
and the institution (absolute monarchy)

Materials: Reading 7C:VU, "An Absolute Monarch in Action"
Slide Tope, "Versailles: Palace of the Sun Rin3."~,wealmome

$&IDE TAPE: After the clace has
3COM the slide tape; stet that the
characteristics of absolute mon-
archy are.

11=s-commorare....,

The purpose of this questioa is to produce the
realisation that in as absolute monarchy everj-

. thing centers around the king. The slide tape
clearly illustrates that the building of
Versailles, end the lives og-all its inhabitants
revolved about the Uhims, tastes, decte.ons anti
discretions of Louis.

Wag= ES2MCISE: Ask the students
to take a minute to write down five
or six adjectives which character-
ize Louisni. Then ask, what was
this very important monarch like?

whiCh of these traits make ft
possible for Louis to run the
kind of government he does?

(

ait.'"3111f*, *004;,-x

Direct class attention.to the reeding in making
the lists. Students dhould come up with =de
like vain, pompous, superficial, industrious
religious, cultured, refined, powerful, and so
forth. Try to get words that are specific, end
hint them on the board.

Allow the rest of the period for this ta.cussion.
The necessity for justifying vie O should
produce the understanding that hard work is mast
important. The reading makes: it'clear .hat L'IuLs
did work at being king, even to the eutent of
erg:Intake his_day-"se-itis to have very lintyprivacy. We vae4 not conindor his Vanit/;. tastes
or ,methods Voids but they did tontributi- to
tank :the' position 'of. the . ging a ;41 zivio , job. , e , e .

; was done 14i:theist his directioa.

* toe-, 4.1t.
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Slide Tape: Versailles, Palses.of the Sun King
1. A view of the Palace from a distance
2. An engraving of Louis XIV
3. Interior of one of the drawing roams
4. The front court of the Palace, looking out towards the town

5. One of Lebrun's ceiling paintings
6. One of the statuary in the gardens
7. One of the fountains in the garden

8. An interior sholing a tapestry
9. A golden statuary

10. Interior showing chandelier

Lesson 27

.11.

12.

13.

14.

15..

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

A doorway

Al marble porch
The Hall of Mirrors
Statue and trees at the rear of the building'

Exterior gate

One of the statues and a pond at the rear of the building

The front courts looking towards the Palace
An engraving of Paris during the 17th century

The front court at Versailles

An engraving of Louis with his mistress, Madame de Maintop=
An interior showing two tapestries
An engraving of a. reception for Louis
The formal gardens of the Palace at the rear

24. The nobles' apartments

25.

26.'

27.

A picture of .e .minor noble -
-i"..PictUre of .a great noble-

,

An interior -

'

.

A picture of an.-audianoe. with the King
The formal gatilins'

-,TheGraiide !view=, ,
An intetter :

. .

An' tntrtor of ç3e Chapel
Af..;'0ire of ascne frcm fliere'e 1çjoçpeois.0e ntilherim,
A pf.ture.:Of.,;'atorOind tiO ladies p1471ng pool

. ,

- r
s,

35* ..kpicture of amnskedbell...-t
36.
37.

2. 38.

A picture of 'a 41O19.ii and hpt 4d .y.Wilk0g.%
. .

,_

A.Picture of, Louts 'end the Oirali, family.:
AA picture of the Queen's drawing room. '.' 2:: .

. . , i .
i

1 . 1
M1

,, ..., I ...

A picture o;'---tha exterior of tarliii71Ft from the front court
-,iimFrolwrir"-"Irr,ittr77-7.474. .:7"-=r.r7-----r------,TrtTr"-,Tr,,t.7--.,----.--.._,

r .
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40. A pictuce of an intertor

41. A picture of a marble bail **lief of Louis

.



Slide Tape #3 Day 27

VERSAILLES: PALACE OF THE SOD ICING

(1) This is Versailles, the grand palace of the "Bow ling," Louis XIV.

As the cynical diarf it of the reign, SaintSimon observed, it was "the saddent

and most ungrateful of all places, without a view, without woods or water or

good soil, for it all. stood upon shifting sands or marshliuid which inevitably

made the air bad." !et it stands as a great monument to a monumental ruler.

Versaillei$ is testimony to the power of the absolutoi monarch to work his will,

even on :Inure, if he chooses to do so. CI) Madame de Mottevills, one of the

ladies of the court, noted this fact in her memplre's: "Versailles was the place

be designed for his magnificence in order to show by its adornment what a great

king can do when he spares nothing to satisfy his wishes."

(3) The king spared nothing to transform the godforsaken marshland into a

sander of the world. Just how much he spaut on Versatile's construction will

never be known for even the extravagoat Louis was dumbfounded by the figures

and had all financial" records burned.

() Louis eamissioned some of the greatest painters in France to adorn the

walls and ceilings with heroic painting. (t) He hired sculptors to fashion

exquisite statues. tjesoi The sculptors and the hydraulic experts built huge

fountains to adorn the gardens. 8 From the famous tapestry matters of Gobelin the

. Zing obtained masterpieces of their art to hang upon the gilded walls of his

palace. Ci) Goldsmiths fashioned further treasures to enhance the giant chateau.

494) Gigantic chandeliers made of the finest crystal were hung frost the 'ceilings.

11) Every gilded doorway in the palace was fashioned by the loving, careful

hands of wood carvers. (a) Exquisite marble from the finest quarries was

brought to Versailles to make the giant pillars to support the great edifice.

el3 Glaziers ground the finest mirrors to adorn the magnificent "Hall of Mirrors."

Trees from all over France ware dug up, and carefully transported to Versailles

co that every cc...native to France might join the statusiy in the formal gardens.

..JAAV 44*.dtt eta% I r
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(15:.: Even the less important entrances to the chateau were expensive gold

plated gates. (16)Every human effort was made to see that Versailles would be a

fitting residence for the grandest monarch of all time.

(17) Some Would say that Versailles was a compulsion with the King, that

it was a product of royal madness. If so, there was method in the madness.

Versailles was not just a magnificent structure to enhance the royal image of

the grand monarch. Ili) It was built primarily so that Louis could escape

from Paris. Louis hated Paris. Re was frightened of the city and its inhabitants.

(13' In contrast, he was completely at ease' at 'Snaffles perhaps because he
..e

controllTd everything there me the construction of the palace, the cultivation

of the gardens, and the lives of the people who lived there.

20.-' Re created at Versailles a place for the nobility to seek pleasure
-a... 1

and be near the seat of decision making. At the same time ha rendered them

impotent by denying them any power over the making of those decisions. (11 ) There

ha kept them happy with lavish entertainment and a feeling of being involved.

There, he supervised their every activity.

There were so many courtiers at the court that Louis had to add

giant wings to the palace and (23) construct hugs apartment houses to accommodate

them.

ti-N24, The typical courtier was a poor noble who was subsidized it the court

either by the king or a patron, 4.2.45,40) one of the richer nobles. In return for

the subsidy he performed certain duties namely waiting on the king and higher

ranking nobles.
w

ing Mostly, however, the courtier's day was frittered away

in the ornate drawing rooms exchanging bite of gossip and pretending that he was

privy to the high councils of the government. Every courtier exerted most

of his energy to obtain an audiene.o with the king about sane personal problem.

(254 Re could talk with the king informally when the monarch walked in the gardens

411. .%M 4 lg.,
4e"



after dinners, or, if he were very favored, he might be. invited to one of

the other chateaux on the .greunds to go hunting with Louis.

To keep the nobles mused, Louis provided many diversions. Co)3 Most of

the nobles stood behind this balustrade and watched the king get up in the

morning. 0-D All ambers of the court attended mass in the magnificent chapel. It).
Plays and operas, written by the Mines piivate dramatists and composers were

performed in the King's private theater. "OS Every evening the courtiers cou7d,

gamble or play pool. (3) Often Louis would hold a giant ball to entertain. the

nobles. (Cii.) Then, of course, the courtier could always devote his attention

to flirting with the many ladies who attended the cove t.

(10 Verseilles wee the seat of government where all decisions were made,

dict It was a pleasure dome for the elite of France. (187 It was a magnificent

edifice which glonified its owner° 39) It set the style for European culture.

44 But whatever it was, Versailles was the universe of Louis XIV where all the

courtiers revolved in an orbit around the Sun Zing.
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WRITING A RESEARCH PAPER: DEVELOP= AN ATTACK STRATEGY

For Unit XI you will write a research paper about economic growth in 18th century
) England. To begin preparing for this task, this supplementary assignment and

the next two are devoted to introducing you to research techniques. The methods
which are introduced in these three assignments should help you go about your
research with greater efficiency.

Historical research always begins with a question. The historian: becomes curious
about the relationships that exist between events and conditions in the past and
develops a question which he wishes to answer. For this research paper you will
investigate a question that has puzzled many historians, "What caused the economic
take-off in eighteenth century Britain?" For this research paper, therefore,
you will not have to develop your own question.

The next stage in historical research is to develop en attack strategy for
answering the question. Ifthe historian is to focus his energy and his search
for evidence, he must plan ahead so that he will not waste time looking at
evidence that will be irrelevant. The attack strategy he develops will insure
against this problem.

An attack strategy is simply a set of questions which indicate possible answers
to his general question. In short, the historian' sets up a number of hypotheses
to work from. For example, if the historian asks the general question, "Why
did. the French Revolution take place?" he might develop an attack strategy out
of the following questions: .1) Was there any economic distress in France?
2) Were the existing political institutions weakening? 3) Were there any groups
who were dissatisfied with the old regime? and so on. Each of these questions
implies a possible ancRer. Each of these questions, therefore, is a hypothesis
stated in question form. For example, if the historian seeks to answer the first
question, he is seeking evidence that substantiates the hypothesis "Economic
distress caused the French Revolution." By seeking evidence to validate a
hypothesis the,historian can focus his research on one issue. Once he has
completed his search for evidence to answer one of his questions he can then
turn to the next, and then the next, and so on, until he has found the necessary
evidence to answer all` of his questions.

For this supplementary
the research paper you
five to ten analytical
question, "What caused
You will then use this
paper itself. It will

assignment you will develop your own attack strategy for
will write for Unit XI. You should ask yourself from
questions that will help you investigate the general
the economic take-off in eighteenth century England ?"
attack strategy when you begin, working on the research
prove to be an invaluable aid as you examine the evidence.
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MIRCANTILISM:

Subject Objectives:

Skill Objectives:

Lesson Plan, Reading 28

Tsi ICOI10111C SIDE OF MKS ABSOLVE=

Materials: Reading =MIL
"Mercantilism: The Economic Side of rench Absolutism"

To know that the policies of mercantilism made 9
France a command economy which was directed by
the ling.

To know that the purposes of mercantilism were.
to make France a selfsufficient nation and to "
increase the monarch's wealth.

1

Derivation of Abstract Relations: (5.30) -.to
develop the conclusion that this was a state-direc
ted economy.
Analysis of Elements" (4.10) to analyze the
elements of this command economy and the assump-
tions underlying it.

=TEM CESEt Ask each student
to draw an organizational chart
indicating those who made economic
decisions and to whom those &cis,
:dons were transmitted.

What is mercantilism?

The purpose of this exercise is to force each
student to think in.graphic terms about the
economic structure. While everyone is workings
some students might be using the chalk board.
The charts will be probably either pie-shaped or
in the form of ladders. The king should be at
the center or top transmitting economic decisions
through Colbert and M. LeBrun on down to the
merchants and intendants and from them to the
workers.

On the basis of these charts and their ninth
grade economic study, the class should recognize
mercantilism as being a command economy directed
by the Ring.

What decisions were made about what, This question gets back to the analytic economic
how, and for whom goods and ser questions.
vices should be produced? What: Royal tapestires are definitely discussed

and those is also reference to foreign commerce.
Hew: Allocation of the labor force and resources
are illustrated by the formation of the tapestry
factory. The letter to intendants indicates a
kind of quality control.
For Vhow This is a subtle point of considerable
importance since it goes beyond recognizing thipep.,,,

those who can buy will receive. For examples 4400
a. production was for the king; witness

"'Royal Manufacture of Furnishings for the
Crown" at the tapestry factory.

b. production was for the economic growth of
the nation; "Letter to the Merchants of
Marseilles" prescribes measures to facilitate(
the growth of trade internally while "The

Memoranda of Colbert" indicates means for th
growth of foreign trade. Their purpose
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Lsssoi Readin 2S (continued)

does not indicate a concern for raising the
individual's standard of living but of increseing
the wealth and prestige of France.

Why were these decisions made. This question gets down to the implictt ass -
instead of some others? tions on which mercantilism in PreImo wan founded.

a. On the assumption that there is only a certain
amount of coerce in the world, "The

Memoranda of Colbert" points out that wealth
can only be attained by taking trade away from
another country.

b. A king of the character of Louis XI' could
not have permitted any other type of economy
to exist. Just as his hard work and vanity

'made him the most important political figure,
so they dictate the necessity for him com-
.pletoly controlling the economy.
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Subject Objectives:

Skill Objectives:.

Lesson Plan, Reading 29

DIVINE FIGHT IN THEORY AND PRACTICE

To know the ideological, personality, and practical

factors that entered. into decision-making. in

Prance.

To know that the revoaction of the Edict of Nan°
was Louis XIV°a means of extending his authority

over the Huguenots, the only class in the =octal

structure outside his control.

To.know that the decinion to revoke the Edict of

Nantes alienated the Huguenots. Since they were

a middle class group on which the economy was
highly.dependent, the revocation was inconsistent

with Louisl'economic decisions.

Derivation of Abstract Rotations: (5030) - to

hypothesize about the reasons for which Louis

revoked the Edict of Nantes.
Analysis of Relationships: (4.20) - to analyze

the relationship of the Xing to the Huguenots

and of the Huguenots to the economy.

latarials: RearangUrit, "Divine Right in Theory and Practice"

Transparency: "Social Organization at the Time of Louis XIV"

Ehat was nullified by the revoca-

tion of the Edict of Nantes?

YREE DISCUSSION: "Nhy did Louis

revoke the Edict of Mantes?"

Vhom do you trust, Louis or

Saint Simon?

e

All of the civil and religious rights accorded

to French 2rotestants by Henry IV in 1598.

Have students justify their reasons with specific

references to the readings.
plawiessalt As a divine right monarch, Louis

may have acted as he did simply because ha wanted

to, so long as his actions promoted God°s will.

Get at the definition of "divine right".

Louis :KILBsvokes thelOct.of Nantes: Re says

all the Huguenota ;had become Catholics anyway,

so the Edict was no longer necessary, Louis

indicates he is trying to unify the country

religiously.
Saint Simon Describes the Effects of Revocatiss:

The Edict was revolted because Madame de Whintenon

mode Louis believe doing, so would add to his

grandeur and to his chances of achieving salvation

Further, Saint Simon says that Louis wanted every-

one to think and act as he did.

This question gets at the difference in the frame

of reference. Louis thought he had done some-

thing good whereas Saint Simon points out the

human wreckage and hyrocrisy it caused. Louis'

view of himself never appears to be vary realisti

Moreover, Saint Simon indicates that this deci-

sion was economically harmful since many
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Lesson ft na, leading 29 (continued)

Mat does this indicate about
Louis' motives?

Huguenots fled the country taking their menu-
facturing and business skills with them. This
is inconsistent with Louis' desire to build up
the economy.

The class should become aware of the political,
economic, and social controls exercised on the
glasses.
Aristocrac.: remind class of slide tape. The
er stocracy was controlled by the strict eti-
quette imposed on them and by the very fact that
they lived at Versailles. They were dependent
on Louis' favor for everything; thus, he kept
them unable to participate in the political
decision-making process. Saint Simon says that
he never selected the most competent of the
nobility to assist him. Most nobleman were
exempt from taxes too.

Piagnectinia: controllcid economically by means of

the centralised or common decision-mdking appa-
ratus.
Imam were controlled by the king through the
nobility. Thearistocracy was still a landed
gentry dependent on peasants for labor to. provide

their wealth. Peasants also heavily taxed. What-
ever hitrown rationatisation might have.been it
appears that Louis was extending his authority int
the middle class. Until then, the Huguenots
were not as completely under his thumb as other
groups were.
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Subject Objectives!!

Leeson Plan, Reading 30

TIM MAWS 01 ABSOLVE=

Fill Objectives:

To know that.aboolutism, as it auL3ted 3 ?vane::
under Louie XIV, directed an0 regulated
aspect of political and.econ.oxic life mad tsad'n
heavy inroads into *social, freedom.

Derivation, of Abstract Relations (430): To
develop a catclual,on aboitt. the relationshtps
between mercenti/ism, the *structure. of ga.-oreLeat,
the personality Of the king..and thQ palcol set-
ting of the monarchy.

ISeetar.7.0.53: Reading ;C id, "Louis XIV: Thn Atiatmy of Absoluticat"
Slide Tape: "Versailles Palace of the Sun Zing"

.....morresteswilialMs. as :A A MR.. a masa avalMalla Nala.

0112:CrIVE TEST:
fusty ziuutea.

SIAM ":4'i.712.: After showing the slide
t4.4.,c again; in the few remaining
rel.nutes, .bit students to laalle a
clear statement about the rota of
the absolute monarch.

Intlt Check PALT.L DISCUSSION on
Lasson Plan 31 for a special
L14kgameat 0 be given four students.



Objective Examination #3
Readings 27-30

DO NOT MU WTI'S EXAMINATION SHEET. AN ANSWER SHEET HAS BEEN
PROVIDED.

This objective examination will last twenty minutes. It consists of
fifteen questions For each question, choose the best of the four
suggested answers. After you decide which answer is best, mark an X
through the letter on the answer sheet. Give only one answer to each
question; no credit will be given for multiple answers.

Example: Question Sheet Answer Sheet
1. Chicago is a 1. A . C D

A. state. C. country
B. city A. continent

If you do not know the answer to a question, go on to the next one, and
then return to questions you have left blank. If you are able to eliminate
one of the four suggested answers as certainly wrong, it will pay you to
guess among the other three.

1. Which of the following groups of people had moat access to the Eine
A. Businessmen C. Peasants

AtB. Nobles D. Urban workers

2. _mAbsolute monarchy may fail if:
Mk& the king does not diligently apply himself to the problems of

government.
B. the king does not possess all the social graces.
C. the king's religion is not the same as that of his subjects.
D. the king spends all his money on extravagances.

3. All of the following resulted from the revocation of the Edict of
Nantes EXCEPT:
A. The Catholic Church became the only legal church in France.
B. Countless valuable economic skills were lost when the Huguenots

left France.
France was unified by a tremendous religious fervor.

D. Many people lost their guarantees of religious freedom.

4. Most Huguenots were:
A. working class artisans.

1kB. middleclass businessmen."
C. peasants.
D. upper class aristocracy.

5. Which of the following men was, in effect, the Prime Minister of
France, during the late 17th centuryl
A. Bossuet
B. Colbert

g C. Louis XIV
D. SeintSimon



Objective Examination #3
,4.

through,
i , c +.1

Questions 6. 9 refer' to the following quotations. , . ,I. The revocation of the Etitot of liantes.:,iwerii the tiiits et.
a frightful iiiit; .'iiik 1.040 t*new 44..(M441iime,d, iiiiintenoti)
'wits one of the chief cOneitiltiiii.

IL "(In 'order to be rid 90. he evils which tie prOgreiis of this .

false "religion has 'caused in Oi',ii ..kingdom..(I) mole, the
.:- ... .

. ,. .Edict of Dental." . .III. "Thee King congratulated,IiiMeelf: toe his,,power And hio ..piety..
lie bitieveehinseif to 'halie'rentiimia the days of the preaching
of the ,Apostles."

. .
.

IV. "(Kings) ere by their very oftice the representatives; of the
. :.divine:majeity deputed by Providence for the execution of

His purposes.....!'
.

Which of, the following questions can be answered with the evidence
given above?

Ely. did. Louis decide to.rovoke the Edict of Nantes?'
What were the effects of the revocation ok the .Edict of Nantes?
Was ;touts XIV justified in revoking the 'Edict of Nantes?
ilow great was Louts XIV'spower over Frenchmen?

which ci the. following 1Pippotheses. would you consider to. be most
v el d;:. based upon they abiSfe..tividen4t

. . .

A. wee:often by his" wife on impoitent. natters._
LoUti balieveil that bit deciaion to reiroltO the lidict.,.0 Nantes

. was aotiVatedbY'hiiVreiigtOn.' "... ..
C. . Lents was motivated by ie/igiOn. ft *revoking tps.Edlit of Nantes.
D. Louis waif a .religiatel: wan.'

Which of the eplotations above,were written by people. who believed
. .

'Ott the King was responsible' for .t:he' 'spiritual salvittion.of his
subjects? ''.;

yr and III only.
II and. Iii only.
It and IV 'only.
II; III; and

Which .0i thiVibOve'quotationa ;would' yoU,chOosi hypos.
"Louis was strongly 'ineluliiicedby this.* who bid 'easy. access.to his."

A. D.. =I C. III D. IV.

:All of tthe..folloWingare reasons for .triance.e. having developed a
.:::mercantilist: economy.

A geercanileltat ecology extended.; the Omer of the King..
lbert *illeved thit nationaktealith.laii acquired by taking trade
et-:.frOil other, taiatries.:

: .

'theist: believed: that the , ayetoa*ou10.eiteOistass 'growth. in fare
roductiat tO overcome egricuttOrel..aparcity....::

amend. Oelbert .believed. that:. the .peopti wars generally
lag ecoaaMiic -decisions that would- 'benefit the

..1



.1'

4.* Objective Examination #3

11. Which. of the fellesith$*904ProbOltiellt he the Pieth'et'a aaorceitelOit; Oic*Omy?
. .

woalth: for the goinriWint:
4 development .Ot a sOniie'of. national interest :among the

people. 3,: . ;
C. /*relied-centralisation- of power for the goveramont.

Sanction of .prices-to meet competition.

.3, . .12.. Which of 'the .!olloving had :the 'greatest intrninee on thi decisions of
Linda XXV?
A. ThebcWrgeois
. The official*.
C. Thi.peasants..
D. The queen.

13. LoUts XIS Constructed Versailles for all of the following, reasons
.EXCIFR:
A. to control the nobility.

oscape from Paris.
INC. to got the country air.

D. to glorify himself.

Mew "(The icing's 'power) is borrowed from COd..'who gives it to him for the
good of the people, fora what it is good to be 'chocked by a superior
*force:1! This statement, front Dossuet.
1. *teens theprincipla of Christian governaeOte
24 wards kings to give the.people What they want.
3 warns the'bing.to keep close ties with the church:

. V. justifies absolute.monarchrby divine right. .
.15..' Which of the f011Oving quotiitions fres iiintu!Siaosi does HOT support

_"the iondlusiOn'that Levin XIV was sa absolute monarch.
IRA. "On Sunday, and often on Monday. there was,. council of State."

D. "(Louis)* chose bit ministers...for their. iipnorance..:110. liked
to form them." .

C. "(Louis) instructed his cooks..it lessons *bay bad. known by
heart for years.". . ,'

levee). included'. InrimAnid, is gle gave
orders for it wee,ineen what be mint .... .

. .

to do.N.



-Skill Objectives:

tiaterials: Read

1.

Lesson Reading 31

0-1U ow. that the Okirpdse if medieval menace was
o tack MoS1 egume.-

TO know that medieval science contained scae of
the "Ottiiiiiints:4 Modern scientific methods.. but
that they 'Weire'iase4 hapierArd !ay.,

knowithat medieVat science tended to rest
tore,orithe..aSthority of the church and the
chastest 'authority of:Aristotle. rather than on

observation end-rein:On.

Anitlysii-Of *tenants. (4.10). !, to 'analyse the
elements of medieval scientist/is frame of referenucs
SipedAfically fOr 'hiapsirpcises' and his methods.

I, '!medieval Scttice"

Vanua. suppotio you
'five a:student In a etedieval.r.

university.. You have just read ..

"A Compendium of Scientific Znow,..
ledge" andi..".emedievalAstronomy."4
Write paragraph -thvhichllou::"
exPlatildtat. you i.eiiiiitsdr.;froit
these _selecticinis.

Whet do you thitsk. was the major Work with the student responses to the .first stk.:b-p:rpm* of ittenceln..thaisiddla.:4
,400 "-

The purpose of this exercise is to get the students
to analyze the two documents- to discover what pin-.
post-the medieval writers had. Some of the stu-
dents should come up with moral lessons that are
%taught. in the Seeding;

jest vbjectiveof the

Pleale.DISCSSBTON: Select four :

srcudents t+ represent:
1)., arietotelisa philosopher

.2) St.:Thomas
3) Roger Oscan
4) . 3deltrd .*

Nave the Panel discuil.the'ques.
tips:. ihOuld we Proceed with
a scientific thveattiatiOnt" ::::".'.'1

It would be, a.. good ides to .choose the four students
the' day before this lesson is taught so that they
cane specially. for their role. The four oi:

ahont,d,diecuss A...question, arguing. at times: .

thg$4 The 'following positions
should be taken by. the four students..

1) iristottel he. has all
. the answers. WI need not leek 'further.

.2) 'Aquitat-con4ult the holy .scrilturee and use
. reason to interpret chem.
3)* Bacon-consult your .experience and one reason

to interpret it.
*) Adelard.40 ti.mare or less eimoniac..but

4hows the prablem of lack of slistematic
'Inquiry.

,1" %". *?.1 < .4. .

.

.3 ...` 3, ilk; 0,..,;33;AS.

atndanta..ahould'i,atarpiet the pirlit eiscussion
sire What. elements the .four have in comm. The
Gni*. should -recognise that there was no agreed
foireaultifOr.:41.00voritig. scientific truth, but

that anse.Of the phllosciphers.agpme. that reason
- =; is a-isefultiot.Alsid: that experience can sometimes...

.



'VW StWi'Dalr, 110(111riwt

Oe.cethe historian ':developeal his .14 tti' -!attack strategy, Ite-aukt then
caticeitiate on finding.$444ingeffiat.wilt)lefis bin answer. bts queetioni.
looking for evidence be will use the resountik of thi'library;-the card catalogue,
the indexes of periodical*. the:;.bitbliogroploise . Of Woke in the library, and so Ia.'.
1POi' averl'ioseiblo source.of;thforrotiost mike a bibliography card. Using .

three gil!....int*It Cad 107.14-1,11 writs Owosso of the author at Oil:left on
the top line. 'If he Wishes to know Where the book is 19cated in the library hot
will writs the.cell.nuebar.q-the book: at the right on the top line. 'On the next
lips: hr will:write, thstit4leOf -the book, Jana that the place and date of public*-
tie: Parip nthesis. . 14,44 .then,hawe all of the intonation about the book
that be Will need mks* np.)sie final bibliography at the end of. the paper.

But the anther. title, ank.publiqation.imformation is not all the.bistorian needs
for deitig.risirscb. .111n:eaib,card. b9 viii iso used to indicate what kind of
informatio*ibo book contains end ,T4hica -.esti= or questions in his attack
itiatetor the book will blip bin minter. In.issambling this working bibliography,.
them, the historian will make .a note of bOif the .book.vill bctilPful to 'Merin
.bia 'research. To sake this notation hi viii have to make a proliminari mina .

tion of the book ta-see.wbat kind.of 'information- it ..centaLutiG- -Iti'tbis preliminary'
exmainstieu,:04 Motorist:, will look first at the table' of .epotente.'to.diecover

, what tore. will aid hie, ate. *then lnk will skin e bar.pagow.of the .ibmpters
. . .

he° .14,11 hepertiagek to bia sikearch.
.

For this as t you swill-iiakik,bibliography cards ,for the excerPtio.: contained
on pages 245 to 299 in your book of roadiege. llote.;'down all the :pertinent
publication information from 'the title .page,. and thew eldntitti:pages reproduced
to find out what kind of information you will find there. Ilse tbe: 'following
sample card from the first excerpt to guide you.

Ashton* IN S.

. 10.61EW.S /WM Psi !beat: Tht Ift.lietin
York, 1934). -...: .-

. .., ..., ..., :

... .. :,- -:,? . ... i,.,,:.:4t...,1 ''.t ,../.. T

gos0 for relitloinel:Convietiens of invsntoru4.414 s:'
Isla up `01.:Saglislh iocial,iftructure and 1,nfluence.-

tahealle.- '.. '
:.,,} ,--..-.....;,;4, ,.; ?:. . ,..Itz. -..

,j



0bleciivist.

Itia4LarA

41111Ta1 SCISWTISTS

qw that ,the seventeenth 'Century was as
abie enviriament.for ocLentific adi.incersent,
that it ilso contained elemeste ofhostility
td scientific discoveries.

. .

-.44.,Deriviition of Abstract Deletions (5.30) - To
-:develop a hypothesis about the relstionzhi0
Waimea the socialenvironment of the seventeen
century:sad the scientific.advances made at that

.

-,AnalYste..of relationships (4.23) - To analyze
the.relitioeship between tije hypothesis and the

..Levidence.le the readings.

Materials: Reading mix "The World of the 3eventeentb Century Scientiate"
Rendeut A Chronotogy of Science .

AilatVINNOWNISMIIMMOUNIIMINIMNINVINSINIMMNIMENOMMIENOMOIONONIIINIMOMMOMMONNIIMM MIWRINEMIIMIND.%

litiliNUTs Distribute handout and
allow time for readiUg: . Tell stn.

.dents the chronology was drawn up
by *a historian of science.. Ask
them to figure out what hip "frame
of reference" was.

.
'11 the basis. of this cbronotogy,
what hypothesis., might you, wake
regarding the.rolationshiP between
ecientifie advance:and the 'social
enileoamenti

tet'S cheek.oarbypotbeeit about
thd seventeenth centuryagaitist
the z °Vide** in the reading:'

This chronotem is to be used to.develoTs a hypo-
thesis about the environiental factors involved
in the .scientific revolution.: The students .ihou
see that the historian of science is concerned
about tore than scientific discoveries. He is
concerned with the environment of ecien;:ific
discover;es. as well. .

From. the chronology the students should develop
a hypothesis that scientific advancemews take
place when the social environment is mot: hostileto it. They should develop a hypothenta about
the.seventeenth century that Scientific, progress
speeded up largely because the period *ma emenabl
to science.

Abe stisdepts should comb the evidence to justify
thehypethesis. They ahead point out

the to/laming: . I

la) GelileoCoMplains that the FE:off:84ms in
tha.universities acid the church .ave per:-

..accoting him.- ..11*. i!nvir.onment in hostile.
Gatilee Writes- his patron, 'indicating
titer toCietiwes wiUtog to patronise .

aciattistc ..The;stiadents.shinild vemember
t Itgoiraiaoleilideci.wes a .Iteneisseace
;.441.(3,)ey..Can:thei draw a conneCtiOn..

it'the.'peneitiiiinelfsad thi,psca of
it4ttitOrdiscoVelt.:'

. .

eprintios-prettitsade it possible to. .
s qUitkj41,44d accurately.,

atriiii to the scientilt..
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.t

A prominent.histoilia'it'it a i up the otology which follows
to. help **lei& the, development' of teatime- overthe put. 2000 years. RUtew
this list of dates to detemeine- the-followl

Ithe frame of reference of thistorian of soigne
A. Why dOes he include the iteu he dots?
S. What does, this bilgaiin consider to be i ortent

evonteln. the history of . sclencel- -"What kinds of
events bear uicn the develximant
thought?

'

C. What relatiOnabips;doec the 1114f:crisp imply
between scientific -discoveries and other svelte
that are not discoveries it idioms?

As' hypothesis abets:: the.mgy in :whichscientifio
diiii4Overiesf

ipt.scientilic.discoverioa aegis to have .came
n sPects?q..,.::,If-fso. *tea. y.

11. What ,would Yoit.guels"would.,;SecOUnt,for':,the

PrSlineSerOr fuerof" of scientific..

;

. .

+.



3000 Ds C.

2500 DX.

3000 D.C.

2000 Do C.

1000 D.C.:

2000 S.C.

2000 Ds O.

1400 S. Co

700 D. O.

625.500 Do O.

460.377 s.C.

400.300 D. C.

399 D. C.

427.347 3.C.
400 De C.

342.322 D .C.

342.270 D. O.

332 11. C.

ed. 300 S.C.
2$7'212 S.C.

250 S.C.

ca. 270 S.C.
. ca. 150 B.C.

50 S.C.

150. A.D.

1$0 A.D.

200.250 A.D.

no. A.D.

MOW CT of HISTORY OF scums:.

Peak of Sumerian brosse age metallurgy.*

Staterillit =Mbar system fully developed.
.

Egyptian number system fully. developed.

-Babilailan astronomical tradition established.

Accurate records of BabylOnian natronseers.

Egyptian medical traditionistablished.

Babylonian medical traditiOn established.

West Asia iron smelting.

Babylonian chemical texti.

Flourishing of Ionian nature philosophers.

Hippocratean school of medicine.

Athenian school of philosophy.

Death Of Socrates.

Eudoxus gonstracts geometrical model of heavens.

Aristotle Creates coherent system of sciences;
founds several branches of biology; develops
foundation of logic.

Epicurul revives atomic theory in hostility
to religion.

Founding of Alexandria, center -of science until
submerged by Christianity circa 500 A.D.

Euclid systematises geometry.

Archimedes mathematician, physicist, engineer;
killed by Loan soldiers. during sack of Syracuse.

Eratosthenes measures cirdumference of earth by
astronemicalgeometrical calculations.

Ar.istarchus proposes. heliocentric system*

Hipparchus calculates precession of equinox...

Lucretius composes great nature poem, De Ism
developing strict materialistic and

atomistic theory of cosmos.

ftolems ,Alsaftest, completes ancient astronomy.

Galen writes last' comprtheneive corpus of ancient
medicine.

Pietism develops mystical nesPlatonism.

John PhilopOnus suggests impetus theory as foundation
of dynamics. (ro be revived in thirteenth canary
Paris.).



Chronology of llstory of Science (2)

634.750

1504100

13th century

121442%

12254274

1330

Creation of. Islamic Faipirie. Translation% 'of'dralk
corpus of science inte;;Arabic.
Flourishing of of.lslaic science,, particularly
astronomy..mathematics
Motigol conquerors: destroy. centers of Islamic science.
Roger 'Bacon exileriments ;optics., physics, chemistry.
Thomas Aquinas!. _integration of Catholic theology
and philOsoPhy of *Aristotle.
Jean Buridan criticises fallacie. 'of Aristotelian.
physics.

1310 Nicolas of Oresme develops methods for graphical
representation of.preihlems of motion; adopts theory
of daily rotation. of earth.

Cuttlinberg develops printing technisNe. in Germanw..

Nicola of Vasa, proposes infinite extent' of universe
on scientific. grounds...
Renaisaanee..artiats,. engineers architects. .

Martin, Luther proclaims ninety-five theses against
Milan ChUrch..

1521 .Favicelstio burni traditional books, of ipadicine.
_ . .

1535 John Calvin publishes instItutes of the Christian,
Religion, spoteMatising Lutherq reirolt against Rome..'

. . Francois...Sate develops foundation of algebraic.
language..
Copernicus: publishei: his mainvork, The Revolution,

the Heavenly, ,Soheres, after thirteen years
hesitation.

cto Bral4 develops instruments for.precise
'""111tgoFkaraci.4'obseri4itiont...,,the pest accurate data

riar `td invention o #. the*odeieope;

14364450

1450

1450.1500

1517

1540-1603

1543

1346444

1600

1600

1609

1610
ti

..".

z 7e,

:Giordano Bruno! burned at,vstake *for -asserting
infinite extent Of uttive***.

Gilbert* pubyshis,.atcoittit .of magnetic :

phenogreaa iii ,D,aie.s,, .coaplops with:experimental

A.

Kepler!. First and Secondlonni announced.
Galileo9s .telescopic ,disco veriesysmuntains of

-iineipets; ma of Japitet, cmPosition
of Milky Way.

16414irfa ibittlao5'
Miss 1

A . .



.Chronology of stogy of Science (3)
.

OVATP-77;',"707/T7

1628 William Harvey establishes circulation of the
blood.

1633 Galileo condemned by Inquilitioi.

1634 Cialileo's law of freely falling bodies.

1637 Descartes' analytical geometry.

1638 Descartes extends Si!ell!s law of optical refraction.
.:,

1639 Desargues'..projective geometry.
1642 Death of 'Galileo

Birth of Wewton .

1645 Pounding of Royal Society (chartered 1662).

1648 rascal's law of fluid pressure.

1648.1716 Gottfried. Wilhelm Leibnitz-co-discoverer of
calculus, universal scholar, philosopher, logician.

1655 Huygliens discovers rings of Saturn.

1662 Robert Boyle establishes basic law of gases.

1666 Trench Royal Academy of Sciences established.

1667 John Locke publishes kmLa g Toleration.

1668 Newton designs first reflecting tilesCope.

1674 Spinoza publishes his Ethics.
1675 loemer makes filet determination of velocity

of light. .

1675 Royal astronomical observatory at Greenwich
organized. .

. 1677 Leeuwenhoek makes first discoveries with microscope.
1687 Newton pabliahes 1,Princioia, or Mathematical

. Principles of Natural Philosophy, eibodying elements
of his astronomy, dynimida., and philosophy of
seience; based'.upon his mastery of. differential

. aiad integral calculus.

1690 Locke publishes Itta on Husuin in:dentinal&
1704 Hatton publiihes ,Ostickso'embodiing work completed

earlier.

1705 Newton knighted.

1727 ifewt:4-1 dies cad istburied in tieziasinster

*.. 17404760. Voltaire spreads' Newtonian teachings and fame in Burope.
1750.1791 ....Immanuel Kant develops the. first philosophical system

'baled on Newton an science. .



kbr.ping of Western Society
4f.

Lesson Plan,- Reading 3:

t12 NAME AND SIONIFICANCE OP TM 3Cl2ITWIC REVOLUTION

Subject Objectives:

kLU Objectives:

t o know that the methods and purposes of scientific
-investigation changed in the Seventeenth Century,'

Analysis of Organisational Principles (4.30) a to
analyse the methods of the Seventeenth Century

Anstlysis.of Elements (4.10) a To analyse the ender-
lyilig:parposes of scientific investigation as cow:
colve&by Seventeenth Century scientists.

garszialg: Reading =My "The Nature and Significance of the Scientific Revolution"
Transparency. - "Why is Sea Water Salty?" /

CUM& 'MT: Plash the trans-
pareccy and ask students todea .
eciztbe how each of the szlentists
woad Ø about investigating the
problem .posed, given all the.elea
milts Ou'the transparency. ..

..-This exercise is..designed to help students under-
stand the methods proposed I!, Descartes, Bacon and
newton, The teac!ter should have the students work
from the readings. to tell approximately the follow-

: ing stories about how each would investigate the
problem.

Descartes Descartes :is a. rationelist. Be believes
thatatirmajor problems can be solved by reason
alone. ne 'woad stay in the house and cogitate is
.the. fallowing ismer. The sea has salt water. The
Ulm has fresh water. The stream connects. the lake
and 'the. sea. Ergo: The stream must carry salt .

from the iake to the sea. Having done this, Des-
cartes .is satisfied. (Re does not test the hypo.
thesipaahe stays in the house, .never venturing out).

Bacon a Bacou is an empiricist. Re would begin by
1.1475g expertements. de might collect samples of
the waters. end evaporate them to see where the salt
is. Ne.might dam up the stream and see if salt
collects at the bottom of the dam. At any rate,
he would experiment-abut in hit or idss fashion.
le would not begin with a hypothesis. In telling
the story, the students should say that Bacon ruthes
right out of the house to begin experiments.

..11owton a. Newton *combines the two methods. Be would
MieWrationally by constructing a. hypothesis, auch. .

the way Descartes' did. Then he would design. an .

egtorigioti. Much the way Bacon did, to lest the
'hypoStegja.: To. tell the story, he would .. iit in
tho.hoossfilklaktos for Wino and theft go out and

..parform.16.txperiment..

#" Sow woAd you contrast the -esetiOds.'. Gat it the differences la the approach. The eta-
of Sevonteentb Century. .and asdi. dents should See that the Newtonian method has
itwat scientists?" ... ., .-systeatatited.the war ix: using' reason and experiment

t9 derive an explanation. . As opposed to the variety
of ;methods of the Kiddie Ages, a systematic method
weaved gft.the Seventeenth Century. The' amphasi.

1



Western Society
Lesson Ibuts liteadist 33 locentidued4)

on . the authority . of God as reVeiale4 .in :the .
.0criptures or on the statements of Aristotle have
paised.'frou the scene.

. .

Accord1.4,to..1.eibmis, what Va. *7'TM students should see Eros. this prediction of
itle.pUrposeof science? *a -"world,* fair":that science.uas*to achieve nun

lar mai, not teach' moral lessons. The world was
-to be A, lore cOiefortable.place to live in.

was the scientific revolls The stedents should summarise what they've learned-tion? namely, that the scientific sisevolution vas a change
itt the way -people studied the physical.- world. zed

tie purposes of studyins..it.. ,

II



Des Randoist, Lesson 33

d

thei..treksparency oristually
,. .

istanci.g.oF mss 3 e...,,,,. sdures. descrlbed is the lissom
p:cus, proceed as follows. pin. out the headout wed allow the Students to
=Cit. ,Thou sash tbie,ti kids of the scientists would proceed lost.. 4 ..,..." ...4.,.. ......

.11k2.trAieso, ;which the eiest like., *Mob the abet like* Descartes... .. 4, ,4. 4. A. . -. -,,

(The ,0 411PSpi DIEWAX*Ps the * s;11114 the third is. Illsrtaa.)
Rai tbeistadeitsidentilythetanyesgclentiets in the reading oil this basis

and. htve tbso write their answers' on. a pleae of paper. Once this is dose
is Z.

Its answers. flee if others
ituda:iitis 00/411.1 get the.
of :the fitst-Ibroe selections



SHAPING OF WESTERN SOCIETY HANDOUT, Lesson 33
. . ,.

*if IS SEA WATER SALTY?

Imagine that you overheat .he.. discussion, of three seventeenth century scientists.
They are discussing bow they would go about answering the question that puzzled
the mediefial-iciontist iu 'Residing .31, "Why sia mater salty?" The first
scientist. speaks: :

could solve the problem siy'studt. 'By a praise of dedidiiive reasoning I.
establish set of premises.,besed on what As known for cevtain and then make a
conclusion* For instance I would start with the premise that the sea is salty,
but leas and Streamt are net.- However,'Streisms -connect labia With the sea.
Therefore I, conclude that salt .is taken from the lakes by the streams and
deposited in the see."

The second scientist. retortst.. ',But hair can you make an conclugion without
actually observing the phenomenat Tour. conclusion stands a better chance of
being accurate if you actually look at the-phinoneita of 'nature. I would start
by collecting aapplea of-water at the lake,.frou the stream, and from the sea.
I find no salt in the lake, some salt being carried by the stream and muchsalt
in the sea. Therefore I reach the 'same conclusion but I have found out by.
observing nature rather than thinking about it."

The third scientist joins in: "Neither of you are really pursuing the matter
rightly. The first of .you would not be. able to demonstrate that the conclusion
is, in fact,' true, for you won't have tested it against the evidence. The
second of you have taken far too long to discover a relatively simple principle
If you combine your two'imithods yoU will gain accuracy and efficiency. For
instance, if wee start with deductive reasoning, taking what is known and
establishing what we need to find out, then we can observer only.thst part of
nature that is necessary to validate our hypothetis.' In this case I would
start the way the first scientist did by stating that we know that the lake has
fresh water and the sea has-ialt",waisr and that the stream connects the two.

',Once we know this we can construct the hypothesis that perhaps the stream
carries 'salt from the lake to the sea. If this is so, then the stream, will
contact some salt in its.water.' Al:Wrifnied *Observe, therefore, is the water
in the stream at the .pOint.'where the, stream leaves. the lake. If. there is salt
in the water there we have proven. ourtypethestet!!,

.



Navin of *astern lociety Luton Plan, leading

SCIINTSPIC mums or mu smninnani um=
.g;, obloottfass bids that the "seventeenth_ century scientific

revolatiOn anated 411111 eatirol- not frame of
ram** ter .thought Oro:eau:es.

Diettatics of Abstract Relations: (5130) to
a hippest,* about the change the scientific revel.
lutLen muted 4.11111111.$ frame of reference.

Skill da atii+i'vess

Hateriast Soientifie Revolt*** of the Seventeenth Century"
wholanyos Universe*

ASUIMMUI taws Nita misAT
um
Pa0.1101 ximispApticts WM is 'ths YU* olaais mill idle explanation* in tom of
ualvie;i:s orgaiii$01. rosioac This timber oust argue from the point of

vies that 0* trawarascy is an accurate wpm.
saltation. .41antLfy your arguments with proof:

a. The first atwitter of fleadels Nis it is
'so.

. h. The Aristotelian philosophers soy it is

These are 03 Joky assents you viii used. Set:.
the studs** to justify.. their point of' vivo. To

Avg* Against thea Ifitestiovd* such -: things
ga not thisklinve .ssan the ends go

thet 0*. discussion vill.ieake it.
:revolution Chingoe sues

*L'ataii belief* tradition
in vision.

.
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114apies':01.iitsierei:Sectory

Subiect,O.PiCt

$411 Objesggess

MIRK41103 Oft TEM

V S.

Matertsilet.ciReedistiali.
twadinp Not uov.

OW

, Us. liesites; r

To.14ow,,..Nbae chames.took place.* Europe to brook
hoid orteistittsiaii

veq.;;-` ; . A PL . :..,. 4.41 : ;
lySin.,,,I.Elsopents(4,49).at .entslyge the

bettieIkednivalreetIndsi d'a
igaitiges: that.vetivieldsa .pleitsof,
Doggett= of Abstract Relations (S.S.) so

"i avelop.theitiliitoilistiletwear changer in; the
mane -mitt i.xectal fostessi *AC the changesgrP .,*.$ 4, . . : ; .0etonall, .:/1 I VA , e. 6.

.
1. .

::

Pvecoduret

MOWS teRalISTARMIC .;

1; WM were thins bast* soonest*
decisions e duties the
Middle Most

2 Let's .list sass of the factors

Get the students to discuss die bases for salting
the AO, ke, and istualib decisiap based on
what they ressabsc.fres Reading WU Abaost .all
of to were based on Tradition. .

list these factors on the board as the students
.whichcaused the massy to nice than twos. the readings.
change.

by sight each of these Esc' Begin with the Inhatt question and snail= the impact
tors chant. the ways In *La of each change upon it. Then switch to the km, sad
the three basin queetioni ware the bubo questions in order.
answered?

What has herniated to the tram len the 16denis. should be encouraged to discuss
ditional Wisest of SwopsAut.' the .desree to which sweet and cessand decistoss

Ins the eintnalesosiirosed S. hive Invaded the hold of tradition over the eco
theen4=4Wit. mite- deoitiassithies. process.



Cuss his attack ser sad ht. Amides bibliography atissible0,
. th bit tinlan 1:1104' lotisths. tai Swath' I the aidiese ha 'forks through

tho boas aud arttclas ha has gathered. ha aides notes oa:,tager cards: aim
AR asibia. odes car& ha is We Ao pit -the v as aotbout
outtek-ftelrill videditiutty geseuutor isfOssatioa. about

stibjact at various data dads. his amoral for widows ha will
thee' be able to Ito* together all a his bider Girds asaey suijaste us

,1,111 licrog L o le# thro*C; * metst)oift, 10,114' SW ;ago about cue subject
thitister4Roittiamid-Ai ovorig Ataitiiot 0406 awn 000.1.-ti *Wog hfs

,papar,..thorefoces et theiritaii 4000:.a*Sehjatt Are together cm a sat of
index cards. .2be histories lidc at these cards before iscludiug

info is his Mared.;
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Shaping of Nesters Society

'TM DEVELOPNINP TRE SPAT A CASE Mt

Subject Objectives

objectives:

Motor41s: Raiding I . .

0

Lesson Plan, Reading 36

To .kaoa the factors that produced Economic Growth
of Rolland.

.Ansi.,yeis of Zlesents (440 .

Ana/piptof.Aelhationship (4.20)
44

Proce.diti4s
,

.
What &adore ware reipossibie for:
Soils 's eaosacic growth?

ValtISO
"Can yosi grow these Mors is a
wAy which is particularly useful
fess economic seitlysie?" Check the
students. categories as they Ito&
individually. left OW student
read his scheme sad ethers critic,aim it.
Of the throe Mies sd reeeveoes
stitch seams to km been the lost
itportsett

illso made the Viet" &Weiss fAl
Nellandt

Stet about the "hoe deeleisst

And the °nor eturf.

Could Rolland k direalsped,
before the damps leassibed is
leading 35?

. .Get the stuueits to list the *Riot* sad Urns
them on the board.

a) Nonotery issiure
b) Delete traditios
c) New attitude

They should group Vs*. into hoOan natural and
capital reamed:es. They have laivad:this ,system
is the Math grades

Tura resources were. The Dutch importecranch of
their raw material and need human rekouicee to
develop:capital. Students may wish to discuss
the vital role played by Wass resources in all
oases of economic growth.

Nara encourage discussion of the way is which
private citisess-made then: dacioioes. Concentrate
OIL the way is WA* the bowing industry developed
as as exampf.e. of the prop ess.

llse the heriing industry to.show privet* citizens
essibised 3 factors of production to make goods.

Ogee sue the market is control.

Clearly not. Get students to examine why.by vies
over changes discussed is the previous lesson in
the. context of ths economic history of Nollasd.



Shaping of Siestetar Soiety

Subject Objective:

Skill Objective

atorials. Readings 37 aniI.38
Handout: .. "Hai TAiesex-Fairo Operates"
Tratigparen0y$ !Criteria for CoMpittAtive Industry"

I I

taillOCI Plane Readings 37 end 38

To analyse Adam Smith's concept of an economic
system.

Analysis (4.00)

.Prociclurei,

..ccoreing to 144a &litho. what is .

otlectiiie of economic spited

.'or did Smith 'hope to ruck this
,bjactivel

k

rtel:e did Bath got W4:-.,. plea of
:.sisooslaire?

rotes out the handout; give students
time to reed it. Then ask bow
1.43ith*ta systeis yds suppeied to inst.

Show the transparency.

developmeato mould make it
impossible for ,Ssatb!s. 1111111M.10

..;-.'-about the objectives 's
an economic systisi?

WI.uld Smith advocate the ease mass
to achieve this goat today as be
did. in 1776?

Focus attention on' fp'st paragraph of reading.
Here Smith proiliime the Consumer as Sovereign
arguing that .ait economy exists tO bring the
best possible goods to the consumer at the
lowest possible, price..

Laiiisecipfaire. Hake sure that students realise
cliarlit that laieSealeire is a means end not

sad in itee/f.

Lead discoed= of four points- in Intrzdaction.
Lead students tO 'see Smith as a "man of his

'time".

This handout describes the way in which a com-
petitive system sets the price for gloves. Let
the students describe this system./

This tranvia:44 shows the three essential ca.-
teria for a purely competitive industry. Expose

:each Criteria. in taro sad ask students to
eitplain'it-ia their Oa words.

Any change in indastry which violated one or
owe of the otTiterie, Get the studenta to cite
ixisoitiles.

.Get the students to discuss this. Probably
Smith would not betau se. the conditions today
have.cbtaged.



Development of Western Society Class handout, Readings 37m38

LAYMAN'S owns TO WIDGET MAKING*

In this day and age of mans production, icL,&icate materials, and delicate .

processes, the indispeusable widget is almost an anachronida: AithoUgh
widgets are now primarily produced by manufacturers for the large market,
individual enterprise is still p9ssible.given'a minimum of tools, effort,

and time. Almost no training is needed.andiaterials for widget making are
readily available either in raw form or in a seiimfinighed stoma.

The first step in widget production is locating widge, which is the primary.
substance. Widge is easily. found near river banki.and'acean sides and is
readily identified by its distinctive color: Light weight and accessible, ..

enough widge could be prOcured in an'afterpooes labor to fill the average
automobile trunk.' Depending upon the actual dimensionsiot trunkfUl, of widge
would easily produce from ten to fifteen widgets.

" ...

After locating theAidge; the final...production stages are quite simple.
Fir3 4 the Widge" is placed in an oven and heated to approximately 300
for two hours.- Upon cooling, the amazing malleability Of.widge becomes
readily apprent, and the producer can then shape the mass to the
shape. Details can.beadded if desired by the application of an ice. pick or.
some other sharp instrument.' The shaped widge is reheated once again to
the same degree and the same amount of time. After coolinghthe widge is
ready for painting or can be left in its natural color. Both styles have
always been popular.

Selling widgets. is eqUally easy due to the great demand for this product.
Although large companies have great sales' forces, an individual may
profitabt' go it alofl. Most authorities believe that profits Of 'up to
50% beyond costs are attainable by:Skillful selling.

With its Wirt *tally inexhaustible settee of raw material, its relative ease
of production, and the constant demand of the market, the widget is a most
profitable venture for Anyone.

* Reprinted with *permiasion. from P04111Alt MANUFACTURING, INC.
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A THE W I DGET 9

Wholesome, used throughout t e.world.0

Indisgensablp, many uses.
a= am am amOM Me ow ars am um -

Durable, Will last and last.**

Guaranteed moneyeback offer..

:.:Eootibril 10119 ....to:-...operiete & maintain

Trionetliplis value ifp.r '1.1tetle cost-.

aft' t t about ou owned one?
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DADSTREET FINANCIAL LISTINGS

IDGET INDUSTRY

L ad. 6afimomm amf,
et...Corps 16 -06 -651
am aso moo an moo.... am am an. am mum amo mon

. 3.

Name of Gorp. stage share of market

AMeridirt,--;)11140't.
dget .-.-Corp

Icittet Itigt):.

0 :,s%

1 .0%
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1. Use old lames Om op to passing oat die baldest is tbe stove pries
system.

;4' :"
. .,) .

.11ibroe tesesiereeefesplis4 blade* as Widget predkiettat replete die
slate prim systaiLlomleet and the 00410
tbe old plop.

3. Suggestions fox Is tin headset end tratepareegiast
f 4 t 4, 4 J.

See page 215. tint.mat .ato die time, est
empeti,!..tvo islestryt": ti

A.
!fir Treasperesey A `;

:r-

.

.

.

6,16 - !L

i
.6 ; " :0

1'

3 *it
'-.66* 1". .1

. . .

40

t ;Of..011";
d ILtb tide
Few "*"! ?,sates; came.. Slaw! vs us

dealiall a , . 666 4 ,

purity osepottelve lades* try) we *seed
Liabflialtketa.prodeek..1. :

.

" V.: :
6. *

.4
7 .

fiet *Watts to =saw lbs boldest
mist .tbe throe criteria asettesed1. Nave tbes eliplete.it
jstheir The Waft*
attisittal erliertat 3.

:estlefliai:.exttelis 2.

islie(Stseible 1.
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aim; or IMMO warn Objectpre' Examination #4
'Readings 31-31

DO MT WRI5.011 211111 nal;11112011 MEW, All MISR Ent pas 1111
PIOVIDSD.

This Objeetiva:lasminatiois will last twisty alitates. It Consists of
twentyftVe *questions. tor each question,..chooso the best of the four
suggested. answers. After you decide which answer is best, mirk an X
'through that litter ea the WINN sheet. Clive only one answer to each

. question: no credit will be Own for multiple answers.

Samples Question Sheet Answer Sheet
1. Chicago is a 1. A X C 0

A. 'state . C. country
1.. city': D. continent.

If you'diii no kepi tiic.iiitsaiir:to'a*ausiition,' goon to the neat one, and
then return to quisticits you .have left blank: If you are able. to alialaat
one of -,the four ,Suggeeted iiiisistar dertaiinly *Ong, it will .pay Too to
reefs :amiit'slite other . -.

1. Whiciteilt-...thor:figliailai';:iiiiitation's would most likely be spoken by a
who favored Litisiiit,fairet '

A. "The goveriiiaatiSklirsaidtie all economic decisions."
11103: economic decisioal.sheurid be made by the market machanisms."

C. :-"The loiniiiiimik:Adidil'aiselait the market aschaaisms by Idsich
aCiasOMIC doefoitaeIt:1161:107 . .

D. witcoiwimic decisions should-adhere-elosoly to the traditions of
the* tociety.w.: ` ' .

I

2. The scientific' rer4istiaa produied.411 of the follovial inmadiato
results. 1.11XCIPIrs .' '*'..": . .

A. :changes in. the belief, ofdarated mon.
.changis. la .the belief:14r thspeasaatry.

C. changes* la laws of the church and state.
1. changes is political and stela/. theory.

3. The "Sclectific Revolution of the. SeVentesath Century" was primal/7
-". dsv.lopàd ins 1 .; v7 ,

A. btolóy and-chsaiistriP. C. medicine.
",. 1.**4-f,goology. . . -, -physic:se astronomy, sad mathematics.

e 4 . ;;.;.. PC

4. Defogs the ,:isiventeepth. c..tory, meat ammi beklaved that all of the fellow.
ileig *re. a:site:1- 'Of truth UVTs *? :

A. . 1110.0. t.
8. ;with gwve. CO).

1 4 ";. , .

Se Mat fkieitificCrevelitien-,Istablisikad.:thie tut that:
. A. Cod 'had .ao control Over the workless; 44.A.::::a4verse.

The,watTerse .1.0:-:*issaoldiukciveltiktotrf -MA:0111.1 Uwe..
C. -.;Thii:UitivOillosAs, a .pietio'vailwilia ebeikki,oporated by,.t1te minlathe

;.;.,4s-.!1..irrisemaw.,..,, ',1 4,, - 1? y . ; ?'N.A I:
"4: 4? ',!"'..1.7.... .

Di ualwer.sis 10:

I.

.



8118 Objective btaidneti40 d4 2

Quastionn 4 through 10 .refer to tbe fullOwing 10 facts.. Read
the questions first; then refer to the facts.
1. 2be gold ulna which were struck amounted to some 300,000

gold florist is. . .

1. In 13094310 the abliot. of Croke* Abbey loll oveir10;000
fleeces of wool to Italian, Flom Lab, and Oman merchants.

3. By 1300 Italy woe. well.,spriukled towns and. cities., The
population of, 141as ints 175,000;.. flarisco Ant. slice bad over
.100,004 others ran* from oiar,50,000 to soda 10,060.

4. .Canterbury .CathedralAbbay decided in. 1400 in lease all its
estates and bencofortb lived on rants.

S. In 1261, 2200 tons of ;kitten grain entered Semis alone.
6. helpe for preparing duckling for household of sa Saglish noble:

-Take plenty of cinnamon, gismo, cloves, grata of Paradise,
half a. 11113063$9 macs and beat well. Negates with vinegar asd
verjuice (juice of unripened grapes.)

7. Is 1242 Ragland tuported over 2,500,000 gallons of trench wises.
.... As for .t.he gate of growth of portarmise ends,. Gams took out 4

ships .in 1497, 20 is 1302; Cabral is. ,1500 took out 13; and after
that at lust 15 ships went nut every year:

9. There were about 80 banks of the mosey changers is Finance is
1338.

10. 141328.the *farthest laterling sold s Swedish .family 13/4 lbs. of

saffron, 12 lb. kammel9 90 lb. aliands, 5 lb. Sislins 1 lb. abase
. mos, 6 lb. pepper, 105 lh. rice, *ad 4 lb. of sugar.

G. The growth of a market :nosey was aided by a change the attitude
toward business; this change contradicted the position bold by Tholes
Aquinas. -and is int-illustrated by facts
A. 2 and 31111. 2 and 4 C. 4'and 6 D. 7 and .

7. Pact number 8 but illustrate; :which of the following:
A. change in ter church attitude toward business.
D. the .decline of Abss manorial' system.

MC. interest in discovery and esyloraties
D. new interest in science. ..

O. . A market economy stimulated by Consumer demand is km illustrated by
forb..41:::-- . . -

A. 2, 3, and 6. D. .4, 5, and 7. JO. a, 7, and 10. D. , 99 and 10.

Ulm are a set of conclusions baud on the above set of facts.
*one the combination 'of facts that kat proves the conclusion gives.
A mom economy was established in mtitet#1 /Itirope by 000; 111411 aoaslvA

sion is VA proven by facts..ssabond. .

A. 1 and 5..8. .1 .aid.93; C.4and 7. D. .8. and #4; ;

which of- the following 'statements is fact number 3 evidence?
The Church mu no:looser `0! MOO importance %in the tilts of 14th
century -city 'dwellers. *c . ..

European iflionger iiitieredareantzthe mine r. ;

The' Air* acisitiyaddlbe grotitklifivittime 11440 Vet :related.
No- labor aupply was available-for the deirelopummt of manifacturiug..

vsf:- '79 +.



1.1

1111$ Objective Rumination #4 3

911011timas 11" through 15 refer to the quotations beim.
, Rum I; !Also, that all' leather thine falsely and deceitfully

wrought in their trade which the said overseers shall
find on isle is the 'heads of any person, deism, or
foreigner, within the franchise shall be forfeited and
the wackily of them shallbs fined." .

SEIM= Ili wry as% se long as be does sat Violate the laws of
justice, is left perfectly free to Pursue his own interest
his su way, and to bring his indlistry and capital into
competition with those oft any other man, or order of um."smut Ifs "Mao shoiild be dedicated to his inky eats is the Godly

, .4.044_0 do. The more successful materially, the more
worthy in the eyes Of God. To gain wealth means also

, the wee of wealth to Ito,.God's work here on earth."
"Considerieg bat, advantageous it would be to this vitals
to reestablish its fore.i.ga-lid'domestic colmeree, we

.have resolved to establish 0 council, particularly devoted
to.,teimercii, to is held every fortnight in our presence,
is whia all the interests if St. and the means
coadecitio to the revival of useerce shall bit coo
slated and determined upon, as well as all that which
ooscerss aramstasters."

11. illslob of the, spukera Illustrated the philosophy of "Laissesfairer
A. ,u1D, O. tn. D. N.

12. tibia of the Statements Goad you attribute to Joke Calvin?
.. ac. III. I). v.

.

13o ihi4ib of the speakers is decribini sis mercantillitic point of vied
A., 1. no O. III. Alpg

14. Which; t.h. speakers does not agree with, %misses laird!
41,4. 11. Itz oat*. C. III and V only. D. 11 'and 1V only.

" 3

/OA of thole siiiskfra 4is oiest help the bud of a medieval
A. I. I.' U. C. UI D. 111.

16. Billow are five steps in tie growth of astek. shipping.
act Au.00, Orient. .. *,

U, Development of a supiatethrs1471,4141211 industry.
. ihmegistse--of coastal trails:40 kaistiavia;

IV. lleawcarrying traffic from Archangel to emyria.
.Ta:4011-of. -ins* *ti a$.:Dsts. to !fit Afill on 01.0911111Grow* *s tis facts: 1*,s0 thsy 104110.*Wthe
development of-,-copital- foxasttss is die Istisriasde.

V.'
I. :Me I II,!, IV.

UV. IN III,
I/;' III,. 2, V.`'



SW1 Objoctiva Isranination 4

Questions 17 through L9 xofar, to .tho'..following quotat.ions from 17th
sistury wriest.. . .

I. "(Those who oppoi.'...).bevii. to apses) the opinion that

snob propositions in ginetalare Conttary to the Bible." ..

U. "And .o. .00rias pis**, Wing .discoveretv.nder your patronage .

theie tear...3 hai.O..with..good right decided to .designate tbsm by

the august Dam of .***flimily." .

1.1[1. "I did .find in reality'fitie in. eicsto that *Usess had thought
.thotthsOuth.tapves." ,

tr. "The eternal Oodliss....brought'into exiitenes.tbs laudable art

by .wbich sen.now print bOoks add ailtiply.tben...."'
. . .

17. ..:Which of .the folloWing 1270046e: night be supported by the .quotations
above?

. A. The offset .of the siivente,itath.ceniuri scientists was to change the

system of printing.,the 2160.0. patronage the ideals of..the Bible,

and the Idol.' of the :

'Except for the oppositiOn 0.2 the church, 'the latentiete of the

seventeenth century *ad.: a 1.tavorable tivirotinet for scientific

inquiry.
C. The ass of. the soviintientii.,cintuiy had a favorable environment

for scientific advanenient.'
go The seventeenth century was" hatile to thi.new science.

..

Which of the above quotations reveal that the seVenteintkientury
scientist knew' that he bid to content with the authorities?
A. I. B. 3 and . . .

I P. IZI a.nd V.
. . .,

. .

1 Which of the above quotatiiotiliwould :you select to prove the hypothesis
that the sevont.enth Amour" world was economically and technologically
able to *spite the nowOleticet.' . ,'
A. I. B. I and II. C. 2I sat IV. D. II, X12, and 11i.

5 a ' 'Co

Questions 20 threisigb :22 refit the fOriiicientists listed
I. Bacot. U. cooaraicuc, III. Des -Newton.

20. Which.one-.02 the above wold solve a scientific problem. by developing
a typOtheti. bitted isaltni and then testing it by..Porfornint cars
fully controlled/expentst

I./411 109,1E14, _Zg:

214 Which one of ths...tovewould 80114 pieblesi by patterning
an sxPeritsent and then daitir.o1004 ciiiiltiltost
A. I. I.

22... ilbtch4100 the Itp.:041`vt' *Oblast-by reasoning
'Olit aiiiiitaloa graikaiiiatittifiat-' oat .

A. I. 11..'11a* in: 114'



r

-..Objective Ibulatination #4

uostioas it
4 ..4,

mum III

v .t :, .1

rfs

"thramsh 1.5 refit' to the quotations below.
"Also, that all leather skins falsely and deceitfully
wrought' 11**e:their trade whiCh. the said overseord shall
find on sale to the hands of any porta: Citizen. or
:fOreigner,..withinIiiefranehise shall 'be forfeited and
the worker of than 011 b_e fined."
"Every men, as long .as:ije doe: not violate the lawn of
jilting. is left perfeitIy fin to pursue his own interest
his own way, to bags his Andustry. and' capital into
compititio0.4th 'those of any other nn, or order of men:"
'"Kra should be' dedtdated to .his work,' this *ii the Godly
tirins. to do. ;he mow successful meteria10, the more
'worthy in the eyal of Vol. To gain wealth suns also
the use el wealth.to do. Cod's work here on earth."
,"Coasiolatiaii; how advantageous it would' be to this nabs
to rig-establish its foreign-end dimeSeie colleens, we
have reeelvfA to.eetsblich a 0Ouiel1 4articitarly devoted
to co ice, tO,. be held 41,90 . fortnight our presenee
in which all the intereits'of-asichists iuml`thscssmans

_conitocive to' the revival 01 commerce shell bui con-
sidered and &Mastoid Upon, as well.. at all: that which
.concras sm!isufactore.".

11. '4614144.ths,,,mpeakorsAllmstrated the philosophy of "Lahsesfairet"
, . C. Ltz.. D. IV.

A

. 12. Sibich of the "stags:ate could you attributt to John Calvin?
I.. s H. *C.. III. D. IV..

7. 4 **

130 Ohiiiik of speaterii is describing tbc-mercsintilietft point of ilia
S. Ce gig zir.

.14. Ighiesh.:Of the. spcakors, doss not mires yids fLaisses lain?"
411A. .-ti:Aaly,. S. /./ ,only.: C. and IV only. D. n. sad iv may..

15., iii fah :liisse Jitieek.re bud of a Isofiovel Sundt
/OA. II. C. zit. 14,

Ielam are five steps in the growth Of &etch shipping.
,:.4.40;.:Colomial,activity tho.0)rient. .

It.. of a **loathe alitpieboijdias
.Ilt. .Eiteaaioa of Coastal trade to licialidtuala. ,t:

U. Sea-carrying tragfic from £Ecb$agsl to
tiir".*2 Shifivend,InSti--tAtallAt.;144,4

Orsanisi the five facto. indicate the
development of capital fiiiiiiiiita. i...... -J....4,,

Fat
A. t, It, III, IV, V.
S. III, I, n; V. IV.

ac. v, Uzi no iv, I.
D. .1° II, III,- I, V.

7



dill - Objective tramminatiod #4 4

Questions 17 through.:19 .
the:: following quotations from 17th

century writers.. 4. ..

:"(Those who oppOio,me).have endievOnted to .spread the opinion that

.. such propositions gnmsrai are contrary to the ..
."And:soi 11143t Airine:Ciatmosi-00,101 dlacovired today your patronage

these stars...I have With good .right decided to. designate them. by

. the euguit nose of innt family. " -. .

"I did find in realiCy-first in;CiOeto. that Stoat*s had thought

Omit the earth moves.

IV. "The eternal God has. e.brought. into existence .the laudable art

by which men now print books and Oultiply. thou

17. Which of the following hypothesis light be supported by the quotations

above?
A. The effect of the esvanteenth century scientists was to change the

system of printin, the flow' of Patronage, the ideals of thi Bible,

and the ideas of the RamOn.
Oil: 4ept for . the oppositionifof;the church, the scientists of the

.iiventeenth century. had a.favorable environment for scientific

inquiry.
:C. the nen of the. seventeenth ceitui, had a favorable environment

for scientific .advancenent:

D. The seventeenth century was hostile to the.new science.

le. Which of the above quotations reveal that the seventeenth century

scientist knew that be had stO contend with the old authorities?

A. I. B. and. II. 44 / and III. D. ut and zw.

;WhiCh of the above .quotations .Mould. you select to *rare the hypothesis
. .

that. the seventeenth -century world.wes economically and technologically
able to predote Zhe new icienni? .

A. I. I. Z end n. c.,, Il-and apt IV.

Questions 20 thrOugh 22 refit to the four scientists listed below.
ill:Z.. Bacon. II. Copernicus. i. carttos. vv. Winton.

20... Which ens .of. the above would solve a scientific problem by developiag
hyPotbasiii based on reosonand then .testing it by perforates carer

fully controlled experinintst
A. , 16 12.1 C. III.

21. Which one of the above would solve a scientific Problem by performing, an experluent and thin developing camclusiont
it A. I. I. .u. ns. D. iv.

22. Which oin Of the ihoie 'Woad- sours a scientific Foibles by reasonies
out 0 0X :elusion Aremi OStibliehed premises?

. A.. I. B.' n:. iv: us: 0. nr.
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23. Allot the followl. lig'stiiiu latet-the development of the scientific
,,,. revolution:EXCEPT*: , ...,....:,.;)---....,.:.-:- ..-. - -..;,..-;-,,. -
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C. invention :. of.. the .printing..:preos.........,-., .. ,- .-......,..,.., ,.. .....,.... 7 . . , ,
.- . . 7. ' .. .,'- -, ' ;vie adikl,k .. ..

.;. : .:..' . .. Do:- patronage; o .. lent/ate &slay.

....,.-...;.,:-.:: -..;.--,...-...-...:....-.." ....: --.::. ,;7..,:.-., ,-,.-.... .,.:-.,..ip. ., . .- . .

.

24.- : All of the following are causes* feu:** Olarly growth of the astkot
soonest EXCEPT:
A. the development of''.4.,:iuspileted'ajddlig01141,4"'
$.. the -freeing of the sorts.....

invention--4..oteamikaOredissithinely.
Dal the Protestant Reformation...
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Shaiing of Western Society Lesson Plan, Reading 39

RIRINANIal IN MEN'S WEDS

Schject Objectives: To know that the trench Revolution was preceded
by a change in political philosophy frog the
belief in divine law to a belief in natirral law
as the source of governmental authority

Analysis a Elements: (4.10) to analyze the
variables of divine right and =anon as soaves
of governmeatat authority
Derivation of Abstract Relations: (5.30) to
generalise about the revolution in thinking that
took place

titterialss Reading =CIE, "Tae Revolution in Men's Minds"
Transparencies: "Variables in Politica/ Theory"

Skill Objectives:.

lcw would you define the word The purpose of thin' question is to provide a
it.eologyt general definition before beginning a more

thorough examination of several political ideolo-
gies. The word can be defined loosely as a group
of ideas, theories, or aims Which constitute a
program of some.kind.:.

TrIESPAPIPICIES: %bat doss Mach Each transparioncy contains three quotationi: the
of the quotations maskti" . first by Boesuat, the Second by Locke the third

by .Rousseau; these. dates are not on.dte trans:.
parencies, however, and should not be divulged .

to. the students as doing so .:night tend to-curtfil
thought. .

At. 1) Royal government is founded by divine law,
2) The law. of nature rules tat, not a super-

for being.
3) The general will is the foundation Of

government. :. . .

1: 1) The power of government is lisil4tid only
as it infringes on:the laW of 'Cad.

2) .The power a gOvernment, is limited to3.1
conformity with natural' law. -

3) The power 'of geirernment.is limitedtO
the norms of toeiety.

Cs 1) Individuals have no civil rights.
.2) Reason pointe out thet:Men right/'

to protect :their iiiren,. health freedom
and proPerty...

. 3) Individual right:O.:mei at. onorreitdered for
the good of .

. .

Ds 1) Men the .gOVorament7,.:::but :do not direct
...

2) lien..pereit gOvertment: to be: formed e©d than
suet allow)the.100rity.to raie:

3) government 10, direCtedl.by the; public con-
sensus;..Oncs 'it is 4,..villope44190114-1187.
dsviatio.
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cilhap las of -Waters .dociiity
Leeson Plea, Biadieg, 39 (conticusd)

Rebellion is unthintaMe
-The pao01* roman. their sights to sons

and thui can establish a sew
overnwent for their protection* if

11.0@aaaavr.
Ott the public goOds rebellion cannot

ba 'tolerated.

y this. tins tie oleic should be aware that the
first is is conflict with the second
itturthird. -laid -the. class to development of .

:=generaliantion to the effect- that political'.
ideology *as revolutionised by the ideas idtat
public consent nad the- laws of nature are tho
fotddatiOns. of .goeraneut as opposed to divine

absolute toys/ authority. In doles_
'sight, conclude by indicating

o of tbs quotations and on* of the
iota: ithis ROuisetis-. Student* soy get

be ides that Rousseau is cosewbat of a total's
terianiatc sae tidiest* that the-Giterat

Wil.fl.flo:a tow .for,.asjority, consensus, or
ROusimin believes that it must

COM before any ideosynoracies. of airs *individuals.

soy hiona-or 'diens apparent
in the grats0 ofquotationst



.PIRINCIPLES Q,E ,69_101111A

"We have established by the Scriptures that
royalty has its originAn divinity itself.
God chose the monarchical and.Weditary
state as the most natueal and the"most
durablee.*

"ThtAitturAl Ifkierty;:oeflman is to be free
eirtim.linvoutiiet6r040.on.-earthvand not
to'bemnder. th***11-1: or .legislative authority

but, .o:nly law of nature
for hii:r0e*

.11

*Each of us puts his person and all his
power in common under the supremp direction
of the general will.."



ga 4

3

THE LIMITS

t

d p: , GOVERNMENT
A .A.

0

.

"Thee prince need 'render aobourk. of 'kis atat..
to no one. But, the king must employ h t
power with, fear .:4..nd,:sel.1-prestra int, as a
thhigT cOtarniu- from

The rules that goverliments sake 0 .must
be conf:ormabl e..r to the.** of Nature."

"The sovere'Fgn power; absolute, sacred and
inviol b er9..aa, 11; does not and cannot.
exceed of: :genera 1 con wen t ons.r

-



.e

" It is necessary that :the King's power 'be
such that rto escape him,
and, finally , *the- 0194. protection of nd I
v aga,..Unst .publ author Ity should. be

.1
1",

their fhhocence,.:"
I 1111

%.

."T4:e sta e of .naUte: jaw. of nature to
govern- it and reason:, WhIth.'-its'. that :law.,
teach0s but' consult
i et, H.*

I'.;Isa 4ti(ithie: life
healt 1 ibet,

atioittfir:r
uerencibred to the:

. reserved .

S* los .. OWN

.

.. . 10 . .
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' 42%
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*i+ ;44; ". 'at
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. re 'a tubje:Ct; and by nature
y obey I but also
er.:

.111
111

1".

.'4?
ealV; I1

. al ,1

!Arid thus every man', by Consentimg WI th.
..others to make one body pol i t I c outs him-sell 1 jork.:toi everyone of that

e4 'tenni nat I on of
corm 1 lid&di .by I t ':

"Eactt. of us plaves his person and authority
under

as
w t

.

of :the- general

. 4

individual
g
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aitefunfifilint government, incquittabys

e iddisContlint inueetirtttr:.:11:,. .
i..q..

MattOaieA,. ;"4A%- :'.'' 0tiOn. of I Unique Communicationss (LAO
..?..-:,.

.,.. - -?? .i,i..*HItk.a clatter attempting to convey. the ideas.....,.., : ,.i.:,;....

1% *twists t.rat tifitoo4; of . the .01d *agile"

.,,p,,..,., ,,,, ird.,Sstate.
. ,..., tiolt-,(2.30) to develop a hypothesis

.1...,..,:,... Table thalevolution wilLattempt to accon-*,. ..e.,,,
....... f

!:3 : :t
. . .. '11* France.

.
::...

....

Class will do this, exercise as a group. One
kiderit should be writing the Calder on the chalk
r4; 4hile.the rest of the class an .es and diem

-- the topics to be included is it. &dor*
lags the teacher sho4d explain what a

*bier ie.', (It was .a list of grievance3 and pro
.%.:-'----poi,d,.-refonss that was drawn up by the provincial.

eistetes.beforo the meeting of tho istates General)
Alloy at liest litent* mimutes.. Seto* are some

-.;atilseistions...few the. list. based on ths,sources.
ArthirrY = Since the nobility does not meet
ta-respons fxit sir 'ittloriviliiies mese be

(iiisid4. The lobilfey iinst'acmare-its responsi
:#111 for, its estates. 'Toile awes be adjusted

-4.. the and other privileged persons
share in the burden.

s 'ivies !light government must bepent east some public partici-

essons The intriguel.of the court
s fore the Zing's decisions. The
an advisoFy council made up of

ii".'40:1410- him iri the affairs of
ii*te 'Welk Only. ariatocrats
sii401taiiroub.. other' posspilities

lye theme: will- be an attempt to adjust the
*ass Lad4ated by the adder. The class,

ouldideiretop a hypothesis based on
licjeed retain.. .Included

eae:001111$ be some recaSuition cu.
its: x+efo c thho specific, will

tope of the, basis 'for
isy.:the stuitimits. will

'41hout the tevolutios
1 -,.



.Shap of Vastest society Lissom tag 41
. , -. 1* C.

LUDIRS1111. **.SRIEINK *brain*

:" Subject, ObjeCikrest.

Objeseiveit

. , -5. ,. .

a

. ...

that the Revolutionary leaders were- members of
the lower aristocracy or upper bourgeoisie who
had ield official' positions during the Old Reg_
but fret* highlit discontented; because they were
rieolute in a time of crisis, these men were able
to establish institutional, structures permitting
this to become leaders.

.. . .

that leadership recruitment began to be determined
by sent Ali Opposed to hereditary privilege.

e., .

__,....

Analysis
.. .. ,1

analluis of 2110049: (4.10) - to analyst the
elm:ants' of. leadership patterns during the French

.:( Revolution: .

-Materials: Reading XIII

Derivation of Abstract Relations: (5.30) to
generalise about-the way is which Revolutioaary
leaders, came to the fore.

"Leadership the Tranch...Riniolutionn
viemsnisie

What; AMilt in questions :might wie
*Pk in (*der. to find out. rho
becomes algidkr?

Thi4i. can' be quite: time consuming if the teacher
not 41cent:the class attention toward being

Wks a. list of the questions on the
chalkboarde . The best :questions was

/ 1. .:To what social classAats the leader belong?
was he :employed before attaining leadership

3. :Shit was the leader's educational background?
4. .1Iow did the -leader go about trying to achieve

ihis positiolla.

:-.44010::,.qulisti000. :with wit*
ore Of fonr -RinrOlOt,
lniders

I

4acher aliould-,esiign one of the leaders to
t;:-thiviiiarcise should not take more

weltolien minutes. The teacher shonld
Ai Wei on...the-chalkboard indicating

form each Of the.';leaders end the various
01, 9, Aqpicse , This will: be filled in

tioti.Aor_.0*Ch rnine
os- ; .
-cif the -fiourgeoisi,e = father a lawyer

was -dissatiified with the death, penalty.
Under the-Old Rig** he:eras a lawyer and

wa
-Negated. in Paris and particularly talus

:".1.

known to, the public through speeches
bite: be wrote; Worked fat estsblish-

ttee eflablit Safety to on his
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of Vests= See Leeson Plea , adies 42

taunt au 111111111111 N" c

F
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TO MOW iiiiet.:theltaiolvilinrolutiori we the
irolvst of ati theligodsoit .1:11estern, tradition

hatlysis of lielationshipat 14.20) to 4115171
.yelatioeship of the Irench.Revolution to the

auslitisles.peseedieg it tad to those resulting
five* ft.

mud the .11estero Tradition"
Rewelution.li The Vesteavn Veritage"

4,

c '
lt-rt

evillteek Se Allis" the ekes to we *II their mango is
. aillies par or dliapork. oak* to justify tie etitessate.

OW* 110010,111116 .
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1. The revolutioh was, in part, an attempt
to create vrith laws a social order in
wh F eh nen m e' ght real" ze the ir full
potent t al

Fram the Rena i ssance:.:came a new ap-
fimi staisothe beli el thit mart could be
perfected by perfect 1 ng his Boa I ety.

The old regime had established a comp-
licated set of commercial .laws which
had burdened the economy:

4; The (=politic: revo:lution.gave rise to
next social classic
A loyalty to the .state began to sup-
plant old loyalties:The nation came
toy toilmartd:the.-..-instansev.patribtism. of
the -Fribanch- people;..

Lou i. g. kV zat i on

of powet :Th*.cordrit ttee of

:pOretb State,.
46e ..opp o tab.

reAtma:# bye SOcIfifty. ',a.004;.;t09.ret part I
:0001 ety



SHAPING or WESTERN SOCIETY Objective Examination #5
Readings 39-42

DO NOT WRITE ON THIS EXAMINATION SHEET. AN ANSWER SHEET HAS BEEN PROVIDED.

This objective. examination will last twenty minutes. It consists Of fittest

questions. For each question, choose the best of the fOur. suggested answers.

After yoU decide which answer is best, mark an X through..the letter on. the

answer sheet. Give only one answer to each question: nci credit will be

given for multiple answers.

Example: Question Sheet

1.. Chicago is a
A. state. C. country.

P. city. D. continent.

. Anaier Sheet .

1. A C D
..

If you do n.t know the answer to a question, go on to the next .One and then.

return to :questio's you have left bhinls,. If you are able to eliminate :One

of the four suggested.anshers as certidiity wrong, pay yoU to guiss

among the other threeo .

is the major difference between Locks and Rousseau? *. .
Locke believed natural law ruled the universe and Rousseau' thought,
divine law did.

.

Locke did not 'have as "such faith in mankind as Rousseau did.

Locke thought the social* contract could be broken. and Rousseau did

.not.
D. ,Locks *wrote before the french Revolution and Rousseau wrote aftera

wards:- .. :*

2. Ali of the following conditions established the revolutionary climate

An France IOVIEFf:
A. the growth of a strong legislature which repeatedly challenged the

King's authority.
I. a discontented bourgeoisie which was denied the rewards of status

and power they felt* they deserved.

C. the acieptance of theory which proclaimed the necessity for

iliminating.central control of the economy.

D. the ideas of the scientific revolution which provided en analytic

tool -for perfecting society..

34. 'Judging from the. leadership patterns of the 'French Revolution, an

historian could conclude that

A. the French Revolution established universal suffrage in France. .

VIS.' the French Revolution' abolished the practice of awarding r 'Mons
of leadership and status be the basis of heredity.,

C. the Trepch-ltevoletion abolished centralised goternment. .

D. the .French Revolution abOlished the practice whereby the most

importent.:political decisions were lade by a small elite.
-

..

.
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Questions 4 thiagi 7 refer to the following .chronological order

of events. Read the .questions .SEirst;- than- refer ,to.the chronology.

I. 1787The Franc4....ne1 ility.request more paver in socking political

*decisions at the* Assembly of*Natables".

II. 1788-The French. nobility gathers troops to**fight Louis XVI's

new tax progvam,'fiut Louis gives, is to their desiands without

.a 'shot 6aing *fired. : .

III. 1789(June) the Estate's Oennral receives it elf* into the National
Assembly, abolishing the nobility and the clergy its separate
legislative houses, and proclaimit that it vit write a new
constitution for. France.

IV, 1789r(August) The National Assembly abolishes this feudal privi-
loges of the nobility and proclaims the Declaration of the
Rights of Man and the. Citizen. .* .

V. 1792- French National Assembly._ declares wet! on the army, made
,up,of former nobles, .who want to tiveithrow the. revolution.

VI. 1792-The king is evarthroun and a republic is established.
1793 the king.is *executed.

VIII. 1793A revolt of peatants. sad priest:. against the revolution
breaks out in the Tranch.province os the:Valdes.

IX. 1793The Committee of. Fuhiic Safety, the revolutionary couniile
.suspends cii.-11 liberties and begins the reign of terror,
executing ail*, those'suipacted of Opposing the revolution.

4. Which of the events, in the 'chronology above would you choose 'to
substantiate. the hypothesit; '..The French Revolution attempted to
'establtsh.equal rights for all smell .

A. I and*III oily. SC. :I/ and IV only.

D. III and VI. only. D. VI and IX only.

S. Midis of the following hypotheses could bi derived fres the chronology
given above?
A. The revolution became more popular as time Went on.
D. The revolution beam* more Violent as time went on. .

C. The revolution became. more stabilised as iine*Wont

D. The raolution boccie more .conservatiim. as 'time vent on.

4. Which of the events would you choose" to support the hypothesis:
"As the revolution proceeded, it gained more and more enemies.!'

A. V only. . C. Ii and VIII Only
II.' II and V only. . and VIII only.

Which of the following hypotheses could You ,develop from events I and

II?
A. The French Revolution was' Started, by the noaihity.
.11. The .nobility tried to cf,ela the French Revolution.*
O. The king and the nobiii4 together. vb-gre opposed to the Trench

Revolution.
D. Melting tried to.start tad FrInich Raolution but the nobles

prevented Ms. .
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Question 8 through 11 refer to the statements below.
I. "Government is directed by the public concensus, the general will .

being the foundation of Overnment."
II. "The law of nature rules ran, so the power of government is limited

to conformity with the law of nature."
IIX. ."Nen obey the government but do not direct it as royal government

is founded on divine law."
IV. "When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for a

people to dissolve those political bonds..."

S. Which of the political etatIvents above has been most directly Latin-
anted by the scientific revolution?
A.' I 411.. II C. III . .D. IV

9. Which of the statements above would have been made by Louis XIV?
A. I 11. II $0. III D. IV

.10. Which of the statements above-would have been made by Robespierre?
it*. I .1. II C. III D. IV

11. Which of the statements above assorts John Locke's principlelof
the right of revolution?
A. I. II" C. IV

12. Witless one of the effects of the social contract theory?
A. It caused the peasants to revolt against the Old Regime.
11. It completely destroyed the people's faith in religion.
C. At-justified man's sinful condition as being natural.

*D. It stimulated. popular discontent with the Old Regime.

13: All of the following were grievances held' against the Old Regime
EXCEPT:

fjoL absence of any pUblic welfare projects.
B. inequities in the tax structure.
C. lack of citizen participation in' governint.

. D. refusal of many nobles to maintain their property.
. .

14. All of the fol!owing are characteristics of the revolutionary leaders
in France EXCEPT: .

. .

A. 'They held official positions under.the.Old Regime.
sea. . They or their families had been diicriminated againstby the monarch.

C. They were familiar with the theories of natural law.'
J. 'They were members of the lower aristocracy or the upper bourgeoisie.

15. All of the following questions should be asked in beginning an investige
tion of the causes of the !resell RevolistiOn.LICKFT:
A. Were there any economic problems faced by France before the .

_as revolution?
dr. Now did Napoleon get into power?

C. What were the personality characteristics of Louis XIV?
D. What grievances were expressed by the bourgeoisie prior to the

revolution?
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TO knows
tbit isstionaliss in Tudor Inglind essentially

.,..mslas loyalty to the monarch; service to God,
Gauntry, or ruler are almost ono and the sane.

DlititrilliL011 of Abstract sleilationsz.. (5.30) l° to
develop a hypothesis &bent the aessing of
rAtioatilisa ja Tudor Instead.

Reading UM. wilatioailime iii Tuber Toad"

BRUM IZERCIeli: Mat- do the
words "nation" and "aationaliss"
aeon to you?

Ni at would-the Undo nation' and
notioaelisi, me* to those who
wrote today'. readings?

Give .the class about five min etas to write dais,
miaow for both words. ISsen, have several
testrissts read their detioitions aloud; percAt
seisms and okiticisms from other class members.
Oa the ''shalkboard, develop donations for the
ixfo.wordslitich are acceptable to the class as
starting points for study. Ibis whole exercise
should take about ton minutes.

A. To mombers. of an anent, natisaalien means
refusal to obey the Ms of any foreign Wart,.
LA. the Popo; the nation is the "Realm" of
the king who boo no... superior but God.

Pow Shakos rs,: nationalism would maw the
smog courage of British fighting men
who tearlessly "go unto the breach" living
and dying honorably for God and king. The
nation is "Mate royal throne of kings,the
sceptered isle ...this blessed plot. this
earth,. this realm, this Ingland..." The
notion is the seat Of the monarchy.

C. To Sir Valor 'QUi nationalism means,
stains op movable death of "surrender
to God" so as to saves lingiand from the defa
motion of beim considered less important than
more individuatt life.

Conon would define nationalise as
loyalty to monarch s loyalty which is
not evidencod simply by dying for. onOis,'
country, but which should be, apparent in such
Miaow. matters as Modest dress.. .

111140.th ,berself sees the monarchy as a
sacriage. of 'subjects cad

.:;
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mull= ambit maritwatat
Subject objectives:

Objectives:

To laws ,

that nineteenth cesturk Itaitsa- nationalism is not
the same as nationalise in Tudor Busload, but has

.chansed over time and *o enin.
that nineteenth century Italian nationalist is a
feeling of nations/ consciousness directed toward
political- unification.

Analy41$ Illattats: (4.10) to analyse the
ve0Abliiiiiind constants of nineteenth century

Derivatia Of Abstract Relations: (5.30) to
hypothilirs .abOut the meanies of natioaalims in
nineteenth 'Century Italy.

Mg :grids: loading WM. "Sineteenth Century Nationalism in Italy"

Lceokins at tho map of Italy, does
ralA definition of nationalism we
developed for Tudor Ragland hold
true

MITINO.BIBICISB: Brits a prop!
aped. Gotta* of approximately
'1042 words which oiCof the 'pate.-
ots Might have posted to VIA public
recognition for his ideas.

4

4111111111111V imminfilzammaollPi

lo. In Tudor Ingliind the monarch embodies the
'nation. The Italian peninsula, however, is only
a geographic entity; it is politically divided
into a number of states and has no singlet ruler
to inspire the loyalty of all Ito/leas:

Assize each student to work on one Of thit three
patriots. Direct class attention to the necessity
for aimplici..ty, clarity, and communicative of the
'fade idea. Allow about ton minutes. for writing
mad then have samples read aloud so that students
can comesat and mak* additions. Ths teacher 'should
mark important points on the chalkboard. ..

er

IMJkis Italy must be unified under a rit.L.1.4.
oven of government snaratt

can enjoy freedom and *quality and so that
strength to ward off footfall powers is avail-
able. The republican fern concurs With Irak
elan since-there has nurser been a dyasstyW
=sad the affection of the people: ..

t 3 Italy,mtutt be unified la a son
.7711 of states presUIVIVoier by lOw

ostabillehed so that local princes can
stecute.internal rofogsm4 Citisene can then

concurs with hence since the Pope vould
majoy civil. liberties: The csiafedorate form

only be puttitTs7Wancient rights back into
operation-sw$ ahe princes. maid not :lose their
position:
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SZNITISIMI =MU 'mow= in coma,
$:

Subject Objectives: To knoT): t.

that the meaning of nationalism chooses aver tine
itithin; one country.
that ittnetostath century COMA nationalism was
first t:iiracted toward political unification; after
this yes accomplished, it was directed toward
glorification of the state.

.Objectivess Anaiykis of Elements: (4.10) to analyse the ale**
ments 'a Garman nationalism.
Darivition of Abstract Solutions: (5.30) to make
is hyOthesis about the loaning of German nations-
lima (is the ninateaath century:

licterials: Residing UZI. milintteeneh Cant agcy Nationalism in Germane

vt4t. aces the word natiOaalisa aMatilts Gorton states should be unified under a
moo .to the' three Gerona Kitimat coast:fallout government. Central control is

oeceaviry to the fulfillment of national conscious-
seas limo Germany is already unified by language,
custom and a COMM history of dangers faced and
sloe*, wan.

**maks Dynasties developed through various
:ram.e are a fact of Gorman history and are

4111410141C to Germany. Thus, they should be the
mann Iv which central sower: meat is established.
Dobai; fthis will not only maintain. but also cone
cantttoto German love of the fatherland so that it
can 'le an sffectiva national consolousaess.

Tz2t si,LALidtan. The state is all powerful and is a
great institution because it cot. act with complete
sovareUnty.. it demands total love and obedience
frael its citizens and gives- thee protection from
fortigi !menial and great prestige in intorno-
tiotml; life An return. it rises. to, maintains,
and advances in strength through the struggles of
war;.an* in doing is inspires the people with a
troSalous lane of country.

Mat similarities and differences Diakatpit and litiaboldt are concerned with unifying
are there among the three.writtrat an state, whereas Treitachke is writing after

unification of *the state has been Completed. They
are ail very conscious of being Getman and there
is a avong.sease of the peoples belag.bound
tag:other. Ws patriotic feeling intensified with
tile; kola:810.111th in is directed toward

hiaties; .fizally, the state becomes. the ulti
IMO Mien oflitat it mans to be a Genoa.
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NATIONALISM AS A.RZL;07.0N

1. Atit'ext,rior of the Cathedral of Chartres
2: A pietnting:of tbe'Anerican flag over ii farm
Picturei3 throUgh 14 .show. representative scenes of the American,

. Russian, French and,Inglishhomeland...
*.15. Picture of:the OoVer,en *Bike' ;

Pictures 16"through 18 show ithe aUthors of the founding documents
ofltngland,.: tbe.linited,itates and

19; Delacioixfs Ltber Leading the Peopl*
20. -A Renaissance Pope
Pictures 21' through 25 oho* loaders of the.11itited States, Great Britain,

Russia and France.
26. Jeanne D'Arc.
Pictures 27 :through. 35 shOw representative heroes from thS United States,

Pranee,'..piait Brialit and the.Soviet Union.
37. Sai4' Sebastian
34. through 41. Representations of people who have died for their country.
42. Christ .on the Cross
43, through 49. Varioui battles and historic moments in the history o

. .

the United Stites, Great Brit*, Prance...0nd the.Sovist Bolen.
50, through' 55.. Pictures, of people::eg. tbe United, States, the Soviet Union

and Great. celebrating !Itieti liti;onil:14014446.
56. The shrine at.-Lourdei
57,. through:. 63:. VariOus and mOnuMents in the United

States, Greet:Britain and the .10vieti Union.
64, through. 78. War *posters.'

' es



0....The medieval cathedral is collection o2 the symbols of the

.Christian The%atained.glass windows, the sculpture, the cross

And the cross shaped. church itself symbolise much o : whet is vital fa
. .

Christianity, dui center of .;the life of medieval man. Today the

symbols which stir .men moat deeply represent not the church but the

. .

nation. The flag:Aiwt the nati4a1:,snOmi.6..:.are the'Sest.obviois symbol's

for instilling ihere I./tie A host cif others.

3 One- such sill*, ' of a .Holy Land. Palestine is the

Holy. Land of,thristIenity, ,raMinding Christians of. their: Saviors *Similarly,
.

.

America the Beautiful is: our Holy Land: . The grandeur of:our- puilila
:.,....

.

mountain majesties :the abundance of our "fruited plains "":. and

the gleaming of our cities...all remind. us of**Our. precious het.,

'tap. "Motheil:Riissia"1 is the homeland of the Russian peaiant where

sunlight fails on verdant hills ® and whoire .ft is ditneed by.
. .

winter ::snows in Moscow's Red Square::'.fi French n :hoists ustif fable
.

pride in Paris ID but. he may. fongy retell the tiny village of...his..

father in the wine country linglishetan s fatherland:is in

. the words of the poste. RoYal Throne of icings, this icep4rid

isle...thic blessed plot, thisearth this realma-the England's

where the hunt runs across the rolling gieensward and:.

gather in solemn ceremonyon their:stately campus.

015. Nationalism, like religion, also has a holy, writ.. This bible...

contains the scriptures of the Chrititian religion., Nations, too havitheir

scriptures, their set of ideals. For Englishmen,, ome.of these is the

Mans Carta signed'at Runnymede by (a. Kins.Joha and the *Irons.
.

Similarly . these heirs of the Magna Carta signed a documint



Shaping of Western *Society
Script to Slide Tape m Reading L (2).
Nationalism as a Religion

Philadelphia sitting forth the creed of Americans: "We hold the truths

to be sclfaisvident, that all ten.are'created equal, that they are endowed

by their creator with certain' inalienable rights, that ame:Ez these are

life, liberty, and the pursuit oillappinems." For citizens of the

Soviet Union, Earl Mariew CommunietrManifesto articulates their sacred

creed. In France, the ideals Of the Declaration of the' Rights of

Wen are symbolized in this'painting by Detaoroix. Ha has pictured liberty.

as a fair and fearless lady leading her followers militantly against

tyrannical enemies.

The scriptures of religions Me interpreted. by priests and

prophets. 2he ideals of'the fatherland are interpreted by national

leaders, like. co Franklin Roosevelt (his wards) and 4D
, .

Winston Churchill (his cora:114.. Both men urged their countrymen to keep
. .

the faith in times of despair. qgp Sometimes the priests do not artists-

late the Creed but perform.the public ceremonies that reaffirm and renew

the spirit of the citizenry. g Often the'leader is a prophet, like.

ltikoisi Lenin, who promises r better life and 'a greategoglory. Sometimes

the prOphetis a ntional hero, like the young Charles De Gaulle,

likooltodies the nationalist faith in his very being.

co Religions have their saints,' like the Maid of Orleans, St. Joan.

But Joan of Are was also a French national hero whose memory still inspires

patriotic fervor in her countrymen, as do American heroes 27 George

washington. (age') 'DoUilas MacArthur, (music) 450 Dwight

. Eisenhower, .(music) and 40 *wipe SA Grant. Other nations hive

their heroei; fj) Napoleon Bonaparte in ':.irance and his great

rival"( and conqueror; a ihk.einglilh Duke of Wellington. germs are

not always wide. in war. Russia's Yuri 'Gagaria wears his chestful

of meOL,ly for his conquet.of space. heroes are often great.rulers, .0)



Shaping of Western Society

SCript to Slide Tape - Reading 1; (3)
Nata.onalism as a Religion

like England's Queen Elizabeth I (music) or . (1:3). Russis Josef Stalin.

(music) and his predecessor St Peter the .Great. But whoever they are,

heroes are the models of patriotism who devoted their lives to their

countries' greatness as saints devoted their lives to their faith.

37 Along with saints, religions. have martyrs who sacrificed their

lives fcr their creed.. Nations, too remember their martyrs, (3e. the

English General Wolfe, (music) .6-9' the American General Warren. We

commemorate those who give up their ltires

pages in histery books,

by awarding them special

and we create stirring monuments and statues

for those nameless sons of the fatherland who make the ultimate sacrifice.

The Christian faithful remember the great historical moments of

their religion and renew their spiriti in their conzemoration. Patriots,

too, seek strength from the past moments. of triumph 0 as at Yorktown

(music) and the (4 moments of despair, as at Valley Forge. (music)

i@ Frenchmen swell with pride as they remember Napoleon's greet victories'

6) and thedespair of Frenchmen, Napoleon's retreat from Russia is one

of the great moments in the history of the Soviet Union, 4) as was

Lenin's return to Russia in.1917 to bring the Revolution. 0 Nations

remember moments of victory--Yorktown,New Orleans, Gettysburg, Sin Juan

Hill, Iwo Iima-"and moments of defeat.- The Alamo, Chambersburg.,

Pearl. Harbormwhen the sons of the fatherland.gave the best that was in

them .or their nation.

00 The great moments in a nation's history are commemorated in

pageants and festiVals as religious history is remembered in holy day

ceremonies. On our Fourth of July .(mu4c). .or the Soviet Union's

Nay Day, C.2 thousands upon thousands listen to the ringing words of

22.144.. .4.
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Script to Slide Tape- Reading L (4)

Nationalism as a Religion

. ,

nation's- pritett sad prophets;''.liers, Moscow's Red Square or in our own
. );:

cemeteries, parks'and town squares. ,Sometimes the ceremonial itself

.s a ;rent satwasint.-i-s. hiatoriblike :the. coronation of Queen 'Elisabeth II.

The-antient titualis .and spectaatilarceremonies remind Englishmen of

their preciout heritage, .0 and they honor their, national heroes for

their great patriotic service.

0-0 Religious pilgrims throng to the shrines, as these faith-
._

ful come to 'the Holy, Shrine of Lourdes. Patriots also have their shrines-a
.

it the Capitol in Washington (music) or the S5 Houses of Parliament

where Big Ben rings out the hours of .Englondis destiny while the members

of Lords and Cosmons sit, inside to fashioft:. 4, The architecture

of the national shrines often expresses the ideals of 'the nation as the.

Grecian columns of the Supreme. Court building rewind the patriotic pilgrim

of his ancient heritage of democratic justice. 0 Sometimes national

monuments are erected in memory of a hero, 0 sometimes ,they are the

residence of the living leachirs the White House, 02 Windsor Castle

ai or the Kristin.

All of these- -the Holy Land, the ideals, the prophets, the priests,

the martyrs and heroes 'ceremonies and pigeanto,and the shrines--call

upon the indiVAdual to serve, 0 to serve thiVfatherland as heroes

have served it' before. "I want you:". the national image in this

poster. The posters say it in 'English and they .say it in French i@

calling sons to fight and di: for. the.nation. Tiny are called upon

to 'tick (64) that evil monster who i!og!,0,,'.destroiOeir 'country.

The enemymust be defeated-tail' people must serve. the not just

men, 47 but women too must bear arms, and not just grows men but

yoUng map too g. must naiad Isis of saving t e tomoloftd. is Vas of



.

SHAPING OF WESTERN.SOCIETY Objective .Examination
,-

0 NOT WRITE ON THIS EXAMINATION SHEET. AN ANSWER SHEET HAS BEEN 'PROVIDED.

is objective.exaMination will 'last fifteen minutes. It consists of fifteen .

questions. For peach qua:Mimi-choose:the-best of the. four suggested glowers.
After you decide which answer is best, mark an X through the letter on the

answer-sheet.HCiveonly one answer tiveachAuestionvno Credit..will be) given.
for multipleaniwers.

Example: luestion'Sheet Anis/or iheet

1. Chicago is a
A. state. C. country. 1. A ,11 C 111

B. city. D. continent.

If you do not know the answer to a question, go on to the next one and then'
return to questions you have left' blank. If you are able to eliminate one
of the four suggested answers as certainly wrongo.it will pay you to guess
among the other three

.: .

Questions 1 through 3 /imbued on the statements below about
nationalism.

. I. s feeling of belonging to a particular recial'or ethnic group

'II. a feeling of loyalty toward the monarch

-III. a movement to establish.central government
IV. a movement toward geographical unity

Which ofthe phrases above describes 19th century Italian nationalism?
A. II B. II akin C. II & IV *D. ZII & IV.

Which of the phrases above describes dynastic nationalism as it existed.

in TUdor England?A.: IB. II C. Itl D. IV

Which of the phrases above describes 19th century German nationalism?

A. II only B. I, II, & III C. II, III,.& IV1: I III, & IV

The history of nationalism in Western Europe illustrates all of the
following problems of making an historical definition. EXCEPT:

A. One definition of nationalism does not account for all periods.

B. One definition of nationalism does not account for all places.

C. One definition of nationalism can account for all times and places.

AID. One. definition, if sufficiently broad, can account for the 'common
elements of nationalism over time and place.

Which of the follOWing meii would bsot be deiCribed as a militarist?

A. 'Gioberti ,B.,:gosson C. Humboldt ND. .2teitsbhke

. Which of the, following .men would be most likely :to, agree that the national.

state must havA an ariStOcratio .leitdership?

7111%. Treitschke and_ Ciobaortfi. C. Massing. and cavour
B. tisperck' and Ciiirolit D. Rupbcildt al*Ciobitti

, .

A.

t.
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7. The

Mks

Bo

C.

D.

NMI page 2

differencii'ietiieen' dynastic nationalism' and liberal nationalism is:
Dynastic nationalism is. iris.tocratic 'and liberal nationalism isnationalism

,

democratic.
!please/it; tleti,erg.allms.titifer*Itteteck *Aimee! the seventeen awl the
nation; nitiOnalisia does net.
Dynastic nationalism is more co corned. with war and .liberal
nationalism is concerned with peace.
Dykastic nationalism.. .receives its impetus from ties with theemouarch
and liberal nationalism trim *he eies..of history.

. ,
11 of the following 'are expressions of nationalism EXCEPT:
A.

B.

C.
D.

"In the *Igniting was thelfordp and the, Word, Mae with God and the
Word was God."
"I.pledge. allegiance to the flag. and :to thin. republic, for which it
stands. ..."
"Oh beautiful for spacious skies, for amber waves of grain.
."...that government of the people, by the people, and for the people
shall not perish.vfrom the-earth.,"

All Of the following would contribute to,..e..feeling.of, nationalism
A. the ties of cotsmon language, religion, and culture.
B. the ties of government. and geography. . .

C. the tie. of ,history.:ID. the ties of serfs to lord.

10. The most Sportantsimilarity between the nationalism of Cavour,
igieberti, and Massini is that

OA three based their plans for unity on elements i:. Italian
tradition.

B. all three had the same plan for the unification of Italy.
C. all three ,wanted to become head of a new central' government.
D. all *three were from* the same aria of Italy.

14.. Whit happened to nationalistic..feeling in Germany between' 1848 and 1871?
A. It became more .closely associated with liberal ideals.
B. It became more independent of liberal

. C. ]fit became associated with Nati ideals.
D. It began to decrease..



Shaping of Western Society
Seript.to`Slido.lapt:0, Reading L (5)

.

Nationaliiwas 'a Religion
v

crisis all the ppople.4 are. upon.to serve in all kinds of ways, tglia

in factories and 6446 to produce and *food: People Most 'Mot' only

give up #vaiii ibeli goOds FRieritfr to the nation.
. , . . ,And they serve.. The''ionii-and daughters oUtho homeland site up their comer

. .
41

they leave. family and frio4ds behind, they give upfortablii4Wai
. . . . .

their worldly goods
w

Millions turn .013t at bond rallies to pour dole..
a 1

laps into the i chest that the ens* may be-boned back 0 so

that the *leer: is forever &fatted and the lovely ;lady, a Liberty,

can continua to. lead her pitipis it the .fUtfillsun* of their historic

destiny, and so that gcmernment ti30 of the people,: by the people, and

for the iiiage not.!perish fra the earth:

fi



Shaping of Western Society Exam #VI, page 3

Queitions 12 through 15 refer to the following. quotations:

I. "This royal throne of kings, this sceptred isle, ...This blessed
plot, Cols .6--ia0, ilia AT-gala, ,01§.; ibilara."

II. "Before you can induce a whole people to rise, it is necessary to
.place :before them., an aim,- appealing,.directly to their own rights."

,
III. "The feeling that Germany is á' unit;..4ests not wholly.upon commit,

of customs, language, and literature...but on the mestory of rights
and liberties .enjoyed in'ioasson: ;.."

V. '"The German loiie a fatherland has need of a prince on whom it can
concentrate, its ettachment"

12. Which of the quotations .aboVe.are.typical of "liberal" nationalism or
nationalism which is derived. from attachment" to.liberal ideals and
values? .... ..

A. I only op. II and III only
B. III way D. III and IV only

13. . Which of the 'quotations above are. typical of dynastic 'nationalise.
A. I; only C. I and III only
.3. IV only 41tD..:I and IV only

14. Which:of' the quotations abovewould,",..You choose to justify the
hypothesis, "The defiiiition.of -nationalism varies according to place."?

II, III and IV only
8. I//. and ...; I/, and IV only

.

.What definition of. nationalism would eccount for al of the quotations
abort?. . .7. :

A. .Nationalism'is an attachment to .the liberal ideals for which the
country stands.. : "."

"Nationalism is an,attachment. to traditions; either a traditional
royal family, a traditional set of values, or traditional custom.
Nationalism .is an attachment to 'a dynasty.

ilat4inalime..is an Ittachkent. to a, particular geographic area.
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TUB NAVIN or taut Tx Tag Vaturarsa ow=

Subject Obleettvest
A

Skill Objectives:

7.6 tow; .

that modern war is sustained by natiolatists and
.

. the participation of the .entire citizenry..
Chat-the tact. of War it .the twentieth century
.alters attitudes toward war.

. .

Analysis: of Elements:. (4.10) to analyse the way
its which modern war' is Conducted.
ihrivation of Abstract Itelotions4 (5.30) .to
Pagraliss' about-the nttitudes created by war.

Lesson flan, Leading 51

NaterIals: Reading TACELED "TheNature-of.War in the .Twentieth Century"
Slides Vorld War I,* .

wireassatrowsresussonrataitarawssvanawaimisarrawasassmassaraab

Show the slides.

Slides: What is war in the twang,
tied% century like?

Fos DISCUSSION: Why arc so many.
people. willing to be involved. in
the war?

The subject matter of the slides should make. it

abundantly clear that modern war is grisly in its
effects, conducted with technologically advanced
weaponry, and that the war effort requires the
involvement of the entire population.

The. bulk of the discuss ioa wit probably center
eround.nationalism and patriotism. The teacher
should get students to define nationalism, making
sure-that the class recognises war as an.event
which unites the citizenry to face a'commen danger
thus ceasing patriotism and nationalconscieusft
ness to become emetionat.states.HWhen there is
no crisis,,Pationaliewis more,a4Antellectual .

abstraction.

What frames of reference do the '.. The purpose,of'this question is to. make the class
author; of the readings have?: aware that the readings are not meant to bemerely

an accounting of the horrors of war. It is
apparent that Edith Wharton and the German soldier
are both' writing near the beginning of the war;
each, is willing to secriEiee on his own level in
Order,to promote the glory and honor of country.
.Remerque add Wilfred Owens however, have entirely
:differeetviews. They are writing lifter the war
.,and indicate a change of attitude. For tham4.at
least, patriotism has been. severely palled by the
cost 4 ma; Whuman suffering. As Oliva so aptly
.:010-itOlying for ones:cOuntry ia not a. sweet
and dtteifieCdeathi it is, instead, ugly, tor

411001011



ireimtry quest's*: fifehleh the clese
statement.

IbtAllantlasitli,lenterY las ill a
milmokt alsoEeitiAA 04^

*Loss AO. goeulptiis =told
of isterlait property *sad. diastatioa

. ;



,P le OF VISTBRICSOCIWIT

eneral :Isictur4,,Xtel!c#Pti4 ,,,yorld War

Lesson 51

he pictures for this lesson may be divided inte.the following categories:

4; Ova 1=; of

.4 i_f=4..

Category
. .

Category

;

'.,

2: iil#Iwint:the..inerealling mechanisation of war

au 1;'.large pieces of equipment).(tank., achiAC

3t Pictures showing the mobitiiiation of civilians in the war effort
(home deiense industry, civilians. working its defense plants,
war bond rallies, patriotic posters urging higher production,
women working in met's job).

Category 4: Mobilization of youth in the war effort
(school boys training with dummy weapons, young woman marching,
young children engaged in patriotic activity).

Category St Pictures showing destruction of 'human life

(dead soldiers in trenches, dead civilians).
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IH DECISiail TUT LLD TO WAR

Subject Objectives:

Skill Objectives:

Materials:

Lesson Plan, Reading 52

To knows
that European national leider8 made decisions
In 1914 on the promise that the risks of war
were justified if vital. Interests were protected
.orgaizio. of some kind were made.

Derivation of Abstract Aslatiouss (5.30) - to
hypothesize about the considerations governing
'decisions which ultimately let to World War I.

Reading 11119, "The Decisions That Led to War"

Map
Ot:002140211: After waigUng the.
various alternatives end their
consequences, what. decision will
each% 'country wake?

*

Can pra oudte a hypothesise as to
whet considerations governed the
decisions that were made?

.DLOide the class into five aroups, one for each
decision. Each cormittee will be provided with

. forms.. for filling in attematives and corm-
quences.: The teacher. should direct attention
to the 'first two pages 0Z the readlug..(Seetion-I)

.

vhicb are of ...siignifioeice.iiinec they 'shed
on,e.ech country's posit:14 and soiaa. When all
grodit::have.comPletad their .1tort4 woe '.:.the over
head.projeetar-to; fill in the alteFaitives and

.::.cowiequenees..end decisions of. each group. Then
cheek.0*acewhat. decisions actually vete .0a4es. .

Vhcr groups have siagie an inaccurate decisions;
the atudenta should try to decide onswhat basis
their reasoning ..ctits different gicea-thet,ef the

....esitielat tender or how thelx.feausii of reference
differed. :. ':: . .

1

.

It should be readily apparent that all the leaders
risked war in order, to protect their national
interests.



Shaping of Western Society Lesson Plait, Reading 53
=If ear VIASAILLINit TO SAINT= 2SE PEWS

Subject Objectives:

Skill Objectives:

Natal:fiats:

To know:
that the Versailles treaty was shaped, for the
most part, by Clemenceaugs policy and contained
the seeds of a future war.

Analysis of Elements: (4.10) - to analyze the
elements of Clemenceeues and itUloon's policies
contained in the Treaty of Versailles.
Judgamts in Terms of External Criteria: (6.20).
to determine whether or not this treaty was an
effective one.

dead in LVID "Treaty of Voraailtes:..ToMintain the Peace"
araimatiolammlogramvaimoranaullolansellianailanellail.

What is the purpose of making a
peace treaty?

630112.WO2:. Which. of these pure
pOses is the beat; ;Or the
Versailles Tie lite

The class should quickly point out such ideas asthese:. the treaty brine an end to the war; it
may punish the totervit may,attempt to eliminate
the problemsthat .biought On the war; it will aimat preirenting a futUre wars

Divide the class into four group's, directing themtO.justify their positions with evidence from
Clemenceag, Wilson, end the treaty itself. Repos-ters.Will report back to the class after about tenminutes;. dotimittee should have three specificsto supPort its view. A/though there are .a fewindications: 'that Meat's antesa_.........fPoints harebeen incorporated, the treaty 1c:.punitive for themeat. part.

ThisiTgOestiton het a 4,;ide.'47ange.,4f usage* . The
idaCher,thould- Only pertiptpoWto .the extent of*., .

directing attention to ..issues that ote0,.conside-

r440*and mati4o$ 'ours. sOdooi
.

;;positions.., Coact 'de that
: u. .,:.

i=sty is 'bite* it ise'.'*7$11diCti*e;.. .
..

As....1%0410.ated , land" ancr popUta,
tit* 'Oyu* hed14 4044tioos, hOtai ocoUPa-: ,

tOineiVf*.ce.* and assuming the ettire blame to
tho.wa cause 40.
.attempt to *ataja 4oi 10i4eeliNa :her preitide at

ti Pa: fo4tV*:. *IsottLay:OvoPSOIOmotetoe. tdeatistiCto ba'2ac:Ceptableto'.4!EUTOpe that
...hick.00gered inkitt*On.*hen the Vatted $iateS:had
net i;:4.uoiher is that based

idea thtt.:thik..04a.,s.the best treaty that
.0901*ba atrahg044. *k,'hinges on the realization

t 46010g ::leas than Chia would have been accept-
0614:.totrance 44:England and .it probably just 41
:.digferent way of skating-that the treaty is a poor

-7127.10r=-7-

VI



PING OF WESTERN SOCIETY Exam VII, page 4

All of the following facts could be used to support the following
general. nation: "Nationalist motives caused much of, the tension
in Europe prior to World War I," EXCEPT:
A. The Serbian press constantly agitated for a greater Serbia which

would include the Serbs in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
B. German, writers called for German domination of western and central

Europe.
IC. The Kaiser called for free trade in Morocco.
D. Russian writers agitated for the unification of all Slavic peoples

into one nation.

All of the following are explanations for the fact that Russians have !tat
.

revolted against Communism EXCEPT:
.Collective responsibility has alienated the freedom-loving Russian.

B. Government supervision is so'close as to make revolution almost
impossible.

C. Most Russians do not wish to risk losing the improvement in timing.
standards.

D. The Soviet man is proud of the accomplishments his government has
achieved.

All of the following are incorporated in the Versailles Treaty EXCEPT?
'A. Parts of Germany must be occupied to prevent future aggression.,
B. Germany must give up all of her overseas territories.

IC. Germany must participate in the League to promote peace.
.D. Germany must repay the Allies for all the losses she caused them.

The Versailles Treaty was written as a peace of vengeance rather than as
one of justice for all the following reasons EXCEPT:
& The Allies wanted to make up for the losses incurred by the war as

much as possible.
OB. The Germans realized their mistake and wanted to repent id this way.
Co The rest of Europe was afraid of permitting any German ,strength to be

maintained.
D. Wilson was more idealistic than European. leaders because his country

had not been invaded.

The political philosophy of the Russian Tsars was most similar to that of:
A. Bossuet L Locke C. Pericles D. Wilson

A Tsarist Russian commune would have been most similar to:
..A. the Greek acropolis. C. Renaissance Florence.
B. the medieval manor. D. .a RoMati province.

All of the following statements are true of,both the Tsarist and ComMunist
regimes EXCEPT:

Both are authoritarian in nature.
10$. ,Both are dedicated to eliMinating capitalism.
C4 Both are highly bureaucratic and involve much red tape.
D. Both are organimed around a small participating elite.
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arm
f

Lesion 53

* From John H. Good. and Edwin Fenton, "Woodrow Wilson and the Versailles
Settlement" in the Pentan47allbsekIWOrld Histo Pro ram for the Overhead

. Imussmso (Williamette, Minot*, Encyclopaedia Britannic& Films, Ince:
1105)0

This transparency set demonstrates the relationship of the treaty adjust-

ments made .at Versailles to the ethpic and geographic factors of Europe.



Shaping of Western-Society Lesson Plan Reading 54

BALANCE OF POWER AND COLLECTIVE SECURITIs INTERNATIONAL. RELiTIONS SINCE .1815

MISTER FULL PERIOD ESSAY EXAMINATION



THE DRAPING C? WESTERN 'SOW= Essay Test #5
Units XII and XIII
Lesson 54

To Instructor: Please writs the following n the board:

Defend or attack the following hypothesis:
"Nationalism mowed the Tint World War.*

1



Shapinz of We.stern Society Lesson' Plea, Readily SS

THE ROOTS OF TOTALITAMNISH IVERIAL RUSSIA

Subject Objectives:

Objettives:

Zia toz..1. :

To know. that Imperial Russia as politically,
socially, and economically organised so as to
make. community. intermits of greater importanct
than. any demands of. individuality; all three
institutions -are of in authoritarian 'nature.

Derivation of 'Abstract Relations (5.30) - to make
an hypothesis about' the-value system underlying
the institutional structure of Imperial Russia%

Reading 1.11g, "The Roots of Totalitarianism - Imperial Russia"
00.11w011111111WV111W AlomponlIONNIMOMM

GROU.: WRFC: A. meeting of the
commune Assembly.

In this exercise the teacher is to act as a
Westerner, Ilackenzie Wallace perhaps, and the
students are members of a village coraaune at an
Assembly meeting. Wallace is attending the meet-
ing to find out about the social and economic
structure of the Commune. Vie teacher might cal:
students by Russian =M Ivan, Alaryt Grushenl:a
Natasha, etc.. - to lend same..reality to the situ-
attn. Use the analytic questions found in the
lesson plans for. Readings 16 and 17 es the basis
for discussion, but disguise them. For example:
instead of asking "what goods and services shall
be produced," start' by saying, "what kind of woe.:
do you do?" and develop a line of questioning fri.:In
there. Once the meeting is ever, and it Should
last for about twenty minutes, the villagers sho..1:1d
have told you, in effect, that they are not mestcxs
of their ova destiny. Both the rigidly undemo-
cratic family organisation and the obligatory
nature of the c+ inure make it impossible for the
peasant to act in his own self-interest. There
is always some higher authority who must be
obeyed.

'..,11ere any similarity between
the :xi:Animation of; the Imperial
Goya:aent and the social and
eco:.:cnic structure of the Cannutie?

Can 1.ciu make an hypothesis about
the' %lulu* system in Imperial
Russia?

.1res. There is a huge bureaucracy and a tremenda is
amount of red tape involved in governmental deci-
sion making. This produces, again, the phenamerm
_of group responsibility or better yet the
%salsa responsibility to higher authorities rathe::
than to himself.

By this time the students should be mare of the
precedence taken by cosounnity interest and
authoritarian control as opposed to the Western
ideals of individualism and democratic decisions.
If time permits, :the teacher might ask whether
or not it is odd that Ccmmunima has taken hold
so thoroughly in the Soviet Union.



Shapin of. Western Society . Lesson Plan, Reading 56

TO ROWS OF TOTALUARIMISII COIDIDIIST IDEOLOGY

Subject Objective fa

Skill Cejectives:.

To know that the Cciumnist Party established'
another authoritarian state fora new purpose,
that of organizing a classless society in which
the Wane of production would be publicly, not
privately, xoned.

To ;wow that the long-range goal of the Cormuunist
State hat been the eventual elimination of formal
government, but that the methods of achieving this
goal have changed over time

Analysis of Elements: (4.10) - to analyse the
constants and variables of.cormuniet ideology
Analysis of Relationships: (4.20 to.analyze
the relationship between the goals and methods
of the COMMAS t8 and those of the Tsarist regime,

Naterf.ats: Reading LVI, "Tho Roots of Totalitarianism Communiet Ideology"

GROUP Tiralt: llow does each Divide the class, into four groups -and .allow about
writer define the Communist five minutes for discussion. Then have reportsstate? to the whole group on how each writer,' defines the

Comm:dot state. The teacher might put the defi-
nitions on the chalkboard.
aLTAL.,astdE pl._s_s The state is the moletadli
organized as, the ruling class for the purpose of
centralizing "all instrumento , of production in
the hands of the state" and eliminating all clam,
lines and antagonisms.
Lenin: The State is a vanguard of the proletarici
arse':ifted to suppre ss tiTIMEir1:3
that class lines disappear and real freedom and
democracy can b. enjoyed. Resistance must be
crushed with force.
Trots ,n Stalin: The state is Abe dictatorehlt2122Zaty edin; the roletariat in its job of
crushing the capitalists. Terror s the necessoey
weapon for this task since, as in war, loss of a
few lives is requisite to the end of convincing
'thousands of the truth. Furthezmore; those who
die are insignificant because they are capitalis..s.
RrUshchev: The state is a Nation de organize-

. tote arcs ins e expressing p eop a'
interests and will and called a socialist democracy.
All citizens must contribute to the work of the
.state and the centralized leadership maintains
tight control. This arransament will permit the
withering away of the state. .

thtlettifi differ end Each of the writers wishes see class lineswhat do they have in mason? erased and the bourgeois cap..talists eliminated
as an instrumental segment: of society. There is
a progression, hOveVor, tram :11TX through



Shapinz of Western Society.
Lessom Mans Reading 56 (continued)

Txushchay.with regard to the way this should be
. accomplished. Each writer becomes more specific

about how the state shall be organized to achieve
true comvuOism. In all cases a strengthened stataseems to be necessary before'the state can wither
away.

Is the (=munist state different In its gcals'yes, in its mode of operation, no.from Tsarist state? The Communist state is also highly bureaucratic,
organized around a small participating elite,
and unwilling to permit much individuality. Itsfamiliar authoritarian nature has, perhaps, conm
tributed to its success in gaining public acceptaacefor a radically new program.
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Subject: Objectives:

Skill Objectives:

TM WOULD OF THE SOVIET CITIZEN

Lesson Plan, Reading 57

To know:

that the Soviet citizen, in large measure, finds
that the Communist regime has improved his stand-
:d of living and thus he is favorable disposed
,award his government.

that the Communist regime is built an and owes
some of its success to customs and mores that
belonged to Russians of the Tsarist era..

Derivation of Abstract Relations: (5.30) to maka
a hypothesis about the reasons for Commies''s
success in the Soviet Union.

Flatetlas: Ucading VII, "The World, of the Soviet Citizen"
emsposmoN1110iarafflaf Illmeoldimonomproommousimerr Alimismmor

'nave ;Ain Comenists adhieved
their amid of public ownership
and 4174asslessness?

It seems that collectivization is occurring with
great success in industry but that agriculture is
losing ground. Students should attempt to explain
why this is the case,

. Is there any reason that
private ownership should be more important to the
peasant than to the businessman? Social welfare
legislation, urbantzation, and industrialization
have contributed to eliminating extreme differencaa
fn woelth and social position.

FREE l'aCUSSION: Is the Soviet It would, not seem so. For most people, the con-
man 1:ate/y to revolt against his ditions of living have improved as tremendously,
govezE:nant? revolt would not be worthwhile. Furthermore, the

citizen is proud of the progress his government
has made. Revolt may well be unthinkable too.
Memories of terror might linger, and the tradi-
tional willingness to accept authority does hot
seem to foster a revolutionary spirit. Govern-
ment supervision of even minor daily and personal
decisions makes revolt even less feasible. There
is a total security that is not worth risking
particularly when the security of communal rather
than individual decision-making has beektraditiclal
to a people.

WEITS17.; EXERCISE: Why haw the Rave each student write a hypothesis answering th:;.s
Comrurt:7.st regime been so success question. A sample might be: " The. Communist
ful? Party in the USSR has ruthlessly modernized and

improved economic conditions using a foundation
of traditional values on rich to base its orgatiia-
tits: and methods. As a result it has brought about

. progress and been accepted by the citizenry."
Is there any similarity between the Communist
technique and that of Caesar Augustus?



SHAPING OF WESTERN SOCIETY Objective . Exam VII

DO NOT WRITE ON THIS EXAMINATION SHEET. AN ANSWER SHEET HAS BEEN PROVIDED.

This objective examination will Iasi; twenty minutes. It consists of twenty-fivequestions. For each question, choose the best of the four suggested answers.After you decide which answer is best, mark an X through the letter on theanswer sheet. Give only one answer to each question; no credit will be given
for multiple answers.

Example: Question Sheet Answer Sheet
Chicago is a 1. A )( C D
A. state. C. country.
B. city, D.. continent.

If you do not know the answer to a question, go on to the next one,.and thenreturn to questions you have left blank. If you are able to eliminate one of
the four suggested answers as certainly wrong, it will pay you to guess amongthe other three.

Questions 1 and 2. refer to the statements below about Communist
philosophy.

I. Proletarian domination to eliminate bourgeois classes.
/I. Public ownership to eliminate private wealth for the few.

III. Organized terror to eliminate citizen opposition.
IV. Strong centralized leadership to eventually eliminate the state.

1. With which of the statements above
A. I B. II

With which of the statements above
A. I and II
B. and III

would Khrushchev disagree?
4.c. III D. IV

would Lenin, Trotsky, and Stalin agree?
*C. II, III, IV and I
D. I, III, and IV

Question 3 refers to the following events,

I. Germany invades Belgium.
II. Austria declares war on Serbia.

III. Russia mobilizes her army.
IV. Germany gives blanket support to Austria..
V. England declares war on Germany.

3. What is the correct order in which the above events occurred?
A. II, III, IV, I, V C.. III, II, I, IV, v

IV, III, II, I, V
. D. II, V, I, III, IV

4. Why has Russian economic growth taken place with such speed?
A. Because the government has concentrated on consumer production.

. B. Because the market theory has been used.
C. Because. private ownership .has been developed.

Because western technology has been borrowed.
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Questions 5 through 8 refer to the following people.
I. Woodrow Wilson of the United States.

.II. Georges Clemenceau of France.
III. David Lloyd George of Great Aritaili.
IV. aunt Brockdorf-Rantzeu of Germany.

5. Which of the men mentioned above would have said, "A general, association ofnations met be formed under specific covenants for the purpose of affording
mutual guarantees of political independence and territorial integrity togreat and small states alike."?

.114Aak I B. II C. III D. IV

6.- Which of the men mentioned above would have Said, "The.demand is made thatwe shall acknowledge thit we. alone are guilty of having caused the war.Such a confession in my mouth would. be a lie."?
A. I B. II C. III Of D. IV.

ilioe

7. Which of .the men 'mentioned above would have said, "Here we have a condition
of inequality in that the. nations which were not invaded will obtain the
greatest guarantees of security while those who have suffered invasion willobtain the least guarantees.'!?
A. I *R. II C. III D. IV

Which of the men mentioned above would have said, "Areadjustment of thefrontiers of Italy should be effected along clearly recognizable lines of,.nationality."?
IRA. I 11.0 II C. III D. IV

9. All of the following are reasons for Communism's success in establishing
itself

in Russia EXCEPT:
ARA. Russians .had been raised to question the present and look for impioire-

ments in the future.
B. . Russia's historic mission to the world would be fulfilled 'in Communism.C. Russian society was traditionally oriented. toward group concerns.D. Russians were accustomed to accepting commands obediently.

10. All of the following are reasons for the failUre of the League of Nations
EXCEPT:
A. The leading nations did not belong, so the organization lacked

.

prestige.
B. The League did not have enough money to carry on effective peace-

keeping operations.
.

C. The League.was created under'the auspices ofthe.Versailles Treaty:
D. The member nations were unwilling to abandon their special interests

. to the community welfare.

of the following describe war in the 20th century.EXCEr:
War involves the entire population of the country.

.

War is fought with patriotic goals in mind.
Wars are generally short.
War requires an advanced. and sophisticated technology.

1
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Questions 12 through 16 refer to the following statements:
I. Sentence #2 provides substantial evidence to confirm the accuracy

of sentence #1.
.II. Sentence #2 tends to confirm the accuracy of sentence #1, but more

evidence is needed.
III. Sentence #2 provides substantial evidence that sentence #1 is

inaccurate.
IV. Sentence #2 neither proves nor disproves sentence #1. The sentences

are unrelated.

12. Which of the statements above best describes the relationship between the
following two sentences?

#1 - "The Soviet citizen lives in constant fear."
#2 - "The Moscow police force numbers 4,000 men."

A. I B. II C. III D. /V

13. Which of the statements above best describes the relationship between the
following two sentences?

#1 - "Modern war is democratic."
#2 - "Modern armies are made up of millions of ordinary citizens,

not just professional soldiers."
A. I caB, II C. III D. IV

14. Which of the statements above best describes the relationship between the
following two sentences?

#1 - "The leaders of the Soviet Union are driven by their zeal to
put the ideals of communism into practice."

#2 - "A recent policy statement made by the Soviet Central Committee
states that some workers will be given higher wages if they
surpass their production goals for this year."

A. I B. II
1
°11C. III A. 'I,'

15, Which of the statements above accurately describes the relationship between
the following two sentences?

#1 - "The members of the Narodna Odbrana, who assassinated the
Austrian Archduke Franz Ferdinand, were motivated by
nationalistic feeling."

#2 "The members of the Narodna Odbrana swore to the oath that they
would not rest until Austria no longer dominated their Serbian
brothers."

/ B. II C. III IV

16. Which of the statements above best describes the relationship between the
following two sentences:

#1 - "Germany went to war in 1914 to honor its alliances."
#2 - "In 1892 Germany had joined Austria in an alliance which stated

that Germany would come to Austria's support if invaded by
Russia."

A. AB. II C. III D. 17
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17. All of the following facts could be used to support the following
genera .ization: "Nationalist motives caused much of, the tension
in Europe prior to World War I," EXCEPT:
A. The Serbian press constantly agitated for a greater Serbia which

would include the Serbs in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
B. German writers called for German domination of western and central

Europe.
SIC. The Kaiser called for free trade in Morocco.

D. Russian writers agitated for the unification of all Slavic peoples
into one nation.

18. All of the following are explanations for the fact that Russians ha' not
revolted against Communism EXCEPT:

OA. .Collective responsibility has alienated the freedom-loving Russian.
B. Government supervision is so'close as to make revolution almost

impossible.
C. Most Russians do not ,wish to risk losing the improvement in living.

standards.
D. The Soviet man is proud of the accomplishments his government has

achieved.

20. The
one
A.

OB.
C.

D.

of the following are incorporated in the Versailles Treaty EXCEPT!:
Parts of Germany must be occupied to prevent future aggression,,
Germany must give up all of her overseas territories°
Germany must participate in the League to promote peace.
Germany must repay the Allies for all the losses she caused them.

Versailles Treaty was written as a peace of vengeance rather then.as
of.justice for all the following reasons EXCEPT:
The Allies wanted to make up for the losses incurred by the war as
much as possible.
The Germans realized their mistake and wanted to repent in this way.
The rest of Europe was afraid of permitting any German .strength to be
maintained.

Wilson was more idealistic than European. leaders because his country
had not been invaded.

21. The political phtlosophy of the Russian Tsars was most similar to that of:
A. Bossuet 3. Locke C. Pericles D. Wilson

22. A Tsarist Russian commune would have been most similar to:
A. the Greek acropolis. C. Renaissance Florence©
B. the medieval manor. D. .a Roman' province.

23. All of the.following statements are true of both the Tsariet'and Communist
regimes EXCEPT:
A.. Both are authoritarian in nature.
IB. Both are dedicated to eliminating capitalism.
C. Both are highly bureaucratic and involve much red tape.
D. 116th are organized around a small participating elite.
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24. Which of the followilw ideas would most accurately reflect the Tsarist
Russian's outlook on life?
A. Don't worry about tomorrow, it will take care of itself.

OIL Do what you're told without asking questions and you won't get in
trouble.

C. It X get rich it's a sign that I am guaranteed spiritual salvation.
D. 'I must take care of myself because no one is going to do it for me.

25. All of the following statements Are evidence that modern Russia is a
aptalitarian state, EXCEPT:
WA.WA. 'All Russians have the right to vote.

B. No party but the Communist Party may exist in the Soviet Union.
C.' The.major economic decisions are made by a .small elite.
D. Plays, books, and music must be approved by the Party before publication

or performance.
.
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TOTATITAIVAIDIM N %1IE SOVIET UNION

Subject Objectives:

Skill Objectives:

To know:
that Russian economic growth has been accom-
plished with speed because the Party. boa bor-
rowed Western technology and Used a centra-
lized decislon-making apparatus.

/analysis of Elements: (4.10) to analyse
the fact= involved in the growth of the
Soviet economy.

Materials: Reading us, "Totalitarianism in the Soviet Uaion" .

Walbank Transparency Series, "Russian Economic Growth"
massmatesr

ANIMIST= 'NUTT MUTE warm MUM
1

TWISP12211CIES:
low has econemic growth been achieved
in the Soviet Union?

li. 4,111111110
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* From Georgia Schneider and Edwin Fenton, "Russian Economic Growth,"in The Penton-Wallbank World Hist Pr am for th Overh
(Willismetts, Illinois,. encyclopaedia Britannic* Films, 'Inc.: 1965).

6C 0

This transparency set compares Russian economic growth with that of the
Vatted States.
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Subject Objectives:

Skill Objectives:

Materials:

in C l PIOPLI AND 111 NAZIS

Lesson Plan, Reading 59

To know:
that many Germans supported Hitler's National
Socialist Party out of dissatisfaction with
existing conditions and because it provided a
program for actively dealing with these problem.

Analysis of Relationships: (4.20) to analyze
the relationship between the discontent in
Germany and the success of Sitter's' party in
rising' to power.

Reading tax, "The German People and the Nests

MOWERY EXPACISE:
Which of the three parties
would the person in your
case study support and why?

What political philosophy is
the ticundation for each. of the
three parties and whyi

tihy did Nazism become so.power-
ful in Germany? .

1111111111111111111111MMINI

Assign each student to read one of the case
studies and to be able to support his reasoning.
After about five minutes, begin discussing the
cases allowing students to comment on each other's
analysis. Make sure that reasoning is based either
on conditions in emicsany or party platforms.

This question gets at the diffirence between the
three parties. A, Comunist: 1, Democratic; C,
Absolutist (in terms of what the.class had studf.od
thus far), actually Nazi.

Sample hypothesis: Nazism became a potent force
of German nationalism for my reasons. Pear
of Communism . unstable currency, loss of nationa
prestige, and an ineffective republic are primary
causes for the widespread acceptance of the Nazi
program which promised to alleviate all Germany"aills; Of course, the magnetisis of Hitler himself
cannot *be overlooked.
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NAZISM IN Toon

Subject Objectives: To know:

Skill Objectives:

Lesson Plan, Reading 60

that the Nazi state creaked by Hitler was founded
on the principles of racial superiority, national
expansion, and totalitarian authority.

that Nazi ideology as expounded by Hitler, Rubes
and Rosenberg was not entirely alien to the historic
German and Western experience.

Analysis of Elements: (4.10) to analyze the bases
of Nazi theory
Analysis of .Rolatiouships: (4.20) to analyse the
relationship between Nazi theory and earlier
German historic rxperitace.

Materials: Reading IX, "Nazism in Theory"
11111.110KMIIIMMINISINIIMIN

WRITING =RCM
tihat is Nazism?

7711lirmr ''',0101PvirArret(

Direct the class to write a one paragraph donut-
tion of Nazism using the readitw as sources of
information. This exercise should take about ten
minutes after which aevoral paragraphs can be
read and commented upon, The following ideas
should certainly be included in any weltbalanced
definitioni.
Hitler on Race and Nationaia The state is an
area largrrurghtirrissureta preservation of a
"community of physically and psychically home-
geneouo creatures." If the state cannot do this,
it is useless. In order to adequately preserve
this cormunity, the state must have enough land.lifisLimnhe Role of theZir if An elite from
the National Socialist ?arty provides leadership
for the state. The Party grasped its position
becguse its adherents wore racially "the most
valuable section of the GeV= nation" and there-
fore most deserving and capable of guiding the
.state.
Alfred Resenbort on Race end Naticoall
NatioAaj.zty uas iricMc rWirsr s bloods
of various races results in an essentially
mate racial group. The rights of nationality must
be earned through striving "for complete humanity
and achievement in the service of the Volk."
IngUbbitziummis the PuehrciPri The Ituthrer
is the embodiment o t s v MITER-people, this
latter having bees sambas systically revealed to
or born in his. its all-inclusive powers aro then
used to plan all phases of the national life.
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Lesson Plans Radians 60 (continued)

Are these theories at all similar RUber's description of the Fuehrer is rather simi-to any other political theories lar to Boscuet's ideas about the absolute monarch,we have studied? and the collective will he mentions sounds ratherlike Rousseau's General Will. (See Lesson 39.)
Why do you suppose Nazi theory The teacher may have to begin by asking whetberis so enamoured of racial there is amy reason for Germans not: b feel super-superiority? for or important in order to get started withthis question. It should remind students of theVersailles Treaty (see Lesson 51) which humiliatedGermans with its clauses depriving than of land

and German population. Coa Nast theory be inters,plated as an attempt to recoup those losses?Mother way to attack the question might be toask whether or not Germans have .always felt super-ior. This should brIng up the st.sudy of Germannationalism in the 19th century (see Leeson 49.)
Humboldt, Bismarck, and Treitechke ware also
powerfully conscious of their Germaneness =4felt that a strong German titate woe essential.

Does Naafis now seam to be as
totally nonaisestern as you had
originally tbougbd?

In conclusion the students should reali.e thatNazism does have western roots in nationak4moabsolution and to some degree natural law. Its.subversiveness, therefores lies more in the pry:-, tics than in the theory and the extreme racialposition is undoubtedly its most Invidious aspect.Why is Pastes regarded as so much less tolerable
a theory than Conlantilad
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Subject Objectives:

Skill Objectives:

Materials:

Lesson Plan, Reading 61

NAZISM IN Pawns

To know:
that the practice of Nazism was the logical out-
growth of Nazi theory.

Analysis of Relationships: (4.20) to analyze
the relationship between lulu in theory and
practice©

Reading 131, "Nazism in Practice'
Slides: "Nazism: the Splendor and the Horror"

SLIDES: Now did Bitter establish
the Nest State?

Considering tint thearyr would
you nary that these practicas
were to be expected?

PIES DISCUSSION;
Say was Nazism ever able' to
develop?

Show the slides in two groups first the parade
scenes and then the concentration camp shots
asking the question after each group. In the first
set, the tremendous militaristic and natiGzalistia
appeal is quite evident; from the second the elimi-
nation of the "inferior" race is apparent. This
question can also be applied to the reading to
indicate the technique of eliminating civil rights.

Yes. Nave the students refer to the preceding
day's lesson to find corroborative theoretical
evidence for the material presented in the slides
and today's reading. Make sure that the treatment
of other nations is included in the discussion.

The students may or may not be able to disaiias
this question adequately. The teacher can intro-
duce any number of questions for considerations
a. multiple causation
b. the great man theory
e. the character of the Gown people
d. the appeasement of the western democracies
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"Nazism: The Splendor and the Horror"

Reading 61

Slide tape script

i) (Hitler's Voice) That was the voice of Adolph Hitler. Ha win addressing
%b.--

a among of one million Germans who had come us Nuremburg its 1936 to celebrate

the triumph of the Nasi Party. They came to sing the Nisi Anthem, 1)

(Horst Hassel Song) to watch the Storm Trooiers march, 3 to take pact in
the pageants:ye to gape at the spectacle, CD and to pay home to Hitler. (6)
This was the funny lints man who was responsible for the splendor of Nazi

Germany and for its horror6colkichenwald 6,4 Auschidts 62) 9 Dachau

This was the monument of Adolf Hitler.

4
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Slide-Tape: Nazism: The Splendor and the Horror

1 and 2. Hitler speaking before massed crowds

3. Hitler reviewing a military parade

4 and 5. Flag ceremonies at Nazi rallies

6. Hitler passing in review in parade .

7. Hitler marching with German chiefs of staff

8, through II. Varioul pictures of German concentraticra caspi taken at

the end of the war.
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FASCISM: DRUAL OR FULFILUZIN OP =STUN TRADITIONS?



Th! SUP= OP WESTERN SOCIETY Essay Test #6
Units XIV and XV
Lesson 62

Write an essay in which you answer the following question:

_ "Why are totalitarian governments established?"
1

e
In answering this question you should develop a hypothesis that

accounts for the various factors that lead to the establishment of totalitarian
regimes* Then you should defend your hypothesis with evidence taken from the
readings in Unite XIV and XV, "The Development of Totalitarianism in Russia"
and "Adolf Hitler and the MLA Reich*"
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Subject Objectives:

Skill Objectives:

THE IDEA Of EQUALITY IN THE WEST

Lessen Plan, Reading 63

To Inowr
that religion, natural law, communism, and science
provide philosophical justifications for the idea
that all men are equal because they share in the
human condition.

Derivation of Abstract Relations.: (5.30) to make
a hypothesis about the meaning of equality

Materials: ReadingLIII/e "The Idea of Equality in the West"

FREE DISCUSSION:
Do you really consider yourself
equal to everyone else?

This discussion may or may not bring out all the
information Ls the reading. Its purpose is to
realistically clarify the numercus inequalities
that do exist among men. After this it should
be easier to define equality reasonably. The
teacher might introduce the phrase "primus inter
pares," first among equals, as amens for con-
cluding the discussion.

What do the authors of the read- le tgion: Epictetus, Jesus, and Cicero promote
Inge believe equality means? the idea that men, are equal because they wore

all.ereated by God and are distinct from other
animals which can neither speak nor reason.
lespLlmatAL: Jefferson and members of the French
National Assembly think that possession of the
rights to life, liberty, happiness, and property
is common to.all men. Thus men are equal, and
the law must maintain that equality.
SMEMBNUIP The free enterprise system creates
inequality Wallowing the few (bourgeoisie)
property'owners to "subjugate" the labor of the
many (proletariat) propertyless. Communism would
create equality by eliminating private ownership;
everyone would then be equal out of the necessity
of having to labor for a living.
Mom The study of racial and ethnic groups
indicates that no man is exactly "the same as"
another. Between groups of men, however, there
are great Similarities, especially with reference
to intelligence. There is no evidence to prove
that any racial group as a whole is any more or
lees intelligent than another.

Can you make a hypothesis. about
the meaning of equality?

Direct the class toward conga:sus on some grounds
other than equality in the eyes of the law; this
is a student favorite but is not the crux of the

'issue here.
Sample: "Equality among men is an idea based on
the fact that we are all involved in and subject
to the human condition."
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NINETEENTH csurma GUMSHOES TO =IDEA OF EQUALITY

Lesson Plan
Reading 64

Subject Objectives:

Skill Objectives:

TO know:
that nineteenth century political, social, and
economic institutions were organized so as to
deny equality to many men.-.

Analysis of Elements: (4.10) - to analyzer the
nineteenth century value system which :anied
equality to so many.

Materials: Reading LXIV, "Nineteenth Century Challenges to
the Idea of Equality"

WRITING EXERCISE:

1. You are a poor but intel-
ligent young Frenchman
living in 1835. Writs a
letter to the editor of
your newspaper explateng
your dissatisfaction with
the newly elected Deputy
from your distiict.

2. You are a successful factory
owner living in England in
1835. Write a letter to a
friend explaining the secret
of your success. .

3. You are a young Englishman
just out of the university in
1835. Write a letter to a
friend explainipg why you have
chosen to go into government
work in the colonies.

Assign each student to one of the three exercises
and allow about ten minutes for its completion.
Nave several students read their letters aloud,
permitting other students to criticize and comment
on their validity. This exercise should bring out
the basic ideas in the reading.
altatttcpljagitjtutiors,: In France only the zalthy
could vote. Public officials also had to be rich
since they received no salaries. This arrangemagat
means not only corruption in public office but a
denial that men are equal. The aristocracy will
probably be much more equal than the poor comoner.
Xannomic_Inettto_tiatem Racial slavery and wage
slavery held many men captive. 'Cu both cases
working hours are long, the pay is poor, the con-
ditions of labor are outrageous, and the factory
or plantation owner is much more equal than his
workers.
jadelasasmi In Russia classes do not simply
exist as one of the realities of life, they are
also recognized by the law. The British imperia-
list regarded himself as superior to the natives
in the colonies who are wild folk and sullen,
rather like children in their innocence and like
devils in their wickedness.

Why are all not always treated The.Values underlying institutional patterns often
equally? deny equality. When the political, economic, and

social structure permit one group of people privi-
leges in excess of what the others receive, equal-
ity is being denied.
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TEE DEVELOPNINT Cl EQUALITY EN GREAT BRITAIN

Lesson Plan, Reading 65

Subject Objectives: ikolimen

that.inAGreat Britain political, economic, and
social. equality has been extended to all people
throb& the passage of national law.

Analysis of Elements: (4.10) - to analyze the
means and ends of expanding equality.

Naterials: Reading Lin "The Developient of Equality in Great Britain"

Skill ObjeCtives:

Ampuminsmonnummisr

GROUP NOM
now did the definition of equal-
ity change over the years in
Great Britain?

Divide the class into four or five committees and
use the chronology as a discovery exercise. After
about ten minutes, reporters should be able to
inform the class of their committee's work. Stu-
dents should become aware that equality wall graft-
ally extended to more and more people in many
WOW.
higalimlamAllin through expansion of the
suffrage so that religion, wealth, and social
class were no longer the determinants for
participation in government.
Aggmag.gmlim through elimination of tariffs,
and with the advent of minimum wage law, graduated
income tax, inheritance tax, etc. there is less
possibility for some to be very rich while every-
one else has a substandard income.
Social egglq: the preceding reforms as well
as greeter a opportunities operate to
cause e, more mobile class structure:rfte chronology
also indicates that law becomes 'Amusingly more
strong as central government legis1171s equality
for larger and larger numbors of people in widely
diversified areas.

Whet does the case study of the It is clear that legislating equality is not easy,Reform Bill indicate about the for some must inevitably lose in ccdtg Vat elbows
ease of passing such legtelation? gain. It seems, at least in the case of the

. Reform Bill, that only the threat of a loss greater
than that to be imposed by the law will force its
passage. Despite widespread popular agitation
favoring the measure, only the threat of an enlarged
peerage acting against them caused the Nouse of
Lords to pass the Reform Bill.

HAW has the significance of This is a summary question designed to produceequality changed over the years? =awareness that the idea of equality among men
het not changed but rather has been intensified
acrd made conscious. It is no longer an unprac-
ticed ideal; instead equality has been defined
as extandins into human political, economicp and
ocil:conditions. And leeislation has beenpassed to ensure greater ooney ln al mese
arose.
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Subject Objectives:

REMIT IN In WESTERN TRADITION

To know:
%Itat equslity and freedom are sometimes inconsisten
in the sense that freelos.is limited by legal impo
sition of equality among all non.

Skill Objectives: Analysis of Relationships: (4.20) - to analyse
the relationship between freedom and equality.

Materials: Reading LEVI, "Equality in the Western Tradition"
Tape: "Value Conflict: Freedom vs Equality"

AINIINISTER Than !MUTE OBJECLIVE
EXAM

PLAT TAPE: nth which of these This will undoubtedly be a discussion of valuestwo assn do you agree? Why? so its outcome is unpredictable. The teachers
however, should work. toward the idea that freedom
and equality often come into conflict with each
other. Since we hold both values we must make
a choice about which value we wish to promote
over the other when the two come into conflict
in situations such as the one described on thetaps.

meminipmze=almri _V1,11,0111MMILI. ...,Er =c-vma........
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Tape Script: "Haw 1,1'0:CAWS WILL"

little playlet demonstrates one of the fundowntal dileamas in

clemocracy. The conversatitm you are about to bear takes piece

Latinan" che uealthy and aging oil baron, !Zr. iluchcash and his attorney,
, ." ..fir ta *.; Nr. -eke:cash is grating along till years End is interested in

usl.n3 1.11.E groat fortune to provide a memorial to himself. Using phil-

ev...hzevic of mind, end. wanting to be remembered as halving done great

SW:I/LEW for his .fellow man, Kr» Zuchcash has decided to endow a collage which

benz. his name. His is .to be a college with a difference, however. It
is to take only young men who come from poor homes. Kir. lInchcash wants to

provide a college education for those who cannot afford it. Ze has

it:Aructed Beerier, the etteratiy, to draw up the will specifiying the
a*::alios Ike BeeMer has returned the rough draft and all is in order,

the el:caption of one missing clauie which Hr. Nuchcash insisted be

plzep.d it the Will. As the conversation °peas Nr. Illichcash is heatedly
pointing out this omission to his beleagured lasiyer.

s that in the living blezesdo you think you are doing? hen I
coy vlaut a clause :t.n there, I mean to see, it there in the first draft:
M'. ,ex cal, it's ow reartay I'm givingaway, not yours.

laschcesh, sir, putting that clause in your will is illegale
nt:.c&cl? Do you Moan it is illegal for a man to decide how hie money is

to be spent nrtd an whom?

1...2 come ceset) yes. For instance it iu illegal for you to spend your
; 7 illtreotica

1:1)17.12.711:; Bee. .m, I am not spending ray stoney on narcotics, I em endowing a

ea*:les44, cad I mean to have my college to set up the way I want it to be.

Anil :On tell you 'right now, I don't intend to have Negroes attending my

slaracpa. I. at that clanse in my will for just the:: purpose to. kg%)



tfee Negroes out. Dcemor, if you know what is good for ycu, you will

insert a clause that ow if any !Iwo is admitted to Knelt:ash College the

endowment funds will be turned over to the cars and feeding of my prise

peacocks.

',saratse: rrbit sir, the Supreme Coisrt has ruled and there are now many laws that

state that ycu cannot deny Negroes equal rights and equal opportunity*

If you put that clatsse° in the will, you will be denying those tights, and

tiLe coerts of this land can overrule not only that clause, but the entire

All. Then your money won't go either to Uuchcaoh GV.) liege or to your

;rice peacocks but will be given to some agency the Court thinks deserves

itlike the U.S. government.

I.;:f21: Do you mean the law says I do not have the freedom to leave my money to

VI a or whom I want to? Isn't this a free country whore a man io supposed

to have the liberty to dispose of his wealth the way he wants to, so' long

an it doesn't corz:upt the morals of Mericansor enuourage crime or

;:the-Avis° upset the peace?

Ili I know,. sir, Ix that you cannot deny the Negro his rights.

'slut what. about my rights? Don't I have some, too? Don't I have the

freedom of 'choice?.

Look, sir, I believe in freedom as much as you do. But you don't have the

freudon to deny evality..You have the fseedoza to endow a college or give

your.. money to peacocks, and I think you obould have that freedom (thoush

I can't think for the life of 1:10 why you would want to give your money

aoax.. birds. Mat can peacocks do with fifteen ertilion dollars?).

*!..:*;:.:113.: 'gayer mind the peacocks! I want the freedom to use swir 'money or leave my

moitay to Whom.vet or whatever.I please! I want my money to be used the

?:-,ny I want it. to be used. After all, I made it:



1. 7 __.."14'.771' 3 ; But ;Auk -yobs you have to ressmber that others have rights,. too. You've
got to remembar that this country stands for equality as wall as freedom.
If you ask see, you should want to promote equelity by opening your college
to all poor young men, Mach or white. .
1:t.eaors X bolieva lz equality as much as the next mars For heavon's sake,
tign vary idea behind this college is to promote avidity. I want to give.
th.:: chance to go to college to young men who have boon denied that opportunity
tocatiec they are ttto poor. Hy lord, if that isn't trying to promote

eirmaLty, than what is?

To:1-1743 that tlouso out of your will stating that Negroes cannot attend
Euzhceol:: Collego.

Durccr: Can't you urgierstand what I'm driving at? 1: want my money to be
*Iliad the ?day I twat tt used. I want the freedom to dispose of the fortune
that X "eicreko4 long and hard to gat the way I see fit. If you can't draw ,

up a aill ititnt will see that I get what I want, then find an attorney
tiho

Cltays Nuchcasho if that's the %my you want it I !peas just have
to resiga before you fire me... (fade reamer's voice)

Orb our little gar) Fire lAschcaab and. his attar:m.8cm to be caught
Cu the horns of a dilemma that they cannot resolve.. My did this dilemma
ireiSce? What is the of the conflict between K. Ilucteash and

Laarzlar? Do they both hold'the same values? Is one of the two men
Ilzi:o3? Xs there any solution to this problem?



SHAPING OF WESTERN SOCIETY Objective Examination VIII

DO NOT WRITE ON `THIS EXAMINATION SHE216 AN ANSWER SHEET HAS BEEN PROVIDED.

This objective examination will last fifteen minutes. It consists of fifteen
questions. For each question, choose the best of the foie suggested answers.
After you decide which answer is best, mark an X through the letter on the
answer sheet. Give only one answer to each question do credit will be giiien
for multiple answers.

Example: Question Sheet Answer Sheet
1. Chicago is a

A. state. C. country. 1. A )( C D
B. city. D. continent.

If you do not know the answer to a question, go on to the next one, and then
return to questions you have left blank. If you are able to eliminate one of
the four suggested answers as certainly wrong, it will pay you to guess among
the other three.

1. All of the following are ways in which equality was denied during the 19th
century EXCEPT:
A. Europeans regarded natives in their colonies' as inferiors.
B. Racial and wage slavery created wide social and economic gaps.

go. Suffrage was given only to the titled nobility in England and France.
D. Wealth carried political privileges.

All of the following are means fay creating greater equality EXCEPT:
A. extension of the suffrage. C. minimum wage laws.
B. increased. educational opportunity. GD. outlawing school Bible reading.

All of the following factors are common to both Nazism and Communism EXCEPT:
A. The indtvidUal exists for the welfare of the state.

. The means of production are publicly owned.
C. All methods are used to gain control of the government.
D. Police state methods may be used to maintain control.

The Nuremberg Decrees were laws issued by .the Nazi Party to:
A. annex Austria.
B. eliminate the provisions of the Versailles Treaty.

ec. limit the civil rights of Jews.
D. outlaw the Communist Party in Germany.

All of the following are explanations of the techniques Hitler used to
gain power EXCEPT:
A. He used the existing democratic structure and procedures.
B. He used the backing of the Storm Troopers.

He was invited by the President to form a coalition government.
D. appealed for the support of the-Communists.

6. All of the following are explanations for the rise of Nazism in Germany
EXCEPT:

)0. Failure of the.League of Nations C. Treaty of Versailles
B. Ineffective Weimar Republic D. Unstable. German currency
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7. Why
A.
B.

C.

D.

Objective Run MI6 pegs

can Nazism be said to have roots in western tradition,
It was based on the democratic ideals of Greece
tt was based on the humanistic ideals of the Renaissance.
It was based on the nationalistic ideals of the Vest.
It was based on the socialist ideals of Mem

Questions 8 through 11 refer to the following men:.

I. Thomas Jefferson III. Jisus Christ
II. Ashley Montague N. Cicero

8. Which of the men mentioned above defined equality as beteg impel is r
sight of God?
A. I B. II lc. In 114, TV

9. Which of the men mentioned above used scientific evidence to justify
equality?
A. I 4B. II C. II!

10. Which of the men mentioned above stated that men may be different from oath
other but that this difference is as nothing compared to the differences
between man and animals?
A. I .14 II C. III 441). err

11. Which of the men mentioned above justified equality on the basis of
natural law?

AA. I B. II C. III D. TV



sumo ow warm soczEn.

Objective Exam VIII, page 3.

Questions 12 thrtregh 15 ,refer .td. the following quotations:

"Though. there.are many differenCes .aMong men.- hair color, eye color,

yes, even intelligence. -.:these differences are not so large ..as to

separate Isis -into .different communities."

II. "I should sot like the aocident %.,f birth to be the determining factor
is a smals life. What he will become should not depend upon who his
purest* arc's°
flu Aryans are a superior race. To them we owe the progress of
cimilltation."

111.. "As .* eumber.of one of Trance's oldest noble families I resent the
atteept of the Commons to force taxes upon. me."

V. "This sev income.tax law will tax those who make $5,000 per year at
1S% as those who mike $50,000 per year at 35%."

12. Which of the quotations above.iSdio2te that the writer. does not favor
equality?
IL. I and III only AP. III and IV. only

S. II and III only D. It/ and V only

13. Which of the quotations above indicates that the writer favors equality?
A. I only 4j C. I, II, and V
B. I and III only D. II, III,.and V only

14. Writer number IV probably would favor
olk. a society in which status is ascribed according to birth.

B.. a society in which status is earned accordiug to merit.
C. a society in which no status is recognized.
D. a society in which status is given to the strongest members.

15. Writer number II probably would favor
A. a society which would distribute wealth equally among i.e members.

Apt. a society which gives men an equal chance to accumulate we tth.-
C. a'society-which gives the sons of rich men the most wealth.
D. a society which. gives. the sons of poor men the most wealth.
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Ifgo' Idu

TEE DIFFUSION 07 MK HEST UV THE =WEE= CENT MPS

Subject Objectives:

Skill Objectives:

TO know:
that during, the. ninetetinth century mu-western
'peoples came into contact with European mission-.eries and colonialists, who managed to superimposetheir.Naluet on native cultires.
.that %Changes promoted anxiety but were readily
accepted :when there was no alternative to doing so.
Analysts of Element's. (4.10) - to analyze the con-
ditions surrounding changes introduced into non-
western values during the niueteonth century.
Analysts of Relationships: (4.20) - to analyze
the relationship between loathe& of introducing
change and the readings with which change is

as.Q.,.

Lesson Plan, Reading 67

accepted.

Materials: Reading LXV11, "The Diffusion of the West in the Nineteenth Century"Handout: chart, "Analysis of Factors Influencing Diffusion of the West"

GROUP WORK:
What were the changes and condi-
tions surrounding change faced
by. non-western societies in the
nineteenth century?

Is there any similarity in the
kind of change each non-westerner
was exposed to?

Can you make a hypothesis as to
the conditions under which change
is accepted?

Divide the class into three groups and direct
each to fill in one inaction of the chart handout -
Baba, Prince Naduper or the Chinese student.
Allow five to ten minutes and then call the class
back together to fill in a complete model either
on the chalkboard or the overhead projector.
Yes. Each is faced with a new set of distinctively
western values that undermines traditional beliefsand institutions.

Sample: "The non-western man accepted western
changes intreAuced into his own environment often
because be had no alternative. Given a western
environment, however, and wedge of a variety
of alternatives all having good and bad sides, it
was MIMI difficult to accept new values."
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ANALYSIS OF FACTORS INFLUENCINS DIFFUSION OF TEE WEST

BABA

Lo cation
In Africa, in the native
village

PRINCE MODUP4

The elimination of elev.,
OrY.. All men called
brothers, i.e. greater
equality. Everyone has

Chauge ito do his COMM*.

In Africa, in the native
vitiate

The rejection of tribal
superstition in favor
of Christianity.

Reedit% 67

CHINESE STUDENT

In a Western Uni-
versity, possibly
British

Recognition of
several ways of
doing things to this
case differing types
of government and
economic policy*
Recognition of the
difference between
theory and practice.

VatiVe4 were paid in
food and goods when

Method of they worked for Euro-
Introduction palm. judges could

punish those who did
not discontinue slav-
ery.

Attitude

Alternative
to acceptance

Apparently good. There
was little troublep per-
haps because tines for
labor were equWible
and punishment undesir-
able.

None.

Missionaries used mars
rors to frighten the
natives and whiskey to
get them drunk.

leaders convinced that
they were not strong
enough to resist power-
ful white magic. Rec-
oguitton that European,
though rude, regards
himself as superior.

None. Drunkenness and
lost of blood are too
convincing.

A liberal education.

Confusion. Doubt
has been cast on
what was once held
to be beyond ques-
tioning.

Many: =eel:teat=
rejection, modifi-
cation, etc. Reason
will have to deter-
mine how new ideas
can be assimilated
with old values.
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Lesson Plan, Reading 68
THE VALUES OP NON-WESTEIN LEADERS IN THE TWENTIETH CENTIME

Subject Objectives:

Skill Objectives:

Materials:

To know:
that ion-western leaders have been influenced by
and accept some Western values but reject those
which have been most constraining to their own
peoples.

Analysis of Elements: (4.10) a to analyze assump-
tions underlying non-western acceptance or
rejection of western values.

Reading LIM', "The Values of NonWestern Leaders in the
Twentieth Century"

WRITING =WISE: You are .tither
liehru, Sun-TatSen, or !Maya. When
faced by this question from newspaper
men, what response would you make?

To Nehru; Since you despise the
West, why are you so
favorable disposed
toward socialism?

To Sun-YatSan: Do you want to
model your country
along western lines?

To Nboya: Now sympathetic are you
to Communist type govern-
sent?

Do the leaders reject western values?

Assign students to be one of the leaders and
allow them five to ten minutes for writing
their answers. Then have answers read aloud
so others can comment.

Not entirely. Their reactions are a curious
mixture of acceptance and rejection. Below
are summary remarks about each leader, some
of which may have been brought out in the
writing, others which will unfold now.
Nehru; Nehru rejects capitalism or the free
enterprise system which has permitted British
imperialists to use Indian resources and
labor for British gain. Ile accepts socialism,
however, which is a Western idea motivated
by the western ideal of equality.
fax.Writgatta:, Dr. Sun rejects western civil-
issktion in general and western political
philosophy specifically as being far inferior
to Chinese institutions. But he wishes to
acquire western scientific and technologicalskills in order to achieve a very western goal,
that of material wealth.
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Lesson Plan, Reading 68 (continued)

.Why do these leaders seem to accept
the West on one band and reject it
on the other?

Tao Mboya: Mboya rejects the hypocritical
4:Maiirof democracy practiced by the West in
Africa; ha **Cognizes freedom and colonial
domination as inherently contradictory. The
African state be envisions, haisver, is founded
on western beliefs in independence, Individual
ley, mutual respect, etc.

This question gets at the frame of reference
of each leader. All have been influenced by
the West in their educations. Thus none are
able to reject the West entirely. They accept
much and reject what is inconsistent with
their am culture or what has bad the most
constraining influence on their own peoples.
It may be necessary here for the teacher to
provide some additional historic information.
For example, the inequities suffered by 'the

Chinese at the bands of the British or the
disruption to Indian crafti and villages by
British Industry and land policy.



Shaping of Western Society Lesson elan, Reading 69

A TURICISR VILIAGS: A CAST STUDY IN DIFFUSICIN

Subject Objectives:

Skill ObjecLives:

To know:
that the transformation of Dalgat was accomplished
by political leaders who diffused western tech-
nology to the village.
that the villagers became materialistic and re-
jected lime of the ideals accompanying the new
emphasis on cash.

Analysis of Relationships: (4.20) - to recognise
the relationship between the introduction of
western technology and the acceptance of western
values.

Materials: ReadingLXIX, "A Turkish Village: A Case Study in Diffusion"

ROI11 MAIM:
A Coffee-house discussion of the
changes that have taken place in
Dalgat.

From this discussion how would
you describe and analyse the
eitanges in Belgat as:
a) a political scientist?
b) an economist?
c) a sociologist?

Why did the villagers change so
radically?

For this discussion, the teacher should be Daniel
Lerner .asking the villagers how their daily lives
and attitudeb have changed since 1950. (Lesson
60 was conducted in much the same way and the
some kinds of techniques should be used.)

Get the students to use the analytical questions
of each discipline. It should be apparent that

. Rapt has lost its traditionalism in that:
the government has been broadened to include
political parties in addition to the chief who
is no longer of much significance particularly as
an opinion leader; the economy, has been Indus-
trialised so that land is no longer the basis for
wealth; prestige is influenced by material
possession rather than birth

This question probably gets at the real clue to
the significance of diffusion. The class should
readily agree that materialism which is the
result of en improved technology is the basic
reason for the quick and in this case all-inelusive
change. Is there way reason to believe that an
improvement in economic standards will always
or often be accompanied by a change in other 0 if
values?


